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INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, I estimate willingness to pay for distance to a water 

source, the availability of piped water into a house and deepwell or yard tap 

water using household survey data from the Philippines. In estimating 

willingness to pay, two estimation approaches are taken using the hedonic 

property models. 

Past efforts to estimate willingness to pay for improved water sources 

have involved surveys which have provided limited information about households 

because they have been narrowly focused on household's demand for water 

sources. Also willingness to pay estimates have been primarily based on 

bidding games.(Griffin & North 1989, Whittington et al 1988, Altaf & Jamal 

1988, Smith & Liu 1989) These studies suffer from potentially biased 

estimates involved in collecting information on a hypothetical market. 1 

• 
The model I will use assumes that housing and water source 

characteristics are not separable in the household's utility function. Thus 

when households choose housing, they do so considering the water source 

,characteristics among other housing characteristics. This is different from 

the work done with the bidding games and other work looking into the demand 

for water sources. In these studies it is assumed that water sources and 

housing are separable in the household's utility function. In other words, 

when a household chooses to rent or purchase a house, the water source 

characteristics are not considered. In Mu et al (1988) demand for water 

sources was estimated by assuming that households chose their water source 

given their housing. 

Households choose to rent or purchase a house based on the housing and 

community characteristics. Values of housing will vary based on those 
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characteristics. In rural areas of developing countries, characteristics of 

water sources available with housing are also important housing 

characteristics. Hence the value of water source characteristics is 

capitalized in the rental value of housing. 

Housing can be considered a heterogeneous commodity that provides a flow 

of consumable services. These services are dependent on the characteristics 

of the housing unit which include characteristics of water sources available. 

When different houses have different levels of water source characteristics, 

it is possible to determine a household's willingness to pay for a change in 

the level of water source services from variations in equilibrium housing 

prices . 

The literature on the demand for housing characteristics reveals several 

ways in which such information can be revealed. The theoretical basis for 

much of the literature is -the work of Rosen (1974). There have been many 

econometric applications of the Rosen model but only recently has the 

methodology been applied to developing country issues. Using very different 

approaches, four recent studies, Quigley (1982), Follain et al (1982), Follain 

& Jimenez (1985) and Gross (1988) estimated willingness to pay for housing 

characteristics in various developing countries. All these studies are 

exclusively urban and only Follain et al and Quigley included water source 

among the housing characteristics. In both cases, the only water source 

characteristic included was a qualitative variable for whether or not the 

house had piped water. Water sourcing was also not a focus of either study. 

In this paper, I will provide two frameworks which can be applied to 

household level data to reveal the demand for housing characteristics and 

especially water source characteristics. Section 2 provides a theoretical 
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basis for estimating the demand for housing characteristics. Section 3 

provides empirical specifications which will be utilized to reveal willingness 

to pay for improved water source characteristics. Section 4 will focus on the 

data used in estimation and Section 5 will analyze the empirical results from 

our two approaches to the hedonic property model. 

II . Theoretical Basis for the Demand for Housing Characteristics 

The theoretical justification for analyzing a market for a single 

commodity with many characteristics is found in the work done by Rosen (1974). 

This work has been extensively applied to housing. Follain & Jimenez (1985b) 

have reviewed the literature applying the Rosen model to housing and the 

following discussion draws primarily from the work done by Follain & Jimenez, 

Quigley (1982), Ellickson (1981) and Lerman & Kern (1985). 

A housing unit consists of a vector of housing characteristics, h. I 

will assume there are two housing characteristics, h 1 , h2 and h1 is a 

characteristic of the water source at the housing unit. These characteristics 

are jointly priced and p(h) represents the total cost of the housing unit 

related to h1 and h2 • P(h) is nonlinear and is generally called a hedonic 

price function. It is nonlinear because purchasers of housing services can 

not have the characteristics which go along with a housing unit repackaged 

without considerable effort and expense. Hence the price varies nonlinearly 

with the amount of housing services purchased. 

I will assume consumers have well-defined preferences over h1 , h2 and x , 

a composite commodity whose price is one. Thus the consumer's problem is to; 

1) Max u(h,,h2 ,x) 
s.t. y-x + p(h) 
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The first order conditions ·require @p/@h1-ui/Ux where u. and Ux are the 

respective marginal utilities for housing characteristic i and the composite 

good x. Thus in equilibrium, the marginal cost of hi is equal to the marginal 

rate of substitution between hi and x for a given level of income and utility. 

An important feature of the Rosen model is the bid-rent function, B. The 

bid-rent function can be defined as the amount of money a consumer is willing 

to pay for alternative amounts of hi at a given level o,f utility and income. 

Everywhere along a bid-rent function, a consumer is indifferent. Thus the 

utility function can be defined as; 

2) U°-u(y0 -B,h1 ,h2 ) 

where U° is a particular utility level and y0 is a given income level. Figure 

4.1 shows the hedonic price function and a series of bid-rent functions which 

each represent a different income and/or utility level. This shows the 

relationship between the hedbnic price function and the consumer bids for 

different levels of a characteristic, h1 which I can ai;sume is the water 

source characteristic. The hedonic price function is an aggregate market 

determined function while the bids are determined by the individual consumer. 

In equilibrium the consumer will be at the tangency between the two curves or 

at points A', B' or C' for h1 • The same relationship occurs for each of the 

characteristics. In each case the hedonic price function p(hi) is an envelope 

of bid rent functions where movement from one bid rent curve to the next one 

takes place with changes in utility or income level. 

Figure 4.2 indicates the compensated demand curves, C1
, C2

, C3
, which are 

generated by taking the first derivative for each of the bid-rent functions in 

figure 4.1. They show the relationship between some m.arginal cost for a 

characteristic and the quantity of the characteristic demanded at a given 
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level of utility and income. The data which I will use is household level 

data so it is reasonable to assume that the individual consumer can not have 

any affect on the supply of characteristics. Thus supply is fixed . With 

supply fixed and assuming equilibrium in the market for a characteristic, I 

can assume that the derivative of the hedonic price function with respect to 

h1, p1, represents the equilibrium point or the point a.t which the compensated 

demand function meets the fixed supply for a characteristic. I have drawn in 

a derivative curve, p1, which I assume represents a se1ries of equilibrium 

points between supply and demand for characteristic 1 as I vary income and 

utility . This can also be said to be a marginal price function for housing 

characteristics. 

I can look at the composite bid for all the characteristics making up a 

housing unit. Given equilibrium level bids for each of the characteristics, 

holdi ng utility and income constant, Bis the maximum amount that will be 

offered for all other bundles of characteristics and keep the consumer as well 

off as h1 and h2 and the following equality will exist ; 

3) u(y0-p[h0
] ,h1,h2)-U°-u(y0-B,h1,h2). 

At a new utility and income level, there will be a ne~r bid . 

A. Implications of the Model 

In order to discuss the implications of the model with its non-linear 

budget constraint and at this point, I will assume the,re are more than two 

housing characteristics. 2 Observations of identical i1ndividuals at different 

income levels are sufficient to trace out the contour of the indifference 

curves due to the nonlinearity of the budget constraintt . This can be extended 

to an approximation of a family of curves if preferenc:es are homothetic and a 

sample of household observations is used . Figure 4.3 shows nonlinear budget 
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constraints yielding optimal bundles with different slopes at points A, Band 

C. The changing slopes indicate that changes in income yield changes in the 

marginal rate of substitution . 

Also with several housing characteristics and nonlinear prices, 

individuals with identical incomes and preferences of type u 1 could choose 

different budget constraints and bundles because they chose different amounts 

of some other characteristic, h3 • Thus these individuals could choose bundles 

of h1 and h2 identified by A' and A''. 

With the nonlinear budget constraints, I can trace out the utility curves 

numerically and homotheticity of preferences is not a necessary assumption. 

Assumptions about the functional form of the utility function is sufficient to 

permit estimation of the parameters defining the curves. 

III. Empirical Specification 

Several estimation procedures have been developed to estimate the demand 

for housing characteristics. Follain & Jimenez (1985b) have reviewed these 

approaches . I will briefly describe the two approaches I take in estimating 

the demand for housing characteristics. 

A. Two-Step Utility Function Estimation 

The first estimation technique is the two-step approach. This approach 

has been widely used. 3 It involves first estimating the hedonic function with 

respect to each characteristic and using a non-linear estimation technique . 

For the second step, the derivatives of the hedonic function are used as 

price vectors in a system of demand and supply equations for the various 

characteristics. In other words each equilibrium between demand and supply is 

connected in the second step. The derivative or marginal price for each 

characteristic should be non-constant because of the non-linear nature of the 
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hedonic function. The second step is equivalent to tracing the demand and 

supply curves in figure 4.2 and involves holding the demand and supply curves 

constant in order to reveal the structure of the functions. 

An appli,cation of this approach has been to estimate the parameters of 

the individual's utility function.(Quigley 1982 & Follain & Jimenez 1985) 

This is done during the second step where the marginal prices are regressed 

against the components of the utility function. With the derived parameters, 

willingness t ,o pay measures for the characteristics can be generated. 

As Follain & Jimenez (1985b) have mentioned, there has been considerable 

discussion of the potential problems with this approach. First there are a 

couple of simultaneity issues which must be discussed. The first issue 

involves the traditional simultaneity problem of error terms being correlated 

with the right-hand side variables because price and quantity are 

simultaneously determined by demand and supply. In my study, this· will not be 

a problem because I am using household level data. The behavior of 

individuals can not affect the market determined hedonic price functions . 

Households must accept prices as given. Thus the error terms of the demand 

system are independent of the parameters of the hedonic price function . 

A second potential simultaneity problem relates to the nonlinearity of 

the price function . This stems from the fact that the hedonic price function 

depends on the vector of characteristics consumed by an individual and the 

marginal prices derived from the hedonic function depend on the individual's 

choices . Thus the individual is free to choose points along the hedonic price 

function. With a non-linear price function, the marginal price of 

characteristics is the derivative of the hedonic function and it varies as you 

move along the function. Thus the marginal price paid by the consumer is 
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simultaneously determined along with the choice of the quantity of a 

characteristic to be consumed. 

To deal with simultaneity caused by the non-linear price function, 

Follain & Jimenez (1985) replaced the marginal price with an instrumental 

variable. The instrumental variable is obtained by regressing the marginal 

price on a set of variables thought to be correlated with the marginal price 

but not correlated with the error terms in the individual consumer's demand 

equation. This will be done by estimating the parameters of the utility 

function in the second step. 

Brown & Rosen (1981) discussed a problem of identifying the parameters 

from the demand system and the hedonic price function. They showed that if 

the hedonic price function had a quadratic functional form while the demand 

equations are linear, there would be no need to estimate the demand equations 

in the second step. The coefficients in the demand equations would be exact 

functions of the coefficients in the hedonic equation. A way to deal with 

this problem is to specify a functional form for the hedonic function which is 

different and more complex than the demand equations' functional form. I will 

follow Quigley (1982) and Follain & Jimenez (1985) in specifying functional 

forms which enable identification of the demand structure. 

A final problem with the two-step approach is the way in which discrete 

characteristics have been dealt with. Quigley (1982) attempted to estimate 

willingness to pay which were consistent with theory but the methods were ad 

hoc and generally unsuccessful. The water source characteristics which I will 

use as household characteristics are distance to water source, whether or not 

the water source is piped water and whether or not the water source is deep 

well water. The second and third characteristics are unfortunately discrete 
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variables. An 'ad-hoc' approach used by Quigley to estimate willingness to 

pay for the use of the discrete characteristic will be applied in my 

estimation. The former characteristic is continuous and should provide us 

with willingness to pay estimates consistent with theory. 

B. Model Specification for the Utility Function Two-Step Approach 

The two,-step approach requires first estimating the hedonic function . 

The functional form of the hedonic function must be more complex than the 

utility function whose parameters are estimated in the second step. This is 

required in order to identification of the utility function parameters to take 

place. 

Since I have no prior notions of the shape of the hedonic function, I 

can search alternatives by using the Box-Cox model; 

7) (p•-1)/w-Bo + B1hi + u for w-1 

w is determined by nonlinear estimation techniques to yield the 'best fit.' 

This regression will derive a curve for each characteristic as is shown in 

figure 4.1. The derivative of the hedonic function will represent the 

marginal price at a given amount of a characteristic or @p(h)/@hi . 

With the Box-Cox approach specified, a utility function can now be 

specified which will allow the identification of the parameters of the utility 

function. It was earlier established that homotheticity of preferences is not 

a necessary assumption . Thus I will assume a generalized constant elasticity 

of substitution utility function . This functional form will permit me to 

identify the indifference curves with different observed bundles of hand z. 

It also allows for nonhomothetic preferences and takes the following form: 

4) Max u-u(2:, aih18 + x•)d + g[y-p(h)q-x] 
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where cit, Bi, e and dare parameters, g is the LaGrange multiplier and only 

when B1- B1- e will the function indicate homothetic preferences. 4 The first 

order conditions are ; 

5) @u/@hi-d*u( aihi8 +x•)d-1 (B,aihia-1
) -g(@p/@hi)-0 

@u/@z-d*u( aihi8 + x•)d-1 (e*z•1
) - g-0 

@u/@g-y-p(h)-x-0. 

Simplifying the system yields ; 

6) B1aihie-1e·1 (y-p (h)) 1•-@p/@hi. 

The left hand side of the above equation is the marginal rate of substitution 

between consumption of hi and x. A verbal interpretation of this is that it 

reflects the amount that an individual is willing to pay in reduced 

consumption of x in order to get another unit of hi. In figure 4.2, this 

reflects the marginal price of hi at points A and B. One can tell that even 

with fixed parameters, the marginal rates of substitution will change as the 

amounts of hare varied affecting the nonlinear hedonic price function. p(h). 

In the second step, I will take logs of equation (6) and estimate n 

equations to yield estimates for ai's, B1's and e's using the marginal prices 

for the characteristics which were derived in the first step using the Box-Cox 

estimation approach. e is held constant across equations to be consistent 

with utility maximization. Equations to be estimated are; 

8) log @p/@hi- log(aiB1/e + (B1-l)loghi - (e-1) log(y-p(h)) + t 

Thus I can identify the parameters in the demand system. 5 

C. Discrete Choice Bid-Rent Approach 

The second estimation procedure is known as the bid-rent approach. In 

this approach, the individual bid-rent curves are estimated. In other words, 

the sample is divided into groups in which each member is assumed to have the 
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same utility level. Rather than estimating a hedonic price function, each of 

the bid-rent function, B, are estimated for households assumed to be at the 

same utility level. This is done by non-linear estimation with the housing 

rental value as the dependent variable and income and housing and location 

variables as right-hand side variables. Estimates of the utility function 

parameters will then be revealed which will differ for each group. These will 
\ 

be utility function parameters at each level of utility. An advantage to this 

approach is the clear equity implications from derived valuation of housing 

characteristics at for different socioeconomic strata. 

The key problem with this approach is the ad-hoc nature of identifying a 

group of individuals receiving the same level of utility. There is no 

systematic approach for doing this. Estimates of utility parameters will be 

inaccurate when there are differences in utility level among households in the 

same group. 

Ellickson (1981) showed that the bid-rent models could be estimated 

using a discrete choice approach which bypasses the utility function and 

directly specifies and estimates the bid-rent function. His approach was to 

estimate the probability that a particular household type makes the maximum 

bid for a given housing unit using the logit estimation approach and thereby 

inferring the residential preferences of households. Lerman and Kern (1983) 

have described the Ellickson approach as a random bidding model. 

Unfortunately his approach had limited policy application because 

estimates of willingness to pay could not be derived. However Lerner & Kern 

(1983) modified the Ellickson approach and developed a technique for 

estimating willingness to pay for housing characteristics. Gross (1988) used 

the Lerner & Kern approach to generate willingness to pay estimates by using 
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the information on rent actually paid. This approach estimates the joint 

probability that the bid of a particular household type is greater than the 

bids of other household types along with the probability that the bid of a 

household in a particular household type is equal to the actual rent. This 

allows the estimation of the slopes and levels of the bid-rent functions. 

The major problem with this estimation technique is the restrictiveness 

of the number of housing choices households have. Nonetheless the ease with 

which this approach can be applied to equity questions makes it an attractive 

alternative. 

D. Model Specification for the Lerman and Kern Bid-Rent Model 

Ellickson's (1981) approach was to estimate a discrete choice 'random 

bidding' model whereby the bid-rent parameters are estimated by predicting the 

type of household likely to occupy a particular house. With a competitive 

market, the highest bid for a dwelling is made by the occupant. Therefore the 

probability of the household type t occupying a particular house, h, is as 

follows; 

9) P(t lh)-P(Bt>Br)-P( (bt(h) + ei)>(bi,(h) + er)) 

for all t not equal tot' where t and t' are _different household types. Bt is 

the bid for dwellings with a fixed quantity or supply by households of type t 

and ht is the bid of a representative household of type t. 

The parameters that are derived for this model are relative to a 

reference household group. Thus it determines differences in slopes of the 

bid-rent function and not the actual slopes or levels of the bid rent 

function. Using the Ellickson approach, it can be determined which household 

type has the highest bid but not which household within a household type has a 

maximum. 
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Lerman and Kern (1983) suggested that by using the rent actually paid, 

this last shortcoming could be overcome. They suggest that the parameters of 

the bid-rent function can be derived by estimating the joint probability that 

a given household type has the highest bid and the probability that the bid of 

a particular household within that type is equal to the actual rent. This 

conditional probability is; 

10) P ( t, RI h)-we-wtA-bthllexp { -e-wtR-<11w11n lllll'Wlb lhll} 

where R is the actual rent and w is a scale parameter of the Weibull 

disturbances. Thew is constrained to be greater than zero. As long as b1(h) 

is linear in its parameters, the above specification leads to consistent 

estimates of the bid-rent parameter 

IV. Data 

The focus of this study will be rural Philippines. The water supply 

situation in the rural Philippines is better than the average for the rest of 

the world's developing countries . As of 1975, 31% of rural households had 

access to safe water.(Standing and Szal 1979) This compares with 22% of rural 

households in the rest of the developing world. While there was a significant 

expansion in the number of rural households with access to safe water between 

1970 and 1974 in the Philippines, the incidence of water-borne disease 

increased among the general population and among children. Safe water should 

reduce the incidence of water-borne diseases. Thus the access to safe water 

may not be enough to reduce water related disease. One possible explanation 

for the lack of progress in reducing disease is that households with access to 

safe water do not use that water. 

On the cost side of providing additional access to safe water, the World 

Health Organization estimates the average cost per person of providing safe 
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water to rural areas of the Philippines as $121 as of 1980.(Standing and Szal 

1979) 

The data used will be the Bicol Multipurpose Household Survey of 1978. 

The Bicol region of the Philippines consists of six provinces at the 

Southeastern tip of Luzon Island. It is one of the poorest regions of the 

Philippines in terms of per capita income and its income growth rate has been 

slower than most of the rest of the Philippines. In 1974 per capita income 

was only 49% of the national average at $179 and the poorer half lived on $45 

per capita indicating severe maldistribution of income. 

The 1978 sample involves a survey of 1903 households who were asked a 

wide range of questions regarding their socioeconomic characteristics, 

individual nutrition, health and time allocation and Barangay (village) level 

information . Relevant to my analysis will be household data dealing with the 

households' . source of drinking water and distance from the water source . I 

will also need information on housing characteristics including value of 

housing, house size , house construction materials, availability of 

electricity, distance from the nearest road and distance to the nearest 

poblacion (town). The socioeconomic information used will be household income 

and in order to make estimates of permanent income, individual head of 

household information on education and age, and household information on 

income and non-housing or water source assets will also be used. 

A. Water Source Data 

In the 1978 survey, information on household water source for drinking 

water was collected . Table One provides information on how many households 

are using each of nine water sources . Piped water in the house refers to 

wat er which is supplied by an organized water system operated by the 
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government or by the barangay itself. The government sourced water is treated 

while locally provided water may not be. Pumped water in the house is water 

which is pumped up from a deep well inside the house. Piped or pumped water 

in the yard could be water coming from either of the first two sources but is 

located in the yard. Public piped or pumped water is water available at a 

public location which can either be pumped up from a deep well or piped in and 

treated by the government. Rainwater is water collected from rooftops through 

ducts into cans or barrels . Open well tends to be a shallow well which has no 

cover and where water is brought up in a pail. Spring, river or lake water is 

water retrieved from flowing sources. Purchased water is water brought in 

plastic gallon jugs from vendors. This is a common practice in certain 

barangays where tapped water is undrinkable. Now the sanitary condition of 

these sources was rated by the interviewers and was found to be most sanitary 

in the first four sources with the first source being the most sanitary if 

provided by the government. The final three sources were rated as very 

unsanitary for drinking. 

There are both direct and indirect costs of using a water source. Table 

Two provides information on the frequencies of the direct cost, monthly 

expenditure, on water by water source. Information is not available on the 

cost per unit of water used. Expenditure information alone is endogenous. As 

one can see, only water piped in house or purchased had a sizable proportion 

of households who had any direct expenditures. Of these the vast majority of 

monthly expenditures are under 12 pesos per month which annually works out to 

5% of the mean household income or the maximum level of expenditure which the 

World Bank and others have traditionally felt poor households can afford to 

pay for water from improved sources.(Van Damme & White 1984) 
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Indirect cost indicators include the time spent collecting water from 

its source and the cost and time spent purifying wate1r from a source . 

Obviously both of these indirect costs is endogenous . The household 

determines the quantity of water it uses and thereby determines the amount of 

time spent collecting from a source. Purification costs could be divided into 

the direct costs of purification and the indirect timi! costs of purification. 

Also a household chooses whether or not to purify wati!r from a source. 

Table Three indicates the frequencies of time p1!r week spent collecting 

water by sex and by whether the collector is an adult or a child. Note that 

one quarter of the children spend some time collecting water while two-fifths 

of the adults spend some time collecting water. Just under half of the males 

use some time collecting water while only one quarter of the females use any 

time collecting water . 9 

In Table Four, I have frequencies of water puri:fication by water source. 

As expected , households more frequently choose to pur:ify the water when they 

use open well water and water from a spring, lake or :river which are 

considered to be far less safe than when they use the safer sources. They 

purify water least often when using the pumped or pip,ed water to their yard or 

house which is considered the safest sources of water. 

Another attribute of a water source is its dist,ance from the household's 

residence. Obviously this is closely related to the time spent collecting 

water and to the quantity of water a household uses. As mentioned earlier in 

addition to use of safe water, quantity of water is ~n important determinant 

of improved health . Table Five provides frequencies ,of distance to a water 

source used by source. For obvious reasons, the first two sources have zero 
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distances. Also spring or .lake, public tap and open well all tend to be the 

farthest from the household's residence. 

To provide an indication of the relationship between income levels and 

water source used, I have compiled the cross frequencies in Table Six of the 

water source used by households in each income quintile. 7 Interestingly in 

the top quintile, 56% used the first three water sources or the most sanitary 

and closest sources while only 24.5% of those in the lowest income quintile 

used the first three sources. Of those earning the highest incomes, 8.8% used 

the government provided and treated piped water in the house while just 1.3% 

of the poorest group used the piped water. However as we have seen, 

expenditures on water from the piped in house source is not prohibitively high 

for even the poorer groups. The freely provided public tap water is used by a 

large proportion of each income group. 38.6% of the poorest quintile are 

using water from the open well, spring, lake or river or buying water or the 

least sanitary ones while only 17.6% of the highest quintile use these 

sources. This may reflect a lack of availability of the cleaner water sources 

in the villages where the poor live. In addition, it could reflect poor 

household's low opportunity costs of collecting from the far source and 

spending time purifying the water. 

B. Data for the Two Step Utility Function Approach 

Column One of Table Seven contains the descriptive statistics for the 

variables used in the two-step approach for the full sample. To compare 

results from the overall sample with those for one specific housing market, 

estimates were also made using only households residing in Naga City. Column 

Two of Table Seven provides the descriptive statistics for the variables used 

in estimation of Naga City's housing market. Variables used to describe 
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housing characteristics include water source characteristics, quality of 

housing, size of housing unit and a location characteristic variable. 

The water source characteristic variables include a continuous variable 

measuring the distance in meters to the water source used by the household. 

It is assumed that there is disutility with additional distance to a water 

source. Also included are two discrete variables. The first indicates whether 

or not the residence has piped water into the house and the second incicates 

whether or not the household has a deep well with water pumped into the house 

or the yard. Note that just 5 percent of the households in the survey have 

piped water into their house but 30 percent use a deepwell. Relative to 

public tap or traditional source each of these should add to the utiliity of 

the household. 

As measures of the quality of housing, an index of the material used in 

constructing the house has been utilized. The index ranges from one to three. 

The value is one if the house is made of nipa, a straw-like material or some 

similar material. The index has a value of two if the house is made of a 

mixture of nipa-like material and cement or wood and a value of three is given 

to houses made entirely with wood or cement and an iron roof. The better 

quality materials should provide more utility relative to other materials. 

Size of residence is measured by two continuous variables. The first 

variable is the size of the house in square meters and the second is the 

number of bedrooms in the house. Larger households should provide more 

utility to the household that occupies it. To measure the location 

characteristics, the variable used is the distance from the barangay of 

residence to the nearest town in kilometers to measure the attraction of the 

nearest town. One would expect that the greater the distance to the municipal 
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center is the poorer is the infrastructure and the lower the level of 

government services is. Hence distance to municipal center has a negative 

effect on utility . 

In the two step hedonic approach a measure of consumption of non-housing 

goods and services is needed. In order to derive this, income is needed. 

Income measurement in rural areas of developing countries is extremely 

difficult because household's income is frequently received in kind or derived 

from household production. An indication of the trouble with reported income 

is the 217 households or 11.5% of the survey with negative income. If one is 

to assume that households will consume a relatively constant amount over time, 

regardless of transitory charges in income, it becomes appropriate to attempt 

to measure some permanent income level for a household. This was done and in 

order to obtain positive measures of permanent income for all households, 
. 

several techniques were used . These are ·discussed in the Appendix A. 

An assumption is made that all income is spent on housing or other goods 

and services. Non-housing consumption should provide the household with 

positive utility. 

Next a measure of imputed housing value is needed for the households. 

About ninety percent of the households in the survey owned their own home and 

only one quarter of the remainder pay rent on their house. Thus there was 

little indication that an active rental market was present in the region. 

There were estimates of housing structure value made by the housing owners in 

the survey . This measures the value of the house alone and does not include 

any valuation of the land that a household might own surrounding a residence. 

Thus I utilized t he housing structure value for the housing owners and dropped 

the approximately 200 renters from the sample. I further developed a measure 
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of imputed rent as others have done by multiplying the housing value by one 

percent following Follain & Jimenez(l985). They state that a common 'rule of 

thumb' for anal ysis in developing countries is the assumption that imputed 

rent is 1% of housing value. The average derived imputed rent for the owners 

of approximately 30 pesos is very close to the average rent of 32 pesos for 

the few renters in the survey . 

C. Data for the Discrete Choice Bid-Rent Approach 

The data requirements for this approach are similar to the two-step 

approach except an additional discrete variable must be created which 

describes household types. Also there is not a need for a measure of non

housing consumption. Table Eight contains the descriptive statistics for the 

data used in the discrete choice bid rent estimation. It breaks down 

descriptive statistics into household type and for the overall sample. 

The development of a system for classifying households involved 

attempting several ways of breaking down the households. 8 It was found that 

by simply dividing the households based on income into three equal categories 

provided the best explanation of behavior as indicated by the data. These 

categories contain about the same numbers of observations. 

The joint probability estimation approach involves estimating a bid- rent 

function for each of the household types. Marginal values will be .estimated 

for each housing characteristic and each household type. These marginal 

values are marginal willingness to pay for the characteristic. Thus one would 

expect similar signs for the attributes as were expected for the utility 

parameters in the two-step hedonic approach. 

For the non-water characteristics, this means that distance to town 

should be a disutility and thus the marginal willingness to pay should be 
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negative. The number of bedrooms in the house should yield a positive 

marginal willingness to pay. The index of housing materials should have a 

positive marginal willingness to pay. As the quality of housing materials 

increases, households are willing to pay more rent. 

Distance to the water source should be a disutility and yield a negative 

willingness to pay. Households are willing to pay to be closer to the water 

source. Also the availability of piped or deep well water should yield a 

positive willingness to pay. Households are willing to pay to have the use 

these improved water sources rather than lower quality sources. 

Now one can hypothesize changes in the marginal willingness to pay from 

one household type to the next. As one increases income, it is expected that 

for the housing characteristics which yield positive utility, marginal 

willingness to pay will increase. Also for the characteristics which provide 

disutility, one would expect that as income increased, households would be 

willing to pay more to reduce the impact of the characteristic. 

V. Estimation Results 

This section will present the results of my estimation applying the 

techniques discussed earlier. Results from estimation using the overall 

sample and the Naga City subsample using the two-step approach will be 

presented and this will be followed by a presentation of the results for the 

discrete choice bid-rent approach. Finally the results will be compared. 

A. Two Step Utility Function Estimates 

Estimates of the two-step hedonic approach were made for the full sample 

and include households from the three provinces in Bicol. Also estimates are 

made for a subsample of households living in Naga City. This was done because 

Naga City represents a single urban market which is likely to be more active 
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than the housing markets in rural areas of the Philippines. Hence I will be 

able to compare these two estimates and thereby to check to see that the 

results for the overall sample are consistent with those for Naga City. A 

closer look will be taken at the indicated willingness to pay for the water 

characteristics included among the housing characteristics. 

I will discuss in detail each intermediate step taJken in attaining the 

ultimate goal of developing some measures of willingness to pay for water 

source characteristics. The first step of the two-step approach is the 

estimation of a hedonic equation which sets imputed rent as a function of the 

physical and locational characteristics of a house. A.s described earlier, the 

Box-Cox transformation provides a technique for findinig the nonlinear 

relationship between the imputed rent for housing and its characteristics. To 

find the 'best-fit', the dependent variable, rent (R), is transformed as 

follows; 

11) RM-(Rw-1)/w for w+O 

-log R for w-0. 

Thew is varied until the value is found which minimiz:es the RSS. 

This procedure was performed and it was found that the RSS is minimized 

when w-.05. The results are reported in Table 9. Column 1 indicates the 

coefficients and t-statistics for the respective varia~les. The function 

explains nearly 60% of the variation in imputed rents. In addition six of the 

eight coefficients are significant and all have the e~~ected sign. 

Also estimated from the hedonic function are the m,arginal prices for the 

housing characteristics. From the nonlinear Box-Cox e,stimates, the marginal 

prices can be derived by first transforming the dependlent variable back to its 

original value as follows; 
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To obtain marginal prices for each of the housing characteristics, derivatives 

are taken of the function in (12) and the following is obtained; 

which will vary by observation.(Follain & Jimenez 1985) These are marginal 

prices given the level of other characteristics in the housing unit. Column 2 

of Table 9 contains the average marginal prices and standard deviations for 

each characteristic. For the dummy variables, piped and deep well water, the 

price represents the mean additional cost of using each calculated at the 

sample means . For the continuous variables, such as rooms, the average 

marginal price of 9.8 means that the average cost of an additional room is 9.8 

pesos per month. 

With the marginal prices estimated in the first step's Box-Cox hedonic 

equation, the parameters for the generalized constant elasticity of 

substitution (GCES) utility function. By assuming that the utility function 

takes on a GCES form as follows; 

14) u-u<£aihi9 + aehe + a1h1 + x•)d 
I 

where 

h1-distance to water source 

h~index of housing materials 

h3-house size per household member 

11..-rooms per household member 

~distance to town 

he-piped water 

hr-deep well water 
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where ai, B1, e and d are parameters. Maximizing this functional form subject 

to a budget constraint yields first order conditions which can be simplified 

into a system of five equations for each of the first five continuous 

variables. 9 In each case the marginal price should be equal to the marginal 

rate of substitution between the particular housing ch.aracteristic and 

consumption of other non-housing goods and services. These equations are 

defined in equation 6. The parameter d is arbitrary a.nd the remaining 

parameters define household preferences. 

The equations in 6 were estimated using ordinary l•east squares with the 

dependent variable being the marginal price of each of the continuous 

variables derived from the results in Table 9. One restrictions was made. 

The coefficient for the log of non-housing consumption1 is equal across all 

equations. This is done to be consistent with the uti.lity function. (Quigley 

• 1982) The results are shown in Table 10. As can be s:een, the data explains 

more than 25% of the variations in the marginal prices: for all the equations 

except the one for barangay distance. Additionally ea1ch of the coefficients 

is significant. 

From the results, the parameters of the continuous variables in the GCES 

utility function can be estimated. Additionally willi.ngness to pay for each 

of these continuous variables can also be established. The two discrete 

variables, presence of piped water and presence of a dleepwell, can not be 

described by the marginal conditions for consumption which the other variables 

have been. Thus a methodology for estimating these tT.olro variables is reported 

in the Appendix B. Combining the results for the disc:rete variables with 

those in Table 10 gives the following estimate of hous:eholds' utility; 

15) U-(- .0000589*(distance to water source)·832032+.6569948*(housing 
materials)3·22!588+. 0099253*(house size per person) 1·

897211+3. 3937692*(rooms per 
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person) 1-eo2ll8_. 0199663*(distance to town)·870881+33. 0438*(piped 
water)+8 .46858*(deep well)+ (non-housing expenditure)·931

IMII] 

From the estimates in Table 10, predicted marginal rate of substitution 

between the housing characteristic and non-housing consumption was estimated 

for each of the continuous variables. In Table lla, descriptive statistics 

for the predicted marginal rates of substitution are provided. Consider the 

willingness to pay estimate for housing materials. On average households are 

willing to pay over one-third of their average monthly imputed rent for the 

next level of housing material quality. Also households are willing to pay an 

average of 3 . 5 pesos a month for an additional bedroom. Households are 

willing to pay , on average, 0.08 pesos a month for an additional square meter 

of living space. Finally for distance to town, households are willing to pay 

to pay 0.03 to be one kilometer closer to town. 

Now for the willingness to pay for reduced distance to the water source, 

the average willingness to pay is 0.0000685 pesos to be one meter closer to a 

water source. As Table llB indicates, this measure varies a good bit 

according to the household's present distance to a water source. Households 

less than 5 meters from a water source are willing to pay 0.00012597 to be one 

meter closer. This compares with households that are over 50 meters from 

their water source and are willing to pay, on average, 0.00003462 or just over 

one-third as much as the households in the closest range to the water source. 

Table llC is a tabulation of the households' willingness to pay by income 

quintile. Note that there is some variation in willingness to pay by income. 

As income rises, willingness to pay also rises, as expected. Households in 

the highest quintile are willing to pay are willing to pay 0.00008105 while 

households in the lowest quintile are willing to pay an average of 0.00005901. 
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In other words the households in the highest quintile income level are willing 

to pay 25% more than those in the lowest category. 

The values for the presence of piped water and deepwell water are quite 

large by comparison to the marginal valuation of distance to water source. 

Due to the technique of estimating the value for each of these discrete 

variables, there is no variation in the value between observations. 

Households are willing to pay 33.044 pesos per month to have piped water. 

This represents approximately 100% of household's monthly imputed rent. For 

deep well water, households are willing to pay approximately 8.5 pesos or 25% 

of imputed rent. Thus while households are willing to pay a small amount to 

bring water closer, they are willing to pay substantial amounts for higher 

quality water sources, such as piped and deep well water sources. However 

there is some evidence that households are willing to pay substantially more 

to bring water closer if they are presently close to their water source, 5 

meters or less. Additionally willingness to pay for closer water is 

responsive to income with higher income households willing to pay more than 

low income households. A caution with respect to these results for distance 

to water source is that from the hedonic price function, distance to a water 

source was insignificant. 

With higher imputed rents in Naga City, marginal valuations derived and 

presented in Tables 12 & 13 indicate a much greater marginal willingness to 

pay for housing characteristics. The valuation of the discrete variables by 

comparison is quite small and may be explained by the small sample size. 

A. Discrete Choice Bid-Rent Approach Estimates 

The model limited the functional form to a linear in parameter 

specification. Several specifications were tried but it was found that a 
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simple linear specification described the data best. By using this, it is 

implied that there is a flat willingness to pay for eac:h attribute.(Gross 

1988) 

Table 14 contains the estimates from the discrete c:hoice bid-rent approach 

to estimating the bid-rent functions for housing characteristics. 16 of 22 

coefficients are significant at the five percent level and one more is 

significant at the ten percent level. For the household type with the highest 

income level, all coefficients are significantly diffe:rent from zero. For the 

household type at the middle income level, five of sev,en coefficients are 

significant. For the household type with the lowest imcome level, three of 

seven are significant at the five percent level and on,e more coefficient is 

significant at the ten percent level of significance. Hence the model fits 

very well for the upper income households while the fit is not as good for low 

income households. 

Willingness to pay for a marginal change in the continuous housing 

characteristics is simply the coefficient for that cha:racteristic since the 

functional form is linear. For the discrete variables, availability of piped 

water and deepwell water, their coefficients represent the willingness to pay 

for the availability of the water source. Since housi:ng materials is an 

index, the coefficient represents the willingness to p.ay for the next higher 

quality material. 

The coefficients of the non-water characteristics are generally as 

hypothesized. Rooms are significant and positive for the middle and upper 

income households. While the coefficient for the lowest income households is 

not significant, it does have the correct sign. Households are willing to pay 

for larger houses. Distance to town is negative and significant for the 
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lowest income households but it is positive and insignificant for the middle 

income and positive and significant for the high income households. Low 

income households are willing to pay to stay close to the town but upper 

income households are willing to pay to stay farther from town. Finally 

households regardless of income level are willing to pay for a higher quality 

building material. 

The distance to the water source coefficient is negative and significant, 

as expected for only the high income households. Both the low income 

households and the middle income households have positive but insignificant 

coefficients. There is a tendency going from the lowest to the highest income 

households for the value of water availability to increase. High income 

households are willing to pay 0.0036 to have water a meter closer. High 

income households have a higher opportunity cost of time spent collecting 

water so this result is expected. 

Now for the two discrete variables, pipe and deepwell availability, the 

signs are significantly positive in five of the six cases. Piped water is 

significantly positive at the five percent level of significance for middle 

and high income households. Households in the middle and high income range 

are willing to pay approximately half their monthly imputed rent to have piped 

water available to them . The willingness to pay works out to 18 pesos for 

middle income households or approximately $2.25 in 1978 U.S . dollars. 1° For 

high income households, willingness to pay is 15.5 pesos or approximately 

$1 . 95. 

Piped water availability also is positive for low income households but it 

is significant at the ten percent level of significance . Low income 

households are willing to pay about fifty percent less for piped water than 
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high income households. Since piped water is provided into the residence and 

is purified, it is expected that high income households with larger 

opportunity costs of time spent either collecting or treating water are 

willing to pay more to avoid spending time in gathering or treating water. 

For deepwell water availability, middle and high income households are 

willing to pay positive and significant amounts. Middle income households are 

willing to pay about 7 pesos or approximately $0.87 while high income 

households are willing to pay 6.5 pesos or approximately $0.81. These two 

household types are willing to pay just over 20% of their imputed rent to have 

deep well water. Poor households have a negative willingness to pay for 

deepwell water but it is insignificant. Once again, the increased 

availability of deepwell water and the fact that it will usually not be 

necessary to treat deepwell water mean that households with higher opportunity 

costs, such as high and middle income households, will be willing to pay more 

for it than low income households with lower opportunity costs. 

The middle and high income's willingness to pay for piped water is 

approximately two and a half times the willingness to pay for deepwell water. 

This may be a result of a couple differences in the characteristics between 

the two sources. First piped water is generally considered to be the safest 

because it has definitely been treated before going to the home. Deepwell 

water may have been treated if it is provided by a water authority but more 

likely, it simply comes from a deep well in the household's yard. A second 

and perhaps the decisive reason for the higher willingness to pay for piped 

water is the fact that much of the deep well water is available in the yard 

and not the house. Thus in order to utilize it household members must go 

outside to collect it. Piped water, on the other hand, is always available in 
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at least one source within the house. To collect water, there is not a need 

to leave the house. 

VI . Conclusion 

In this paper, empirical estimates of willingness to pay for water sources 

and water source characteristics are made for rural Philippines. It was found 

that there is some willingness to pay for increased availability of a water 

source. This willingness to pay increases with income and decreases with the 

distance to the water source. However in the bid-rent model, only upper 

income households value increased availability and in the two-step model, 

distance to water source was insignificant in the hedonic price function. 

Also it was found that households have a significantly positive willingness to 

pay for piped water. Although less than for piped water, there is also a 

positive willingness to pay for deep well water . Again there is a positive 

correlation between willingness to pay for piped water and deep well water and 

income. While the amounts of willingness to pay are not a substantial portion 

of income, they do represent an amount which is much larger than is presently 

paid for water . 

There are several policy implicati~ns of these findings. First there is 

an opportunity for provision of piped water into homes with water tariffs 

charged at substantially higher rates than are presently charged. If monthly 

rates of $2 were charged, substantial amounts of moderate and upper income 

would use the source. At charges of $1 per month, it appears that most 

households would use the piped source. If these charges are too low to 

justify the investment, there is some willingness to pay for deep wells or 

yard taps . Charges of about $1 per month would attract many middle and upper 

income households. 
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An alternative investment opportunity is to provide public taps which make 

sources more available to households. From estimates of the disutility of the 

distance to the water source, it is evident that there is some willingness to 

pay for this increased availability which could be provided if public taps 

brought water sources closer to their users. However as just mentioned, this 

increased availability may simply attract upper income households. Both 

approaches found low-income households to have lower or insignificant 

willingness to pay for increased availability. 

From an equity standpoint, it would be preferrable to provide yard taps or 

piped water in house and price discriminate. One method of doing this would 

be to charge higher water rates in moderate and upper income neighborhoods 

than in low income neighborhoods since low income households are willing to 

pay less than higher income households. 

In this study, willingness to pay estimates have been made from two 

techniques to estimating the hedonic property models. The estimates for the 

continuous variable, distance to a water source, seem reasonable. However 

caution must be taken with the discrete variables, piped water and deep well 

water. This is particularly true for the two-step approach. The estimates of 

willingness to pay for the discrete variables are a bit too ad-hoc. More work 

needs to be done to incorporate theoretically sound estimates of willingness 

to pay for discrete variables. 
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Endnotes 

1.Cunnings et al 7 have outlined three types of potential bias from bidding game or contingent valuation 
results; a) hypothetical bias-Respondent does not -..,derstand or perceive correctly the characteristics of 
the good being described in the hypothetical market, b) strategic bias-Respondent thinks he can influence 
provision of services by not answering questions truthfully and c) Compliance bias-Respondent gives answers 
which are influenced by desire to please interviewer. 

2. This is drawn from Follain and Jimenez (1985b). 

3.Follain & Jimenez (1985b) estimated willingness to pay with the two-step approach using data from 
developing countries. 

4.As mentioned earlier, I will assume the hedonic price function, p(h), is 1.1'18ffected by the actions of the 
individual consumer. 

5.Willingness to pay estimates can then be derived for each characteristic including the water source 
characteristics . 

6.This contrasts with Africa where 90% of the time allocated to collection of water is done by women. CUN 
1976) 

7. As I will get into momentarily, there is some question of the reliability of the income data collected in 
the Bicol Survey but the collected information should provide a general indication of the relationship. 

a.several systems of classifying the households were considered. Each classification syste111 was tested by 
estimating a nultinomial logit model with the household types on the left hand side and the housing 
characteristics on the right hand side in an estimation very similar to Ellickson (1981). The household 
classification syste111 used was the one which provided the best fit. 

9.Note that rooms and house size enter the household utility function as space per person. Households gains 
utility from additional space per person and not simply space. However the housing market is simply 
measured based on space. 

10. For 1978, the average exchange rate of Philippines Pesos for U.S. dollars was 7.4 pesos for each 
dollar. 
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Table 1 

Number of Households Using a Water Source 
(1978 Data) 

Water Source 

Piped Water, 
in House 

Pump Water, 
in House 

Pump or Piped Water, 
in Yard 

Pump or Piped Water, 
in a Public Place 

Rainwater 

Open Well 

Spring, Lake or River 

Bought 

Other 

Totals 

Number of 
Households 

98 

163 

406 

462 

5 

289 

278 

20 

179 

1900 

Percentage of 
Households 

5.2% 

8.6 

21.4 

24.3 

0.3 

15.2 

14.6 

1.0 

9.4 

100.0 



Table 2 

Expenditures by Water Source Used 
(1978 Data) 

I 
I Monthly Expenditures 

Water Source! 
I 0 0.2- 5.0- 9.0-
I 4 . 0 8.0 12.0 >12.5 
I ' 
I 

Piped Water, 34 22 18 5 19 
in House (34.7) (22.4) (18.4) (5.1) (19.4) 

Pump Water, 150 1 3 2 7 
in House (92.0) (0.6) (1. 8) (1.2) (4.3) 

Pump or Piped Water, 364 30 8 4 0 
in Yard (89.7) (7.4) (2.0) (1.0) (0.0) 

Pump or Piped Water, 428 19 7 1 7 
in a Public Place (92. 6) (4.1) (1. 5) (0.2) (1. 5) 

Rainwater 5 0 0 0 0 
(100.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) 

Open Well 279 2 2 2 4 
(96.5) (0.7) (0.7) (0.7) (1.4) 

Spring, Lake or River 257 2 7 2 10 
(92.4) (0.7) (2.5) (0.7) (3.6) 

Bought 5 7 1 3 4 
(25.0) (35.0) (5.0) (15.0) (20.0) 

Other 161 9 5 2 2 
(89.9) (5.0) (2.8) (0. 7) (0.72 

Totals 1683 92 51 21 53 

Note: The row percentage is in parenthesis. 



Time Spent 
per Week 

0 

0.1-1.0 

1.1-2.0 

2.1-3. o 

3.1-4.0 

4.1-5.0 

5.1-6.0 

6.1-7.0 

>7 .0 

Totals 

Table 3 

Time Spent Collecting Water per Week 
by Sex and Adult/Child 

Male 

2091 
(53.4) 

467 
(11. 9) 

300 
(7. 7) 

227 
(5.8) 

253 
(6.5) 

80 
(2.0) 

57 
(1. 5) 

206 
(5.3) 

231 
(5.9) 

3912 

(1978 Data) 

Female 

2943 
(74.7) 

395 
(10.0) 

207 
(5.3) 

84 
· (2.1) 

109 
(2.8) 

28 
(0.7) 

16 
(0.4) 

101 
(2.6) 

56 
(1.4) 

3939 

Child 

350 
· (72.2) 

35 
(7.2) 

24 
(4.9) 

16 
(3.3) 

16 
(3.3) 

7 
(1.4) 

2 
(0.4) 

21 
(4.3) 

14 
(2.9) 

485 

Adult 

4686 
(63.6) 

827 
(11. 2) 

483 
(6.6) 

295 
(4.0) 

346 
(4.7) 

101 
(1.4) 

71 
(1.0) 

286 
(3.9) 

373 
(5.1) 

7368 

Note: The first row represents the number of ind:lviduals in the sex or 
adult/child category who are spending the amount of time collecting water. 
The second row is the percentage of the column spe,nding that amount of time 
on water collection. Children are 12 to 15 years of age and adults include 
everyone over 15 years of age. 



Table 4 

Frequencies of Water Treatment by Water Source 
(1978 Data) 

Water Source 
Yes 

Piped Water, 24 
in House 

Pump Water, 38 
in House 

Pump or Piped Water, 106 
in Yard 

Pump or Piped Water, 171 
in a Public Place 

Rainwater 2 

Open Well 168 

Spring, Lake or River 125 

Bought 6 

Other 71 

Totals 711 

No 

75 

125 

302 

291 

3 

121 

153 

14 

108 

1192 



I 
I 

Water Source! 
I 
I 
I 

Table 5 

Distance (in Meters) to Water Source Used 
(1978 Data) 

Distance 

0 1-25 26-50 51-75 >76 

_____ ! ____________________________ _ 

Piped Water, 99 
in House (100.0) 

Pump Water, 163 
in House (100.0) 

Pump or Piped Water, 7 
in Yard (1. 7) 

Pump or Piped Water, 3 
in a Public Place (0.7) 

Rainwater 1 
(20.0) 

Open Well 5 
(1. 7) 

Spring, Lake or River 3 
(1.1) 

Bought 1 
(5.0) 

Other 1 
(0.6) 

Totals 283 

0 
(0.0) 

0 
(0.0) 

345 
(84.6) 

210 
(46.1) 

4 
(80.0) 

119 
(41. 2) 

88 
(31.6) 

0 
(0.0) 

103 
(57.5) 

869 

0 
(0.0) 

0 
(0.0) 

35 
(8.6) 

95 
(20.8) 

0 
(0.0) 

61 
(21.1) 

60 
(21. 6) 

0 
(0.0) 

39 
(21. 8) 

290 

0 
(0.0) 

0 
(0.0) 

2 
(0.5) 

8 
(1.7) 

0 
(0.0) 

6 
(2.1) 

10 
(3.6) 

0 
(0.0) 

5 
(2.8) 

31 

0 
(0.0) 

0 
(0.0) 

19 
(4.7) 

140 
(30.7) 

0 
(0.0) 

98 
(33.9) 

117 
(42.1) 

19 
(95.0) 

31 
(16.3) 

424 

Note: The first row represents the number of households in the distance group 
using the water source. The second row is the percentage of households 
using the water source who are in the distance group. 



Table 6 

Number of Households Using a Water Source 
by Income Quintile 

(1978 Data) 
I 

Water Source! Income Quintile 
I 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
I Quintile Quintile Quintile Quintile Quintile 
I 
I 

Piped Water, 5 21 20 19 33 
in House (1. 3) (5.6) (5.3) (5.1) (8.8) 

Pump Water, 20 21 24 32 63 
in House (5.3) (5.6) (6.4) (8.5) (16.8) 

Pump or Piped Water, 67 73 77 73 114 
in Yard (17.8) (19.5) (20.5) (19.5) (30.4) 

Pump or Piped Water, 99 89 109 91 73 
in a Public Place (26 .3) (23.8) (29.1) (24.3) (19.5) 

Rainwater 3 0 0 2 0 
(0.8) (0.0) (0.0) (0.5) (0.0) 

Open Well 62 69 66 58 29 
(16.5) (18.4) (17.6) (15.5) (7.7) 

Spring, Lake or River 77 54 53 55 32 
(20.5) (14.4) (14.1) (14.7) (8.5) 

Bought 6 3 3 3 5 
(1. 6) (0.8) (0.8) (0.8) (1. 3) 

Other 37 44 23 42 26 
(9.8) (11. 8) (6.1) (11.2) (6.9) 

Totals 376 374 375 375 375 

Note: The column percentage is in parenthesis. 
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Table 7 
Descriptive Statistics for Two-Step Bedonie Approach 

Variables 

Distance to Water 
Source 

House Size in Square 
Meters 

Number of Bedrooms 

Distance to town 

Index of Housing 
Materials 

Head of Household's 
Years of Schooling 

Household Size 

Head of Household's 
Occupation-Farmer 

All 

262.113 
(1113.84) 

28.986 
(43.38) 

1.391 
(0.93) 

5.891 
(6 . 89) 

1.561 
(0.69) 

5 . 876 
(4.48) 

6 . 417 
(2.72) 

0.506 

Availability of Piped 0.052 
Water-Available- 1 

Availability of Deep 0.30 
Well Water 
Available- 1 

Non-Housing Expenditure 1115 . 102 
per month (530.95) 

Imputed Monthly Rent
House Value*.01 

N 

30.806 
(238.12) 

1589 

Naga City 

44.745 
(106.29) 

51.108 
(101.17) 

1. 763 
(1. 37) 

1. 917 
(0.73) 

8.292 
(5.58) 

6.691 
(3.08) 

0.072 

0.175 

0 . 402 

668.321 
(332.93) 

73.40 
(221.15) 

60 

Note : The first row is the mean value and the second is the standard 
deviation. Mean values are only provided for discrete variables . 



Table 8 
Descriptive Statistics for Discrete Choice Bid-Rent Approach, 

by Household Type 

Variables 

Annual Income 

Distance to town 

Distance to Water 
Source 

Bedrooms in House 

Index of House 
Materials 

Availability of 
Deep Well Water 

Availability of 
Piped Water 

Imputed Rent 

N 

1 

~ 9053.16 

3.591 
(5.942) 

402.039 
(1401.16) 

1.222 
(0.912) 

1.476 
(0.661) 

0.239 

0.043 

22.140 
(72.777) 

536 

2 

9053.16 to 
16367.4 

6.243 
(7 .. 331) 

276.534 
(1311.15) 

1.404 
(0.944) 

1.575 
(0.70) 

0.318 

0.058 

38.238 
(95. 547) 

515 

• 

3 

>16367.4 

7.008 
(7.188,) 

149. 76, 
(624.2.59) 

1.495 
(0.9191) 

1. 559 
(0.67) 

0 . 331 

0.048 

31.172! 
( 81. 54~8) 

546 

Entire Sample 

All 

6.043 
(6.898) 

275.314 
(1164.31) 

1.374 
(0.931) 

1.536 
(0.678) 

0.296 

0.049 

30.419 
(83.842) 

1597 

Note: First row includes mean values for the variables. The second row 
includes the standard deviations. Standard deviations are not included for 
the discrete variables . 



Table 9 

Hedonic Regression Computed from the Box-Cox Transformation of 
the Dependent Variable and Market Wide Average Marginal Prices 

of Housing Attributes 
(1626 Observations-1978 Data) 

Variable 

Intercept 

Distance to ~ater Source 

House Materials 

House Size 

Number of Rooms 

Piped Water 
(1- Available) 

Deep Well 
Cl-Available) 

Distance to Poblacion(town) 

Lambda 

Adjusted R2 

Coefficients 

-0.315 
(3.99) 

- .0000077 
(0.32) 

1.041 
(20.73) 

0.009 
(10.38) 

0.419 
(10.74) 

0.782 
(5.55) 

0.450 
(6.80) 

-0.0037 
(0.91) 

0.05 

0.596 

Mean Marginal 
Prices 

0.0002 
(0.001) 

24.372 
(162.42) 

0.206 
(1. 370) 

9.801 
(65.316) 

18.315 
(122.058) 

10.540 
(70.241) 

0.087 
(0.583) 



Table 10 

Estimates of Utility Parameters 
(1589 Observations-1978 Data) 

Parameter 

(b1-l) 

C 

Equation 

Log(Water Source Distance) 

Log(House Size) 

Log(Rooms) 

Log(House Materials) 

Log(Barangay Distance) 

Estimate 

-9.853 
(85.85) 

0 . 822 
(7.31) 

-4.013 
(34.03) 

1.559 
(13.11) 

-3.981 
(34.99) 

-0.168 
(24.27) 

2.226 
(67.35) 

0.697 
(29.49) 

0.503 
(24.07) 

-0.129 
(12.43) 

0.27 

0.35 

0.27 

0.74 

0.09 

0.068 
(4.22) 



Table lla 
Mean Estimates of Marginal Rate of Substitution between 

the Housing Characteristics and Non-Housing Consumption 
Derived From GCES Utility Function Estimates 

Variable Estimate 

Distance to Water Source 0.0000685 
(0.0000475) 

House Size 0.0812095 
(0.0673143) 

Rooms 3 . 5361 
(1. 5967) 

Housing Materials 12.093667 
(11. 9824) 

Distance to Town 0.02949 
(0.01109) 

Note: Standard Deviations are in parentheses. 

Table llB 
Mean Estimates of Willingness to Pay to be One Meter Closer to Water Source 

by Distance to Water Source 

Distance to Water Source 

Less than 5 Meters 

Between 5 and 10 Meters 

Between 10 and 20 Meters 

Between 20 and 50 Meters 

More than 50 Meters 

Estimate 

0.00012597 
(0.00005434) 

0.00006277 
(0.00000317) 

0 . 0000558 
(0.0000028) 

0.00004893 
(0.00000256) 

0.00003462 
(0 . 00000763) 

Note : Standard Deviations are in parentheses. 

' 



Table llC 
Mean Estimates of Willingness to Pay for Distance to Water Source 

by Income Quintile 

Income Quintile Estimate 

First 0.00005901 
(0.00003894) 

Second 0.00006037 
(0.00003983) 

Third 0.00007362 
(0.0000525) 

Fourth 0.00006703 
(0.00004488) 

Fifth 0.00008105 
(0.00005468) 

Note: Standard Deviations are in parentheses. 



Table 12 

Naga City Hedonic Regression Computed from the Box-Cox Transformation of 
the Dependent Variable and Market Wide Average Marginal Prices 

Variable 

Intercept 

Distance to Water Source 

House Materials 

House Size 

Number of Rooms 

Piped Water 
(1-Available) 

Deep Well 
(1-Available) 

Lambda 

Adjusted R2 

of Housing Attributes 
(60 Observations-1978 Data) 

Coefficients 

0.883 
(2.69) 

-.0019 
(1. 74) 

0.463 
(2.50) 

0.0069 
(2.52) 

0.209 
(2.08) 

0.388 
(0.98) 

0.102 
(0.36) 

-0.10 

0.596 

Mean Marginal 
Prices 

0.644 
(5.246) 

193.544 
(1577. 34) 

3.310 
(26.975) 

105.363 
(858.68) 

179.194 
(1460.38) 

74.954 
(610.86) 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses in first column and standard deviations 
are in parentheses in second column. 



Table 13 
Naga City Estimates of Utility Parameters 

(60 Observations-1978 Data) 

Parameter 

log(a1b1/e) 

(b1-l) 

Estimate 

-6.318 
(8.63) 

-1. 864 
(2.54) 

-5.878 
(7.88) 

-0.431 
(0.57) 

-0.210 
(7.00) 

2.035 
(8.45) 

0.685 
(6.21) 

0.535 
(6.17) 

C 0.499 
(4.43) 

Equation Adjusted R2 

Log(Water Source Distance) 0.50 

Log(House Size) 0.44 

Log(Rooms) 0.44 

Log(House Materials) 0.58 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 



Table 14 

Estimates for the Discrete Choice Bid-Renlt Function 
1672 Observations 

Variable Estimate 

Household TYJpe-
lncome Level per Y,ear(ln Pesos) 

<9053.2 9053.2 to 16367.4 >16367.4 

Intercept -25.924 -46. :243 -47.321 
(5.52) (10.87) (11. 02) 

Rooms 2.194 7. 96,7 11.29 
(1.38) (6.2:1) (9. 77) 

Distance to Town -0.834 0.011 0.396 
(5.81) (0. 5,1) (2.04) 

Distance to Water Source 0.0014 0.00I02 -0.0036 
(1.10) (0.18) (2.19) 

House Materials 9.863 12.7'34 10.321 
(4.18) (5.98) (4.97) 

Piped Water Available 10.427 18.13 15.486 
(1. 70) (3.85) (3.31) 

Deepwell Water Available -2.147 6. 94•8 6.459 
(0. 57) (2.4•2) (2.25) 

Scale Parameter 0 . 04•4 
(123.96) 

Note: T-statistic is in parentheses. 



Appendix A 

Deriving a Measure of Permanent Income 

Consumption levels are needed in a couple of the models. Since it has 

been assumed that households consumption rate is based on permanent income 

levels or levels devoid of transitory effects , it is necessary in this section 

to derive estimates of permanent income. 

Income is very difficult measure in a developing country setting, such 

as the Philippines, where much production is done within the household and 

received as transfers from other members of the family. It is particular 

difficult to measure in a rural setting where few workers are employed in a 

formal labor market. However frequently economic theory calls for a measure 

of income to be used . In its place researchers have often used a measure of 

asset valuation as its proxy.('Whittington et al 1988) 

In our models and particularly in the two-step hedonic model, it is 

imperative that a measure of total household consumption be present in order 

to estimate the utility parameters and subsequently willingness to pay for 

water source characteristics. Since consumption expenditures that are 

accurate are unavailable, income must be used and the assumption can be made 

that income equals consumption. 

The data on income shows that there must be substantial negative 

transitory income during the 1978 period of survey because 217 households or 

11. 5% of the survey have negative income. Obviously their consumption levels 

also can not be negative so an approach must be used which accounts for these 

negative income earners and tries to predict what their income would have been 

if they had had positive income or their permanent income. 



The approach used was a selection model where it is assumed that the 

appropriate equation for permanent income is when income is within a certain 

band. Also selection between being in the band and being outside is not 

random. The parameters derived using observations inside the band are 

different than those from outside the band; 

1) Yp-X'B1 + U1 

vO-X'Ba + ~ 

where Yp is income within the band and Y0 is outside the band. If the model 

is estimated including all observations of Y and not accounting for the 

parameter differences , there will be selectivity bias. 

To correct for selection bias, a selection correction term must be 

derived as follows; 

2) E(u1 IYp chosen)--s1u[f(Z)/F(Z)] 

where Z-(X'B1 -X'B2 )/s, s is standard deviation,s1u is the covariance between u1 

and u and f and Fare respectively the density function and the distribution 

function for the standard normal . Then equation (1) can be written as; 

3) Y-x'B1-s1u[f(Z)/F(Z)] + V 

where E(V)-0 and the estimates in (3) are consistent. To see if selectivity 

bias is present in the model, test the null hypothesis that s 1u-O. The 

approach taken in estimating (3) is to first estimate the parameters in Z by 

probit method and using predicted Z, estimate the f and For the Mill's ratio 

so that equation (3) can then be estimated . 

For the situation at hand, it is assumed that permanent annual income is 

within the range of 1000 to 120700 pesos a year. Thus a probit was estimated 

with the choices being within the band and outside the band. The results are 

shown in Table Bl. Approximately 15% of the observations were outside the 

2 



band. The exogenous variables in the probit were typical human capital 

variables, such as work experience, work experience squared, education. Also 

included were household and occupational characteristics including household 

size, head of household's occupation being farmer and professional. Finally 

there are place of residence variables including distance to the nearest road 

and residence in city. Since most of the households outside the band are at 

the low end and outside the band is given a value of zero, it is assumed that 

indicators of high human capital yield positive coefficients and the human 

capital coefficients behave as expected with schooling and work experience 

positive and significant. Work experience squared is negative and significant 

indicating decreasing returns to increased experience as expected. Household 

size is positive and significant. Professional occupation is positive and 

significant while farmer's income is positive and significant. This last 

finding was unexpected as farmers were expected to be the primary recipients 

of the negative transitory income. Finally residence in city and distance 

from the nearest road were positive but insignificant. 

The Mill's ratio was estimated,distance to the nearest road was used as 

the instrument and the second stage of the selectivity model was estimated 

using all of the remaining variables from the probit. The Mill's Ratio term 

was found to be significant indicating that if all observations had been 

included and we had estimated the equation as if there was no selection, there 

would have been inconsistent results. The other variables behaved in a 

similar manner as in the probit estimation. Predicted permanent income 

measures were then derived with less than one percent having predicted 

permanent income below zero. 

3 



To compare results , alternative estimates of permanent income were made 

using the same explanatory variables . First a simple ordinary least squares 

was estimated with all the observations and this is shown in Table B2. 

Finally an ordinary least squares estimation was made using only observations 

from within the 1000 to 120700 peso band and predictions were made for all 

households using the estimated parameters. These results are shown in Table 

B3. 

Since it is assumed that asset values provide a good proxy for income, 

correlations were estimated between these three predicted permanent income 

measures and the original measured income, and three measures of asset 

valuation; value of house, value of furniture and value of appliances. These 

results are shown in Table B4 along with the means and standard deviations for 

the four measures of income. It should be noted that with the exception of 

furniture values, the predicted permanent income measures were more highly 

correlated with asset values in every case. Also there is very little 

difference in correlation amounts between the three predicted incomes. On the 

pessimistic side, no measure of correlation is very strong which indicates 

problems with all measures. 

4 



Table Bl 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression of Income 
on Socioeconomic Characteristics to 

Variable 

Intercept 

Create Measure of Permanent Income 
(1896 Observations -1978 data) 

Estimate 

10485.1 
(2.23) 

Head of Household's 122.261 
Years of Work Experience(0 . 53) 

Head of Household's -0.082 
Years of Work Experience (0.03) 
Squared 

Head of Household's 
Years of Schooling 

Household Size 

Head of Household's 
Occupation-Farmer 

957.360 
(4.05) 

1161.365 
(3.50) 

10729.9 
(6.20) 

Head of Household's -4406.86 
Occupation-Professional (0.83) 

Residence in City 

Adjusted R2 

-3487.01 
(1. 45) 

0.04 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
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Table B2 
Two Stage Selectivity Model of Income 

Determination with Selection Being !Made 
between Positive and Negative Income to 

Create Measure of Permanent Incon1e 
First Stage Probit 

Dependent Variable-I if Measured Income Greater 'Than 1000 Pesos or 
Less Than 120700 & 

-o Otherwise 
(1877 Observations-1978 data) 

Variable 

Intercept 

Estimate 

-1.105 
(2.39) 

Head of Household's 0.020 
Years of Work Experience(2.39) 

Head of Household's -0.00018 
Years of Work Experience (1 . 72) 

• Squared 

Head of Household's 
Years of Schooling 

Household Size 

Head of Household's 
Occupation-Farmer 

0.042 
(5.00) 

0 . 049 
(3.99) 

0 . 777 
(11.44) 

Head of Household's 0.165 
Occupation-Professional(l.67) 

Residence in City 0 . 0060 
(0.07) 

Distance to Nearest Road0.000015 
(1.40) 

Adjusted R2 0 . 08 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
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Second Stage Selection 
Regression of Measured Income on Socioeconomic Variables and 

Mill's Ratio to Obtain Permanent Income Measure 

Variable 

Intercept 

Estimate 

-108898 
(1.81) 

Head of Household's 830.102 
Years of Work Experience(l.42) 

Head of Household's -6.579 
Years of Work Experience (1.09) 
Squared 

Head of Household's 
Years of Schooling 

Household Size 

Head of Household's 
Occupation-Farmer 

2610.54 
(2.49) 

2742.31 
(2.21) 

~4196.8 
(2.36) 

Head of Household's 9010.61 
Occupation-Professional(l.64) 

Residence in City 

Lambda 

Adjusted R2 

-3042.29 
(0.89) 

75748.1 
(1. 79) 

0.10 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
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Table B3 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression of Income 
on Socioeconomic Characteristics to 
Create Measure of Permanent Income 

Excludes Income Observations Less than 1000 Pesos and 
Greater than 120700 Pesos 

Variable 

Intercept 

(1896 Observations-1978 data) 

Estimate 

-2305.31 
(0.67) 

Head of Household's -20.313 
Years of Work Experience (0.12) 

Head of Household's 
Years of Work Experience 
Squared 

Head of Household's 
Years of Schooling 

Household Size 

Head of Household's 
Occupation-Farmer 

1.381 
(0.68) 

858.423 
(5.44) 

702.637 
(3.18) 

10786.125 
(8.88) 

Head of Household's 845.913 
Occupation-Professional (0.22) 

Residence in City 

Adjusted R2 

-3115.93 
(1. 84) 

0.09 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
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Table B4 

Correlation Between Income and Asset Measures 

Asset Measures 

Income Measur,es House Value Furniture Value Appliance Value 

Measured Income 0.0799 0.12278 

Selection Model 0.10677 0 . 08155 
Income 

OLS Predicted. Income 0.11072 0.08463 

OLS Predicted Income 0.11056 0.08696 
w/ Selection Model 
Restriction 

Income Measure 

Descriptive Statistics for Income Measures 

Mean 

Measured Income 

Selection Model Income 

OLS Predicted Income 

OLS Predicted Income w/ Selection 
Model Restriction 

11465.16 

13474.17 

11465.16 

13213.76 

0.05657 

0.06994 

0.08407 

0.08760 

Standard Deviation 

36482.14 

6525.83 

7082.73 

6510.84 
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Appendix B 

Derivation of WTP for Two-Step Approach 

As mentioned in the text, two variables in the two-step hedonic approach 

are discrete and their parameters can not be derived from the utility 

maximization problem. Hence the utility parameters derived in the model 

neglect the possibility of substitution between piped water or deep well water 

and non-housing consumption . As was indicated earlier, 5% of the households 

have piped water and 30% of the households have a deep well for their water. 

Quigley (1982) presented one approach for deriving the parameters of 

discrete variables . Given the assumption that households are well informed 

and the market is therefore in equilibrium, households with similar 

socioeconomic characteristics will have identical levels of satisfaction. If 

the model is assumed correct and without any unobserved characteristics ,. 

differences in the value of the utility index computed from equation (8) must 

reflect variations in preferences for piped water and deep wells. 

Thus by partitioning out households considered identical based on the 

levels of several socioeconomic characteristics(education, household size and 

whether or not the head of household is a farmer), an index can be computed 

for three distinct groups as follows; 

Uoo-those households without piped or deep well water. 

U10-households with piped water. 

U01-households with deep well water. 

For each group, the following relationships are true; 

Al) Uoo- U,o-ae 

1 
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The solution to one of the above two equations will provide the values for the 

two parameters for deep well and piped water. 

In the first part of Table A7, the 1040 without p:lped water or deep well 

water have been included and the utility index calculated from the computed 

GCES function, U00 , is regressed against the head of household's years of 

schooling, household size and a dummy variable for whether or not the head of 

household is a farmer. The results of the regression explain 82% of the 

variation in the utility index. 

Next the coefficients of the upper half of Table 1Cl provide utility 

indexes for households in the survey, excluding households that might have 

piped water or deep well water. Based on the assumption of identical utility 

level for households of similar socioeconomic status, any difference in 

utility between those included in the first regression. and those households 
• 

with piped water or deep well water is explained by th.e utility the latter 

households derive from the improved water source. If UOO is the calculated 

utility from the top half of Cl and U is the utility for those households with 

piped water or deep well, the following relationship D11ust hold; 

which results in the estimation of the second half of1~ which involves 

estimation using all 1591 households in the survey. 

The coefficients for piped water and deep well, -33.044 and 

estimates of -ae and -a7 respectively. 

-8.469 are 

The same approach was used with the Naga City estimates and results are 

shown in Table ~2. 
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Variable 

Intercept 

Table Cl 
Regression of Computed Utility From GCES Function 

for Households without 
Piped Water or Deep Well Water 

(1040 Observations-1978 data) 

Estimate 

128.097 
(10.95) 

Head of Household's 27.283 
Years of Schooling (25.68) 

Household Size 25.852 
(17.56) 

Farmer 473.207 
(60.93) 

Adjusted R2 0.82 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 

Regression of Difference between 
Utility Level Computed above and 

Utility Level Computed from the GCES Function 
on the Piped Water and Deep Well Water Dummy Variables 

(1591 Observations-1978 Data) 

Variable 

Intercept 

Deep Well Water 

Piped Water 

Adjusted R2 

Note: T-statistic is in parentheses. 

Estimate 

-0.076 
(0.02) 

-8.469 
(0.58) 

-33.044 
(4.69) 

0.01 



Table C2 

Naga City Regression of Computed Utility From GCES Function 
for Households with 

Piped Water or Deep Well Water 
(32 Observations-1978 data) 

Variable Estimate 

Intercept 16.005 
(10.75) 

Head of Household's 0.749 
Years of Schooling (8.11) 

Household Size 0.503 
(3.31) 

Farmer 13.434 
(7.19) 

Adjusted R2 0.78 

Note: T-statistics are in parentheses. 

Naga City Regression of Difference between 
Utility Level Computed above and 

Utility Level Computed from the GCES Function 
on the Piped Water and Deep Well Water Dummy Variables 

(59 Observations-1978 Data) 

Variable 

Intercept 

Deep Well Water 

Piped Water 

Adjusted R2 

Note: T-statistic is in parentheses. 

Estimate 

-1. 217 
(2.49) 

0.204 
(0.21) 

1.596 
(2.24) 

0.05 





HOUSEHOLDS' WILLINGNESS TO PAY 

FOR WATER IN RURAL AREAS OF THE PUNJAB, PAKISTAN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Background 

1.1 The World Bank has been placing increasing emphasis on the rural areas 
in its lending in the water sector. Considering all World Bank expenditures on 
water supply, the proportion of funds allocated to rural projects has increased 
from an average of 8% between 1974 and 1980 to an average of 14% from 1981 to 
1985. However, a Bank review of performance in this sector concluded that overall 
performance was disappointing. The review suggested that technology per se did 
not appear to be a major problem. It was concluded that the design of rural water 
supply projects had been overly supply oriented and that crucial demand aspects 
had been neglected. In particular, it recommended an emphasis on understanding 
(i) what people want and (ii) what they are willing to pay for.11 

1. 2 In light of the above conclusions a research study was approved to find 
ways to improve the financial and economic performance of water sector projects. 
by developing improved information on the willingness to pay for upgraded 
services in rural areas. This research project, titled "Willingness to Pay for 
Water in Rural Areas, 11 involved field studies in six countries: Brazil, Nigeria, 
Tanzania, Zimbabwe, India, and Pakistan. This document reports on the results 
obtained from the field study carried out in Pakistan. 

Objectives of the Study 

1.3 The objectives of the study were to determine the following: 

a. the willingness of households ~o pay for improved service levels; 

b . the determinants of the willingness to pay for improved service 
levels; 

c. the preferences of households regarding the management of water 
delivery systems; and 

d. the appropriateness of the existing government policy on the 
provision of water in rural areas. 

1.4 An additional objective was to test and validate a rapid appraisal 
method (the contingent valuation method to be described later) as a potential 
tool for planners in designing rural water supply systems. It was hoped that the 

1/ World Bank: Water for Rural Communities - Helping People to Help Themselves, 
Policy and Research Division, Water and Urban Development Department, 25 pages, 
May 1987. 
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use of this method and the information derived from it would help the water 
authorities improve their decision-making on appropriate levels of service, cost
recovery policies, and water pricing in rural areas. 

Overview of Rural Water Supply Policy in Pakista~1 

1.5 Coverage, Targets, and Allocations. At the start of the Sixth Five 
Year Plan (1983) 22% of the rural population of Pakistan was considered to have 
access to water of acceptable quality. Identifying rural water supply as a 
neglected sector, the plan announced a doubling of rural coverage to 44% by the 
end of 1988. By the mid-point of the Sixth Plan, however, progress was well below 
target, with only 28% deemed to be covered. 

1 . 6 Under the 5-Point Programme announced on December 31, 1985 rural water 
supply was again identified as a priority sector, and a target was set of 
increasing coverage from 28% to 66% by 1989. While the administration associated 
with the 5-Point Programme is no longer in office, recent policy pronouncements 
have indicated an even greater commitment to rural water supply. The tentative 
target being set for the end of the Seventh Plan in 1993 is 75%. 

Institutional Responsibilities 

• 1. 7 Virtually all resources for the rural water supply sector flow from the 
federal to the provincial governments. Accordingly it is the federal government 
which is the critical policy-making level of government, with the provincial 
agencies having responsibility for implementing the policies set at the federal 
level. 

1. 8 At the federal level the Ministry for Planning and Development 
(Planning and Development Division, Physical Planning and Housing Section) is 
the key policy-making body with major responsibility for incorporating rural 
water supply into overall development plans. 

1. 9 The Ministry of Housing and Works (Environment and Urban Affairs 
Division) has the major responsibility for the technical aspects of rural water 
supply. The technical agencies at the provincial level must report to this 
ministry. 

1.10 At the provincial level the Public Health Engineering Department (PHED) 
is the technical agency which has responsibility for the construction and initial 
operation of most rural piped water supply systems. The local authorities 
(District and Union Councils), under the Department of Local Government and Rural 
Development, are supposed to be responsible for the operation and maintenance 
of public water supply systems. In fact, because neither of these bodies 
discharges this responsibility, in most instances, it is assumed by the PHED. 

lJ The information reported below is drawn from J . Briscoe, Pakistan: Sector 
Work and Willingness to Pay for Water Study, memorandum, World Bank, Water and 
Urban Development Department, April 26, 1987. 
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1.11 The major consequence of the dominance of the rural water supply sector 
by the PHED is the over-emphasis of the engineering aspects and the relative 
neglect of the social and economic aspects of sectoral issues. 

Levels of Service and System Costs 

1.12 Decisions on the level of service to be provided by government rural 
water supply programs are made entirely on technical/administrative grounds. In 
Punjab, for instance, the current policy regarding service levels is as follows: 

a. sweet water areas: public supplies are no longer built; 

b. brackish areas with canal irrigation and arid areas: 

1. for villages with population below 5000 - standpipes, 

2. for villages with population above 5000 - house connections. 

The efficency of these policies from a strictly economic perspective has yet to 
be established. 

1.13 With rare exceptions, the government bears 100% of the. capital costs• 
of public water supply projects. In Punjab and Sind typical capital costs for 
piped systems providing house connections are as follows: 

a. Areas with sweet water - supplied by tubewell - Rs.450 per capita 
in Punjab and Rs.620 in Sind. 

b. Irrigated areas with brackish water - supplied with filtered canal 
water - Rs. 60011 per capita in Punjab and in Sind Rs. 900 (where 
perennial canal water is available) to Rs.1300 (where canal supply 
is non-perennial). 

c. Arid areas - Rs.1200- 1800 per capita in Punjab. 

1.14 Based on experience in Punjab, standpipe systems generally cost the 
PHED only 10% to 20% less per capita. In parts of Sind, where settlements are 
more scattered, the unit cost differences between house connections and 
standpipes are greater. The costs to the household for a domestic connection are 
typically Rs.SO to the PHED as fee and about Rs.500 for the materials and labor 
to effect the connection from the distribution line. 

1.15 The cost to the PHED of operating and maintaining piped water systems 
(based on an average household size of 6.5) is estimated to be between Rs.20 to 

1/ These cost figures of Rs.450 and Rs.600 for Punjab are reported by Briscoe 
(1987). The figures reported to us were Rs.300 and Rs.500, respectively. These 
are also the figures used by the PHED in preparing cost estimates. 
(U.S.$1 - Rs.20 approximately during 1987-1989.) 
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Rs.30 per household per month in Punjab and about Rs.35 per household per month 
in Sind.Y 

1.16 In principle, after a two-year "demonstration period," District or 
Union Councils should take over the running of piped systems. In fact this does 
not happen, and the PHED continues to bear the responsibility and the expenses. 

Tariffs 

1.17 For systems with public taps users are supposE!d to pay Rs. 5 per family 
per month. However, partially because the users are dissatisfied with such 
systems (they demand house connections) and partially because of the difficulties 
inherent in collecting for standpipe systems, essentially no attempt is made to 
collect the user fee. 

1.18 For systems providing house connections, the n~onthly tariff is between 
Rs.10 and Rs.25 per connection. This is a flat tariff', since household water 
supplies in Pakistan are not metered. Collection is un,even; in some areas most 
who are connected pay, in other areas compliance is lEiss. In Punjab the PHED 
has no data on overall compliance but believes that about 60% of those connected 
pay. Those who do not pay are threatened with disconnection, but in fact the 
threat is rarely carried out. • 

Future Plans 

1.19 Cost recovery is beginning to emerge as an important issue in the 
financing of rural water supply projects . An institutional development in this 
regard is the proposal for the establishment of village development committees. 
This is seen by planners as a necessary step in t:he assumption of local 
responsibility for the efficient operation and maintenance of village water 
supplies. 

!±/ Again, the figures for Punjab, reported by Briscoe:, seem to be on the high 
side. The PHED uses a figure of between 3% and 5% of caJpital costs as the annual 
operation and maintenance (O&M) estimate . These gener,illy work out to be lower 
than the figures mentioned above. 
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II. STUDY DESIGN, METHODOLOGY , AND SITE SELECTION 

Study Design 

2.1 To achieve the objectives of the study, the proposed research design 
envisaged fieldwork in three different regions chosen to cover a range of 
economic and environmental conditions. In each region two types of sites (Type 
"A" and Type "B") were to be chosen. Type A sites were to be located in an area 
where a functioning improved water supply system was being used by between 30% 
and 70% of the population, while Type B sites were similar ones nearby at which 
an improved water supply system was not yet available. It was hoped to conduct 
200 household interviews at each site yielding an overall sample size of 1200 
households .11 

Methodology 

2.2 Since Type A sites would include both types of households (connected 
and voluntarily unconnected to an available improved water source) it would be 
possible to use an indirect approach (one based on observation of actual choices) 
to understand household behavior. Thus, it would be possible to assess the 
effects of different characteristics of improved and alternative sources (price, 
distance to source, quality, level of service, reliability, time since• 
installation, etc.) and users (economic, social and demographic factors) on the 
likelihood of a household's using an improved source. 

2. 3 In Type B sites, since no observations on actual choice would be 
available, a direct approach (the willingness to pay (WTP] or contingent 
valuation method) would be used to elicit household preference for improved 
service. 

2. 4 WTP studies are simply household surveys in which a member of the 
household is asked a series of structured questions that are designed to 
determine the maximum amount of money the household is willing to pay for a good 
or service. When WTP studies are conducted to assist with water sector policy 
or planning, the specified good or service could be a house connection to a piped 
distribution system, access to a handpump or standpost, or provision of household 
sanitation facilities. WTP studies are also termed "contingent valuation" studies 
because the respondent is asked about what he or she would do in a hypothetical 
(or contingent) situation.!/ 

2.5 Comparisons between the results obtained from Type A and B sites (e . g., 
connection frequency at given tariff rates) should help to validate the 

'lf World Bank, Willingness to Pay for Water in Rural Areas, Research Proposal, 
Water and Urban Development Department, March 1987. 

§.J For details of the methodology, see Ronald G. Cummings, David S. Brookshire, 
and William D. Schulze (editors), Valuing Environmental Goods: An Assessment of 
the Contingent Valuation Method (Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Allanheld, 1986). 
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reliability of the WTP method as a tool for rapid appraisal of planning choices 
and alternatives. 

Site Selection 

2 . 6 The overall research framework proposed for the multi-country study was 
tailored to the needs of the specific conditions obtaining in Pakistan. 
Deliberations by the Pakistan team followed by consultations with the counterpart 
staff at the World Bank led to the following decisions: 

a. Restriction of the study area to Punjab. It was felt that since 
the WTP surveys involved techniques that were unfamiliar to the 
enwnerators and that involved excessive interviewing, it would be 
advisable for team leaders and interview supervisors to be familiar 
with the language of the respondents. This effectively restricted 
the sample area to Punjab. In terms of population, Punjab is the 
largest province in Pakistan with 57% of the rural population. 

b. Within Punjab, three environmental zones were identified based on 
groundwater characteristics: the sweet water zone where good quality 
water is easily accessible; the brackish water zone where water is 
easily accessible but of poor quality; and the arid water zone wher~ 
water is not easily accessible though of good quality. 

c. Restriction of improved source to piped distribution systems with 
household connections. The research design deemed it important that 
households be paying a money price for the improved water supply. 
This limited the choice to piped distribution systems with household 
connections since tariff collection for handpumps or public 
standposts was virtually non-existent. 

d. Selection of large villages. Partly as a result of the restriction 
mentioned in (iii) (in Punjab household connections are supposed to 
be provided only to villages with populations exceeding 5000) the 
sample villages had to be large in size. It was also felt that from 
a planning perspective the many large villages close to major cities 
woul d present challenging and immediate policy problems as they 
would evolve into peri-urban towns within the nex t five to ten 
years. Analysis of such locations would be particularly useful for 
the planning authorities. However, where possible, as in the arid 
zone, small er villages were included in the sample. 

e. Disaggregation of Type B villages. It was decided to include two 
types of Type B villages - Bl where an improved supply was scheduled 
to be installed in the near future, and B2 where no such supply was 
scheduled. This was considered to be helpful in testing whether any 
strategic bias was incorporated in the WTP bids . Such a bias would 
occur if households in Bl villages, already assured of a water 
supply, systematically under-reported their bids in order to convey 
the impression that they would not connect if the tariff were 
raised. Households in B2 villages, with no prospects of access to 
a piped supply in the foreseeable future, on the other hand, might 
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systematically over - state their bids in the hope of influencing 
policy-makers to include their village in those marked for the 
installation of piped water supplies. 

2.7 Based on the above considerations villages were selected and surveyed 
in the following areas: 

a. Sweet water zone 
b. Brackish water zone 
c. Arid zone 

Sheikhupura District; 
Faisalabad District; 
Rawalpindi District. 

2. 8 The locations are depicted in Figures 2. 1 , 2. 2, 2. 3, and 2. 4. 
According to information obtained from the PHED (1986), approximately half the 
rural population of Punjab resides in the sweet water zone and a quarter each 
in the brackish and arid zones. 

General Description of the Study Areas 

2.9 Punjab. Punjab, the largest province in Pakistan, contains 57% of the 
total rural population and 56% of the total number of rural localities in the 
country according to the 1981 census. The size distribution of rural localities 
in Punjab is virtually identical to that characterizing the country as a whole 
(see Table J-1). In 1981, about 3% of the villages exceeded a population size• 
of 5000, 22% exceeded a size of 2000, and 46% exceeded a size of 1000 .II 
However, in terms of the proportion of total rural population, 17% resided in 
villages exceeding a size of 5000, 57% resided in villages exceeding a size of 
2000, and 83% resided in villages exceeding a size of 1000 inhabitants. 

2.10 The level of economic affluence in rural Punjab is also ver y similar 
to that of rural Pakistan. In 1984-1985 the monthly rural household income per 
capita~' was Rs.243 in Punjab and Rs.234 in Pakistan as a whole. 

2 . 11 In Punjab Province, 21% of rural local i ties (15% of rural households) 
had access to electricity in 1981. By 1986-1987 the percentage of rural 
localities with access to electricity had increased to 49%.21 This is important 
since connection to the electric grid facilitates the economic provision of piped 
water. 

1/ At the 3% population growth rate per annum used by the PHED, the proportion 
of larger villages would have increased considerably since 1981. 

~ The monthly rural household income is obtained from the Household Income and 
Expenditure Survey, 1984-1985. The average rural household size is obtained from 
the Population Census, 1981 . 

'l/ Punjab Development Statistics, Bureau of Statistics, Government of the 
Punjab, Lahore, 1988. 
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FIGURE 2.1 
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FIGURE 2.2 
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FIGURE 2.3 
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FIGURE 2.4 
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2 .12 According to the 1980 Housing Census, 45% of rural households had 
access to water inside their homes. Of these, 3% relied on piped water, 37% on 
handpumps and 5% on wells. The remaining 55% households obtained water from 
outside their homes. Of these, 3% relied on piped sources, 15% on handpumps, 
16% on wells, 4% on ponds, and 17% on springs, rivers, streams, etc. (see Table 
J-2). Thus, by 1980, 6% of rural households had access to piped water; 3% to 
domestic connections and 3% to public taps. Access to piped water is stated to 
have doubled by 1986. 

Sheikhupura. Faisalabad, and Rawalpindi Districts 

2.13 Within Punjab, Sheikhupura District (sweet water area) and Faisalabad 
District (brackish water area) lie in the central canal-irrigated plain while 
Rawalpindi District (arid area) lies in the northern rain-irrigated region. 

2.14 The size distribution of rural localities is shown in Table J-1. It 
can be seen that the proportion of larger-sized villages is much higher in 
Sheikhupura and Faisalabad Districts than in Rawalpindi District. Thus 26% of 
the rural localities of Sheikhupura District and 60% of Faisalabad District 
exceed a population size of 2000 inhabitants. The comparative figure for 
Rawalpindi District is 11%. This is most probably due to the fact that the 
available water resources in the arid zone cannot support large sized,. 
habitations. 

2.15 Data for Sheikhupura, Faisalabad and Rawalpindi Sub-districts is also 
provided in Table J-1, since the sample villages are located mostly within the 
sub-districts. The data shows that the first two sub-districts have a higher 
proportion of larger sized villages than the districts as a whole. 

2 .16 It was mentioned earlier that the monthly rural household incomes per 
capita for Pakistan and Punjab in 1984-1985 were Rs.234 and Rs.243, respectively. 
The comparative incomes for Sheikhupura, Faisalabad, and Rawalpindi Districts 
are Rs.307, Rs.247 and Rs.217, respectively. The range in Punjab is from Rs.175 
to Rs.320. Thus Sheikhupura is among the more affluent districts, Faisalabad 
represents the average level of affluence, and Rawalpindi is among the less 
affluent districts in Punjab. 

2.17 The occupational structure in the three districts is shown in Table J-
3. Sheikhupura and Faisalabad Districts have very similar profiles while 
Rawalpindi District has a much lower proportion of the working population engaged 
in industry and a higher proportion engaged in services. The proportion of the 
working population engaged in agriculture is virtually the same in all three 
districts and accounts for just over half of the total working population. 

2.18 The comparative situation with respect to access to water is shown in 
Table J-2. The main point to be noted is that in Sheikhupura and Faisalabad 
Districts the primary source of water is handpumps inside the house: 72% and 
64% of total households, respectively, rely on such sources. The second main 
source is handpumps outside the house. In Rawalpindi District, on the other 
hand, 62% of households rely on wells outside the house and another 25% on 
springs, rivers, and streams. It should be obvious that the modeling of water 
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source choices would be much more complex in the arid zone especially because 
many sources dry up during the summer months and are not accessible. 

2.19 The other point to be noted is that the zones with accessible ground 
water have a lower proportion of households supplied with piped water than the 
average for the province as a whole. This suggests a supply policy based on need 
and not necessarily on demand. 
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III. ANALYTICAL OVERVIEW 

Principal Lines of Inquiry 

3 .1 The analysis shall be directed towards the investigation of the 
following broad issues in each environmental zone: 

a. actual choice behavior; 
b. hypothetical choice behavior; and 
c. the economic viability of investments in rural water supplies. 

The details of the issues to be i nvestigated and the techniques to be used for 
that purpose are discussed in the following sections. 

Actual Choice Behavior 

3. 2 In each environmental zone households have a number of choices in 
deciding upon the type of water source to use. The study would identify the set 
of choices and infer from the observations the effects of different variables 
on the likelihood of a household's making a particular choice. 

• 
Hypothetical Choice Behavior 

3.3 In many villages a particular service option, e.g., house connections 
to a piped system, may not exist. Such an option is not part of the choice set 
of households. The valuation of such a choice is obtained by offering the 
households a well-described hypothetical choice in a bidding game format. The 
responses, in terms of willingness-to-pay bids, are then used to estimate the 
value placed on the particular option offered. 

3. 4 The description of the hypothetical choice includes presentation of all 
the relevant characteristics of a specific piped service option. These include 
hours of supply, quality of water, expected pressure and reliability, and the 
cost structure . In Punjab, the cost structure for piped service includes a one
time cost (an official connection fee payable to the PHED plus the cost of 
connecting the house to the distribution line, which is borne by the household) 
and a flat monthly tariff. In this study, the amount of the one-time costs are 
included as part of the description (in villages where the distribution lines 
have not yet been laid, the households are given an average cost figure based 
on the costs in villages with piped water systems). The households are then 
asked whether they would connect to the system described at a given monthly 
tariff. Depending upon the response, the tariff is raised or lower ed and the 
household is asked to respond again. This pattern is followed consistently in 
the study: the one - time costs are always indicated to the household and the 
bidding is on the level of the monthly tariff. 

3.5 The willingness-to-pay bids are used for three different purposes: 

a. To determine the proportion of households which would accept a 
particular service option at any given tariff, thereby allowing a 
calculation of the possible revenue yield. 
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b. To study the determinants of the willingness-to-pay bids and thereby 
to identify possible trends as social and economic conditions change 
in the future. 

c. To compare, where possible, the pattern indicated by the 
hypothetical choices (e.g., connection ratio at a given tariff 
level) with the pattern reflecting actual choice behavior. Such 
a comparison would serve as one test of the validity of the 
contingent valuation methodology. 

Economic Viability of Investment in Rural Water Supplies 

3.6 The willingness-to-pay bids for any particular option would yield an 
estimate of the number of households that would choose the option at a given 
price. In the case of water sources these responses would be interpreted in 
terms of the choice to connect given a particular connection cost and tariff 
level. 

3.7 The above information on the percentage of households connecting to a 
service level at varying tariff rates is sufficient to estimate the monthly 
revenues that could be generated if that service were actually offered. This. 
estimate could then be compared with actual data on maintenance and capital costs 
to determine the degree to which cost recovery is possible in any specific 
situation. 

Description of Variables Used in the Analysis 

3.8 In explaining household behavior, either in terms of actual choices 
or willingness to pay for hypothetical choices, responses would need to be 
related to a set of independent variables representing both source and household 
characteristics. The following is a complete listing, description, and rationale 
of the independent variables used in the multivariate analyses. (Not all 
variables may be present in any specific analysis.) 

3.9 We identify .a set of broad factors that 
of water-related behavior. To capture particular 
number of variables are specified within each one. 
their indicators are given below. 

Factor 

Need for Water 

Available Labor 
Supply 

Variable 

- Household Size 

- Consumption of Water 

- Ownership of Animals 

- Adult Women 

are relevant to an analysis 
aspects of these factors, a 
The factors, variables, and 

Specification 

Number of household members. 

Liters per capita per day. 

Number of cattle owned and kept 
inside or just outside the 
house. 

Percent in household. 
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Children Percent in household. 

Ability to Pay 

Child - household member 
less than or equal to 15 
years of age. 

- Household Expenditure 

- Construction Value of 
House 

- Ownership of Land or 
Property 

Existing Arrangements - Private Source 
for Water 

Quality of Water 
Currently Used 

Personal 
Characteristics 
of Household 
Members 

Attitudes of 
Respondent 

- Vendors 

- Time 

- Safety 

- Age 

- Education 

- Occupation 

- Sex 

- External Exposure 

- Awareness of Piped 
Systems 

Rupees per capita per month. 

Rupees. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if household 
owns land or other property, 
0 otherwise. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if household 
has a private source, 
0 otherwise. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if household 
uses vendors, 0 otherwise. 

Minutes of household time (one. 
way) spent per week in 
obtaining water from outside 
the house. 

Dununy Variable : 1 if 
respondent considers water safe 
for health, 0 otherwise. 

Age of head of household. 

Number of years of education 
of most educated member of 
household. 

Dununy Variable : 1 if 
occupation of head of household 
related to farming, 
0 otherwise. 

Dununy Variable : 1 if male 
respondent, 0 otherwise. 

Dununy Variable : 1 if any male 
member has had exposure to 
life outside village for a 
period exceeding 6 months, 
0 otherwise. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if 
respondent has visited a 
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- Metering of Water 
Supplies 

- Responsibility for 
Provision of Water 

- Satisfaction with 
Experience of Water 
System 

- Distance of House from 
Distribution Line 

- Distance of Village from 
Provincial Headquarters 

- Proximity of Village to 
Perennial Source of 
Water 

- Village Dummies 

- Household Type Dummies 

- Bidding Game Starting 
Point Dummy 

village with a piped water 
system, 0 otherwise. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if 
respondent feels domestic house 
connection ought to be metered, 
0 otherwise. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if 
respondent believes water ought 
to be provided free by the 
State, 0 otherwise. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if 
respondent in village with a 
piped system is satisfied with 
its management, 0 otherwise. 

Yards. 

• Kilometers. 

Dummy Variable : 1 if village 
close to perennial source of 
water, 0 otherwise. 

Identification of specific 
villages. 

Identification of household 
types Al, A2, Bl, or B2 . 

Identifies whether the game 
was started with a low or a 
high value. 

Explanation and Rationale of Independent Variables 

3.10 Need for Water. The preference for an improved source ought to be 
directly related to the need for water. The most obvious determinant of need 
is household size. The water needs of animals, especially cattle, are also 
significant. In the hot summers of the Punjab, cattle have to be kept cool by 
being allowed to wallow in pools of water or by being hosed down. Because this 
entails considerable expenditure of household time, the convenience of having 
running water available within the house ought to be an attractive proposition. 
(Information on the ownership of animals was not obtained in the sweet water 
zone.) 

3.11 The total household need for water is also related to the level of 
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consumption of water per capita per day. In households where the primary source 
of water supply is either handpumps inside the house or taps, it is very 
difficult to estimate the total quantity of water consumed. The task is somewhat 
more manageable in villages (as in the arid zone) where most of the water is 
either fetched from outside the house or delivered by vendors. We have 
experimented with estimating the minimum amount of water a household would 
normally need for its essential purposes. This estimate is determined by posing 
the respondent with a hypothetical situation in which the household's primary 
source was out of order or under repair (a situation with which all households 
were familiar). The respondent was asked to indicate the vessel in which water 
would be fetched from outside the house in such a situation and to give the 
number of vessels that would be required to meet the essential needs of the house 
(it is reasonable to assume that households would curtail non-essential usage 
in such situations). The capacity of the vessel was estimated by asking the 
respondents how much milk it could hold, a judgment which rural respondents made 
with great ease. In the arid zone, where households are familiar with the 
vending of water, respondents were simply asked to state how much water they 
would acquire from a vendor for meeting essential household needs on a 
representative day. 

3.12 It is obvious that the variation in essential consumption would be 
much less than the variation in total consumption. However, under the. 
circumstances this was the only quantitative measure of water consumption that 
it was possible to estimate with any degree of accuracy. 

3.13 In households with access to improved water sources it is possible 
that the consumption of water per capita per day, even for essential usage, might 
be higher than that of comparable households without improved sources. Such 
endogeneity would render difficult the interpretation of the variable. 

3 .14 Available Labor Supply. Wherever water is primarily fetched from 
outside the house, as in the arid zone, the available labor supply (which, in 
the context of fetching water in the Punjab, is predominantly women and children) 
assumes critical significance. Households with scarce labor ought to be more 
desirous of improved water sources. 

3.15 The choice of the proportion of women and children as independent 
variables means that the excluded category is the proportion of men. If an 
increase in the proportion of women at the expense of men makes only a marginal 
difference to the need for water, the preference for an improved source would 
be lessened because of the increase in the available labor supply. However, if 
a woman needs more water than a man (inability to bathe at natural sources could 
be one reason), the overall impact could be ambiguous. An increase in children 
at the expense of men, on the other hand, could be expected to both decrease 
the need for water and increase the available labor supply. Therefore, an 
increase in the proportion of children should have an unambiguous negative impact 
on the preference for expensive improved sources of water. 

3.16 Ability to Pay. A greater ability to pay could normally be expected 
to be directly related to a greater preference for an improved source of water. 
However, if more affluent households have already made significant investments 
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in expensive private water supply arrangements (e.g., installation of an electric 
motor on a handpump), the impact could be rendered ambjlguous. 

3.17 The estimation of rural household income is generally very difficult 
because of seasonal variations and non-cash components (e.g., own production). 
The effort required for accurate estimation is not feasible in surveys where the 
primary objective is not the estimation of income, as, for example, in 
willingness-to-pay studies. We have used monthly cash household expenditure per 
capita as a proxy for household income per capita. ThLs variable is subject to 
limitations since it is unable to correct for the possible lower cash 
expenditures of farming households. (Information on this variable was not 
obtained in the sweet water zone.) 

3.18 The estimation of household wealth is also a difficult proposition. 
We have used two proxy variables. The ownership of land or other property is 
fairly straightforward. The construction value of the house in which the family 
resides could be more controversial. It has been freque,ntly documented that the 
highest priority in the use of discretionary funds is given to housing . This 
is especially true for rural households in Pakistan where housing is a very 
visible indicator of social status and achievement. The pattern of utilization 
of remittances from the Middle East by rural recipie11Lts has established this 
beyond doubt. Thus, housing quality could be a reasonable indicator of househol<l., 
wealth. We have measured it by asking the amount of morn~y that would be required 
to construct a house similar to the one occupied by the household if the 
construction were to be carried out at the time of ithe survey. The latter 
condition takes care of the problems inherent in th,e possible valuation at 
different points in time. 

3 .19 One alternative which is frequently used i.s to enquire about the 
ownership of household assets (usually durable goods like TVs, motorcycles, 
etc.) and to construct an index of asset value. We feel that the valuation 
problems associated with this procedure (when were the goods purchased? at what 
price? new or used? are they in working order? do they n~ally exist? etc.) result 
in an estimate whose reliability is not likely to be any better than that of the 
indicator we used. This is especially true since the residence can be considered 
to be the primary and most valuable asset of the hous,ehold, dominating assets 
like TVs, radios, etc., and is also visible to the enumerator. The benefits of 
relying on a single indicator are savings in terms of tjlme and less apprehension 
on the part of respondents who are generally suspicious of enquiries into 
ownership of assets (TVs, radios, and motorcycles requir,e licenses) and reluctant 
to admit to social deprivation. 

3. 20 Existing Arrangements for Water. The impac,t of the ownership of a 
private source of water on the preference for a piped supply can be quite 
complex. If the source involved high recent capital expenditure and is an 
acceptable substitute for piped water the impact could be negative. However, 
if it is not considered a substitute (e.g., does not ·provide the same quality 
of water, as is the case in the brackish zone) the impact could well be positive, 
being an indicator of the desire for improved service. At the same time, if the 
running costs are higher than the tariff for piped wat:er and the capital costs 
are recoverable (e.g., by the sale of used equipment) t:he impact could again be 
positive. 
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3. 21 Households using vendors could be expected to express a clear 
preference for piped water, since vended water is much 1more expensive than the 
flat monthly rates at which piped water is supplied in the Punjab. 

3.22 The excluded households, according to the dunnmy variable, are those 
which exclusively use their own labor supply to fetch water from outside the 
house. Such households exist only in the arid zone, sinc,e in the other two zones 
virtually every household has at least a private handpump inside the house. 
The important implication is that in the arid zone the amount of time spent 
fetching water is highly correlated with the ownership of a private source of 
water or the use of water vendors. 

3. 23 In the sweet and brackish water zones, households can be distinguished 
from each other by whether or not they own an improved 'private source of water 
which consists of an electric motor installed on the handpump. However, since 
the quality of the ground water in the brackish zone is generally poor most 
households spend some time in fetching water for drinking and cooking from 
outside the house. It can be hypothesized that households having to expend more 
time would express a greater preference for a connection to a piped water supply . 

3. 24 Quality of Water Being Used. Households that consider the water• 
currently being used to be unsafe for health could be expected to demonstrate 
a greater preference for a piped water supply. Thi.s is not an objective 
assessment of water quality, rather it depends on a ci~rtain degree of health 
consciousness and a judgment about the quality of the available water source. 

3.25 Personal Characteristics. It is generally believed that younger and 
more educated households would express a greater preference for modern 
conveniences like piped water supplies. 

3. 26 Households involved in farming (landlords, t:enants, and owner-cum
tenants) are likely to express less interest in piped water supplies for a number 
of possible reasons: flexible work schedules, the location of work close to water 
sources, and the ability to combine water-related activities with work (e.g., 
bathing and watering of animals). The generally presumed. conservatism of farming 
households could be a contributing factor. 

3. 27 It is generally assumed that women would express a greater preference 
for piped water sources than men since the former are primarily responsible for 
the arduous task of fetching water. Responses from both sexes are available in 
the arid zone to enable this assumption to be tested. 

3 . 28 Attitudes of Respondents. Households which i.nclude members who have 
had exposure to life outside the village might express a lower or higher 
preference for the service being offered depending upon how it compares with what 
they have seen elsewhere. Thus, the reaction to public taps or limited service 
hours could well be negative. 

3.29 Respondents who have seen operational piped water systems themselves 
could be expected to have a positive attitude towards the provision of a similar 
facility in their own village. The attitude of respondents in villages with 
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piped water could be affected by their level of satisfaction with the management 
of the system. 

3.30 Respondents in favor of the metering of water supplies could be taken 
to represent those who are comfortable with the notion that a commodity like 
water should be charged for. They are, therefore, likely to be willing to pay 
more for piped water than those who consider the provision of water to be an 
obligation of the s t ate. 

3 . 31 Other Factors. Households have to bear the costs of connecting their 
houses to the distribution line. It is thus reasonable to expect that households 
further away from the line would be less likely to connect to a piped system. 
Probably the cost would be higher and because beyond some critical distance the 
alternative of installing a private improved source might become economically 
more attractive. 

3 . 32 Village-level characteristics could be expected to have some impact on 
the level of preference expressed for piped systems. For example, the distance 
of a village from the district headquarters could be a proxy for the general 
level of affluence and awareness in the village . 

3. 33 Similarly, in the arid zone, the proximity of a village to a perennial. 
source of water could be expected to lower the felt need for improved sources 
compared to other villages. Such village-level influences are tested for in the 
arid zone . 

3. 34 Control Variables. Wherever it is felt that specific village 
characteristics could be affecting the results, the supposition is verified by 
using a village identificat ion dummy. Similarly, differences in the responses 
of various types of households (Al, A2, Bl, B2) are tested for by the use of 
household identification dummies . 

3.35 Some bidding games are used to test for the presence of a starting 
point bias. Such a bias will be manifested if there are systematic differences 
between the willingness-to-pay bids of respondents who were randomly assigned 
a high or a low starting point. A starting point dummy is used to test for the 
presence of such a bias. 

Estimation Techniques 

3. 36 Analysis of Actual Choice Behavior. The analysis of actual choice 
behavior is based on the estimation of a logit model. The dependent variable 
is binary, indicating the choice or otherwise of a particular service level. 
The model is used to assess the impact of different factors on the likelihood 
of a household's making the particular choice. 

3. 37 Analysis of Hypothetical Choice Behavior. The analysis of hypothetical 
choice behavior is based on the estimation of an Ordinary Least Squares 
regression model. Since a bidding game is used to obtain the willingness-to
pay estimates, the observed dependent variable is not the maximum amount the 
household would be willing to pay, but rather an interval within which the "true" 
willingness to pay falls . Linear regression is actually not an appropriate 
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technique for dealing with such an ordinal dependent variable; in this situation 
the correct approach is to use an ordered probit model. 101 However, the use of 
the mid-points of the intervals as a dependent variable in an ordinary least 
squares model seems to yield results which are consistent with those obtained 
from an ordered probit model, and the parameters are much easier to interpret.111 

3.38 In this study the intervals are quite small (e.g . , Rs . 10-20, 20-30, 30-
40, 40-50, 50-60, 60-70, 70-100 in the arid zone). In addition, zero bids are 
clearly identified, and bids beyond the end-points of the range (Rs .10 and 
Rs.100) are elicited and recorded as actual values (the sweet water zone is an 
exception. See Appendix B-1). The use of actual values beyond the end-points 
and mid-points within the range should yield close enough approximations to the 
"true" bids to make ordinary least squares estimation an acceptable first level 
of analysis . 

3.39 Presentation of the Results of the Multivariate Analyses . The results 
are presented by reporting two models. The first mode l i ncludes all the relevant 
variables from the list presented in Section 3.9. In the analysis of 
hypothetical choice behavior step-wise deletion of variables is used to identify 
the estimation with the highest adjusted R-squared. Th is is the second model 
reported. Such a presentation helps to ascertain the stability of the estimated 
parameters as insignificant variables are delete d from the model. 

• 
3.40 Mean values of all the variables used in individual regressions are 
reported. Variables which are statistically significant at the 90% and 95% levels 
are identified by one and two asterisks, respectively. 

10/ "Estimating the Willingness to Pay for Water Services in Developing 
Countries: A Case Study of the Use of Contingent Valuation Surveys in Southern 
Haiti." By Dale Whittington, John Briscoe, Xinming Mu, and William Barron. 
Economic Development and Cultural Change, 1990, 38 : 2, pp. 293 - 311. 

11/ Willingness to Pay for Water in Newala District , Tanzania: Strategies for 
Cost Recovery. By Dale Whittington, Mark Mujwahuzi, Gerard McMahon, and Kyeongae 
Choe. WASH Field Report No. 246, 1990. 
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IV. SWEET WATER ZONE - OVERVIEW AND FIELD PROCEDURES 

The Study Area 

4 .1 Sheikhupura District is located in the central canal-irrigated part of 
the Punjab. The district capital is Sheikhupura City with a population of 141,168 
according to the 1981 census. It is situated 35 kilon1eters from Lahore, the 
provincial capital, and 105 kilometers from Faisalabad, the center of the textile 
industry and the third largest city in Pakistan. Agriculture is mechanized, and 
industry is located along both the principal axes, the Lahore-Sheikhupura road 
and the Sheikhupura-Faisalabad road. 

4. 2 Three fourths of the area in Sheikhupura Dist:rict lies in the sweet 
ground water zone, and water can be tapped at an average depth of 25 to 30 feet. 
The quality of the water is almost universally perceived to be good. 

Policy Issues in the Sweet Water Zone 

4. 3 As has been mentioned earlier, the current policy of the Punjab Public., 
Health Engineering Department is that public piped distt:ibution systems are not 
to be built in the sweet water areas. This policy is the result not of a demand
based but of a need-based rationale. The PHED has been entrusted with the 
responsibility of providing acceptable quality water ttJ the largest number of 
people possible. Given that there are many areas without such access, the scarce 
resources of the PHED are deployed accordingly. Within such a framework the low 
priority accorded to the sweet water areas is understandable. 

4.4 The above policy has also been supported because the private sector is 
rightly considered to be more efficient than the public sector. In his 
recommendations to the World Bank, Briscoe (1987) states that "[I]n those areas 
where government-funded water supply programs are not undertaken (such as the 
large areas of the Punjab in which good quality groundwater is available), the 
private sector has a major role. Individual families contract private drillers 
for sinking a well, and purchase a handpump on the open market .... While there 
are probably some improvements which could be made in handpump design, government 
policy in this area - namely to leave it to families a11d the private sector to 
resolve - is appropriate . " 

4.5 Thus, one of the major objectives in including a sweet water zone was 
to investigate the extent to which the above policy was justified. The other 
objectives included those that form the core of the research effort, i.e .• to 
determine the willingness of people to pay for improved services. 

Overview of the Water Situation in the Sweet Water ZonEt 

4.6 Historically, wells were the primary source of drinking water in the 
villages falling in the sweet water zone. Indeed, the center point of a village 
was identified by a well, and more were located at other convenient points, 
especially as the village grew in size. 
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4.7 However, as households became more affluent, wells were replaced by 
handpumps inside the house. Now virtually every houtsehold has installed a 
private handpump. Almost all the wells, except those in some mosques, have been 
bricked over. This process of improvement in the level of service took place 
between 15 and 20 years ago. The excess of the privately borne costs of operation 
and maintenance of the handpumps over whatever contribution must have been 
required to keep the wells operational provides a baseline estimate of the value 
placed on the convenience of having a water source i .nside the house. This 
convenience was almost entirely in the form of time and effort saved in fetching 
water from an outside source. Given the high summer temperatures on the Punjab 
plains, the value of the convenience is easily understood. 

4.8 Our survey revealed that a process of further improvement in the level 
of service was underway. Perhaps as a result of increas1ed affluence, almost 20% 
of the households in the villages surveyed had installnd small electric motors 
onto the handpumps. These motors could pump water int:o an overhead tank from 
which it could be distributed to various parts of the house through indoor 
plumbing and also could help to operate a flush toilet. Thus the complete system 
associated with a piped supply was being replicated pri·vately at the individual 
level. This was an important finding because it revealed that households were 
willing to spend on improved service levels. Numerouts economic implications., 
resulted from the spread of this process. These shall be discussed later. 

Selection of the Study Villages 

4.9 Since it is government policy not to install piped supplies in sweet 
water areas, there are very few villages with public s1upplies. The choice of 
Type A villages (villages with operational piped water systems) was thus very 
restricted. We selected the only two villages that lay within the maximum 
distance from the district headquarters that we wanti~d to consider . Public 
supplies had been installed in these villages as an e,xception to the general 
policy, most probably due to the influence of local politics. 

4 .10 Similarly it was not possible to locate a '.r'ype Bl village (village 
where a public system was due to be installed in the n1ear future). We selected 
a village in which a piped household supply had been operational, but which, 
for various reasons, had fallen into disuse over five years ago. Currently an 
effort was underway to restore the system. The sele,ction of such a village 
offered the opportunity to see how poor performance in t:he past had affected the 
willingness to pay in the future of those households which had been connected 
to the system. 

4 .11 The location of Type B2 villages (villages where there was no plan to 
install a public water supply system) posed no problem, and we selected two 
convenient villages close to the district headquarters. 

4.12 The following are the particulars of the five selected villages: 

Jandiala Sher Khan 
Mirza Virkan 

Type A 



Kharianwala 

Ghazi Minara 
Bhaddroo Minara 
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Type Bl 

Type B2 

"While the populations of the types A and Bl villages exceeded 5000 by necessity, 
the two B2 villages were selected from the size category 2000 to 4000. The 
populations of Ghazi Minara and Bhaddroo Minara were 4514 and 2173, respectively, 
in 1981. 

4.13 
A-1. 12/ 

A more detailed profile of the selected villages is provided in Table 

Description of the Questionnaire and Bidding Games 

4 .14 The core questionnaire consisted of five broad modules. The first dealt 
with the socio-demographic nature of the household. The second dealt with the 
household's water use practices. The third consisted of bidding games designed 
to elicit the household's willingness to pay for improved service levels. The 
fourth obtained information on the household's attitude towards issues connected 
with the provision of drinking water. The fifth module aimed to obtain. 
information on household assets. 

4.15 To capture information specific to different types of households, five 
questionnaire schedules were used. All the schedules contained the core 
questionnaire in addition to the supplementary questions required. The key 
details of the various schedules are as follows: 

Type A 
village 

Type Bl 
village 

Type B2 
village 

Schedule Al 

Schedule A2 

Schedule Bll 

Schedule Bl2 

Schedule B2 

for households connected to an operational 
water supply system; 

for households voluntarily not connected to 
an operational water supply system; 

for households previously connected to an 
operational system. System currently in
operational. Restoration under consi
deration; 

for households not connected to the above 
system when it was operational; 

for households in a village without a piped 
water system and not expecting one to be 
installed in the near future. 

W Statistical tables and analyses generated by t he survey, grouped by subject, 
appear in Appendices A, B, and C. 
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4.16 Some bidding games included a built-in test to determine whether the 
starting point of the bidding game affected the willingness-to-pay bids. This 
was achieved by varying the starting point; for selected bidding games half the 
questionnaires contained high starting points while the other half contained low 
starting points. 

4.17 

4.18 

The following bidding games were included in the questionnaires: 

Questionnaire Bidding Games Starting Point 
Schedule 

No . Description 

Al 1. 'WTP for an improved system High, Low 
(4 hours of additional supply). 

A2 2. WTP for a standard system High, Low 
with a more attractive financing 
option (all connection charges to 
be borne by the water authority). 13

' 

3. Same as bidding game number 1. High .. 
Bll 4 . 'WTP for a standard system. High 

B12 5. Same as bidding game number 4. High, Low 

6. Same as bidding game number 2. High 

B2 7 . Same as bidding game number 4. High 

8. Same as bidding game number 2. High 

The bidding games were designed to evaluate three options: 

a. The standard PHED system. 

b. The standard system with a more attractive financing option (all 
connection costs being borne by the water authorities). 

c. The standard system with an additional 4 hours of water supply. 

4.19 For purposes of analysis the 'WTP bids from the following games could 
be pooled: 

Bidding Game 
numbers 4,5 , 7 

Standard System Households (Bll+B12+B2) 

11/ Existing policy requires the household to bear all the cost of connection 
from the distribution line into the house. 



Bidding Game 
numbers 2,6,8 

Bidding Game 
numbers 1 , 3 
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Standard System with 
Financing Option 

Improved Standard 
System 

Households (A2+Bl2+B2) 

Households (Al+ A2) 

4.20 In addition to the above bidding games, every respondent was asked to 
describe the characteristics of his preferred water supply system. He was then 
asked via a direct question to indicate the maximum monthly tariff he would be 
willing to pay for such a system. 

Conducting the Survey 

4 . 21 The survey was carried out in the five villages over a one-week period 
(March 6 - March 13, 1988). A total of 261 interviews were completed in the five 
study villages, as follows: 

4.22 

Jandiala Sher Khan 99 
Mirza Virkan 45 

Kharian Wala 58 

Ghazi Minara 28 
Bhaddroo Minara 31 

The 

Al 
A2 
Bll 
Bl2 
B2 

number of interviews 

79 
65 
40 
18 
59 

Type A 144 

Type Bl 58 • 
Type B2 59 

by schedule type was as follows: 

Three visits were made to Jandiala Sher Khan, two to Ghazi Minara, and one each 
to Bhaddroo Minara, Mirza Virkan, and Kharianwala. The interviews were conducted 
in Punjabi and the questionnaires were administered to an adult male, usually 
the head of the household. Some basic socio-economic characteristics of sample 
households and their attitudes towards water- related issues are presented in 
Tables A-2 and A-3. 
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V. FINDINGS IN THE SWEET WATER ZONE: ANALYSIS OF AC:TUAL CHOICE BEHAVIOR 

Water in the Sweet Water Zone 

5 .1 Water is freely available in the sweet water zo,ne. The quality of water 
from traditional sources (wells , handpumps) is considered to be satisfactory and 
as good as water from piped water systems. These two facts are important: water 
is not a scarce good and there is little quality differential between water 
obtained from traditional sources and that obtained from improved sources. 
Therefore, if households are spending money on higher service level s it is either 
for considerations of convenience, status , or some indirect benefits not related 
to needs of water for the purposes of human consumption. 

Upgrading of Service Levels 

5. 2 The transition from wells as the primary sour,ce of water to handpumps 
inside the house has long been complete. Households have incurred the capital 
cost of between Rs.600 and Rs.1,000 in current value fo:r the convenience of not 
having to go outside the house to fetch water. This i :s so even though in the 
sweet water zone public wells were conveniently located and never very far frou:., 
any household. Indeed , the village center was marked by a well in a majority of 
villages. 

5.3 A second transition is now in progress. Our survey shows that 20% of 
the households in the study area have installed el,ectric motors onto the 
handpwnps. This capital expenditure of between Rs.1,000 and Rs.2,000 in current 
prices, depending on the quality of the motor, obviates the need for manual 
pumping. This is being followed by the installation of overhead tanks (cost: 
Rs.400 to Rs.500), i ndoor plumbing (cost: approximately Rs.400 for a 20 foot 
network, usually enough to operate a bathr oom with sho,wer), and flush toilets 
in some cases. 

5 . 4 It is clear that households are putting in place at considerable 
expense modern indoor plumbing systems with their own private source of water. 
The monthly maintenance cost alone according to the survey is Rs. 6 for the 
handpump and Rs.16 for the motor. To this one must add the electricity charges 
incurred to operate the motor. The total monthly expenses are far in excess of 
the flat monthly tariff of Rs.10 for a house connection to a public piped water 
supply system where it is available. However, even in villages where the latter 
option is available , 11% of the households have installe,d electric motors. This 
could signal a demand for more reliable service. (Table A-4 shows the pattern 
of household choice over available service options along with their approximate 
costs.) 

Who Installs Electric Motors? 

5 . 5 The statistical analysis (for details see TclLble B-1) shows that the 
better educated , the propertied, and the more economic.ally affluent households 
have a significantly higher probability of installing electric motors. These 
results accord well with the theoretical expectation that better off households 
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would be more willing to invest in improved and/or more reliable levels of 
service. 

5.6 Since handpumps require manual effort for drawing water it could be 
hypothesized that overcoming this inconvenience might be a consideration in 
installing an electric motor. However, the statistical analysis shows that 
neither the variables related to the need for water (household size and per 
capita consumption) nor those related to available labor supply (proportion of 
women and children in the household) are significant. This suggests that 
upgraded service levels (indoor plumbing and flush toilets are possible with 
motor-operated handpurnps but not with manual handpumps) are the main motivation 
for the installation of electric motors. 

5.7 This conclusion is important because village elites have historically 
exerted a very strong demonstration effect on the rest of the rural population. 
Their choices can therefore be taken as a pointer to the latent demand for 
reliable, modern piped water systems in rural areas. 

5.8 In this context the analysis highlights another important fact: in the 
subset of villages where a public piped water scheme exists, households are 
significantly less likely to install an electric motor. Indeed, in such villages 
only 11% of the households have electric motors, whereas in villages without., 
piped water systems the corresponding figure is 30%. This indicates that house 
connections to a piped water system are considered to be, and have the potential 
of being, an attractive alternative for consumers. 

5.9 However, it was also a fact that 7% of households that had domestic 
connections also had electric motors. This is a strong signal that public piped 
water systems have to be of comparable reliability to compete effectively with 
private alternatives. 

Who Connects to Piped Water Systems? 

5.10 In two of the sample villages, Jandiala Sher Khan and Mirza Virkan, 
households have had the alternative of connecting to a public piped water supply 
system with household connections. In the sample 55% of the households had 
availed themselves of this alternative. 

5.11 The statistical analysis (Table B-2) indicates that households that 
need more water (larger household size and higher daily per capita 
consumptionl!.I) are more likely to connect to a piped system. At the household 
level there is no real limit to the amount of water that can be drawn up with 
a handpump. However, the physical effort required increases in proportion. 
Therefore, one could conclude that for households with a need for substantial 
amounts of water the convenience of access associated with a piped connection 
is a factor in opting for that choice. 

~ The data suggest that essential daily per capita consumption of water is 
not an endogenous variable, i.e., it is not higher for households because they 
have connected to piped systems. Table A-3 indicates that the value of the 
variable is actually higher in villages without piped water supplies. 
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5 . 12 It is also quite probable that in areas with good quality groundwater 
households with handpumps have not invested in storage devices. Everyone draws 
up water for his or her own use and it is not possible for women and children 
to substitute their labor for that of the adult males in the house. Perhaps 
this is the reason that households with a higher proportion of women and children 
are not less likely to connect to piped water systems (note that the respondents 
were all adult males) . On the contrary, households with a higher proportion of 
children in the household are more likely to connect to a piped system. 

5.13 The other important conclusion suggested by the statistical analysis 
is that wealth is not quite as significant a determinant of the decision to 
connect to a piped system as it is for the installation of electric motors. This 
is , perhaps, because the former is a much less expensive choice (the capital and 
monthly operation and maintenance costs are Rs.500 and Rs.10 as against Rs.3,500 
and Rs. 22 for an electric motor - see Table A-4) and therefore generally 
affordable in an area where the monthly household income was of the order of 
Rs . 2,000 in 1984-1985. 

5 . 14 However, cost considerations do enter into the decision to connect. 
The variable representing distance of the house from the distribution line is 
negative and significant . The costs of connection that have to be borne by theP 
household are directly related to this distance (approximately Rs.10 per running 
foot). The increase in cost with distance is likely to act as a deterrent to 
connection not only because of the expense but also, perhaps, because beyond a 
certain point the cost becomes comparable to that of an electric motor. The 
latter is likely to be a preferred alternative in such situations because of its 
greater reliability . The issue of reliability is important and shall be 
discussed again later. 

5 . 15 The analysis also shows that households engaged in farming are less 
likely to connect to piped systems while households with better education are 
more likely to do so. 

5 .16 Househotds which have electric motors are not significantly less likely 
to connect to the piped supply system. 

5.17 The reasons mentioned by the respondents for either connecting or not 
connecting to the piped water supply system are listed in Tables A-5 and A-6. 
These were obtained as responses to open-ended questions. 

Electric Motor and Household Connection as Alternative Choices 

5 . 18 The fact that households are significantly less likely to have electric 
motors in villages where a piped water supply is available clearly suggests that 
the two are considered to be alternative improvements in service level. 

5.19 At the existing, subsidized, rates, a domestic connection to a piped 
supply system is a much cheaper option. Both the average privately borne capital 
costs and the monthly operation and maintenance costs are less than half for a 
domestic connection compared to a motor-operated pump . As a result, many more 
households can afford to upgrade to a higher service level in villages where 
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piped water supplies are available (59% as against 30% in villages without piped 
supplies - see Table A-4). 

5.20 If other considerations related to the use of piped water are deemed 
important enough to justify the subsidy, it is clear that providing piped 
supplies in the sweet water zone could extend the benefits to a significantly 
larger population. 

5.21 It is also of interest to note the relationship between the choice of 
service level and the economic status of the household in villages where a piped 
supply option is available (Table A-7). Motors are installed by households at 
the upper end of the economic scale. On the other hand, domestic connections 
are affordable to households only slightly above the average value of the 
economic indicator used. The most affluent households have both electric motors 
and piped connections. Given the poor performance of public water supply 
systems, this probably reflects the willingness to pay for reliable back-up 
service by households that can afford the expense. 

5. 22 If the existing subsidy on the capital costs of piped systems 
(approximately Rs.300 per capita with a household size between 7 and 10) is 
removed, the capital costs of the two options become comparable while the 
operation and maintenance costs of the piped system remain lower. However, in,. 
such a situation the much greater reliability of the priyate option would make 
it a dominant choice, and connection rates to public piped systems would be 
likely to fall very steeply. 
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VI. FINDINGS IN THE S'WEET 'WATER ZONE: 
ANALYSIS OF 'WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY BIDS 

Hypothetical Choice Behavior 

6 .1 In the previous chapter the analysis was based on the actual, 
observable choices made by respondents. In this chapter the analysis is based 
on the responses proffered to hypothetical options presented to the respondents. 
These responses yield the maximum monthly tariff that a household is willing to 
pay for the particular option described. 

6.2 To the extent that households understand all the changes that will 
result from the acquisition of the option presented, the amount they say they 
will pay, their bid, can serve as a measure of its benefit to them. 'WTP bids may 
include valuation of aesthetic, health, and other difficult-to-measure benefits 
of water. If 'WTP bids are an accurate measure of individuals' preferences, the 
summation of the 'WTP bids for all households served by a project could serve as 
an estimate of the total benefits of the project. It can be compared with the 
cost of the project to decide whether the investment is justified. .. 
Service Options Offered 

6.3 The following service options were presented to different groups of 
respondents: 

a. A household connection to a standard piped water system of the type 
existing in type A villages. 

b. The same, with a more affordable financing arrangement. 

c. A household connection to an improved piped water system. 

6.4 It should be borne in mind that in the Punjab the standard system is 
designed to provide a maximum of 15 gallons of water per capita per day with the 
service available for eight hours a day at the most. However, actual performance 
is very uneven (40% of the connected households expressed dissatisfaction with 
the system) with problems of reliability, insufficient pressure, and service for 
less than the specified period (See Tables A-8, A-9, A-10). For this reason, 
all households familiar with existing systems do not perceive the same product 
when evaluating the 'standard' system, especially because pressure variations 
occur almost from lane to lane. 

6.5 The option with an alternative financing arrangement was offered to 
determine if the low connection rate (55% of households) to piped water systems 
was related to the structure of the costs involved. Obtaining a connection 
requires two types of payments: a one-time payment made up of an official 
connection fee and the costs of connecting the house to the distribution line, 
which have to be borne by the household; and a flat monthly tariff. The dominant 
component is the cost of connecting the house to the distribution line . The 
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connection fee is of the order of Rs.100, the connection costs are of the order 
of Rs.500, and the monthly tariff is Rs.10. 

6.6 It is reasonable to suspect that cash flow problems (i.e . , the 
inability to bear the one-time costs) may be acting as a deterrent to connection 
for some households. To verify this hypothesis, an option was offered in which 
the water authorities would bear the connection costs in exchange for a higher 
monthly tariff. The objective was to test if connection ratios would go up with 
the availability of such a financing arrangement and the extent to which tariffs 
could be raised. 

6. 7 The improved system was offered to households in villages where a 
system was already operational. The improvement offered was an increase of 4 
hours in the daily supply period and the willingness to pay for the improved 
system was elicited. 

Response of Households in Villages without an Operational Water System 

6 . 8 Willingness to Pay for Connection to a Standard System. At present no 
household in either Type Bl or B2 village has the option of connecting to a 
standard piped water system. The difference between Bl and B2 villages is that., 
there are no plans to install a system in the latter category. The Bl village 
had a system in the past which has been out of operation for over five years 
and for whose restoration efforts are now underway. Within the Bl village we 
can distinguish those households that had obtained a connection when the system 
was operational (Bll) and those that had chosen to remain unconnected (Bl2). When 
the standard system option was offered in the Bl village the WTP bids were 
conditional on the designed performance level being guaranteed. This was made 
necessary by the extent of dissatisfaction with the performance of the standard 
piped system when it was operational. 

6. 9 The distribution of the WTP bids is shown in Table C-1. In calculating 
the connection ratio we can assume that all households whose WTP bids are less 
than Rs.10 would not connect since the existing tariff rate of Rs.10 per month 
is not likely to be reduced. We also treat the "No Responses" as protest bids 
and add them to the group of households not likely to connect to the service 
offered. 

6.10 The table shows that at the existing tariff of Rs.10 per month the 
connection frequencies for the Bll, Bl2, and B2 households would be 70%, 83.3%, 
and 74.6%, respectively. The mean bids (computed over the valid responses) for 
the same groups are Rs.17, Rs.17, and Rs.21, respectively. The mean bids of the 
subset of households likely to connect are Rs.21, Rs.19 and Rs.25, respectively. 

6.11 A number of observations can be made based on the above estimates: 

a. 30% of the Bll households (all of which were connected when the 
piped system was operational) would not reconnect even if the 
performance of the system were guaranteed. This reflects a l oss 
of credibility in the system. 
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b. The connection ratios which would result at the existing tariff rate 
are quite high (74% in Bl and 75% in B2). These compare favorably 
with the actual connection frequency of 69% which obtained in the 
Bl village when its piped system was operational. This 
correspondence supports the validity of the WTP methodology. 

c. The mean bid of the households likely to connect in the Bl village 
is approximately Rs. 20 per month. Only 4 out of the 5 7 valid 
responses were for bids over Rs.25 per month. This is reassuring. 
The monthly maintenance cost of a motor-operated pump is Rs.25 and 
because of its greater reliability it should provide an upper bound 
on the monthly tariff of a piped water supply. (The one-time costs 
of the motor-driven pump are, however, higher. See Table A-4). 

d. The mean bids are approximately Rs.4 per month higher in the B2 
village. This could be due to overbidding in B2, underbidding in Bl, 
or both. However, overbidding seems the more likely explanation 
since nearly 19% of respondents bid Rs.SO or more in B2 compared to 
5% in Bl. Such high bids could be interpreted as evidence of 
strategic behavior. 

6.12 Type of Households More Likely to Connect to a Standard System. I>., 
multivariate analysis of the WTP bids presented in Table B-3 indicates that 
younger, more educated and propertied households are more likely to connect. 
Farming households are less likely to connect compared with non-farming 
households. Households that have a motor-operated handpump system are willing 
to pay Rs.7 more than others. This could be because, compared to their expenses 
on the motor system, a piped connection would be a cheaper alternative even at 
the higher end of the feasible tariff range. Households that favor the metering 
of domestic connections are also willing to pay more, perhaps a reflection of 
their appreciation of water as a valuable resource. (The complete results of the 
multivariate analysis are presented in Table B-3.) 

6.13 Willingness to Pay for a Connection to a Standard System with a More 
Affordable Financing Arrangement. Types Bl2 and B2 households that had never 
previously connected to a piped system were offered a more attractive financing 
option (one-time connection costs to be borne by the water authorities) to test 
if affordability was a factor in the decision to remain unconnected. The 
distribution of the WTP bids is shown in Table C-2. These can be compared to 
the WTP bids for the standard option presented in Table C-1. 

6.14 Table C-1 indicates that 17 out of 76 households (B12+B2) would not 
connect when offered the standard option (WTP bids less than Rs.10 per month). 
The comparable numbers from Table C-2 are 17 out of 74 . It is clear that the 
more affordable financial arrangement does not result in increasing the 
connection ratio. However, the mean bid over the B12 and B2 households increases 
by approximately Rs.3 per month. This suggests some preference for the more 
affordable arrangement among even the households that would otherwise connect 
to the standard system. 
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Response of Households in Villages with an Operational Piped Water System 

6 .15 Willingness to Pay for Connection to an Improved System. Type A 
villages are characterized by the existence of an operational piped water supply 
system which is working below its design specifications. Type A villages include 
two types of households: Al, which have domestic connections; and A2, which have 
voluntarily remained unconnected to the system. 

6 .16 All households in the Type A villages were offered the choice of 
connecting to an improved system, the improvement being an additional daily 
supply of 4 hours of water from the existing system. The distribution of the 
WTP bids is shown in Table C-3. A number of observations can be made based on 
the figures: 

a. The number of "No Responses" or protest bids is much higher than in 
Types Bl and B2 villages (over 10% as compared to a maximum of 
2.5%). This may be a reflection of the lack of credibility that 
households familiar with the performance of piped systems place in 
any promises of improvement in the existing system. 

b. The proportion of households bidding more than the existing tariff 
of Rs .10 per month is about 50% (51% for Al and 45% for A'l. 
households). Thus, only half the households that are currently 
connected to the system are willing to pay more for an improved 
system, while half the households that are currently unconnected 
would connect to an improved system. 

c. The mean WTP bids are low, Rs.14 for Al households and Rs.12 for A2 
households. If it is assumed that none of the Al households 
connected to the standard system would disconnect if the service is 
improved (i.e., the protest bids are ignored) and will continue 
paying the existin~ tariff of Rs.10 per month, their mean WTP bid 
would rise to Rs.15 per month. 

d. The mean WTP bids computed over the subset of households likely to 
connect .are Rs.20 and Rs.19 for the Al and A2 households, 
respectively. 

6.17 Type of Households More Likely to Connect to an Improved System. The 
multivariate statistical analysis of the WTP bids (for details see Table B-4) 
indicates that wealthier households are willing to pay more for an improved 
system. Households that favor metered connections are willing to pay Rs.6 more 
than others. Households with motors again bid Rs.5 per month more than those 
without motors. 

6.18 Households with a higher proportion of women and children are willing 
to pay more for an increased supply of water. This suggests that labor supply 
considerations are not relevant in areas where water does not have to be fetched 
from outside the house. 

6.19 A very interesting aspect revealed by the multivariate analysis is the 
comparative behavior of farming and non-farming households . In villages without 
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piped water the former bid Rs.4 per month less for a connection to a piped water 
system. However, in villages where a piped system has been in operation, farming 
households bid Rs.4 per month more than non-farming households for an increased 
supply of water. This could be attributed to learned behavior whereby farming 
households have come to recognize some previously (prior to the installation of 
a piped system) unforeseen advantages of domestic connections. Our field 
observations revealed that households with animals were very keen on a domestic 
connection because it made the task of washing them much more convenient. 
Buffaloes, which need to be kept cool, could be hosed down at home, rather than 
be taken to the canal or the village pond, thus saving on time and supervision 
costs. Further, water for drinking by animals could also be provided through the 
domestic connection. Although this hypothesis was not tested statistically, as 
we did not collect information on animal ownership, if farming households own 
more animals than non-farming households the explanation would be quite 
plausible. 

6. 20 If the explanation is true, it would also have significant implications 
for the design of rural water supply systems. The PHED design criteria at present 
take into account human needs only and use a consumption figure of 15 gallons 
per capita per day. However, if households are actually using the water to cater 
to animal needs also, including water-intensive ones like washing, the design 
estimate could be easily exceeded. Perhaps this suggests one explanation for. 
the ubiquitous problem of low pressure which plagues rural water supply systems 
in Pakistan. 

6.21 Willingness to Pay for a Connection to a Standard System with a More 
Affordable Financing Option. To explore the reasons for the non-connection of 
A2 households to the existing system, they were offered the same financing option 
mentioned earlier in the case of type B villages. The distribution of W'TP bids 
is included in Table C-3. The data suggest that the availability of the flexible 
financing option in the type A villages would raise the connection ratio from 
55% (79/144) to 79% (113/144) if the existing tariff continues to be charged . 
Approximately half the previously unconnected A2 households would connect. Their 
mean bid for the monthly tariff is Rs.21. 

6 . 22 However, Table C-3 also shows that if the standard system is improved 
(an extra 4 hours water supply per day over the existing supply period) the same 
results could be obtained. Slightly less than half the A2 households would 
connect at the existing tariff. Their mean bid for the monthly tariff is Rs.19. 

6.23 While it is possible that there may be very little overlap between the 
households that decide to connect in the two cases (poorer households might be 
the ones that connect under the flexible financing option while households 
dissatisfied with system performance might be the ones to connect to the improved 
system) the net result from the point of view of connection rates is quite 
similar. Therefore, any choice between the two options not concerned with 
distributional issues would need to be based on comparative costs. 
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VII. ESTIMATED REVENUES AND COST RECOVERY POTENTIAL 

7.1 The willingness-to-pay bids can be used to estimate the likelihood of 
connection to and the revenues generated from the provision of various upgraded 
services. Such a computation helps determine whether the provision of such 
services would be economically sustainable. 

Provision of a Standard Piped Water System in Villages without an Existing System 
but with Experience of Such a System 

7. 2 The Type Bl village is particularly attractive from the analytical 
point of view. Type Bl households have had first hand experience with a piped 
water system but do not have access to the same at present . Therefore, their 
willingness-to-pay bids are for a commodity with which they are quite familiar 
and for that reason could be expected to be more reliable than if the commodity 
had been a hypothetical one. 

7. 3 Connection Frequencies. The connection frequencies and revenue 
estimates are shown in Table C-4 and are plotted in Figure 7.1. It can be seen 
that at the existing monthly tariff of Rs.10 the connection frequency would beP 
84%, if the service level was guaranteed. This is to be compared with the actual 
connection frequency of 69% (at Rs.10 per month) which prevailed when the piped 
water system was operational over five years ago. There are numerous indications 
that the system was poorly managed and it eventually fell into disuse. The 
impact of that history is demonstrated by the fact that, even with a performance 
guarantee, only 82. 5% of the households that had previously been connected 
indicated a willingness to restore their connections at the previous tariff rate 
of Rs.10 per month. 

7.4 The plot of connection frequency against monthly tariff rates lends 
credibility to the bids elicited through the willingness-to-pay method. Three 
reference markers could be used to interpret the plot. Below Rs.7.5 per month 
the connection frequency is very high (95% and above). This is as it should be 
since Rs.7.5 is the approximate monthly expenditure at the minimum acceptable 
service level, the manually operated private handpwnp. At Rs.10 per month the 
connection frequency is approximately 84% which compares favorably with the 
actual frequency (69%) which prevailed at that rate. As mentioned earlier, the 
increase in connection frequency is to be attributed to the fact that a 
performance guarantee was part of the package offered to respondents. Increased 
economic growth during the past five years could also be a contributing factor. 
At Rs. 22. 5 per month the connection frequency drops to 21%. This corresponds well 
with the response of the 26% households that have installed electric motors in 
the Type Bl village; monthly expenditure on electric motor-operated systems is 
around Rs.25 per month. At Rs.27.5 the connection frequency becomes negligible 
at 7%, indicating that the electric motor is the preferred option at this tariff 
rate. 
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FIGURE 7.1 

• 
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7. S Monthly Revenues. The plot of revenue against monthly tariff (Figure 
7.1) indicates that revenues would be maximized at a tariff rate of Rs.17.5 per 
month. Revenue yield would be Rs.1026 per 100 households of which 59% would be 
connected. At a tariff rate of Rs.12.5 per month the corresponding figures would 
be Rs.926 and 74%. (These figures are to be compared to the situation which 
existed when the piped system was operational when the connection frequency was 
69% and the revenue Rs.690 per 100 households at a tariff rate of Rs.10 per 
month) . Therefore, any tariff in the range of Rs. 12. 5 to Rs. 17. 5 per month should 
achieve the dual objectives of a reasonably high connection frequency and high 
cost recovery. 

7. 6 Operation and Maintenance Costs. To what extent can the range of 
revenues mentioned above pay for the operation and maintenance costs of a piped 
water system in the sweet water zone? An examination of the actual cost data used 
by the PHED for the scheme installed in the Type Bl village would be useful in 
this context. 

7.7 The scheme was initiated during 1973-1974 and completed in 1976. The 
system was designed for a population of 6800 at 15 gallons per capita per day 
and cost Rs.3,33,080 at approximately Rs.SO per capita. The annual operation 
and maintenance costs were computed to be Rs.10,516 as follows (annual O&M costs 
work out to be 3.2% of capital costs, at the lower end of the 3% - 5% range used,. 
by the PHED) : 

a. Personnel (Operator, PlumberjValveman, Rs.4930 (47%) 
Watchman) 

b. Operation Cost (Electrical & Mechanical) Rs. 2717 (26%) 
C. Annual Repair Rs. 351 (3%) 
d. Contingencies (at 5% of b+c) Rs. 153 (1%) 
e. Depreciation Rs.2365 (23%) 

Total: Rs.10,516 (100%) 

7 . 8 Using the figure for household size mentioned in the 1981 Census (6. 7), 
the O&M cost (including depreciation) work out to Rs.l per household per month 
at the 100% connection rate assumed by the PHED. Even if a connection frequency 
of 50% is assumed, a tariff rate of Rs.2 per month would be sufficient to meet 
O&M costs. The tariff rate was set at Rs.6 per household per month in 1976. 

7. 9 Since 1976, costs have escalated rapidly. The capital costs per capita 
currently used for the design of tubewell systems are Rs.300. Calculating O&M 
costs at the upper-end rate of 5% of capital costs for a population of 10,000 
(the approximate population of the Type Bl village at present) would yield a 
figure of Rs. 12.5 per household per month (the household size at present is 10), 
assuming universal coverage. If the connection frequency is 75%, the tariff rate 
that would ensure full recovery of O&M costs would rise to Rs.16.7 per household 
per month. 

7.10 It should be kept in mind that the estimates obtained above are upper 
bounds. A look at the breakdown of O&M costs enumerated above shows that only 
26% of the costs are due to the actual running of the system. The rest are fixed 
costs of which the largest proportion is due to personnel costs (47%). Therefore, 
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with increasing population the O&M costs per household should decrease. If we 
compute annual O&M costs at the lower value of 3% of capital costs, the 
corresponding tariff rate for full recovery of O&M costs at a 75% connection 
frequency would be Rs.10 per household per month. 

7.11 Rs.10 per household per month is the existing tariff rate in the sweet 
water zone. In general, it seems that the tariff rates imposed by the PHED, which 
range from Rs.10 to Rs.25 per month in the Punjab, are calculated on the basis 
of recovery of O&M costs. In the light of the above, the tariff rates, connection 
frequencies, and revenue estimates revealed by the WTP analysis for the Type Bl 
village are quite close to, if not within, the range of economic sustainability. 

Provision of a Standard Piped 'Water System in Villages without Experience of Such 
Systems 

7.12 Results from the Type B2 villages, where the bidding game could be 
considered hypothetical, are reasonably similar. Table C-5 and Figure 7.2 show 
the connection frequencies and estimated revenues at various possible tariff 
rates. The one significant difference in comparison to the Type Bl village is 
the high connection frequencies (around 20%) at tariff rates beyond Rs.27.5 per 
month. This is due to the disproportionate number of high bids indicated in Type 
B2 villages as compared to both the Type Bl and the Type A villages. These could,. 
be due to the presence of strategic bias in the bidding, either overbidding in 
the type B2 villages or, less likely, underbidding in the other two types of 
villages. 

7. 13 Figure 7. 2 shows that revenues would be maximized at a tariff of 
Rs.12.5 per household per month yielding a revenue of Rs.933 per 100 households 
of which 75% would be connected to the system. Again, this figure compares 
favorably with the tariff required for full recovery of O&M costs. Assuming a 
village population of 5000, a household size of 9, Rs.300 per capita capital 
costs, 3% of capital costs as 0~ costs per annum and a connection frequency of 
75%, the tariff required for full recovery of O&M costs works out to be Rs.9 per 
household per month. 

Provision of an Improved System in Villages with an Existing Piped 'Water System 

7.14 Type A villages, where a piped water supply was in operation, were 
offered the choice of an additional 4 hours of water supply per day from the 
existing system. Table C-6 and Figure 7.3 show the connection frequencies and 
revenues that would result at various tariff rates as revealed by the WTP bids. 

7.15 The revenues would be maximized at a tariff of Rs.17.5 per month with 
a yield of Rs. 693 per 100 households of which 40% would be connected. At a tariff 
of Rs .12. 5 the corresponding figures would be Rs. 599 and 48% ( the existing 
revenue potential is Rs.550 per 100 households, the connection frequency being 
55% at a tariff of Rs.10 per month). 
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FIGURE 7 . 2 
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FIGURE 7.3 
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7.16 It is noticeable that the connection frequencies, and therefore the 
revenue yields, are lower than at equivalent tariffs in the TyPes Bl and B2 
villages. This probably reflects dissatisfaction with the performance of the 
existing system and the fact that an extra 4 hours of water from a poorly run 
system suffering from low pressure in the pipes is not very attractive to the 
respondents. This suggests that the emphasis ought to be on the delivering of 
the performance level promised to the customers. 

Experiments with Alternative Financing Options for Household Connections 

7.17 The alternative financing option was described earlier. Table C-5 
presents the comparative connection frequencies and revenue estimates if either 
the standard option or the flexible option alone are offered to respondents in 
a Type B2 village. 

7.18 Suppose the PHED desires to recover the extra capital expenditure of 
Rs.500 per household incurred under the flexible financing option over a period 
of 5 years at an interest rate of 10%. The additional monthly payment would 
amount to Rs.10.5. Thus the effective tariff would be approximately Rs.21 per 
month. 

7.19 The two options can now be compared. At the existing tariff of Rs.lo,. 
85% of the households would connect to the standard system yielding a monthly 
revenue of Rs.850 per 1000 households. At a tariff of Rs.21 per month under the 
flexible option, 54% of the households would connect yielding a monthly revenue 
of Rs.1134 per 100 households. Thus, the revenue yield would improve but the 
connection frequency would decline. The objective of the policy would not be 
served. 

7.20 A variant of the policy would be to offer the flexible financing option 
only to the households that have not connected to the system at the existing 
tariff rate. The connection frequencies and revenue estimates resulting from 
such an offer to A2 households in a Type A village are shown in Table C-7. At 
a tariff of Rs.21 per month, 24% of the households would connect to the system 
raising the overall connection rate to 66% (55% households connected at the 
existing tariff plus 24% of unconnected households connecting under the flexible 
financing arrangement). Thus, under the cost recovery conditions stipulated, 
the policy of offering both the standard and the flexible option in the same 
village would succeed in raising the connection rate to some extent. 

7.21 The monthly revenue yield per 100 households under the above scenario 
would amount to Rs.781 (Rs.10 x 55 + Rs.21 x 11). This can be compared to the 
revenue yield if the existing system is improved in the Type A village. Table 
C-6 shows the connection frequencies and the revenue estimates. While the exact 
costs of providing an additional 4 hours of water per day are not known, we can 
suppose that the tariff would have to be raised to Rs.17.5 per month. At this 
tariff the connection frequency would be 40% and the monthly revenue yield per 
100 households would be Rs.700. Thus, the connection rate would be considerably 
lower and the monthly revenue would be marginally less compared to the flexible 
financing option. 
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VIII. BRACKISH WATER ZONE - OVERVIEW AND FIELD PROCEDURES 

The Study Area 

8. 1 Faisalabad District is also located in the central canal- irrigated part 
of the Punjab. The district capital, Faisalabad City, had a population of 
1,104,209 according to the 1981 census. It is situated 145 kilometers from 
Lahore, the capital of the Punjab, and is the third largest city in Pakistan. 
Faisalabad is an internationally recognized center of the textile industry. 

8. 2 Almost half the area in Faisalabad District lies in the brackish ground 
water zone. Water is available at accessible depths but its quality is generally 
perceived to be poor, although there are variations, often within villages. 

Overview of the Water Situation in the Brackish Water Zone 

8.3 Villages in what is now the brackish water zone formerly relied on 
wells as their primary source of water. In keeping with the transition in the 
sweet water zone almost every household has now replaced that source with a 
private handpump inside the house. • 

8. 4 However, because of developments attributed to water- logging and 
salinity, the quality of ground water has deteriorated over time so that by now 
dissatisfaction with its taste and its impact on health is fairly widespread. 
Of the households without access to piped connections, 54% rely on sources other 
than their private handpumps for water used for drinking and cooking. Among these 
alternative sources are canals and public handpumps alongside water-courses 
channeling water from canals to agricultural lands where the seepage water is 
of better quality. Water from such sources is either fetched by household members 
who devote approximately 35 minutes per day to this task or delivered for a 
charge by water carriers. 

8.5 In such a situation piped supply systems provide the only convenient 
source of good quality water. Neither private handpumps nor motorized pumps can 
provide water of similar quality. Therefore, it is not surprising that connection 
frequencies to piped water supply systems are on the high side, around 75%. 

8.6 What is surprising is the high percentage of sample households (50%) 
that have nonetheless installed motorized handpumps. This is partly attributable 
to the fact that the motorized pump can yield somewhat better quality water than 
the handpump by going deeper into the subsoil. It also underscores the demand 
for water-related conveniences like indoor plumbing, flush toilets, and showers, 
which are not accessible with handpumps. 

8.7 The above facts suggest that domestic connections to a reliable piped 
water supply system should be preferred to motorized pumps because they can 
provide a better quality of water fit for drinking and cooking in addition to 
the water-related conveniences mentioned earlier. Besides, domestic connections 
are a less expensive choice for the consumer. 
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Selection of Study Villages 

8. 8 The selection of Type A villages was rendered difficult by the need to 
ensure a reasonable proportion of households that had remained unconnected to 
a piped supply system by choice; the connection frequencies were generally on 
the high side. Two villages, Manawala and Sudhar, were selected where the 
connection frequencies were around 75%. Manawala, a large village now 
incorporated within the limits of the Faisalabad municipality, has a piped supply 
system more than 10 years old. Sudhar, on the other hand, has a piped supply 
system which was only commissioned in January 1988. 

8.9 Selection of Types Bl and B2 villages was straightforward. There are 
many villages where piped supplies are scheduled to be installed. The selected 
villages of the Bl type, Bhaiwala and Akalgarh, are at the stage where the 
distribution mains have been laid but domestic connections have yet to be 
sanctioned. The system in Bhaiwala is based on a tubewell, while that in 
Akalgarh is based on filtered canal water. The two Type B2 villages are both 
located close to the district headquarters. 

8.10 The following are the particulars of the six selected villages: 

Manawala Type A .. 
Sudhar 

Bhaiwala Type Bl 
Akalgarh 

Santpura Type B2 
Gatwala 

All the selected villages exceeded a population size of 5000. A more detailed 
profile of the selected villages is provided in Table D-1. 15

' 

Description of the Questionnaire and Bidding Games 

8.11 The questionnaires are the same as used in the sweet water zone with 
only minor modifications due to site-specific considerations and the experience 
gained in the first round of interviewing. The one major difference is that 
there is only a singl e schedule pertaining to the Type Bl village since, unlike 
the sweet water zone, there was no need to distinguish among households in the 
Bl village. 

8.12 The bidding games were designed to evaluate the following options: 

a. The standard PHED piped water supply system of the kind existing in 
Type A villages. This option was offered to all households. The YTP 
of already connected households (Al) was elicited by bidding up from 
the existing tariff. The YTP of the voluntarily unconnected 

1i/ Statistical tables and analyses generated by the survey, grouped by subject, 
appear in Appendices D, E, and F. 
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households (A2) was elicited by bidding up from a tariff rate of 
Rs.0 per month. 

b . An improved piped water supply system which would supply clean and 
safe water continuously with adequate pressure and reliability. 
This option was offered to every househol d. 

c . The standard PHED system with alternative financing arrangements. 
Only A2 households were offered t he following two a l ternatives : 

(i) 50% of the connection costs to be borne by the water 
authorities; and 

(ii) 100% of the connection costs to be borne by the water 
authorities. 

8.13 The design of the bidding games ensured that protest bids and genuine 
zero bids would be clearly identified. In addition, the low and h igh starting 
points used were Rs.20 and Rs.40 per month as compared to Rs.15 (or Rs.Sin some 
cases) and Rs.SO in the sweet water zone. In the randomization of the starting 
points households either had low starting points or high starting points for both 
the games offered to them (for existing and improved systems). • 

Conducting the Survey 

8 .14 The survey was carried out in the 6 villages over a 10-day period 
(August 18-28, 1988). A total of 495 interviews were completed, as follows: 

Manawala 106 Type A: 202 
Sudhar 96 

Akalgarh 106 Type Bl: 200 
Bhaiwala 94 

Santpura 52 Type B2: 93 
Gatwala 41 

The number of interviews by schedule type was as follows: 

Al 151 
A2 51 
Bl 200 
B2 93 

Two visits each were made to Manawala, Sudhar, Akalgarh, and Bhaiwala and one 
each to Santpura and Gatwala. 

8 .15 Some basic socioeconomic characteristics of sample households and 
their attitudes towards water-related issues are presented in Tables D-2 and D-
3 . 
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IX. FINDINGS IN THE BRACKISH WATER ZONE: 
ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL CHOICE BEHAVIOR 

Water in the Brackish Water Zone 

9.1 Water is freely available in the brackish wat:er zone. The quality of 
water from traditional sources (wells, handpumps) is generally considered to be 
poor for drinking and cooking except from handpumps alongside water channels 
which pick up seepage water from canals. 

9.2 The transition from wells to handpumps as the primary source of water 
is complete. Most households have private handpumps inside the house to cater 
to their water needs. However , for the purposes of drinking and cooking many 
households fetch water from outside (public handpumps along water channels at 
the village periphery or canals) or have water deliverEid to their homes. 

9. 3 About 50% of the households in the sampled areaL have installed electric 
motors on their private handpumps. The motorized pump, because it can lift water 
from a greater depth than the manual pump, yields somewlnat better quality water 
that households not willing to expend the time or effort required to fetch water. 
from outside use for drinking and cooking as well. Tlhe electric motors also 
provide the same upgraded services that were mentioned in the case of the sweet 
water zone. However, the quality of piped water is clea:rly considered superior, 
and, wherever the option of connecting to such a system is available, the 
connection frequencies are high. Table D-4 shows the pat.tern of household choice 
over available service options along with their approximate costs. 

Who Installs Electric Motors? 

9 .4 Once again, the statistical analysis (for details see Table E-1) 
confirms expectations based on economic theory. Bette1r educated, economically 
affluent and propertied households are more likely to install electric motors. 
Households with fewer animals kept inside or just outside the house are more 
likely to install motors. This is to be expected in the case of better-off 
households. 

9 . 5 One important difference from the pattern in the sweet water zone is 
that variables related to household size and time spentt in fetching water are 
quite unambiguously positive. This would make sense in the brackish zone where 
motors are also used to improve upon the quality of water available from 
handpumps. Thus, motors would serve both the objective of making water-related 
services available and of providing better quality water for drinking and cooking 
inside the house. This is probably the reason for the greater incidence of 
motor-operated pumps in the brackish zone (62% of households in Type B villages 
against 30% in the sweet water zone). 

9. 6 As in the sweet water zone, households with access to piped water 
systems are significantly less likely to install electric motors (33% of 
households in Type A villages against 62% in Type B villages). This is because, 
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ideally, piped connections should yield all the advantages of the motor-operated 
pump and provide better quality water as well. 

9.7 However, 33% of households in Type A villages continue to have motor
operated pumps (29% have a piped connection as well as a motor). The 
corresponding numbers in the sweet water zone are 11% and 7%. Part of the 
explanation could lie in the fact that one of the sample villages, Sudhar, has 
had a water supply for less than six months. Households that had installed 
motors prior to the provision of piped water might continue to retain them till 
such time as major repairs are required (44% of households in Sudhar have motors 
against 23% in Manawala). The other reason could be the greater reliability of 
electric motors in providing water for general household needs besides drinking 
and cooking. 

9 . 8 Households that consider water from their primary source (handpumps) 
to be satisfactory for health are less likely to install motors, but the variable 
is not statistically significant. This would suggest that the quality of water 
is not the primary motivation in installing electric motors. 

'Who Connects to Piped Water Systems? 

9. 9 In two of the sample villages, Manawala and Sudhar, households have ha(\. 
the alternative of connecting to a public piped supply system with domestic 
connections. Of the sampled households 75% had availed themselves of this 
alternative. 

9.10 The statistical analysis (Table E-2) shows that better educated and 
economically affluent households are more likely to connect to piped water 
systems. Households located further away from the distribution line are less 
likely to connect because of the increase in connection costs. 

9.11 Households that consider water from their handpumps to be unsafe for 
health are more likely to connect to piped systems. The coefficient is 
statistically significant suggesting that the improvement in water quality is 
an important factor in the decision to connect. 

9.12 Farming households and those with a higher proportion of children are 
less likely to connect. This could be, as argued earlier, both because of 
reduced needs and the availability of labor to fetch water for drinking and 
cooking from outside the house. This reinforces the conclusion that piped water 
serves much more as a substitute for water fetched from outside the house than 
motor-operated pumps. 

9 .13 Contrary to the pattern in the sweet water zone, households with motors 
are more likely to connect to piped systems (the coefficient is positive but not 
significant). This suggests that the two options are not considered to be 
complete substitutes in the brackish water zone. 

9.14 Households that favor the metering of water supplies have a greater 
likelihood of connecting to piped water systems. 
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9.15 One variable which needs explanation is per capita household 
expenditure. Both the linear and quadratic terms are close to significance with 
the former having a negative and the latter a positive coefficient. One 
explanation could be the poor correlation between income and expenditure at low 
values; an increase in expenditure unrelated to incomes (e.g., increase in family 
size) would strain the budget which might be adjusted by giving up items for 
which cheaper alternatives are available. Water, which can be fetched at zero 
out-of-pocket costs, is one such item. On the other hand, at higher levels, 
increases in per capita expenditure could be expected to reflect increases in 
income. 

9.16 The reasons mentioned by the respondents for either connecting or not 
connecting to the piped water supply system are listed in Tables D-5 and D-6. 
These were obtained as responses to open-ended questions. 

Electric Motors and Household Connections 

9.17 Ideally, household connections to piped systems should be a dominant 
choice becaus,e they are not only less expensive than electric motors but also 
provide better quality water. However, in reality, piped systems have not proved 
to be reliable enough to be acceptable as a dependable source for water-related 
services like indoor plumbing, showers and flush toilets. Therefore, even it,. 
a village like Manawala where the piped supply is over 10 years old, 21% of 
households continue to have electric motors along with domestic connections . 

9.18 This lack of reliability has restricted the utility of piped systems 
to providing limited water of good quality for drinking and cooking. In villages 
without piped supplies 38% of households rely on the base service level of 
handpurnps; in villages with a piped supply the percentage falls to 21% . However, 
households that desire a reliable upgraded service level cannot do so without 
investing in a private electric motor. 

9.19 For purposes of comparison with the sweet water zone, Table D-7 shows 
the relationship between choice of service level and the economic status of the 
household in villages where a piped supply option is available. Once again, it 
is the most affluent households that have both a domestic connection and an 
electric motor. 
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X. FINDINGS IN THE BRACKISH WATER ZONE ANALYSIS OF WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY BIDS 

Service Options Evaluated 

10.1 The following options were evaluated through bidding games: 

a. a household connection to a standard piped water system of the type 
existing in Type A villages; 

b. the same, with more affordable financing a1rrangements. This option 
was offered only to the unconnected househ•olds in Type A villages; 
and 

c. a household connection to an improved pipeid water system. 

10.2 The perceptions of households with experience of piped water systems 
are presented in Tables D-8 and D-9. It can be noted that 66% of the connected 
households expressed dissatisfaction with the operation of the system. 

10. 3 To determine the acceptance of a well-functioning system, willingness-
to-pay bids were elicited for an improved system. The improved system was• 
stipulated to provide clean and safe water on a continuous basis with an 
acceptable level of reliability and pressure. 

10. 4 Households that had remained unconnected to available piped water 
supply systems were offered two alternative financing packages to determine if 
the one-time connection costs were a factor in their re1naining unconnected. The 
packages offered a 50% or a 100% bearing of connection costs by the water 
authorities in return for a higher monthly tariff. 

Willingness to Pay for Connecti"on to a Standard System 

10.5 The distribution of WTP bids for connection to a standard piped water 
system is presented in Table F-1. In the brackish water zone bids for such a 
system were obtained "from Type A households as well as from Types Bl and B2 
households. 

10. 6 A number of observations can be made based on 1the data presented in the 
table: 

a. There is little difference between the bids obtained from Type Bl 
and Type B2 households. The mean bids are Rs. 41 and Rs. 37, 
respectively; the percentages of household:S bidding more than Rs .12 
per month (and therefore likely to connect .at the prevailing tariff) 
are 97% and 90%, respectively; and the mean bids of the latter 
households are Rs. 43 and Rs. 40, respectiv,ely. 

b. The bids and connection ratios are slightly higher in the Type Bl 
village in comparison to the Type B2 village. Given that 
distribution lines have alr eady been laid in the former and there 
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are no plans for the installation of a system in the latter, one 
would have expected strategic bias to lead to a converse pattern. 
One obvious explanation would emerge if, despite the advanced state 
of installation, Type Bl households have no more information about 
system parameters (connection fee, monthly tariff) than Type B2 
households. This would also constitute concrete evidence of the lack 
of community participation in the preparation and implementation of 
village level projects. The relevant data is presented in Table D-
10 which reveals a very high level of non-awareness regarding basic 
information about the parameters of the piped water system. This 
non-awareness is just as prevalent in Type Bl villages as in Type 
B2 villages. 

c. It is immediately obvious that the pattern in the Type A village is 
quite different. The mean bid (Rs.16) and the connection ratio (75%) 
are much lower than in either of the villages without operational 
systems. Even the mean bid of the connected households (Rs.21) is 
about half the mean bid of potentially similar households in the 
other villages. 

There can be two possible reasons for the above pattern. First, the 
experience of Type A households with the piped supply in their 
village could be negatively affecting their bids; Types Bl and B2• 
households, not aware of the actual performance of such systans, are 
not only bidding higher but more households are indicating an 
intention to connect than in the Type A village. Second, there could 
be an anchoring cum strategic bias because the existing tariff is 
known to the respondents. In this, the design of the bidding game 
for already connected households, which involves bidding up from the 
existing tariff to a value at which they would disconnect, could be 
a contributing factor. 

d. Information on the extent of satisfaction of Type A households with 
the operation and management of the piped water supply systems in 
their villages is presented in Table D-8. It can been seen that a 
very high percentage (66%) of households connected at present are 
dissatisfied with the performance of the system, with the primary 
complaint relating to its reliability (Table D-9) . 

10. 7 Types of Households with Higher Willingness to Pay for a Standard 
System. A multivariate analysis (see Table E-3) shows that the WTP bids are 
systematically related to a number of explanatory variables. Households that 
require more water (greater household size and per capita consumption of water) 
and those that need to spend more time fetching it from outside the house bid 
higher than others. 

10.8 The bids are positively and significantly related to household 
expenditure per capita; an increase of Rs.100 in the variable would raise the 
bid by approximately Rs.2. Younger households, those which include members who 
have lived outside the village, and those favoring the metering of water 
connections bid more than others. 
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10. 9 Households that consider the water from existing sources to be 
satisfactory for health bid Rs.3.5 per month less than others but the variable 
is not statistically significant. The non- significance of the existence of 
electric motors (50% of sampled households possessed mot,ors) indicates that they 
are not considered as substitutes for piped water. 

10.10 As mentioned earlier, households in Type A villages bid significantly 
less compared to Type Bl households. There was no significant difference between 
the bids of Types Bl and B2 households. 

Willingness to Pay for Connection to an Improved Systent 

10 .11 The distribution of WTP bids for connection to an improved piped water 
system is presented in Table F-2. It should be kept in mind that Types A2, Bl 
and B2 households were asked to assume that, for the impxoved system, connection 
costs were zero. This was to maintain compatibility with Type Al households that 
already had a domestic connection and would not have to i:ncur connection expenses 
again for access to an improved system. 

10.12 
the table: 

The following observations can be made based •on the data presented in 

.. 
a. The connection ratios are very high and sim1ilar for all three types 

of villages: 95%, 99% and 97% for villag;e Types A, Bl, and B2, 
respectively . 

b. The mean bids are again similar for the T'ypes Bl and B2 villages 
(Rs. 58 and 51 respectively), which, in turn, are higher than the 
mean bid in the Type A village (Rs.33). 

c. The fact that Types Bl and B2 households were offered connections 
to improved systems at zero connection cost (compared to connections 
to the standard system for which they had. to bear the connection 
costs) does not seem to have affected their bidding to any 
significant extent. Thus, the increases in the mean WTP bids over 
the standard system for the Types A, Bl,, and B2 households are 
98.5%, 40.9%, and 37.6%, respectively. The corresponding figures 
computed only over those households likely t:o connect (those bidding 
more than Rs.12) are 64.9%, 37.7%, and 29.5%, respectively. In both 
cases the increase is much more for the Type A households. This 
could be due to the fact that, having had experience with the 
standard system, the Type A households: could appreciate the 
improvements much better than the Types B,1 and B2 households for 
whom the standard system itself would be a great improvement. 

10.13 Types of Households with Higher Willingness to Pay for an Improved 
System. The multivariate analysis (see Table E-4) shows virtually the same 
pattern as for the standard system; households that are willing to pay more for 
the standard system are also willing to pay more for the improved system. 
Wealth, education and health considerations emerge as: additional significant 
variables in the case of the improved system. 
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Response of Households in Villages with and without Operational Piped Water 
Systems 

10.14 In order to develop an understanding of the factors that affect the 
willingness-to -pay bids for various service levels it is useful to focus on the 
Type A and Type B villages separately. Since Type A households have had actual 
experience of existing piped water systems, their evaluation of such a system 
would reflect concrete considerations. It would be of interest to see the 
overlap with the considerations that affect the evaluation of an hypothetical 
improved system. A similar analysis could be performed by comparing the 
evaluation of the standard system by Type A and Type B households since for the 
latter the standard system represents an hypothetical choice. 

10 .15 Response of Type A Households. The results of the multivariate 
analyses of WTP bids offered by Type A households for existing and improved 
systems are presented in Tables E-5 and E-6 . It can be noted that the only 
significant considerations in the case of the existing system are income 
(expenditure) and ownership of livestock which is kept inside or just outside 
the house. Households with such animals are willing to pay Rs.2 per animal per 
month more than others. The typical livestock owning household possesses two 
animals. The premium of Rs.4 per month constitutes 25% of the mean value of the • dependent variable. 

10.16 This last consideration is important and it confirms the hypothesi's 
that was developed during the analysis of the sweet water zone. Piped water from 
the existing system is used for washing livestock and this suggests that the 
consumption figures used by the PHED in the design criteria ought to take this 
factor into account. 

10.17 In the case of the improved system the significant considerations are 
income, wealth, household size, age, concerns about health, and attitudes towards 
metering of domestic connections. While ability to pay and animal needs dominated 
in the case of the existing system, modern attitudes and quality of life 
considerations emerge as significant in the evaluation of the improved system. 
Younger, more affluent and more discriminating households bid higher for a 
"modern" system regardless of whether they owned animals or not. 

10.18 Response of Type B Households. The response of Type B households to 
the existing system (Table E- 7) shows that household size and per capita 
consumption of water are significant determinants of WTP bids indicating that 
the need for drinking water plays a part in the evaluation. In addition, age and 
preference for the metering of domestic connections are other significant 
determinants indicating the influence of attitudes. 

10.19 It is interesting to note that the variables for wealth or income are 
not significant, suggesting either that the bids are not anchored by the ability 
to pay or that the tariff rates are a very low proportion of monthly incomes and 
so considered generally affordable by most households bidding in an hypothetical 
market . The latter hypothesis is supported by the fact that wealth does emerge 
as a significant variable in the bidding for the improved system. 
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10.20 It is also interesting to note that the coefficient for the ownership 
of animals is negative and not significant. This is a strong suggestion that 
learning has taken place in the Type A villages resulting in the significantly 
higher bids by the owners of livestock. 

Response of Unconnected Households in Type A Villages 

10. 21 In order to explore the reasons for the non-connection of Type A2 
households they were offered two alternative financing arrangements for sharing 
the costs of connection to the existing system. Under the first arrangement the 
water authorities would contribute 50% of the costs while under the second they 
would contribute 100% of the costs; in exchange the tariff would be raised. 

10.22 Table F-3 shows the distribution of the WTP bids. It can be seen that 
while no households are at present connected at the prevailing tariff (Rs.12 
per month) the connection ratios (at the same tariff) under the two arrangements 
would be 47% and 63%, respectively. The mean WTP bids of the connecting 
households are Rs.16 and Rs.21 per month, respectively. 

10. 23 Table F-4 shows the distribution of the WTP bids offered by A2 
households for an improved system. At the existing tariff, 82% of A2 households 
would connect to the improved system. Their mean WTP bid is Rs.27 per month as 
tariff. • 
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XI. ESTIMATED REVENUES AND COST RECOVERY POTENTIAL 

Costs of Piped Water Systems 

11.1 Two types of piped water distribution systems are to be found in the 
brackish water zone: systems based on tubewells alongside canals (as in Bhaiwala) 
and systems based on filtration of canal water itself (as in Akalgarh). The 
capital and O&M costs of the two systems under various conditions are shown in 
Table 0-11. 

11. 2 The capital cost per capita of a tubewell-based system is Rs. 300 while 
that of a canal water based system is Rs.500. Based on these figures the total 
capital costs of the systems can be computed for the type of large villages under 
study (approximate population 10,000). 

11.3 The PHED estimates annual O&M costs to range from 3% to 5% of capital 
costs. As mentioned earlier in the case of the sweet water zone, the lower bound 
is more appropriate for large villages because of economies of scale; a large 
component of O&M costs being fixed in nature. Using the average household size 
in the sampled area (8.9) the monthly charges required to fully recover the 0~ 
costs at various connection frequencies have been computed. It can be seen that 
for tubewell-based systems even the upper bound estimates (at 5% of capital 
costs) of Rs .14. 83 per household per month (assuming the prevalent 75% 
connection frequency) are well within the achievable region. For canal water 
systems the corresponding value is Rs.24.71. However, at the more appropriate 
value of 3% of capital costs the latter figure drops to Rs.14.83, again a target 
which should be quite achievable given the existing tariff of Rs.12. 

Provision of a Standard Piped Water System 

11.4 The connection frequencies and revenue estimates pertaining to the 
provision of a standard piped water system at different monthly tariff rates are 
shown in Table F-5. The connection frequencies for the Types A, Bl, and B2 
villages are plotted in Figure 11.1. It can be seen that the frequencies for the 
Types Bl and B2 villages are very similar and much higher than those for the Type 
A village. The reason for the possible bias in the responses of Type A households 
has been mentioned earlier. The plot suggests that there is no further need to 
distinguish between the Types Bl and B2 villages. The corresponding plot of 
estimated revenues is shown in Figure 11.2. 

11.5 If the target of 75% connections is to be maintained, it is clear that 
the monthly tariff cannot be increased beyond the existing rate of Rs .12. At this 
tariff a tubewell-based system is economically viable at the lower bound of O&M 
costs (Rs . 8.9 per household per month) but not at the upper bound of Rs.14.83. 
A canal water based system is not economically viable even at the lower bound 
(Rs.14.83). 
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FIGURE 11.1 
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FIGURE 11.2 
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Provision of an Improved Piped Water System 

11.6 The connection frequencies and revenue estimates pertaining to the 
provision of an improved piped water system at different monthly tariff rates 
are shown in Table F-6. The connection frequencies are plotted in Figure 11.3. 
Again it can be noted that there is no need to distinguish between the Types Bl 
and B2 villages. The corresponding plot of estimated revenues is shown in Figure 
11.4. 

11.7 Again, if a lower bound of 75% connections is to be maintained, it can 
be seen that the tariff can be set in the range of Rs.17.5 to Rs.25.0 per month 
in a Type A village. Figure 11.4 shows that revenues would be maximized at Rs.25 
per month . Thus a tariff of, say, Rs. 20 per month would achieve both high 
connection frequencies and high revenue collections. If a Type B village is used 
as a reference, the feasible range for the monthly tariff could extend to Rs.35. 
While the exact costs of improving the piped water system are not known, it seems 
that at least the O&M costs could be fully recovered without causing households 
to disconnect from the system because of an unwillingness to pay an increased 
tariff. 

Comparison of Standard and Improved Piped Water Systems 

11. 8 Since the Type A villages provide the lower bounds on connection• 
frequencies and estimated revenues we can use the responses of Type A households 
to compare the gains resulting from improving the existing piped water systems·. 
Figures 11.S and 11.6 show the connection frequencies and estimated revenues in 
a Type A village resulting from the provision of standard and improved systems. 

11. 9 It can be seen that the improved system completely dominates the 
standard system. The monthly tariff can be raised from Rs.12 to Rs.20 without 
the connection frequency dropping below 75%. The maximum estimated monthly 
revenues go up from Rs.935 per 100 households to Rs.1693 per 100 households. 

11.10 The Response of Unconnected Households in Villages with an Operational 
Piped Water System . Table F-7 shows the response of Type A2 households to the 
four options offered to them: the standard system, the standard system with two 
financing arrangements, and the improved system. The connection frequencies and 
the estimated revenues are plotted in Figures 11.7 and 11.8. 

11.11 It can be seen that the improved system dominates the other 
alternatives. Thus there should be little doubt that improvements in the existing 
system have a greater payoff than offering special incentives to households that 
have not connected to existing systems in the brackish water zone. 
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FIGURE 11. 3 
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FIGURE 11.4 
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FIGURE 11.5 
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FIGURE 11.6 
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FIGURE 11.7 
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FIGURE 11. 8 
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XII. ARID WATER ZONE - OVERVIEW AND FIELD PROCEDURES 

The Study Area 

12.1 Rawalpindi District is located in the northern, rain-irrigated part of 
Punjab. The district capital, Rawalpindi, has a population of 794,843 according 
to the 1981 census. It is situated 16 kilometers from the federal capital, 
Islamabad, and 272 kilometers from Lahore, the capital of Punjab. Rawalpindi 
is the fourth largest city in the country and is the headquarters of the armed 
forces. Not much industry is located in the district, which has traditionally 
been an area of high recruitment in the army. 

12.2 Almost the entire area in Rawalpindi District lies in the arid zone. 
Ground water is available at much greater depths than in the other districts 
studied and even this dries up during the peak summer period from April to July. 
Perhaps because of the lack of water, the villages in the arid zone are much 
smaller, the typical village population lying between 1000 to 2000 inhabitants. 

Overview of the Water Situation in the Arid Water Zone 

12.3 Villages in the arid water zone rely on wells as their primary source• 
of drinking water. However, unlike the other two zones studied, these wells are 
generally not within easy reach of the households. Because of the scarcity of 
agricultural land most villages are located on rocky formations, usually at an 
elevation above that of the agricultural land. The ground water is often at a 
more accessible depth near such land because of seepage from some water source 
(the Soan River in three of the study villages) or the lower elevation. Thus, 
many wells, private as well as public , are located at a distance from the 
village. In addition, the natural sources of water (river, ravine, etc.) are 
also at a distance and often involve a steep climb on the way back. 

12.4 It is because of the distance and the elevation that water is fetched 
only for the most essential uses. Quite a lot of water-related activities take 
place at the sources, e.g., bathing, l aundry, and watering of animals. Even so, 
during the summer, households spend approximately 4.7 hours per day in water
related activities (compared to 4 hours per week in the brackish water zone).121 

Most of this time is spent by women and children except for that involved in the 
watering of animals, which is generally a task handled by men. 

12. 5 The summer months from April to July are particularly difficult because 
of the lowering of the water table. Water in wells becomes almost inaccessible 
and waiting time becomes exceedingly long. The need for water becomes an 
overwhelming concern during this period before the ground water is recharged by 
the monsoon rains. 

16/ These are trip times. In the arid zone the comparable figure for person
hours per day is 6.5. The computations exclude queuing because information is 
only available for maximum queuing time. 
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12. 6 Vendors are present in villages without piped water but only a minority 
of households (5.7%) use them on any sort of regular basis. This is perhaps due 
to the cost which can reach between Rs.100 to Rs.150 per month if a vendor is 
used to deliver 30 liters of water daily. However, vendors are routinely used 
on social occasions like marriages and deaths. On such occasions a vendor may 
be paid between Rs.300 to Rs.500 to fetch as much water as may be needed over 
two or three days. 

12. 7 Because of the desperation for water quite a few households have 
developed a private source (24.4%) or have attempted (5.4%) to do so. While some 
have experimented with wells, others have tried a simple bore down which a three 
inch diameter metal sleeve can be lowered and drawn up filled with water. The 
costs are quite high. Digging a well costs Rs.200 per yard through soft earth 
and Rs.400 to Rs.500 per yard through hard, stony, or rocky formations. A bore 
costs Rs.75 per yard and often has to be between 20 to 25 yards deep. Even so, 
it yields little water and invariably dries up during the swnmer months.ill 

12.8 In view of this situation there has been a push, beginning with the 5-
Point Programme, to provide public water supplies to villages in this region. 
Many villages have received , or are in the process of receiving, public water 
supplies. The important feature of this drive is that villages below a 
population size of 5000 inhabitants have been selected to receive piped water 
systems with house connections, contrary to the stated policy of the Punjab PHED. " 
No schemes based on public taps are under consideration. 

12.9 It was also noted that connection rates were very high, and even in 
villages where the supply was less than six months old almost all the households 
had connected. This was so despite the fact that the monthly tariff of Rs.20 
was much higher than in the other two zones studied. This underscores the great 
need for water in the arid zone. 

Selection of Study Villages 

12 .10 There were two important features of villages with public water 
supplies in Rawalpindi District. Most of these supplies were relatively new 
(two years old or less) and the connection rates were very high (close to 100%). 
These characteristics are reflected in the Type A villages selected. 

12 .11 Because of the high connection rates there is no meaningful distinction 
between houses with (Al) and without (A2) connections. Therefore, a comparable 
analysis of actual choice behavior based on connection to the water system is 
not possible in the arid zone. 

12.12 The selection of Bl and B2 villages was straightforward . All the Bl 
villages selected had public water systems at an advanced stage of construction. 

12/ The average capital cost of a successful private source is Rs . 7960 and the 
monthly maintenance expenses are approximately Rs. 40. The unsuccessful attempts 
have cost Rs . 5730 on the average. 
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12.13 Because of the small population size of the villages in the arid water 
zone three villages of each type were selected. 

12.14 The following are the particulars of the nine selected villages: 

Jawa 
Banda 
Dhalla 

Papin 
Payal 
Gorakhpur 

Dhuddian 

Type A 

Type Bl 

Mohra Type B2 
Bodhial 

12 .15 Three villages, one of each type, (Dhalla, Gorakhpur, and Bodhial) were 
located by the Soan River, the main perennial river in the area. The others were 
located by non-perennial ravines. The following villages were located at a 
considerable height above ground level: Dhalla, Gorakhpur, Bodhial, Papin, and 
Banda. • 
12.16 
G-1. 1s r 

A more detailed profile of the selected villages is provided in Table 

Description of the Questionnaire and Bidding Games 

12 .17 The questionnaires are essentially the same as those used in the 
brackish water zone. The one major addition pertains to sections added to obtain 
more detailed information on all the water sources available and on the pattern 
of water usage. This addition was made because, unlike the other two zones 
(where handpumps inside the house were the primary source of water), many more 
sources were used and different sources were used for different purposes. It 
was felt that more information ough t to be collected if a source choice model 
was to be constructed at a later stage and also to obtain estimates of the 
quantity of water fetched and time spent on water-related activities. 

12 .18 The specification of a source choice model requires the precise 
identification of sources. In the situation where multiple facilities of a given 
type existed (e.g., more than one public handpump in the village) the facilities 
were recorded in the questionnaires by their local names (e.g., mosque handpump 
or village center handpump, etc.). At the time of data entry each facility was 
given a unique two digit code. Thus source 43 would indicate a public handpump 
(source type - 4) located by the mosque (handpump number - 3). Each code would 
denote the same facility for all households. These identification codes would 
also be used to cross-reference the data on source characteristics and water 
usage. 

W Statistical tables and analyses generated by the survey, grouped by subject, 
appear in Appendices G, H, and I. 
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12 . 19 Information on water usage patterns during summer were obtained from 
all households. However, information for the winter months was collected only 
from a sub-sample of households. This was primarily to reduce interview time 
and also because the limited objective was to obtain an average scaling factor 
to estimate the consumption of water during the winter months. 

12.20 There was one additional bidding game in the arid zone. The details 
of the bidding games and the options they were designed to evaluate are as 
follows: 

a. A scheme based on public taps in which a public tap would be located 
at most 20 yards from any house. Water of satisfactory quality 
would be available for approximately 4 hours per day . This option 
was offered to households in B2 villages. 

b. The standard PHED piped water scheme with house connections of the 
kind existing in Type A villages. This option was offered to all 
households in the sample. The W'TP of already connected households 
(Type Al) was elicited by bidding up from the existing tariff. The 
W'TP of unconnected households (Type A2) was elicited by bidding up 
from a tariff rate of Rs. 0 per month. 

c. An improved piped water supply system with house connections which• 
would supply clean and safe water continuously with adequate 
pressure and reliability. This option was offered to every 
household in Types A and Bl villages. 

12.21 The design of the bidding games ensured that protest bids and genuine 
zero bids would be clearly identified. In addition, the low and high starting 
points to test for starting point bias were Rs.30 and Rs.SO respectively. These 
were higher than in the brackish wate r zone because the existing tariff was 
already Rs.20 per month compared to Rs.12 in the bracki sh water zone and Rs.10 
in the sweet water zone. In the randomization of the starting points, households 
either had low starting points or high starting points for both the games offered 
to them (existing and improved systems). 

Conducting the Survey 

12.22 The survey was carried out in the 9 villages over a 10-day period 
(June 13-22, 1989). A total of 401 interviews were completed in the 9 study 
villages, as follows: 

Jawa 44 
Banda 48 Type A 140 
Dhalla 48 (Al : 134, A2 : 6) 

Papin 42 
Payal 48 Type Bl 140 
Gorakhpur so 



Dhuddian 
Mohra 
Bodhial 

30 
43 
48 
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Type B:2 121 

12. 23 It should be kept in mind that the interviews wi~re conducted during the 
peak summer season which is the critical period from the point of view of water 
needs. 

12. 24 A major difference from the other two zones was the inclusion of female 
respondents where available; 11.4% of the respondents were women. 

12. 25 One visit was made to each of the 9 villages. Some basic socioeconomic 
characteristics of sample households and their attitudes towards water-related 
issues are presented in Tables G-2 and G-3. 

.. 
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XIII. FINDINGS IN THE ARID WATER ZONE: ANALYSIS OF WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY BIDS 

Service Options Evaluated 

13.1 The following options were evaluated through bidding games: 

a. a scheme based on public taps (this option was offered to households 
in Type B2 villages); 

b. a household connection to a standard piped water system of the kind 
existing in Type A villages (this option was offered to all 
households in the sample); and 

c. a household connection to an improved piped water system (this 
option was offered to households in Types A and Bl villages). 

13.2 The public tap option was offered since, under PHED guidelines, this 
is the service level that ought to be provided in the arid zone where the 
majority of villages are below the critical population size of 5000, which makes 
a village eligible for house connections. The bidding games would enable an 
assessment of the willingness to pay for public taps as well as yield an estimate• 
of the premium that households place on domestic connections. 

13.3 The perceptions of households with experience of piped water systems 
are presented in Tables G-4 and G-5. It can be seen that households are 
reasonably satisfied with the service primarily because the systems are 
relatively recent and, despite their shortcomings, are a major improvement over 
the past situation. Nevertheless, willingness-to-pay bids were elicited for an 
improved system. The improved system was stipulated to provide clean and safe 
water on a continuous basis with an acceptable level of reliability and pressure. 

Response of Households in Villages without Plans for Installation of Public Water 
Systems 

13. 4 Households in villages which are not under considerat i on for the 
installation of public water systems were offered two supply options: A system 
based on public taps and an alternative based on house connections to a standard 
PHED system (the details of these systems were described earlier). 

13 . 5 The distributions of WTP bids for the two service options are presented 
in Table I-1. A number of observations can be made based on the data presented 
in the table. 

a. Contrary to the general perception of the acceptability of systems 
based on public taps the mean WTP bid was quite high (Rs . 35 per 
month). 

b . However, a sizeable minority (13%) of the households were not 
willing to pay anything for a system based on public taps. The 
stated tariff for such a system is Rs . 5 per month, but if a more 
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reasonable rate of Rs.10 per month is considered for the arid zone, 
approximately 16% of the households would not be willing to join the 
system. 

c . The mean WTP bid for the standard PHED system with house connections 
was Rs.55 per month, a premium of Rs.20 over the public tap system. 
It should be kept in mind that the former also involves additional 
fixed costs due to connection and installation. 

d. Only 2.5% of the households were not willing to pay anything for 
the standard PHED system. If the existing tariff in the arid zone 
(Rs.20 per month) is used as a cutoff, the data indicates that 9% 
of the households would not connect if such an option were offered. 

Willingness to Pay for Connection to a Standard PHED System with House 
Connections 

13.6 The distributions of WTP bids for a connection to a standard piped 
water system with house connections in the three types of villages are presented 
in Table I-2. 

13.7 The following observations can be made based on the data presented in .. 
the table: 

a. There is very little difference between the mean bids obtained from 
Type A and Bl villages. The mean bids are Rs. 39 and Rs. 42, 
respectively. The mean bid in Type B2 villages, however, is 
significantly higher at Rs.55. 

b. There appears to be a significant difference between the connection 
rates in Types A and Bl villages, 95.7% and 78.6%, respectively. 
However, the connection ratio in Type A village is based on actual 
observation while that in Bl villages is derived from the WTP bids. 
Households biding below Rs.20 per month are assumed not to connect 
if the system were installed. The comparable rate in Type B2 
villages is 90.9%. 

c. The above information suggests the following interpretations: 

i) The piped water supplies in Type A villages are of very 
recent origin (less than 1 year in Jawa and Dhalla and 
less than 2 years in Banda at the time of the survey). 
Type Bl villages all have almost complete piped water 
systems. Thus the two types of villages are quite 
similar in one respect. Unlike the sweet and brackish 
water zones, Type A households have not had sufficient 
negative experience of the systems to lead to lower bids 
in comparison with villages without such experience. 

ii) If a strategic bias exists, both Type A and Type Bl 
households are likely to manifest the bias in the same 
direction, i.e. by underbidding. 
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iii) In the light of the above two arguments, the closeness 
of the mean bids is understandable. However, the 
underbidding in Type Bl villages is manifested in a low 
connection ratio (bids less than Rs.20 per month being 
considered as not likely to connect to the standard 
system). Such a manifestation is not possible in Type 
A villages where the connection choice has already been 
made. 

iv) An upward strategic bias could be expected in Type B2 
villages where there are no plans for the installation 
of piped systems but where the felt need for such 
systems is equally acute. Both the mean bid (Rs.55) and 
the connection rate (90.9%) are higher than in Type Bl 
villages. 

Willingness to Pay for an Improved Piped Water System with House Connections 

13 . 8 The distributions of WTP bids for a connection to an improved piped 
water system with house connections in Types A and Bl villages are presented in 
Table I-3. .. 
13.9 The following observations can be made based on the data presented in 
the table: 

a. Once again the mean bids in Types A and Bl villages are fairly 
close, being Rs.51 and Rs.59, respectively. Also the connection 
rates are fairly similar, being 95.0% and 99.9%, respectively. Of 
the 6 households unconnected to the standard system in Type A 
villages, 2 indicated that they would connect to the improved 
system, bidding Rs . 35 and Rs.45, respectively. Incidentally, they 
had indicated the unreliability of the standard system as their 
primary reason for not connecting . Of the other 4, 2 were single 
person households and 1 was occupying a rented premises. The fourth 
household indicated no need for piped water because of access to a 
private handpump inside the house. 

b. The mean bids are significantly higher compared to the standard 
system. The premium is 31% in Type A villages and 40% in Type Bl 
villages. 

Multivariate Analysis of Willingness-to-Pay Bids for Piped Water Systems 

13 .10 Results in Type B2 Villages: Comparison of Systems with Public Taps and 
House Connections. The results of a multivariate analysis of WTP bids for a 
piped water system based on public taps in Type B2 villages are presented in 
Table H-1. 

13.11 Larger households are willing to pay more (Rs.3 per month for each 
additional member) as are households with higher monthly expenditure per capita. 
Households dissatisfied with the quality of alternative sources of water bid much 
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higher than households that were satisfied. Households that favored metering 
of water supplies also bid higher. 

13.12 Most other variables had the expected sign bult were not significant. 
The interesting interpretation relates to variables representing labor supply. 
It can be argued that since public taps do not obviate t:he need to fetch water, 
households with limited labor supplies would have little reason to bid higher 
as they well might for systems based on house connectio1ns. 

13.13 In the absence of this major advantage, health considerations seem to 
dominate the assessment of the public tap option, although the very small number 
of households dissatisfied with alternative sources (3~.) limits the importance 
of this conclusion. 

13. 14 The negative sign of the coefficient for exte1mal exposure reinforces 
the interpretation that a system based on public taps is considered an inferior 
good by those with experience of systems based on housEi connections. 

13.15 The results of the multivariate analysis of WTP bids for a standard 
s ystem based on house connections for the same households are presented in Table 
H-2. 

.. 
13.16 Once again household size and monthly per capita expenditure are a 
significant determinant of WTP bids. In addition, for this option, water 
consumption per capita is much more positively related to WTP bids although it 
is not statistically significant. 

13 .17 As expected, both labor supply variables are significant and negatively 
related to WTP bids. This negative relationship and t:he positive association 
with water consumption per capita clearly captures 1the differences between 
systems based on public taps and house connections. 

13.18 Households dissatisfied with the quality of alternative sources of 
water are still willing to pay more for piped water bu1: the coefficient is not 
significant. This indicates that other advantages are associated with house 
connections. This is in contrast to the attitude to1wards public taps where 
health considerations had more weight. 

13 .19 None of the variables reflecting personal characteristics or attitudes 
is significant, perhaps indicating the fact that piped water is not considered 
a discretionary or luxury good but a basic necessity in the arid zone. 

13. 20 In both options the village level variables are significant. WTP bids 
decrease systematically with distance from the district headquarters and with 
proximity to a perennial water source (village dummy - 1 for the one village with 
access to the Soan River). 

13.21 Results in Type Bl Villages. The results of a multivariate analysis 
of WTP bids for a standard piped water system in Type Bl villages are presented 
in Table H-3. 
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13.22 These results presented a puzzle. The most obvious manifestation is 
the behavior of households that could be expected to value piped water. Thus 
households with more animals are bidding significantly less than households with 
fewer animals . Similarly, households satisfied with the safety of alternative 
sources of water are bidding higher (Rs. 17 per month) than households that 
consider the sources unsafe for health. 

13.23 Further, households with more labor supply are not bidding lower than 
households wi th less labor supply. The signs of the coefficients of the 
proportion of women and children are opposite of what one would expect and are 
insignificant as well. 

13.24 However, the bids are positively (and significantly for the first two) 
correlated with household size, value of house and the ownership of land or 
property. The value of the coefficient for household size (Rs.1.5) is much 
smaller than in Type B2 villages (Rs . 4). 

13.25 These results can only make sense if interpreted in the context of the 
existence of very strong strategic bias. The water supplies in Type Bl villages 
were at the final stage of completion and were ready to be put into operation. 
It could be possible that the respondents considered the bidding games to be an 
attempt to set the monthly tariff. Only this could explain the systematic 
underbidding by households that could be expected to bid (and that do so, based• 
on evidence from B2 villages in the arid zone and most other experiments in the 
other zones) higher for piped water. 

13. 26 The general level of affluence of the households seems to have 
determined a base level for the WTP bids with the more affluent starting from 
a higher level. However, beyond that, needs seem to have been quite 
systematically suppressed by the respondents. 

13.27 If this interpretation is correct, it would suggest that the mean bid 
received for a standard piped system with house connections (Rs.41 per month) 
is an underestimate. It would bear out the contention that average willingness 
to pay for piped water in the arid zone is on the high side. Perhaps the mean 
bid in Type B2 villages (Rs. 56 per month) can be considered an upper bound 
yielding a range of Rs . 40 to Rs.55 per month as the one within which the "true" 
average would lie. 

13.28 The resul ts of the multivariate analysis pertaining to an improved 
system with house connections are presented in Table H-4. 

13.29 It can be noted that no major modification needs to be made to the 
conclusions derived from the response to the standard system. However, as in 
the other en:vironmental zones studied, for an hypothetical improved system, 
attitudinal variables become somewhat more significant. Thus, households aware 
of piped systems bid significantly higher while households that consider the 
provision of water to be a government obligation bid significantly lower (Rs . 15 
per month). 
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13.30 Results in Type A Villages. The results of multivariate analyses of 
WTP bids for standard and improved piped water systems with house connections 
in Type A villages are presented in Tables H-5 and H-6. 

13.31 It can be noted that the explanatory power of the models is poor in 
comparison with the models for the other types of villages. However, there is 
no distortion of responses as witnessed in Type Bl villages, most of the 
coefficients having the correct sign without being significant. This is probably 
due to the fact that the system is already in operation in Type A villages so 
that the respondents might not have interpreted the bidding games as an attempt 
to set the tariff level. 

13.32 The labor supply variables are both highly significant as expected, 
and in contrast to Type Bl villages. The only other variable which is 
significant is monthly household expenditure per capita . The village level 
variable, distance from district headquarters, is insignificant, perhaps because 
two of the villages are at the same distance although along different directions. 
The village dmnmy for Jawa, a village with a new water supply having operational 
problems, is insignificant. 

13. 33 The WTP estimations were based on the responses of connected households 
(Type Al) only because of the very small number of unconnected households in the 
sample (6 out of 140). When the latter are added to the regression, the variabl/ 
representing connection to the system emerges as highly significant. Not much 
change results in the coefficients or significance of the other variables but 
the overall significance of the regression improves considerably. 



/ 
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XIV. ESTIMATED REVENUES AND COST RECOVERY POTENTIAL 

Costs of Piped Water Systems 

14.1 The estimation of capital costs of piped water systems in the arid zone 
based on a notional value of capital cost per capita did not prove very useful. 
This was so because the parameter is very sensitive to population size; thus, 
whether the population is 1000 or 2000 (the typical range in the arid zone) makes 
a tremendous difference to the capital cost per capita. 

14. 2 To overcome this limitation, the actual project costs for the six 
villages included in the sample (three each of Type A and Type Bl) were obtained 
from the PHED. Actual O&M allocations for the three Type A villages were also 
obtained. Using these figures, averages were computed for a typical village in 
the arid zone. The average capital cost was Rs.143,979 for Type A villages and 
Rs.130,857 for the six villages. The average annual O&M costs were Rs.68,937 
for Type A villages. Thus annual O&M costs as a percentage of capital costs work 
out to 4. 8% in Type A villages and 5. 3% in the six villages. This is in 
conformity with the 5% benchmark used by the PHED. 

14. 3 To obtain per capita costs and the tariff level required for full 
recovery of O&M costs, the populations of the six villages were averaged to• 
obtain an estimate for a typical village. The 1981 census yields an estimate 
of 1230. The 1989 population was obtained by assuming a 3% annual growth rate. 
A similar averaging procedure yielded a typical household size of 6.3 in 1981 
(this is lower than the estimate (7.5) obtained from the sample data). The above 
two estimates together yield the number of houses in a typical village of the 
arid zone. For the three Type A villages this estimate is 222 while for the 
entire six villages the number is 208. 

14. 4 The connection rate in Type A villages determined from the survey 
information is 95.7% (only 6 out of 140 houses surveyed were not connected by 
choice). Thus, one could expect 212 or 200 houses to be connected in a typical 
arid zone village, depending on whether the averaging is based on Type A villages 
or Types A and Bl villages. 

14.5 Using the above data, the average capital cost per capita in the arid 
zone works out to be Rs.838. The monthly O&M costs total Rs.5745. Thus, the 
monthly tariff required for full recovery of O&M costs varies between Rs. 27 (Type 
A villages) to Rs. 29 (Types A and Bl villages). All the above data and 
computations are presented in Table G- 6. 

14. 6 The existing monthly tariff for a standard PHED system with house 
connections in the arid zone is Rs.20 . 

Provision of a Standard Piped Water System 

14 . 7 The connection frequencies and revenue estimates pertaining to the 
provision of a standard piped water system at different monthly tariff rates are 
shown in Table I-4. The plots of connections frequencies and estimated revenues 
against monthly tariff are shown separately for Types A, Bl, and B2 villages in 
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Figures 14.1, 14.2, and 14.3, respectively. 

14. 8 It can be noted from t:he plots that connection frequency is very 
sensitive to tariff beyond a certain threshold. This threshold occurs at Rs. 25 
per month in Type A villages, Rs. l~> per month in Type Bl villages, and Rs. 35 per 
month in Type B2 villages. 

14. 9 As remarked earlier in comparing Type A and Type Bl villages, the 
connection frequency in Type A villages is a better guide to actual behavior. 
Therefore, we can expect that a rise in tariff from Rs.20 to Rs.25 per month 
would not cause any lowering of connection frequency. If we further assume that 
there was strategic underbidding jln Type A villages and overbidding in Type B2 
villages we can expect that a tarjLff rate of between Rs.25 and Rs.30 per month 
would result in connection rates ranging from 95% to 85%. 

14.10 At these connection ratHs and tariffs, the estimated monthly revenue 
would be approximately Rs. 2500 pHr 100 households in the village. Using an 
average of 212 for the number o1: households in a typical village the total 
monthly revenue generated would bH Rs.5,300, which is in the same neighborhood 
as the monthly O&M requirement eseimated from cost data (Rs.5745). 

14.11 It seems clear that tariffs can be raised to Rs.25 per month from the 
existing Rs. 20 per month without any negative impact on connection rates. Tariff 
rates up to Rs.30 per month remain in the feasible range. Between Rs . 25 to Rs.30 
per month full recovery of O&M costs is possible. This would be even more 
certain with a very small increase in the number of households over the next few 
years (it should be kept in mind 1that the PHED designs systems using projected 
populations ten years from the da.te of approval of a scheme as their relevant 
population base). 

Provision of an Improved Piped Waiter System 

14.12 The connection frequenc:ies and revenue estimates pertaining to the 
provision of an improved piped water system at different monthly tariff rates 
are shown in Table I-5. The plots of connection frequencies and estimated 
revenues against monthly tariffs a:re shown separately for Types A and Bl villages 
in Figures 14.4 and 14.5, respectively. 

14.13 It can be seen that the tariff threshold is Rs.35 per month. Beyond 
Rs.35 connection frequencies fall steeply from around 85% to around 65%, much 
too low a rate for the arid zoni~. At Rs. 35 per month the monthly revenues 
generated in a typical village of :212 households would be approximately Rs.6400. 

14 .14 At this moment we are n,ot in a position to state the extent to which 
the O&M expenses would increase for the kind of improved system described 
earlier. However, the capital costs are certain to be significantly increased. 
This seems to suggest that, at present, such radically improved systems are 
premature in the typical arid ZC)ne village. However, households in larger 
villages with sufficient length of experience with standard piped water systems 
might be willing to pay tariff rates that could make the policy of providing 
selective improvements worth investigating. 
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FIGURE 14.1 
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FIGURE 14.2 
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FIGURE 14.3 
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FIGURE 14.4 
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FIGURE 14.5 
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Provision of a Piped Water System Based on Public Taps 

14. 15 Households in Type B2 villages were asked to bid on two different 
levels of service provision: public taps and a standard system with house 
connections. The comparative connection frequencies and revenue estimates are 
presented in Table 1-6. The comparative plots of connection frequencies and 
revenue estimates against monthly tar i ff are shown in Figures 14.6 and 14.7. 

14 .16 It can be seen that if the target is to achieve at least a 85% 
connection rate, the monthly tariff for using public taps cannot exceed Rs.15 
while the same percentage of households are willing to pay Rs.35 a month for 
house connections. The preference for a system based on house connections seems 
to be quite clear; over 13% households are not willing to pay anything for a 
system based on public taps while the comparable figure for house connections 
is 2.5%. 

14 .17 As shown earlier, the revenues generated from a system with house 
connections in a Type B2 village would be sufficient to fully recover O&M costs. 
This might not be the case for a system based on public taps since it is 
reasonable to assume that the O&M costs for the two systems would not be 
significantly differentlll. In addition, the difficulties in collecting payments 
from public tap systems are well known. • 
14 .18 We have some evidence available for the difference in capital costs for 
the two options. PHED data revealed that a village in the same vicinity as the 
study villages was originally scheduled to receive a system based on public 
taps .~1 The detailed cost estimate prepared in 1986 was for a sum of 
Rs.1,600,000. However, on the representation of village notables, supported by 
elected representatives from the area, it was decided to provide house 
connections instead.ill The revised estimate was for the sum of Rs.2,280,200. 
The revision reflected a capital cost escalation of 42.5%. In per capita terms 
the capital cost rose from Rs.576 to Rs.821. (The per capita costs are based 
on an estimated 1987 population size of 2776). This represents a fairly 
significant escalation of capital costs. 

12./ Savings are likely only on distribution system repair. These are estimated 
at 1/12% per annum of the capital cost of the distribution system. A typical 
estimate of the latter is Rs.600,000. This would yield a saving of Rs.500 per 
year which is less than 1% of the typical annual O&M cost. 

2.Q/ The scheme provided for four 2000 gallon capacity RCC ground storage tanks 
each with a battery of taps. 

21/ Scheme based on one overhead 4000 gallon capacity tank. 
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FIGURE 14.6 
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FIGURE 14.6 
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FIGURE 14.7 
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X!v. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY SUGGESTIONS 

The Nature of Demand for Water in Rural Areas 

15.1 The most important finding of this study pertains to the nature of the 
demand for water in rural Punjab. The actual water supply situation in many of 
the sample villages was considerably more complex than commonly assumed. It 
seems clear that the perspective within which policy-makers viewed rural water 
supply was in the process of being rendered out of date by the pace of 
development. 

15. 2 Within Pakistan, the policy regarding rural water supply has been 
motivated by the objectives of health improvements via the provision of better 
quality water and time savings via the location of more accessible sources. 
Implicit in this perspective is a categorization of water as an end product, a 
commodity required for such direct uses as drinking, cooking, bathing, etc. 
Within the study area, this perspective was found to be valid only in the arid 
zone. 

15. 3 In the central canal- irrigated part of Punjab, there was a growing._, 
demand, not for water as an end product, but for water-based amenities like 
indoor plumbing, showers, and flush toilets. However, this demand cannot be 
serviced by handpumps or even public standpipes. It requires a higher level of 
service. What rural households are doing to fulfill their aspirations has both 
important economic consequences and far-reaching policy implications. 

15.4 The Sweet Water Area as an Illustrative Case. The sweet ground water 
area of Central Punjab provides the best illustration of the above-mentioned 
issues. The quality of the ground water is good and it is available at easily 
accessible depths. Households have already upgraded their level of service from 
the traditional source of supply, public wells, to private handpumps inside the 
house. These handpumps provide convenient access to good quality water fit for 
all usages. The service is reliable, being efficiently installed and maintained 
by the local private sector, and inexpensive to maintain. Every household in 
the sample had a private handpump inside the house. It can be surmised that 
households have made this expenditure (Rs . 1000 capital costs, in current value, 
for the pump and the shallow well; Rs.6 per month for maintenance) to avoid the 
inconvenience of having to fetch water from outside the house. 

15.5 The official policy in the sweet water zone is not to provide public 
piped water supplies. This policy is based on the reasoning that private 
initiative has succeeded in providing convenient access to good quality water. 
However, the survey results indicate that a second upgradation of service levels 
is well underway. Many households are willing and able to pay for a higher level 
of service and in the absence of reliable piped water supplies they have 
installed electric motors on their wells at considerable expense. The electric 
pumps lift water to private overhead tanks from which water can be used for 
showers, flush toilets and other indoor plumbing services. Thus, the services 
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which could be provided by public piped water supply systems are being replicated 
at the individual household level. Does the official policy retain its validity 
in these changed circumstances? 

The Private Upgradation of Service Levels in Central Punjab 

15.6 In villages without piped water in the sweet water zone, 30% of the 
sample households had installed an electric motor. In the brackish water zone 
the comparable figure was 62% (the percentage is higher, perhaps, because, in 
addition to the other benefits, electric pumps also provide somewhat better 
quality water than handpumps in the brackish zone by lifting water from greater 
depths). This is a very high percentage and clearly indicates the trend in the 
Central Punjab villages. 

15.7 In villages with piped water, the percentage of households with 
electric motors falls to 11% in the sweet water zone and to 33% in the brackish 
water zone. This suggests that piped supply systems with house connections are 
clearly perceived as substitutes for electric motors. However, in such villages, 
7% of the households in the sweet water zone and 29% in the brackish water zone 
continue to maintain both options. This brings to the fore the critical issue 
of the reliability of the various service options. 

.. 
15.8 A household's decision on how to satisfy its water needs is heavily 
influenced by the reliability of the different service options. A private 
handpump is almost completely reliable because it can be repaired locally and 
is entirely under the control of the household. In the sweet water zone the 
water from the handpump is adequate for all usages, but the handpump cannot 
provide the amenities of indoor plumbing, showers and flush toilets. If the 
household wants and can afford such amenities, it has three choices in villages 
with public piped supplies: (1) to connect to the public system, (2) to install 
an electric motor, or (3) both. 

15.9 In the brackish water zone, the first choice ought to be the dominant 
one. The piped supply not only provides better quality water but its private 
costs to the household are much less. The fact that 29% of households maintain 
both options is only due to the limited hours of supply from the public system 
and its poor reliability. This poor reliability imposes a high cost on 
households and, at the same time, undermines the economic viability of public 
piped water systems. 

15.10 Financial Cost to an Average Household of Different Service Options. 
The approximate costs to an average household in the brackish water zone of 
various water supply options are shown in Table J-4. The handpump provides a 
base level of service at a total monthly cost of about Rs .18 per month. A 
household with both a handpump and a connection to a piped water supply would 
pay Rs.12 per month to the PHED for the water tariff and Rs.5 per month for 
operation and maintenance of its handpump. The monthly capital costs for both 
the handpump and the connection to the distribution supply would be Rs.19 per 
month for a total monthly cost of Rs.36. A household with an electric motor on 
its handpump would spend much more - about Rs. 58 per month. Households with both 
an electric motor and a domestic connection are estimated to pay Rs. 76 per month. 
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15. 11 A reliable piped water service ought to cost a household approximately 
Rs.18 per month at existing tariff rates. Instead, households wanting upgraded 
services are paying about Rs.76 per month for the same level of service . The 
piped water system is not fulfilling its potential. It is functioning as a 
supplement to the handpump in the sweet water zone and as a substitute (better 
quality water) for the handpump in the brackish water zone. Reliable upgraded 
services can only be secured at present through investment in a private motor
operated system. 

15 .12 Who Demands Higher and More Reliable Service Levels? The survey 
results indicate (see Table J-5) that, as expected, it is the wealthier, more 
educated households that are demanding higher levels of service. The average 
construction value of houses of households with only a private handpump in the 
brackish water zone (in villages with piped water supplies) was Rs.62,000. For 
households with both a private handpump and an electric motor it was Rs.115,000. 
For households with a handpump, electric motor and a domestic connection, it was 
Rs.145,000. In villages with a piped water system in the sweet water zone, in 
households with only a private handpump, the most educated member of the 
household had an average of 6 years of education. For households with a handpump 
and an electric motor, the average was 12 years of education. 

15.13 Village elites have always exerted a powerful demonstration effect 01\, 
the rest of the population. At one time the elite used to be recognized by the 
possession of a brick house or an electricity connection. Now the distinguishing 
characteristic is indoor plumbing and flush toilets. If historical experience 
is any guide, the choice of the elite is a clear pointer to the trend of the 
future. 

The Economics of Village-Level Water Supply Options 

15 .14 The efforts by households individually to provide themselves with 
improved water services entail substantial expenditures in the aggregate. Table 
J-6 presents an estimate of the actual amount of money currently being spent on 
private water provision in a typical village with a population of 5000 people 
without a piped water supply in the brackish water zone. Assuming 62% of the 
households have a handpump with an electric motor and 38% have only a handpump, 
households in such a vill age have a l ready invested over Rs . l million (in current 
value) for private handpumps and electric motors. The operation and maintenance 
costs of these privately provided water systems is estimated to be Rs.9800 per 
month. The total monthly costs of these systems are about Rs . 23,900. 

15.15 Based on cost data from the PHED in Punjab, a new piped water system 
for a village with a population of 5000 would cost about Rs.1,800,000- including 
the cost of 100% of the households connecting to the distribution system . The 
monthly operation and maintenance costs of a piped water system are estimated 
to be about Rs.3800 for a total monthly cost of Rs.19,800. 

15.16 Given the approximate nature of these estimates, the total costs of a 
piped distribution system are essentially the same as the amount households are 
already spending for handpumps and electric motors. However, the estimated 
operation and maintenance costs of the privately provided handpumps and electric 
motors is over two and a half times the operation and maintenance costs of the 
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piped water system. The estimates of the costs of the piped system assume that 
100% of the households in the village are connected, the estimates of actual 
expenditures assume that 38% of the households only have a handpump. In this 
sense the cost estimates are not comparable because the piped water system 
provides a higher level of service for a greater number of people. 

15.17 Willingness to Pay for Piped Water Supply . It is in the above context 
that the willingness to pay for piped water ought to be evaluated. Once again 
we take a village of 5000 people (562 households) in the brackish zone as an 
example. In such a village without piped water, the mean willingness-to-pay bid 
for monthly tariff for a standard piped water system with house connections was 
Rs.40 (this was in addition to the one-time costs of approximately Rs.600 
required for connecting to the system). The summation of the households' 
willingness-to-pay bids yields a monthly total of Rs.22,500. This figure is 
essentially the same as the amount households are already spending on water 
(Rs.23,900). This correspondence increases the confidence in the credibility 
of the willingness-to-pay bids. 

15.18 In practice, it is not possible to recover the entire willingness-to
pay amount because of the infeasibility of enforcing differential tariffs in the 
same village. The survey results indicate that in a village of the type being 
discussed, 78% of the households would connect to a standard piped water system • with house connections if the monthly tariff were set at Rs.25. In addition, 
they would bear the costs of connecting to the distribution line (Rs. 500, 
approximately) and pay a connection fee to the PHED (Rs. 80). The estimated 
revenue based on these numbers is Rs.11,400 per month (see Table J-6). If a 
piped water system is designed for 78% of the population, the total monthly cost 
to the PHED would amount to Rs.13,400 (Rs.10,500 capital, Rs.2900 O&M). These 
estimates suggest that a very substantial proportion (85%) of the total costs 
of a public piped water system can be recovered under the conditions described 
above. 

15 . 19 Willingness to Pay in Villages with Piped Water. The willingness to 
pay for piped water in villages with existing supply systems is much lower 
compared to villages without piped water systems. This is, perhaps, because the 
latter are not aware of how the servi ce would operate while the former have 
sufficient cause to be dissatisfied. 22' The mean WTP bid in a village with piped 
water in the brackish zone was only Rs.16 per month compared to Rs.40 per month 
in the village without piped water. However, when the option of an improved, 
more reliable service was offered to the households in the village with piped 
water, the mean bid increased to Rs. 33 per month while the percentage of 
households willing to connect went up to 95% from 75%. This again underscores 
the premium which households place on system reliability. 

21/ A contributory reason could be the anchoring effect of the existing tariff 
(Rs.12 pr month) which is known to the respondents in the village with piped 
water. 
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The Arid Zone 

15.20 The situation in the arid zone of Northern Punjab is quite different 
from the sweet water and brackish water zones of Central Punjab. In the arid 
zone at the present time the demand is for water itself and not for water-based 
amenities. This is because of the scarcity of water and the low base level of 
service available to villages (public wells and surface water). Households spend 
an average of 5 hours per day to fulfill their water needs during the peak summer 
months compared to 4 hours per week in the brackish zone and even less in the 
sweet water zone. 

15.21 The demand for private sources is, however, quite strong; 24% of the 
households have installed private sources while another 5% have made an 
unsuccessful attempt. This is despite the fact that the costs of installing 
private sources in the arid zone are much higher (approximately Rs.8000 with a 
monthly maintenance cost of Rs.40). However, these private sources, wells or 
boreholes, can not, in general, provide access to higher service levels. The 
installation of private sources is not systematically related to socioeconomic 
characteristics of households since the very possibility is based on the 
fortuitous circumstance of an appropriate location of the house such that the 
ground water is accessible. 

15.22 It is for the above reasons that connection rates to piped systems are• 
almost 100%, much higher than in the sweet water and brackish water zones. This 
is so despite the fact that the arid zone is economically less developed than 
the other two zones, the average village size is much smaller and the monthly 
tariff is much higher (comparative information for the three zones is provided 
in Tables J - 7 and J-8). 

15 . 23 The official policy of the PHED, of not providing house connections to 
villages with less than 5000 inhabitants, is not being followed in the arid zone. 
This has resulted in much higher capital costs per capita (approximatel y Rs.840) 
because of the small village sizes. The survey results indicate that while O&M 
costs can be fully recovered, it is not possible to recover the capital costs 
to any significant extent. 

Discussion 

15. 24 Collective Water Supplies. As long as the highest service level 
demanded was the private handpump, the policy of leaving the sweet water area 
to be served by the private sector was justifiable . However, with a significant 
proportion of the populati on replicating a piped water system at the individual 
level, the policy is i n need of fresh evaluation. As mentioned earlier, while 
the capital costs of a piped water system and private upgradation through the 
installation of electr ic pumps are comparable, the O&M costs of the latter are 
almost two and a half times the costs of the former. Private upgradation is not 
likely to be the socially optimal option. 

15.25 The alternative to individual upgradation is not necessarily public 
piped water supplies but collective ones. Privately bui lt and managed water 
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systems should not only increase community participation but should also prove 
to be less expensive to build, thus enhancing the prospects of full cost 
recovery. In this context the observations of Briscoe (1987) need to reiterated: 

In government-built water supply projects the role of the private 
sector is much more problematic. In the Punjab and Sind the private 
sector has a major role - drilling and civil and mechanical works are 
all contracted out to the private sector. In principle this should 
make for an efficient sector. In practice, however, the situation 
appears to be quite different. It is widely acknowledged - by 
government officials and others knowledgeable about the sector - that 
there is extensive collusion between the contractors and the government 
agencies, a relationship based on kickbacks to the government 
officials, and resulting in construction costs which are much higher 
than need be the case. In such a system there is an incentive for both 
officials and contractors to build over-designed, expensive systems. 
As an illustration of the inefficiencies in this system, the Orangi 
Pilot Sewerage Project in Karachi, in which the community, not the 
government, finances the works, the costs of sewering houses has been 
reduced by over 80% .ll1 Project officials attribute the cost 
reductions to two factors - attention to reducing costs wherever 
possible, and elimination of the contractor-official corruption. .. 

15.26 There is one other reason which makes the consideration of collective 
systems necessary. It has been fairly well established that the transition to 
higher service levels (piped connections and electric pumps) leads to an increase 
in the use of water. This was confirmed in the sample villages where drainage 
has emerged as a serious problem. Whereas it is possible to upgrade the water 
supply at an individual level (even if socially inefficient), it is not possible 
to resolve the resulting drainage problem on an individual basis. A collective 
solution becomes unavoidable. 

15.27 Reliability. Because of the poor quality of the ground water, public 
piped water supplies are being built in the brackish water zone . In principle, 
because the amount being spent on private upgradation of services is so 
substantial, the discussion regarding private, collective water systems should 
be equally applicable to the brackish zone . However, as mentioned earlier, 
piped supplies, irrespective of whether they are public or private, have to be 
much more reliable to be able to compete effectively with the individual 
upgradation of service levels. 

15 . 28 The survey suggests that the reliability of piped systems is a crucial 
element in achieving cost recovery. It is quite clear that people are willing 
to pay significantly more for a reliable system. This is demonstrated by 
household investment in multiple water systems : handpumps, piped connections and 
electric motors . It was mentioned earlier that in villages with piped water in 
the brackish water zone, almost 30% of the households maintained both electric 
motors and piped connections, spending Rs.76 per month as against the Rs.18 for 

23/ This figure may be too high. The original costs of sewering a house were 
about Rs.2,500. The Orangi Project's cost was about Rs.800. 
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the piped connection alone. It is quite clear that for public utilities to 
compete effectively against private providers of handpumps and electric motors, 
their reliability must be improved . 

15.29 In a hot and dry agricultural area such as Punjab it does not seem 
possible for reliability to be effectively increased without the metering of 
household connections. This is because the demand for water at zero marginal 
cost (i . e., unmetered connections) is immense. One finding of the survey 
illustrates this point well. In villages with piped water supplies households 
with animals were willing to pay more for connections. Investigations indicated 
that the reason was the convenience in washing animals. Buffaloes, which need 
to be kept cool in the summer, could be hosed down at home, rather than be taken 
to the canal or the village pond, thus saving on time and supervision costs. 
Water for drinking by animals could also be provided through the domestic 
connection. 

15. 30 This finding highlights an oversight which has significant implications 
for the design of rural water supply systems in Pakistan. The PHED design 
criteria at present take into account human needs only and use a consumption 
benchmark of 10 to 15 gallons per capita per day. However, if households use 
the water to cater to animal needs also, including water-intensive ones like 
washing, the design estimate could be easily exceeded. It was estimated in the 
survey that while the minimum quantity of water required for essential human• 
consumption varied between 20 to 30 litres per capita per day, the minimum 
quantity required for animal needs varied between 40 and 60 litres per animal 
per day (estimate based on the amount of water which, in situations of emergency, 
would have to be fetched from outside the house in the sweet and brackish zone 
and purchased from vendors in the arid zone). This means that a household with 
8 members and 2 cattle (the average in the arid zone) would need approximately 
200 litres for human consumption and 100 litres for animal needs . This 50% 
increase, which should hold for normal, non-emergency consumption patterns also, 
is much more than the 5% to 10% margin added on by the PHED to total estimated 
human consumption for all other usages (public buildings, schools, mosques, 
animals, etc.). Perhaps, this is one explanation for the ubiquitous problem of 
low pressure which characterizes rural water supply systems in Pakistan. 

15. 31 In such an environment, if connections are not metered, then water must 
inevitably be rationed by reducing the reliability of the system. If reliability 
is reduced, people must secure other sources, and their domestic connection 
becomes a back-up supply. Table A-12 provides evidence from the sweet water 
zone. The majority of households stated that they would keep their handpumps 
operational either permanently or at least until such time as the piped water 
system could supply water with regularity. In a village in which the piped 
supply system had fallen into disuse, 12.5% of the households had dismantled 
their handpumps at the time of obtaining the connection. They were forced to 
reinstall them because of the poor performance of the system. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that 94% of the households in this village indicated a 
resolve to keep their handpumps operational permanently even if the piped supply 
was restored. 

15. 32 In such situations the willingness to pay for piped water is much 
reduced. The PHED then cannot collect the resources it needs to run the system 
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efficiently. A vicious circle of system deterioration and lowered willingness 
to pay ensues . 

15. 33 The concept of metering household water connections is quite acceptable 
in the rural areas of Punjab. The percentage of households that favored metering 
varied from 54% in the sweet water zone to 81% in the brackish water zone. The 
statistical results also revealed that such households w1~re consistently willing 
to pay more in tariff for piped water systems. 

15.34 There is another important reason for ce>ncentrating on system 
improvement. The economic viability of public piped water systems requires 
enhanced tariffs . Households are willing to pay signifi,cantly higher rates (see 
Table J-9) but only if they are accompanied by the ilmproved performance of 
existing systems. A package of tariff increases tied to selective improvements 
would be quite acceptable to the households surveyed. This seems the only 
feasible way to move towards economic viability and to break the vicious circle 
mentioned earlier. 

15.35 Public Standpipe Systems. It is quite clear that households prefer 
piped systems with domestic connections and are willing to pay much higher rates 
than thought possible earlier (see Tables J-9, J-10, and J-11). Even so, if such 
service is to be extended to small villages of 1000 to 1500 people, as is bein~ 
done in the arid zone, it would have to be subsidized to a considerable extent. 

15.36 It seems unlikely that the higher per capita capital expenditure can 
be recovered. In such situations it would be worthwhile to experiment with less 
expensive standpipe systems. 

15 . 37 Standpipe systems should be adequate in the sil!lall villages of the arid 
zone since the overwhelming demand is for convenient acc:ess to water and not for 
water-based amenities. Contrary to the prevailing view about the acceptability 
of standpipe systems, households in villages without piped water were willing 
to pay reasonably high rates for such systems. The mean bid was Rs.35 per month 
and 68% of households would subscribe to the service at a tariff as high as Rs. 25 
per month (this tariff exceeds the present monthly tariff for piped systems with 
domestic connections (Rs.20) in the arid zone). 

15. 38 The main drawback of standpipe systems as they have been organized thus 
far relates to the probl ems of revenue collection owing to difficulties in 
monitoring actual usage. Some experimentation on a pilot basis with alternative 
structures is certainl y warranted. For instance, a system based on manned kiosks 
should overcome the probl em and require no mo r e manpower than the present 
structure. Since p iped systems operate for four hours a day at most, the 
existing ful l - time staff is under -utilized. The option of giving the k iosks on 
private contract could also be explored. Even if hous1~holds purchase only 100 
litres of water per day (about the average essential daily consumption for family 
needs in the winter) at Rs.0 . 10 per can of 16 litres (one tenth the existing 
price of vended water), the revenues realized per household would be of the order 
of Rs. 20 per month. These would be sufficient to recove:r O&M costs and some part 
of the capital costs as well. 
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15.39 Organizational Issues. Any serious attempt to encourage communities 
privately to construct and manage water supply systems would involve difficult 
organizational issues. Experience has proved that collective responses to such 
needs do not arise by themselves but need patient groundwork, the availability 
of external technical expertise and accessible credit facilities. 

15. 40 The experience of the successful Orangi Pilot Sewerage Project in 
Karachi bears out the above point, even though the project required only an 
intermediate level of collective effort between the completely individual and 
the completely collective. In a sewerage project, the lane could function as 
the organizational unit, and a successful demonstration could induce other lanes 
to participate. This is not possible in a water supply project where a much 
larger proportion of the population has to reach an understanding before the 
project can be initiated. 

15.41 The organizational problem is made more difficult by the fact that, 
contrary to the popular presumption in development circles, the villages were 
not willing to assume responsibility for the provision of water. Over 65% of 
households in all three environmental zones believed that a water supply system 
would be best managed by a government agency in preference to local political 
bodies, village water committees, or private entrepreneurs. This is perhaps a 
reflection of the sharp clan and political divisions that characterize villages • (especially those with sizeable populations) in Punjab. These divisions affected 
the perceived effectiveness or fairness of elected political bodies or village 
committees to manage collective systems. It was considered a lesser evil to 
leave the system to a neutral agency, external to local village politics, even 
though it was inefficient. Perhaps a publicly provided but privately managed 
water utility would be just as acceptable and more efficient, although this 
alternative has not been experimented with in Pakistan. The concept was not 
familiar to respondents who remain wary of the lack of accountability of the 
private sector and the general failure of government attempts at its regulation 
in many other spheres of activity. 

15.42 At the same time, it is clear that the solution does not lie in raising 
more revenues and giving them to the PHED as it is structured at present. The 
PHED is primarily an engineering agency and is not equipped to involve the 
community in decision~making or even to carry out the tasks of revenue accounting 
and collection in a satisfactory manner. In this, it is handicapped by the fact 
that in principle the PHED is supposed to hand over the management of the systems 
to local councils after an initial period of two years. However, the latter have 
neither access to the technical expertise required for maintenance and operations 
nor the political unity to impose effective revenue collection in the 
factionalized villages. As a result, the systems are inevitably handed back to 
the PHED after a period of mismanagement. The consequence of the lack of a clear 
policy in this regard has been that neither body has been equipped to the degree 
necessary to manage rural water supply systems in an effective manner. A 
resolution of this situation should be the first step in the reform of the rural 
water supply sector. 
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Table A-1 

Village Profiles 

Area* (acres) 
Population* 
Household Size* 

(from sample, 1988) 
Literacy Ratio* 

% Males - Matric and 
above 

% Females - Matric 
and above 

Distance from District 
Headquarters (Km) 

Road Location 

Presence of Facilities 
Electricity 
Telephone 
Medical 
Male Education 

Female Education 

Ghazi 
Minara 

2087 
4514 

6.7 
(9) 

28.6 
8.9 

1. 7 

2 
On Main 
Road 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Middle 
School 
Middle 
School 

Bank No 
# Union Council Members 

from Village 5 
# District Council 

Members from Village 0 

Bhaddroo 
Minara 

1484 
2173 
6.2 
(9) 

17.6 
5.4 

1. 9 

2 
Off 
Secondary 

Road 

Yes 
No 
No 
Middle 
School 
Middle 
School 
No 

2 

0 

Kharian 
Wala 

4852 
8990 

6.7 
(10) 
22.7 
6.0 

0.8 

18 
On Main 
Road 

Yes 
Yes 
Hospital 
High 
School 
Middle 
School 
Yes 

4 

1 

Mirza 
Virkan 

3560 
5630 
6.9 

(10) 
14.0 
4.7 

0.4 

10 
Off 
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Jandiala 
Sher Khan 

4868 
7581 
6.6 
(9) 

24.0 
9.5 

2.6 

14 
On 

Secondary Secondary 

Road 

Yes 
No 
Clinic 
High 
School 
Middle 
School 
No 

5 

2 

Road 

Yes 
Yes 

Hospital 
College 

College 

Yes 

9 

1 

* Figures from 1981 Population Census. All others from field visit. 

• 
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Table A-2 

Village Profiles* 

Ghazi Bhaddroo Kharian Mirza Jandiala 
Minara Minara Wala Virkan Sher Khan 

Household Size 9 9 10 10 9 

Percentage of: 
Adult Women in Household 28 24 24 25 24 

- Children in Household 34 35 41 38 38 

Years of Education of Most 
Educated: 
- Member of Household 9 7 9 7 8 
- Woman in Household 4 4 2 2 4 

Essential Water Consumption 24 27 23 17 20 
(liters/capita/day) • 

Households Involved in 21 29 19 42 26 
Farming(%) 

Households with Land or 54 61 73 76 55 
Other Property(%) 

Construction Value of House 80 65 98 51 104 
('000 Rs.) 

Households with External 43 23 31 29 37 
Exposure(%) 

Households that Believe Water 64 48 22 44 50 
should be Supplied Free (%) 

Households that Believe Water 64 35 29 34 39 
can be Supplied Free(%) 

Households that Believe Water 54 71 71 78 72 
Supply Systems should be 
Managed by PHED (%) 

Ho~seholds that Favor 75 68 55 60 42 
Metering of Water (%) 

* All statistics are derived from the sample observations. 
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Profiles by Village and Household 'r'ype* 

Household Size 

Percentage of: 
Adult Women in Household 

- Children in Household 

Years of Education of Most 
Educated: 
- Member of Household 
- Woman in Household 

Essential Water Consumption 
(liters/capita/day) 

Households Involved in 
Farming(%) 

Households with Land or 
Other Property(%) 

Construction Value of House 
('000 Rs.) 

Households with External 
Exposure(%) 

Households that Believe Water 
should be Supplied Free(%) 

Households that Believe Water 
can be Supplied Free(%) 

Households that Believe Water 
Supply Systems should be 
Managed by PHED (%) 

Households that Favor 
Metering of Water(%) 

Village Type 

A 

9 

24 
38 

8 
4 

19 

Bl 

10 

24 
41 

9 
4 

23 

31 19 

61 72 

87 97 

35 31 

48 22 

38 29 

74 71 

47 55 

B2 

9 

26 
34 

8 
3 

26 

25 

58 

73 

31 

56 

49 

63 

71 

Household Type 

Al 

11 

24 
42 

9 
5 

20 

A2 

8 

24 
34 

6 
3 

17 

Bll 

10 

25 
40 

9 
5 

22 

29 34 20 

68 52 75 

110 57 113 

37 32 37 

44 52 23 

33 43 30 

73 74 73 

47' 48 63 

Bl2 

10 

22 
44 

8 
4 

25 

B2 

9 

26 
34 

8 
3 

26 

17 25 

67 58 

60 73 

17 31 

22 56 

28 49 

67 63 

39 71 

* All statistics are derived from the sample observations. 

• 



Table A-4 

Pattern of Household Choice over Available 
Service Options and Approximate Private Costs 

Available Service Options 
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Village Type/Costs 
Manual Motorized Domestic Domestic 
Handpump Handpump Connection Connection 

Domestic 
Connection 
+Motorized 

Type A Village: 
No. of households 
% of households 

Type B Village: 
No. of households 
% of households 

Costs**** (Rs.) 

Capital: Handpump 
Motor 

Overhead Tank 
Connection Cost 

0 & M 
(per 
month) 

Total 

Handpump 
Motor 
Electricity 
Tariff 

Total 

Only Only* Only + Manual 

59 
41.0 

82 
70.1 

1000 

1000 

6 

6 

6 
4.2 

35 
29.9 

1000 
2000 

500 

3500 

6 
16 
NA*** 

22+ 

0 
0 

NA** 
NA 

500 

500 

10 

10 

Handpump 

69 
47.9 

NA 
NA 

1000 

500 

1500 

6 

10 

16 

Handpump 

10 
6.9 

NA 
NA 

1000 
2000 

500 
500 

4000 

6 
16 
NA*** 
10 

32+ 

* A motorized handpump can be used manually in case of power failures. 
** N.A. indicates service level not available. Domestic connections are 

not available in Type B villages. 
*** Respondents were unable to estimate the electricity charges attribut

able to operating the motor. 
**** Capital costs are approximate values in current prices; O&M costs are 

obtained from sample responses. 
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Reasons Mentioned by Households Ever Connected 
to Piped Water System for Obtaining a Domestic 

Connection - Types A and Bl Villages 

% of Households Indicating Reason as 
R e a s o n 

Reason No.l Reason No.2 

Convenience 60.9 42.1 

Better Quality 20.9 29.0 

Reliability 8.2 10.5 

Other Reasons 10.0 18.4 

.. 



Table A-6 

Reasons Mentioned by Households Not Connected 
to Piped Yater System for Not Obtaining a 

Domestic Connection - Type A Village 
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% of Households Indicating Reason as 
R e a s o n 

Expense 

No, Need 

Not Reliable 

To Avoid Illegal 
Transactions 

Poor Quality 

Reason No.l 

57.8 

21. 9 

17.2 

3.1 

0.0 

Reason No.2 Reason No.3 

44.0 0.0 

40.0 50.0 

8.0 50.0 

4.0 0.0 

4.0 0.0 

.. 
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Relationship Between Economic Standing and 
Choice of Service Level - Type A Village 
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Choice of Service Level Average Value* of House (Rs.) 

Manual Handpump Only 

Manual Handpump and 
Domestic Connection 

Motorized Handpump Only 

Motorized Handpump and 
Domestic Connection 

48,473 

96,174 

137,500 

208,500 

* The monetary amount that would be needed to reconstruct the type 
of house the respondent is living in is used as an indicator of 
economic standing. The average value of this indicator over all 
households in the Type A village is Rs.87,229. 

• 
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Table A-8 

Level of Satisfaction with Piped Water 
Supply System - Type A Village 

Al A2 Total 
Level of Satisfaction Households Households 

No. % No. % No. % 

Satisfied 48 60.8 44 67.7 92 63.9 

Dissatisfied 31 39.2 19 29.2 so 34.7 

No Response 0 0.0 2 3.1 2 1.4 

Total 79 100.0 65 100.0 144 100.0 .. 
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Characteristic 

Table A-9 

Major Shortcomings of Piped Supply System 
Mentioned by Households Dissatisfied with 

the System - Type A Village 

% of Households Indicating Characteristic 

Shortcoming# 1 Shortcoming# 2 

as 

All Connected All Connected 
Households Households Households Households 

Reliability* 38.5 38.7 19.2 

Maintenance/Design** 28.8 25.8 13. 5 

Interaction with Staff*** 25.0 32.3 17.3 

No Response 7.7 3.2 50.0 

* Includes: insufficient pressure, frequent failures, and power 
breakdowns. 

22.6 

16.1 

25.8 

35.5 

** Includes: sub-standard material, poor distribution layout, and lack 
of cleanliness. 

*** Includes: irresponsible, uncooperative, and corrupt staff. 

• 
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Most Important Improvement in Piped Supply System 
Desired by Households Type A Village 

Characteristic 

Greater Pressure 

Cleanliness 

Increased Supply 

Larger Storage Tank 

Use of Standard Material 

Reliability 

More Competent Staff 

Lower Price 

Improved Billing Procedure 

Satisfied 

No Response 

% of Households* 

31. 6 

10.1 

7.6 

6.3 

6.3 

5.0 

3.8 

2.5 

1. 3 

11.4 

13.9 

* Percentages do not add up to 100 because of rounding. 

.. 
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Hous ehold' s Informat i on/ Be l i efs Regarding 
Charac t er i s tics of Piped Water and Alt ernative 

Supply Systems 
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Type of Household 
Characteristic 

Price Charged(% responding yes) 

Billing Frequency (no. of times 
per year) Mean 

Std. Deviation 

Existing Monthly Tariff (Rs.) 
Mean 
Std. Deviation 
% of hhs responding 

Total No. of Hours of Water 
Supply per Day 

Mean 
Std. Deviation 
% hh < - 4 hours/day 

No. of Hours of Additional 
Supply Required to Meet Needs 

Mean 
Std. Deviation 

Frequency of Supply Failure*** 
Mean 
Std. Deviation 

Piped Water: (% responding yes) 
Satisfaction with taste 
Satisfaction with c l eanliness 
Satisfaction with hygiene 

Alternative Water:(% responding yes) 
Satisfaction with taste 
Satisfaction with cleanliness 
Satisfaction with hygiene 

Al 

98.7 

12.0 
1. 9 

10.0 
0 

97.4 

9.0 
6.3 

30.6 

9.1 
6.3 

1.65 
1.50 

100 
97.4 
98.7 

89.7 
97.4 
97.4 

A2 

10.0 
0.1 

76.9 

9.0 
5.1 

23.3 

100 
100 
96.9 

Bll* 

100 

9.0 
4.0 

10.0 
1. 8 

100 

9.6 
4.5 

10.0 

0.35 
0.02 

97.5 
95 . 0 
95.0 

87.5 
95.0 
80.0 

B12 

9.8 
1.1 

61.1 

7.6 
5.3 

31. 3 

88.9 
100 
94 .4 

B2** 

15.8 
16.5 

6 . 8 

3.7 
3.0 

91. 2 

96.6 
100 
94.9 

* Information regarding piped water pertains to period when scheme was 
operational. 

** Information regarding piped water pertains to estimates. 
*** Regular supply -0, < once a week -1, once a week -2, > once a week - 3, 

Other - 4; index constructed by summing and taking mean . 

.. 
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Table A-12 

Number of Years Households Would Keep 
Handpumps Operational if a Piped Water 
Supply Sys tem Existed in Their Village 

Village Type 
R e s p o n s e 

A Bl B2 

Until Piped Supply is Regular 52.1 5 . 6 25.4 

Forever 5.6 94.4 69.5 

For Up to 6 Years 0 0 5.1 

Dismantle Immediately 1.4 0 0 .. 
No Response 41.0 0 0 
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Household Preference Regarding Responsibility for 
Operation and Management of Piped Water Supply Systems 

Management 
Option 

PHED (Government Agency) 

Local Councils 
(Elected Political Body) 

Village Committee 

Private Entrepreneur 

Indifferent 

Ever Connected 
Households (%) 

73.1 

11. 8 

7.6 

4.2 

3.3 

Unconnected 
Households (%) 

68.3 

9.9 

9.9 

4.2 

7.7 

All 
Households (%) 

70.5 

10.7 

8.8 

4.2 

5.7 
" 
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Multivariate Analysis of Household Choice 

and 

Factors Affecting 'Willingness to ]Pay 

.. 
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1. In the statistical analysis of the factors affec1ting the willingness to 
pay for improved services the dependent variable is the willingness-to-pay bid. 
Because of some incompleteness and inconsistency in thi~ design of the bidding 
games certain adjustments have had to be made to a few of the bids elicited from 
the respondents. These adjustments are explained below. 

2. When a respondent said "no" to the lowest bid value in a bidding game 
without having said "yes" at any stage it remained unclear whether his bid should 
be treated as a protest bid or a genuine zero bid or whether it ought to be 
assigned a value between zero and the lowest bid value. This issue was of some 
significance because in some games the lowest bid value was Rs .15 which is higher 
than the existing tariff of Rs.10 per month for a domestic connection. 

3. This problem was resolved by relying on the response received to another 
question. The respondents had been asked to indicate the characteristics of what 
they considered to be an ideal piped water system and to indicate what monthly 
tariff they would be willing to pay if such a system w,ere made available. The 
following rule was adopted for adjusting the bid recei·ved in the bidding game 
(only for those who did not say "yes" at any stage in the bidding game but said • "no" at Rs.15 in the bidding game). 

Bid Offered for Ideal System 

No Response 

Zero 

Rs.l to Rs.5 

Rs.6 to Rs.10 

Greater than or 
equal to Rs.11 

Adjusted Bid Value for System 
Offered in Bidding Game 

Protest Bid 

Genuine Zero Bid 

Response plac:ed in interval Rs.0-5 

Response placed in interval Rs.5-10 

Response placed in interval Rs.10-15 

Similar adjustments were made for those bidding games wlhere the lowest value in 
the bidding game was Rs.5 per month. 

4. In one bidding game (Standard System Village B2) there was an inconsistency 
between the high and low starting point versions. The low starting point version 
did not contain a bid value of Rs. 15 per month so th,:1.t the bid interval was 
Rs .10-20, whereas the high starting point version contained both intervals Rs .10-
15 and Rs.15-20. The two versions were made consiste,nt by allocating a bid 
received in Rs.10-20 interval in the low starting poimt version to either the 
Rs.10-15 interval or the Rs.15-20 interval based on the value offered for the 
ideal system. If the latter was greater than Rs . 15, the bid was placed in the 
Rs.15-20 interval. Otherwise it was placed in the Rs.10-15 interval. 
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Decis i on t o Install an Electric Motor 

Results of a Logit Model 
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Dependent Variable: Probability That a Household Would Install an Electric Motor 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or Property 

(1 if Yes) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 

Household Dummy 
- A 
- Al 
- Bll 
- Bl2 

Number of Observations 
Log-Likelihood 
Restricted Log-Likelihood 
Chi-Square 
Significance Level 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 4. 71 
- 0.28E-1 

0.34E-2 
0.43 
0.35 
0.67E-5 

1.43 
0.14E- l 
0.34 

- 0. 21 
- 0.78 

0.48 
0.41 

- 1.12 
- 1. 39 
- 0.86 
- 0.87E-l 

(16) 

Proportion Correct Predictions 

T-Ratio 

- 2.74** 
- 0.62 
- 0.54 

0.20 
0.24 
3.12** 

2.46** 
- 0.81 

4.25** 
- 0.42 
- 1. 75* 

1.07 
0.95 

- 1. 72* 
- 1. 86* 
- 1 . 39 
- 0 .11 

244 
- 80.46 
-119.56 

78.20 
0.20E-11 

0.86 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 4.87 

0.65E- 5 

1. 25 

0 . 33 

- 0.78 
0.34 

- 1. 23 
- 1. 22 
- 0.93 

(8) 

T-Ratio 

- 5.40** 

3.26** 

2.43** 

4.31** 

- 1. 82* 
0.83 

- 2.04** 
- 1. 74* 
- 1.65* 

244 
- 82.22 
-119.56 

74 . 68 
0 .32E-13 

0.86 

Mean 
Values 

9.23 
21. 62 
0.26 
0.41 

84432 

0 . 63 
50.29 
8.26 

• 0. 27 
0.55 
0 .43 
0.33 

0.56 
0.32 
0.16 
0.07 
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Decision to Connect to a Piped Water Supply System 

Results of a Logit Model 
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Dependent Variable: Probability that a Household Would Connect to a Piped Water 
Supply System 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or Property 

(1 if Yes) 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Distance from Distribution 

Line 

Number of Observations 
Log-Likelihood 
Restricted Log-Likelihood 
Chi-Square 
Significance Level 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 2.12 
0.75E-l 
0.23E-l 
1. 23 
2.11 
0.46E-5 

0.35 

- 0.98 
- 0.70E-2 

0.13 
- 0.84 
- 0.25 
- 0.26 
- 0.40 

- 0.26E-l 

(14) 

Proportion Correct Predictions 

T-Ratio 

- 1. 59 
1. 38 
1.90* 
0.65 
1. 67* 
1.48 

0.78 

- 1. 37 
- 0.48 

2.27** 
- 1.81* 
- 0.58 
- 0.62 
- 0.85 

- 2.16** 

137 
-75.52 
-93.90 

36. 77 
0.80E-3 

0.74 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 2.25 
0.68E-l 
0.24E-l 

1. 86 
0.46E-5 

- 0 . 99 

0.13 
- 0. 72 

- 0.26E-l 

(8) 

T-Ratio 

- 3.10** 
1. 35 
2.02** 

1. 88* 
1. 56 

- 1. 39 

2.44** 
- 1.65* 

- 2.26** 

137 
- 76. 77 
-93.90 
34.26 
0.36E-4 

0.74 

Mean 
Values 

9.29 
19.00 

0.25 
0.39 

84394 

0.12 
49.80 

7.91 
0.31 
0.49 
0.48 
0.34 

13 .01 
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Statistical Analysis of Willingness to Pay 
for a Standard Piped Water Supply System 
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Results of Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model 

Dependent Variable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's 
WTP Bid Falls 

Parameter Parameter Mean 
Independent Variables Estimate T-Ratio Estimate T-Ratio Values 

Intercept 21. 31 2.40** 20.06 4.40** 
Household Size 0.40 1. 29 0.41 1.58 9.13 
Water Consumption 0.03 0.78 25.04 
Proportion of Adult Women - 11.81 - 0.98 0.26 
Proportion of Children 1.01 0.13 0.42 
Construction Value of House 5.16E-6 - 0.44 84524 
Ownership of Land or Property • 

(1 if Yes) 4.62 1. 75* 5.15 2.08** 0.64 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 7 .11 2.52** 6.76 2.56** 0.29 
Age 0.23 2.33** - 0.27 - 3.28** 50.84 
Education 0.59 1.82* 0.49 1.63 8.67 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 4.02 - 1.44 - 4.27 - 1.65 0.23 
Meter (1 if Yes) 5.18 2 .11** 5.78 2.56** 0.63 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 2.28 - 0.89 0.38 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 0.55 0.23 0.33 

Household Dummy 

Bll 6.02 - 1. 98* - 5.49 - 2.03** 0.36 
Bl2 1.88 - 0.56 0.16 

Starting Point Dummy 
(1 if Low) 6.19 - 2 . 22** - 6.94 - 2 . 60** 0.34 

Number of Observations 106 106 
Mean of Dependent Variable 18.16 18.16 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 12.52 12.52 
F-Value (16,89) 3.31 (9,96) 5.83 
Significance of F-Test 0.00 0.00 
R-Squared 0.37 0.35 
Adjusted R-Squared 0 . 26 0.29 



Table B-4 

Statis t i cal Analysis of Willingnes s to Pay 
for an I mproved Piped Water Supply System by 

Households in Villages with an Exis ting 
Pi ped Water Supply Sys t em 
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Results of Or di nary Least Squares Regre ssion Model 

Dependent Variable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Grune within which Respondent's 
'WTP Bid Falls 

Parruneter 
Independent Variables Estimate 

Intercept 4. 56 
Household Size - 0.19 
Water Consumption - 0.08 
Proportion of Adult Women 14.69 
Proportion of Children 6.54 
Construction Value of House 1. 75E- 5 
Ownership of Land or Property 

(1 if Yes) - 0.68 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 5.42 
Age - 0 . 04 
Education 0.02 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 3.63 
Meter (1 if Yes) 5.61 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) -· 0.88 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 3.06 
Satisfaction (1 if Yes) 0.16 

Household Dummy 
Al 1. 34 

Starting Poi nt Dummy 
(1 if Low) 0.18 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value (16,101) 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R- Squared 

Parruneter 
T-Ratio Est i mate 

0.62 2.10 
- 0.85 - 0.21 
- 1.26 - 0.07 

1. 54 15.33 
1.00 7 . 86 
1. 35 l.93E-5 

- 0.29 

1. 59 5.19 
- 0 . 54 

0.05 
1. 55 3. 18 
2.61** 5.87 
0 .40 
1. 23 3.15 
0.07 

0 .60 

0.09 

118 
13.41 
11. 27 
1. 57 (9,108) 
0 .09 
0.20 
0.07 

T-Ratio 

0.44 
- 1.07 
- 1. 23 

1 . 68* 
1. 31 
1. 65 

1. 68* 

1.49 
2.90** 

1. 34 

118 
13.41 
11. 27 
2.84 
0.00 
0.19 
0.12 

Mean 
Values 

9 . 82 
19.37 

0.26 
• 0 .41 
90669 

0 . 62 

0.14 
49.57 

8.22 
0.33 
0.53 
0.48 
0.31 
0.62 

0.59 

0 . 51 
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Distribution of 'WTP Bids : 

Tariff Rates , Connection Frequencies, and Revenue Potential 
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Table C-1 

Distribution of WTP Bids for a Standard Piped Water System 
in Villages without an Operational Piped Water Supply 

Mean Household Group 

Bid* Bll Bl2 

(Rs.) No. %** No. % 

0 1 2.5 0 0 
2.5 0 0 1 5.6 
7.5 10 25.0 2 11.1 

12.5 5 12.5 4 22.2 
17.5 14 35.0 8 44.4 
22.5 6 15.0 2 11.1 
27.5 0 0 0 0 
32.5 1 2.5 0 0 
37.5 0 0 0 0 
45.0 0 0 0 0 
50 2 5.0 1 5.6 

No Response 1 2.5 0 0 

Total 40 100.0 18 100.0 

Valid Response 39 97.5 18 100.0 

No. of Bids 28 70.0 15 83.3 
> Rs.10 

Mean Bid*** 16.67 16.81 
(Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 20.54 19.00 
> Rs. 10 

(Rs.) 

Note: The following applies to Tables C-1 to C-3. 
* Mean bids are the mid-points of the intervals in which the 

respondent's bids fell (except O and 50). 
** % is computed over the number of total responses. 

*** Mean bid is computed over the number of valid responses. 

B2 

No. 

2 
0 

12 
17 

5 
9 
1 
1 
0 
0 

11 

1 

59 

58 

44 

20.73 

25.28 

7 

% 

3 .4 
0 

a>.3 
28.8 
8.5 

15.3 
1.7 
1.7 
0 

•o 
18.6 

1.7 

100.0 

~.3 

74.6 
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Table C- 2 

Dist r ibut ion of VTP Bi ds for a Standalr d Piped 
Water Sys tem wit h a Flexible Financing Arrangement 

in Villages wit hout an Operat i onal Piped Water Supply 

Mean Household Group 

Bid Bl2 E12 

(Rs.) No. % No. % 

0 0 0 4 6.8 
2.5 0 0 7 11. 9 
7.5 4 22.2 2 3.4 

12.5 0 0 4 6.8 
17.5 8 44.4 12 20.3 
22.5 1 5.6 7 11.9 
27.5 2 11.1 2 3.4 
32.5 0 0 2 3.4 
37 . 5 1 5.6 4 6.8 
45.0 0 0 0 0 • 

so 1 5.6 13 22.0 

No Response 1 5 . 6 2 3.4 

Total 18 100.0 59 100.0 

Valid Response 17 94.4 57 96.6 

No. of Bids 13 72.2 44 74.6 
> Rs.10 

Mean Bid (Rs.) 19. 71 24 . 04 

Mean of Bids 23.46 30.40 
> Rs.10 (Rs.) 



Mean 

Bid 

(Rs.) 

0 
2 . 5 
7 . 5 

12.5 
17.5 
22.5 
27 . 5 
32.5 
37.5 
45.0 

50 

No Response 

Total 

Valid Response 

No. of Bids 
> Rs.10 

Mean Bid (Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 
> Rs.10 

(Rs.) 

Table C-3 

Distribution of WTP Bids for an Improved 
Piped Water Supply in Villages with an 

Operational Piped Water System 

Household Group 

Al A2 

No. % No. % No. 

7 8.9 9 13.8 7 
1 1. 3 3 4.6 3 

23 29.1 12 18.5 9 
4 5.1 8 12.3 4 

27 34.2 13 20 . 0 21 
5 6.3 6 9.2 4 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1. 5 2 
2 2.5 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 
2 2.5 1 1. 5 1 

8 10.1 12 18.5 12 

79 100.0 65 100.0 65 

71 89.9 53 81. 5 53 

40 50.6 29 44.6 34 

13.87** 12.12 

20.25 18.79 
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A2* 

% 

10.8 
4.6 

13.8 
6.1 

32.3 
6.1 

0 
3.1 

0 
3.1 
1. 5 

18.5 

100.0 

81. 5 

52.3 

14.86 

20.96 

* WTP bids for a standard system with a flexible financing arrangement. 

• 

** Mean bid would be Rs .15 .19 if it is assumed that nobody at present connected 
at a tariff of Rs.10 per month would disconnect if the service level is 
improved at the same tariff. 



Monthly 
Tariff (Rs.) 

0 

2.5 

7.5 

12.5 

17 . 5 

22.5 

27 .5 

32.5 

37.5 

45.0 

so 

Table C-4 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Provision of a Standard Piped Water System 

in a Type Bl Village 

Households Estimated Revenue 
Connected(%)* (Rs. per 100 hhs.) 

100.0 0 

96.6 242 

94.8 711 

74.1 926 

58.6 1026 

20.7 466 

6.9 190 

6.9 224 

5.2 195 

5.2 234 

5.2 260 
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.. 

* The overall connection frequency for the Type Bl village is derived from 
the responses of Bll and Bl2 households presented in Table C-1. The 
weightage is based on their respective proportions in the sample, .69 
and . 31. 
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Table C-5 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Provision of a Standard Piped Water System 

in a Type B2 Village 

Without Flexible Financing With Flexible Financing 
Monthly 
Tariff Households Estimated Households Estimated 
(Rs.) Connected Revenue Connected Revenue 

(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 
households) households) 

0 100.0 0 100.0 0 

2.5 94 .9 237 89.8 225 

7.5 94.9 712 77. 9 584 

12.5 74.6 933 74.5 931 
• 

17.5 45.8 802 67.7 1185 

22.5 37.3 839 47.4 1067 

27.5 22.0 605 35.5 976 

32 . 5 20.3 660 32.1 1043 

37.5 18.6 698 28.7 1076 

45.0 18.6 837 21. 9 986 

so 18.6 930 21. 9 1096 



Monthly 
Tariff (Rs. ) 

0 

2.5 

7.5 

12.5 

17.5 

22.5 

27.5 

32.5 

37.5 

45.0 

50 

Table C-6 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Provision of an Improved Piped Water System 

in a Type A Village 

Households 
Connected(%)* 

100.0 

75.0 

72.2 

47.9 

39.6 

11.8 

4.1 

4.1 

3.5 

2.1 

2.1 

Estimated Revenue 
(Rs. per 100 hhs.) 

0 

188 

542 

599 

693 

266 

113 

133 

131 

95 

105 
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.. 

* The overall connection frequency for the Type A village is derived from 
the responses of Al and A2 households presented in Table C-3. The weightage 
is based on their respective proportions in the sample, .55 and .45. 
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Table C-7 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Responses to Different Options by Unconnected 

Households in a Village with an Operational 
Piped Water Supply 

Improved System Standard System with 
Monthly Flexible Financing 
Tariff 
(Rs.) Households Estimated Households Estimated 

Connected Revenues Connected Revenues 
(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 

households) households) 

0 100.0 0 100.0 0 

2.5 67.7 169 70.7 177 

7.5 63.1 473 66.1 496 

12.5 44.6 558 52.3 654 
.. 

17.5 32.3 565 46.2 809 

22.5 12.3 277 13.9 313 

27.5 3.1 85 7.8 215 

32.5 3.1 101 7.8 254 

37.5 1. 6 60 4.7 176 

45.0 1. 6 72 4.7 212 

so 1. 6 80 1. 6 80 



• 
Appendix-D 

Statistical Tables 



Area* (acres) 

Population* 

Household Size* 

(from sample, 1988) 

Literacy Ratio* 

% Males - Matric and 
above 

% Females - Matric 
and above 

Presence of Facilities 

Electricity 

Table D-1 

Village Profiles 
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Gatwala Santpura Bhaiwala Akalgarh Manawala Sudhar 

1899 

6181 

6.7 

(10) 

38.6 

10.4 

3.1 

Yes 

1999 

7339 

6.8 

(8) 

32.3 

8.4 

1.4 

Yes 

2342 

11049 

6.5 

(9) 

32.8 

11.6 

2.0 

Yes 

2384 

7885 

6.5 

(9) 

30.1 

9.5 

2.6 

Yes 

20586 

7.1 

(9) 

58.5 

24.0 

14.1 

Yes 

2121 

8333 

6.5 

(9) 

19.7 

3.9 

0.6 

Yes 

* Figures from 1981 Population Census. All others from field visit. 

• 



Table D- 2 
Village Profiles* 
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Gatwala Santpura Bhaiwala Akalgarh Manawala Sudhar 

Household Size 

Percentage of: 
-Adult Women in Hhold 
-Children in Household 

Years of Education of 
Most Educated: 
-Member of Household 
-Woman in Household 

Essential Water Con
sumption (liters/ 

capita/day) 

Households Involved in 
Farming(%) 

Households Owning 
Animals (%) 

Water Consumption of 
Animals (liters/ 

10.0 

28 
35 

10 
6 

30 

22 

42 

animal/day) 62 

Households with Land 
or Other Property(%) 63 

Construction Value of 
House ('000 Rs.) 200 

Households with External 
Exposure (%) 46 

Households that Believe 
Water should be Supplied 
Free (%) 59 

Households that Believe 
Water can be Suppl ied 
Free(%) 27 

Households that Believe 
Water Supply Systems 
should be Managed by 
PHED (%) 61 

Households that Favor 
Metering of Water(%) 85 

8.1 

28 
37 

8 
4 

35 

27 

so 

63 

63 

144 

48 

52 

29 

75 

87 

8.6 

28 
37 

9 
5 

32 

19 

52 

63 

67 

143 

32 

53 

33 

62 

93 

9.2 

28 
34 

10 
6 

29 

20 

49 

so 

60 

149 

52 

54 

24 

62 

77 

* All statistics are derived from the sample observations. 

8.9 

28 
40 

8 
4 

31 

9 

28 

76 

35 

125 

25 

47 

19 

72 

75 

8.7 

29 
40 

7 
2 

31 

18 

52 

35 

38 

90 

28 

52 

31 

67 

78 

.. 
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Table D-3 

Profiles by Village and Household Type* 

Village Type Household Type 

A Bl B2 Al A2 

Household Size 9 9 9 9 8 

Percentage of: 
Adult Women in Household 28 28 28 29 28 

- Children in Household 40 35 36 39 42 

Years of Education of Most Educated: 
- Member of Household 7 9 9 8 6 
- Woman in Household 3 5 5 4 2 

Essential Water Consumption 
(liters/capita/day) 31 31 33 31 31 

Households Involved in Farming (%) 13 19 25 12 18 

Households Owning Animals(%) 40 51 46 37 47 .. 
Water Consumption of Animals 

(liters/animal/day) 48 57 63 53 35 

Households with Land or Other 
Property(%) 37 64 63 40 27 

Construction Value of House 
('000 Rs.) 108 146 169 121 69 

Households with External Exposure 
(%) 27 43 47 28 21 

Households that Believe Water should 
be Suppl ied Free(%) so 53 55 46 59 

Households that Believe Water can be 
Supplied Free (%) 25 28 28 21 37 

Households that Believe Water Supply 
Systems should be Managed by PHED 
(%) 69 62 69 70 69 

Households that Favor Metering of 
Water(%) 76 85 86 80 65 

* All statistics are derived from the sample observations. 
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Table D-4 

Pattern of Household Choice over Available 
Service Options and Approximate Private Costs 

Available Service Options 

Manual Motorized Domestic Domestic Domestic 
Village Type/Costs Handpwnp Handpwnp Connection Connection Connection 

Only Only* Only + Manual +Motorized 
Handpwnp Handpump 

Type A Village: 
No. of households 42 8 13 80 58 
% of households 20.8 4.0 6.4 39.6 28.7 

Type B Village: 
No. of households 112 181 NA** NA NA 
% of households 38.2 61. 8 NA NA NA 

Costs**** (Rs.) 

Capital: Handpwnp 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Motor 2000 2000 

Overhead Tank 500 500 
Connection Cost 500 500 500 

Total 1000 3500 500 1500 4000 

0 & M Handpwnp 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
(per Motor 9.5 9 . 5 
month) Electricity NA*** NA*** 

Tariff 12 12 12 

Total 3.5 13.0+ 12 15.5 25.0+ 

* A motorized handpwnp can be used manually in case of power failures. 
** N.A. indicates service level not available. Domestic connections are 

not available in Type B villages. 
*** Respondents were unable to estimate the electricity charges attribut

able to operating the motor. 
**** Capital costs are approximate values in current prices; O&M costs are 

obtained from sample responses. 

.. 



R e a s o n 

Table D-5 

Reasons Mentioned by Households Ever Connected 
to Piped Water System for Obtaining a Domestic 

Connection - Type A Village 
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% of Households Indicating Reason as 

Reason No.l Reason No.2 

Health Considerations 74.8 14.9 

Clean Water 11. 9 39.6 

Convenience 9.3 32.1 

Other Reasons 4.0 13.3 

.. 



R e a s o n 

High Cost 

High Tariff 

Low Pressure 

Table D-6 

Reasons Mentioned by Households Unconnected 
to Piped Water System for Not Obtaining a 

Domestic Connection - Type A Village 
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% of Households Indicating Reason as 

Reason No.l Reason No.2 

74.S 7.8 

3.9 39.2 

9.8 2.0 

Low Reliability 0.0 3.9 

No Need 11.8 0.0 

No Response 0.0 47.1 

• 
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Table D-7 

Relationship between Economic Standimg and 
Choice of Service Level - Type A Village 

Village* 

Choice of Service Level Manawala Sudhar 

No. % Average Value No. % Average Value 
of House (Rs.) of House (Rs.) 

No Private Facility 1 1.0 15,000 

Manual Handpump Only 26 24.5 67,423 16 16.7 53,437 

Motorized Pump Only 2 1. 9 60,000 6 6.3 133,333 

Domestic Connection 12 11.3 72,083 1 1.0 15,000 
Only 

Manual Handpump and 44 41. 5 142,380 36 37.5 75,735 
Domestic Connection 

Motorized Pump and 22 20.8 193 , 181 36 37.5 115,833 
Domestic Connection 

Total 106 100.0 124,692 96 100.0 89,680 

* The average value of a house is significantly different in the two 
villages. Therefore, their statistics are presented separately. 

13 

• 



Table D-8 

Level of Satisfaction with Piped Water 
Supply System - Type A Village 

Level of Satisfaction 
Al 

Households 
A2 

Households 

No. % No. % 

Satisfied 51 33.8 28 54.9 

Not Satisfied 100 66.2 20 39.2 

No Response 0 0.0 3 5.9 

Total 151 100.0 51 100.0 
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Total 

No. % 

79 39.1 

120 59.4 

3 1. 5 

202 100.0 

• 



Table D-9 

Major Shortcomings of Piped Supply System 
Mentioned by Households Dissatisfied with 

the System - Type A Village 
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% of Households Indicating Characteristic as 

Characteristic Shortcoming# 1 Shortcoming# 2 

All Connected All Connected 
Households Households Households Households 

Reliability* 70.0 69.0 32.5 33.0 

Insufficient Supply** 15.8 17.0 21. 7 22.0 

Maintenance/Design*** 10.0 10.0 15.8 15.0 

Interaction with Staff**** 4.2 4.0 20.8 21.0 

No Response 0.0 0.0 9.2 9.0 

* Includes: Insufficient pressure, frequent failures, and power 
breakdowns. 

** Includes: Insufficient hours and low storage capacity. 
*** Includes: Sub-standard material and lack of cleanliness. 

**** Includes: Irresponsible, uncooperative, and corrupt staff. 

• 



Table D-10 

Extent of Information Regarding 
Parameters of Piped Water Systems 
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Village Type 

Parameter A Bl B2 

Manawala Sudhar 
Al A2 Al A2 

Price Charged(% responding yes) 96 NA* 

Billing Frequency (no. of times 
per year) Mean 2.0 NA 

Std. Dev. 0.2 NA 
% of hhs responding 96 NA 

Existing Monthly Tariff (Rs.) 
Mean 12.0 12.0 NA 11.0 15.6 16.9 
Std. Dev. 2.3 1.0 NA 1.0 7.0 11.9 

% of hhs responding 100 68 NA 30 18 14 

Connection Fee (Rs.) 
Mean 180 257 85 86 79 144 
Std. Dev. 224 203 2.8 6.3 42 129 

% of hhs responding 87 57 100 78 4 9 

Connection Costs (Rs.) 
Mean 721 947 443 445 453 503 
Std. Dev. 357 782 204 267 634 495 

% of hhs responding 100 82 100 87 42 17 

Total No. of Hours of Water Supply 
per Day Mean 5.6 5.5 3.0 3.1 4.8 5.3 

Std. Dev. 1.0 1.1 0.8 1. 6 2.0 1. 9 
% of hhs responding 100 86 97 74 28 43 

No. of Hours of Additional Supply 
Required to Meet Needs 

Mean 3.4 2.4 
Std. Dev. 4.6 2.9 

% of hhs responding 99 99 

Frequency of Supply Failure** 
Mean 0.5 1.8 
Std. Dev. 0.9 0.9 

% of hhs responding 100 100 

.. 

* The supply in Sudhar was less than 6 months old and the first billing had 
not been made at the time of the survey. Responses to some questions were 
not obtained because of the misinterpretation of a skip instruction in the 
questionnaire. 

** For explanation of index see Table A-11. 



Table D-11 

Cost of Piped Water Systems 

Costs 

Capital Cost (Rs./Capita) 
Total Capital Cost* ('000 Rs.) 

O&M Costs at 3% of Capital Costs (Rs./Month) 
Charges/hh/month** for full recovery of 
O&M costs at a connection frequency of: 

O&M 

(Rs.) 100% 

Costs at 5% of Capital Costs 

75% 
50% 

(Rs./Month) 
Charges/hh/month for full recovery of 
O&M costs at a connection frequency of: 
(Rs.) 100% 

75% 
50% 

Tubewell 
Based 

300 
3000 

7500 

6.67 
8.90 

13.35 

12,500 

11.12 
14. 83 
22.24 

* For average village size of 10,000 inhabitants. 
** Average household size in the brackish water zone is 8.9. 
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Canal Water 
Based 

500 
5000 

12500 

11.12 
14.83 
22.24 

20,833 

18.53 
24. 71 
37.07 

• 



Table D-12 
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Perceptions Regarding Quality of Waiter 

Perceptions 

Piped Water: (% responding yes) 

Satisfaction with taste 
Satisfaction with cleanliness 
Satisfaction with hygiene 

Alternative Water: (% responding 
yes) 

Satisfaction with taste 
Satisfaction with cleanliness 
Satisfaction with hygiene 

% of households that have visited 
village with operational piped 
water system 

% of households that feel piped 
water would be superior to 
available water 

Al 

98.7 
97.4 
93.4 

19.2 
92. 7 
17.9 

Type of Household 

A2 

41. 2 
96.1 
37.3 

Bl 

23.5 
89.5 
14.0 

52.0 

90.0 

B2 

72.0 
94.6 
36.6 

63.0 

92.0 

• 



Table D- 13 

Household Preference Regarding Responsibility f or 
Operation and Maintenance of Piped Vater Sys tems 

Type of Household 
Management 
Option Al A2 Bl B2 

(%) (%) (%) (%) 

PHED (Government Agency) 69.5 68.6 62.0 68.8 

Local Councils 9.3 9.8 14.5 7.5 
(Elected Political Body) 

Village Committee 9.9 9.8 11.0 6.5 

Private Entrepreneur 2.0 0 2.0 3.2 

Indifferent 9.3 11.8 10.5 14.0 
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Total 
(%) 

66.3 

11.1 

9.7 

2.0 

10.9 

• 



Appendix-E 

Multivariate Analysis of Household Choice 

and 

Factors Affecting Willingness to Pay 

• 



Table E-1 

Decision to Ins tall an Electric Motor 

Results of a Logit Model 
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Dependent Variable: Probability That a Household Would I nstall an Electric Motor 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Expenditure per Capita 

Squared 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or 

Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative 

Water (1 if Satisfied) 
Time 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 

Household Dununy 
Al 
A2 
Bl 

Number of Observations 
Log -Likelihood 
Restricted Log-Likelihood 
Chi-Square 
Significance Level 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 1.54 
0.38E -1 
0.20E-2 

- 0.97E-1 
- 1.49 
- 0.42 

0.53E-3 

0.62E-6 
0.36E-5 

0.79 

- 0.23 
O.lOE-2 
0.37E-3 
0.13 

- 0.15 
- 0.12 

0.49E-1 

- 0.60 
- 1. 36 
- 0. 19 

(19) 

Proportion Correct Predictions 

T-Ratio 

- 1.60 
1.21 
0 .49 

- 1.48 
- 1. 32 
- 0.58 

0 . 22 

0.20 
2.46** 

3.30** 

- 0.86 
1. 50 
0.04 
4.26** 

- 0.48 
- 0.57 
- 0. 21 

- 1 . 88* 
- 2 . 81** 
- 0.62 

481 
-264.51 
- 333.38 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 1. 72 
0.19E-1 

- 0.11 
- 1.05 

0.41E-5 

0.76 

- 0 . 20 
0.83E-3 

0.14 

0.47 
- 1. 29 

137.73 (10) 
0.32E- 13 

0.73 

T-Ratio 

- 3.67** 
0.74 

- 1. 74* 
- 1.19 

2.85** 

3 . 30** 

- 0.76 
1. 25 

4 . 63** 

1.88* 
- 2.93** 

481 
-266 . 02 
-333.38 
134.72 

0.32E-13 

0 . 74 

Mean 
Values 

8.87 
31. 23 

0 . 88 
0.28 
0.37 

216.81 

72939 
135330 
• 

0.53 

0.23 
93.78 
51.38 

9.12 
0.18 
0.52 
0.38 

0.30 
0.11 
0.40 
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Table E-2 

Decision to Connect to a Piped Water Supply System 

Results of a Logit Model 

Dependent Variable : Probability That a Household Would Connect to a 
Piped Water Supply System 

Parameter Parameter 
Independent Variables Estimate T-Ratio Estimate T-Ratio 

Intercept 3.29 1. 38 0.96 0.75 
Household Size 0.87E-1 1. 36 0.66E-1 1.09 
Water Consumption - 0.69E-2 - 0.86 
Animals 0.11 0.61 
Proportion of Adult Women - 2.57 - 0 . 88 
Proportion of Children - 4.03 - 2.08** - 2.29 - 2.34** 
Expenditure per Capita - 0.12E-1 - 1.45 - 0.13E-1 - 1. 60 
Expenditure per Capita 

Squared 0.23E-4 - 1. 56 0.25E-4 1. 59 
Construction Value of House 0.76E-5 1. 64 0.82E-5 1.87* 
Ownership of Land or 

Property (1 if Yes) - 0.13 - 0.22 
Quality of Alternative 

Water (1 if Satisfied) - 0.78 - 1. 75* - 0.68 - 1. 54 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 0. 77 1. 37 0.67 1. 24 
Age - 0.17E-l - 1.09 
Education 0.12 2.14** 0.12 2.32** 
Occupation (1 if Farming) - 1. 95 - 2.66** - 1. 74 - 2.81** 
Meter (1 if Yes) 1.02 2.19** 0.95 2.12** 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) - 0.28 - 0.68 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) - 0.44E-l - 0.09 
Distance from Distribution 

Line 0.66E-l - 2.18** - 0.64E-l - 2.23** 
Village Dummy 

- Sudhar 0.49 1.13 0.43 1.05 

Number of Observations 196 196 
Log-Likelihood - 82 . 38 - 84.04 
Restricted Log-Likelihood -112. 36 - 112. 36 
Chi-Square (19) 59.96 (12) 56.64 
Significance Level 0.39E-5 0.25E-8 

Proportion Correct Predictions 0.82 0.81 

Mean 
Values 

8.82 
31.08 
0.68 
0.28 
0.40 

203.67 

57177 
1~8640 

0.37 

0.26 

0.34 
51.12 
7.83 
0.13 
0. 77 
0.50 
0.28 

5.86 

0.48 
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Table E-3 

Statistical Analysis of Willingness to Pay for a 
Standard Piped Water System 

Results of Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model 

Dependent Variable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which 
Respondent's vITP Bid Falls 

Parameter Parameter 
Independent Variables Estimate T-Ratio Estimate T-Ratio 

Intercept 34.99 4.00** 32.51 5.50* 
Household Size 0.48 1. 63 0.57 2.16** 
Water Consumption 0.08 1. 96* 0.08 2.10** 
Animals 0.31 0.50 
Proportion of Adult Women - 6.48 - 0.60 
Proportion of Children - 2.18 - 0. 31 
Expenditure per Capita 0.02 1. 37 0.02 1. 73* 
Expenditure per Capita Squared - 1. 20 - 1.25 - 1.31E-5 - 1.41 
Construction Value of House 8.00E-6 0.84 
Ownership of Land or 

Property (1 if Yes) - 2.04 - 0.84 
Quality of Alternative 

Water (1 if Satisfied) - 3.27 - 1. 30 - 3.47 - 1.41 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 0.95 0.41 
Time 0.01 1. 99** 0.01 2.10** 
Age - 0.21 - 2. 71** - 0.20 - 2.88** 
Education 0.12 0.43 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 0.86 0.30 
Meter (1 if Yes) 5.58 2 .11** 5.36 2.06** 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) - 0.42 - 0.21 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 4.04 1. 79* 4.09 1.88* 
Awareness of Water 

Systems (1 if Yes) 0.01 0.01 

Household Dummy 
Al - 17.18 - 5.62** - 17.52 - 6.64** 
A2 - 31. 57 - 7.58** - 32.60 - 9.00** 
B2 3.03 - 1.03 2.97 - 1.04 

Starting Point Dummy 
(1 if High) 0.10 0.05 

Number of Observations 481 481 
Mean of Dependent Variable 30.47 30.47 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 25.63 25.63 
F-Value (23,457) 8.62 (12,468) 16.61 
Significance of F-Test 0.00 0.00 
R-Squared 0.30 0.30 
Adjusted R-Squared 0.27 0.28 

Mean 
Values 

8.87 
31. 23 

0 . 88 
0.28 
0.37 

216.81 
72939 

135326 .. 
0.53 

0.23 

0.51 
93.78 
51. 38 
9.12 
0.18 
0.82 
0.52 
0.38 

0.74 

0.30 
0.11 
0.19 

0.50 
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Table E-4 

Statistical Analysis of Willingness to Pay for an 
Improved Piped Water System 

Results of Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model 

Dependent Variable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which 
Respondent's WTP Bid Falls 

Parameter Parameter 
Independent Variables Estimate T-Ratio Estimate T-Ratio 

Intercept 37.46 3.39** 36.32 4.71** 
Household Size 0.89 2 . 36** 0.92 2.64** 
Water Consumption 0.11 2.31** 0.11 2.29** 
Animals 0.45 0.57 
Proportion of Adult Women - 1.13 - 0.08 
Proportion of Children - 2.24 - 0.26 
Expenditure per Capita 0.03 1. 97** 0.04 2.12** 
Expenditure per Capita 

Squared - 2.08E-5 - 1. 72* - 2.19E-5 - 1. 83* 
Construction Value of House 1.77E-5 1.47 1.97E-5 1. 72* 
Ownership of Land or Property 

(1 if Yes) 1. 94 0.63 
Quality of Alternative Water 

(1 if Satisfied) - 8.55 - 2.69** - 8.52 - 2.73** 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 1. 75 0.60 
Time 0.02 1.96* 0.01 1.99** 
Age - 0.31 - 3.09** - 0.31 - 3.44** 
Education 0.69 1.98** 0. 77 2.31** 
Occupation (1 if Farming) - 2.44 - 0.67 
Meter (1 if Yes) 7.14 2.14** 7.03 2.14** 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) - 0.41 - 0.16 
External Exposure . (1 if Yes) 5.28 1.86* 5.51 1. 97** 
Awareness of Water Systems 

(1 if Yes) - 2.70 - 0.78 

Household Dummy 
Al -14.30 - 3.70** -16.25 - 4.84** 
A2 -20.82 - 3.96** -23.48 - 4.95** 
B2 - 4.52 - 1. 22 - 5.19 - 1.43 

Startring Point Dummy 
(1 if High) 1. 29 0.50 

Number of Observations 481 481 
Mean of Dependent Variable 46. 77 46. 77 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 31. 72 31. 72 
F-Value (23 , 457) 7 . 51 (14,466) 12.35 
Significance of F-Test 0.00 0.00 
R-Squared 0.27 0.27 
Adjusted R-Squared 0.24 0.25 

Mean 
Values 

8.87 
31. 23 

0.88 
0.28 
0.37 

216.81 

72939 
1-5326 

0.53 

0.23 

0.51 
93.78 
51.38 
9.12 
0.18 
0.82 
0.52 
0.38 

0.74 

0.30 
0.11 
0.19 

0.50 



Table E-5 

Statistical Analysis of Willingness to Pay for a 
Standard Piped Water System - Type A Village 
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Results of Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model 

Dependent Variable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's 
WTP Bid Falls 

Parameter Parameter Mean 
Independent Variables Estimate T-Ratio Estimate T-Ratio Values 

Intercept - 6.79 - 0.79 - 3.18 - 0. 77 
Household Size 0.11 0.48 8.82 
Water Consumption - 0.05 - 1. 53 - 0.04 - 1.43 31.08 
Animals 1. 93 3.50** 1.96 3.73** 0.68 
Proportion of Adult Women 0.39 0.04 0.29 
Proportion of Children 3.19 0.47 0.40 
Expenditure per Capita 0.07 3.21** 0.06 3.39** 203.67 
Expenditure per Capita 

Squared - 6.55E-5 - 2.42** - 5.90E-5 - 2.47** 57177 
Construction Value of House - 5.81E-6 - 0.87 1')8638 
Ownership of Land or 

Property (1 if Yes) - 0.41 - 0.21 0.37 
Quality of Alternative 

Water (1 if Satisfied) - 0.60 - 0.32 0.26 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 0.03 0.02 0.34 
Time 2.13E-3 0.09 12.16 
Age - 0.06 - 1.07 - 0.07 - 1. 39 51.12 
Education - 0.05 - 0.26 7.83 
Occupation (1 if Farming) - 2.52 - 0.91 - 3.67 - 1. 59 0.13 
Meter (1 if Yes) 2.70 1.45 2.57 1.46 0. 77 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 0. 72 0.45 0.50 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 1. 66 0.92 0.28 
Satisfaction (1 if Yes) - 1.05 - 0.64 0.39 
Village Dummy 

Sudhar 2.85 1. 64 3.03 2.02** 0.48 

Household Dummy 
Al 16.19 7.13** 16.00 9.38** 0.74 

Starting Point Dummy 
(1 if High) 0.48 0.30 0.50 

Number of Observations 196 196 
Mean of Dependent Variable 16.49 16.49 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 13.18 13.18 
F-Value (22,173) 6.32 (9,186) 15.96 
Significance of F-Test 0.00 0.00 
R-Squared 0.45 0.44 
Adjusted R-Squared 0.38 0.41 
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Table E- 6 

Statistical Analysis of Willingness to Pay f or an 
Improve d Piped Water Syst em - Type A Vi l l age 

Results of Ordinary Lea st Squar es Regr ession Model 

Dependent Var iable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's 
WTP Bid Falls 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Expenditure per Capita 

Squared 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or 

Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative Water 

(1 if Satisfied) 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 
Time 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Satisfaction (1 if Yes) 
Village Dummy 

Sudhar 

Household Dummy 
Al 

Starting Point Dummy 
(1 if High) 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

9.53 
0.89 

- 0.06 
0.31 

-21.94 
- 2.69 

0 . 14 

- 1. 28E-4 
- l.44E- 5 

7.05 

- 9.30 

1.50 
0 . 05 

- 0.19 
0.11 

- 4.95 
5.44 

- 1.03 
4.03 

- 1.43 

- 0.41 

10.63 

4 . 01 

(22,173) 

T-Ratio 

0.59 
2.08** 

- 0.92 
0.30 

- 1.12 
- 0.21 

3.47** 

- 2.51** 
- 1.14 

1. 91* 

- 2.63** 

0.42 
1.06 

- 1. 75* 
0.30 

- 0.95 
1. 55 

- 0.34 
1.19 

- 0.47 

- 0.13 

2.49** 

1. 36 

196 
33.06 
22.02 

3.35 
0.00 
0.30 
0.21 

Parameter 
Estimate 

3 . 22 
0.99 

-22.03 

0.14 

- 1. 42E-4 
- l.22E - 5 

6.40 

- 9.56 

0.05 
- 0.19 

5.65 

3 . 88 

12.30 

4.02 

(13,182) 

T-Ratio 

0.35 
2.44** 

- 1. 86* 

3.91** 

- 2.97** 
- 1.02 

2.04** 

- 2.80** 

1.24 
- 1 . 90* 

1. 69* 

1.21 

3.15** 

1.42 

196 
33.06 
22.02 

5.66 
0.00 
0.29 
0.24 

Mean 
Values 

8.82 
31. 08 
0.68 
0 . 29 
0.40 

203.67 

57177 
1')8638 

0.37 

0.26 

0.34 
12.16 
51.12 
7.83 
0.13 
0. 77 
0.50 
0.28 
0.39 

0.48 

0.74 

0.50 
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Statistical Analysis of Willingness to Pay for a 
Standard Piped Water System - Type B Village 
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Results of Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model 

Dependent Variable: Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's 
WTP Bid Falls 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Expenditure per Capita 

Squared 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or 

Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative Water 

(1 if Satisfied) 
Private Water Source 

(1 if Motor) 
Time 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Awareness of Water Systems 

(1 if Yes) 

Household Dummy 
Bl 

Starting Point Dummy 
(1 if High) 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

33.36 
0.90 
0.15 

- 0.76 
-11. 38 
- 6.59 

0.01 

- 9.61E-6 
2.lOE-5 

- 2.04 

- 5.59 

- 0.80 
0.01 

- 0.35 
0.41 
2.43 
7.99 

- 0.39 
4.93 

- 1.40 

3.00 

- 1.00 

(21,263) 

T-Ratio 

2.42** 
1. 86* 
2.46** 

- 0.80 
- 0.73 
- 0.64 

0.67 

- 0.74 
1. 26 

- 0.54 

- 1. 32 

- 0.22 
1. 58 

- 2.73** 
0.86 
0.57 
1. 75* 

- 0.12 
1.40 

- 0.41 

0 . 82 

- 0.31 

285 
40.09 
27.62 
1. 75 
0.02 
0.12 
0.05 

Parameter 
Estimate 

33.06 
0.67 
0.15 

2.07E-5 

- 6.42 

0.01 
- 0.31 

7.40 

5.11 

(8,276) 

T-Ratio 

4.00** 
1. 76* 
2.65** 

1.41 

- 1. 63 

1.64 
- 2.69** 

1.67* 

1. 55 

285 
40.09 
27.62 
4.20 
0.00 
0.11 
0.08 

Mean 
Values 

8.90 
31.34 
1.02 
0.28 
0.36 

225.86 

83779 
~3681 

0.64 

0.21 

0.62 
149.92 

51. 56 
10.01 

0.22 
0.85 
0.54 
0.45 

0.57 

0.68 

0.50 
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Distribution of WTP Bids for a standard Piped water System 

Mean* Village Type 

Bid A Bl B2 

(Rs.) No. % No. % No. % 

0 16 7.9 3 1.5 3 3.2 
5.0 13 6.4 0 0 1 1.1 
7.5 22 10.9 4 2.0 5 5.4 

12.5 50 24.8 25 12.5 11 11.8 
17.5 53 26.2 9 4.5 3 3.2 
25.0 29 14.4 47 23.5 22 23.7 
35.0 14 6.9 20 10.0 11 11.8 
45.0 2 1. 0 39 19.5 18 19.4 
62.5 1 0.5 38 19.0 13 14.0 
87.5 1 0.5 2 1. 0 2 2.2 
100+ 1 0.5 13 6.5 4 4. 3 " 

Total 202 100.0 200 100.0 93 100.0 

No. of Bids 151 74.8 193 96.5 84 90.3 
> Rs.12 

Mean Bid 16.42 41.19 36.92 
(Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 20.65 42.52 40.40 
> Rs.12 (Rs.) · 

Mean of Bids 3.91 4.29 4.50 
< Rs.12 (Rs.) 

Note: The following applies to Tables F-1 to F-4. 
* Mean bids are the mid-points of the intervals in which the 

respondent's bids fell (except o, 5, and 100). All genuine zero 
bids are included in O; all bids greater than zero and less 
than or equal to Rs.5 are included in 5; and all bids equal to 
or greater than Rs.100 are included in 100+. 
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Mean 

Distribution of WTP Bids f or an Improved Piped Water system 

Village Type 

Bid A Bl B2 

(Rs.) No. % No. % No. % 

0 4 2.0 0 0 1 1.1 
5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7.5 6 3.0 2 1. 0 2 2.2 

12.5 26 12.9 6 3.0 3 3 . 2 
17.5 29 14.4 11 5.5 6 6.5 
25.0 47 23.3 22 11.0 8 8.6 
35.0 32 15.8 29 14.5 15 16.1 
45 . 0 32 15.8 37 18.5 23 24.7 
62 . 5 19 9.4 43 21. 5 22 23.7 
87.5 2 1. 0 24 12.0 5 5.4 

100+ 5 2.5 26 13.0 8 8. fT 

Total 202 100.0 200 100.0 93 100.0 

No. of Bids 192 95.0 198 99.0 90 96.8 
> Rs.12 

Mean Bid 32.60 58.04 50.81 
(Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 34.06 58.55 52.33 
> Rs.12 (Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 4 . 50 7.50 5.00 
< Rs.12 (Rs.) 
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Distribution of WTP Bids for a standard Piped water system 
with Alternative Financing Arrangements: A2 Households 

Mean Financing Arrangement 

Bid Existing system Arrangement 1* Arrangement 2** 

(Rs.) No. % No. % No. % 

0 16 31. 4 7 13.7 4 7.8 
5.0 13 25.5 8 15.7 2 3.9 
7.5 22 43.2 12 23.6 13 25.4 

12.5 0 0 15 29.4 9 17.6 
17.5 0 0 5 9.8 12 23.5 
25.0 0 0 3 5.9 7 13.7 
35.0 0 0 1 2.0 3 5.9 
45.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
62.5 0 0 0 0 1 2.0 
87.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 

Total 51 100.0 51 100 .0 51 100.0 

No. of Bids 0 0 24 47.06 32 62.75 
> Rs.12 

Mean Bid 3.91 9.76 15.24 
(Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 16.04 20.78 
> Rs.12 (Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 3.91 4.19 5.89 
< Rs.12 (Rs.) 

* Under Arrangement 1 the water authorities bear 50% of the connection 
cost. 

** Under Arrangement 2 the water authorities bear 100% of the 
connection cost. 
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Table F- 4 

Distribution of WTP Bids f or standard and Improved Piped water 
sys tems in Villages with Operating Piped Water systems 

Mean standard System Improved System 

Bid HH Type Al HH Type A2 HH Type Al HH Type A2 

(Rs.) No. % No. % No . % No. % 

0 0 0 16 31. 4 0 0 4 7.8 
5.0 0 0 13 25.5 0 0 0 0 
7 . 5 0 0 22 43.2 1 0.7 5 9.8 

12.5 50 33.1 0 0 1 6 10.6 1 0 19.6 
17.5 53 35.1 0 0 2 1 13.9 8 15 . 7 
25.0 29 19 . 2 0 0 36 23.8 11 21. 6 
35.0 14 9.3 0 0 28 18 . 5 4 7.8 
45.0 2 1. 3 0 0 25 16.6 7 13.7 
62.5 1 0.7 0 0 17 11. 3 2 3.9 
87.5 1 0.7 0 0 2 1. 3 0 0 

100+ 1 0.7 0 0 5 3.3 0 " 0 

Total 151 100.0 51 100 15 1 100.0 51 100.0 

No. of Bids 151 100.0 0 0 150 99.3 42 82.4 
> Rs.12 

Mean Bid 20.65 3.91 35.94 22 . 70 
(Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 20.65 36.13 26.67 
> Rs.12 (Rs.) 

Mean of Bids 3.91 7.50 4.17 
< Rs.12 (Rs.) 
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Table F-5 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Provision of a standard Piped water system 

Monthly Village Type 

Tariff A Bl B2 

(Rs.) HH Conn. Est. Rev. HH Conn. Est. Rev. HH Conn. Est. Rev. 
(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 

hhs) hhs) hhs) 

0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 

5.0* 92.1 461 98.5 493 96.8 484 

7.5 85.7 643 98.5 739 95.7 718 

12.5 74.8 935 96.5 1206 90.3 1129 

17.5 50.0 875 84.0 1470 78.5 "1374 

25.0 23.8 595 79.5 1988 75.3 

35.0 9.4 329 56.0 1960 51.6 

45.0 2.5 113 46.0 2070 39.8 

62.5 2.0 125 26.5 1656 20.4 

87.5 1. 5 131 7.5 656 6.4 

100** 0.5 50 6.5 650 4.2 

Note: The following apply to Tables F-5 to F-7. 
* All bids between Rs.O and Rs.5 are consolidated in the Rs.5 

category. 
** All bids greater than Rs.100 are consolidated in the Rs.100 

category. 

1883 

1806 

1791 

1275 

560 

420 
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Table F-6 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Provision of an Improved Piped water system 

Monthly Village Type 
Tariff 

A Bl B2 

(Rs . ) HH Conn. Est. Rev. HH Conn. Est. Rev. HH Conn. Est. Rev. 
(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs ./100 (%) (Rs./100 

hhs) hhs) hhs) 

0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 

5.0 98.0 490 100.0 500 98.9 495 

7.5 98.0 735 100.0 750 98.9 742 

12.5 95.0 1188 99.0 1238 96.7 1209 

17.5 82.l 1437 96.0 1680 93.5 '1.636 

25.0 67.7 1693 90.5 2263 87.0 2175 

35.0 44.4 1554 79.5 2783 78.4 2744 

45.0 28.6 1287 65.0 2925 62.3 2804 

62.5 12.8 800 46.5 2906 37.6 2350 

87.5 3.4 298 25.0 2188 13.9 1216 

100* 2.4 240 13.0 1300 8.5 850 
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Table F-7 

connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 
Provision of options to A2 Households 

Monthly 
Tariff 

Standard System 

(Rs.) HH Conn. Est. Rev. 

0 

5.0 

7.5 

12.5 

17.5 

25.0 

35.0 

45 .0 

62.5 

87.5 

100 

( % ) ( Rs • / 10 0 

100.0 

68.6 

43.l 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hhs) 

0 

343 

323 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Standard System 
(Arrangement l)+ 

HH Conn. Est. Rev. 
(%) (Rs./100 

100.0 

86.3 

70.6 

47.0 

17.6 

7 . 8 

1.9 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hhs) 

0 

432 

530 

588 

308 

195 

67 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Option 

Standard System 
(Arrangement 2)++ 

HH Conn. Est. Rev. 
(%) (Rs./100 

100.0 

92.2 

88.3 

62.9 

45.3 

21.8 

8.1 

2.2 

2.2 

0 

0 

hhs) 

0 

461 

662 

786 

793 

545 

284 

99 

138 

0 

0 

Improved System 

HH Conn Est. Rev. 
(%) (Rs./100 

100.0 

92.2 

92.2 

82.4 

hhs) 

0 

461 

692 

1030 

62.8 " 1099 

47.1 

25.5 

17.7 

4.0 

0 

0 

1178 

893 

797 

250 

0 

0 

+ Under Arrangement 1 the water authorities bear 50% of the connection cost . 
++ Under arrangement 2 the water authorities bear 100% of the connection cost. 
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Table G-1 

Village Profile• 

JAWA BANDA ORALLA PAPIN PAYAL GORAKHPUR OBUOOIAN HOHRA BOOHIAL 

Area* (acres) 1263 3664 2801 3298 508 2228 277 629 1441 

Population* 835 2129 1129 941 854 1563 610 1222 480 

Household Size* 5.8 6.0 5.2 7.1 6.0 6.2 5.5 4.4 6.3 

(from sample, 
1989) (7.9) (7.3) (7. 2) (6.5) (8.0) (7.6) (7.1) (6.8) (6.5) 

Literacy Ratio* 30.9 36.1 25.8 15.6 33.4 28.2 59.6 36.9 38.0 

X Males -
Matric and 
above 5.5 11. 3 7.2 1.0 7.9 6.0 16.8 9.0 10.4 

X Females -
Matric and .. 
above 0.9 2.0 1.1 0.2 1.6 0.6 8.3 4.4 0 

Distance from 
District 
Headquarters 
(Km) 24 45 24 56 35 14 37 48 25 

Road Location Off Rawat- Main Off Off Main Rawat- Main Off 
Rawat- Chak Adiala Rawat- Rawat- Adiala Chak Rawat- Adiala 
Banda Bell Road Chak Chak Road Bell Chak Road 
Link Link Beli Beli Link Beli 
Road Road Road Road Road Road 

Presence of Facilities 

Electricity Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Clinic No No No No No No Yes No No 
Education (Boys) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
Education (Cirl .s)Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

* Figures from 1981 Population Census. All others from field visit. 
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Table G-2 

Village Profile•* 

JAWA BANDA ORALLA PAPIN PAYAL GORAKHPUR DHUDDIAN MOHRA BODHIAL 

Household Size 8 7 7 6 8 8 7 7 7 

Age of Head of Household 53 50 49 56 55 51 54 52 49 

Percentage of: 
-Adult Women in Household 30 30 33 37 28 28 32 30 28 
-Children in Household 39 37 35 32 43 42 32 36 38 

Years of Education of Most 
Educated: 
-Member of Household 8 8 9 8 8 8 10 8 7 
-Woman in Household 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 

Essential Water Consumption 
(liters/capita/day) 

Sunmer 20 23 25 21 23 20 23 29 23 
Winter 13 16 18 14 17 14 15 21 17 

Households Involved in 30 15 23 52 40 38 10 44 56 
Farming (X) • 
Households Owning Animals (X) 77 63 73 86 86 58 83 86 83 

Water Consumption of 
Animals (liters/animal/day) 

Sunmer 42 40 26 44 47 20 34 70 41 
Winter 29 24 20 26 31 15 23 51 27 

Households with Land 73 52 56 83 88 90 60 93 83 
or Other Property (X) 

Construction Value of 91 75 85 69 115 116 102 95 77 
House ('000 Rs.) 

Per Capita Monthly 
Expenditure (Rs.) 238 232 201 188 204 182 268 212 238 

Households with Extern.al 27 23 25 36 31 16 43 26 25 
Expo.sure (X) 

Households that Believe Water 93 85 83 100 90 80 100 95 90 
should be Supplied Free (X) 

Households that Belive 66 58 54 71 79 56 77 77 83 
Water can be Supplied Free (X) 

Households that Believe 91 100 90 55 67 86 60 77 71 
Water Supply Systems 
should be Managed by PHED (X) 

Households that Favor 68 44 46 57 67 68 70 67 63 
Metering of Water (X) 

* All .statistics are derived from the sample observations. 
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Profiles by Village Type* 
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VILLAGE TYPE 
A Bl B2 

Household Size 

Age of Head of Household 

Percentage of: 
-Adult Women in Household 
-Children in Household 

Years of Education of Most Educated: 
-Member of Household 
-Woman in Household 

Essential Water Consumption 
(liters/capita/day) 

Summer 
Winter 

Households Involved in Farming(%) 

Households Owning Animals (%) 

Water Consumption of Animals 
(liters/animal/day) 

Summer 
Winter 

Households with Land or Other 
Property(%) 

Construction Value of House ('OOO Rs.) 

Per Capita Monthly Expenditure (Rs.) 

Households with External Exposure(%) 

Households that Believe Water should be 
supplied Free(%) 

Households that Belive Water can be 
Supplied Free (%) 

Households that Believe Water Supply 
Systems Should be Managed by PHED (%) 

Households that Favor Metering 
of Water(%) 

8 

51 

31 
37 

8 
3 

23 
16 

22 

71 

36 
24 

60 

84 

224 

25 

87 

59 

94 

52 

7 

54 

31 
39 

8 
3 

21 
15 

43 

76 

37 
24 

87 

102 

191 

27 

89 

69 

70 

64 

7 

51 

30 
36 

8 
3 

25 
18 

84 

50 
35 

81 

90 

236 

30 

94 

79 

70 

66 

* All statistics are derived from the sample observations. 
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Level of satisfaction with Piped Water 
supply systea - Type A Village* 

Level of Satisfaction Jawa 

No. % 

Satisfied 10 24.4 

Not Satisfied 31 75.6 

Total 41 100 . 0 

V i 1 1 a g e 

Banda 

No. 

33 

13 

% 

71. 7 

28.3 

44 100.0 

Dhalla Total 

No. % No. % 

47 100.0 90 67.2 

0 o.o 44 32.8 

47 100.0 134 100.0 

" 

* Water supplies were installed in Jawa, Banda, and Dhalla in 
1989, 1987, and 1988, respectively. 
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Major Shortcomings of Piped supply system 
Mentioned by connected Households Dissatisfied with 

the system - Type A Villages 

% of Households Indicating Characteristic as 
Characteristic 

Shortcoming# 1 Shortcoming# 2 

Jawa Banda Jawa Banda 

Reliability* 61. 3 38.5 29.0 o.o 

Insufficient Supply** 16.1 7 . 7 29.0 46 . 2 

Maintenance/ Design*** 3.2 0.0 o.o o.o 
.. 

Interaction with Staff**** 19.4 53.8 35.5 15.4 

No Response 6.5 38.5 

* Includes: Insufficient pressure,frequent failures, and power 
breakdowns. 

** Includes: Insufficient hours and low storage capacity. 
*** Includes: Sub-standard material and lack of cleanliness. 

**** Includes: Irresponsible, uncooperative, and corrupt staff. 



Table G-6 

Coat of Piped Water Syat ... in the Arid Zone 

Village Type A Village Type Bl 

GORAKB-
JAWA BANDA ORALLA PAPIN PAYAL PUR 

Population (1981) 835 1,974 1,129 941 935 1,563 

Population (1989) 

Capital Cost* ( '000 Rs.) 1704.7 1152.8 1461. 8 783.3 1713. 3 1035.8 

o,M Cost* per Annum ('000 Rs.) 72.51 56.2 78.1 

Year Completed* 1989 1988 1989 1989-90 1989-90 1989-90 

Household Size (1981) 7.1 6.0 5.2 7.1 6.0 6.2 

(from Sample, 1989) (7.8) (7.5) (7.3) (6.5) (8.0) (7.6) 

No. of Houses ( 1989) 

No. of Households Connected 
[Using 0.957 connection 
ratio of A villages] 

O&.M Cost per Household per Month 

at 100% connection rate (Rs.) 

at 95.7% connection rate (Rs.) 

* From PHED project documents. 
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Average Average 
Over Over 
Type A Type A , Bl 
Villages Villages 

1,312 1,238 

1,667 1,562 

1439.8 1308.6 

68.94 

6.1 6.3 

(7.5) ( 7.5) .. 
222 208 

212 199 

25.9 27.6 

27.l 28.9 



Table G-7 

Reasons Mentioned by Households Ever Connected 
to Piped Water System for Obtaining a Domestic 

Connection - Type A Village 
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% of Households Indicating Reason as 

R e a s o n s 

Reason No.l Reason No.2 

Need 82.1 12.1 

Convenience 15.7 56.4 

Cleanliness 0.7 14.5 

Other Reasons 1. 5 17.0 

.. 



Table G-8 

Extent of Information Regarding 
Parameters of Piped Water Systems 

Price Charged(% responding yes) 

Billing Frequency (no. of times 
per year) Mean 

Std. Dev. 
% of hhs responding 

Existing Monthly Tariff (Rs.) 
Mean 
Std. Dev. 

% of hhs responding 

Connection Fee (Rs . ) 
Mean 
Std. Dev. 

% of hhs responding 

Connection Costs (Rs . ) 
Mean 
Std. Dev . 

% of hhs responding 

Total No. of Hours of Water Supply 
per Day Mean 

Std. Dev. 
% of hhs responding 

No. of Hours of Additional Supply 
Required to Meet Needs 

Mean 
Std. Dev. 

% of hhs responding 

Frequency of Supply Failure* 
Mean 
Std. Dev. 

% of hhs responding 

JAWA 

51 

2 
0 

51 

20 
0 

71 

238 
91 

100 

725 
462 
100 

0.84 
0.68 

100 

2 
1.2 

36 

2 
1.2 
100 

* For explanation of index see Table A-11. 

A 

BANDA 

100 

2 
0 

100 

20 
0 

100 

229 
82 

100 

835 
438 
100 

2.37 
1.16 

100 

2.6 
1.5 

10 

0.35 
0.76 

100 
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Village Type 

DHALIA 

87 

2 
0 

85 

20 
1.07 

89 

204 
46 

100 

715 
581 
100 

2.10 
0.73 

100 

2 
0 
1 

0.17 
0.60 

100 

Bl B2 

19.30 
8.08 

35 

150 
107 

18 

431 
316 

35 

4 
3 

57 

22 
9 

33 

325 
340 

6 

1396 
1652 

16 

4 
4 

49 

.. 



Table G-9 

Household Preference Regarding Responsibility for 
Operation and Maintenance of Piped Water Systems 
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Village Type 

Management 
Option 

PHED (Goverrunent Agency) 

Local Councils 
(Elected Political Body) 

Village Committee 

Private Entrepreneur 

Indifferent 

Al 
(%) 

93.4 

2.2 

3.7 

0.7 

0.0 

Bl 
(%) 

70.0 

8.6 

11.4 

0.7 

9.3 

B2 
(%) 

70.0 

10.7 

7.3 

12.0 

0.0 

Total 
(%) 

78.3 

7.0 

7.5 

0.2 

7.0 

.. 



Appendix-H 

Multivariate Analysis of Factors 

Affecting Willingness to Pay 
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Table 8-1 

Sta tiatical Analyaia 0 £ Wi llinsoe•• to Pay £or a Pi ped Water Systea 

Based oa. Public Tapa - Type B2 Vi llage• 

llesults 0£ Ordl.n&ry Leaat Square• Jlagreaaioa. Model 

Dependent Variable Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Came within which 
Respondent's WTP Bid Falls. 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative Water (1 if Satisfied) 
Private Water Source (1 if Yes) 
Vendor Usage (1 if Ye s) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Awarene ss of Wate r Systems (1 if Yes) 
Sex (1 if Male) 
Distance of Village from Dist. Headquarters 
Village Dummy 

- Bodhial 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

126.78 
3.27 
0.07 
1.67 

-8.31 
-12.09 

0.05 
- 2.18E-5 

0.91 
-28.77 

0.57 
2.87 

- 0.20 
- 0.12 
- 1.68 
13.12 

-10.32 
- 5.50 

3.07 
0.81 

- 1. 79 

-45.53 

(21,99) 

T-Ratio 

3.00** 
3.12** 
0.27 
1. 36 

-0.40 
-0.79 

2.07* * 
-0.47 
0.12 

- 1. 94 
0.09 
0.27 

-1. 00 
-0.14 
-0.26 
2.23** 

-0.91 
-1.03 
0.56 
0.10 

-2.39** 

-2.99* * 

121 
34.92 
30.19 

2.43 
o.oo 
0.34 
0.20 

Parameter 
Estimate 

116. 54 
2.82 

l. 45 

0.05 

- 29.61 

13. 48 
-12.33 
- 6.09 

- 1. 76 

-44. 95 

(9,111) 
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T-Ratio 

3.38** 
3.57** 

l. 40 

2.52** 

2.17** 

2.58** 
-1.19 
-1.26 

-2.91** 

- 3.66** 

121 
34.92 
30.19 
5.94 
0.00 
0.32 
0.27 

Mean 
Values 

6. 77 
25.25 

2.33 
0.30 
0.36 

236.05 
89661.16 

0.81 
0.97 I' 
0.37 
0.07 

51.39 
8.01 
0.41 
0.66 
0.94 
0.53 
0.65 
0.86 

36.15 

0.40 



Table B-2 

Statistical Analysls 0£ Wllllllguess to Pay £or a Standard 

Piped Water Syst .. - Type B2 Tillaaes 

Results 0£ OrdlDary Least Squares Regression Model 

APPENDIX H 
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Dependent Variable Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's WTP Bid Falls. 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Construction Value of Bouse 
Ownership of Land or Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative Water (1 if Satisfied) 
Private Water Source (1 if Yes) 
Vendor Usage (1 if Yes) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Awareness of Water Systems (1 if Yes) 
Sex (1 if Male) 
Distance of Village from Dist. Headquarters 
Village Dunlny 

- Bodhial 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

124.53 
4.00 
0.37 
1. 75 

-44.64 
-33.60 

0.08 
- 7.57E-6 
- 3.15 
-20.03 

3.96 
11.93 

- 0.16 
0.57 

- 3.21 
9.01 

- 6.19 
- 3.46 
- 4.02 

3.18 
- 1.65 

-40.67 

(21,99) 

T-Ratio 

2.37** 
3.07** 
1.11 
1.15 

-1. 71* 
- 1.78* 
2.83** 

-0.13 
-0.33 
-1. 09 
0.53 
0.84 

-0.66 
0.54 

-0.41 
1.23 

-0.44 
-0.52 
-0.59 
0.32 

-1. 77* 

-2.15** 

121 
56.45 
37.21 

2.31 
0.00 
0.33 
0.19 

Parameter 
Estimate 

103.12 
4.37 
0.43 

-43.04 
-34.05 

0.07 

-18.75 

12. 71 

7.89 

-1. 45 

-38.54 

(10,110) 

T-Ratio 

2.40** 
4.12** 
1. 41 

-1. 77• 
-2.11** 

2.85** 

-1.10 

1.06 

1.19 

- 1.88* 

-2.47•• 

121 
56.45 
37.21 
4.88 
0.00 
0.31 
0.24 

Mean 
Values 

6. 77 
25.25 
2.33 
0.30 
0.36 

236.05 
89661.16 

0.81 
0.97 
0.37 " 
0.07 

51.39 
8.01 
0.41 · 
0.66 
0.94 
0.53 
0.65 
0.86 

36.15 

0.40 



Table• B-3 

Statistical Analysis 0£ Willl.Dgne•s to Pay £or a Standard 

Piped Water Systea - Type Bl Village• 

Jl.esults 0£ Ordinary 1.e .. t Square• Jl.egnissian Nodal 

APPENDIX H 
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Dependent Variable Mld-polnt of Interval ln Bidding Game within which Respondent's WTP Bid Falls . 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Househol d Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative Water (l lf Satis fied) 
Private Water Source (l if Yes) 
Vendor Usage (l lf Yes) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (l lf Farming) 
Meter (l if Yes) 
Free Supply (l if Yes) 
External Exposure (l if Yes) 
Awareness of Water Systems (1 lf Yes ) 
Sex (l if Male) 
Distance of Village from Dist. Headquarters 
Village Duamy 

- Gorakhpur 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 23.43 
l. 76 
0.04 

- l. 74 
23.89 

5 . 39 
8 . 94E-3 
7.03E-5 
9 . 87 

18 . 33 
3.04 

13.39 
- 9.52E-4 

0 . 01 
- 7 . 56 

0.93 
- 7.49 

1 . 41 
2.92 
5. 77 
0.16 

12.00 

(21,114) 

T-Ratio 

-0.67 
l. 71* 
0.15 

-1. 30 
0.78 
0.27 
0.30 
1.88* 
1.14 
1.57 
0.45 
1.07 

-0.01 
0.02 

-1.25 
0.17 

-0.82 
0 . 24 
0.46 
0.60 
0.42 

0.91 

136 
41. 31 
29.75 
l. 34 
0.16 
0.20 
0.05 

Parameter 
Estimate 

12.09 
1.53 

- 2.13 

7.60E-5 
10.30 
16.76 

14.17 

- 8.47 

- 8.37 

(8,127) 

T-Ratlo 

0. 77 
1.97* 

1.80* 

2.42** 
1.36 
1.62 

l. 27 

-1. 60 

-1. 05 

136 
41. 31 
29.75 

3.41 
0.00 
0.18 
0.12 

Mean 
Values 

7.42 
21 . 23 

2.02 
0.31 
0.39 

192.21 
101742.65 

0.88 
0.94 
0.29" 
0.05 

54.06 
7. 79 
0.43 
0.65 
0.89 
0.46 
0.74 
0 . 90 

33.61 

0.36 



Table B-4 

Statistical Analysis 0£ Willingness to Pay £or an Iaprovecl 

Piped Water Systea - Type Bl Villaces 

R.esul.ts 0£ Ordinary Least Squares R.esression Model 

APPENDIX H 
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Dependent Variable Hid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's WTP Bid Falls. 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Construction Value of Bouse 
Ownership of Land or Property (1 if Yes) 
Quality of Alternative Water (1 if Satisfied) 
Private Water Source (1 if Yes) 
Vendor Usage (1 if Yes) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation Cl if Farming) 
Heter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure Cl if Yes) 
Awareness of Water Systems (1 if Yes) 
Sex (1 if Hale) 
Distance 0£ Village from Dist. Headquarters 
Village Dummy 

- Gorakhpur 

Number of Observations 
Hean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 4.94 
2.17 
0.24 

- 1.90 
17.20 

- 5.09 
0.05 
9.84E-5 
2.44 

21.59 
- 1.27 

5.33 
- 0.03 

0.54 
- 4. 71 

0.02 
-13.66 

5.81 
8.76 
7.29 

- 0.16 

6.97 

(21,114) 

T-Ratio 

-0.13 
1. 94* 
0.75 

-1. 30 
0.51 

-0.23 
1. 45 
2.42** 
0.26 
1.70* 

-0.17 
0.39 

-0.13 
0.61 

-0. 72 
0.00 

-1. 37 
0.90 
1.27 
0.70 

-0.38 

o. 49 

136 
58.72 
34.46 
2.24 
0.00 
0.29 
0.16 

Parameter 
Estimate 

- 7.35 
2.19 

- 2.13 
26.61 

0.06 
l.09E-4 

23.02 

0.84 

-15.27 
6.55 

10.33 

11.28 

(10,125) 

T-Ratio 

-0.37 
2.34** 

-1. 63 
1.24 

2.13** 
2.99** 

1.98* 

1.06 

-1.68* 
1.14 
1.70* 

1. 79* 

136 
58. 72 
34.46 

4. 77 
o.oo 
0.28 
0.22 

Hean 
Values 

7.42 
21.23 
2.02 
0.31 
0.39 

192.21 
101742.65 

0.88 
0.94 
0.29 
0.05 

54.06 
7.79 f' 
0.43 
0.65 
0.89 
0.49 
0.74 
0.90 

33.61 

0.36 



Table B-S 

Statistic:al. Ao.alysb of Villl.DgDesa to Pay £or a ~,tandard 

Piped Water Syat .. - Type A Villaae• 

Resu1ts 0£ Ordin&r:, Least Squares 11.egreaaioo Model 
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Dependent Variable Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Came within which R,espondent's WTP Bid Fall s. 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Construction Value of House 
Ownership of Land or Property (1 if Yes) 
Private Water Source (l if Yes) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (l if Farming) 
Meter (l if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Sex (l if Male) 
Distance of Village from Dist . Headquarters 
Village Dumny 

- Jawa 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

82.33 
0.59 
0.03 
0.40 

-47 .03 
-44.22 

0.03 
- 4.26E-6 

1.83 
- 3.14 
- 0.08 

0.03 
- 4.50 

0.15 
2.90 

- 3.14 
- 9.62 
- 0.32 

- 4 .95 

(18,114) 

T-Ratio 

3.62** 
0.78 
0.20 
0.41 

-1.97* 
-2.73** 
1.68* 

-0.13 
0.42 

-0.41 
-0.60 
0.04 

-0.85 
0.04 
0.50 

-0.78 
-1. 30 
-1. 41 

-0.95 

133 
40.56 
21.20 
0.98 
0.48 
0.13 
0.00 

P,arameter 
E:stimate 

74.03 

- ,42. 74 
- :38 .10 

0.03 

- 4.16 
-10.96 

(5,127) 

T-Ratio 

4.85** 

Mean 
Values 

7 . 52 
22.83 

2.07 
-2.08** 0.31 
-2.79** 0.37 
1. 83* 220. 62 

84458.65 
0.61 
0.08 

50.45 
8 . 51 
0.23 f' 
0.51 
0.87 

-1.13 0.53 
-1.63 0.91 

133 
40.56 
21.20 
2.85 
0.02 
0.10 
0.07 

31. 26 

0.30 



Table B-6 

Statlatlcal Analysis of Wllll.ngness to Pay for an Iaprcned 

Piped Water Syat .. - Type A Villages 

Results of Ordl.Dary Least Squares ltegreaalon Mod.el 
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Dependent Variable Mid-point of Interval in Bidding Game within which Respondent's WTP Bid Falls. 

Independent Variables 

Intercept 
Household Size 
Water Consumption 
Animals 
Proportion of Adult Women 
Proportion of Children 
Expenditure per Capita 
Construction Value of Bouse 
Ownership of Land or Property (1 if Yes) 
Private Water Source (1 if Yes) 
Age 
Education 
Occupation (1 if Farming) 
Meter (1 if Yes) 
Free Supply (1 if Yes) 
External Exposure (1 if Yes) 
Sex (1 if Male ) 
Distance of Village from Dist. Headquarters 
Village Dunny 

- Java 

Number of Observations 
Mean of Dependent Variable 
S.D. of Dependent Variable 
F-Value 
Significance of F-Test 
R-Squared 
Adjusted R-Squared 

Parameter 
Estimate 

83.49 
0.80 
0.02 
1.03 

-28.24 
-49.31 

0.03 
2.00E-5 

-1.03 
1.16 

-0.25 
0.78 

-4.51 
1.53 

-2.08 
-6.67 
-6.87 
-0.12 

6.19 

(18,114) 

T-Ratio 

3.12** 
0.89 
0.14 
0.90 

-1. 01 
-2.58** 
1.23 
0.53 

-0.20 
0.13 

-1. 49 
0.99 

-0.73 
0.31 

-0.31 
-1. 40 
-0. 79 
-0.43 

1. 01 

132 
53.14 
25.21 
1.17 
0.30 
0.16 
0.02 

Parameter 
Estimate 

88.98 
1. 03 

-29.15 
-50.63 

0.03 

- 0.29 

- 5.93 

6.13 

T-Ratio 

4.81** 
1.32 

-1.25 
-3.18** 
1. 61 

-1. 88* 

-1. 37 

1. 31 

132 
53.14 
25.21 
2.65 
0.01 
0.13 
0.08 

Mean 
Values 

7.55 
22.77 
2.08 
0.31 
0.37 

220.78 
84643.94 

0.61 
0.08 

50.58 
8 .51 
0.24 
0.51 
0.86 
0.52 
0.91 

31.16 

0.30 

.. 
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Distribution of WTP Bids: 

Tariff Rates, Connection Frequencies, and Revenue Potential 



Table I-1 

APPENDIX I 
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Distribution of WTP Bids for a Public Tap System 
and a Standard System with House Connections in 

Villages without Plans for Installation of Public 
Water Supplies 

Mean* Bid Public Taps Standard System 
(Rs.) No. % No. % 

0 16 13.2 3 2.5 

5.0 3 2.5 0 0.0 

15.0 20 16.5 8 6.6 

25.0 17 14.0 10 8.3 

35.0 31 25.6 25 20.7 

45.0 12 9.9 10 8.3 

55.0 5 4.1 28 23.1 

65.0 4 3.3 10 8.3 

85.0 8 6.6 15 12.4 

100+ 5 4.1 12 9.9 

Total 121 100.0 121 100.0 

No. of Bids > Rs.20 82 67.8 llO 90.9 

Mean Bid (Rs.) 34.92 55.21 

Note: The following applies to Tables I-1 to I-3. 
* Mean bids are the mid-points of the intervals in which the 

respondent's bids fell (except 0, 5, and 100). All genuine zero bids 
are included in O; all bids greater than zero and less than or 
equal to Rs.5 are included in 5; and all bids equal to or greater 
than Rs.100 are included in 100+. 

.. 



Table I-2 

APPENDIX I 
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Distribution of W'TP Bids for a Standard Piped Water System with 
House Connections in Types A, Bl, and B2 Villages 

Mean Bid Village Type 

A Bl B2 
(Rs.) No. % No. % No. % 

0 2 1.4 1 0.7 3 2.5 

5.0 3 2.1 5 3.6 0 0.0 

15.0 1 0.7 24 17.1 8 6.6 

25.0 47 33.6 31 22.1 10 8.3 .. 
35.0 31 22.1 29 20.7 25 20.7 

45.0 34 24.3 12 8.6 10 8.3 

55.0 10 37.1 10 7.1 28 23.1 

65.0 4 2.9 5 3.6 10 8.3 

85.0 6 4.3 13 9.3 15 12.4 

100+ 2 1.4 10 7.1 12 9.9 

Total 140 100.0 140 100.0 121 100.0 

No. of Bids> Rs.20 134 95.7 110 78.6 110 90.9 

Mean Bid (Rs.) 39.07 42.16 55. 21 
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Table I-3 

Distribution of VTP Bids for an Improved Piped Water 
System with House Connections in Types A and Bl Villages 

Mean Bid Village Type 

A Bl 
(Rs.) No. % No. % 

0 2 1.4 1 0.7 

5.0 3 2.1 1 0.7 

15.0 8 5.7 8 5.7 

25.0 2 1.4 12 8.6 

35.0 35 25.0 19 13.6 

45.0 28 20.8 32 22.9 
.. 

55.0 28 20.0 21 15.0 

65.0 10 7.1 5 3.6 

85.0 20 14.3 20 14.3 

100+ 4 2.9 21 15.0 

Total 140 100.0 140 100.0 

No. of Bids> Rs.20 133 95.0 130 92. 9 

Mean Bid (Rs.) 51.18 59.44 



Table I-4 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated Revenues: 

APPENDIX I 
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Provision of Standard Piped Water System with House Connections 
in Types A, Bl, and B2 Villages 

Monthly Tariff Village Type 

A Bl B2 

(Rs.) Households Estimated Households Estimated Households Estimated 
Connected Revenues Connected Revenues Connected Revenues 

(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 
hhs.) hhs.) hhs.) 

0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 

5.0* 98.6 493 99.3 497 97.5 488 • 
15.0 96.5 1448 95.7 1436 97.5 1463 

25.0 95.8 2395 78.6 1965 90.9 2273 

35.0 62.2 2177 56.5 1978 82.6 2891 

45.0 40.1 1805 35.8 1611 61. 9 2786 

55.0 15.8 869 27.2 1496 53.6 2948 

65.0 8.7 566 20.1 1307 30.5 1983 

85.0 5.8 493 16.5 1403 22.2 1887 

100+** 1. 5 150 7.2 720 9.8 980 

Note: The following applies to Tables I-4 to I-6. 

* All bids between Rs.O and Rs.5 are consolidated in the Rs.5 category. 
** All bids greater than Rs.100 are consolidated in the Rs.100 category. 
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Table I-5 

Connection Frequencies and Estimated! Revenues: 
Provision of Improved Piped Water Systems with 
House Connections in Types A and Bl Villages 

Village Type 

A Bl 

Monthly Tariff Households Estimated Households Estimated 
(Rs.) Connected Revenue Connected Revenue 

(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 
hhs.) hhs.) 

0 100 0 100 0 

5.0 98.6 493 99.3 497 

15.0 96.5 1448 98.6 1479 • 
25.0 90.8 2270 92.9 2323 

35.0 89.4 3129 84.3 2951 

45.0 64.4 2898 70.7 3182 

55.0 44.4 2442 47.8 2629 

65.0 24.4 1586 32.8 2132 

85.0 17.3 1471 29.2 2482 

100+ 3.0 300 14.9 1490 



Table I-6 

APPENDIX I 
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Connection Frequencies and Estimated! Revenues: 
Provision of Public Taps and St,andard 
House Connections in Type B2 Villages 

Public Taps Standard System 

Monthly Tariff Households Estimated Households Estimated 
(Rs.) Connected Revenue Ccmnected Revenue 

(%) (Rs./100 (%) (Rs./100 
hhs.) hhs.) 

0 100 0 100 0 

5.0 86.8 434 97.5 488 

15.0 84.3 1265 97.5 1463 

25.0 67.8 1695 90.9 2273 

35.0 53.8 1883 82.6 2891 

45.0 28.2 1269 61. 9 2786 

55.0 18.3 1007 53.6 2948 

65.0 14.2 923 30.5 1983 

85.0 10.9 927 22.2 1887 

100+ 4.3 430 9.8 980 

.. 
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Table J-1 
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Comparative Size of Rural Local.itie• 111 the Three 
Eiffironmental Zones by Population Sise (1981) 

Z O N E 

Pakistan 

Punjab 
(X of population living in 
village size category) 

Sweet Water Zone 

Sheildwpura District 
(X of population living in 
village size category) 

Sheildwpura Sub-District 

Brackish Water Zone 

Faisalabad District 
(X of population living in 
village size category) 

Faisalabad Sub-District 

Arid Water Zone 

Ravalpi.Ddi District 
(X of population living in 
village size category) 

Rawalpindi Sub-District 

X OF RURAL LOCALITIES BY POPULATION SIZE 
TOTAL NO. 
OF RURAL 5000, 2000 TO 1000 TO 500 TO 200 TO BELOW UNINH
LOCALITIES OVER 4999 1999 999 499 200 ABITED 

45,167 

25,266 

1,090 

284 

1,350 

259 

1,177 

362 

3.2 

3.1 
(16.6) 

17.0 22.0 

18. 0 24. 4 
(40.4) (25. 7) 

5.0 21.1 23.4 
(26.1) (40.1) (20.9) 

11.3 44.4 24.6 

4.6 55.5 25.6 
(13.9) (66.5) (16.6) 

15.4 65.6 15.4 

1. 4 
(12.5) 

1. 4 

9.3 
(28.9) 

8.3 

20.6 
(29.4) 

18.5 

20.6 

22.8 
(12.1) 

19.9 
(9.2) 

12.7 

7.5 
(2.4) 

2.3 

25.2 
(19.5) 

28.7 

18.7 

17.4 
(4.5) 

15.0 
(3.3) 

5.6 

3.2 
(0.5) 

0.4 

22.9 
(8.3) 

27.9 

14.1 

10.2 
(0. 7) 

8.6 
(0.5) 

0.4 

2.7 
(0.1) 

0.8 

11. 9 
(1. 3) 

11.9 

4.4 

3.9 

6.9 

1.1 

0.9 

o.o 

8.9 

3.3 

SOURCE: Handbook of Population Census Data, Pakistan Census Organization, Statistics Division, 
Government of Pakistan, 1985. Population Census, 1981 . 

.. 
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Table .J-2 

Sources 0£ Wate r and Liaht 1n tba Three Envi.ro.-ntcal Zones (1981) 

(% 0£ Boualng Uni.t a v ith A.cceH ) 

SOURCE OF DRINKING WATER 
INSIDE BOUSE ou1:SIDE BOUSE 

z 0 N E SPRING/ ELECTR-
BAND BAND RIVER/ !CITY 

PIPED PUMP WELL PIPED PUMP WEI,L POND STREAM 
ETC. 

Punjab 3 37 5 3 15 16 4 17 15 

Sveet Wate r Zone 

Sheikhupura District 2.1 72.0 0.8 0.5 19.1 5 .. 2 o.o 0.4 23.6 

Brackish Water Zone .. 
Faisalabad District 2.0 64.4 0.6 0.8 18.1 2.8 9.2 2.1 16.7 

Arid Water Zone 

Rawalpindi District 3.2 1.1 4.6 2.7 0.4 62.3 0.1 25.4 16.7 

SOURCE: Housing Census, 1980. Population Census, 1981. 
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Oceupatlooal Pro£1le 0£ tha Three Blfflro.-ntal Zones 

SWEET WATER BRACKISH WATER ARID WATER 
ZONE ZONE ZONE 

(SHEIKHUPURA DISTRICT) (FAISALABAD DISTRICT) (RAWALPINDI DISTRICT) 

Total Working Population 
(age 10 years and above) 

Percentage of Total Working 
Population Engaged in: 

Agriculture 

Manufacturing 

Construction 

Trade 

Transport 

Services 

Others 

SOURCE: Population Census, 1981. 

516,838 

54.0 

16.9 

4.4 

6.1 

3.4 

13.4 

1.8 

920,700 245,440 

54.9 52.9 

13.7 5.8 

4.2 5.4 

6.6 6.7 

3.0 5.1 

12.2 17.6 

5.5 6.5 

.. 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(1+2) 

(1+3) 

(1+2+3) 

Table J-4 
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Financial Cost* to an Average Hous.ehold of 
Different Service Options 

(Brackish Water Zone) 

Service Option 

Handpump1 

Domestic Connection2 

Electric Motor5 

Handpump and Domestic 
Connection 

Handpump and Electric 
Motor 

Handpump, Electric 
Motor and Domestic 
Connection 

Total 
Capital 

(Rs.) 

1000 

6003 

1500 

1600 

2500 

3100 

Monthly 
CapitaLl 

(Rs.) 

13 

6 

20 

19 

33 

39 

Monthly 
0 & M 
(Rs.) 

5 

12 4 

20 

17 

25 

37 

Total 
Monthly 

(Rs.) 

18 

18 

40 

36 

58 

76 

.. 

Not included in the above estimates are average capital costs of indoor 
plumbing often associated with service options (1+2), (1+3), and (1+2+3): 
Overhead Tank - Rs. 500; Indoor Piping - Rs. 500; Flush Toilet + Septic Pit 
Rs.4,000 to Rs.10,000. 

1 Assumes an economic life of 10 years; 10% real interest. Includes 
cost of shallow well. 

2 20 years; 10% interest. 
3 Connection fee - Rs.100; Connection costs - Rs.500. 
4 Monthly tariff paid by household for an unmetered connection. 
5 10 years; 10% interest. 

* There is a lot of variation in the cost depending upon the size of 
the septic tank and whether soak pit included. 



Table J-5 

Households' Choice of Service Leivel by 
Socioeconomic Characteristi,cs 

(Villages with Piped Yater Supply) 

Service Level 

Handpump 

Handpump and Domestic 
Connection 

Handpump and Electric 
Motor 

Handpump, Electric 
Motor and Domestic 
Connection 

Sweet 

Value 
of 

House 

(Rs.) 

48,500 

96,100 

137,500 

208,500 

Water Zone Brackish 

Years of 
Education 

(Most Value 
Educated of 
Member House 

of 
Household) (Rs.) 

6 62,100 

9 112,400 

12 115,000 

12 145,200 
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Water Zone 

Years of 
Education 

(Most 
Educated 
Member 

of 
Household) 

5 

7 

8 

10 

.. 
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Table J-6 

Costs of Vil l age-Level Water Supply Options 

Typical Village with 5000 population1 

(Brackish Water Zone) 

Service Option 

1) Piped Water System 
(100% of Households 
Connected) 

Cost to PHED 

Cost to Households 

Total 

2) Actual Current Water 
Expenditures 

62% - Handpump and Electric 
Motor 

38% - Handpump Only 

3) Summation of Households' 
Willingness-to-Pay Bids 

4) Estimated Revenue Based on 
Tariff of Rs.25 per Month, 
78% households connected, 
and Rs.80 connection fee. 

Total 
Capital 

(Rs.) 

Monthly 
Capital 

(Rs.) 

Monthly 
0 & M 
(Rs.) 

1,500,0002 13,5003 3,800• 

281,0005 2,5003 

1,084,0006 14,1007 9,800 

45,000 4008 11,000 

5) Cost of Piped Water System 1,170,000 
to PHED for 78% Households 

10,5003 2,9004 

1 562 houses at 8.9 inhabitants per household. 
2 Based on tubewell at Rs.300 per capita capital costs. 

Total 
Monthly 

(Rs.) 

17,300 

2,500 

19,800 

23,900 

22,500 

11,400 

13,400 

3 Assumes an economic life of 25 years, 10% real interest rate. 

.. 

4 Assumes annual operation and maintenance costs equal to 3% of total 
capital costs (based on cost data from PHED). 

5 Rs.500 connection costs per household. 
6 Cost of electric motor - Rs.1500; Cost of handpump - Rs.1000. 
7 Assumes an economic life of 10 years, 10% real interest rate. 
8 Computed over 25 years at 10% real interest rate. 
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Comparative Features of the Three Environmental Zones1 

Sweet Water 
Zone 

Brackish Water Arid Water 

Averge Village Size2 

(No. of Inhabitants) 

Monthly Household Income4 (Rs.) 

Monthly Household Expenditure 
per Capita (Rs.) 

Construction Value of House 
('000 Rs.) 

Household Size 

Percentage of: 

Adult Women in Household 
Children in Household 

Age of Head of Household (Yrs.) 

No. of Years of Education of Most 
Educated: 

Member of Household 
Woman in Household 

Households Involved in Farming(%) 

Households Owning Animals (%) 

Households with Land or Other 
Property(%) 

Households with External 
Exposure(%) 

5778 

1995 

86 

9 

26 
41 

so 

8 
4 

27 

63 

33 

1 Sample statistics except where indicated. 

Zone 

102293 

1679 

216 

134 

9 

28 
37 

51 

9 
4 

18 

45 

52 

37 

Zone 

1085 

1409 

227 

103 

7 

30 
38 

51 

8 
3 

31 

72 

75 

so 

2 Population of sample villages from PopulatjLon Census, 1981. 

.. 

3 There is one very large village in the sallllple (Pop. 20,586). The 
average excluding this village is 8157. 

4 Source : Household Income and Expenditure Survey, 19 84 - 8 5 . The 
values are the average rural household incomes for the three study 
districts. The comparative values for Punjab and Pakistan are 
Rs.1533 and Rs.1545, respectively. 
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Comparative Water-Related Characteristics in the 
Three Environmental Zones* 

Sweet Water Brackish Water Arid Water 
Zone Zone Zone 

Monthly Tariff for Domestic Connection 
to Piped Water System (Rs.)** 10 

Percentage of Connected Households 
in Villages with Piped Water 
Systems 55 

Essential Water Consumption 
(Liters/Person/Day) 

- Villages with Piped Water 
- Villages without Piped Water 

Water Consumption of Animals 
(Liters/Animal/Day) 

- Villages with Piped Water 
- Villages without Piped Water 

19 
24 

Households that Believe Water should 44 
be Supplied Free(%) 

Households that Believe Water can be 38 
Supplied Free(%) 

Households that Favor Metering 
of House Connections (%) 54 

Households that Believe Water Supply 71 
Systems should be Managed by PHED (%) 

* Sample statistics except where indicated. 
** Source: PHED 

12 

75 

31 
32 

48 
58 

52 

27 

81 

66 

20 

96 

23 
23 

36 
43 

88 

67 

61 

78 

.. 



Table J-9 

Mean Willingness-to-Pay Bids 
for Monthly Tariff of Piped Water Systems ·with 

House Connections in the Three Zones 

Sweet Water 
Zone 

(Current Tariff
Rs.10 per month) 

Villages with Piped Supply 

Mean WTP Bid for 
Standard System1 

Mean WTP Bid for 
Improved System2 

Villages without Piped 
Supply 

1. (but which had a 
piped system in the 
past) 3 

- Mean WTP Bid for 
Standard System 

2. (and in which house
holds know a piped 
system will be 
installed in the near 
future) 
- Mean WTP Bid for 

Standard System 
- Mean WTP Bid for 

Improved System 

3. (no piped system in 
the past, no .piped 
system planned) 
- Mean WTP Bid for 

Standpipe System 
- Mean WTP Bid for 

Standard System 
- Mean WTP Bid for 

Improved System 

15 

17 

21 

Brackish Water 
Zone 

(Current Tariff
Rs.12 per month) 

16 

33 

41 

58 

37 

51 
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Arid Zone 

(Current Tariff
Rs . 20 per month) 

39 

51 

42 

59 

35 

55 

.. 

1 Standard system refers to the kind of piped water system with house 
connections which has been installed by the PHED in Punjab. 

2 In the sweet water zone the improvement consists of the supply of an extra 
4 hours of water per day from the standard system. In the other two zones 
it consists of a continuous water supply with improved pressure and 
reliability. 

3 No systems are planned to be installed in the sweet water zone. One 
village has an inoperative system. 



Table J-10 

Actua l and Hypothetical Frequency of 
Connection to Piped Water Systems with 

House Connection s in the Three Zone s 

Sweet Water 
Zone 

(Current Tariff
Rs.10 per month) 

Villages with Piped Supply 

- Percent of households 
actually connected at 
current tariff 

- Percent of households 
who say they would 
connect at the current 
tariff if the piped 
system were improved1 

Villages without Piped 
Supply 

l.(but which had a piped 
system in the past) 2 

- Percent of households 
who say they would 
connect to a piped 
system at current 
tariff 

2.(and in which households 
know that a piped system 
will be installed in the 
near future) 
- Percent of households 

who say they would 
connect to a piped 
system at the current 
tariff 

3.(no piped system in the 
the past, no piped 
system pl anned) 
- Percent of households 

who say they woul d 
connect to a piped 
system at the current 
tariff 

- Percen t of households 
who would subscribe to 
a standpipe system at 
Rs.15 per month 

'}_ 

55 

60 

84 

85 

Brackish Water 
Zone 

(Curren t Tariff
Rs. 12 per month) 

75 

95 

97 

90 
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Arid Zone 

(Current Tariff
Rs.20 per month) 

96 

94 

.. 

87 

94 

84 

1 
2 

See footnoteJ Table J-9. 
When the sys~em was operative, 69% of the households were connected. 



Education 

No. of Years of Education 
of Host Educated Member of 
Household 

0 - 8 

9 - 12 

> 12 

Construction Value of 
House (Rs.) 

0 - 49,000 

50,000 - 99,000 

100,000 - 149,000 

~150,000 

Occupation 

Non-Farming 

Farming 

Ownership of Animals 

Yes 

No 

OVERALL HEAN 

Table .J-11 

Bouaeholcls' Willingness to Pay for Connection to 
Piped Water System by Socioeconomic Characteristics 

(Villages without Piped Water Supply) 

Sweet Water Zone 

Percent 
of Sample 

44 

41 

15 

38 

40 

10 

12 

75 

25 

N.A. 

Hean WTP Bid 
(Rs. per 

Month) 

15 

21 

33 

14 

20 

21 

35 

21 

17 

N.A. 

21 

Brackish Water Zone 

Percent 
of Sample 

38 

41 

21 

9 

22 

19 

50 

79 

21 

49 

51 

Mean WTP Bid 
(Rs. per 

Month) 

36 

40 

47 

33 

36 

38 

44 

40 

41 

41 

39 

40 
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Arid Zone 

Percent 
of Sample 

48 

48 

4 

25 

31 

21 

23 

58 

42 

80 

20 

Hean WTP Bid 
(Rs . per 

Month) 

44 

53 

55 

44 

41 

56 

56 

53 

43 

48 

53 

49 

.. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At first glance a visitor walking around the large agricultural 

villages in the Sheikhupura and Faisalabad districts of the Punjab in 

Pakistan might think life there was pretty much the same as it was 

twenty years ago . Women can still be seen in the fields threshing 

wheat by hand. Buffalo dung is still the primary source of fuel for 

hou.sehold cooking, and drying patties cling to the walls of both mud 

and red brick houses. Horse-drawn carts and rickshaws still fill the 

streets. 

But many changes quickly become obvious. Almost all large 

villages in these two districts now have electricity, and television 

antennas can be seen on many roofs. Mechanized wheat threshers and 

tractors are at work in the fields. The community well is no longer 

used and is likely to be filled with trash. Plastic, fiberglass, and 

cement water tanks of various shapes and sizes are perched on the 

rooftops of many houses. And in the large villages in the Faisalabad 

district, perhaps the most surprizing thing is the noise. Seemingly 

on every block one can hear the sound of power looms coming from 

inside single-story red brick buildings. From the outside these small 

textile enterprises often look like other houses on the street, but 

inside are small factories with five, ten, or more power looms weaving 

"gray" cloth for export. 

Large villages in the Faisalabad district, and to a somewhat 
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lesser extent in the Sheikhupura district , are being rapidly 

integrated into a dynamic, export-driven regional economy. Despite 

their traditional outward appearances, villages are becoming small 

towns with more diversified economies. More than fifty percent of 

households are now primarily engaged in· nonagricultural activities. 

Migrants from other parts of Pakistan are moving to these districts in 

search of work in textile manufacturing, and often settle in large 

villages where land and housing prices are cheaper than in urban 

centers . People from the villages often shop in the nearby cities, 

and enterpreneurs based in the large urban areas such as Faisalabad 

subcontract work to enterprises in the villages. As a result, village 

economies are becoming much more closely linked to urban centers. 

·The emergance of this Sheikhupura-Faisalabad growth corridor as a 

major center of economic activity in Pakistan is widely recognized, 

but the extent to which the economic growth in urban areas has 

transformed life in the villages in these districts (and the extent to 

which village-level economic activities have contributed to urban and 

regional growth) has perhaps not been as well-understood, nor has the 

importance of these developments for infrastructure investment policy 

been recognized . 

The objective of this paper is to examine the implications for 

water supply policy of the rapid economic development of large 

villages in the Sheikhupura and Faisalabad districts of the Punjab. 

Although the pace of economic development in these districts has not 

been matched throughout the Punjab, many other districts have also 
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experienced rapid growth, fuele in large part by the agricultural 

productivity gains made possible J the Green Revolution and by 

remittances from the Middle East. Thus, although the large villages 

in Sheikhupura and Faisalabad districts, which are the focus of this 

study, are not typical of all villages, they are at the cutting edge 

of the economic transformation of the irrigated areas of the Punjab 

and are likely to be indicative of future developments. The situation 

in the large villages in Sheikhupura and Faisalabad districts thus 

assumes a special importance from a policy perspective because what is 

now happening in these villages will likely occur in many villages 

throughout the irrigated parts of the Punjab in the near future. 

In order to study the existing water supply situation in these 

districts, and to assess households' willingness to pay for improved 

water services, indepth interviews with 756 households were conducted 

in 1988 in eleven villages: five in Sheikhupura and six in Faisalabad 

district. In each district some of the villages already had piped 

water distribution systems installed, and some did not. Table 1 shows 

the number of interviews completed in each of the study villages, as 

well as the 1981 population estimates and selected socioeconomic and 

demographic characteristics of the sample households. 

Our analysis indicates that the demand for improved water 

services is high, and that many households are not waiting for public 

sector interventions to meet their needs. Even where government water 

systems are installed, many households continue to rely on privately

provided water sources because the public piped distribution systems 
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are so unreliable. The high level of demand and the ensuing household 

expenditures on private sector solutions suggest that many villages 

can afford and are willing to pay much more than the current tariffs 

for a connection to a piped water distribution system, but that they 

will not do so unless reliability is dramatically improved. 

CURRENT WATER SUPPLY SITUATION IN THE STUDY VILI.AGES 

Over the last two decades a transformation has occurred in village 

water supply arrangements in the irrigated areas of the Punjab. 

Historically most households relied on community wells, shallow ponds, 

or irrigation canals for all their domestic water needs, and the task 

of fetching water from sources outside the home was a standard part of 

women and children's daily routine. Today community wells have been 

largely replaced by private handpumps which are located inside a 

household's dwelling or courtyard. In the study villages in both 

Sheikhupura and Faisalabad districts 99 percent of the households 

interviewed had their own handpump, purchased from and maintained by 

private sector vendors. 

The villages in Sheikhupura district are all located in what is 

known are the •sweet water" zone of the Punjab where groundwater is of 

high quality and can be used for drinking and other purposes. 

Groundwater is found at shallow depths and, since almost everyone has 

their own well and private handpump, there is no need for households 
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in the sweet water zone to collect water from any source outside the 

home. 

The villages in Faisalabad district are located in the "brackish 

water• zone. Here the existing water supply situation is more 

complicated. Water from private handpumps is not usually used for 

drinking or cooking purposes because it is too salty, but it can be 

used for other household uses such as washing and bathing. Private 

handpumps are still a valuable convenience to households in the 

brackish water zone (as evidenced by the fact that almost everyone has 

one), but not to the same extent as in the sweet water zone. In the 

brackish water zone women and children usually collect water from 

outside the house for drinking and cooking purposes. Women and 

children often walk to handpumps located outside the village where 

sweet water can be drawn from alongside irrigation canals, or water 

may be obtained directly from irrigation canals. Some households 

purchase water from vendors who haul sweet water from canals or 

handpumps and deliver it directly to the house.1 

The transition from community wells to individually-owned 

handpumps is now virtually complete in Sheikhupura and Faisalabad 

districts, as well as in many other irrigated areas of the Punjab, but 

a second transition is now well underway. Households in both the 

sweet water and brackish water zones are now demanding better water 

services than can be provided with a private handpump, and are 

The price of a 20-liter container of water delivered to a house is ') ~ ~ 
Rs.l (US$1 - Rs-.fll in 1990). } 
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installing electric motors on their own wells, pumping water into 

overhead tanks, and then using this water for a variety of water

related amenities such as indoor plumbing, toilets, and showers. In 

effect, households are making investments which replicate the services 

available from a public piped water distribution system. 

In the sweet water zone, electric motors enable households to 

enjoy the conveniences of indoor plumbing; private handpumps already 

provide an almost equally convenient source of drinking and cooking 

water. In the brackish water zone electric motors permit water to be 

raised from lower depths, which in many places reduces the salinity of 

the water withdrawn. Thus, in the brackish water zone, electric 

motors not only enable a house to install .indoor plumbing, but may 

also increase the quality of water provided, and thereby eliminate the 

need to fetch drinking and cooking water from outside the house. 

The extent of this quality differential in the brac~ish water 

zone between groundwater from increasingly deeper level~in 

different locations. Moreover, different households perceive the 

significance of this quality differential differently. Some 

hous~holds may judge an improvement of a given magnitude as sufficient 
~ 

to etninate the need for collecting sweet water from outside the home 

for drinking and cooking. Others may not. Generally speaking, 

however, the installation of an electric motor is more valuable to 

households in the brackish water zone than to households in the sweet 

water zone because of this improvement in water quality which may be 
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possible. 

Table 2 

) ~~ 
shows the percentages of sample households with different 

combinations of water service options. In villages i the sweet water 

zone without a piped water system, 70 percent of the 

had only a handpump. "' Thirty percent had a handpump and n electric 

~~ In the sweet water zone, in villages with piped water systems, 

45 percent of the population were not connected to the system (41 

percent had a handpump only and 4 percent had a handpump and electric 

motor). Forty seven percent had a handpump and a private connection, 

and 7 percent had all three options: a handpump, electric~ and a 

connection. Only 1 percent of the households had only a private 

connection. The fact that households are significantly less likely to 

have electric motors in villages where a piped water supply is 

available clearly indicates that households consider these 

improvements in service to be substitutes for each other. 

In the brackish water zone, in villages without piped water 

systems , only 38 percent of the households had just a handpump. Sixty 

two percent had installed an electric motor, over twice the percentage 

in the sweet water zone. In vi~ages with piped water systems, only 

25 percent of the population were not connected (21 percent had a 

handpump only and -4 percent had a handpump and electric motor) . Forty 

percent had a handpump and a connection. Perhaps most surprizingly, 

in villages with piped water systems in the brackish water zone, 29 

percent of the sample households had all three options: a handpump, 

electric motor, and a private connection. 
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Just as one would expect, the households with multiple water 

service options are better educated and have a higher socioeconomic 

level (measured by the construction value of their house) than 

households which have only a handpump. For example, in the sweet 

water zone in villages with piped water systems, in households which 

have only a handpump, the average education of the most educated 

member of the household is 6 years . In households with a handpump, an 

electric motor, and a private connection, it is 12 years (see Table 

2). The average value of the house of respondents which have only a 

handpump is Rs.49,000; for households with a handpump, an electric 

motor, and a private connection, it is Rs.209,000 . 

Not only are households in the study villages replicating the 

services available from a public water system by installing electric 

motors and overhead storage tanks, but over the last few years another 

development has begun: households are rapidly installing~ 

toilets. Of course, all the study vill ages lack water-borne sewerage 

systems . The conventional wisdom is that people defecate in the 

fields and open areas around the vill age. However, as villages grow, 

this practice becomes less and lesxonvenient, and many households in 

the study villages use~atrine~in their compounds and pay private 

cleaners Rs. 10-20 per month (US$1 - Rs . 21 i n 1990) to remove the 

excrement. 2 Children often defecate in the open drains which 

generally line both sides of a street or lane . 

7------Th~e!:. pour-flush toilets which are now being installed are 
2 The term "latrine" is something of a misnomer. These are not pits, but 

simply an isolated, enclosed area of the house or compound. 
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connected to •septic"~ • which are t~ically built outside the 

house in the street. The tanks al made of 

either ground leve~. There 

cement and may be at ~....., ~ 

is no proper~~ 

associated with these systems, and many do little more than transfer 

the excrement from inside the house to the open drains outside. The 

nightsoil collects in the tank and the liquid effluent spoils out into 

the open drain in the street. Because the installation of these 

systems is so recent , there is little experience on how often the 

tanks will need to be emptied. Most systems with a pour-flush toilet 
'7 

and septic tank~ ~ost about Rs.3000-4000 . 

The installation of a pour-flush system is not dependent on the 

house having an electric motor and indoor plumbing because water from 

the handpump can easily be used to flush the WC . However, typically a 

household would purchase in a WC and septic tank system after t he 

installation of an electric motor and indoor plumbing because for most 

households the latter would be a higher priority investment. The 

village/ elites are typically the first in a community to install 

pour-flush systems with a septic tanks, and these are something of a 

status symbol. This has important implications because the behavior 

of local elites is generally emulated by the general population a s 

resources become available to other households. Exact estimates are 

not available on the number of households in the study villages which 

have installed pour-flush toilets with septic tanks, but it varys from 

about 10 to 20 percent depending on the village , and is growing 
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rapidly. 

EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE RURAL WATER SECTOR 

At the Federal level, the Ministry of Planning and Development 

(Planning and Development Division, Physical Planning and Housing 

Section) is the key policy-making body with the primary responsibility 

for incorporating rural water supply objectives into overall 

development plans. The Ministry of Housing and Yorks (Environment and 

Urban Affairs Division) has the major responsibility for providing 

technical oversight of rural water supply programs. 

At the Provincial level, the Public Health Engineering Department 

(PHED) is the agency responsibile for the construction and the initial 

oper~tion of most rural water systems . The local government 

authorities (District and Union Councils) are supposed to be 

responsible for the operation and maintenance of public water supply 

systems. In principle, the District or Union Councils are supposed to 

take over responsibility for running their own piped water systems 

after a two-year •demonstration period.• In fact, this delegation of 

responsibility rarely does occurs, and the PHED continues to operate 

the system (and incur~ the operation and maintenance expenses). 
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RURAL WATER SUPPLY POLICY IN PAKISTAN 

As in many developing countries, rural water supply policy in 

Pakistan is based on the assumption that households in rural areas 

cannot afford to pay the full costs of improved water systems, and 

that central government subsidies are required in order to increase 

"coverage.• The Government of Pakistan's Sixth Five-Year Development 

Plan (1983-1987) identified rural water supply as~ "neglected 

sector," and announced an objective of doubling coverage from 22 

percent of the rural population to 44 percent ·by the end of 1988. A 

tentative coverage target of 75 percent has be,en set for the end of 

the Seventh Five-Year Plan in 1993 . 

Rural water supply investments are justified as poverty 

allievation programs, not as infrastructure ne,cessary to support 

economic development. Because of the presumption that all capital 

costs must be met by the central government, tlhe Goverment of Pakistan 

has set criteria to determine how the availabl,e federal budget 

resources should be allocated among communitie:s and regions of the 

country. These criteria have generally been b,ased on central 

planners' perceptions of the need of communiti1as for improved water 

supplies. Little effort has been made to dete:rmine what services 

people themselves want and are prepared to pay for. 

The brackish water areas of the Punjab aria considered a high 

priority for improved water services by central planners because of 

the poor quality water supplied by private hantdpumps. The current 
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policy is for villages in brackish areas with populations over 5000 to 

be provided with a piped distribution system with house connections. 

It is not considered cost effective to provide villages with 

populations less than 5000 with house connections, and in such cases 

government policy is to construct a distribution system with public 

taps located throughout the village. Public water systems are not 

being constructed in the sweet water areas of the Punjab based on the 

belief that private handpumps already meet basic human needs. 

If a village is selected to receive a piped water distribution 

system, little is expected of households in terms of cost recovery . 

With rare exceptions, the government bears 100 percent of the capital 

costs of public water supply projects, and often most of the operation 

and maintenance costs. For systems with individual connections, 

households are expected to pay a monthly tariff of between Rs.10 to 

Rs. 12. This tariff is simply a flat monthly charge, and is not based 

on the volume of water used. Connections are not metered and 

households can take as much water as they wish. In addition to the 

monthly tariff, households are e~pected to pay a one-time connection 

· fee of about Rs. 80 and must bear the costs of connecting their house 

to the distribution system (which would vary with the distance of the 

household to the water line, but would typically cost about Rs. 500) . 

The collection of the tariff is uneven. In some areas most 

households who are connected pay ; in other areas compliance is much 

lower. Data on compliance rates in the Punjab are not available, but 

probably something on the order of 60 percent of the connected 
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households pay the monthly tariff. Households which do not pay are 

rarely disconnected from the system. 

For systems with public taps, households are supposed to pay Rs.5 

per month. However, this is rarely collected, in part because people 

generally want house connections and are disappointed when they are 

provided with with public taps. 

Despite the official allocation criteria, rural water supply 

projects remain a politically attractive form of central government 

largess, and there is still ample room for political determinations of 

which communities receive centrally-funded water projects. 

FINANCIAL COSTS TO A HOUSEHOLD OF ALTERNATIVE WATER SUPPLY OPTIONS 

Table 3 presents the financial costs to an individual household of 

different water supply options. The total capital costs of a private 

handpump and the construction of a shallow well are about Rs.1000. 

Maintenance expenses probably average about Rs.5 per month. Assuming 

an economic life of 10 years and a real interest rate of 10 percent, 

the total monthly cost to a household of owning a private handpump is 

about Rs.18. 

With the existing tariff and connection fee, the total monthly 

cost to a household of a private connection to a piped distribution 

system is about the same as for a handpump. The upfront costs 

(connection fee plus costs of running a water line from the house to 
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the distribution line) are about Rs.600. The monthly tariff (in the 

brackish water zone) is Rs.12. Assuming an economic life of 20 years 

and a real interest rate of 10 percent, the total monthly cost of a 

private water connection is about Rs. 18. 

The cost to a household of installing an electric motor on its 

private well is about Rs.1500 (over twice the cost of a private 

connection); the monthly operation and maintenance (including 

electricity) is about Rs.20. Assuming an economic life of 10 years 

and a real interest rate of 10 percent, the total monthly cost to the 

household of an electric motor is about Rs.40. This does not include 

the cost of an overhead tank (about Rs . 500) or of indoor plumbing 

(about Rs . 5000). 

The monthly costs of water to the household obviously increase 

significantly when the costs of these service options are added 

together . The monthly costs for both a handpump and a connection to a 

piped distribution system would be Rs.36; for a handpump and an 

electric motor the monthly cost would be Rs.58 . Households with all 

three service options--a handpump, an electric motor, and a private 

connection--pay about Rs.76 per month for water. 
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HOW MUCH ARE HOUSEHOLDS WILLING TO PAY FOR IMPROVED WATER SERVICES? 

Respondents in both the sweet water and brackish water zones were 

asked a series of structured questions designed to determine how much 

they would be willing to pay for improved water services. 3 Households 

in villages without piped water systems were asked how much they would 

a private connection to a water system 

a system with improved reliability 

(i.e., which provided water four hours a day more than the standard 

system). Households in villages with piped water systems were asked 

how much they would pay for a connection to a system with improved 

reliability. Table 4 presents the mean responses for households in 

villages without a piped water supply system for different subgroups 

of the sample in both the sweet water and brackish water zones. 

Not surprizingly, respondents in the sweet water zone bid much 

less than those in the brackish water zone (a mean of Rs.21 versus 

Rs.40). In both the sweet water and brackish water zones, households 

with more educated members gave consistently higher willingness-to

pay (WTP) bids than those with less educated members. Also, 

respondents who lived in more expensive , better quality houses 

~--.~~~--:c~o~n~s~i~s~t~e~n~t::;:lY bid higher than those living in less expensive houses.4 3 See Willingness to Pay for Water in Rural Areas: Report on Research in the 
Punjab, Pakistan, by Mir An um Altaf and Harron Jamal. June, 1990. 
[DRAFT] a Dis ussion Pape . The World Bank, Washington D.C. 

These relationships are co istent wt the results of multivariate 
analyses of the determinants of the WTP bids. See Altaf and Haroon, 1990, and 
Altaf, Haroon, Liu, Smith, an ittington, 1990. 

4 
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There are two groups of households in villages with piped water 

systems: those with a private connection and those without. Both 

groups were asked how much they would be willing to pay per month to 

be connected to a more reliable system. In the sweet water zone about 

50 percent of the households in both groups bid more than the existing 

tariff of Rs.10.5 Of those households that bid more than the existing 

tariff, the mean WTP bid for a connection to a more reliable system 

was Rs.20 per month for households already connected and Rs.19 for 

households not already connected. 

In the brackish water zone households in villages with and without 

piped water systems were also asked about their willingness to pay fo·r 

a more reliable system. The mean WTP bid for households in villages 

without piped water systems was Rs.56 (compared to Rs.40 for a 

standard system) . Households in villages with piped water systems in 

the brackish zone only bid Rs.33 on average. This large difference is 

probably due to the fact that households who already had private 

connections were generally dissatisfied with the performance of the 

water system and may not have found the possibility of a more reliable 

system credible. 

5 Thus, about half of the presently unconnected households would connect to 
an improved system if the tariff remained at Rs.10 per month. 
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THE ECONOMICS OF VILl.AGE-LEVEL WATER SUPPLY OPTIONS 

The efforts by households to provide themselves with improved 

water supplies through the purchase of services from the private 

sector entail substantial expenditures in the aggregate. Table 5 

presents an estimate of the amount of money being spent on private 

provision of water services by households in a typical village in the 

brackish water zone with a population of 5000 (562 households assuming 

8.9 people per household) without a piped water system. Assuming 62 

percent of the households in the village have a handpump and an 

electric motor and the remaining 38 percent have only a handpump, 

households in such a village hav~ already invested over Rs.l million 

in private handpunips and electric motors. The operation and 

maintenance costs of these privately-provided water systems is 

estimated to be about Rs.9800 per month. The total monthly costs are 

about Rs. 23,900. f>t' - ~ -~ "':_~ 

Based on data from the PHED in the Punjab, a new piped 

distribution system for such a village would cost about Rs.1,500,000 

(Rs.300 per capita). If 100 percent of the households in the village 

connected and each paid Rs. 500 to connect their house to the 

distribution system, the total capital costs of the system would be 

approximately Rs . l,780,000. According to PHED estimates, the monthly 

operation and maintenance costs of such a piped distribution system 

would be about Rs.3800, and the total monthly cost would be Rs.21,600. 

Given the approximate nature of these cost estimates, the total 
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costs of a piped distribution system are essentially the same as t he 

amount households are already spending for handpumps and electric 

motors . This comparison must, however, be interpreted carefully. The 

costs of the piped distribution system are based on the historical 

experience of the PHED in building and operating water systems with 

low reliability. Such systems would not replace households' need for 

private handpumps; for some households such systems would not even 

replace their desire for electric motors. Increasing the reliability 

of such systems would increase their costs, so that a piped 

distribution system that would actually serve as a substitute for 

handpumps and electric motors could cost considerably more than 

households are spending now. 

On the other hand, the cost estimates for the piped water system 

assume that 100 percent of the households would connect, and thus the 

number of households serviced by a system better than a handpump would 

be greater than with the current situation. Moreover, the cost 

estimates for handpumps and electric motors do not include the costs 

of the time households spend collecting drinking and cooking water 

from outside the house, or the money paid to water vendors. In this 

sense the cost estimates presented for the existing situation are an 

underestimate of the real resource costs . 

On average, households in villages in the brackish water zone 

without piped water supplies said they would be willing to pay Rs.40 

per month for a connection to a standard piped water system. If every 

household connected and paid Rs . 40 per month, the monthly revenues to 
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the water utility would be about Rs.22,500--almost the same as our 

estimates of the total monthly costs of a piped distribution system 

and of current water expenditures. 6 However, Rs. 40 per month is the 

mean WTP bid; not every household would be willing to pay this amount. 

The frequency distribution of willingness-to-pay bids indicates that 

if the monthly tariff were set at Rs. 25 per month (compared to the 

existing tariff of Rs.12 per month in the brackish water zone), about 

80 percent of the households would decide to connect to a new piped 

distribution system (see Figure 1). The total monthly revenue 

associated with a tariff of Rs.25 would be about Rs.11,700. This 

would be over three times the monthly operation and maintenance costs 

of the system to the PHED, and about two thirds of the total monthly 

costs (including the capital costs). 

If system reliability is improved, tariff levels can be raised 

even more, and revenues can be significantly increased. An analysis 

of households WTP bids suggests that if the reliability is improved, 

80 percent of the households would be willing to pay Rs.35 per month 

for a connection. This would generate monthly revenues of more than 

Rs.16,000. Given the approximate nature of these estimates, such 

revenues are close to the total monthly costs of the piped 

distribution system. These calculations suggest that tariff levels in 

the brackish water zone could easily be doubled or even tripled if 

reliability were improved, and that the revenues generated could pay 

Note, however, that our estimate of the total monthly costs -included the 
costs of connecting the household to the distribution line. The water utility 
would not need revenues to cover these costs. 
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for the operation and maintenance costs of the system and make a major 

contribution to the capital costs . 

f 
It is not clear from this example whether households in the 

? brackish zone would, in fact, be willing and able to pay for the full 

~ costs of a piped water system. However, these calculations are only 

meant to be illustrative and to provide a sense of the order of 

magnitude of the likely costs and revenues, not to determine the level 

of subsidies required for the construction of rural water systems. 

In the sweet water zone the costs of a water supply system are 

essentially the same as in the brackish water zone, but households are 

are on average only willing to pay about half as much as in the 

brackish water zone. Full cost recovery is thus not feasible in most 

villages in the sweet water zone at this time. However, households in 

(,)~ 
service, 

I k ~...e,t, · and revenues -can be increased by increasing reliability. 
, .,!:I 1(\..1 

The results of this study illustrate that households in both the 

brackish and sweet water zones are demanding increasing levels of 

water and sanitation services, and some households are already paying 

~ large amounts for such services. For example, almost 

thirty percent of the households in the brackish water zone in 

villages with piped water systems already have a private handpump, an 

electric motor, and a private connection, and are paying about Rs.76 

per month for water services. When most of the households in a 

village can afford this level of expenditure for a reliable piped 
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water system, full cost recovery should be possible. 

PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING GOVERNMENT POLICY 

~necessary question to ask is whether the existing policies of 

the Government of Pakistan in the rural water sector in fact create 
~ 

any major After all, many households appear to be 

meeting their water needs through private sector initiatives without 

reliance on government-subsidized projects. Even if government 

policies are based on the unfounded assumption about households are 

unable to pay very much for improved services, are there any reasons 

to think the existing policies are causing significant harm? We 

believe that there are in fact three main problems with existing 

government policies in the rural water sector in the irrigated areas 

of the Punjab . 

1 . FAILURE TO RECOGNIZE THE COMMON PROPERTY NATURE OF GROUNDWATER 

EXTRACTION AND THE EXTERNALITIES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED SANITATION 

AND DRAINAGE 

First, existing government policy does not adequately address the 

consequences of the increasing and unregulated use of ground water by 

households and small firms acting independently of each other. The 

groundwater aquifer is a common property resource which will soon be 
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~f't/~· . . 

\.,)., ~verexploited. The present private sector solution of 
~~ 

everyone ... _: (t--f' 

\,,~ drilling their own well and pumping groundwater is not 

(fa 
_.,c.,¥1 - 0 

sustainab~ 
1 

/ , 

water tables have already fallen significantly in many villages. As 

increasing numbers of households install electric motors and indoor 

plumbing, water usage will increase and the problem will grow worse. 

Many households already have to regularly rebore their wells in order 

to reach water. 

Not only does reboring add considerably to the costs of the 

private sector option, but in many villages the groundwater is rapidly 

approaching a level at which it will not be technically possible to 

lift water with the type of simple, inexpensive handpumps now 

prevalent in the Punjab . When this point is reached, villages will 

face a new kind of water crisis. Poor households may not be able to 

afford the expense of both reboring and the installation of either an 

electric motor or a more costly, heavy-duty handpump required for the 

increased lifts. Such households may well have to purchase water from 

wealthier neighbors who can afford such systems. As the water table 

continues to fall, the economics of village water 

shift dramatically in favor of collective solutions . .---" 

ystems will «-") · 

~'\....L4-C- . 

Moreover, existing government rural water policy does not pay 

adequate attention to sanitation and drainage issues. The increased 

water usage associated with the installation of electric motors and 

indoor plumbing facilities has increased drainage problems in most 

villages . When people shifted from the community well to private 

handpumps inside the home, household water use undoubtedly increased, 
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but not nearly as much as when electri and indoor plumbing are 

installed. The open drains which line both si es of most streets 

carry sullage water and raw sewage, but they o/ten stagnant and 

overflow, creating public health problems. ~ 
Most village drainage systems empty into a sewage pond at the 

edge of the village, but these ponds are rapidly filling up as flows 

increase due to increased water use, installation of WCs, and 

population growth. Additional land for new waste disposal ponds is 

often not readily available as land prices rise and agricultural land 

at the edge of the village is converted to urban uses. 

In both the sweetwater and brackish water zones, the drainage 

situation will become increasingly worse as the trends to install 

electric motors and WCs with septic tanks continue. Private sector 

solutions to these kind of drainage problems are not easy to envisage. 

Collective action at the community level is necessary to install 

drainage systems where they do not exist, to keep existing drains 

clean, and to find solutions to the problems associated with 

diminishing capacity of sewage ponds. This does not necessarily mean 

that large subsidies need to be provided by the central government for 

construction projects, but the PHED certainly has a role to play in 

providing technical assistance to communities in the areas of 

sanitation and drainage planning. 
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2. INEQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES 

Second, current policy results in large subsidies to those 

villages in the brackish water zone which receive government-provided 

piped water systems. Government policy justifies these subsidies on 

the grounds that villages in the brackish zone are in greatest need of 

improved water. It is certainly true that villages in the brackish 

zone need improved quality water more than villages in the sweetwater 

zone, but it does not follow that because a village is in need of 

improved water that it is poor . Many of the villages in the brackish 

zone which receive government subsidies are relatively high-income 

communities, particularly those near Faisalabad district engaged in 

textile enterprises. In fact, in our study households in villages in 

the brackish water zone were significantly better off than those in 

the sweet water zone. 

Households in the brackish water zone have demonstrated a high 

willingness to pay for improved water systems, both in terms of their 

current expenditures on electric motors and in their responses to 

direct questions. Since many villages in the brackish water zone 

appear to be able to afford~ a substanital portion of the capital 

costs of reliable .piped water systems, there would appear to be no 

reason on equity grounds why systems in such relatively high-income 

communities should be so heavily subsidized by the government. 
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3. !ACK OF SUPPORT FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Third, government policy is not adequately supporting economic 

development in the irrigated areas of the Punjab. The results of this 

study show that in some large villages people are prepared to pay a 

much larger portion of costs of piped water supply systems if the 

service is reliable , even though they already have private handpumps. 

In the brackish water zone, although the official government policy is 

to promote the provision of piped water systems, in .practice few 

villages receive such systems because of the limited capital available 

I to subsidize their construction. It makes no sense to delay providing 

d service to communities in the bra~ not require 
~ (T· 

'-X. ~\ t'~ subsidies just because the central government does not have sufficient 

\)vl. J \. Y \ resources to subsidize 100 percent of the capital costs. Moreover, if 

G ~,,,~ ~_,,~ some communities in the sweet water zone do not require subsidies, it 

~~< J. ~ · \.! l ; makes h b h b u , .:.... y no sense to deny t em service just ecause t eir asic needs are ,'J ) j'\ ~ . 
'f, ;~ . ·~ v~eing met by private handpumps. 

'1~ ~ 1 ~ The problem with current government policy is that it effectively 

. , I 
~~ 

den/s 

firms 

the services of a piped water system to households and small 

in one of the most dynamic economic regions of Pakistan. Water 

services are an important factor input for many small scale 

manufacturing and commercial enterprises. Providing reliable piped 

water supplies to communities in the irrigated areas of the Punjab 

which are prepared to pay the costs of such services is a sound 

economic investment and will further spur the rapid ongoing 
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development of such communities. 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The findings from this research effort suggest several specific 

ways in which the Government of Pakistan's rural water policies can be 

improved. People are prepared to pay substantial amounts for a 

private house connection, but only if the service is reliable. 

Households in the irrigated areas of the Punjab have several options 

with respect to what source of water they use, and unless a piped 

distribution system provides good service, many households will not 

connect to the system. If they do connect, the private connection 

with standard reliability will only provide a second or even third 

level of service. Despite the fact that incomes are quite high in our 

sample villages in relative terms, households were not willing to 

spend more ~f their income for a private connection. 

A manager of a public water authority must therefore compete for 

households' patronage. The most effective way to compete is not 

through subsidized tariffs, reduced connection fees, or low-cost 

financing of connection costs, but rather by providing a service which 

is better than households' other alternatives. Our findings indicate 

that the service characteristic of most concern to households is 

Our analysis shows that households are willing to pay as much as 

-/ 
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40 percent more per month for reliable service than for the existing 

(unreliable) service. Equally important, more households will connect 

to a reliable system than to an unreliable system. The combination of 

both higher connection rates and higher tariffs associated with ------------
improved reliability means that revenue~the utility can be 

increased significantly if reliability is improved (see Figure 2). 

Cost recovery and customer satisfaction thus both depend upon 

increasing the reliability of piped water systems. How can this be 

done? 

The government-financed water systems built in the Punjab have 

been designed based on an estimate of per capita water use of 40 

liters per day. This estimate is much too low when the marginal cost 

of water to the household is zero, in part because humans are not the 

only users of the piped water. Many households in the villages own 

animals which live in their dwellings or compounds (in the brackish 

zone, 40-50 percent of the sample households in a given village 

reported owning animals). Water buffalos in particular need large 

amounts of water to stay cool. Traditionally water buffalos were 

taken to a pond outside the village to cool off and drink, but this is 

a time consuming activity. When a piped system is installed in a 

village, most people find it much more convenient to simply hose down 

their water buffalos in the street. Because the connections are 

unmetered, households have no incentive to conserve water. 

In addition to watering animals, households find many other uses 

for water when it is available free. This high demand for water in a 
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hot arid climate when the marginal cost to the household is zero, 

coupled with the }Pf capacity of the syst ms, means that water must be 

rationed by curta't.c:/!s>g service. This en ails chronically low 

pressure. When water systems are oper tional, they typically run for 

just three or four hours a day. 

The Public Health Engineering Department and the community are 

thus caught in a kind of low-level equilibrium. Since water 

connections are not metered, people demand more water than the system 

can provide. In order to ration supplies, the PHED reduces the number 

of hours of service. Because the systems are unreliable, people must 

still invest in alternative private arrangements; the piped system 

becomes at best a supplemental water source. This means that 

households are not willing to pay very much for the service. Because 

households are not willing to pay much for the service, the PHED does 

not collect sufficient revenues to properly manage and run the system, 

and reliability deteriorates further. 

The way out of this trap is to install et~s nd 

charge higher prices for water. The higher prices will enable the 

PHED to collect higher revenues, which must be used to provide better 

management and more reliable service. The results of our survey 

suggest that this would be a popular policy change. The majority of 

respondents in both the sweet water and brackish water zones favored 

metering of private water connections. At first glance, this might 

seem unreasonable because households now pay only the subsidized 

tariff. But although the tariff is low, households are only too aware 
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that the service is poor. Often they must pay the tariff even though 

the system is down and they have not received any water. Households 

perceive metering to be a much more equitable 

what you get (and you do not pay for what you 

To summarize, a sound rural water policy 

arrangement: you pa~y 

do not get!) . , ~ 0, 
for th~ areas (.,.\~ 

of the Punjab should be based on the following principles: 

1. Improved reliability is the key to customer satisfaction and high 
connection rates. The provision of subsidized credit to cover 
household connection costs is not necessary. 

2 . Private connections should be metered and prices should be set to 
cover a much higher proportion of the capital and operating costs of 
supplying water. 

3. Piped distribution systems should not be built unless projected 
revenues are sufficient to cover the costs of providing much more 
reliable service. 

4. Systems should not be designed on the basis of a 40 liter per 
capita per day standard. Information is required on how much water 
households will consume with metered connections and realistic prices. 

5. Villages with populations of less than 5000 should not be 
prohibited from obtaining piped water distribution systems, provided 
that they can pay for the costs of supply. 

6. Water systems based on distribution by public taps can rarely be 
economically justified in the irrigated areas of the Punjab. They 
should only be constructed when there is clear, demonstrable evidence 
that this is the service level desired by the community and that 
people are prepared to pay for the costs of the system. 

7 . The PHED should focus its efforts on communities where the 
problems of declining groundwater levels are most emminent. 

8. Villages in the sweet water zone should not be precluded from 
obtaining piped water distribution systems, provided that they are 
able and willing to pay for the costs of supply. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The existing government policies for the rural water sector in 

the irrigated areas of the Punjab in Pakistan need to be reevaluated 

in light of the strong and growing household demand for improved 

services, consumer dissatisfaction with the low reliability of 

existing piped water supply systems, and the emerging problems of 

declining groundwater levels and wastewater disposal. The Government 

of Pakistan has an important role to play in facilitating and 

financing community investments in water and sanitation 

infrastructure. The current government policy of subsidizing 100 

percent of the capital costs of water systems is not justified given 

households' high willingness to pay for improved services . 

However, public sector agencies should not assume that households 

in large villages in the irrigated areas of the Punjab which have not 

yet received piped water systems have been waiting patiently for a 

government rural water supply system to arrive. On the contrary, 

because the demand for improved services is high, the private sector 

has provided many people with alternative solutions to their water 

needs. This means that the PHED no longer has carte blanche to come 

into a village and decide what service level and system reliability 

characteristics to provide. For example, there is little demand for 

public standposts in the study villages and a strong desire for 

metered connections with reliable pressure. 

Planning for improvements in rural water supplies now requires a 
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detailed knowledge of household demand for improved services and 

active community involvement in the decision making process. 

Otherwise, services may be provided that households do not want, will 

not use effciently, and will not pay for. 

Perhaps most importantly, the results of this study suggest that 

circumstances in large villages in the irrigated areas of the Punjab 

are changing rapidly , and government planning efforts must be better 

informed about the nature of these changes and their implications for 

government policy. Both planning and policy must become more 

responsive to households needs and aspirations, and adapt more quickly 

to accomodate and support a dynamic private sector economic 

environment. 



Table 1 : soc1ci'.eot0t1c PROFILE OF SN4'LE VILLAGES 
i-: 
·. 

VI I loge No. of Populatlon Average Household Construction Percent of Percent of E~ucatlon Level of 
Households ( 1981 Census Household Expenditures Value of House Households Households Most Educated ••• 
Interviewed Estimate) Size (Rs. per Mo.> (000' s Rs . ) · lnvoived Owning <a> Member (b) Woman In 

In Farming Anlmals ,of Househo Id Household 
Sweetwater Zone 

"· VI llages with Piped 
Water Supply 

Jandlala Sher Khan 99 7581 9 N.A . 104 26 N.A. 8 4 
Mirza Vlrkan 45 5630 10 N.A. 51 42 N.A. 7 2 

a. Vll~ages without 
Piped Water Suppiy 

Kharlanwala 58 8990 10 N.A. 98 19 N.A. 9 2 
Ghazi Minero 28 4514 , 9 N.A. 80 21 N.A. 9 4 
Bhaddroo Mlnara 31 2173 9 N.A. 65 29 N.A. 7 4 

Subtotal 261 

Brackish Water Zone 

"· VIiiages with Piped 
Water Supply 

Manawala 106 20,586 9 1703 125 9 28 8 4 
Sudhar 96 8,333 9 1435 90 18 52 7 2 

a. VI llages without 
Piped Water Supp•y 

Akalgarh 106 7,865 9 1665 149 20 49 10 6 
Bhalwal,a 94 11,049 9 1638 143 19 52 9 5 
Santpura 52 7,339 8 1483 144 27 50 8 4 
Gatwala 41 6,181 10 2284 200 22 42 10 6 

--Subtotol 495 
Total 756 



Service Level 

Sweetwater·Zone 
A. VIiiages with Piped 

Water Supply 
I • Handpump Only 
2. Domestic Connection Only 
J. Handpump and Connection 
4. Handpump and Electrlc Pump 
5. Handpump, Electrlc Pump, and 

Connection 

e. VI llages without Piped 
Water Supply 
1 • Handpur1'9 Only 
2. Handpur1'9 and Electrlc Pump 

Brackish Water Zone 
A. VIiiages with Piped Water Supply 

I • Handpur1'9 Only 
2. Domestic Connection Only 
}. Handpur1'9 and Connection 
4. Handpur1'9 and Electric Pur1'9 
5. Handpump and Electric Pu"l) 

and Connection 

s. VI llages without Piped Water Supply 
1. Handpu"l) Only 
2. Handpu"l) and Electrlc Pump 

Table 2.: RELATIONSHIP BEnEEN QiOICE a:- SERVICE l£VEL, EC0t041C STATUS, 
Atl> EDUCATION LEVEL a:- t«>USEHCU> 

Percent of Sample Average Value Average Household Education Level of Most Educated ••• 
Households Selecting of House "Expend I ture <a> Member of (b) Woman In 
Service Option (OOO's Rs.> (Rs. Per Mo.> Household · Household 

41 )$'1-9 N .• A. 6 2 

I 60 N.A. n 2 
47 ~ qt, N.A. 8 4 

4 ~l3't N.A. 12 7 
7 208 U'j N.A. 12 7 

100% 

70 66 N.A. 8 J 
JO 1J2 N.A. II 5 

IOOJ 

21 62 IJ07 i s 2 
6 67 IJ08 4 i 2 

40 
.. .. .. .., 

i562 ; - :; ...J...H ,, ... 

' ~ 4 115 1787 ~ <;· J 
29 145 1822 1 JtJ 5 

lOOJ 

J8 108 IJ6J 8 4 

62 181 1928 4 JP. 6 

100% 

.. ;, 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(1+2) 

(1+3) 

.3 
Table~ 

Financial Cost to an Average Household of 
Different Service Options 

{Brackish Water Zone) 

Total Monthly Monthly 
Service Option Capital Capital O&M 

(Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) 

Handpumpi 1000 13 5 

Domestic Connection2 6003 6 124 

Electric Moto~ 1500 20 20 

Handpump and Domestic 1600 19 17 
Connection 

Handpump and Electric 2500 33 25 
Motor 

(1+2+3) Handpump, Electric 3100 39 37 
Motor and Domestic 
Connection 

Total 
Monthly 

(Rs.) 

18 

18 

40 

36 

58 

76 

Not included in the above estimates are average capital costs of indoor 
plumbing often associated with service options (1+2), (1+3) and (1+2+3): 
Overhead Tank - Rs.500; Indoor Piping - Rs.500; Flush Toilet+ Septic Pit 
Rs . 10,000. 

1 Assumes an economic life of 10 years; 10% real interst. Includes 
coat of shallow well. 

2 20 years; 10% interest. 
3 Connection fee - Rs.100; Connection coats - Rs.500. 
4 Monthly tariff paid by household for an unmetered connection. 
6 10 years; 10% interest. 



. 

q. 
Table: 

A 
HOUSEHOLDS' WILLINGNESS TO PAY FOB. CONNECTION TO 
PIPED WATER SYSTEM BY SOCIOECONOMIC CBABACTEB.ISTICS 

(Villages without Piped Water Supply) 

Sweetwater Zone Brackish Water Zone 

Percent Mean WTP Bid Percent Mean WTP Bid 
of (Rs. Per Mo.) of (Rs. Per Mo.) 

Sample Sample 

Education 

No. of years of Education 
of Most Educated Member 
of Household 

0 - 8 44 15 38 36 
9 - 12 41 21 41 40 . 
)12 15 33 21 47 

Construction Value of 
House (Rs.) 

0 - 49,000 38 14 9 . 33, 

50,000 - 99,000 40 20 22 36 
100,000 - 149.000 10 21 19 38 
)150,000 12 35 50 44 

OVERALL MEAN 21 40 
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Typical Village with 5000 Population1 

Service Option 

1) Piped Water System 
(100% of Households 
Connected) 

- Cost to PHKD 

- Cost to Households 

- Total 

2) Actual Current Water 
Expenditures 

62% - HandPJmp and Klectric 
Motor 

38% - HandPJmp Only 

3) Summation of Households# 
Willi.ngness-to-~ay Bids_ 
FOIL sr .. 11/)1/~ s1~ 

4) Su"11Nfrthl of- l!IX4~NOL/>4i ' 
()/1UJAJ8lltSS-ro-P .. ; /5ids 

Pd. Ii,,/A41JSJ sysr~ 

Total 
Capital 

(Ra.) 

1,500,0002 

281,0000 

1,084,0008 

. ... . . . ~ ,.••, 

(Brackish Water Zone) 

Monthly Monthly Total 
Capital 0 & t1 Monthly 

(Ra.) (Ra.) (Ra.) 

tS, (){)O 18,800 
~3 3,8004 ..i.z..aeo 

~ -- :2.,800 
~ 

~ 
14,1007 9,800 23,900 

22,500 

~, s-oo 
I 

5) Esriw.TE'b KEVFI/Uc -~ 
A STAN(>/1~ 5f1ST£'/V1 

3 t ()dO 400' I/ 300 "; r-00 
J I 

C BAsEl> "" A l'A~ff- oF 
i$,~s L"'- Mnm1 10 9, * 
/1011"1:'HOL/JS (./;11flFUE-b; ,4,',1/) 

f(s, 80 C!.tl?l>/£(1')f7.J f-ff) 

'-) EsTiM~71it> T{cVE}JIJ£ hPY1 
/JII IMfl.411E1) SlJ.$1"EM 

(B11s~ 011 _. Titt.iFF 
bF- K.~. ~S- pc,. MD11TH / 
80 1Jo tJI- /1~$rNOLJ;5 

t!.rNIJR.Tli1; All b k., SO 
C nJ.JJ.f:trJDtl F:EF ) 

7-) Cosr of- f;l'o tl/Arett 

SvsTFM T7) l'H/:b IF-

10 f • oF- 1/,usfff>L/)$ 

Co1111EtTE1J 

3(..
1
t)()O 400 /~ ~Ob t( ZO 0 

1 562 houses at 8 .9 inhabitants per household. 
2 Based on tubewell at Ra.300 per capita capital costs. 
3 Assumes an economic life of :iB.,,~ears. 10% real interest rate. 
• Assumes annual operations and maintenance costs equal to 3% of total 

capital costs (based on cost data from PHKD). 
o Ra.500 connection costs per household. 
s Cost of electric motor - Ra.1500; Cost of handpump - Ra.1000. 
7 Assumes an economic life of 10 years, 10% real interest rate. 
e Computed over ~years at 10% real interest rate. 

d0 
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"E><iste _d.isppsi_!;ao _a pa gar__por Agua em comunidadeg . ru.rais.1 e 
qua.is sao as . suas impl.ica!;oes_ppliticas? --__ resul.tad.os 
preliminares do Brasil 111 

1 - Intrcducao e ObJetivos da Pesguisa 

l1ulo F, dt C1st10 
Joh Brisco, 

llltoa Bussab 
DrUt Olsn 2 

A meltcria na qualidade e na quantidade de~ lSada pela JX)pula,;ftc 
rural dos pa.i.ses em desenvolvimento tern sidb deficie,te em dois aspect.cs 
pr-incipais: cs sistemas caistruidos ~ frequa,temente mal utilizados 
e/cu mantidos inadequadamente, ea ampli~ dos servi,os tem side nuito 
la,ta. Per cutro lade, estima-se que{'95 recurses atualmente 
disp::n.i.veis, em escala n-undial,}sao insuficientes para atender, em 
prazos razoaveis, a demanda cie 3091. da pop.1la;fk) ITl.r.dial (cerca da 1,5 
bilhoes de pessoas) per agua nae caitaminada. 

VArios fatores ccncorrem para explicar este resultado. Dentre esse.s, 
sern dllvida, destac~ a precAria infc:>nnai;~ que se possui sobre a 
possivel resposta dos usuarios a oferta de novos servi<;os. De um mc:do 
geral, o plm,ejamento de aA;oes em saneama,to rural; baseando-se em 
hip6i:.ec=..S!S bastante simpli ficadas sabre o c~tc do ~ficiario, 
tem sido elaborado na pressupcsi<;ao de que as pessoas nae apenas 
demandarlk> cs noV09 sistemas, desde que o custo mensal pela utili~ 
dos servi~·n~ ul trapassa 31. a 51. da renda 'familiar, cane ~ 
tencferao a caisunir quantidades idinticas lq.Jelas de U5l.J4rios de 

'sistemas 5imilares. Esta regra·s1mp1es tern ocasiaiado alguns problemas 
na deternu.na.;~ do n.i.vel de servi<;os, que era pode ser nuito bai><o (cs 
usu.!rios nae valoram o servic;o melhorado e portanto rn1o pagam per ele), 
era pode ser nuit.o elevado (hi prefer&lc:ia.pelos servic;os mas nae ao 

1, Trab1lh~ apresentado no I SeainArio Internacion1l de S1nea1ento Rural, re1liz1do no Rio dt J1neiro, 
1ntre 16 1 17 de Sete1bro de 1998. 

2, Os 1utores 1!01 respectiva1ente 1 do lnstituto de Pl1nej11ento Econo1ico e S0ci1l do Hinistfrio do 
Planeja1ento do Brasil, do Banco Hundial 1 da Universidade de S!o Paulo (Brasil), e do Instituto de 
Opinilo P~blica e Estatistica (Brasil), 
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~o que deveria !Ser ccbrado)' ccnforna atestam as avaliai;oes de 
diferentes agihcias internacicnais sabre projetcs em saneamentc rural3

• 

Per a.1tro lade, infonnai;oes incorret:as sabre O USO da agua pcdem afetar 
desfavcravelmente toda a caicep;Ao do projeto em terncs da escolha 
tec:nologica, do nivel de servic;o, dos prazos e escala do aunento de 
capacidade, da estrutura tarifciria • dos arranjos financ:eircs. Can 
efeito, os recursos podem ser aloc:ados ineficiaitemente ea viabilidade 
financeira dos sistemas melhorados de abastecimento de agua rural l'X)de 
ficar canpn::rnetida. E conun, em projetos de saneamento rural, a 
oc:orn:ncia de receitas insuficiaites e o nae atingimento de metas de 
rec:uper~ de custos. O result.ado e que a aper~ e manu~ sAo 
precarias, e os sistemas tenninam sendo, nui tas vezes, abandcnados •. 

Assim, a eficiihcia dos investimentcs em ~oes de saneamento rural tem 
sido tradicicnalmente baixa: estima-se, a partir de varias experi'e'ncias 
internaciaiais, que pelo menos 25"/. dos sistemas exist:entes ~ estao em 
cpera;atJ e que, aitre OS que ·funcicnam, a maioria nAo gera receita 
suficiaite para custear uma. rncn..1tenc;3o reparadora, quanta mais para 
expan~ e melhoramento dos servic;os. Pdemais, as avaliac;oes sabre 
os resul ta.dos da maioria dos prcjetos executados sAo pessimistas. Em 
un projeto ti.picc4, p:::,r exemplo, os custos efetivcs nonnalmente excedem 
em 25"/. cs custos previstos :_~5"c1 75"/. mais tempo do. que o esperado para 
.ser ccnclu.i.do; o vclune de pn:lCUl;!kl previsto para o sexto anode 
operac;ac e atingido ·em 11,S anos, enquantc as vendas previstas para o 
sexto ano sac ccnc:retizadas apenas ap6s 14 anos de aper~. As 
c:cnc...eq:..1encias stk> c at.."nerlto do C'..!Sto incremental ~io efetivo per met.re 
clbico produzido e vendido em cerca de ciJas vezes e meia e ~ vezes do 
custo esperado, respectivamente. 

Neste sentido, a viabilidade dos projetos em saneainento rural pcde ser 
melhorada atraves de avanc;os metodologiccsque incluatn infonnac;oes sabre 
a valor~ dos diverscs niveis de servic;o, come tambem a prAtica de 
tarifas que ao maiOS cubram cs custos de cper~ e manu~ des 
sistema.s. Pqui., um ccnc:eitc fu'ldamental e aquele da "disposi~ a 
pagar"e que, indicando como' cs ~ios valoram un ncvc serv~o, serve 

3, Yer, por exe1plo, Saunders and Wardord, 19771 1BRD, 1986 t 19871 Australian Develop1ent A11istanc1 
Bureau, 1983; Federal Republic of 6er1any1 1983; Canadian Internacional Develop1ent Agency, 1983J 
European Econo1ic Co11unity, 1983, 

4. Yer Briscoe,J •• 1986, 

5. •oisposi)So a pagar• t conceitual1ente equivalent, a 1de1anda1 por u1 be1 econo1ico. Dois 
&spectos sSo relevantes nesta conceitua)So1 1 disposi~So total ea disposi)So 1arginal, A 
disposi)So 1arginal por pagar t, por exe1plo, o 1ontante que u1 consu1idor esti propenso a pagar por 
u1a unidade adic1onal de igua a qualquer nivel dado de consu10 corrente, enquanto I disposi)lo total 
11dt 1101a das disposi)oes 1ar9inais entre diferentes niveis de consu10. An1litica1ent1, 1 
disposi~lo total por p191r t 1 6rea 1b1ixo d& curv& dt de1and1, · 
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dtt guia para definir cs arranjos financ:eircs e tecnicos mais adequado5 
aos desafios do saneamento rural. 

-
A pesquisa objetiVC1.t, primeiro, ccnsolidar e desenvolver cs enfoques 
metodol6gicos para estimar a disposi~ a pagar dos individuos per 
servic;os de il.gua em corrL.nidades rurais, e, segu,do, testar no campo uma 
dessas metodologias para detenninar sua aplicai;ac carw::> un instn..rnentc 
prAtico de planejamentc. Especificarreite, a partir de inf~oes 
coletadas em~ distintas sib.Jat;ces eccnSmico-ambientais an areas 
rurais de seis pa.ises, pretendeu-se analisar, para Bel"'Vi;os melt"crado5 
de abastecimentc de Ag\Ja can caracteristicas peculiares (em tennos de 
n!vel do servic;o, pre;o, ca,fiabilidade e qualidade da .tgua), qual a 
prop:,rc;&J da pop.llai;ao que escolheria utilizar o servi;o e qual se,-ia a 
quantidade usada. 

A Secc;3o 2 ~ta uma discusslo sucinta dos principa.is enfoques 
metodol6gicos para estimar a disposi;ao a pagar, enquantc a Sec~ 3 
relata as experi~ias no ~itc da pesquisa em diVl!l"'SC9 pa.ises. 
Finalmente, na Secc;-:k> 4, sac apresentados algu,s result.ados parciais da 
pesquisa a partir de dados brasileiros, discut.i.nc:So-9e alguna.s 
implicai;oes· para a definic;Ac de politicas de sanearne11tc rural • • 

• 2 - Questoes metpdol6gicas na estimac:a·o da dis_gosicAo a 
~gar per services de Agua rural 

Os estudos sabre demanda per ilgua t~ side base.ados en SJa maioria em 
dados relatives a cCfll.l'lidades urbanas, voltando se principalmente para 
questoes de detenninal;ao da quantidade demandada a vArios pre;os· e da 
est..inial;ao das elasticidades (renda e ~) da demanda. Pcdem ser 
ccnsiderados de pcuc:a utilidade para o estudo de ·c:ara.nidades rurais, 
notadamente em pa.i.ses em desenvolvimentc, cnc1e· as ques~ ~ mais 
canplexas, envolvendo nae apenas a de~ de quantidades 
demandadas, mas t.amben a probabilidade de adesao des usuarios ac9 l'lO\i09 

sistemas de abastecimentc i de ~- -
I!: pertinente, port.ante, resuni.r uma estrutura tecrica que pennita 
ant.ender COOO OS padrces de utiliz~ da ~ variam quando lift ncN'O 
sistema e instalado em uma caTU1idade rural. Pntes da uma discussAc 
ma.is aproft.ndada, vejamos inicialmente as ~tees prAticas enfrentadas 
pela planejadcr/enge ,t-eiro de nc::r,;Q sistana. 

Q.qxnhalros que hA l.MM pr opo!lta para a instal~ de un ncNO sistana de 
abastecimentc de Agua em uma caTU1idade rural, em a.Lbs ti tui~ ac us, 
tradicicrial de varias fa,tes poluidas de '1gua. 9.Jpa,hamos, tambem, 
que a caTU1idade devera ccritrituir financeiramente para o 
eT4JI' ee11dimento, dadas as limita«;ces orc;ament.arias do ga.,,en,o. Neste 
ca1textc, deve-se per-guitar o que exatamente precisa ca,hecer o 
planejador para minimizar equivccos? Em pri.meiro lugar, ele deva 
!Saber, para o case de ligat;ces daniciliares, quantas familias est:arao 
dispost.as a usar o nc::r,;Q sistema. A tsegUir, para as qee ccnectaram, e 
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precise ccnhecer a taxa de CCJ'lSl.fflJ de ~- Entllo, o planejador 
seria capaz, dado os custos, de determinar seas receitas proveni~te9 
do nave sisterna seriam suficientes para cobrir os custos, al~ de 
clefinir o nivel de servic;o desejado. Finalmente, !Ser'ia ifllX)rtanta 
~tabelecer criterios para selecicnar a tecnologia apropriada ea tarifa 
a ser cobrada. 

Essas questoes tambem se colcx:am, similanrente, para diversos cutros 
ti(Xl9 de abastecimento de~ (chafarizes e bcrnbas manuais, JXJf"" 
l!!Xeq:)10) • 

Hi v.irias maneiras de equaciaiar es!Se!I prcblemas. Una seria atr.aves 
da aplicat;ao da analise custo---beneficio: se 05 beneficios do novo 
sistema p_idessem ser aproximadMB'lte estimada.s, poder ~ia escolher a 
tecnologia e o pre:;o que maximizassem 05 beneficios Hquidos. De 
qualquer m:ido, o planejador precisaria ccntar can informa1;oes 
suficientes para medir as ccnsequencias pl"'O'lltiveis do prcjeto e poder 
ccrnpara-las can os custos. · 

Neste sentido, e prec:i!SC ccnhecer nelhcr caic as pessoas U9affi ~ e 
care as escolhas das fa,tes de abastecimento sAo feitas. Essa e \.11\a 

questllo relevante para o desenho do prcjetc, \.11\a vez que, em ccm.nidades 
rurais, a ncvo sistema de at:>astecimento de ag.Ja estara canpetindo can as 
altemativas tradicicnais. Reduz-se, portanto, a caihecer care a · 
~a,;Ac entre o nCNO si.stema e o tradiciaial e fei ta. Em 
principio, es5a9 fa,tes de abastecimento de ciigua podem ser canparada9 em 
vtirios aspect.cs: qualidade, caiveniencia, ca,fiabilidade e custos reais 
do recurso· (tempo e dinheiro). E, claranente, o problema poc:leria ser 
equacicnado a partir da teoria da· demanda do ca,sumidor. Coro um do!I 
maiores beneficios do novo sistema ~ a eccncrnia de tempo em rel~ A 
situac;Ac anterior, a aplica«;t\o da teoria do caisunidor dE!'ll'e incorporar 
esta varii!vel care um fat.or na decisAo individual de~ ac novc 
sistema. A teoria deveria incor per ar, tamben, a partir de algunas 
cbserva:;oes empiricas, o fator distainc:ia ria escolha do US\MVio, n&:> 
cbst.ante o tipo de servic;o ofert.ado (li~ daniciliar vs. chafariz cu 
bcmba man.ial) parecer !!lel"" um de~te da quantidade de agt..&a 
utilizada mais import.ante que qualquer cutra rela,;Ao entnt o use de~ 
e dis~ia possa 5l.lQtll""ir. 

2.1 modelo de~ de prcdu;lc· familiar 

Una maneira de se detenninar 05 efeitos de un ncvc sistema no 
canportamento das pes!!Oas em term:s da utiliz~ da ilgua seria observar 
una si~ cnde tal sistema tivesse sido instalado e detenninar o 
runer-o das fan.Uias que o usam, ban care a quantidade de ~ caisuni.da. 
Se pudenno5 estimar relai;oes flnCicnais Cai!Sistentes ne5ta si.tua,;ao, 
poder.i.atro.3 en~ estimar um "modelo" de ccxnportaml!!!nto !SCbre a utilizai;lc 
da ~ que poderia, INef'ltualmente, ,servir para predizer 05 impactos da 
in9tala:;ao de um novo !Sistema de abastecimento de ~ em \.11\a ccm.nidade 
n.iral. 
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Ccnsidere a es~ de un nmelo em uma coou,idade que ja dispoe de un 
sistema p:.tblico de abasteciffEint.o de agua. Varies fat.ores devem 
influenciar o canporl:ament.o do usuario, de mode que, fonnalne,te, 
ter.i.arros que estimar sinultaneamente t.m Sistema de fu"l<;oes de demanda 
per cigua nas fcntes tradiciaiais e no domic.i.lio. Pe infonnar;~ 
necessarias para uma es~ m.ris canpleta e acurada deste 111:Jdelo sic 
aierosas e de dif.i.cil obt.enc;ao. Un enfoque m.ris pratico para nmelar 
as relat;oes de demanda per agua ao n.i.vei da ccm.nidade as!iUlli.ria as -
seguintes hip6teses: em qualquer tempo dado, uma tam.ilia utiliza apen.39 . 
uma mica fcnte para un use espec.i.fico; e, uma fam.i.lia usa t.oda a agua 
para uma dada categoria de use no danicilio,e rnk> na fcnte. 

En~ a demanda par~ no domicilio pode ser estimada par un modelo 
can uma unica equa,;ao: 

Gd= f(SP, · y, S), 

aide~ ea quantidade de agua demandada, !:Pe O prec;o sanbra da agua, y 
ea renda do domic.i.lio es e un vet.or de pref~ias detenninado pelas 
caracteristicas s6cio-ecal&nicas da fam.i.lia. Ccnsiderando uma fonna · 
ft.ncicnal linear, a~ poderia ser escrita canoa 

Gd= ao + a1 SP+ a2 y + a3 S + .e, 

·' aide e e um t.enrD aleatcrio. 

Seo prec;o-sanbra da Agua pode ser calculado, este nafelo poderia ser 
estimado per uma "cross-sec:ticn" de familias na can.nidade • . 

. Este mcdelo, lamentavelne,te, nae tern tide nui to !SUCesso para explicar 
as variat;oes no canportamento das l)essoas em termos de agua rural6 • 

E, ccntl...ldo, relevante para formar a base para o -modelo discreto-ccnt.inuo 
descrito a · seguir. 

2.2 modelo discretc-ccntin.lo de demanda par~ .· 

Este modelo propicia uma estrutura para explicar a prcbabilidade de que 
uma fam:Uia escolheria uma fcnte particular (uma variavel discreta) cane 
fl.nc;ao das caract.eristicas das fcntes disi:,cn.i.veis de agua (inc:lw.ndo 
pr-ec;os, dista'hc:ia e Cl.l~ atrib.Jtos), das caract.eristicas s6cio
ec:cnanicas da. fam.i.lia (renda, estrutura etaria, educ~, oc:upa«;ao, 
entre c:utras), e uma variavel aleatoria. Hii cl.las part.es princ:ipais 
neste prcx::edimento. A primeira, que trata da escolha discreta, pode 
ser descrita cane: 

6, 0 que nlo surpreende, uaa vez que vArias observa~oes eapiricas 1ostra1 que a quantidade de Agua 
consuaida • invariante a dist2ncia quando as pessoas necessitaa carregar igua para o doaicilio. 
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cnde Prob.-u e a probabilidade da familia h escolher a fa,te j, Wn.t. sac 
as caracteristicas da fo,te i (:l = 1,2, ••• ,n) percebidas pela fam.ilia h, 
y., ea renda familiar e Sn sac as caracter.i.sticas socio-eccn&nicas da 
famHia h. 

Una vez estimado este modelo, que ~ quantas familias escolt-ert!!o o 
novo sistema, a quantidade de aqua a ser ccns.mida em n.n;ao dos prec;os 
(tarifa e custo de caiexao) a g~ cobrados poderia ser enccntrada 
atrave3 das seguintes fu,c;oes dE! demanda1 

(i) para as familias que escolhl~am a fa,te j (digamos, o sistema novo) 

aide 0.-u e a quantidade de cigua demandada- pela familia Ii ccndiciaial da 
decis:ao de usar a fa,te j • 

(ii) para as familias que escoilheram .. a fcnte i (digamos, t..rna5 das 
fcntes tradicicnais) 

E'm princ.:Lpio, . esper~ que as c:aracteristicas das · fa,tes ccnp variaveis 
explicat.orias. mais relevant.es ~k>: ~J.J,.d.~t_~ ~~ida tjg_~.1-P.!'_~Q 
ni::netario tanto__par:a ligac;ao caro ~a ~~idade,_ e 
c:cnfiabilidade. As caracter:i.sticas da familia que prcvavelmente 
t.er-flo un papel mais import.ante c:CXTD variavel explicatoria sic: ~ 
Lno,et.aria e em especie)_,__tamanlio e ~CJJJJOSi.9kJ. da tamilia, tempojie 
r_esic;feheia, P-9.§g_ c;lq_~J..s-~~ dos fTEfflbros dell .familia, pad~ gg 
~to, e o vaJQr_ do ~ 

·~ . . Per cutro lade, cane as decisoe!:i stkJ independent.es (da fcnte a ser 
utilizada e da quantidade cmsunida) , os er r us sic correlacimados e a 
es~ per minimos quadrados resulta em estimadores incmsistentes e 
viesados. Este problema podt! ser ccntornado pela es~ dos 
modelos em duas etapas ( ''two-sb!p estimatim procedure'') , que tem 
mostrado ser pratico e fon,ecer estimadores satisfatori.os dos 
par'cffl!tros.,.. 

2.3 Fmte dos dados ~a estimi~ 

Os result.ados empiricos sobn! a demanda per 4'gua no meio rural esbarram 
na di ficuldade de obtenc;ao de d,!lldc:::>s ccnfiaveis para a anali9! e 
intef preta,;ao estat.istica. De Lm mode geral, existem duas tent.es 
principa.is de infonnar;oes: 0 enfcque "indireto", baseado em 
ccmportamento observado, atraves da coleta de dados efetivos sabre as 
fcntes utilizadas e as quantidades c~das, e o enfoque "direto", 

~ ...... ) 7. Yer lee and Trost, 1978; N1dd1la, 1983; Hineaan1 1984, 
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baseado em comportanento pres.mivel, a ser detect.ado atraves de 
respostas a quest.oes hipot.eticas. 

0 enfoque "direto" ccnsiste em coletar dados sobre a disposic;ao a pagar 
perg..ntando diretamente ao individuo qual e a sua disposic;ao. Na 
li teratura eccn&nica e ccnt"Eciclo ccrro ''ccntigent valuaticn method'', e 
tan produzido bcns result.ados quando aplicado em sitl..&.3';oes de valor~ 
de bens publicos, em paises desenvolvidos8

• 9.Ja aplica«;ao em· paises 
em desenvolvimento e, em particular, em conu,idades rurais, e recente, 
embc:ra can result.ados satisfatorios~. 

0 principal problema na utiliz~ desse prcc:edi.mento talvez seja o fate 
cfe que, per varias razoes, 0 entrevistado pode nAo respcnder 
ac:uradamente as pergu,tas, nAo revelando assim a sua "verdadeira" 
disposic;a.o a pagar pelos sistemas melhorados de abastecimento de agua. 
HA varies vieses que poclem surgir na aplic~ desta metodologia. 
Dentre esses, cs mais important.es sao: ''vies hipot.etico'', ''vies 
estrategico" e "vies do pc:rrto ... de-partida", cuja presenc;a podem · 
dificultar, Cl.late mesmo invalidar, ·a analise dos result.ados • . 

0 enfoque "indireto" ca,siste em obter· infonna1;oes sobre O conportamento 
efetivo das pessoas quanta as quantidades de agua caisunida para os 
di ferent.es usos, o tempo dispendido em. coletar ~ nas di ferentes 
fmtes, a percei:x;tlo da quali~ dessas aguas, alem daquelas relativas 
As caracteristicas s6cio-eccn&nicas da familia. Embora pn:rnissor a 
pri.meira vista, este pnx:edi.mento tan algunas limital;ces. .. Em 
primei ro lUIJar, o interesse maier do pcnto de vista do planejamentc e 
sobre conu,idades sern sistemas melhorados de~- Assim, os 
result.ados precisam ser extrapolados alem dos intervalcs fornecidos 
pelos dados observados. Em segu,do lugar, pocle haver uma 
disc~ia entre o valor revelado do bane o pagane,to efetivo quando 
o ban estiver dispa,.i.vel. Ademais, em nui.tas circuis~ias, est.e 
procedimento pode nAo ser util devido ao fatc das variaveis, 
especialme,te prec;o, nAo terem variai;ao suficiente para a analise 
estat.i.stica. 

3- 0 desenvolv:.i,m~ntg_p~sguis_a em se~s paises 

Po la,go do ano anterior, for.am coletados dados em conu,idades rurais de 
seis pa:ises (Brasil, Nigeria, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Paquis~ e India) 
_escolhidas de CQ11'Un acordo Can as eq.upes nacicnais em ~ da sua 
~ aos propositos da pesquisa. A escolha das conu,idades foi 
baseada na necessidade de set.er element.cs para c~ar as metcdologias 
descritas na sec~ anterior. Nes~ 5B'ltido, fOl'."am pn:x:uradas tr'i!3 

8, Yer, entre outros, R1nd1ll et. 11., 1978; Free1an, 19791 Cu11ings, Brookshire, ind Schulze, 1986; 
Kitchell ind Carson, 1986. · 

9, Yer Whittington, D, et. 11 •• 1987, 
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Areas em cada pais, can pelo menos dua5 ccm..nidade9 que exibissem as 
seguintes caracteristicas: 

(i) tipo A - can sistema pllilico de abastecirTEnta de agua e 
t.ari1~; exist'ehcia de cutras fa,tes de abastecirnenta; parte des 
dc:micilios cc:nectados e parl:e _nao caiectada ao sistema pllilico. 

(ii) tipo B - sern sistema ·melhorado, mas can previsk> de 
inst.alac;ao (para teste posterior); vArias fa,tes alternativas, can 
distanc:ias variadas, de abastecirnenta de agua; canparabilidade 
derrDgra1ica e cultural a caru,idade do tipo A. 

O:mo esperadc, f-a.lve una grande di1era,c;a entre as experiinc:ias nesses 
praises. Para mencicnar alguns exemplos: 

- quanta a escolha das ccm..niclades: 

It> 9.11 do Brasil (Parana), relativanente desenvolvido · 
eccncmicamente, foi dificil enccntrar ccm..nidades do tipo A, t.ma 
vez que, dada a lig~ gratuita, a baixa· t.arifa mensal, renda 
relativamente elevada e boa qualidade dos servic;os, a .maioria das 
familias escolhe o sistema pllilico de abastecirnenta de agua. 
Em ccntraste, foi relativamente fac:il ·localizar o tit,o J3, dado que 
a ~hia Estadual de Senecwnsita est.ava ativamente esteidendo 
seus servic;os ac meio rural. Per cutro lado, no l\br deste 
brasileiro (Ceara), relativamente pobre, 1oi facil enccntrar c 
tipo A, mas extremamente dificil identificar ccm..nidades do tipo B 
(desde· que n~ havia planes para ccnstn.Jc;ao de sistemas em future 
proxinD). 

- familiaridade can a ncx;Ao de pagar per agua. 

A fami.liaridade can o pagamentc per servic;os de abasteci.rrentc de 
~ estava ban estabelecida no Brasil (cnde tem sido una pratica 
padrAo), 1oi de algun m::x:to problematica na India (cnde 
cf icial1TE11te existe, ember a na pratica nern sempre cx:orra) e estava 
menos presente no meio rural do Zimt>at:Me (aide rin:a hcuve 
pagamenta per servic;os de agua) • 

- variaveis-chave . 

Esperav~ que, ' na maioria dos paises estudados, cs fatores ma.is 
imp::rtantes (as "variaveis de poU.tica"), os ~s JXXie,"iam ser 
posterionnente modificados, seriam prec;c e nivel de servic;o. 
Este foi c case do Brasil. Na India, entretantc, can un nivel 
de servic;o m.iitc precario, essas variaveis tiveram que ser 
suplementadas c;:an una que medisse a qualidade do servic;o. 

Pcr cutro· lado, algunas ~ist~ias-1Jf4JOrl:antes foram detect.ad.as no9 
resul tados pre liminares da pesquisa. Em tcdos cs paises esb dados, 
cs pesquisadores estavam inicialffEl'lte cepticos quanta a possibilidade de 
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se usar questoes hipoteticas (isto e, se o prec;o de l.ma ligac;t!o 
daniciliar fosse l.E$10 per ~s, VCCe escolheria ligar OU ccntinuaria a 
usar a fcnte tradicicnal? E se o pre;o fosse l.E$5, etc.). Em 
todos os cases estudados, os entrevistados rapidamente canpreenderam o 
"leil~" e forneceram respostas serias e razoiveis. 

Encaitrcu-se, t.amban, em todos os paises, un numero substanc:ial de 
ent:revist.ados que estava disposto a pagar nu.ito acima do prec;o corrente 
per un sistema meltDrado que ofert.asse un servic;o ca,fiavel. 

Ate a data, as primeiras duas fases do projeto de pesquisa - caic~ 
do estudo e coleta de dados - estllo tenninadas. A terceira, relativa 
A analise dos dados~ esta sendo iniciada, esperando-se canplet.A-la em 
algu,s poucos ireses. N:kl obstante ainda nae haver analises 
def ini ti vas para nenh.vna can..nidade em qualquer pa.is dado, apreserrtanos 
a seguir algumas explcrai;oes preliminares dos dados coletados no Estado 
do Parana (Brasil). 

4~ Alguns r~sultadgs prel~min~r:.@S 

l'lb Brasil, ao lcngo do ano anterior, for-am aplicados questiaiarios em 
varias localidades rurais nos Est.ados do Parana, Ceara e Minas Ger:-ais, 
visando a obtenc;&:> de um caijLnto razoivel de infonna,;oes para testar a 
disposic;~ a pagar dos usuarios per sistemas melhrados de abastecimentc 

. de agua. l'lb Parana, per exemplo, fcram realizaclas 492 entrevis~s·, 
sendo que ·192 relativas a caR.Jnidade do tipo A e 300 relativas A 
ccnu,idade do tipo B. Essas localidades foram seleciaiadas em conun 
acordo com a empr esa de saneane ,tc local e, tendo em vista as 
dificuldades ja relatadas para a identificai;ao dos tipos ideais, tanto 
as caru,idades do tipo A quanto da tipo B foram c~tas per varias 
localidades para atingir o numero pretendido de '5ltn!vistas, caiforme o 
Q.Jadro a seguir: 

I . ., 
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TIPO HUNICIPIO LOCAL I DADE NUHERO DE NUHERO DE 
DOHICILIOS ENTREVI.STAS 

Al Ortigueira Periferia e 369 152 
distrito de 
Natingui 

A2 Palmeira Papagaios Novas 124 40 

81 Lapa Canoeiro 68 46 

81 Rio Negro Sitio dos Rauen 79 54 

82 Palmeira Queimados de Baixo 114 100 

83 Re!;ierva Faxinal Fino 75 41 
B3 Ortigueira Pinhalzinho 43 26 
B3 Ortigueira Sape 58 33 

I 

TOTAL 930 492 · 

As ccm..nidades do tiJX> A sic aquelas aide existe un sistema de~ 
encanada, sendc que foram aplic.ados dais questicnarios diferentes. 
Un, em dc::micilios que estavam ligados (cu em fase de liga«;ao) ao sistema 
de agua; outro, em dc::micilios que, eTtJor a can acesso ao sistema, cu nae 
estavam caiectados cu estavam can as ligai;ces ccnc~ladas. As 
corunidades do tiJX> 8 sac aquelas cnde nae existe l.Mn sist.ema de~ 
encanada. Nessas foram aplicados ~ questiaiarios distintos, a . 
saber: . - 81: localidades cnde a popul~ sabe que sera caistruidc un 
sistema J11.blico equal a tarifa a ser praticada; 

- B2: localidades cnde a 
poµ.1la,;.'k> sabe qual o tiJX> de sistema a ser CCl'lStruido, mas ig10ra a 
tarifa que sera cobrada; 

....: B3: localidades aide nern o 
tiJX> de sistema nem a tarif4l est:.1o definidos. 

A arnostra foi seleciaiada da seguinte maneira: para cada uma das 
localidades pesquisadas, foi dado un ronero a cada dc:micilio e as casas 
fcram sorteadas aleat6riarne.inte JX>r uma ~la de noreros igualment.e 
provaveis. Dada a "sana" de varias localidades para canpor un tiJX>, 
cada uma das localidades t.eve un runero de entrevistas est.abelecido de 
acordo can a ptoµ::,n;ao existente entre o runero de dc:micilios daquela 
localidade e o total dos danicilics que seria usado para aquele tiJX> 
particular de carunidade. . Do total de 192 dcmicilioe do tiJX> A, 2TI. 
tinham acesso ao sistema· mas estavam desccnectados. A percepc;Ao dos 
entrevistador es foi de que o 11 leilAo'' n.r,ci01CJU relativane,te bem em 
tcdas as localidades, embora em algu15 cases algu15 respcndentes 
hesitaram em manifestar un prec;o ma.is elevado can receio dos possiveis 
efeitos da inflai;ao. 

.... 

. 
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Preliminarmente, as seguintes questoe9 podem ser equacicnadas a partir 
dos result.ados obtidos can dados brasileiros1 

Cl.Jes~ 1: Cl..lanto estaricWn di?JXJSJ:,os~~i~oes domiciliares 
Ltorneira oo QW.Qtal > os usuarios rurais no Parana? 

A Figura 1 n¥JStra a relac;ao entre o pre;o a ser cobrado mensalmente e o 
pen:entual das familias ligadas ao sistema publico no Parana -
O::m..nidade A. (A tarifa mensal ao tanpo da realiz~ da pesquisa era de 
Cz$40, aproximadamente lE$1.50). Para cs ccnectados, foi pen;µ,tado o 
que faricWn case as tarifas aumentassem, enquanto que, para os nae 
ccnectados, foi pergu,tado o que fariam case elas fossem mais baixas. 
Ccm:> revela a Figura 1, o runero de familias ccnectadas ao sistema 
di.mi.nuiria can a eleva«;ao das tarifas, mas o efeito ser.ia mode..-ado. 
Per exemplo, se a tari fa dobrasse, menos de 20"/. dos ent.revistados 
deixariam de estar ccnectados. E interessante observar que cerca da 
metade dos U!!iUarios ccntin.Jaria a usar os servic;os mesnD na · 
eventualidade de a tarifa aumentar mais que cinco vezes em rela,;ao ao 
valor atual. 
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Cl.les~ _2: Cl..lai.s as dif~as _notadas entre .. a disposig!c_,a _pagar_nc39 
~_µ101j.Q.a~ --r.µr::~ i,~--l~.~.l!.~-~ 9!?~Jlt;L.t:Pa;l~~-·Jpo~ .. ~ . ~al) ... pa>bl~ .. -Q~ 
seca). com as localizadas no .9..t.l _.(rico_.e _sem_problema de estiagem 
prolmgada)? 

A Figura 2 canpara os n.i.veis declarados de c:fisposi~ a pagar no 
f\brdeste (C'earci e f\brdeste de Minas Gerais) com cs do 9..tl do Brasil 
(Paranci). Para tari fas inferiores a Cz$100 ao ~ (duas vezes e me:i.a 
o valor da tari fa a epx:a da pesquisa), a ptOpOt ~ao que ligaria a 
qualquer tari fa dada era cerca de 10"1. menor no l'b"deste que no 9..tl. . 
Una explicat;ao para esta observ~ talvez resida no fate de que as 
JXJP.,llai;oes estudadas no t-brdeste, embora substancialmente mais pobres 
que as do Parana, enfrentassem alternativas de abastecimento de~ ban 
menos desejaveis (fmtes superficiais e pcx;os polu.i.dos e prec:arios nos 
leitos dos rios) que as do Parana (pcx;os no quintal ccm· boa qualidade). 

A partir de Cz$100, entretanto, as baixas rendas do l\brdeste predcm.inam 
e as curvas na Figura 2 divergem. Po n.i.vel mais alto (de Cz$200 ao 
m~s), o numero que ligaria no t'lbrdeste e cerca da met.ade dos que 
ligariam no 9..tl. · 
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G.iestao. 3: G.lais as implicac;oes para una empresa de ~? 

£ interessante ver cane esses resultados anal.i.ticos, nae obst.ante se, em 
bast.an~ preliminares, podem ser usados para avaliar di ferentes 
pol.iticas tarifarias. As Figuras 3 e 4 mostram cs efeitos de 
diferentes tarifas sabre as rac:e.i,tas brut.as c:p..1e una empresa de agua 
poderia obter no Paran.i e no l'ltrdeste de Minas Gerais. Pode se 
cbservar que, no case do Paran.i, se o objetivo de implene,tar um sistema 
melh:>rado de cigua fosse maximizar a rac:eita, a tarifa a ser cobrada 
poderia ultrapassar ainda mais o m.iximo (o qual e cinco vezes maier que 
o valor corrente), enquanto que no l'b-deste a rac:eita seria maximizada 
ao nivel de cerca de Cz$110 per ~s. 

Na realidade, claramente, o objeti"VC de desenvolver un sistema 
financeiramente viavel deve ser ccr,trc3JX>Sto com o _objeti"VC primario, que 
e ode ter o maier runero possivel de familias usando o ncrvo sistetna. 
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A Figura 4 mostra a rela.;ao entre receita e taxas de lig~. l'lb 
Paranci, parece que uma cobertura de cen:a de 7<:1'1. (correspcndente a uma 
tarifa de Cz$00, cu aproximadamente trts vezes o va.lor corrente) seria 
1.ma ~o razoavel10

• Isto correspcnde ao pa,tc1 de infle>dk> na 
Figura 4: o aunento da pn::>p..>t c;ao dos ligados (de 7<:1'/. para 80'l.) 
resultaria em perda subs~ial de receita, afetando port.ante a 
viabilidade f inanceira do sistema, enquanto a diminui~ da pr opor c;au 
dos 1 igados ( de 7<:1'/. para W'I.) t.er:-ia resul tados bast.ante adverses ( 1<:1'/. 
nae estariam usando os servic;os) para aunentos rela.tivamente pequenos na 
receita. 

E inter-essante notar que, apesar dos niveis da disposi~ a pagar serem 
substancialmente mais reduzidos no l\brdeste, a Figura 4 parece indicar 
que o nivel apropriado de cobertura nae seria nui.tc, difereite: a 
red.u;ao do nivel de cobertura para menos de 7<:1'/. resul~ia apenas em 
pequenos aumentos na receita, e,quanto uma eleva«;!c, acima de 7<:1'/. 
result.aria em grande perda de receita. 
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G.estlkl_ 4: _____ QJe_ fatores _parecem influenciar a disoosi~ a __ pagar JXJr 
ligai;~ __ danici.liar: anal.ise __ prel_iminar dos .. dados do Parana 

A'lcilise bivariada: 

Os efeitcs de variaveis "independentes" especificas (tais cane rencta, 
educ:a:;ao e ~) sobre a probabilidade de ccne>dk:> ao nave sistema 
foram investigadas nas analises iniciais dos dados do Parana._ Os 
result.ados nostraram que os efeitcs tinham os sinais esperados, sen 
caisiderar o problema das correlac;oes entre as variaveis independentes. 
Assim, JX)r exemplo, a qualquer pra;o dado, a probabilidade de lig~ 
aunenta com o crescimento da raida e da escolaridade, e .a medida que a 
~ seJa em set.ores mais "modern0!5" - servi<;os e industria - do 
que em set.ores mais "tradicia,ais" - agricul tura. 

/:nalise nultivariada 

Atualmente estilo sendo explorados varies prccedimentos de analise 
estatistica para detenninar os _efeitcs das "vaf".'iaveis independentes" 
sobre a probabilidad_e que uma dada fam.ilia escolha ccnectar ao sistema 
melhorado de abastecimento de agua. Embora as analises sejam ainda· . 
bast.ante preli.minares e parciais, algu,s resul~ sac m:,strados a 
seguir no se,tido de indicar o camint-o que est.a sendo seguido. 

Ci> r.ia1 ise de Agrupamentcs 

Nesta analise estA sendo examinada t.m grande runero ~ variaveis 
indepenclentes potenciais, visanclo idaitificar i.ncticadores espec.i.ficos 
para medir os principais compcnentes de cc:mportamento (tais cane rencta, 
ecuc:af_;~ e oc:u~). Ate a data foram feitas analises prelisrJ.nares 
dos dados relatives ao Par~ (Cc:m.nidade A). Foram definidas 
variaveis categoricas, atraves da analise de agn.apamerftcs, que 
identificassem sete principais caracter.i.sticas de cada familia. A 
seguir, foi tent.ado identificar cs detenninantes principais da decisao 
de ccnectar atraves de sucessivas parti<;~ dicot&nicas hierarquizadas 
(empr-egcu-se o metodo AID - "Putcmatic Interactia, Detectia,"). Das 
192 fam.ilias, 7391. escolheram estar ccnectadas, ~to 27"1. preferiram 
n:.o estar (ver Diagrama a seguir). 0 indicador "posse de 
eletrodomesticos" foi ode maier pcx::ter explicativoz 44X daqueles can 
''pa.cos'' e 86X daqueles can ''nuitcs'' . eletrodanesticos escolheran o 
sistema publico de a.bastecimento de agua. 0 prccesso foi ent.ao 
repetido para cada t.m dos grupos. Em ambos os cases, a variavel 
seguinte em pcx::ter explicative foi "JX>Sse do i.nOvel". Nesta etapa, 3 
grupos "distintos surgiram: no grupo 1 (n~ propr ietArios com pa.cos 
eletrodomes ticos) , apenas 21X esc:olheram es tar caiec:tados; no grupo. 2 
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(proprietaries com JX1.ICOS elet.rodanesticos cu nae proprietaries com 
nuitos eletrodanesticos), 657. estao ligados; e, finalmente, no gn.apo 3 
(proprietaries com fl'Uitos eletn:x:tonesticos), 917. escolheram estar 
ligados. 

DIAGRAMA 1 

n • 59 
447. 567. 

n a 192 
737. 27 eletrodomesticos 

n = 133 
86'Y.1 14'Y. 

(ii) Pnalise de regress3o 

n • 31 
64'Y. 36'Y. 

imovel 

n • 107 
91'Y. 9'Y. 

n • 26 
657. 35'Y. 

Paralelamente, cs dados do Parana estao sendo investigados atraves de 
ancilises de regressao. lnicialnEnte, a variavel depe ldente foi 
especificada cane sendo a taxa mensal mais elevada que una familia 
estaria disposta a pagar pe1os servit;OS do Sistema de i:lgua, enquanto as 
vari.iveis "indepaldentes" fora,n renda per-capita, ~ e educ:ar;ac,. 
Enccntn:u-se, cane esperado, que: 

- as familias de maier renda estao dispostas a pagar 
subst.ancialmente:mais (e estatisticamente significante) que 
familias can renda ma.is baixa per sistemas rrelhorados de agua 

- as f amilias nas quais a daia de casa tern um nivel mai.s elevado 
de escolaridade estao dispostas a pagar quantias mais elevadas (e 
estatisticamente significante) que aquelas alde a dcna de casa tern 
menos escolaridade 
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- as familias cujo ct-efe tern atividade agr.i.cola est:ao menos 
disposta a pagar (e estatisticamente significante) que aquelas 
cujo ct-efe esta empregado na industria, canen:io cu no set.or de 
servic;os. 

- os moradores da Carunidade tiix> B2 revelaram lma disposic;ao a 
pagar substancialmente menor (estatisticamente significante) que 
os ,ror-adores das Ccm.nidades tiix> A e B1. 

G..lest:ao 5: Cano os resul tados dos metodos "direto11 e "indireto" por;!gm 
ser canpaJados? 

A Figura 5 compara OS resul tados de observai;oes baseadas .em 
cansxrtamento efetivo (Carunidade A) can as derivadas de ccxnµ::,rt.anento 
hiix>tetico (Carunidade B). Como ja mencicnado, as ccm...nidades . B 
fora,n selecicnadas de ,rode a terem una certa cc:mparabilidade can as de 
tiix> A, e, port.ante, as diferaic;as observadas nae devem refletir 
diferaic;as nas caracter.i.sticas s6c:io-E."Ca,cmicas e,tre as carunidades 
estudadas. (Esta hip6tese ainda sera testada em um estagio posterior 
da pesquisa). Cano tambem ja notado, cs· sistemas publicos de agua no 
Parana est.ao sendo implerentados can diferentes arranjos institucia,ais. 
Na Ccm.nidade B1, JX)r exemplo, as pessoas sabem que t.m sistema p:,.blico 
de~ esta sendo instalado e ca,hecem qual a tarifa a ser praticada. 
Presumivelmente, JX)rt.anto, teri~ pc:u:o incentivo em agir · 
"estrategicamente11 ao respc::nder o questia,ario (na esperanc;a de que tal 
cCJm(X)rtamentc p.Jdesse beneficia-las na fonna de tarifas mais baixas)_
Assim parece t.er sido, uma vez que, para qualquer prec;o dado, a 
propon;ao das familias que aderiria foi similar a propcn;ac verificada 
na Ccm..nidade A. 

.• 

• • •• 
Figura 5 · · .. 

Oisposi~co o Pogar: Comporc;icoo entre indireto (A) e direto (B) 
(Poronci) 
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Na Corru,idade B'2, per sua vez, a si~ teve um grau maier de 
inc:erl:.eza: as pessoas sabiam que um nova sistema seria ccnstruido e que 
a lig~ seria doniciliar, mas a tarifa ainda nae estava estabelecida 
(seria detenninada pela caJLl'lidade ao inves de pela ccmpanhia est.adual 
de .tg...&a). Nestas ciro..ns~ias, poder '""'Se'""ia esperar a ocorrencia de. 
~to "estrategico" no sentido de que as pessoas subestimariam 
suas respostas sabre a disposic;ao a pagar na esperan<;a de diminuir as 
tarifas. A Figura 5 sugere que tal tenha de fate ocorrido, una vez 
que no intervalo de prec;os investigado a pr opor c;:Ao indicando que 
ca,ectaria foi 10"1. a 20"1. mencr que na O:m.nidade A. 

5- Conclusoes preliminares finai5 

Essas analises preliminares e iniciais dos dado!S coletados no Brasil 
sugerem que: 

- ~ SJl, a,de os niveis de renda e de educa,;Ao sAo relativamente 
ma.is elevados (fatcres que devem influir positivamente na 
disposic;ao a pagar) mas c:tlde existem fcntes alternativas de melh:r 
qualidade (um :fat.or que tende a diminuir a disposic;ao a pagar), 
nuitas familias se declaram dispostas a pagar um pre;o maier que o 
praticado atualmente; 

- no f'.brdeste, aide os niveis de renda e educ~ sac menores e 
as fcntes alternativas sac ma.is raras e de pier qualidade, a 
disposic;ao a pagar e de algun mode menor que ·no SJl, embora ITUitas 
familias estejam dispostas a pagar um valor mais elevado que o 
atual; · 

- em ambas as Si tlJal;oes, cmsidera, ido 5e OS efei tos de tari f a5 

acresc:idas sobre a prqp:::w c;:ao dos que estao ligados e sabre a 
rec:eita, temos que o nivel ·aprcpriado de cobert:ura e similar 
( cerca de 70"1.) • 

- quando o grau de inc:erl:eza scbre as politicas a se. em 
praticadas e pequeno parece haver pouco "canport.ane,to . 
estrategico'', mas a presenc;a de incerl:ezas f az can que as pesso.35 
!5Ubesti.mem sua disposi~ a pagar per sistenas melh:radcs de 
abastecimentc de~-

l\bvarnente deve ser salient.ado que esses 
ainda bast.ante preliminares e parciais, 
que novas analises sej am elaboradas. 
sa,tido' de: 

result.ados derivam de analises 
podendo ser modificados a medida 
Os planes futures sac no 
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- estender a analise de agrupamentos para completar a analise d0!5 
dados do Parana (Ccm..nidade B) e investigar os dados de Minas 
Gerais e do Ceara (inclui.ndo cutros indicadores no ca,ju,to das 
variaveis 11 independent.es 11

; e, 

- especificar e estimar m:xlelos eccnanetricos que possam medir os 
efeitos de variaveis s6cio-eccnanicas e da qualidade das fa,tes 
alternativas sabre a disposic;ao a pagar per sistemas melh:rados de 
abastecimento de agua. 

., . 
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PREFACE 

lhis "Preli1t1ir,ary Draft" l,as L,een prepared at the req1.1est ,:,f the 
Mat i ,:-r,a l nc t i o:•n C,:,1o1r,1 it tee t ,:, r:ove1-c,:,r,1F? t hP. pt''-'b l f?hlS r>r,qP.nd<c?rF.'d by 
the deL:iy s er,c,:,ur,ter·ecl ir, tile statistical part ,:,f the stmly (!.;ee 
Sect i,:,n 3. 5). 

As tller·e is ec,:,r,,:,ra1etric w,:,rk. still to be done, the n1.1111hers in the 
final versi,: ,n of this rep,:,rt may 1-1e l l be different, b1.1t ar·e r,,:,t 
expected tc, change the tlir•.1st of the rnc'lin cor,cl1.1si ,:,rn; and policy 
dirP.ctions identified. 

nie Appendices are rather len!-1thy ar,d have not been copied fc,r the 
Prelirnihary Oraf't . Cor,1rnents and crit i cisr,1s will be welcc,r,1ed arict 
sllo1.1ld be add1··essed to Peter R,:,bins,:,n at Zirncons•.ll t, telephone 
302'+'3G or 35'3'.7, postal r.\ddress P U B,:,x A228 ,~vonclale and telex 
22041 zirncon zw. 
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~P~A~R~T-=I'--':.....:D~E=S=I~G~XECUTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE STUDY 

CHAPTER 1 : BACKGROUND 

1. 1 Study c,:,ntext . I 

Ii I 
This study into thel willingness of rural communities to 
contribute financially to the provision of clean water was , 
initiated by the Policy and Rese~rch Division of the Water and 
Urban Div ision of the World Bank. The Bank has in recent years 
con&iderably inc~eased lend~ng fo~ rural water supplies. With 
growing experience of projdcts in the rural water supply sector, 
the Bank has become increasingly aware of the tendency for these 
to go awry, mainly because acco~nt has not been taken of what 
communit~es really want. 

I I 

Both as a measure to promote budgeta~y stability and •as a means 
to er,sLtre the · 'full involV£?r1H?Y1t of the villa~1e cori1111 1.1rd· ies ir-, 
planning a nd . implementing projects, cost recovery thr0u yh user 
charges i s being enc~uraged by the Bank. In thi s context , 
research on what users might be willing td pay for different 
levels of improved supply of water becomes critical. This study 
was form ulated to e'X,plc,re these issues ir, a n1.1rnber of countries 
and, in pa.rt ic•.1lar, t,:, tr,y c••.tt a new meth,:,d,:,l,:,gy f,:,r measurir,g 
willir,gnes ~; ·1;,:, pay <WTP) f,:,r services suchi as _water supply. 

· Besides Zimbabwe, the countr ies involved are India, Pakistan, 
Tanzania, Nigeria and Brazil. j 

In the Zimbabwe contexti cosb recovery is one of the major issue~ 
under discussi'on ir, the National Action Cc,mmittee for W,7\ter and 
Sanitatio~ <NACJ. While many of the r•commendations of the 1985 
National Master Plan for Rural Water Supply and Sanitatior, <NWMP) 
have been implemented, despite the Plan not yet havi ng been 
formally accepted by Government, those relating to the raising of 
charges for the ~se of boreholes and wells have not been. 

Maintenance dem~nds from the old stock.of handpumps, together 
with those frc~ the newly ~rovided primary water supplies <PWSJ, 
are growi r,g rapid 1 y. . Gc,vernmer,t has alllocated i r,creased budget 
provisions to District Development Fund (DDFJ to establish the 
three t -ier oper~tion and maintenance (O&MJ system recommended in 
NWMP but national budgetary pressures ar• such that the question 
of cost recove·ry· has becor,1e press'ing if the O&M syst.er11 is to be 
adequately funded. While not countering the -· Bank's hypothesi~ 

at communi~ies directly contributing to costs will result in a 
greater commitment to projects and thus to sustainability of 
water supply pt7,:,grammes, lc,cal financin'g is alsc, bo1.1nd 1.1p in 
Zi~babwe's move towards a substantive degree of decentralisation 
in its local Goverr~ent structure. Planning of projects and cost 
recovery mechanisms are thus to be explored in the context of 
decentralisation • 

. 1.2 Zimbabwe Case Study 
=i_'. 
f • 
.·Amongst donors that have supported Zimbabwe's rural water supply 
) p~ogramme, Norway · has been prominent; and when the Norwegian 

Age-r,cy . for Interr,at ic,nal Develo'pmer,t '<NORAD) was apprc,ached by 
the Bank for funding for the African p~rt of th~ study, NORAD 

• j 

1 
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s•..11ggested tti ·a t Zir,1bab1r,e b e i ncluded as c,r,e of th'!? c a se st 1.1dies . 
For the reasons given above, this suggestion . was acceptable to 
the NAC. I 

\j1 
Wher, the detailed ·rerrns c,f Hefe1-ence (TOH) fc,r the st1.1dy carne to 
be scrutinised, however , the sornewhat diverg~nt requirements of 
the Bar,k and the Ni:)C I with respect to the WTP st 1.1dy became 
evident. Fc,r the Banl(, I out ,:,f a m'ulti-co·1.mtry study it ~,as hc,ped 
that comrnon .conclusions c6uld be drawn · about methodologies for 
assessing ~illingness to pay and the rapid design of delivery 
systems f,:or rural ll'Ji,\ter supply. ' . By cc,ntrast, I the NAC' s 
objectives Wff1'r. 1:1ort? dirHc:t, r,arnely t,:, c,btain il"1forr11ation 
relevant f o:)1' r o li cy--rn.:\ldny i r , Zir,1babwe, particularly ir, the area 
of cost recovery. 

The original Terms of Heference, dated August 1987 and running l to 
15 pages <Appendix 1), were prepared by Dr John Briscoe cf the 
Policy arid Research Div~sic•n of the Wa~er and Urban Divisior, c,f 
the World Bar,k. In view cd' the different orientatic,r, of, the NAC, 
certain changes were recommended and accepted on both sides; the 
details are recorded in Section 2.~ below~ Chapter 2 , and the 
remainder o ~ Chapter 3 summarise the main features l of the 
modified TOH, while the rest of_J::•art ' I dei=\ls with the e :.ecutior, 
of the studies, analysis of the results and conclusion$ , to be 
drawr,. Part II, entitled "Peolicy lmplicatic,ns"., atteri1pt i;; to set 
the study ~ithin the broader framework cif developments within the 
sector, natibnal ~conomic and spatial planning and the policy ori 
decen'brali sati,:,n. In ·,:,rder 1o ' er,able them tc, ie 1read 
independently of e ach o~her , there is sorne overlap bet, een the 
two parts.. It is s1.1~igested t,:, · readers prirnari ly inter<..sted in 
the detailed st•.1dies tl,t who are r,,:,t far,1iliar with the 111.:i ter ar,d 
sar,ita·tion s ~:?ctc,r al",d brc,ader development is~i.,es in Z1rnbabwe, I 
that they ~onsult Part II before reading Part I in detai l. 

1. 3 
. I 

Results and Conc lusic,ns from the Master Plan 

Volume 3.'+ of NWMP is the Water Tat•iFF Study. This vol1.1rrie · gives 
a comprehensive a nalysi s of the then , prevailing water , tdriff 
policy of tt'le Mi i-,istry of Water and recx,rmner,ds pt'. al"1 appr,:.priate 
tariff st ructure and. price. It deals · with the releva1!.. t c,·c,:•l"1 0:,r,1ic 
theory, w,,\·tls.>1' supply cost s , 1:~><istinn tariff JK•li cy , ,'i\1',d p i',.,p·~·~'.~ls 
for both µrirna~-y a,nd piped supplies. The r.1ost i1,1portant 
recommend ations are that: 

E!:{~l: L,:,cal co:or1U111.1nities sh,:,1.1ld be respc,nsi!Jle for day
tc, -clt:\y rnaintenar,ce and simple repairs. In additi c,r,, 
sma ll cash payrrie~ts, initially Z~l/household/annurn 
sh,.:,, 1 l .J be c ·~· 11 ectecl fr,:,m al 1 members j,:,f the cor.irnun it y. 
It i ·,~. est imi.\tecl tJ-1,,,)t these contribut i c,ns ci:,1 .. dd rE,duce 
govHr1' ,11lent;'s direct r11aintenance c,:,sts l by twc,·-t tiircls 
(pag.e S/1~-n . · 

PiJ?.ft...ci_~s,!.lies: . Water sh,:,1..1ldJ,or,1~( be supplied thr,: ,1..1 gh 
shai-ed group cor,nect ions. It is pr,:,po:,sed that the 
general r ate of 50 cents/cu m ' should be c harged but 
that the c,:,ncessi ,:•l"1c:1ry v,:,lume sho1.lld be increased t; ,:, 10 
c1..1 rn for . the first f,:.\ wily (ie · the far11ily which ha <; the 
connection outside its house)

1

plus 4 cu rn/rnonth for 
every addition~! household registered as a ~embe r of 
the group (page S/17). 

2 
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Exc~pt where a piped scheme i s the qnly supp ly 
possibility, no roo~e v illage water supplies should be 
cons tructed u~til ~evenue co llected from existing piped 
s1.1ppli et; c,:,ve1-i; e,0;1.

1 
of their t:-ecurrent cc,sts. This r11ay 

be ,·H:-hieved ,:,nly b '.~ the successful ir,~r,:,duction c,f the 
grc,up·-i:•wned cc,nnection policy and if tf~is pc,licy i s riot 
tried, ,:,r p1·,::,ve!; a fail•Jre , at . villa~Jel s1.1pplies , the 
60'i< fig1.1re . is . 1.1nlU(ely tc, be attair,ed. In t his case , 
the · construct ion ~f piped village supplies should not 
recoromen~e unti·l t he entire rural population has ac~ess 
to a satisfactory improved primary supply (p~ge S/19) . 

I • 
I ' • 1· 

The main Water Tariff volume has two ' supporting annexes, the 
first repc,rti.r,g or, R(.lral Willingness., to Pay For Water S(./pplies 
and the secor,d br-, a Piped• Village Water Supply St(.ldy. The 
analysis in these annexes is · based on the two socio-economic 
surveys undertaken during NWMP, one a ' large, national survey by 
the CSO, and the ' other ~ small, in-depth study by the consultants, 
together with a st udy 6f two piped sc~~me~. The work carried out 
and the r esu lts1 6btained are doc·1.1mented · -ir-, detail, whi 'le the 
results ther,,selves were used in formulating the · policy 
recommendati ons given in the main volume. I 

·.·~:ftf.:~? ··,; ' I, 
.... 'Y 

" ...... 
:1.r. .... •. 

~·· ' . .,,.. 
.. ~.~ .. 

. ~. ;: 

:~· ?. :r. 
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CHAPTER 2: OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY. 

2. 1 Gener~~ Ob j:;~ct i ves_ 

The overall ,:,bjectives ,:,f the st1.1dy may 
TOR as foll ,::i,ns : 

be s•.1111r11;,ri sed fr,:,r,1 the . ' 

,::, -::, 
"'-• .... 

bi.d. ld i ng 
empirical 
different 
t'e1:_;p,:.,1 td 
pri ;~<-> .-.; 

c,n thrt basis laid by the NWMP, t,:, 
information on how rural people in 
socio-economic and environment al 

t0 different types of services at 

develop 
several 

settinys 
di i'f€•rent 

to 11,v i2s titF~te grc,wth p,:,int pc,licy, particularl y in 
re l..,t:t•) n t, .. , the pr,.:,vi!c;i,:.:,n ,:,f infrastt'1Jct1.1re (especially 
piped water· J as an inducerner,t t,::. investr11er,t, b1.1t for 
whi ch sc,r11£? d1:?yree of direct c,:,st recovery is expectE•cJ; 

to assess the c,:,nsequences c,f the infc,rri1ati,::,n c,:,lleicted 
for key policy choices, such as the level of service, 
tariff str1_1ctures and c,:,st recc,very taryets in both 
rural schernes and growth points; 

to determine whether relatively simple, rapid and yet 
valid surveys can be conducted to obtain similar 
information in a wider range of econo-environmental 
settings in Zimbabwe and other countries. 

Spec i fic __ DlLlr-n:t ivf?S - Mc:~lhodology 

With respect to improved PWS's in a rural setting, the TOR for 
the study call f,:,r an examir,atic,r, ,:,f the effect, bc,th c,n the 
decision to use the improved source and the quantitites of water 
used, of tlH~ f,:,ll,::,i.,in~J factc,rs: 

sc,ci al, 
family; 

demographic and economic characteristics of the 

characteristic~ including distance, 
water quality of alt~rnative sources; 

reliabil ity and 

corresponding characteristics of i 111prc,ved so1.1rce, 
together with price. 

Willingness to pay is to be determined both 
answers to hypothetical survey questions, and 
drawing inferences from act1_1al practipes. 

' 

direct 1 y, fr,:,m 
i r-,d i rect 1 y, by 

Previous attempts to meas1_1re willingness to pay for water in 
developing countries have generally been based on methodologies 
well est ablished only f,:,r industrialised countries and have in 
many cases led to misleading results. This study is to make use 
of recent methodological advances in respect of developing 
hypotheti cal markets ir, a "c,::.nt ingent valuat ic,n" appr,:,ach. Fen• 
each level of service, the respondent is to be asked whether the 
improved source w,:,uld lq

1
e used and if s,:, how rn1.1ch water w,:,uld be 

used, or failing that l evel of precision, what activities wo1_1ld 
continue to be carri ed 01.1t at the traditional so1.1rce.· 

'+ 
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The i r, fl •.1 : '"'' ' fi~ or, 
to investiqa ted . 
i r, the backgrc>1.m c.l 

tlie r P-su l ts ,:,f differer,t tY,pes c•f bias <,re also 
rhi·e e ro1ajor types c,f bias 1ti .,we be e n id Erntified 

d•:.•c •.H11er,t s t ,:, the stL1dy: 

Hyp6 the~ica l bias. arises because the individL1al rnay not 
understand or perceive correctly the characteristics of 
the good be i ng described by the irterviewer. 

' .stra~egic bias arises when the 
she can influence the provision 
favour by ' not answering questians 

I· 
respondent thinks that 
of services in her 

tr1..1t.hful ly. 

Com pl i a'ns·e bi a;s ar i ses when· 1 the respc,nder,t gives 
• i • 

answers which are 
interviewer. 

I 

influenced by al desire to please the 
• I 

Through . taking ,ccount of these forms of bias in the design ·of 
contingent val1.1a ti,:,n surveys in other settir1lJS, it is believed 
that bias has been reduced t ? a minfmum. 

I • ' 

I, 
2.3 Relation to the Nationil Water Ma~te~ Plan 

I 

The TOR note that the present study is to· build on related work 
in the NWMP, with the follo~ing additions and extensions: 

I 

the . sample sizes are cor.1siderably larger· than thqse in 
the NWMP willingness to pay study; 

. I 
infe~~nces are to be drawn both from astual practices 
and . <as was done in the previous I study) from 
hypothetical ·willingness t; pay questions; 

.the design of the hypotheticaf part ·of the study is to 
draw on recer,t methodolc,gical advar,ces ("continger,t 
val uat ic,n" > ar,d is, speci fic'al ly, 1 tc, be desi gr,ed to 
asses s the serious~ess of ~ertain types of biases; 

the curren t study is to 'benefit from the detail6d 
ek perience o f the comparable studies being conducted in 
other. cci1.mtries; 

an integral part of the current study is to be to 
asse s s the vali~!ty of the willingness to pay method by 
a) c ,:,mparing tllE results · with actllal behavic,1.1r in 
similar s ettings , and b) comparing the predicted 
behaviollr with actual behaviour once the improved 
systems are inJ~alled (this requiring a second phase of 
fieldwork 12 -18 ~onths after Phase I>; 

• j •• 

analysis · is not to 
but is to assess 
different factors to 

I 
be rest~icted to bivariate analysis 
the independent contribution of 

willingness to pay for water. 

5 



!'' Jjtl,,, CHAPTER 3 , REGUIRErENTS OF THE TERMS OF REFE,RENCE I 
tflt!rr .; . k 
re.·"' ··~f ...... ;..... . . • • I 
,~!'-''':~-;;. : 3. 1 . TOR Changes Agreed 
JE\:.·.} 
.. ~·:;.. 1 :;; ,._ As noted in Sectior, 1.2, · the Bani'< ar,d the NAC had sc,mewhat 
{ "'' .ii~'::-i} differing. concerr,s . with respect .' tq the study , leadir,g to 
j ~ {kmodi f1cat ic,ns beir,g made to fthe Bank's c,ri g ir,al TOR (Apper,d ix 1> .' 
C ._,.;;. ' ~ t- • I • r·,. r~.'f. . • ~ !h~( m~in .· char,ges were as follc,ws: l 

- "{il;~ ,,;:. ! .,,,... . ,.. , I 

( 

( 

'~~l;ti:'·;.::.,:-·. ·,·.;:-··piped vs prin,,_u•y water 1sttpplies '!,;,umber• of households · 

:;~r~r-/~;.·, ·: .. ;~·~ ·c,~igir,~l TOR called fo~ 1 -·200 1househc,lds 
I 

t ~,I be 

. ~}i ... 
.. ~ . •! 

interviewed, half havir,g or ' about tc, have piped 
. t t h lf h I • b t t h supplies, he o her a · av1ng or a ou o ave 

impr c,ve·d PWS. .' Ir, view of the emphasis iY1 NWMP on PWS, 
the NAC argued strongly for the empha~is to be put on 
PWS at the eipense of piped supplies. While noting 
that . the ir,1porta'r,c~ of cost' recovery is r11uch greater 
for a piped $Cherne and there are more interesting 
willi n gness to pay ~ssues to .be explorr' d in relati~n to 
pipe d . s clH;-r,1es , the Bank agreed · to th s . change. In 
respect ,:,f P l,.JS, a target ,:,f _BOO .hoL]seholds t,:, be 
iY1terviewed was set, tc, be divided ' equally between 2 
sets. of sit~s · in each of Z communal lands in different 
Y1at 1.1ra l reg i c,ns. ' ' I · 

inclusion .;if methc..,dologies 
questiqnnciires 

I 
I· 

other than for•mal 

At the initiati~e of the consultants, · who felt that the 
household questionnaire methodology may ~ot yield the 
inforrnat ic•Y• reqJi red, 1 obser.vat ionat · .$t udies at water 
poirits 'and in households, ,and ' l,fo us group discussions 
involving

1 
busiY1ess owY,ers a;r,d ' fema· e aY,d male cor,imuYiity 

members in, different age groups, were included. 

growth point component 

, ~ I . 
In vjew, on the one ·hand, of t~e difficulty ofi finding 
~ural piped water sites which wou~d meet the particular 
requir~m~n~s of the cross-country study, and, on the 
other, of the pressing ~eed fel~ by Governmen~ to 
review .cost rec6very i policies in respect of · 
infr•structure ,in growth ~oints, it was agreed that the 
study · $hould addres~ itself to the problem ,of provlding 
infrastructure to growth po~nts. The basic question 
which ' it was, agreed should be addressed relates to how 
cost , · recov~r~ can be imple~ent~d withouf negating the 
objective c,·f . providir,g ir,frastruc'ture ar,d services to 

' growth poi~ts i~ order to · attrabt economic acti~jt~ and 1 

create . emplc,ymeY,t c•pportunities. · Tc, ar,swer this 
~uestion, the study had t6 be! broadened to look at 
other ·elements of infrastr~ct~re besides water and the 
underlying socio-economic factors determing the 
development o r othe~wise of designated .growth po ints. 

I • 
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3.2 Respc•t1sibilitY. f,:,r the St•.1dy ar,d Team Corop,;,sitiqn 
• I I 

There are three 
the NAC, the 

responsibilities 

main institutions involved in the Zimbab,e study 
Wc,rld Bank and tty? cor,sultant (Ziri1cc,ns1.1l~-) • . The 
of these i r,st it ut ions are as fol lows·: I 

Nati 1.">nal action Conm,i t tee 

The NAC is · the pri~a ry cli,nt · for the policy aspecl:s 9f 
the study. A ~u~committee has been constitute to 
which the consujtant has reported and through hich 
assistance from the Government side has been obtaine d. 

The W.::,r 1 d Banh 

The Bank is respolsible for financing the study, 
cor,t ract i ng the cc,nsul tar-,t, ' prov id i r,g technical 
assistance, · and verifyir,g the work is being carried out 
as required. The Bank is the primary client for the 

' I methodological aspects of the study. 

Zimcc,nsul t 

The c,:,nsultan-t has exclusive responsibility fc,r all 
logistical aspects of the study and primary 
re~ponsibilitt . for the scientific aspects (including 
design, execution, ~data management, analysis, report 
wr .1.t, ir ,n and d i sse1,1i n ati,:,n). 

Altho1.1gh th(~re ,H'H specific: ht.lf11ar1 resouree reRuirernents laid c,1.1t 
in the original . TOR, the final composition of the study team was 
left to t ~ e sonsultan~. The main change which was made was t9 
create a full time position by amalgamating parts of the , 
sociologist, fieldwork supervisor and µata manager roles. This 
approach was adopted in view of the availability of a highly 
qualified and ~:itivated person to assume these reponsibilities 
during and after the fieldwork. With the questionnaire d~sign 
and fieldwork t~king plac~ at the end of the University of 
Zimbabwe academic year, the field i~terviewers were recruited 
from just qu~lJfied ~university gradua~es. The full list of team 
members for Phase I of

1
the s~udy is as follows: 

I 

., 

Frances Ch~nemana 
Nath c1.n Manya ra 

Paula Muk.c,dzi 
Claudia Sabeta 
Wer-,gai Sasa, 
Caesar · V•.mdule 

Mthuli Ncube 
Pet er Rob i r,sc,r, 

Sociologi•t & Fi~ldwork Co-ordinator 
Sociolo~ist & Fieldwork Supervisor 

Int erv i ewet'' 
I r,terviewer 

Ir-,terv iewer 
Interviewer ,. 

I 

Ecor,omet r i c i an 
Economist & Team Leader 

3. 3 Task.~; t"o be Perf,:irmed I 
lhe principal tasks which the 
statistical and cross-country 
per~orm are as foll~ws: 

cc,r,su'ltants and 1 in the case of 
analysis, · the Baril{ are req•.1ired tc• 

7 
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'I 
Site Selection 

I 

For . the PWS component, half of ~he households 1should be 
in a relatively dry rogion and half in a relatively wet 
regic,n. . In each . case, the sample is to be further 
subdivided into '"S ite (~" and• "Site B" c9tegc,ries: 

~~~~~. being areas where households have access to a~ 
improved PWS, have themselves ·to decide whether 
to use the imprJved . source and where between 

,actuall~ do so; 1 

,::ir . r,c,t 
20-801-

! I . • · I• 

Si t,g~ br:~i"ng ~reas 1·,here ho~1seholds de, nc,~ have jccess 
to improved PWS, but · where improved supplies are 

1
to be 

int rc,d•Jc4:,d viithir, the r,ext .. '"12 months. · 

Ir, Phase I c,f the st,.tdy, the modified TOR require that 
200 households be interviewed at each of the 2 ~ite A 
locations · (giv ing information on actual practices> and 
each ,:,f the ~ite B ilc•catior,s <giviY,g r~~~ •to 
"co r,t i r,gent . va l~.1ht icir," assessments). Ir, Phase .µ, to 
be implemented ·~fter the villages in Sites B have 
rece ived the im~roved supplies, ex-post information is 
to be collected on frequency of use o f the improved 
sources and quantitites of 1water used. 

:These include site r econnaissance, foll o w-up at chosen 
si te~ , o~servation s tudies at water . po ints and of 1water 
use in houGeholds and the holding of focys group 
d i~;c~•Jssi,:,ns v1ith selE'!cted grc,ups ,:;if cc,mr111.1nity rimr,1be rs. 

Que::; i; i ,: ,nna i r·e Development 

Q•.1t~stionr,air~s at~e required for A and B sites f,::,r the 
r•.1ra l Pt.,JS c,:.ri1pc,ner,t and for i r,terv i ews with res i dE?nt tor 
p,:• l e,..-1, i c:1 l l v t' e:,i d 14r,t h,:,usehc,lds and entrepreneurs in 
y n .,11i ~h µ,::,i.nt-s . The questior,r,ait4es fc,r th1? PWS 
c,~,r,1p,;:,r,er,t a 1' e t ,:., be structured arc,1.1nd i r,depencle1',t and 
d ependent .variab l es to facilit~te stat~stical analysis , 
bu t shc••.llcl also::,. al lol('I a wide rar,ge of general quei;;ti,:,ns 
about t he sample to be answered. 

Dat a Management 

Dal;a is · tc, • be available ir, a fc,rr,1 fc,r use on IBM 
personal compµter compatible equipment, with a copy of 
the raw data being sent to the World Bank ·and to the 
NAC. 

I 

Sta tistic.::d ~nalysis 
I 

The specification of the ~~de~s to b~ estimated and the . \ 

econometric analyses to be performed is to be done j 
join~ly , by Zimconsult and t~e collaboratin~ World Bank ' 
tear,1. Experiments · are to be carried 01.1t to ' determir,e 
whet l)er, i t w,:,1.1ld be possible i'n similar st,.1dies tc, 
simplify . the questionnaires and red•.tce sample sizes 

a 
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while sti~l producing relevant results. The final 
specification of the · models tq be used in the Zimbabwe 
st•.tdy is- tc, be rnade by Zimcor,sult. •· 

Study Report 

The Zimbabwe stud~ report is to be prepare~ by 
Zimconsult and cornmented on by the appointed sub
committee of the NAC and the World Bank. The report is 
to cor,sist c,f tw,:, rnair, parts. .Part I ~i 11 report c,n 
the design, execution and analysis of the study. Part 
II is to discuss the policy implications of the study, 
~ocussing · on the implications · for technical choices 
(including level of servi6e and size of water supply 
systems> and financial choices (such as tariffs, cross
subsidization schemes and cost recovery targets). 

Mult i -Country Rnalysis 

Prima~y responsibility for the multi-country study 
report is to lie with the World Bank. 

11~1 
Dissemi nat i.:.•n 

In addition t,:, i the report to the N(~C ar-,d the World 
Bar,k., the cc,r,s1.dtant is encouraged tc, publish 
scientific papers in national and international 
jo•.wna 1 s . 

The TOR anticipate that the study will provide to national policy 
makers: I 

information on h~w people in the study areas respond 
(in terms of connection frequencies and quantitites of 
water used) w~en improved water supplies of certain 
characteristic~ (i ncluding level of service and price> 
are made avai lable; I 

! 

the implications in the study areas for key rural water 
policy issues (such as level of service, cost recovery 
targets, and cross subsidy mechanisms); 

the implications in the study 
revenue collect~oh mec~anisms; 

areas of different 

the level and ~landard c•f utilities required to attract 
economic activities to growth points, together with 
indications about cost recovery policies which will 
rn i Y, i rot i se yc,vernr.1ent ' s f i nar,c i a 1 01.1t lays while ach i ev i ny 
the yrowth objective~ 

a rapid, valid and practical method 
routinely assessing demand fabtors in tho 
bo t h pipe d ancJ Pl' irnary rur.al wc,ter 
Z i rotb c:.1bwe. 

for u;;e 

df.~ S i ~In 
p rc, j l:~C I; S 

in 
,:,f 
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3. 5 Timeft: ~m ... ~ 

Questionnaire development was initiated with the ' assistance of Dr 
Briscoe in November 1'387. Follow'ing pilc,tir,g of the 
questionnaires, site selection and. initial sociological studies, 
the Phase I fieldwork itself was completed on schedule by the end 
of March 1388. 1 The ir,tent ior, was ther, that the ecc,nc,r,,etric 
analysis would be started during the University of Zimbabwe 
May/Jur,e vac:atic,r,, and contirn.1ed in Wash'ington with the ~k,rld 
Bank coll~borating team during August, leading to a draft report 
in early September. The Phase I report would then be finalise~ 
once feed bac~ had been received from the NAC and other Zimbabwe 
researchers and parspectivos 
had been included. 

,. 

Ir, the event, the initial ecc,r,ometric work tc,ok longer than 
expected and was completed at a time when team members were 
involved in other commitments, resulting in the initial write-up 
of the r e !,•.ll'ts beir,g delayjed •.mtil November. At the sar,,e tir,1e, ~ 
the key ecc,r,c,metrician recri..1ited bS,, the Bar,k tc, wr.:,rk c,n the data ? 
in Washington resigned before starting work on the Zimbabwe data, ~ 

with the result that the Bank has postponed t~e participatory 
work planned for August until the first quarter of 1989. 

The study wc,uld clea~have lit.tie value for Zimbabwe if the ? 
report were to , ~ayed until 1989, and it is with this 
perspective in mind that the current draft report is being 

·submitted. It should be . noted, however, that this draft has not 
ber,efitted as tt1e TlJR anticipates fror,1 an input on the 
statistical side ft',:,rn the W,.:,rld Baril-< tearn, nr.:,r have there been 
ar,y signi ficar,t results frc,111 the other coi..mtry studies t,::, use ir, 
analysing the Zirnbahwe caHe. The final version of the Phase I 
report, wl1.ic.:h r,ow see111s lilu:d .y o nly ir, r,1id-1'38-':1, should be richer 
for the inc lusion of these items . 

Although thl:c> delay batw~n tl1e fieldwor~< and this draft report is 
cor,siderabh: , tlH:> Tearo Leader has rnade the rna,jor pol icy 
cor,clusions ,,:;,f the study l1.no141n thr,:,ugh presentiY'l!l a paper t,:, the 
Blair Labor~tory lunch~irne series on water and sanitation issues 
<on 21 July>, the ZERO conference on Rural Electrification (on 
28 July) and the Ministry of Energy and Water Resources and 
Development conferer~e on Water . Resources, Conservation and 
Development Con 30 September 1'388). The constructive comments 
from the participants are gratefully acknowledged and have been 
incorporated in the elaborated version of the paper which 
cor,stiti..,tes Pa1't II r.:,f this repc,rt. •<ey rnernbers of the team are 
presently involved in the evaluation of NORAD support to fhe 
water sect,::ir, and pe1'spect i ves from the Harare i r,terviews ar,d 
fieldwork in Manicaland and Mount Darwin are being included in 
th~ WTP wc,rk. 

I 

Phase II of the study , inv,::,lvir,g fieldwc,rk in the "B" site area~ 
~o obtain _ex po~t informa~ion follc,wing the installation of the 
unproved PWS' s, is ter,tat1vely scheduled .fc,r July t,:, November 
1 '389. . .. 

~s? 
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CHAPTER 4: SITE SELECTION 

4. l I Y,t rc,d 1.1ct i c,·n 
I 

The TOR call for the PWS component of the research to be carried 
out in two different rural areas, one relatively wet and the 
other relatively dry. To test the , thesis that community 
involvement brings a commitment from the project benficiaries, it 
was deci ded to choose areas where rural water supply projects haf 
been carried 6ut by agencies emphasi,ing community parti~ipation. 
In such areas, willi r,gness to pay would be expected to be at the 
highest levels, while WTP would be exp~cted to be lower in areas 
where more rapid, less community-involving approaches had been 
adopted. After considering various alternatives, detailed site 
select ior, worl<. was carried 0L1t in Chihota (wet> and Buhera <dry>, 
where Save the Children <UK> and Christian Care had respectively 
been executing projects with · considerable c

1

,::•mr11uni ty 
participation. These areas are described in some detail in the 
following two sections. 

As regards piped -schemes, it proved extremely difficult i~ 
practice to identify any piped water site• in Zimbabwe where the 
basic cor,ditic,ns required fc,r the study a·re fulfilled. These are 
that there be a situation where h~useholds are able to choose, on 
the basis of a range of factors, includin9 prices, whether or not 
to connect to a piped system and then how much water to use. In 
most areas where piped ·water is available, connection is a 
requirement of occupancy of houses. In addition, employees of 
Government and sometimes of parastatals and private companies may 
have both the connection fee and a substantial proportion of the 
monthly charge for water paid by the employer, making it very 
difficult to ascertain how households would behave in the absence ) 
of such subsidies. Am interesting area of research would have 
been to examine the gi~up connections recommended in NWMP, but 
unfortunate ly none had y ~ t been implemented. 

Initially the team cqnsi~ered the possibility of carrying out 
research in Epworth, ~n area unique in urban Zimbabwe for h~ving 
bee~ establi shed by the residents themselves, without reference 
to formal planning~ and accepted infrastructure and housing 
standards. The area is close to · Harare ar,d grew, frc,m a srnall 
settlement on a mission farm to a significant township during the 
later years of the liberation struggle. At present, the 40 
thousand or so ~pworth resident~ draw their water from 
traditional wells, together with improved boreholes and protected 
wells insta lled and maintained directly by the Blair Laborat ~ry. 
It is intended, however, that a piped water system be installed, 
with each stand being required to have a connection. The piped 
water will be part,of a package of infrastructural services being 
prbvided prior to the formal incorporation of Epworth into the 
City of Harare. 

The intention is that residents .~ill have to pay for thm package 
of services , altho•.1~Jh aw.:.•.mts had yet to be fixed. L-Jhat charges 
should be raised is a difficult question, not least because 
Epworth l1ouseholds have widely differing socio-economic status. 
The team suggested that by applying the . WTP methodblogy to 
Epworth, it rnight have beer, pc,ssi'ble teo have provided the 
authoriti es with info~mation useful for decision-ma~ing ~bout the 
lev~l. of charges _ ~o 1e ~evied . An u~dertaki~g was glven that 
pol1t1cally ser1s1t1ve topics such as 1nterrned1ate wate"r' supply 
options <eg shared standpipes> would be avoided, as the policy of 
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sta.,.-,d 
debate 

cc,n ,,i:>c 'l. i ,:, .,.-.,;; had 
,_. .. ,. , o::rth (;,r 

a lready been decided 
p,:,s,f:i i bi l it i es was 

cc,1.1...-,terpr,:.:,. •.te l ;.:. 'l ':2 ..;-. t t hat t; i.riH? • 
.: 

upon and restarting 
considered highly 

In the eve nt , t lH.:) r~nc r ~'. i ~ cted the Epwc,rth ,: ,pti,:,n, , ·,,~, t ,:,n the 
grounds ,:,f i. ts c ,:,Y1ti\in i Y1y ·;;, :,11,e p,::,teY,tially sensitive cH' 1:J c'\S of 
ir,vestigat i;:,n, bu-t; that the major decisic,ns · had already been, 
taken for Epworth . By contrast , in the case of growth po ints 
located in the communal areas , Governme~t policy on cost 1· ecuvery 
remained uncertain and it was felt that the resources beiny made 
available thrc,ugh the st1.1dy co1_1ld be useft.1lly deplr.:,yed ir, 
carrying o ut rese~rch in a growth point. It was made clear that 
Goverr,rnel',t • s co•·:cern was that $17 rni 11 ion had al ready been spent 
on infrastructure in ~he growth points, with there being very 
little to show by way of returns solar. Government outlays 
could be offset · by raising charges, but this should not be done 
if the effect would be to negate the ' original objective of 
stimulatil',~J inv.estr11e...-,t and grc•wth in these areas. T,:, iY,vestiyate 
these is i,; 1.,e !, , the~ M1.1rehv1a growth pc,ir,t was ch,:,ser, for th e field 
work, with rm.:,re det,".1. ils beir,y fJiven ir1 Sect!ic,n 4.4. 

4.2 Chihota 

a . • ... i s loc.ated approximately 50 k;,, sc11..1th c,f Harare, in 
Mashonala...-,d East Province. ~g.\JA)~~~~ · h.~- with 
water typically being struc 4.!Jiintwc, metres . o~ st.1rface. 

· This makes the area very suitable for well sinking and the SCF 
programme lias co~centrated on improving and protecting existing 
hand-dug wells. Ready ~v~ilability of water frc~ p~rrenial 
shallow wralls dug in gardens also ' makes possible small-scale 
market gard~ning, and this has become the dominant form of 
ecor,ornic a ctivity, despite the poor, sar,dy sc,iis which req1.1ire 
extensive fertilisation . 

The Save the Children Fund (SCF). prograrnr11e hus c,:,r,centrated on 
improving existing high-yielding wells, and linkiny this with the 
building of Blair Ventilated Improved CBVIP) lat r ines. On the 
water sich-=? , tlH? cori1m1.mi ty is asked t,::, ider,t i fy and cJeepar, a 
suitable we l l and fit liners ; the agency c•Y1ly assists with this 
if rock-blast infl pr,:,ves necessary .' SCF then supplies c:i · buck.et 
pump, ass ists in the. construction of headworks and trains a pump 
minder, who is al so community builder for BVIPs. The pump minder 
is a membe r of the immediate com11unity and is a beneficiary of 
the improved wat er source . As such, the pumpminder does not get 
paid for the ir pump ma~ntenance work, but does receive small 
payments from the househjlcJs concerned for building BVIPs . 
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4. 3 Buher,,t 

c ,:,111pared with 
t; I ;c~ l C•"-' 
is p ,H·ti c ularly 

•n_ et"'n~- zor-,e-; the- water tc'.\ble is c,ften hig er,c,1.1gh f,:,r shal lc,w 
wells to pro vi.de a reasonabl'e s•.1pply of water. ~tff;ep&a@Wt'*y~ai;sj'f t 
!\~c',;l.i._~!!i'!.~ :11\e-i~i-: '61:v.Jt",7 ,f!~.ai?..._~ W.:)t.el' . an 
~~~i~ ~ _ - ~ -• Cor,1r111.m1ty members 
~ eY~c, engage in a diversit y of economi c activit.ies, based C•n 

cropping and li v~stock rearing, but including horticulture, local . 
part-time :-J ,;:.ge e r11p l ,:,:,ym£.•nt al',d beer bri?wi ng. 

The Christ i an Care water programme aimed at building a tota l of 
80 boreholes and 200 wells, all being fitted with modified Bush 
Pumps. Sanitati on was not included as a component of the project 
arid the p,:ipL1l at i ,:,y, f i g1.1res i Y1 each ar'ea were y,,:,t carefully 
enumerated, leJ din~J t,:, a si tuation where water pc,iY,ts serve 
varying numbers c,f people. The agency , has been involved in 
training pumpminders nominated from. their respective communities, 
but these pumpmi~ders are now employees of DDF, which has assumed 
responsibil ity for pump maintenance. Pumpminders are each 
responsible for ·three wards. At t~e village level, the Village 
Water Committees in the area are gene~alJy composed of two women, 
responsible f6n cleaning the surroundings and making sure that 
the · pump is not abused , and one man, responsible for tightening 

· the bolts and greasing the bearingi. 

mat~~e!ft!ft\rt:;r ;; iifrt}at~r~-;~ ~o ~ 
·~ - -~ ~---- ~~~,U~&.la- - a y"*4.· 4 "B" # 
·~ ~&l"aii'WF iliiiZftiiiiFltil"WTER:t1F~v.ie._t>~ 'r,~· t ye,4;, ·execute:;;,. w=:>< i11, -1-i~9.JiiiF,~:fil?~ 1 

( J '&,911;;~ f •v -~ ;:: f ffiiii'ii iii{£1f'p)b::,!ri~ fu~1 
;.,."","'!.,-:... ... ·.- · ,~' ·: .. -..... • 

4. 4 Murehi-,a 

The defi Y,ition .of what is and what is Y,ot a " Grr:,wth P,:,int" in 
Zimbabwe varies acc,::a.rdi ng t.:, context; thi s is discussed iY, 
Chapter 11 in Part 1·1. For this study, the requirement was that 
a resource-based grQwth point with a track record of, and further 
potential . for, expansion be identified. Following a field visit, 
Murehwa gr owth point was chosen, partly because of it s positive 
growth record in rece~ij years, despite not being included on the 
o r iginal list of des ig~ ~ted growth points, and partly on more 
practical considerations cf the limited time available for the 
gr,owth pc, ir,t fieldwork. as r.\ res•.1lt ,:,f its ir,cl1.1sion at a late 

i 
stage. It was felt ,ecessary to keep open the possib ility of 
returning to Harare to modify questionnaires and Murehwa, among 
suitable growth points, was close enough to permit this. 

Murehwa is located abo•.1t 87 krn east ·c,f Harare alr.:,ng the Harare
Nyamapand a road in Murewa Administrative District within 
Mashonaland East Province. The area surround the town is largely 
mountainous. The growth is supplied. with water from a dam which 
has the cap ... ,city t,:, cater f,:,r 20 '000 pe,:,ple. The currer,t 
estimate ,:,f the p,:,pulatiern, including the h,:,spital and r11ission 
school, i s t·,: ,1.1ghly 15 000 pe,:,ple. 

I 
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The employed population of Murehwa can be broadJy divided into 
the followin g subqroups, eDtimates of the numbers in each group 
being given in brackets (total of 2 200) - government and •council 
(3,60), para~;tatals (390>, non·-g,:,vernrneY,t ( 1 (H)(l), b•.1sipes!~ c,wners 
(180) and informal petty traders and "other self-employed (270). 
Ecor,ornic .. , ctivitiE~s c•.1rrently taking place ~t the gi·c,~ith pc,int 
are largely c,:,r11r,1ercia'l ir, natt1re, eg 56 ~Jenera! deal£~rs, 15 
bottle stores, 26 butcheries. There is . very little petty 
mar,ufacturir,g tal<ir,g place, b1.1t the follc,wing e><amples can be 
giver,: cc1 r pentry (7 wc,rkshr.:•ps), welders r11aking scotch c,irts and 
other it (J~s (2) and ·dressmakers (4). Other businesses provide 
Services ,·. 1.1cl·1 "c~ p,,Y,C?l beati ng, cycle repairs, rn,::,tc,r vehicle 
spares ar ,, · .. ' t : :i.:., .l .-··:~, 
and grind i,·,\.l 1,1i.ll !:~ . 

Recent growtl, at Murehwa seems to have derived principally from 
three sources. Growth in 6ommercial activity has come from thJ 
patronage of travellers, especially big transporters of the PTA ' 
ferrying goods bound for Malawi which ' have been routed through 
Nyamatanda and the convoy through Tete Province of Mocambique. 
This traffic will be dramatically reduced once the railway line 
linking Malawi to the port of Nac~la has been reopened, but at 
present the security situation in that part of Mocambique rules 
out use of the Nacal~ corridor. Within Murehwa itself, the 
opening of the · Grai Y1 Marketing Board Depot has created mar,y .jobs 
and has resulted in local farrners, both commercial and srnall 
scale, bringinij in their crops to the ~urehwa depot and doing 
their shopping at the growth point. Finally, the linking of 
Murehwa to the electricty grid in July 1986 opened up a range of 
new possibilities, in terms of both production and recreation 
activities . 

,. 
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"CHAPTER 5: DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF SURVEY & SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES 

5. 1 Quest i<:,nnair·e Desiqn - Chihota ar,d B1.1hera 

The question~aires fo~ the PWS component of the study (Appendix 4 
for A-PWS and Appendix~ for B-PWS) were d~awn up using those 
from previous water s tudies in Zimbabwe and the Brasil 
questionnaires f~~m , the present study. Researchers at the 
Zimbab~·e Inst itute ·c,f 

1
Develc,proer,t Studies and the Cer,tral 

Statistics Dffic~ CCSO) 1 provided useful coroments on early 
versic,ns. Thr.! i,ey r,,,,:,dules ,:,f the questic,r,na ~res are given below. 
The main c.li. f1'1:?,··c-.>1·, ,.: •,1s i'n· o tlle inclusipn for }he . "A" Hites of 
detailed q•.1estior1~ <Sectic,ns C & D> abc,1.1t what alternative 
sources would be used ir t~e improved source were not available 

• I (or were t,:, be priced c,•xt of reach). For the "B" respc,r,dents whc, 
envisage using the improved sources once they have been 
install4;1d, it is necessary to ask for what purposes, this being a 
proxy _for the quant~ties to be used Cit was found to be too 
hypothetical and difficult to ask dir~ctly about quantities>. 

APWS - Primary Water Source Available 

A - Characteristics of •Water Sources Used 
Seasc,r,s 

in Wet or Dry 

I 
B - Imprciv~d Sc,•.trces Contributions and Links with 

Health 

C - Characterist ·ics of Sc,urce which would be used if all 
impro~ed sources were not av•ilable . . 

D Characteristics of Secondary nori~improved source 

E 

F 

Family Characteristics 
~-·-

G Interviewer's Commnnts 

BPWS - Primary W~ter Source Planned 

A - Charactjris~ics of Water Sources Used 
Seasor,s 

i r, Wet or Dry 

B - L~vel of Knowledge of Improved Water Sources and 
Links with Health 

E 

s 

F 

Family Characteristics 

System Description 

Bargair,ing GamE:1 
1\t1 

N Purposes for whi c h Improved Source would be used 

G - Interviewer's Comments 
I 
I 

It is ir, the "bargaining game" that the questipnnaires are 
somewhat ir,r,ovative, ir, that perspectives fr,:,r,1 recent "cc,ntinger1t 
valuatior," literc,ture are incorporated. The bargaini_ng game 
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seeks to establish a cut - off or breakeven point . at whi c h the 
respondent is jus t willin~ to pay while continuing t o use the 
improved s1.1pply. At a ptfice that , is ar,y higher, the 1rt1pr c,ved 
supply will be abandoned in favour of traditional uns afe sources. 
In contras t to earlier approaches where the interviewer s uy gested 
a startir,g p,:.:,ir,t ar,d increased the amount unifc,,·mly, o r,e ,:,b vic,1 .. 1s 
feature c,f the bargaiy,ir,g yar11e developed in· this study is that 
the bids are structured i Ya a "spiderweb", starting at a lc,w 
figure, then jumping to a high figure and zig-zagging back and 
forth until th~ respondent has agree~ on a maximum willingness to 
pay for tlH:? irnpr,::,ved sc,urce. By cc,r,frc,nt i r,y the res;l='ond ,:-?nt with 
coY,tr•astir,q v,·du:-,•, , thi $ a p prc,ach is th,:iuyht t o l>rea l< .:\ p a tt e t•r,e d 
wily of th >1,kll"1!} t) l)c,ut the i ssue ar,c.J thus tc, give A r.KH 'a <'\CC'-1rate 
response. It r,1:::1 y also recJ1 .. 1ce "compliaY,ce bias" (respc,Y,dent 
giving a nswers which are influenced by wan~ing to please the 
interviewer> , a s i t may be less clear what level the interviewer 
may be ex pc~ct i r,g f r,::,111 th e re5po r,dent . 

It was f c,,_,r,cl t h a t the s~~ uer,ce ,:, f q1..1est ic,ns require d t c, ir,1 pl e111ent 
the bargaining qA111~ we r8 1110re easily summarised 1n a d ia gram tt,an 
a series vf s t at0Ments (see Fig4re 1). Respondents are asked 
whether t t, e y woul d pay a certain annual charge and c o ntinue t o 
use the improved sour9 e: if "yes", the interviewer com p let e s the 
line to t he nex t high figure, if "no" to · the next low figure . 
One of the limit e d nurnber of discrete answers (0, 25 cents, $1, 
$2, $3, $ 5 , $7, $10) !.:iC•C•r, emerges as the rnaxirnwn that the 
household is willing t o pay; a check question all o ws the 

· respor,dent t,:, gi v e a s c,mewhat higher figure, s,:i that the fiY,al 
result is n ..:i t lir,1it e d t,:, ,.:,r,e c,f those discrete ar,1,: ,,.mts. 

The rati ona l e fo r phras ing the question in terms of p a yi n g onl y 
for main tr?nance ,:, f the irnpr,: ,ved source is discussed ir, s,: ,111e 
detail in Sect ion 6 .6 below (one of the points to be examined in 
Phase I I 1 s whet Iler the 1 c ommur,i ties understar,d the di fferer,ce 
between ma i ntena nce and repair and whether they consider DDF to 
be responsib l e o nly for the latter following breakdowns>. 
Piloting of t he ques ti Qnnaires, which was carried 1out in 
Chiweshe, Ch i d u ku and Tanda, indicated that the likely range of 
values wo•.1ld l ie wi thiY, 0 - $10, .-but with a prepc,nder.;,nce ,:,f 
respor,ses .:\t the lo~1er er,cJ. For that reasoY,, the " s p ., clerweb" 
concept was mo dified t o all ~ w a sub-game based around $3, rather 
than jumpi ng di r e c tly · from 25 cents to the rnaxirnum of $!0 after 
the first "yes " re5 ponse <Figw•e 1> . 

I 

5 . 2 Focus Grc,1.1p Di.?c1 .. 1~~,.:1n ..Q.•.,.t i de l i Y,es 

As mentic,r ,P.ci in Section 3 . 1 1 t he c:onsultar,ts were f rc, r,1 t he s tart 
coY,cerr,ed , ,1 ,,-,1_1t whPt lH~1' -:; ,:_:.11 11 • o f the ir,for111a ti,:..,n t' equ1.re ll t:•.••.tld in 
principle IJ~ eib t a .t 1,e cJ f'r ,:,rii , h i.:,1.1sehold q1.1estic,r,r1.:.\ir£:1 s a1-,d p r,::,p,: ,sed 
iY,cludiY,g in the ~ t 1.1dy Jillll 1 ~._ Dl.ir.Y 

It i,1a5 fe l t ~ ... :, , that it would be diffic 1Jlt to 
eon b i a s in the q•.tE=?stic,nnaire resp,:,y,ses witheo• .. tt haviny 

f r ..:,r,1 o ther s ,:,urces . This is y,.:,t to s ... ,y th_.:\ t the 
responses f r,:,111 the grc,u p discussic,r1s were t ,:, b e t al,en a s 

\· 1,c, val 1dity , .,f thl~ questic,r,naire r~~;p ,::,r",ses . 

l E:, 

b 1 .~~i f~S Ci f 

l ·' . ,a- .I 
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The focus group methodology was considefed appropriate for the 
discussi0Y1S bec;ause, with a good . facilitator and well choseY1 
groups, fairly detailed information on topics relevant to the 
particul~r yroup can be obtained. The ffocus group approach has 
been found usefuJ and appropriate in previous fieldwork in rural 
Zimbabwe. It is particularly important when a discussion betwee, 
women would .~ield useful inform~tion; 1n a general grou~ 
discussion ihvol~ing a cross-section Qf the community rather than 
a carefully chosen sub-group, the men ~ould · dominate and the 
women would rem~1n silent. 

After thn pi lc,l; . phase iY, 
suggested tc,pic~ -i'c,r .the 
and reproduced 

the list 

1scussiqns per si~e were conducted as follows: 

1 meeting with VIDCO memb~rsJ ot~er community leaders, 
including village water/~ealth committee members and VHW 

1 meetiny with 1,::,cal business ,::,wners 
1 meeting with ,:,lder male c,:,r11ri1 ~mity mer11bers (45+ year~;) 
1 meeting with female members of a project group 
1 meeting with older female community members (45+ years> 
1 meetirig with oun er female communit members 

With 6 me~tinys per sit~, there were 12 per area and 24 meetings 
for the tw,::, di strict s. \fl It sho1.1ld. be pointed 01.1t that either 
formal and informal meetings were held at the discretion of the 
field supervi sor. 

II 
5.3 Observational Stud ies 

It · was agreed that tc, enrich the 1study, c,ther dat'a collect ion 
i r,st rurnent ~;· were al s,:, to be u ti 1 i sed. 

~ 

Water source observations 

Actual ' behavic,1.tr of subjects at water poiY1ts is a significk Y1t 
measure of wat~r · us~ge and attitudes. Tables for recording 
behaviour at water pbints were designed <Appendix 7) . 
Information coilected using these water point observation sheets 
include~: 

sex ~f subject drawing water 
time of arrival and departut-e from water pc,int 
cont~iners and quantities drawn 
use of water at the water point 
beha~iour at water point 

I 
I 

Household L•bserva ti L•ns 
I I 

Water usage within th~ househol d 
sheets whi c:h c:apturecl tt.e fc,l l,::,~1ing 

area was recorded usi 1 g 
information (Appendix~>: 
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activites and the 

number of trips to collect water , 
~ater storage facilities 
gene ral levels of sanitation. 

Observations: 

A total of 8 days 
were 
being 

of water 

I 

5.4 Commun ity Liasnn and Execution of the Studies 

site> 
this 

ExteY,sive cc,mr,11.1nicat ion had to be established prior to the surve~ 
with the l1ier~r~hy within the study ~rea$. These ranged from the 
District Admi~ist~ators, Local Govern~ent Promotion Officers, DDF 
persoYmel, c,ther gc,vern1r1er,t c,fficers, e~ecutive officers c,f 
District Council~, councillors, ward and VIDCO leaders, local 
traditional leaders, church leaders, village health workers, 
agricultural exiension officers, various political leaders, field 
persoYmel of dc,r-,,:,r ageY,cies j and othe_r . interested parties. 1 

I 
Primarily the community liaison activity involved detailed 
explaY1ati,:,n · c,f tl1e research objectives and act livities, seekir-,g 
permission to cond~ct such research and {dentifying local leaders 
to be- ~ontacted . · to 1nform the ordinary members. Such a~tivity 
required tact a~d · general sensitivity. to the local · communication 
etiquette. 

I I 
In the f,:,rro1al pi:1rt of the exercise, in each site 200 l1t:o1 .. 1sehc1 ld 
questionnaires _we r e administered making a total of 400 for each 
area and 8 0 0 f o r t h e whole s tudy. , No attempt was made t o use any 
specific s amp ling ro1t~thc•d, the main criteria beinq those s e t fc,r 
the two different sites as a whole. 

d.,.... · ' · ta Th ,ji9r,:,1.1p disc~1ss,ions ,:,bservat ic,n st1.1d ies 
Vere carr .i. €-!'d co1.tl; 1-i~ti l E' the ho•Jseho 1 d interviews were be i r-,g · 

adrninister·ecl, whi c h was r,c,t perhaps an ideal situatic,n, but a 
practical one given . t~e time that the field team was available. 
Group meetings were c,rgani sed · at the ~£=;;;.~~ 
participar-1ts. · · _.i 

5. 5 Grow\;h . Po i n t W.mst i c,nnaires 

I o 

In view o f the orientation given by the NAC, fieldwork for this 
part o~ the study was designed to answer the following questio~s: 

Wh a t level and ~tandard of utilities is required 
att r act .econorlliC c:ictivities to growth p,:,ints? 

tc, 

What comp)ementary 
rnak. ir-,;1 the cc,r,seq•.1er,t 

pc,licie~: are needed to justify 
investments? I 

I 

What cc,st recovery policy .(for water in partic•ular> 
should be implemented to minimise Govern~ ent's 
financial outlays while achieving the growth objectjve? 

I 
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In order to elicit vi~ws from as wide a spectrum of the 
population at the growth point ak possible, four questionnaires 
were devel oped, wi th quest~ons tailored to suit each category. 
The four questionnaires lwere for business entrepreneurs, 
government employees (including council. employees and 
parastatal sJ , non-government employees <and other residents> and 
the rural communities within the immediate surround of the growth 
poiY,ts. 

Pilot studies \.'H:.>re c,:,y,c-ft.1ctE•d at J1.1r1.1 b1.1siness <.:er,tre i-1l "t1 ch is 
less thar, '1·'.5 ~'.111 rrorn M1.1rehi-1a nrc,~·1th pc,ir,t. The fc,1.1r different 
types of questic,nr,airE's were pre-tested and alterati,:,ns were 
effected to those sections that were inappropriate to the 
respondent s . The final versions of the questionnaires are given 
as Apper,d .i.c r~s B-·11. , As · an example, the basic sb·ucture ,:,f the 
business o wner questionnaire is as follows: ,, 

M3 - Business Owners , Murehwa 

A Business and Family Situation 

B Accommodation and Facilities 

C Groi,1t h- P,:, int s 

Barga ining Garne 

Barga i r, i r,g Game 

Any Other Comments 

Business Owner Residential Use 

Business Owner Business Use 

I 
The bargainiY•!l 1Fu,1c f,:,r M•.wetiwa is r,.ecessarily ro,:,re cc,rnplrax than 
that for the PW3 , d~e to there being both a connection fee aspect 
and a monthly payment ~spect. In order to obtain information on 
the willingness to pay in each aspect, repondents had to be asked 
to reply to two bargaining game~ in sequence, with the startinQ 
point in each defined by whether the respondent already had piped 
water ir-1 tlH? ho1~1se ar,d if s,:, whether they were paying a flat 
monthly charge . for water or a volumetric based tariff <see 
Figure 2). With tl1e_business owners, there was the additional 
complication of some · living within their business premises, 
others having separate housing, in which case two sets of 
bargaining games were .administered. 

I 
5.7 Fieldworl( prc,cess ir, Mu.rewa 

The fieldwork exercise in Murewa covered the following sample 
sizes: 

rural ho~seholds surrounding Murewa 100 
business owners 28 
governrnent, council and parastatal employees 35 
non-government empldyees and other residents 25 

The fieldwork was conducted over a period of eight days in 
March 1988. A wide spread of ministries was achieved amongst 
civil servant respondents: Ministriei of Health, Const~.1ction, 
Roads, Lo cal Government, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs, 
Water <DDF>, and council employees. Under parastatais, employees 
from the Gr .;:1 in Marketir~~ Bc,ard and the Post Office S:avin~s Bank 
were intervie1t1ed . Nc,n-·t1overY1mer1t employees incl•.1ded 1-1,:.rl(er s in 
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local shc,ps Ceg, E<ata, Express etc), ar,d petty rnarl<et traders. 
Business owners covered retailers and wholesalers, servi~es such 
.s trar,sp,:::,rt c,perat.:,rs and hairdressers, ar,d srna11-scale 
manuf.cturers, such as ,:,wners c,f -earpentry workshc,ps . Tt1e rural 
questionnai res were conducted in the surrounding villages, these 
being selected frc,rn all the sides o f the growth pc:,int in ,::,rder to 
get a representative sarnple. The follow~ny villayffs were 
covered: 

RIMBI 
MARAMBA 
MANGA 

.... 

ZIHUTE H I MVUMBI 
MATC!'lr..;oRERAI HnNYANGA 
MHOND I WA NYE~·JEYEMBlJA 

2(> 

CHINAKE 
MUSVIPA 

' 
MAOYAM•)urw 
GOZO 

I . 
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CHAPTER ,6: ANALYSIS OF RURAL PWS 

6. 1 Demogr a ph i c I nformation 

Information relating to I the sex, age ~nd education status of the 
respond~nt a nd the head of household, to famlly size, positions 
in the cc,r,11,1un it y and r,1e111bership of clubs arid grc,ups, is 
summarised for eac h of the four rural areas s~rveyed in table 1. 
Not surpri s ingly, whilE:l the Q..verhelming rnajc,rity ,bf the 
respondents ware wo men (871.-91~>, a much smaller propor tion of 
heads of :,ou~ehol d~ w£re women (23~-27~ in C~ihota, 13U-17~ in 
B•.1hera>. ~l-m e ral ly he'"'d!i ,:,f househol~$ were older ar,d l~ss wel 1 
educated than the respondents; the education level in Chihota was 
mostly higher th a ~ that f n Buhera. · The average of t ep~rted 
household s izes werel rer11arkabl y smal 1 <4, 3 tc, ~ 5, 2>. 
Approximat e ly one qulrter of household members held formal 
positions in the cow11 J nity. Membership o f savings or farmers 
clubs was q uit e common in Chihota and Buhera A; in the Buhera 9 1 
area, nearl y all households belonged to a marketing and supply 
cooperative . 

Ta bl e 1 Summa ry of Demographic Information 

Chihota A 

Respondent: 
sex ( 'i' f e mri\le) 8 7 1. 
av age ( yt? c"H'S) :~a 
educ - n,:,ne 101. 
stat•.1s - p t· i 7 2.1-

- sec 18Y. 
It 

Head of Hc,,-1sr>llo ld: 
sex ( ;( t r.:- 1,1,! lei :,:· 3 ,. 
av age ( y ~!i.H'S ) '•8 
educ - nc,r,e 2 41-
status -- Pt' i 651-

sec 111. 

Family Size: 4,3 

" Holding Positions: 251-. 
M'ship Clubs/Groups: '25,C. 

p1-

sav = savings qlub 
f.arrn' s = farr,,er ' s club 

6.2 Economic S t atus 

sav 
IG 

IG 

I 

Chihota B 

87~ 
38 
151-
741-
11,C. 

27~ 
4'+ 
24'1-
63,C. 

13~ 

4, 9 

24" 

29" far,m's 
29':( sav 

Buhera A 

8 '31-
'+ 1 
14Y. 
77 1-

9 1. 

13 ;( 
14 8 
2 0;< 
7 2 1-

81-

5,2 

241-

32,C. farm's 
9,C. IG 

I 

Buhera B 

'3 11-
.3 7 
2't1-
5 8 1-

Bi< 

l 7 1-

'+'+ 
2 6~ 
631-
111. 

4,7 

17,C. 

All -
M&S Cc,op 

= income benerat i r,g pro ject 

Information relating to economic statJs ~s summarised in Table 2. 
In . the er,1pl,:.,yme.nt c•f heads of households, Chiho ta had a s 111al ler 
p~oportion involved in agriculture and rural employment (averages 
of 64,C. and 41-) tha~ Buhera (70'1- and 81-), while e~pl oyment in 
urban areas was l1igher (321- in Chihota and 271- a ve rage in 
Buhera). The ma in ~nco~e sources in Chihota were mo n t hly 
remittances , revenue fro~ sale 

1
of vegetables and fruit, 

21 
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occassic,y,;d rer.1it tance,- and finally c:rc,p sales .. Ir, Buhera, the 
pattern was less c leanl1 cut , with .households deper,d i ng on a 
greater variety of i n c o me sources, but principally local part 
time wages , monthly remittances, beer and vegetable sales, 
occassional remittanc~s and finally livestock sales (in the A 
~rea) and crop sales (~n the 8 area). Averag~ land h oldings were 
higher i n Buhera, but with lower •rainful and much small er 
eKpenditures on agr i cul t ura l inpu~s, horticultural and crop 
returns roust have been 1111.1ch lc,wer. 

Table 2 ~ Summary of Economic Status 

Chihota A Chihot:a B Buhera A Buhera B 

I 
E111ployment of MH: I 

agricul ture E,81, 5'3,; 761- 64" 
urban ernp 1 c,yrner,t 2'31- 34,i: 271- 27" 
rural ernp l oy111eY1t 21- s,: 8~ 81-

~ 

Access to .Land: 
range (acres> 0-27 o-1e) 0-14 (1-20 

mean (acres) 3,5 3, c~ 5 , 0 4,3 

106 24 

($/mc,r,th > 
'> ~ 

(25 (2!i (25 <25 ;,.M 
53 37 ii ;~ ~ µ~--~.:s:~ w; ?~ 

Assets: ( ;r. c,1-,ni ng > I 
cattle 77:t- 6!i" 801- 581-
plough 611. 5Lt" 821, 811-
wheelbarrc,w 4'•1- 3B1- 341- 381-

Livestock: (mean n,:i ) 
cattle 5,6 4, (I '+, 2 4~ (I 
goats 1 -=, 1, 3 '•, 5 

t:" ·::, 

' .... ,.J ' L. 

poult r y 5,4 5, 2 7 , 2 5,4 

Housing: ( 1,. asb/t in) 34" 2Ei" 131- 22~ 

HH = tu ~ad o f hc,•.1sehc,ltd 

Overall 1Y1c.-..:oroes r ep,:,rt e d i n respor,se tc, an "lnc,:,me Hanye Card " 
(Figure 3) we re h~gher in Chihota as opposed to Buhera, and 
higher withi1'1 each distr ict ' ir, the n area as c,pp,:>sed t,:, the ti 
area. It was expected that Chihota would enjoy considerably • 
higher income levels than Buhera, but the differences were in 
fact not that l arge, with median and mean incoroes in Chihota B 
~ctually being l ess than those in Buhera A. The actual figures 
should be \; reat.ed as being purely i-nd icat i ve , as averages can 
only be calculated approKimately from the 1 unequal range data 
available. It is significar,t that ,il 'I') both di stricts the r,,odal 
( most freq uent l y mentioned> income ~ange was the less than $ 25 
per month category . Whether or not these figures are accurate 
(CSO has worked exten sively with income 1 range card~ and believes 

I 
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that they pro duce reasonable results) , the pict~·e t hat emerges 
of widespread po v e rty in both areas corroborates the observations 
of the fi e l d tea111 . 1

1 

Asset holdings reflect both accumulated past income streams and, 
in the case of productive ass~ts, such· as livestock and 
agricultural implements, potentia l · for generating increased 
income. There was a smaller proportion of households which did 
not own any cattle in the A areas as opposed to the B, with an 
average overall in both districis of around 30~. This is 
coY,siderably bttl. ter than the accepted natior,al aver a ge I ir, 
communal a r eas of about 50~ of households h avi ng no cattl e . 
Des pite C•.t.hera L>eing rn9n~ read ily associated with catt le, the 
largest herd sizes were to be found , in Chihota, an indication 
perhaps of greater wealth within the upper strata of the two 
district s . By contrast , there was a higher proportion of plough 
ownership in Buhera , but this could be explained by th~ greater 
importance of crc,ppir,g ir, Buhera_ as opposed to Chihotc1. The 
quality of housing as judged by the materials used in 
construct ion, is certainly higher in Chihota. 

6.3 Heal th Status 
I 

Sociologi cal Observatiobs 
I 

There was a hi gh level of awareness within the study areas of thd 
strong posi~ive link between clear water and good health . In all 
the focus group discussions villagers pointed out that wa terborne 
diseases are contracted f~om unprotected sources. Some of the 
waterborne diseases that ~are felt to be less preva l ent in areas 
with prot ect 0 d \-1-'lt er ir,cl ude diarrhoea, bilhr.1rzia arid c ho lera. 
Thi& awa1· tc~ner>s was attr ib•.1ted to the Village Health Workers 
<VHW>, who encourage the us e of drinking water from protected 
sources, ,:,r, where such water is not · available, the b,:,i ling of 
water for drinking purposes. 

1u clear fro m di s cussions with the peu J 
the link bet ween clean water and was 

stro ng tc, have a direct ir,fluence ,:,r1 willinyne~s tc, 
e s pec ially in the 'A' sites where ho us eho lds ,~ere 

P.nj,:,y i n ~ water fro ,,, protected sources, it seer11e~ <" 'r'i l<e ly 
thi ~, i.\•.1;.w·f~r ,e.:>ss wc,uld h,:\ve a p,::.sitive ir,fluence , their 

0, t, ., p ,\v. 

Questi o nnaire res ults 

Table 3 gives a s~mmary of some quantitat ive indi c ators about 
hea l th awa r e ness a nd status. Confirming the pi c ture f rom the 
focus group discussions, frequent visits by village health 
workers were reported in al l areas and a high awareness of the 
link between clean water and health was evident in responses to 
the formal inte~views . Despite this, in Chihota A nearly 4 0~ of 
households reported continuing to use unprotected family sha llow 
wells for drir1kir,g. This may well · be sirnply a matter o f 
convenience a nd habit , but it does reinfo~ce impressions from 
obs.ervati eir1s arid discussior1s that hea.lth awarer1ess is mc,re easily 
articulat e d than acted upo n. The relatively l o w utilisation o f 
improved s ourc ~s in Chiho ta A contrast s markedly with Buhera A, 
where wat e r is much l ess readi ly available and whe~e almost all 
households r e port e d using the protected source, at least for 
drinkir,g wa t e r. 
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As far as latrir,es are concerned; it was cirdy ir, the Ch.it,ota A 
area, where the building of BVIPs had been an integral part of 
the SCF project, that a significint proportion of the households 
(66"/.) had an adequate level of sanitation. At the time of the 
fieldwork, there was a clear need for a BVIP project to be 
extended to Buhera. 

Table 3 Health Awareness & Status 

'1 
Chihc,ta A Chihota B Buhera A Buhera B 

Aw•renass of Li nit: '33"/. 82"/. . 7'3"/. 85"/. 

Frequent VHW Visits: 881- 76"/. 861- '341-

Protected drinking H20: 60,5"/. n/a 99"/. n/a 

Tyipe of Toi let: 
none 3/+1- 74"/. 891- 83"/. 
BVIP/other 66"/. 261- 11"/. 17"/. 

6.4 Access to and Use of Water 

Support ir,g the .general picture developed durir,g the site 
selection phase (Sections 4.2 and 4.3 above), Table t gives 
info~mation from ihe questionnaires about access to and use of 
water. The first sectio~ lists thj most common sourceT in the 
four areas and ther, g~vbs infc,rrn~tion about the roair, sol1Jce used 
by the household. In ~oth areas, the main sources report ed were 
the protected wells (i'r, the A areas), • .. mprotected wells (ir, bc,th 
A and B), rivers, dams and mufuku. In Chihota, with its high 1 

water table, the unprc,tected garden wells were very significar,t 
sources f0r various purposes, whereas in Buhera households 
typically t,~ve to depend oni a wider variety of sources, depending 
on where their homestead i~ located. Average distances to the 
main source were thus found to be lower in Chihota. 

The . average number of trips 
var ied between 

per day to the main househoLd water 
with 

was in BL1tiera E<, 
already bf~Y,of ittnd 

~ather in one of 

r, 
per capit~ figure 
at'Pus wh ich had 

l' , -'c,111 a i-1 c.1 t er project. 

t 

Ir, respect ,·.r tl H! i r.1pr,_,ved sources in the ,n arec:,s, h,::,,.,sehc,lds 
generally c:,:,1·,s.1de,·Hd the> .ir,1µr,::,ved PWS to be clc,sf?, ;.:\l'1d t,:, have 
abur,dar,t w.1Ler 1Y, tl,e w,:, t seas,:, ... ,. In the dry seas,:,n, <.•l"1ly G71- c,f 
households .11", 0,_1t1r~1- a A c:,.n,sideH·ed their irnpr,:,ved b\:,ret,c,lc~s to 
have abur,dant water. Alterr,ative sc,urces were less fr1:?quently 
reported to be close ar,d wer£! thought far· r11ore lil(ely to prove ' 
iriade·quate ii", the dry season. 
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Table 4 Access to and Use o f Water. 

Main Sources: 
source 1 
source 2 
source 3 

Preferred Source: 
rnean di stance 
quantity ur.ed 
mear, trips per 
queuei ng time 

Chihota A 

1,.1. 
prc,t well 
•..tnprc,t w 
ri~er 

I 
(Ill) 12 1 
(J./d) 71 
day '7 ., ..,, .., 

(min) 1, 5 

Chihota B Buhera A 

ltnprc•t w p·rot wel 1 
river/dam river 
rn•.t fuku l1Y1prc,t w 

287 150 
' 72. 64 
3,0 2,8 
2,4 6,3 

Buhera B 

lll'lpl'Ot w 
r i v /dam 
fllLI f llk Ll 

152 
80 

3,0 
1, 5 

Hali uses I ii 81_,Cii ,Jl@Jg I Pi !8@£01€ ids tA!@R tltms::mm 4 ~ 
IVE 1 · .t• aT 21 ' IJJCA,j Gil@ GUiillii&i!C Ydtii cl§@ :@pu: C@et wa::r,;a••r· 
tor use · !ftA!@ QM El@Pti ii§, : 01 tueoad bf sac: ; cat e £@ JR& Bi let&.• Ir, 
ijuhera, the o rder was the same if the list is started with beer 
and gardening is placed after brick-making. About the same 
proportions of households in the two districts were invblved in 
gardeniYiQ, but ho1.1sehc,lds in Chihota A repc,rted usir,g 80;{. mc,re 
water on gardens than those in Buhera A (914 litres as opposed to 
~05 litres per day>. The situation is rever$ed in the B areas 

· (Chihota B 260 l itres, Buhera B 344 litres). The hig~ use of 
water f or gardening in Chihota A is a reflection of the 
relatively advanced s tate of vegetable production in thi.t area; 
the SCF project was ,~rgetted to providing clean wa er for 
drinking .. ,r,d c,ther d rnestic uses . rather ther, for v c. getable 
product ior,. 

6.S Community Invo lvemen t 

Introduct ion 

From the focus group discussions and less formal interactions 
with con1r11•..tYi ity members , a number of themes whi ch t;i ave an 
important bearing on WTP emerged. These relate, on the one hand, 
to attitud~s about dif ferent technologies and how ' si tes for 
improved 1-"·~.JS are tc, be c hosen, and, c•n the -:,ther, t o mc,re 
fundament a l ques ti o ns about the va lue of water and o wne~ship o f 
water pc,i n l s . 

Protected ~crs u s unprotec ted sources 

In v i ew , , : L he •. ,v1,~, ·cY1e<;c:; lir,k with . tie <'l lth, 1 t 1-1.-H; not 
surpr i s i nu t ,: , ha v e:> 
water sources, n 
.a..n, Fit t t 
Unprotect ec.l 
laundry and tc, 
respondent s in focus group discussions indicat ed that they expect 
the water from protected sources to. be much better than from 
their c urrer,t existir,g ur,pr,:,tected sources. A s mall grc,up ir, 
Chihota express~d the view that their unprotected sources are 
just the same as the protected ones, save for the pUmp Mechanism 
on the latter. This sentiment was, however, expressed on ly when 
the issue of maintenance of protected sources was raised. 
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Troughs, surrounds and other racilities 

The communities expre~led enthusiasm for havi~g cattle troughs as 
close to their protected source as possible. In Buhera in 
particular , where cattle depend on . protected watet• when rivers 
dry up duriny the dry season, such troughs were s~id to become 
indispensible. Less importance was placed on washing stands, 
except at water points with plentiful , perennial water. People 
appreciat ed that concrete surrounds and soakaways prevent the 
area around the water point getting muddy and thus beco~ing 
breeding grounds for various diseases. Fences were also viewed 
as important as they keep animals from the water point. The 
building of BV I Ps at the waterpoints was also thought t o be a 
good idea, although very few had been constructed at the time of 
the field work. 

Choice of Technology and Conmr1.mity-Contrib1.1ti on 

At present , NAC is encouraging 6nly two kinds of pumps to be 
installed in rural Zimbabwe: the ~edified bush pump mnd the 
bucket p ump . Limiting choice at a national level to just two 
pumps is defensible on ground s of making poss ibl e the tratnihg of 
fieldworkers and the r:J,.:,visior, of adequate supplies ,:,f spare 

· parts for maintenar,ce. I It does , however, imply that c ,:,romur,ity 
involvement in pump ctoice is rather stylised, as is the patter~ 
and form of community contr ibution that is expected during the 
investment st age. After fie l d trials for each type of pump, the 
expected~contribution is as follows: 
. I 

shallow well fitted with bucket pump: 
siting of the well; 
digging of the well (or deepening of existing we ll) , 

invovinu a well-sinker or a Yonderig; 
gathering of gravel for packing; 
putti~g d0wn of the casing; 
p 1· .. v i !>i .. r, .. (' ~;.,H,d, !.'.,t. .. r,t? & bricl(!i f,.o1 ·· 111 ·:-1411-1,,r·I,•:, ; 
µ ,_, t tiny ,.:,r, c._f the pump and cerer,1onial har,dover ; 
s,_,bsequent first tier roair,ter,ar,ce thrc•Llyh VWC. 

b,:,rc?ho 1 e fitt ed with b•..1s h pur,1p: 
:;;ii; ir,g o f tile bc,relic,l e (technical requir'en1ents w.:.re 

st. 1• iY1gcnt >; 
U l!-PJ i r ,y ,.,f fi r s t -.Z. r11etres or until r,:,cl( i ~. str,.,c~: ; 
~ubsequen~ fmediny of borehole drillers ; 
pr,_,visi,:,r, ,;,, f sand, stor,e & bricks fc,r headwc,rk.s ; 
i n c;t all.:-1tior, ,::,f t t1 e pump ar,d cerernonial h c:., radc,vHr; 

<;;1_1bsequent f i rst tier rnainter,ance thrc,uyh VWC. 

<VWC - village water committee. The 
maintenance system is dicussed 
Part I I). 

major reasons •given 

pr,::,p,:,sed 3 ti er 
il', det a i l i r, 

are deeper and · are less likely to d~y up in a drought and would 
be fitted with the pump of c hoice, the ~ e dified bu~h pump. The 
alternativ~ off well fitted with a bucket pump not only implies 
greater risk of . drying up, bL1t also an increased health risk. 
While corni,nmity ra1e111bers agreed that the •bucket pump is . cheaper 
and easi er t,::, r11aintai r1 ar,d may thus preove w..:ire reliable, they 
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argued strongly that the health hazard arises from handling of 
the bucket by persor,s without washir,g their hands, thereby 
leading to contamination (this point is being thoroughly analysed 
in field tests by the Blai~ Laboratory). Another danger no ted is 
that, because the opening is not 1completely sealed, mischievous 
persons may po ison wells fitted with bucket · 

-· ... - ... _,_-n~eason ' g·1ven for preferring boreholes over 
was, however, that less community parti6ipation is 

required . Most · of the work is done be machine and the community 
memberi ne€d only provide food for the bprehole drillers, unlike, 
the situati on 1-1ith ~,ells where m,:;st bf the \'1ork is carried out by 
the and a larger amount of building materials have to 

Siting of improved water sources 

To ensure e q•.ti t ab l e acc ess to the improved PWS , the prc,c ess of 
location a n d siting of ~at e r sources was evidently of fundamental 
importance t o peop le '1~ithin the study areas . In Buher a, 
Christian Care had beer, ser,sitive ir, their approact; tc, the siting 
of water points. The people had been asked to choose three 
preferred sites, with 11a meeting beirig called to vote on three 
sites. It became app~rent in the discussions that at times 
infi"uent ial leaders with i r, the cc•rnmuni ty had attempted to sway 

· votir,g in .their favour. Hc,wever, there had no~ bee...-, much 
disagreeme nt o n t h e fin a l site selected, which had generally been 
the site with the highest potetial yield, this being deterrnined 
by a survayo r usi nn verti ca l electrical sounding on the sites in 
the order of the c oMMllnity' s preference. 

Site sel ecti o n i n Chiho ta t ook on a differ~nt pattern. This is 
because the bucket pumps were often to be fitted on existing 
individual w~ll s . The ~ocal community nonetheless participated 
in deciding on whi c t, of t he existing wells was centrally located. 
The water y i eld of s uch a s elected wel l was also consider~d, with 
wells with l o w y i e lds , but centrally located, being deepenr d · • 

....... 

Water as c1 f'r ee reso urce 

Corim11..1r1i ties made 
the idea o f b uying wa ter. 

- t.. l:fu,Ji ng 
led~.y: 
:Wa»~nt 

J:.nHIWiti 9i,s "' t Wh ether a r, improved ' PWS had been pi,•,:,vided 
through Go v e rnment o r d o n r.:.r fund i r,g, . the att it ,.,de expr e s •> t-~d was 
one of ar, iMpr,: ,v r.Jr11r:ir, L t ;.:, l:he q ua lity ar,d q1.1a n l.Ll.y ,·, f ,.1 t , " , ·~·,,wce 
that is ot l, t.'! ,·wi!-:, ~J ft 'f.:>ely av,1ilabl e . 
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Conservation 

Although water ' is regarded in one sense as a free resource, in 
another it is clearly highly valued. Aptitudes about the value 
of water were revealed, for ,example, in discussic,ns on 
conservation practices. An awareness of ~he importance qf 
conserving water was particularly marked in Buhera, because th~s 
~rea is very d~y. Water from protected wefls is 1a precious 

I 

resource sir1ce it ' is unpolluted. People are aware that wells dry 
up during the .dry season and various steps are taken to make sure 
that nobody mi5uses or wastes water from protected wells. Some 
of the c o nservati o n strategies observed included preventi ng small 
children playing close to these wells, not allowing people to 
fetch water using plasticl~ottles with small openings and a ban 
on usir,g water frorn certair, protect e

1
d sources fc,r laur,dry . 

Jn Chihota, although the importance of w~ter is clearly 
understood, · it appeared that the cor,servat ic,n measures were m•.,ch 
weaker. This conclusion is drawn from water point observations, 
where small children, especially, school children, were noticed on 
many occasions playing with water ' from protected sources, even in 
the presence of adults. . This may hpve beer, due to the fact that 
water is abundant in Chihota and there are ~any altern~tive water 
sources with pe~ennial water. 

Owr,ershi p of" wa t:er points 

, . 
s ' . 

.::r···~either the, . 
Yt"t.her 

n;!~P,...lia'."~t .. ~ -~han z· Even i Y'I Ch ih,::,ta, 
were formerly individual wells, 

community that the well is communally 
owned, save for the pump mech~nism which is taken to 
belong t,:, SCF c,r tc, the Governmer,t. In all cases, the orig i r,al 
"owner" had had to ·agree to his well being upgraded to a 
community well to which all cc~m~nity members would have free 
access. Although no formal writen agreement is made, this sys~ern 
seems to work well ~ot only in Chihota, but other parts of the 
country where similar pr°lgrammes exist. 

It has t o be concluded that people don't regard the water points 
as belong ing to them in a fundamental sense which would guarantee 
an unquestioning c 9mmitment to maintenance and usage ! of the 
improved viells ar,d boreholes. lhe irnplicatic,r,s c,f this , fir1dir1g 
are discussed at sc,r,ie length iY·, Part II. 

G.G Will ir,nness t r.:, Pav.. 

for acc£?ss s,:,urce anr,•.tm. T,:. 
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this into per!i;)ective , $1.5lt is e~~.~~f.,:fi~. 4i~a:).:'.m~'-/eport ld 
~r,r~1:a.1 ~ri~ou1;~no;"'" t JP§ f >t - iliii·iir £. ±HI. c,t 

humb~ · ri gure which has been use y p anners in other countries 
to come up with a "reasc•nable" est iroate of what households mi gtit 
contribute by wa~ of cost recovery. 

In Buhera, the mean WTP is somewhat ~lgher at $2,51 per annum, 
presumabl y reflecting the scarci ty of water, as the median of 
reported annual income is only about $510, so that water charges 
at that lr:vel ... ,o•.1ld cor,stit•..19&NJIIIIF'RW1.lii!tt" . Ir, th,:, . fit~st 
year, however, sc,111e families may!"en WM cor,tr1buted 1r, k1r-,d . 
the equ i v ;3 lent of 31- of i ~cc,me ( ie, $15 to $20). • , · .. ......_..1 

-- . ii . f .. ,v · 

tltrrr Pl 1 

Table , 5 : Bargainir,g Game Surnr,1ary Statistics 

Chihota A 

Makimum WTP: ($/annum> 
rnode 
median 
mear, 

- - --

0 
5.00 
1. 54 

Chihota 8 

0 

3.17 

Buhera A 

() 

1. 00 
2 .51 

Buhera B 

0 
1. 00 
2.80 

.> . • .. - ... , 4 , • ... : • , • " • ~· • .,. , • • · , • -• , • .- ..... ~ , , ~., , :· ... L "-.. .#: -
,.... -. ~· ,.,-., ": '" ": . .. ~- : ' , , ,. _1"...,.- ·-,..~--:----f••u --~~ -:,·- ... ....,....~. T".-.~ 't ·~-:,i, .. • 

~~ 
alt 

e~Ji-~i,; : I J I I I a • &• Or-,e ,:,f the mair, 
feat~-eJ c,f thi s w·r p study as cornpared with the earlier 
investigatior, carried out as part , of NWMP, however, is the 
capacity to go beyond bivariate analysis ' to assess 
econometrically tt,e independent contribution of different factors 
to willi ngness to pay for water. Appendix 11 gives details of 
the econometric analysis car,·ied out so far using both continuous 
and discrete <PROBIT) models. In terms of statistiFal 
significar,ce , t he results are, unfortunately, disappointi ng . 
Besides ir,corne variables, WTP appears variously to be a poistive 
function o f labour daysl contributed to construction, gender and 
education of respondent , distance to the water source if the 

.. 

improved water so1..1rce did r-,ot exist, t'~ I 
~ and, ir-, B1.1hera, of qua, 'l"c,r 

Figures 4 - 6 ill1.1st\'ate the WTP results in a way that allows 
cornparisor, v1ith si111ilar curves prepared fc,r ·thr.-! Bras I l case 
study. The feat1..1re that is immediately strikir-,g is that, while 
the graphs illustrating tl,e Brasilian WTP results are all srnooth 
and pred ictable, the Zimba bwe ones have some surprisin~ t~ists 
and turns, particularl ~ I in the case of Chihota B. If th~t graph 
were to be i gn.:,red , the.1'1 ,:,l; hers wi:,uld be quite reas,:,r-,able, with ar-, 
explanation along the ~all o wing lines. With water being read ily 
available in Chihc,ta, ·...JTP for an improved . supply is rnuc h lower 
than in d t· y Buhera. An alt~rnati~e explanation for lo~er Chihot a 

· A figures miyht be that househo lds recognise that maintenance of 
a bucket pump should cost l 1ess than the Buhera ~eople would 

, expect of bc,rehc,le mainten.1nce. Nevertheless, ever-, with r-,c, 
_ charges b e iny levied (the present situation>, only 6 0 ,5~ of 

ouseholds actually rnalr.e use .:-if the irnproved s upplies <Fin1.1r£~ '•>. 
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This is despite the co111m1.mity having a reasc,yiabl e level c,f 1 

awareness o f the link bet~een using w~ter fro 111 pro tected s ources 
and health (see Section 6.3). 

When th i s is translated into revenues per 100 households 
(Figure 5 ) , th~ po tential r e venue from Buhera•is much higher than 
that fro111 Chihota A, · despite the lower inco111e levels in Buhera, 
again reflecting the value of water i~ a very dry area. Revenue 
peaks at a tariff of about $3 for Chihota A and $3.60 for 
Buhera A, but then the Buhera A graph l goes into a trough and 
rises aga ir, . ifhe Buhera B gr.aph has a positive slope thrc,ughout . 
It can . b e ar!J •JIIH1, th,;,1.1gh, that the !!.hape c,f the gr.:lphs for the 
higher t a riffs is rather it•relvar,t for 'policy p1.1rposes, as the 
basic obj ective is to have a high usage rate and at even $3 p~r 
annum, Ct,ihota A and Buhera A/Bare below 60~ using the protect~d 
source. 

11 

Figure 6 shows 111o re clearly the relation between use of the 
'protected source a n d revenue. For Chihota A, there is an upper 
lirnit of E,O, 51- ,:,f ho1.1seh,::,lds usir,g the protected source, while in 
Buhera, f o r usage rates in excess of a target of say 8 0 1-, revenue 
is virtua lly static. If 80~ is taken as a cut-off, then th~ 
Buhera gra phs give a tariff of $1.40 per ann1.1m. Ar,ything higher~ 
thar, that would reduce Bul1era usag1

e rates sharply due tc, the ho~ • 
elasticity of the curves in Figure 4. At a ~ariff of $1.~ 
revenue from each of Buhera A and B would be about $119 from 
Figure 6. Revenu~ would increase significantly only above a 
tariff of $4, ~hich would in turn reduce usage rates to below 
35"· 

With 
j ; 

Chihc,ta beiY,g limited tc, a usage rate c,f at rr,c,st GCl,51-, if a 
cor,1r11on 
higher 
$1. 40, 
level, 
Table G 

n a ti c,Y,al t a riff i .s beinq so1.1ght, it would have t o be Y,c, 
tha n the Nl-JMP figur e ,:, f $ ,1 per household per aY,num (at 
the Cl1ih,:,t a A usage rate is an unacceptable 541-) . At thi s 
t he Llsage r ates aY,d rever,ues per 100 h,::iuseholds s hown iY, 

Table E.: Us a..9.!?_J~atel~~~ Revenues at $1 per hc,useh c,l d p a 

Usage Revenue per 

'1 Rate 100 Hhs 
r 

Chihota A 60,5~ $60.50 
Chihota B '39,5~ I $'3'3. 5 0 

Buhera A 98,5~ $'38.50 
Buher a B '3'3' 5i< $'39.50 

The NWMP f igure of $1 per annum would need to be inflated to 
bring it to 1988 terms, and this would give rise to a figure of 
more than $1.60 . If S~ . 40 is already questionable from our 
results, $1.60 wou ld be unacceptablea The implications of this 
finding are discussed in the conclusions in Section 8 .1 below and 
in the policy r e commendations in Part JI of ~he report . 

TurniY1g t ,:, Chihota B, at face value this lool<s lU<e a c ase of 
"compliance bias" by a community yet to benefit fro111 l mproved 
water supplies. The reported WTP and hence revenue is so much 
higher tha n Buhera, in a situation in which one would ex~ect the 
two Chihot a ~ar11ples to be clc,se together, as the Buhera .,·mes are 
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o, ~t> . 
·: -~~(although there t,:,o the B values ter1d •· to be higher than the A 

I · : ~ values, as would be expected). About 4()1- of the Chihota B 
] ~- sample res~onded with values for WTP at or above $10 and these 

have led to the grouped data giving a significantly higher level 
than is the case for the other samples. 

6.7 Additional Information from Sociological Studies 

Dirrerences jn attitudes between dirrerent: groups 

When talkir,g of "the comrn\.mity" or c,f "cornrnunii;y involve rner,t", it 
is often implicitly assumed that there is a homogenous entity, 
not the reality of varied interests, perceptions of problems and 
differing priorities. 

?( For example, as wc,uld be expected, there exists greater 
~. wi 11 i ngr1e~.;s to pay for water resources am,:,r,g ~,c,r,1er1 than ar,1or,g 
~ rnen. Women are the carriers of water and often have to walk long 

distances, frequently with c hildren on their backs, to fetch 
water. In one group, women pointed out that they had started 

·digging a well by ther,1felves because the mer, had declir,ed tc, 
1 t assist. However , the tiwn later jc,ir,ed out of ernbarrassr11ent at 

watching their wo me nfol k digging while they were dr·inkiny beer. 
Discussions with me n did indicate that women's problems where 
water is concerned are appreciated, despite the fact that men do 

. not generally consider~ protected source a priority item. 

, 'f~&&WiiJ J • E 112) 1,fllllll~~lterer.i 1£1 cfifu"!it~~·7.~~·, 
(, \.Y\ '• of the importance of payment for water and c,ther resources. 
\ Leaders meetings indicated that in most cases they appreciate 

that there is a need for contri butions to be made t owards the 
provision ar,cl mc1ir,teY,ar,c:e ,::,f the water points. However, th€?Y 
appeared 1·eluctant to openly support such views to the yeneral 

( 
members, who wo uld denounce them and refuse to elect tl,em for 

. furthertW)j fJ'- ·d ~rra:.1 ··- .• 
~J _·., -. • ............ - -.· ' _ .. -· ~ ,·:· ~1:.-:""'*" 

(__ 

I • 

'""Business owr,ers ar,d r1c•r,~b1.1si ness owr-,ers appeared different: i r1 
their per c eption of their role in the provision of the water 
poir-1ts. The busir1ess ownHrs have greater awareness of the value 
of protec t ed water and often appreciate that these servi~es cost 
rnc,ney tc, pr,:,vide a nd their rejec_tic,n of payiny f,:,r provJ si c,r1 of 
water stems only from their low profits which they argue are due 
to low pa t; ronage and high trar1spc,rt cc,sts. However, they readily 
express willir,gnes5 to pay for protected if th~,se 
contribut e towards th 

Community r esponsil:n lity Few water 

Water is a c o mmu n ity a f fa i r in Zimbabwe's rural areas, with the 
provision, use a nd maintenAnce of such water points being of 
concern t o community member·s, or , more accurately, to particular 
groups wi thin the cr..:01111nur-,ity. Eagerr,ess tc, _ participate in water 
related rn a ttEws i s high wh1!!re there;i~ little dern • .w,d .,..:,r, the 
individual in the f c,rrn of contribut ir,g in eithe r physical c,r 
monetary terms t c, c ,..:,nst r•.1c\; i ,:,n ,:,r r,1aintenar,cr?. Th e di <:c•.1 ~. ; io::,r, ,:,f 
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protected sources that wou l d require both labour· and financial 
contribut ions were found to elicit a lower level of enthusiasm 
within the communi ties v isited . 

Role or VIDCO ' s and water /hea lth committees 

VIDCO' s h a ve er11braced the role of lobbyi r,g for the pr ovi s ion of 
additior,a l pr,:,tected sr.:,urces. Villagers ' in the study areas ,:,r, 
the whole expressed the view that these were the right 
functionar ies to perform such tasks and that so far they ha~ 
shown comp~~ ~~c~ in dnaling with donor agencies and Government 
persor,r,el ir,•1,::,lv1~d in w.nter provisior,. ' !he c•nly disser,tiny voice 
was from loci'1 b•..1s i r,ess owr,ers who doubted the competence c,f the 
VIDCO's, which they felt to have failed so far ir, representing 
their req uHsts for pi ped water schemes at business centres. 

Vil l age ~,ater cornrnittees <VWC) exist ir1 both Buhera and Chihota, 
but were fo und to be mor~ act ive in Buhera. Usually the VWC 
consists uf two women and o ne man ~ The man takes care of 
tightening bolts and greasiny the moving parts, while the women 
members clea n t he surround i ngs and monitor the c~rrect use o f the 
pump mechanism. It is felt in some qua~ters that precisely 
beca use it is women who are traditionally responsible for water ({( 
and sanitation, it should be men who are on the VWC, aas they_ 
woul d then be forced to see and ~nderstand the problems that the 
women face. 

~vai l able s tructures f'or paying mechanisms 

Wi thin tt1e s tudy area , there is no cl early defined structure for 
paying for the mai ntenance of pr imary water supplies. When asked 
about h ow p~ymen ls could be col lected , it was suggested that the 
water cc~m ittees o r ti,~ VICCO could be utilised, along the lines 
of the way pa r ent - tP."ch ,A1. <:>ss,:,c.:i ati ons collect f•.mds f c,r scllc,col s . 
The comm i t t e es i,1 :,•.1 l d s e lec t a trusted me111ber a s the t reas 1..1re1' , 
who woul d c o llec t mon i e s from persons who use the wall for 
deposit in a s pec ial bank account. 

' 
The funds thus gener ~ted would be used for any repairs. The 
account would h ave to be audited from time to time, and it was 
suggested that thi s be done by expert~ from the Mini~try of Local 
Government. Others suggested that local councils should col lect 
such mon iRs , but it wa s pointed out that thi s would require 
char1ges in their by-laws which presently de, riot all,:,w fc,r the 
collection o f mo ne y from the people. 

Maintenance , repair 'and consE'rv,1t ion es 

are the beneficiaries and 
that are being in,talled , 
they strongly assert that 
the · ~)' ;:-

7
• of 

ViJ.leps area SSP&S: t IJoi r (CWzu} r:1 • 

. ,....M"i?ntenance as r,1airely prever,tat ive, for example ir, preventing 
~ vand alism of the pump r,1fchar,i s rn. The actual repair is ·seerwas 
'*! s. . : 1 a r • · tr ri@ tJ;mrea ; i a dr:.t1~kdoftl'\: · ·Thi s 
view 1s particularl y mani f e s t in Chihota where local people 
indicated the\t the y we ~e never i nf,:,rmed that they shc,1.1 ld pay fc,r . 
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• any maintenance of the bucket pumps, which they"view as SCF or 
Goverr,rnent prc,perty. In B1.1hera, the village water com111ittees de, 
accept responsibility for primary bolt tightening and greasing. 
Major repairs are, however, deemed to be the responsibility of 
Christian Care and the DDF personnel who br~ught in the 
technology. 

l. 

The role of" don1.....,r c.1gencies and the impact· of" donor assistance 

«ia-l R!p !tftti hit§ id'P.1118 Ev oe deeply entrencned WIEll!t r>fl"'"'~• 
Donor agencies · are often viewed as an arm or 

department of Government, so that materials supplied by SCF 
Chri stiaY, Care are viewed _e-;t 

Community members did say that they would willi ny to contribute 
unskilled labour if required, b1.1t money for water points they do 
not have. Business owners in Buhera pointed out that there was 
an imbalance i~ the provision of infrastructural services between 
rural and urban areas. Whilst the latter have highly developed 
infrastructure subsidised · by Government and ~ther donor agencies, 
the rural arec:\s lag behir-,d ir-, all infrastructure, yet rural 
people are expected to make financial contributions. 

On the other hand a small group of market gardeners in Chihota 
expressed their appreciation of the enormous demands to 
Government resources from competing ends. They do not expect the 
Government or donQr ag~~cies · to supply them with everything. 
However, tt,eir c,:,ns trair,ts include the proble111 ,:,f raisin~ the 
necessary caJ)ital ~r l oan and it this that they believe leads to 
high donor dependency. 

Water for income-generation purposes 

,;, 
"II 

Some local farmers in Chihota indicated that they 
are already paying large sums of money purchasing and 
rnair,tair,ai r,q cmgir-,es th,,t pwnp water frc,m their well s to the 
gardens. The y w,::,uld certair-.ly be willing to 111ake cor1tributior-,s 
if better supplies were t9 be made available. 

Generally, r1.1 ral populations in Zimbabwe depend on water mainly 
because they survive on agricultural production eg garden wells 
for vegetable prod~ction in Chihota and rain-fed crops in ' Buhera. 
Focus group discussions in both a~eas revealed clearly th~t water 
can only be utilised for other activities besides domestic use if 
the quantitites are vast and unlimited . Communities in both 
·study areas have feorr,11.1li\ted •.1r,wr itter1 laws abc,1.1t wtJ,)t the 
activities fc,r which water fr,:,r,, protected wells car-, be 1.1sed. 

The~e always include • drinking, cleaning utensils and food 
preparati or, . Water f~om protected s9urces can be used f d r other 
purposes such as laund~y , if the am~unt available is viewed as 
rnore thar-, s•.1ffic1en t f ,:,r the basic domestic ,.1ses . Bes1de:?s the 
dominant income-generating activity of gardening, participants in 
focus grr:.o.1p discussi,::,ns ir-, the tw,:, study areas e><pressed 
different needs f o r which , they would use water if it were 
available in sufficient quantities, these including beer brewiny, 
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brick-mak1 ny and 
domestic use and 
marked in Buhera, 

livest,:.,dt 1•.eeping . The dichc,t,:,111y between 
inc,:,r,1e-~~enerating activities is particularly 

which suffers from acute water shortaye . 

Market gardeners in Chihota clearly stated that they do not 
consider water fro ro a protected source fitted with a b•.1cl<et pur,1p 
to have any relevance to market gardening. For this, they would 
prefer b0reholes that must be fitted with diesel engines so that 
water can be pumped to storage tanks. Pipes would then be 
connected from the storage tanks straight to the garden. 
Alternatively, they would consider small dams as a source of 
water for irrigc1tic,n. IY, Buhera, the local pec,ple iY,dicated that 
only small or medium sized dams· would be suitable for market 
garden i Y,g. 

It is imp o rtant to point out that t he different categories of 
groups involved in group discussions expressed different needs 
for water . Business owners wc,uld like to use water fro'm 
protected sources for cleaning their business premises, for their 
customers to drink, for those with gri~ding mills that are water 
cooled, for hotel guests and for b~ick-making. Members of 
farmers clubs and other related clubs would require water for 
projects such as poultry, cattle fattening, brick-making and 
fruit tree growing for commercial purposes. Older men and women 
identified market gardening as the main activity but also 
stressed beer brewing. 1 

\ :- -. . '. .... . . ~ ' .. ' 4Y I I :SI ANEWWW'?,Jfi?° ~~ 
I ··-the case 

l9l;lll &a1xJ t~,t,;a-~o-t.rrage . ,•A--+.e~ J This is 
where all members of the community 

a source. If any income 
activities are undertaken, they should thus be 

on a coopera~ive basis. Such activities would have to be defined 
clearly, so that they do not affect the overall supply 0 f water 
to the c ommunity. A water point · specifically designated for 
income generating activities would be welcomed, rather than just 
using one that is intended primarily to satisfy for dom~stic 
Y,eeds. 

'·L ' 41 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLU~IONS ON RURAL PWS 

7.1 Willingness to Pay 

These findings are, however, to be seen in the overall context bf 
rural Zimbabwe, some water-related aspects of w~ich were 
highlighted 

0

frorn the fieldwork findings in Sjctions 6.5 and 6 .7. 
Firstly, the people's traditions do not allow water to be paid 
for. Wat er is a res~~rce which belongs intrinsically to all . 
Notwithstanding this, i~I is recognised that · improved water supply 
technologi es such as pumps do have to be paid for and while 
people do not feel able to meet capital costs, there is greater 
prep.iredness to acceptl responsibility for mair,tenance. Secor,dly,1 

, ~berati n 
ohe 

4: ·~ w i 

in towns ,njoy highly \ 
... ; su6s 

' in kir,d 
rural dwell'ers are r,ow ca1led upon not _:./ 

to the capital costs of improved 
their maintena~ce. 

( ~.-

(_ 

I • 

'. 

i 

only to contribute 
supplies, but also tr.:, pay fc,r 

' 
The concl usion to be drawn from the foregoing is 
rural water supply programme should be halted or 
curtailed. Zimbabwe will not be littered within a 
of time with wells and ~oreholes which are not 

!;. !~ • • r,-
! .. ,., ~~; . 

they dc,r,' t 
pumps will cease 
but 

• . • I 

·. ·• · Whether or nc,t such expectat ior,s ~ere misplaced is discussed ir1 a 
~i: ~ : wi~er fr~mework in Part 11.b Government's policy response at this 
n::· :t·: :·· · po1nt ' 1s to rnove t ,wards a _ sigriificar,t - degree of 
·c·: .. ·: decentrali sation, and in this the water and sanitation sector is 
v: · · in many respects takirqJ the lead. If the serious intentior,s of .. ,... . . 

Governr11ent are pursued to their • logical cor,clusic•11, the 
consequences wi 11 be prc,fc,1.md. tAWAWWWL Jd:11,:R IMAJ~·if""."'"be 
i!!l,UIPJ\aPMW& ttWWSlltiW'fj: iiWWCfiidiJtsW;F htt,lying, ir, respect of water, 

,, boreholes and wells bei r,g t,: , a g1·eater or les~er extent f,:,i sted 
on ru~al ~ommunities, . which are then subsequently expecte~ to pay 
to ma1r,t a1Y, thero. Ir,stead, communities will be er,1p,:,wered tc, 
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define their own priorities, undertalt~ their own projects and 
maintain their own infrastructure. This i s not to say that there 
will be no support and back-up from national structures <such as 
DDF>, but that , the locus of power and deci sion-tak i ng will be at 
the district level, not ~t the centre as has been the case in the 
past. 

In respect of finances , decentralisation whfch is oriented ~o 
local decisi~n~making and accountabilit y cannot be achieved 
without districts having direct control over their own finances. 
Resources in Pural areas such as Chihot~' and Buhera are such that 
locally raised ' financing would inevitably fall far short of 
requirements to provide and maintain e ven a modest level of 
i nfrast ruct ure ar,d services. ~•M!IIJi'ilP.Qi..J&Jli.\.ij!llil~a!t 

~S..~irii,11Milftij£i ~ =::!'..:.::.~~ci·s~u~ 
-:~ 1(1!111 !Ci&JP.w@wJ~~i~ts>1i"r'ca.1-~-1nd po1itica11y, ~lt8::!:=---,=~~i¥ i t i~~i.~;.-~~~ 

intention to move in that direction, communities should now be 
alerted to the f act· that they will in future have to make a water 
paym~nt; without · this being included in presen~ community 
mobilisation e fiorts, the task of . mobilising communities for this 
will become progressively more difficult in future. 

I 

Without real decentralisation being implemented, such cha rges 
could still be · levied by government fiat, but the expectation 

-that requiring communities to cont ribute to maintenance of water 
points woul d give r i se to a greater feeling of ownership and 
responsibilit y , ~ould appear , from the results of this study, to 
be totall y misplaced . 

7. 2 Method,:,} ,~ 

A good deal of emphasis is being laid in this study on 
methodolog ical issuesl A brief introduct ion was given in 
Se6tion 2.2, where thrJe different types of bias were define d. 
Having presented the quantitative res~ lts, this section disc~sses 
the extent to which these results might have been affected by the 
different types of bias. The comments to be made ar~ necessarily 
impressior,istic, beiny derived mair,ly• frorn the ,:,verall response 
of the c ommuni ties to the study a nd from the r esults of the focus 
group di scuss ion. They do prov ide, however , a rationale for why 
the economet ric an~ lysis produced little of statisti~al 
significance . Finally, some comrnentm will be made about tt,e 
general study objective of coming up with a simplified survey 
method which co1.1ld be used with confidlence ir, the design of rural 

~ water proj ects in a wide range of s ettings. 

Th 7 mas: 1; - I IE I . I(£ 3 l ti :SJ ts n C 1 . !!I t 1 t ffle• 
c9Y@Pt it t . 11 f 7 . b hr :S ilf? 7 f HP j f j 7 RX b Jt ; I • P• • 
oom: i: I Eel@Elii&Blj, @ii I tttcd ts rr bi &tcytc b1D!k Despit e our 
attempts to downplay the influence of the study , the communities 
seemed well a ware that such exercises provide the bamis for 
policies made at the national level and responses ~aight t~erefore 
be bias e d towards what the community would like to see happen. 
From this, it could be said that the concern about repo* ted WTP 
being too low to cont1ibute signifi~antl y t o pump main~ainance 
may be mi splaced. ~p p J I :sJ J ts ti ah · kau.JiihT Le •*•lk1i..J 

_.a;_ • SJ 1 a . g : :uu a: 1; ·r liO:.l§@if#JfbY •¥,@I C@l o lM!f .. "alla: Lisa -~~ 
.eJ.9¥ hiiil~ t;Siiteuc&liii'lilii?E tz·U 7!!1 iuµna7'+ ba~uf;sw; ~lea upµ bssea•) aaw.g 
tak12"'4 to sa11d a message bad, tu I the* 5p6W@F g tliut Isa af. ~ 
e r pwi,J§• W.66€? ttr ¥f.f Hf F pebpi T *6 &Fi Pl§# t" i!P if 'blh*at t'&n•!itt'ug g'f E'\ 
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The other forms of b i as can conveniently be discussed in 
c onnection with the comparison o f the Zimbabwe res ults with those 
f r om the other count ry stud i es. To d a t e , on l y some preliminary 
r e sult s from Brasil have been made ava il able ; the WTP graphs 
<Fig ures 4-6> were provided to fac i l i tate comparison with those 
drawn b y the Brasi l team. The discussion of those graphs in 
Sec tion 6 . 6 did make it clear , howeve r , t h at the Zimbabwe results 
are n o t as predictable as the Bras i lian ones. Taking a s t ep 
backwards from the resu l t s into the methodological domain, a 
rat her p rc,fo:nmd scepticis111 wc,uld h ave t c, be expressed .:,b,;:,ut the 
Zirnbabwe nrapll s . They i r,1ply that there is a trade-c,ff in the 
mi nds o f the respondents bet ween charges for water use and the 
l i k e l ihood of using the improved water source, a conscious link 
wh i c h was not at all obvious a mo n g community members who took 
pa rt i n f ocus group discyssicins. 

•\, 
Js Bras iJ :·rbsrs • tr s rn s r RF t · t ; s a s 11est i r,n ... ,, 
lii)ll«snaatir~ t· ca p;pssf r:Js: !IIRq·:sstisr dc· rna l:s a~ ,Lr,,. 
,11,al Ji hah::e 1 r - t -q Jg is th ntt121intsr:ma ~ilf lf,JtMJM'tii1a a, 
dJC@St Q3)(9JQ:SI f i Ii h b · 5 p) rt 112 fa iJit lbffllC@d-.it 
:rc::Jif nest Jil12Jg ha t i gt tt nhenisre of +he. QfiHR l.t«f:\t:JP~t, 
lsn:)(s. (disc •.1ssed further in Part II>. SSi tbe yjewpr,jr,t n& t h~ .. 
tcsn tbs J j pl( •rt • 1 t rr a::e:1 usu; f tbe jrom·gy~ 
fll:12 ::s::l st t """ tsa 201ac::t; us ti.a: a JCs.tld h r19 stao i se allln. 
Whiibbgp t r, [)ij)( @('£1 55:ftf J Ii ad 511:C I tili@tFi.Cl t.o 

ss:p: H lib p l Ell 2 &CO& I @ iJ I C Ii 1 a; 5 & § g g I I t tbs 3 i EtJ \1abwe 
st::d)( met: ale .. LL t:.cstbliclbl§ P@iiil@&6Cd ts trtzt12+-tastjsal bias ~ . 
The peculiarities of the Chihota B c urve s , which were explained 
in Sectic,n 6 , E, in terr,1s of " cc,rnpliar-1c e bias", add f•.1 r ther wei~1ht 
t o the conclus ion that the graphs d o not make sense in the 
c ontext of rural Zimbabwe: 

Th i s ra i ses a fttndarnental meth,:,d o l o gical d oubt . is there RP¥. 
wrss ii 11 g !JISIS!ll.t&i IIUJ§@IIC265 L th ; 1 . ~ 

.i>mstt • · r 1 i J I i nsr ess tn svc fer a RPPEZit s 1 s • c~ 1, i t 
i s t he community which benefits and is t o h ave responsibility for 
the water point, then an approach to the c ommunity rather than 
the i nd i vid•.1al household ~,01.1ld seem more appropr iate. Of .course, 
there wo t1ld ther, be qther types c, f bias with which tc, cc,ntend , 
b ut nonetheless some form of community o r yroup dial~gue or 
mo bil isat i o n wc, u ld seem ,tc, be mc,re prc,m is i ny f ,:,r Zir,1babwe than 
the s earch for a "simplified s urvey Method". 

I 

7 . 3 Phas e II o f WTP Stud~ 

Although aspects of tl1is stydy have proved disappointing in terms 
of providing directly usable results , much has been learnt and 
important policy di~ections can be ide nt i f i ed and justified once 
the WTP iss 1.1e is placed in a wider cc,r1t e xt ; . this i!> the <.:•bjective 
of Part I I of this report . 

The or iginal ·roH .;.:,f the st1.1dy_ call f,:,r the Le si t ~;,5 L,:, be 
r esurveyed 1~:·-· lfl 111,::,nt hs ~ft:P.r the ir,s t allat1,:,r, ,_,1 l:ht! 11,crw,:,veu 
water sources. The ir,f,:,rrnation cc,llected ex pc,s t is then tc, be 
c ompared with that obtained PH ante ; comparisons with the A sites 
ir, each o r the st1..1dy areas is also tci be made. Thes e tasl,,.s will 
certair,ly b£? c art· ied out ir, Phase II, b1.1t the tea~,, 1,,1,:,•.lld als,:, 
war,t tc, i r,clt.tde invest igati ,.•n ,:,f a number c,f i ssues that have 
arisen as ;, 1'€?S1.1 l t ,:, I' Phase I and c,t h er wc,rk. being carried .;:, 1.1 t in 
t he sector, tti, 111 ,·,111 •·><a111pl1-•s bc~ir,!1: 
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Why do nearly 40~ households in Chihota A not use the 
protected sources even for drinking, despite a high 
level of awareness of the link with health? 

Households · in Chihota expressed a preference for the 
Bush pump over the bucket pump, and also for diesel 
pumps for irrigatic,n. On r,ational eq_1.1ity grounds, it 
would not be justified to install more expensive 
technologies where clean water can be made available 
with bucket purnps, i.but is the cc,rmn•.mity preferer,ce 
str,:,ng enc,ugh fc,r the price 'di fferer,ce to be r,1ade up by 
the community itself? 

Similarly, 
available 
plannir,g? 

are there ways of widening 
to communities in Buhera early 

the choices 
c,n in pro_j ect 

What sort of dialogue with the community would give the 
right sort of information for prc0ect planning, not 
c,rdy in respect of techn,:,logy choice, but 
implementation and subsequent operation and 
maintenance? Would some form of household interview be 
a useful complement? 

Can the distinctior, between rnair,tenance of the pupr,1s 
and repair of ~~eakdowns be more carefully defined so 
as to maximise ~he community contribution and clarify 
the different roles of each tier of the maintenance 
system in different areas? 

How can the . debentralisation concepts being advocated 
and put into practice in the water sector be put across 
at the village level? 

Comments o n this are souyht froM the NAC and the Bank. 

·L _______ _ 
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CHAf•TER 8 ANALYSIS OF GROWTH POINT PIPED SUPPLIES 

8. 1 R1.1ral . H,: ,•.l5E-~h,;:,l<.Ls 

A total of 100 members of rural households near Murehwa were 
interviewed. Of these 62~ were women, mostly with primary 
educat ior, . Ideas about what a growth point is or is supposed tc, 
be were very hazy, but most respondents stated that Murehwa had 
changed since becoming a growth point . With more shops, 
buildings, goods and buses available respondents have benefit ted, 
but the lm~k of s iunificant employment growth is of concern. The 
employment issue is central to growth point policy and is taken 
up in rnore cetail ir, Chapter 11 of Part II. The rer.1ainder c,f 
this section deal s with attitudes to accommodation and services 
available in Murehwa, particularly in respect of piped water. 

The respondents thought that only 72~ of people living in the 
growth point were bett~r off than those in the rural areas due to 
access to better facilities . Most of the respondents · did nol 
themselves want to live at the growth point itself for several 
reasons. Firstly, they were suf ficiently close to have 
reasonable access to its services. Se c6ndly, any movement to 
the growth point would have entailed uprooting themselves from 
the ir t raditi,:mal homes arid source of livelihood, with all the 
social costs attached to such a move. Thirdly, they viewed 
~heir own homes as being free, while at the growth point they 
would have tc, pay rer,tals : c,r bui l d costly hc,uses bec,Hlse ,:,f 
minimum standards· requ ired for such · housing . Fina lly , they would 
only have moved to take up emp l oyment opportuniti ~s. 

However, despite the above disincentives to moving into growth 
points, 20~ of the respondents indicated their willingness to 
rnove into the growth points. Their main motivati on appeared to 
be that they hacJ heard about the "good life" at grc,wth points, 
this being sa id to include access to clean piped water, 
electricity and close proximity to the shopping area . 

Electricity appea1'ecJ tc, be highly valued by those wtw r,,.ight 
decide to move into a growth point. Some 80% expressed interest 
ir, having electricity; prefereably fc,r bc,th li!]htir,g ar,d c ,:,oking. 
Estimates of connection charges for electricity were realisitic, 
ranging f1 ·om $50-$~00, as were most of the responses on monthly 
charges ($25 to $ 35 per ,~nth>. 

' I I 

Water was als,:, 1··eyardecJ as para111olmt by wc,uld-be rnigrants, with 
70~ express ing a preference for in- house piped water. Estimates 
of cor,r,ecti or, charges ,for piped water were relatively l c,wer than 
fol"' electri city , \o'1ithiY,i the rar,ge of $5 to as h i gh as $ 250. 
Mor,t hly payme nts en'visa~ed fc,r water use varied betweer, 1(1 ceY,ts 
and $20. 

8 . 2 Ernplc,yees 

Of the 60 employees interviewed, 58% were civil servants or 
I 

parastatal employees, 42~ employees of shops or other small 
busir,esses. Mc,st of the respc,ndents ~72~) were mer, who had lived 
in Murehwa for around 4 , years (median - mean of 6 years). In 
relation to the rural h o useholds and even the busihess owners, 
the report ed income of this group was high: a median of $341 and 
mean of $'•82 per r,1onth. The means of rep,:,rted monthly 
e><penditures "'ere $1<) . 93 ,:,n t•ent, $3. 93 c•n electricty ay~J $1. 5·; 
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on water, with median water usage of around 1 000 litres • 
Overall, 80~ reported access to flush toilets and 55~ to house 
taps. Very few households had paid connection charges for either 
water or electricity. 

I· 

Figures such as the 80~ for access to flush·toilets can give a 
somewhat misleading impression. Accommodation is an acute 
problem at Murehwa, particularly for the parastatal a~d non
government employees . While Government and council employees 
generally had access to some ·~orm of housing provided by 
government arid district COUY1cil resp.ectively, other emplo:,yees did 
not. The Grain Marketing Board, for example, one of the largest 
parastatal s at Murehwa, had 127 of its employees living in small 
tin houses, mar,y of ther,1 shar i r,g with other emplc,yees rather .. than 
having their families living with them. Most employees o, retail 
outlets were housed ir 1 crowded illegal outbuildings ~ n the 
business stand . One ropm housed as many as three employees, with 
tremendous pressure on ubilities such as toilets and bathrooms. 

Where government or council housei have an electricty connection, 
they are generally of the , load limited type which is only 
suitable for lighting. Amdng non-government employees, only 10~ 
have access to electricity, with the m~jority depending on 
paraffin and candles for cooking and lighting respectively. 
Mo:nthly elelctricity bills vary accordir,g to use, with charges 
ranging from $3 to $51+. Payments are made either tc, the local 
cour,cil or directly to ZESA. Telephor,e services a.re rare ly 
connected ir, ir,divicl•Ji:ll h,::,mfis, eg or,ly 11Y. ,:,f tl1e 4ov 1:J1'r1rllf?r1t 
employees intervie,-ied had telephones. 

8.3 Business Owners 

Of the 28 busine5s o wners interviewed, 90~ were engaged in 
commerce C,·pl .1il ir'1q 0 1' wh.:,lesaling , most beir,g ger,eral dl:)alers> 
ar,d 10;<. i1, 111ar,,.1 fca1c: turi1,y, albeit c,n a very smi'\l l scale 
( carpentry > . Mos l: c, I' the resµc,r,der1t s ( 75Y. > were r.1er, i,ihc• had 
lived ir1 Murehwa for a lonHer period (r,1ear, of 10 years) than they 
had been in b•.1siness (6 years) . In givir,g reas,.:.ns fc,r l,::,cating , 
business in M1.1rehwa, 40Y. said that it was their home area, the 
rest pointed to favo~rable market conditions with the rapid 
growth of Murehwa in recent years. Mo~t of the businesses were 
very small, with only four of them employing five or more 
employees. Within ~ large range frc~ $150 to over $10 000 per 
month, median turnover was about $1 500, with reported monthly 
median drawings of $267 (mean higher at $440 per month>. 

Most business premises were rented , the median rental being $160 
per mor,th. About half had electrici·ty, while 70;<. had piped 
water, but only ab~ut 30Y. had had to pay connection fees . In 
some cases a flat charge was being pa id for water, in others a 
volumetric charge, with the median of those reporting on the 
amount paid being $13.50 per month . With a similar proviso that 
only half responded, the average (mean and median) usage was

1 
about 1 200 litres per month. Only 68~ reported that the flow of 
water is always sufficient for their needs. 

A& regards their residential accommodaiion, overcrowding in small 
and often dilapidated buildings was observed to be 
characteristic, with many small busine5s owners livin~ in illegal 
structures at thE? back ,:,f their shop!;. Most shared toilet and 
bathing faci lities, with on~ third having access to flush toilets 
~nd half to indoor piped water. Only 20 ;<. reported on ~ayment 
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for water, ~Ii vi r,~1 '"' r,,ecJ i. c:m ,:, f 'ti 15 per month, with i,1ecJ i an q uar,t it y 
frorn a l arge,· sa111ple ,:,f 1 7(><J litt·es. About c,r ,e third wc,uld like 
to •.tse wat~r I' ,-:.,' ir,cor,m yer,erating projects, princi pally 
gardening, but tl,e common problem there was small plot size. As 
regards electricity , 2~1. have electricty for cooking and 
lighting, with a further 14% have load limited supplies suitable 
fo r lighting only . Only 10% had had to pay water or electricity 
connection cl,aryes. Almost all the households were dissatisfied 
with the it· acc1.:,ri1111,:.;.dat ior,, c,r, grour1ds of size, star,dard of 
constr,.1ct ic,r,, la.ck of sar,i tat ion, electricity or piped watf?r. 

8. 4 W i 11 ir.,.9I1f~ .... ,s t ,:, Pay 'fc,r a Piped Supp 1 y i r,t o the 1-k,use 

It is dif ficult to guage people's WTP in a situation whe~e there 
is no def in ite policy on water provision and use. While almost 
all resider,ts use free 1-,ater from standpipes to sc,me extet, t , or,ly 
some of those wh,:, hav~ · access tc• ir,-hc,1.,se piped water .~ctually 
pay on a r,1onthly bas i ::. for this. Ar,1c,r,gst employees, 551. 
reported liaving access , but o nly 451. of these to be paying ; the 
correspond ing figures for the business owners group were 501. with 
access, with 55% of these paying . It is thus not just those 
goverr,ment ar,d cc,1.1nci l empl,:,yees wh c, h ave water provided as part 
of thei r conditic,r,s c,f service, but also c,ther residents, 
iY',cluding s,:,me b1..1sir,ess ,:,wr11?rs , who de Facto do nc,t pay f,:,r piped 
water. 

In the barga ir,ir,g game fc,r ernp loyees, with the connectic,r, charge 
fixed, t he rnecJiar, rnc,nthly l·ITP was found tc, be $3. 50 , wh1 le with 
mor,thly p .;1y1111: nt f1H R d, thr-i t,JTP 1,1edian cor,nection fp;, i-io1 •-. f,,q1·,u t;,: , 
be $32 ( 1·.,1·,t1'"' •I,•.> L,, •1> 1,01.1) . In the businHss ·-·~·1r,er t, , 11 q ,,1r,ir,9 
game , wi th tl1 l·! <.:c•nnei:ti,:,n charge fixed, the mediar, r,1 .;;, ni..llly WT1:, 
was fc,1.1nd t;,: , b e ·t n. ::50, i-illLll? i,1ith r,1o r,thl y payr,mr,t f ixed, t ile wrP 
mediar, cc.,r, ,,et. t i,:,i, fee was f,:11.1r,d to be $67. For bus i1·,ess ,:,wners 
not livi i-, q ·~''' the premises , beir,g asked abo•.1t WTP for b 1.1sii-,ess 
1..1se c,r,ly ·· F plJJl~d ,,,~ter , the c,:,rrespc,ndir,y fiy1.11•es 1-iere $11.50 
ar,d $11 0. 'J l; h c,:1· l, i1ar, giving <.:,rders of rnagr,itude, the5€? .. ,verage 
figures a,~ .. 1 .. . ,t ve ,· y 1ll1.11,1i.natiny , as they canr,o t bf-~ d J. rE>clly 
compared ,,·, U,,.,<.<J qj ·/l"n f,·,1• t; lie r,tedic"ln ,:,f 1-1hat 1s 1trf-!S1~1·,tJ1 l1~in~1 

paid. l·'r 1.:.·s~~r,tu,n ti n ? t ' tf s•.ll t s !Jraphically <Fiy1.11•e 7) , i t can 
readily b t~ s er:!r. l:hal; 1 1 t 5 i i ! 2 J &?i.•'i-y , • 

fuh 
c:wrsfrlnr2ti ·; rts:rlsl IJG pjyor tr t g car i; I ., UO@F th~eser,t 
Jaz I zfg3! In the first ir,stance, c os t recc,very c,:,ulcl be 1o1arl<edly 
improved by applying a r,mre cor,sistent pc,licy i-11ttl rP.spi=.1ct tc, 
payment f,.,r µiped in-hc,,.1se watE.?r ar,d ens1.1ring that tariffs are 
collected f rom all users on an equitable basis. 

8. 5 Met h c,cj.c, -!.!2..YY. 

Despite tt,e relat ive complexi ty of the two-part bargainin g game , 
respondent s reacted positively to it and gave answers whi ch were 
"reasonable " . Whether they were unbiased "is anc:,ther rnatter. The 
fact that the answers are clustered around more-or - less the 
charges tl1at are presently in force could reflect more of a 
variar,t of "compl iar,ce bias" thar, a st at e ment thi\t thc,se val •.1es 
are apprc,priate. There r,1.:~y also ha'(e been "strateg1 c bias" in 
that the levPls of ir,c,:,111e are relatively hiyh in r1:?lalior, t;,:, the 
WTP responses ; the st rong d~sire expressed for in-house pjped 
water has a l so tu bu taken into account . 
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imp,.:•t ' l:ant ,::.,bserv,,t i,::,n 111,::\de in the previ,:,,.1s set::tio::,n ab,:11.1t the 
c,f 2. cleat' and cc,r.!sistcnt ly applied p,:,l icy on water charges 

in Mureh 1,,,::1 <'.\ l ~ o has an i111p,·:,rt ant bear i Y,g ,:,y, ~"h t'?l: hC?r the res•.l l ts 
were biased . Jn Phaoe II of the study, it would be interesting 
to ir,vestigate whether c,:,nditions for implementing the bargainir,g 
game successf1.1lly have, improved and tc, de, sc,rne fc,lli:,w·-•Jps with 
responden ts from Phase I. More importan~ly, perhaps, would be to 
examir,e whether the iY,itiatives being taken by the Urban 
Development Corporation are bearing fruit in terms of higher 
gro~ith rates and e><pandinn ernpl,:,yment opport1.mities . These 
comments t'efer to::, the ~,icier fra1,1ewo:,rk r.:,f ~p-,:;,wth point policy, 
which is di!'~c •.1ssc!'li i n sor,w.? detail belc:,w in Chapter 1J.. 
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Figure 1 Bargaining Game - PWS 

APWS-16 
I - ~ 

BARGAIHIHB GANE 

• A, you know, it co,ts aoney to aatntain •n laproved water 1upply !borehole 
or protected well), l••glne th•t you h•d to p•y •n •nnual charge to cover the 
•aintenance co,t, of the iaproved water supply you u1e. If you paid, you could 
continue to u1e the supply. If you did not pay, you would not be •llowed to 
uu the supply.• 

Oi1cus1 with respondent, to aakt 1ure they y~dtrst•nd_~l!•rlt 

INTERVIEWER - st•rtlng with the 2~c •nnu•l charge, follow through the 
bargaining gaae dlagraa below, changing the value at each 
,tep unti 1 you gef to a 11 

QUEST10N1 

- eake the dotted lints 1olid •ccordlng to the sequence of 
replies •nd circle the final value 

.. If tht annual charge 1ta1 (25c) p.r fut ly, would you choou to pay and u111 
th• borthol• (or protected ••lll or not pay and only u,e · uniaproved 1ourc11? 

ANSWER81 

Pay annual charo• 1nd u,e wtll 
U1t unlaprovtd 1ourct1 

Y) Tract out lht answers and 
N > a,k 1ub1equent question, 

Not hown lf thi• rtply 11 glv1n1 

25c 
I 

II 

ZERO 

l 
2 
3 

N 

- -

Rt1pondent refu111 to take o••• 1eriou1ly 
Rt1pondent is not sure 
Other l1pecifyl .• • .••.•••••••.•.•••• • ..•.•••••• • 

y V 
- - t3 - - - - - - - - - - - $10 - -

I 
N H 

y I y 
$l n t5 - - - - - - -
I 

!~ H '( N 

II II It ti 

2~c tl f2 n 

y 

- - -

t7 - -
N 

•• 
S5 

CHECK - with res pon dent th•t tt,e v•l11t' deduced at •• 11 the aui•u• 
.1ac,un t hr•t•S·:>hPl<1 I!, wlll1 no tCl r, .. . ,. 

- re-cc.rd , , a i: 111u• ~•ou n t hou~E-hc.ld l'i wtll1 nq tc, p, ,-: 
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BARGAINING GANE BUSINESSNENS' RESIDENTIAL USE 

- confir~ by checking with the respondent which 
•water category• they are in: 

Typ• A - nut connected, but would consider be ing connected 

Typ• B - is connected and piid connection charge of$ •• •••.•••• c 
(enter ZERO or act~~l aaount, INCLUDIMG security deposit> 
AND 

N3-l1 

- pays flat a•ount for any quantity of water of$ •• ..•• c ..•••• p• 

Typ• C - is connected and paid conn~ction charge of I .......... c 
(ent er ZERO or actual aaount, INCLUDING security deposit) 
AND 

- pays a•ount that depends on the quantity of water used, average 
being about S •••••••••• c ••••••• pa 

Respondent is Type ••• ••••• and pays •onthly f ......... c .•••••••••• 

Checl: to confirm how 11uch water is used per month, if l:nown: ......... ltl 

BARGAININ8 GANE 1 
CONNECTION FEE FIXED AT ACTUAL ANOUNT CZERO FOR POTENTIAL CUSTONERSl 

QUESTION TO ·A• RESPONDENTS1 
•suppose there Ma s no connection charge and you only had to pay for piped 
water on a ~onthly basi,. 
If you had to pay CfJ fro• diagra• st arting at $3] per aonth for enough 
water for your household needs, would you agree to a piped connection?• 

QUESTION TO •9• RESPONDENTS, 
"If your •onthly bill went up· to (11 next value on diagraa J, would you 
continue to use the water, or ask for the piped w~ter to be r~~o~ed nnd 
resort to u,1ng other sourc11s?" 

QUESTION TO •c• RESPONOENTS1 
•If your •onthly bill went up to (S1 ne~t Vilue on diagr~•l, Mould you 
cont inue to use your present quantity, or reduce il draaalically (by ~ore 
than half) or perhaps ask · for the piped Mater to be re•oved and resort to 
using other sources? -

. G~: $"~ - ---- ·---- ;~ 'l{) . - ·-· ----- ---- -· .. ...... . . ~:ia . I . 
:t>S- ···- -- !FIS" i~ . r::-

·1 ~ 

I I 

t ~:, . ~10 - --· :0 

to ~t3 )~ I 
i=t-

CHECY. that tt·, E- a «iourit f m11,d is tt,e tlAX INUN thilt the responder.t 1 s 
M i l l ) I ') 1• l• P ii Y 

l'laldft'l t1 A. ,ilT,OUllll i .. , ,, . . , . 
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BARGAIHIHG GA"E 2 M3-l2 
NONTHLY CHARGE FIXED, CONNECTION CHARGE AS A VARIABLE 

Fro• Bargaining Ga ae I, respondent is willing to pay$ •••••.•• per aonth. 

The next l owest v. lue out of 3, ~, 7 , 10, l~, 20 is i · . .. .. . . . 

Ask re,pondent to isaglne th-t aonthly charge is now fi~ed at that aMount. 

QUEST10H1 

If you had / would ha ve had t o pay a connection charge, including a 
security deposit of C1S fro n diagraa !tarting at 1~01, as well as the 
aonthly char ge of • . •.•• •• • • , Mould you st ill want/ha ve wa nted· t o be 
connected? · 

$s-o ·· ---- ~400- --·------- -----------

\ 
$1ot)--f3r 

I 

I 
±.so 

$Ir 
$,o-o ~ 1~·0 

CHECK th.t ;.aount found is t lAXl111Jt1 res pond ent would be 1t i l ling to 
pay as a connec tion charge (including security depos it> if the 
aonth ly charg e i~ se t at the level specified 

Naxiau~ aaount: 1 .. .. ..... , ... 
lf BUSINESS"AN DOES NOT LIVE OH PRE"I SES , do second Ba r gaining Gu~e for 
business use on separate sheet 

ANY OTHER co""ENTS 

... ... ...... .......... ....... ............ .... .. ... ......... .. .. ............... 
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Figure 3: Income Range Card 
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Per month 
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WORLD BANK WTP STUDY - ZIMBABWE 

INCOME RANGE CARD 

Code 

Less than $25 01 

$2~ - :f50 O:i2 

$50 - $75 03 

$7~ $1(10 04 

$100 - :~150 05 

$ 1 ~(I - .t;2SO 06 

$250 ·..-500 07 

$500 $750 08 

Mor& than $750 09 

1+6 

Per year 

Less than $300 

$300 - $600 

:5600 - $900 

$900 - $1200 

$1200 - :Sl80Q 

$1800 

:¥3(100 

:f:rnoo 

$6000 

:¥6000 - $9000 

More than :$9000 
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PART II : POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

CHAPTER 9: THE WATER ANO SANITATION SECTOR IN ZIMBABWE 

9. 1 Backgrc,1.md. 

The inadequacy in the provision of services su~h as clea~ water 
in the rural ar~as of Zimbabwe is a historical legacy frc~ the 
pre-independence era. Indeed, although land is usually cited as 
the prime issue in the liberation 5truggle, a mor~ co~1Jrehensive 
view woul d include the entire structure of discrimination in 
access to resources and provision of services as factors. 

Except in so far a5 it came to be recognised at the end that 
something had to be dor-,e tc, "win the heart s and mir-,ds of the 
people", throughout the UDI period . resources were concentrated on 
the areas where the whites were living. Using . the new 
terrnir-,ology, this implies a privileged legacy for the "lc,w 
density'' areas (LDAs) within the urban areas and the large scale 
commercial farming areas <LSCFA> falling under Rural Councils {n 
the rural areas. The LpAs and LSCFAs are ecor-,omical 1 y prod1.1ct ~ ve 
and have a substantiat•t tax base which can be tapped tc, provide 
the funds f,::,r tt1e provisior-, of services. At the lc,cal level, 
these areas have administrative structures which permit a high 
degree of autonomy. 

The "high density;, urbar-, areas ar-,d the cc,mrnunal land s star,d in 
marked contrast to this. Neglected in the past, these areas are 
economica lly dependent and have an insufficient re~enue base to 
generate the funds needed to provide an adequate level of 
services. Local administrative structures, particularly the 
District Councils, are · totally dependent on central government 
for funds and have very little autonomy in decision-makipg. 
Unfortunately , the overwhe lm ing majority of the people are to be 
found in these categories, with approximately 22~ of the 
population 1n the urban 1HDAs, and 74~ living in the rural areas 
either as peasant farroers in the communal areas or farmworkers in 
the LSCF sector. Even within the communal lands, there are 
enormous disparities, with those farthest from the centre being 
in extreme ly marginal areas climatically and ecologically. 

the ·of Government to redress the imbal~nces of 
the level of services 

nee I ,:, his is a •.trees prc,vide 
even the basics in the rural areas. Even in the sectors on which 
Government has focussed its equity orientation, such as health, 
progress in reducing disparities ' is extremely slow. It is only 
relatively recently that priority has started to be given in 
rural development to th• marginal communal lands on the 
periphery; the? water sectc,i•, for example, is now urginy donors 
and NGOs to focus attention un such are,s. 

5 1 
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9.2 Progress in Rural Watet:' and Sanitation sir,ce Inde...Qendence 
r 

I 

Government has since Indep~ndence . placed considerable emphasis o n 
improving water and sanitation in the communal l ~nds . Assistance 
has been forthcoming from a large number of donors and non
governmer,t develc,pment c•rgar,isations <NGOs), with projects beir,g 
executed throughout the country simultaneously. A comprehensive 
planning exercise, the National Master Plan for Rural Water 
Supply and Sanitation, was carried , out with Norwegian funding 
during 198~-85. From a 1984 base where only 33~ of communal area 
dwellers wRre estimated to have had perrenial access to an 
improved 1·Jc ... te1· s,.:,1.11··c::e ar,d 15;( to adeq•Jate rural san itation, the 
plan seeks to ensure complete coverage over the period 1985-2005. 
While the plar, report rur,s to 18 volumes and 1(1 armexes, its 
scope is limited to potable household water and sanitation in the 
communal and resettlement areas. The LSCF, urban and peri-urban 
areas are omitted, and non-domestic water uses are not analysed 
i r, great det a i 1. l,~

1 

Ibe he z r ::210 p: iiil.:11 9 Yapp i1 z s , d a ;a 1 t b , t l • ar .i.i.aYIII 
«wp QC b@PE1 ar:PP zmd i 1 I &JS ii IC: LUSE.. 119 W MP • cf. 

~~~! ~ '::"Iii : Id '4 );!!!!!R~ sf 11lldab a::_ ililliil:·:~ea. .-.. 
·- .z) : Zz/ ihld part 1cul ti9ix eai.:Z ;; --.. :: Zs §oogt,~ 
y) . f I j sos; 6112 bEC&!d p; LOIS&SUU 5 SUI I a b&l!'~tven 
Pa;}:&ritx nver the o atz; J • • · s r: , ........ µu, mtpate 

,ir j I ; &U::ZSl!i§ Iii Pb!JI Yit!PIJ, PelafiVe!y i6F6Eiff~at-tdr1 
r..t.tS1i e::twss::mrt: 11 and Ii tt Is s1mai traont t - : n ---*-=-t-0" " 
roj,Ji.w n i;; · I I bl · 1:,;y., The number of new PWS bei r,g installed 
is thus n o t a particularly useful indicator of success. The new 
integrated approach which is outlined in the next section 

1
is 

intended i n ter dlia to address this problem and lead to greater 
sustainabi lity of the wa,er programme, but the implication in the 
short ruY, is lil(ely to be a dr,:,p in the anY1ual number •J f new 
PWSs. 

There is n o ambiguity about the success of the rural sarlitation 
programme and Zimabwe has earned _ a well deserved reputation in 
this regard within the context of the International Drinlcing~and 
Water Supply Decade (IDWSSD>. As regards technology, the major 
achievement was the development by the Blair Research Labpratory 
of the Mi nistry of Health of the ventilated improved latrine; 
this has bec,:,roe accepted thr,:,uyhout Africa as the o bvic•us. cht,ice 
for rural on-site sanit a tion. In terms o f pr~grarome 
iroplemer,ta t ion, Htt1 rat+ r:t P)(Ir" rcrst s: st · : tac 

1

2d : : Oft,... 
8k&at O I .. pa £302 CU USU IF 000 pp f Plt:Ait- wit l1 tc,tal 
numbers c onstructed since Independence exceeding 100 000 by the 
end of 1987. 

9.3 Plar,ni ng and 
I 

Institution Building 

The success of the sani tation programme can be explained in part 
by the fact that responsibility lies with just one Govarnment 
ministry, Health . Resp,:msibility ir, the rural water , sectc,r is 
necessarily m,:,re diffuse, and or,e of the key r ec,:,r,1r11er,li ,1t 1,:,1·,s ,:,f 
the NWMP is ,:,n the 11',stitut;i,:,nal str1.1cture fr.:,r i111pler11en t ati,:,n of 
the plar,. nt th ,:0 1.tgh t he plan itself is.yet t o be f or111cdl y ad'.:•p ted 
by Government , tl,e institutional strubture recomme nded has been 
establishecl ar,d i s c,perational at the nati,Jr,al levc?l ar,d in sc,rne 

( · "pi lot" di ~; t r icts. Activities i r, the sector are c c,-6rd i n.:,ted by 
/ the Nat i or,.:d ~1ct i c,r, Ceo01111i ttee fc,r · Water ar,d Sanitation <NAC), 

which is c l,,\J red by the lead r,1ir,istry in the s ectc,r <Local 
Government , llt·b~r, .:lncJ R1.1rat Uevelopment>, wil; h vi,: e cl1air fr,:,m 
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the Ministry ,:,f Energy , Wat e r Resources and Oevel opro,ent , ar,d 
membership fr,:,r11 the Mir,istries of Health; Cornrnur,ity and 
Cooperative Development and Womens Affairs; Finance Economic 
Planning ~nd Development; and from Agritex, the agricultural 
extension aqency fa l.lir,y tmder the . Ministry of Lar,d ~; , (-lgri c ulture 
and Rural Deve l opment. The District Development Fund CDDF> , is 
the operationa l arm 'of the Ministry of Local Government in the 
water sect 0r, as DDF is re~ponsible for construction of wells and 
bc,reholes ,11•,d the ~stablisher,1er,t of a r,ati on-wide "threE? tier" 
operation and maintenance $ystem for all primary wat er supplies . 

Building ,:,n th? r;?cc,rnmend,~t; ions of NWMP, the NAC ha:.; elaborated 
the concept of integratad, inter-ministerial projects for rural 
water and sani tation projects ind linked this strongly to the 
Government iniatives to decentralise ' decision making and 
responsibility through the structures established in response to 
the Prime Minister's decree of 1'384. These are developrner,t 

· committees at village CVIDCO>, ward CWADCO>, district <DOC> and 
provir,cial (PDC> levels. The idea is that the basic planning 
unit for the integrated projects should be a district, and once a 
district has been nominated by a province, coverage will be 
provided to a uniform standard (50 persons per shallow well 
equivalent, . plu~ 20~ overcapacity and 50~ coverage of hous eholds 
with BVIPs>. 

' 
To minimise the role of central Government structures while still 
making use of the technical skills available, NAC interacts ! 
directly mainly with the PDCs, whic~ have the reponsibility for 
nominating target '~istricts and coordinating at provincial level. 
The _nominated districts have the res~onsibility to prepare 
project documents using standard guidelines issued by the NAC and 
explained, elaborated upon and adated in a series of workshops. 
Once finance has been secured, the line ' ministries at the 
provincial and district level have to execute their respective 
responsibilities, keeping inl close touch with the other agencies 
involved through regu lar committee meeetings, as well as informal 
contacts. It is hoped thereby to achieve the putting across to 
the village corn11H.mities of a strong "integrated" message ir, 
respect of the links between water, sani tat ior, ar,d t,ea:l th 
educat ior,. 

The "three tier". rnainter,ance structure proposed by NWMP is based 
on tha same decentralisation principles. At the first tier, each 
water point is supposed to have a Village Water Committee CVWC>, 
elected from users of the pump, which has basic responsibilities 
such as ma king sure that the pump is not misused ; one of its 
members i s \;he "pw,1p caretaker" who has t,::; tighter, bolts ar,d 
grease beari r,ys. The second tier is the "pwnpr,1ir,der", who is tc, 
be trained and equipped to deal with more serious maintenance 
problems and who w~ll be responsible for up to 50 pumps in 3 
wards. At present, pumAminders are ODF employees. The third 
tier is the DDF District 1"1pbile Tearn, which has the respc,nsibilty 
for attendi ng to major br~akdowns and rehabilitating old pumps so 
as to reduce the liklihood of breakdown. Thi s model will not be 
universally applicable, particularly in respect of the 
purnpminders <eg three wa~ds in a mountainous area on a bicycle is 

· not a feasible proposition>, but is a useful reference point. To 
dat.a, the three tier system SLtbstanti·ally established in r,1c,re 
than half c,f the districts arid · 'ts reportedly .' operatir,g 
satisfactorily in rnc,st c,f these, ever1 thc,ugh the rc,le c,f the 
pumprninder in some di str icts remains rather und~fineci. 
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9. 4 Currer,t Prc•b 1 ems aria I ss1Jes 

The integrRted concept is very mew and it would be premature to 
Judge whether it will be nationally applicable, how quickly it 
will gather momentum and w~at is to be done about the inequities 
which if anything will be exace~bated in the short run. In 
respect of water, though not perhaps sanitation, it is certainly 
a great leap forward as compared with the previous situation of 
uncoordinated action by a wide spectr~m of agencies, with many 
inatances scant involvement either with tl,e local com~unities or 
with distr ict level goverr,ment officials ar,d thus a very poc,r 
char,ce c,f sustc.1inabili ty ,:,nee the donor or NGO 1<1ilhdra1-,... ~ 
r"'1p' 1:::p: t? .JSlCE saµEJCC F ti t:09 Pl i 1£ ti 3111:S %C::11!1Ft1fte,-it, 
,tg d@Gir:t122HsaUsr r ?1E : azt:i s l pc· · µle,. This cann,::,t be 
e x pected to operate without major problems, due to the legacy 
sketched in Secti o n 9. 1, but the process of working through such 
difficulti Ps is l i kely to have substantial longer term benefits, 
r,ot j1.1st f ot' the water a.nd sanitation programme, but for the 
achiever11er, ;; ,:,f t he r11uch larger objective ,:,f havir,g l,:,cal 
communities t a ke charge ,:,f their lives ar,d deterrnine tl,ey own 
path of d e velopment. Thi s theme is pursued further in the final 
chapter, where a caut i c.,nary r11:,te is also sc,ur,ded abc,ut assurni r,g 
that all wi 11 be wel 1 or,ce decentralisation has got as far as the' 
districts. 

More directly at the sectoral level, some of the major issues 
.currently being debated relate to how t o make the agreed 
institutional structure worl< in practice, how to make best use of 
existing expertrs·e inside and outs ide Governrner,t, eg ir, NGOs, how 

·to train the necessary cadres at all level~, how to make 
effective the proposed operation and maintenance system, and how 
to ensure that the necessary finance is in place for both the 
capital investment programme and the operation and maintenance of 
the infrastructure installed. The major theme running through 
these issues is that of sustainability ~f the programme, this 
being cl osely associated with a sub-theme of community 
involvement. ' 

One way in whic~ cost recovery fro~ users of improved water 
suppl ·ies i ~; .j1.1st if.i ecl is a fuzior, of the.!le themes, in that it is 
argued that h aving comrnunities pay r,ot c,r,ly r,1akes it pr:,ss ible to 
extend services further and faster than if resources were limited 
to what i s provided from centra l Gove~nrnent, but will ensure that 
people will demand what they want, with investments thus being 
properly used and rnaintain~d. This line of argument is central 
to the World Bank think ing l that u~derpins the current study and 
is thus examined in detail in the next chapter. 

I,, ~. 
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CHAPTER 10: COST RECOVERY - PRIMARY WATER SUPPLIES 

10.1 International _Experienc~ 
~ 

In their paper, Water 1For Rural G_omnwnities : Helping People Help 
Themselves, a•Jthc,rs J:,hr1 Briscoe and David deFerrar1ti give 
interesting examples of successes and failures in the rural water 
sector internationally and strongly develop the case for 
community ir1volvement, in pc\rt through the levyir,g c,f charges for 
water. The first point tb note here from their paper is that 
many irnprovern~nt projects 1n a wide range of situations in 
different underdeveloped countries have proved to be neither 
sustainable r1or replicable. lhe principal reason ident i ,fi ed is 
that conventi o nal top-down approaches, 'with central governments 
and external agencies taking dominant roles, have be~n f ound to 
be i napprc,pr i ate. "T<.~ rnent ior1 two examples fror11 ri1,,r1y , i Y-1 a sc,uth 
east Asian project , the g,:,verY1ment dug wells, installed hand 
pumps and committed itserf to maintaining them only to find that 
the people continued to use their traditional surface water 
sources. In an east African project, improvement s were built 
without adequate planning to support the recurrent costs with the 
re~ult th~t even tho~yh the people welcomed the new facilities 
and war,tei:i t,:., ur-,e them, 'the systems fell irate, disre pa i r and 
disuse" (p~5 >. 

The problem is r,c,t, as was or1ce thought, that the available 
technologies are too complex to be used by rural people , although , 
the characteristics of particular technologies remain critical to 
the success of projects. Rather it is that communities were not 
consulted tc, ider,tify what was war1ted,' were not inv•=•lved in the 
planning and execution of the projects, including the choice of 
technology, and felt no sense of responsibility for subsequent 
ma int er1a net:! . 

The argument so far would b e acceptable under any political 
perspective which endorsed decentralisation, but the next step is 
more cont roversial, that is, that universal rural water su~ply 
coverage using the existing approach would require a level of 
resources which ''far outstrips any realistic projection of what 
will be ava il a ble from government budget~ and external funding 
sources" (pE.>. I.t is thus avc,wed that "an integral and essential 
part of an effect ive .strategy is to mobilise the communities' ow~ 
resources bott, fi~ancial and non-financial ••••• a goal of every 
improvement effort should be to ~ring closer tt,e day when the 
coMmunity can cover all of the costs i~ its water servi ce from 
its own reso•.1rces" (pp 1-2> . 

Th is "seemi r,y l y hat-rj-headed arid cornrnerci al approach " which is 
expected c,f the Wor ld Bar,k, is defended with ar1 arg w11ent which 
could be interpreted pol~tically either as left or right. 
"Treating the people as the objects (not the subjects> ,:,f 
development inevitably lead s to unsustainable subsidies which 
reach prima rily those of greater influence and lehst need, and to 
malfunctioning and restricted services which leave the lot of the 
poor unchanged. Promises of free services to all too often 
re.suit, ir, practice, iY, sc,me service for a few arid little or Y1or,e 
fol" most" <p2). • 

As a cc,rol lary, it is sllggested that "the limited · fLmds from 
Goverr1mer1t sc,urces and dor,c,r aid can be cor,served and used 
wherever they are needed rn,:,s t, whether to assist the p,:,ore 5t 
communities c,r to faci litate faster ecor1or,1 i c gro1,o1\;h" ( p2). lY-1 
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operational terms, the conclusion is that the first e s sential 
step in designing a rural water supply project is to ascert~in 
what the c,:,riir.1ur,i t y 1,,ants and is prepared to pay for. Hence the 
need for WTP st 1.1d i es. 

10. 2 The Case for and against Reguirir,g Communities to PaY.. 
I 

The case given 
communities 
argurner,ts. 
each in t u r r,, 

t,::. 
It 

ir, tl1e Bank --dc,curner,t for requirir,~1 rural 
pay for 1,,ater rests on four inter·related 

i§ instructive in the context of PWS to examine 
a Z i Mbabwe ~n pe rspective: 

(1) Governments and donors cannot rind sufficient reso~wces 
ror universal co~erage or the rural areas. I 

In order t o ach~ eve universal coverage by the year 
2005, the NWMP er,visages the following ir,vestn1ents 
being carried out in Zimbabwe: 

Cost l Pl.I Tot Cost 

PWS 
Piped 

38 (.)(l(l 

136 
$1+ 000 

$830 000 
$220 r,1 
$113 rn 

B,6 m 
o, 3 11'1 

$25 
$342 

Leav ir,g 
cle,w·ly, 
~ire ,, t f! t' 
ev 11IF.?n l 
req •,ired 

' •.mt i 1 the r,e><t cha pt er the piped s c heme ,;; , whi ch 
..:,r, the g1· ,_,unc.Js c,f cost alone r e q,.lire 1111.1c h 

u s e r c ,:,ntrib•.1 tions to be j 1.1sti f ied , 1 1. i s 
tt,at ir, 19U5 prices the t,:,ta l ir-,vesl111ent 
t o serve the bulk of the hitherto neg l ected 

rur ,, l p~•p •.llace i s abc,,.,t $220 millic,n, alth i:11.q1 h s,.,pp,:,rt 
c,:,~; l:s w,.:,ulcJ p\-,.:,bahly dc,uble that figure t o a rc,und $ 1+1+0 
rni l l i•:.,r, . 

Tha l i s cl • larye s1.110, but cornparis,:,ns wi th a f e w i;u: ,s t 
Indep~ndence e x pe nditur es in the urban sector prov ides 
fc,c,d f,:,r t h i::o1.1ght . ~\r,:, und 1985, the Harare Sherat,:,r-1 a-r,.d 
Conference Centre was completed at a reported cos t of 
$180 111illic•n and it is nc,w propc,sed that Harare will be 
grac ed with a new Parliament Building, new go vern ment 
office complex and new municipal complex, each cos ting 
in 1985 prices, well over $100 million. Just tho se 4 
bui l dings exceed the total PWS c,;:,st of the NWMP. It 
hardly needs to be pointed out that the buildings 
invo lve not just an enormous capital outlay, but on
going injections of cash with highly intanyible 
returns. Other examples could be given Air 
Zimbabwe's Boeing 767s already ordered for the loss
rnald ng c,'verseas services will cost $130 million, while 
the full l o ng-haul re-equipment i~ estimated in the 
Five Year Plan to cost $250 million; to that will be 
added in due course the cost of a new international 
ai rp,:,rt. 

By contrast, benefits from improved rural water, while 
also largely intangible and difficult to measure are 
universally ackr,owledged to bli' substantial - ir,11n ·o vC?d 
health, reducti,:,n ir, - tir,1e spent iY1 collectir,g waler 
whi c h can be devoted to more productive. or more 
plea surable activitJes, these leading teo higher 
prod uctivity and incbmes arno~gst the poorest segment of 
the populatic,n. 
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Economic fundamentals can - easily be obscured ; at base 
the 1.mc,::,rnfortable fact c,f the matter is that choices 
are bei ng made between Sheraton Hotels and Boe ing 
Ai rcraft for the few and bush pumps for the mamy. In 
Zimbabwe's case it least, it is not• true that the 
r esources are not there; it is a question of politi6al 
will, the way 

1
ciass pc,sitior,s are beiY1g c,:,r,sc:,lidated 

a fter the initi~l euphoria of Independence. 
I 

Befot·e m,:,vi r,g or, to see whether the Bank docur,1er,t' s 
ot l1U!r 3 a1·yu111enl;s might Lie 5Ustair,able in Z.ir.ibabwe's 
case, it should be noted that it is also not 
unreasonable to clalm that the bulk o f the ma intenance 
cost s o f the r ural programme could be funded by the 
Government, a lthough in saying that •llowance is being 
made for community contribution at the fi rst tier (the 
Village Water Committee) . 

Bc,th the second al',d third tiers will f all Ul',der DDF, 
which has a budget for 1988/89 of about $1,5 million 
fc, r the 111aintenance of har1dpurnps ir, the di st ricts. 
Practioners in the fie ld regard this as giving only a 
pc,i·t1ol'1 c,t- the tc,ta l amount required, which is pr,:,bably 
more like $3 , 2 million <the 15 000 Bush Pumps at about 
$ 200 pa acco~nt fo r most of this, transport being the 
si r,~le biggest cc,st item>. Prc,jecti Y,g tc, 2005, the 
t c,t:;;:\l budqe+; requi1•ed r,,ight grc,w Cir·, 1'388 prices) to 
ab,.:,,_11; ·.t,'3,3 r,1i llion, .Jll~;t ,:,vc;,r $1 per capita. 

Compare this with al', i111plicit subsidy c,f $3,6 rni l li o r, 
tc, Harare u~;ers ,:,F water ir, 1'385, this ,:u,1co1Jy,t ir,~ t,:, 
$5. 4'3 per capita <Tc1x C1..."wmission, Table 17.18, p 335). 
Even the poorest househo lds of Harare are better able 
to pay for services than the rural communities o f a 
pl ace like Buhera. The resou·rces are there; a~1ai r1 it is 
a matter c,f political chcdce, whether it is the rural 
or urban dwellers who receive the largest measure pf 
support. This situation, particularly the urban- rura l 
imbalar1ce, is typical of developing countries ar,d iY, 
fac t forms the basis for the next argument from the 
Bank document for user c ontribution~. 

Equity: "when users contribute little ,._,,.. nothing, a 
part or the population, often a large pc1rt, typicc1lly 
remains unserved or underserved because whoever is 
responsible For the servi ce has insuffici ent resources 
to extend and improve systems". 

As the urb'an-rural ir,1balar1ce makes clear , this is 
certain ly t r ue in Zimbabwe. But is the problem 
int r ir, s ic to a sit1..1ation where u5ers are not charged 
for services, ,:,r is it simply a reflectic:,n ,:,f the 
seeming impossibili~y of the least privileged groups in 
soc iety to overcc~e ~heir position of weakness? 

Perhaps thi s is a rather academic q u~stio~ to a sk given 
the rnixed track rec,:,rd sir1o'e Independe nce . Fh1ral 
people, especia ll y wo men, have been called upon to make 
massive contribut i ons to rural projects of all sorts, 
culminating in the mis-named Food f or Wor k Programme. 
Thi s cheap 1 abc,ur input has been dubbed "cc,rnmuni ty 
participatior1", ever1 tho• .. 1gh it has inv,:,lved l ·ittle 
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dial o gue , local ~ e finition of priorities, trans fer of 
knowledge and skills or experience in people making for 
themselves the decisions that critically affect their 
lives. Ir, the light c,f this experience, the r1.1ral 
communities are well aware that withou~ their 
cor,tributic,n, the level of service .prc,vision will 
remain inadeq uate. As was argued in Chapter 7 of Part 
I, that sho uld not stop them from continuing to push 
governme nt and donors to provide whatever they can be , 
pers uaded to provide, even though what finally emerges 
is r,c,t alv,ays what the community war,ts or needs . 

I 

(3> When not Funded by users, Financing has to come From 
tax revenues. "These taxes ,adversely aFFect eFFiciency. 
They direct resources From productive uses, dis.to,.,t 
incentives, and involve higher collection costs" (p18). 

This a s sertion is at the centre of the concerns of the 
libertarians . Like so much economic dogma, it is true 
or,ly withir, the extrac,rdir,arily narrow confines c,f , the 
assumptions of neoclassical economic textboo ks, which 
do n o t dare to 9et their fingers soiled with i th~ 
reality of the

1
, real world, partit=ularly with 11 its 

intractable incomi and wealth disparities. 

Lac~. ,:, f access to clear, water surely surely "diverts 
resc,•.1rces from productive uses ar,d di stort·s i r,cer,t i ves" 
a good deal more th a n income taxes. As for collection 
cost s , it is debata t:he but ur,likely that the cc,st s c,f 
collec t ing water charges, if based on quantities us ed, 
the ide al s itua tic,n frorn an ecor,omic theory viewpoir,t, 
would be les s than collection costs for taxes which are 
collected t 0 c over a variety of expenditure categori • s . 

(4) "When ttSE!t'S con t ri bu te little or n1.."lthing, projec t s ,1r•e 
des iyr1ed and execu ted without adequcfte comnwni ty 
invo::i lven,ent, resulti n g typically in ca p i t al a sse ts 
bei, ,u 1.mdP.1· --utjJ j 5 e d a nd poorly maintained, thus g1 v 1ng 
rise t ,:i a Nas t e oF r esources which C1.."lttl d have t,een 
bet ter used e l 5.ewhere . " 

The e~per irance o f Zimbabwe on this point supports the 
pl c lln:•r,o\ ,: , f ,:-videnc~ c i ted ir, the Bar,k dc,c1.1mer-,t t'r,:,rn 
c,the r co:,1.1nt. r ies . H,: ,1r,eve 1~ , as is clear f rc,r,1 ,::,,.,r Ch 1tlc,ta 
and B•.1h e r~ t· e:~n e a r c t1, c omr,11.1nity ir,v,:,lvement is r ,,::,t 
eas ily achieved, no t leas t because "the corimnmity" is 
by no means a h o moge nous entity, but a collection o f 
grc,•.tp s wit It rather different priorities, interests and 
reso urces at the i r di s posal. 

Apar t frorn t he ger,eral probler,1 of mobilising village 
comm unities, real invo lvement would require that the 
community be able t c, rnal<e a real chc,ice between a 
reasona ble range of alternatives. In practice, there 
is not really any choice offered, while the level of 
involvement in the investment stage has come to be 
standardised in relation to the technologies endorsed 
at t he natic,nal level ,:,n thorq\.tghly defer,sible grounds 
of ma lt ing possible the training of fieldworkers and the 
prov is i o n o f adequate supplies of spare parts for 
rna i r,t enar,ce. 
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As regards the lack of choice, Government and donors 
have ayreecl that the cheapest option should be adopted 
wherevf?r feas i ble , ie s hall o w wells where hydro
geol c,gical cor,ditions perrni~, then deep wells, t hen · .. < 

boreholes . There is a c lear justification for thin at 
the national level, namely to spr~ad availab le 
resources as far as possible across the whole country. 
Is d : ; Lit Sib JJO@mp;;asyzz:us l!CJJPSiaau J r ua;;u• , 

::;;:: !:Ii? @Q:S;;' 1. c;";::;eueg;;,;t·;ufk'tt!w"!t,1;; ;.;;;J;;!-,':w' 
--,,a, ti J · rr 1211212 tr 11,a co111111&FiiE9 i@@H, Yti&hgl:y 

1nbltijii So j)UJ E I . gl i 1 6 t w.a~e <see I , 

Chapter 6 on preference in , Chihota for Bush or even 
diesel pumps and boreholes over the bucket pumps on 
shallow wells suppliedlthrough the SCF project). 

The technological options for PWS which are presently 
endorsed by the NAC are basicall y a borehole or deep 
well fitted with a modified bush purnp or a shallow well 
fitted with a bucket pump; Chapter 6 in Part I gives 
detail s of the establ ished styl i sed coMmunity 
involvement packages which have come ~o acco mpany thes e 
opt i c,ns. 

Points to support the case f or continuing with the present system 
of subsidising rural water supplies have emerged in the c o urse of 
the above discussion~ as well as frorn the result s o f the 
filedwork ln Ch ihota and · Buhera reported in Part I . The 
justificati o r, for nut impl e menting c ost recovery for PWS can be 
said to have severa l inter- relat ed dimensions: 

(1) Political d e b t 

The promi~es made during the liberation struggle to the 
rural people who made the overthrow of the previous 
regime possible , need to be fulfilled. 

<2> Equity 

Government is committed to equity and yet gives larger 
subsidies to the relatively ~ell off urban areas. 

6 Qtbsr s::t · : · 1 r:Jd J b&Pt:c c::o~ · , z::e:!;,;,!<;~
1 

:::;a!:a;c µ: t et tcycd hl@iiib@:; bi §Jti@C9 1 n 

(3) Humanitarian considerations & health cost-benefits 

The i mport of, the questior,s in the "bargair,ir,g game" 
part of the field research was that charges c ould be 
levied to a poi nt where hous eholds ~ould be d r iven back 
to using traditional unprotected sources for drinking 
water. Ir, so doing, the e><pected health and t irne 
savi ng benefits associated with water project s woul d in 
fact be lost. Given the size of the contributi o n bei ng 
envi saged f rom a hou~ehold and the abilit y of the 
nati c,n to allc,cate the r,ecessary reso•Jrces i f there is 
the political will to do so, bhis situat~on wou ld be 
totally ir,defer,sible or, humanitariary grour,ds. 

But in additic,r, to this , it wc,u ld also be shc,rt-sighted 
on hard-headed economic grounds too. Acco rding to 
recent research , one day's hospitalisation for ~he 
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treatment of cc,romor, ai lrnents i r1 Z imbabw.e costs the 
state between $11 at a d(strict hospital and · $94 at 
Parirenyatwa in Harare. Even $11 is eleven times the 
charge envisaged in NWMP for cost recovery from PWS. 
Without 'having the data to analyse this fi.1rther, the 
disparity is so large as to make ii obvious that 
exper,dit •.1re or, provisic,n of PWS 111al(es emir-,ent sense, 
even without cost recovery ·of users, from the national 
viewp,::ii nt. 

10.3 Alte1",··1ative Mnchar-,i;;r,1s 

If cost recc,very frorn J!f,ers of PWS is to be implemented, ir, view 
of the extremely sma ll ·aMounts that households appear from Part I 
to be willing to pay, the question arises as to how Government 
can economical l y collect these amounts. Government's response 
would seem to be c lea~ I on this; the intention is to raise a 
Development Levy to be . Paid by all heads of households in 
communal areas, this being a single charge to provide rev~nue for 
the new Rural-District Councils to f~lfil a variety of functions, 
including the provision of services such as clean water. The 
intention is that the amount will be set by the Council and 
approved by the Minister of Local Government, with central 
Government topping up funds collected locally to an amourt 
inversely related to per capita resource endowment. Without such 
a provision, councils best able to collect revenue might receive 
a larger allocation than1 disadvantaged areas by, for example, 
collecting very little and then claiming a compensatory grant 
from equity-m inded central government. 

Practical and cost-effective though this may be; the effec! is to 
break the lir-,1< which is critical t .o the argument for having user 
cl:a: yes; l; iJI a Hilk l!Scto:ec:: ps;i::y Fu a ssarvice .a,r,d 
•Mtir1r-,g €11Jt u::cz s zsu ass a: a 1111 u iai.19 en: azlcqaabc : ctu+o . .. 
Again, the theoretical cc,r-,ntr•..1ct of the Bar,k's "invol'(erner1t" 
model is reduced tc, a rather mur,dar,e reality by practical 
considerations in the Zimbabwean context. Some what iron,ca?ly, 
however, this argument c~n be turned on its head, in 1hat a 
payment that is n,::,t dirlectly lir,ked to the use of an ir11proved 
source precisely becaus~r it is not closely associated with such 
usage, will not result in the user refusing to pay and 
discont~nui ng usage. The adverse health effect s from such action 
would not therefore be encountered. As was discussed in the 
previous section, househol~5 reverting to using unprotected 
sources would be likely to prove extremely costly for both the 
individual and the state. 

10.4 The Er-,t itler,1ent ~,pprc,ach and New Directic,r,s for Poli...£Y 

The arguments presented above for cor,tinuing to s,.,bsidise the 
provision of clean water to rura l communities in essence revolve 
around questions of basic needs, or even basic human rights. 
There are many in Zimbabwe, including key ~efllbers of the NAC in 
their individual capacities, who would endorse sucl1 a view, but 
it is not reason in 1 itself. Where cost recovery frofll users can 
be implemented in s uch a way as to improve national equity and 
enhance sus tainability wilhou t compromising access to clean 
water, it "''-".lid be a p,:,l1cy to endc,rse. Tc, accept water 
provision as a human right would be to accept the riyht of people 
to choose t o live anywhere in the country and have water provided 
no matter h,:,w difficult ar-,d exper,sive that rnight be ir-1 ,,1~t·gir-,al 
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areas. In a Zimbabwean context, where planning-is an accepte~ 
concept, provision of water as a hwnan right could legitimately 
be tied t o overall spac ial and physica~ planning of development. 

Right of access to clean water in relation to household resource 
endowment s can usefully be conceptualised ~s a question of 
entitlerner,t . Ir, his seminal book Poverty and Famines: Rn Essay 
on Entitlement and Dept•ivation, Amartya Sen shows the 
conventional food deficit 6ccount of famines to be theoretically 
unsound, empirically inept and dang~rously misleading for policy. 
His "er1titlement" approach highlights that it ~s more ofter, the 
lack of access of certain groups to food than an absolute 
shortage c,f food itself ,o1hich explair,s ir,stances of famine, and 
more generally of poverty. This approach has been fruitfully 
~pplied to problems of food security, and could well prove useful 
in analysing access to other kinds of ,resource. 

In rural Zimbabwe, water is the key resource needed for survival . · 
Although the country is extre~ely vulnerable to drought , 
particularly the large proportion of the cornrnur,al lands which 
occupy the marginal natural regions, there is no overali lack of 
surface or ground water. The problem is precisely one of 
entitlement. · To paraphrase: "the entitlement approach to lack 
of an adequate water supply concentrates on the ability of people 
to command water thro4~h the legal means available in the 
society, including the U~e of production possibilities, trade 
opportunities, entitlements vis-a -vis the state, and other 
methods of acq1.1iriY,g clear, water" (Ser,, p 45). 

' I 
One of the major pointi highlighted in Part I was the fact that 
the comrnur,ities see111ed tc, have r,o feelir,g c,f c,wr,ership c,f the 
pumps inst a l led as part o"f dc,r,or ,:,r goverr,ment prc,ni..:,ted projects. 
This tends t o be interpreted very negatively by policy-111akers, 
whose respc,r,se is t,:, find ways to make the cornr,1ur1ities feel ·that 
they own the p1.1mps. S1.1ch an response dc,es scant just ice, 
however, to the com~lexities of traditional and cultural 
practices, which are underpinned in Zimbabwe by the leg~l 
requirement that all land remain communally and not privately 
owned ir1 the Cc,mrn1.ma l Areas. Seri's theory is richer thar,:the 
conver,tior,al ec,:ir,,.:,mic r11odel, which implicitly ass1.1mes private 
ownership, and could p~rhaps provide a fruitful starting point 
for future policy development . 

Without exploring this approach further at this j uncture, the 
point that is to be made is that ~onceiving of the provimion of 
clean water as an entitle111ent could lead to new directi~ns and 
options beiny established wt1ich would be rnore consistent wi th the 
needs and aspirations of the rural communities that the · water 
programme is supposedly serving. Or,e of the dar,gers of tl)e very 
heavy influence of •donorf in the sector is that a west~rnised 
model, roc, ted ir, star,c:1,;ird nE?c,-classical economic theot•y, is 
1 i kely to d,::,rni 1'1ate to thr extent of excluding other c,pt ic,r, s which 
may be better suited to the situation of rural Zimbabwe. As 
Goverr,rnent i r,s i st s t hrc,uyh the decent ra l i sat ion prc,cess in r,1ore 
a~d more responsibility being assumed by Zimbabweans further and 
further frorn Harare, the $earch for unconventi o nal ways of 
achieving the •.llt ir,1ate objectives should be er,co1.1raged. 

An · alternative and more direct way a~ound the complexities and 
difficulties of dealing with communal waterpoints is to upgrad e 
traditior,al h,:iusehold wells. Ministry 'c,f Health, extrapc:,latir,g 
from the success of the rural sanitation programme, an 'i r,111o:.:,rt clnt 
~s;pect of whi c h .i •:; lht~ f- ;u: t that the BVIP~. c-\l ' t~ ,.,wr,11d by 
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households and not communities, has been inv~stigating if 
household water source provision would be feasible. It terms of 
costs, the only option in this regard would be the upgrading of 
existing family owned wellf (protection and bucket with windlass 
for liftil',g ). The water . quality ~ill r,ot be as goc,d as a fully 
protected source, but recent tests have shown that quality can be 
quite acceptable from a health point of view, ~eing very much 
better than water from a typical unimproved family well. Other 
advar,tages of this prc,posal are that the relatively rnir1c,r r,ature 
of modifications to traditional technologies, together with 
family ownership, may well resul t in substantive user 
contributio~s tb investment costs an~ full responsibility for 
mair,tenar,ce bei rig accepted by hc,useholds. The resources required 
from the outside may be as little as $30 per household, compared 
with three timei that amount plus . about $2 pa maintenance for a 
borehole. Although this idea would be applicable only in certain 
parts of the c,:,untry, it is to be pursued as a poter,t ial 
complemer,t tc, .the current strategy. 

Another co~siderati~n ar~sing both from the above discussio~ and 
from the f 1 e ldwork 1 s t hh b41Ei 2 Ylibd Id O@ hibi @ &tc€4tt i.JFF \56 ,a ll Ft .. 

It is quite 
primary emphasis should have been on potable 

water i mprove rural health standards, but social service 
provision c,,nr,c,t be su~tained if it is not underpir,ned by rising 
incomes somewhere. ~ortunate ly with water, there is the 
potential to try to do both simultaneous ly, ie to provide water 
which can be used both for income generating activities and for 
household use ; in · other areas, it would be a waste to use 
protected ~,ater f,:,r eg gardeming, but it r11ay be possible at 
relatively little cost to include productive water as a separate 
cc,rnpor,er,t ,:,fa prr.:,ject. Where . the ir,come ger,eratir,g activities 
are viable, it would then Make eminent sense to recover cost~, 
including capital costs, from beneficiaries. How to structure 
and design such multi-faceted projects would depend on a detailed 
analysis of the particulAr range of possibilities that exist and 
the entitlement s of comMunity ·Members . 

4 J 11-r,,.W 1.J- ~{<- ~----1--C--. ~ {( ,,_,._;,. 
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CHAPTER 11 : COST RECOVERY FOR SERVICES •TO GROWTH POINTS 

11.1 Growth Po int Po licy 

Since Indepe ndence, Government has beeri firmly committed to 
developing urban · centres within the communal areas as ''growth 
points''. However, exactly which centres were to be considered 
11 growth poir1ts", was not ur1ambiguously spelt o•Jt at the start and 
different definitions remain. One is that "growth points are the 
fifty five or so centres srlected by the Department of Physical 
Planning and into which the Ministry of Local Government through 
the Central Rates Fund has provided infrastructure to the tune of 
$27 rnillion ir1 the past eight years" CMabvud:za(1988>, p 1J. That 
definition gives a ~ist vihich is almost, but not quite, 
coincident with that relating to certain tax incentives 
established by the Ministry of Finance. 

Of more direct relevance to the concept of "growth'' are the so
called "resource-bas ed'' growth points. These are a subset · of the 
55 (c,r,e per district) grow'th points, where the Department of 
Physical Planning, on the basis of ' a detailed investigation of 
resources available and potential for devlopment, envisages 
significant growth occurring. There are about 12 of these growth 
points in the · country, the list usually comprising Chijolo, 
Maphisa, Ngwesi, Gutu-Mpandawana, Chisumbanje, Birchenough 
Bridge, Hauna, Gokwe, Saryati, Muzarabani, Mutoko and Murehwa 
(Renco and Rutenga are so~times added, but these are not located 
in cornmunal areas>: It is interestir,g that M1.1rehwa was not 
originally on this list, but after it had grown far more rapidly 
in the early 1980s than , many of the then designated growth 
points, it became imper~tive that Murehwa be given full growth 
point status. 

What factors determine growth and ~hether the inf~astructure 
investment in growth points is justified is the subject of a 
growir,g academic literature [see, for example, Wel(wete (1987)]. 
Rather than record what is in the literature, to giv~ ~an 
irnpression of hc,w growth factors are perceived by the people i r• 
the growth points themselves, in the next section the views of 
the three groups interviewed in the course of the study in and 
around Murehwa are summaris~d. 

11. 2 Factors D!?terminir1g Grov,th - Results of Murehwa Fieldwork 
I 

Views of' rura l h o useho lds surr1....,unding- /'1w··ehwa 

Persons inter viewed from villages surrounding Mur ehwa growth 
poir,t had a clear idea of what they want provided at the cer,tre. 
The main ·preocc1.1pat ion c,f the peasants was that of securir,g 
ernploymer,t o pportunities for their childrer1, many of whon, ha"ve 
completed secc,ndary educat i!or, but are unemployed. Because c{Jf the 
high unemplc,yrnent within the rural comr11ur1ity, services sc\id to be 
required included those ,Lhich would equip their children with 
vital skills, for exarnplu skills training colleges. About 90~ 
of the . interviewees expressed the view that industrial 
development should be promoted at Mur~hwa to ease unemployment. 
Where possitJle, it s hould be I linked · to agricultural activities, 
eg the manufacture o f agricultural implements. 
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Views or fr'111 pl 1.1.vef:! s in Nu rehi•h"i 

I 
The cc,r1cr.t n~;i.1s ar,tun\l ttie civil servants ir1terv.iei,1E:.>d was tl'lat the 
policy of gr,::,wth µ,:,ir,b; i s a success as far as Mltrehwa is 
concerned. lhey believed tl'l~t it has helped to curb minrmtion to 
urban cen tres by creating local employm,nt, eg the operyiny of the 
GMB depc,t, ~,hi c h abs,:,rbeu a c,:.,nsiderable nu111ber of lot-a l pec,ple. 
Others i r,c1 i ca t ed tht? ber,efi1;5 •"ccruiny to farr,mrs wh,:.' r, ,:,i.-, travel 
reduced clir..;l;~r-,ces t,:, r,rnr l<t? t their produce. (:\ li'cl< ,:,f "1:wc,per" 
accor.irnoda l: ion at q1·,.,i,1l:h points was the r11aiY, n 1?.gat ive factor 
i dent if i ed .:::.s , l ,_,\•: i ny · ,:ir•vP.1 c,r,rncn·, i: . 

N,:,n-gover1·, .. 1t,:\' 1t E:!n•pl,:,yeE:?s .and ,:,ther resider·,t s w~: ro:i a.is•:• in 1·1.111 
supp,:,rt ,: ,f the p,..:d i!c:y ,_,f !:lrowth poir,ts. Services wei·t' being 
brought , •• o s nr tu the peo~le dnd much construction work wa s going 
C•Y1. ~~11 thc:,•;:; r"' c.levPlo::,p111e1·,t;~.; 1"ere deemed by tli is !P'•: •t.1p tc, be 
iY,dicativc ,:,," the ~;•Jcc::es•; ,::,i' l;he grc,wth pc,int p,::dicy . 

WheY1 askr~d t,:, ider,t i fy services cor-,sidered roc,st i r,1pc,rtant t,:, be 
provided at a ~rowth point, employees yave the following ~anking : ' 

water , electricity, shops, 
designated residential areas, 
and banking services. 

recre~tional facilities , 
emplo~ment opportunities 

In a secc, nd phai;e , r espc•nder,t s were shc,wr, tt,e "Services CiH'd" ar,d 
~ere asked · to rank ·al l the services listed there . Water 
provision was stil l given priority, closely followed by 
electricity, health, agriculture, banking, goo d roads and 
re&idential areas. When residents' first three preferences were 
quantified arid 1ranl-i.ed, the services iY1 order c,f pri c,ri ty were as 
fol lc,ws: 

water 
electricity 
health . 
des ignated residential areas 
g c,c,d roatl,s 
schools 
shc,ps 

Views oF business owners in INurehwa 

1 
~=· .... 
3 

,, 4 
5 
E, 

7 

Business o wners understand that a grbwth point 1 is a place set 
aside within the comm unal areas that should s~rve as a focal 
point for development of manufacturing and service ~ndustr ies. 
To that exter,t , . there exic;;ts c,:,r,censu s that the lc,cal pec,ple 
ber,efi t when services are brought closer to them and that 
employment o pportunities are created 

1
to h~lp curb the rural-urban 

drift. However, 111any of the business owners cited proble111s that 
would have t o be solved if . the growth point policy is to succeed: 

Ci> Land Ownership 

The priric:ip.-d problem identifi~d as hinderir,y tlH~ rapid 
expansion and development of gro wth points is that of 
l aY1d ,:,wnership. J,4~Jith,:•l1t freehc,ld title, there is r,,:, 
sec11rity ,:,f ter,ui·tj . 1-r,vestc,rs canr,,:,t i r,vest their 
roor,ey i r, laryE' 1r,c.h1strial str1.1ct1.1res if s1.1ch 
bui ldings/plants cannol; be used as co l lateral . when 
seel<ir,g loar,s fti c,111 banks . B1.1sir-1ess owner ~; ir,dicatP.d 
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that the issue c,f land c,wr,ership has tc, ·be ta9 1'<1ed 
urge ntly in order t~ give them security of tenure . 
Freehold title could be given exclusviely to thole at 

(ii i) 

growth points within specified parameters 
affecting traditipnal ownership in the rest 
cor,ir,11.,r,a l are.as . ~ . 

wi \ hout 
of~ the 

The resolution of the problem of freeh6ld titles would 
hel p in part solve the ascommodation problem. People 
would fir,d it worttw,hile tc, ir,vest ir, hc,usir,g • 

< i i > I r,cer,t i ves 

B,usir,ess c,~mers <?laimed that it is necessary t,:, pro
1
vide 

a paqkage of incentives that wou1d attract investors to 
growth points. These would need to be publi~ised to 
prospecttve investors. The present tax r~Jief 
incentives sh9u ld be extended for a longe~ time 
hor iz,:,n. Loans shc,1.1ld also b·e made easily available 
for those who choose t0 invest at growth points. 

Balance betw~en c ommercial and industrial deve lopment 

Bus iness own~rs expressed the view that 1n Lhe 
deve l opment of a growth point there must be a balance 
betweetl c o mmercial/industrial activities and the 
provision of leisure activities. There is need to 
diversif~ and avoid unnecessary duplication. Big 
orgar,isat ior,s should r,c,t move in,to rural areas because 
they have developed efficient economies of scale and 
would drive the small emergent business owners out of 
busi r,ess. 

Business in growth points that provide goods and 
services are dependent upon the financial well being of 
the local populat ior,. Sir,ce .most growth points ar,e 
established in rural or semi-t"ural areas, it is 
essential , that industrial development take place to 
ensure tt,at service and goods providing businesses can 
be s1.1stained ir, tir11es c,f drc,L1ght, ' ie, developing a 
population that is not solely · dependent upon the sale 
of agric~ltural produce as a source of income . 

<iv> Trar,spc,rt 
1, 

The need fo~ more efficient and cheaper transport to 
serve growth points was stressed by the respondents. 
Transport costs are high and ihey have no option but to 
pass on these cos tslto the consumers. Business owners 
would like to see roil beind extended to growth points 
and goods haulage being subsidised. 

<v> Lab,:iur Laws 
. 

Various weaknesses were identified within the current 
lilbc,ur laws which might btt disir,ce~1tives to er11ploy111ent 
crea tion. The bus~ness owners cited the issue of the 
right to · fire an incompetent employee as an obstacle to 
thei r hiring more personnel: It was claim~d that ~he 
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I abili ty t,:.) lay off ernplc,yees when there is an ecoY,•.:or,,ic 
downturn would a l so result in a higher level of 
emp loyment overall. 

Not withstar,d1ng the prc,lJlerns c,utlir-,ed, the r eason~~ '~ivr~n fc,r 
l ocatir,g at gro~-ith p,:,ir,ts had largely t,:, d o witl1 1:he .,dv.w,tayes 
of captur in~1 p«1'L c,f c:\ grc,wir,g marl<.et . Thc,se wh o arrivc1 first 
can benfi t frorn the incentives offered and prosper lJecduse there 
is r,ot r,11.,ch c,:,rnpetitic,n, µr,:,fit margir,s are g,: .. :,d and t1.1t·r,.::,ver is 
growing. This line of reasoning is possibl y not consistent with 
the 1.:,ther 1·r.J.:.•,on g iv~r,, 1,,hich i s rnore social-r,ur,decj in c:h.;1ri\cter, 
namely th dt servi ces ~re brought closer to the people ttius savi ng 
thern exper, .. ·. 1ve trips t,::-, 111r\j ;:,r ,.,rban centres. 

As regard s \;he rarilt.ir,g ,_,f serv i ces for gr,:,wth µ,:,ir·,ts, tr,:,rn the 
open-ended question business owners ranked piped water and 
electricity on a µ~r as first priority , foll o wed by s hops, • 
~ecreationa l · facilities, residential areas , employment 
opportunities ar-,d bank ing fac ilities. In the rarildn~J ,:,f a l l 
services or, the "Services Card", busir,ess owr,ers still ranked 
e lectricity and water as first priorities, followed by 
resid~ntial areas, health facilities, employment, hotels and 
roads. In cc,r,1parir-,g with the resider1ts' list, the busi r-,ess 
owners inc lude hotels and banks, and the reside nt s schoo ls, 
otherwise the priority services are the same (employment 
opportuniti es , water, electricity , health , shops, residential 
areas, recreational facilities and roads) . 

11 . 3 Policy Irnplications 

Govermner-,t' s cc,mri1itr,1er,t to prc,rnotir,g growtl"i points is clear. Ir'I 
several cases, money has been liberally spent on creating 
infrastructure a nd providing services., It is only in the light 
of experieY,ce ,::,f very little " grc,wth" resultir,g, that p,:ilicies 
are c oming to be more critica l ly assessed and new institutions, 
s uch a s the Urban Uevelop~ent Corporation, set up to concent~ate 
o n ma~ing the growth point policy succeed . 

Th e discussion from the pr~v i ous chapter about projects often 
being mis-designed due to failure to. con sult potential users 
about what they were wanting and needing and were prepared to pay 
for, is highly yerma~e to Zimbabwe' s growth poi i t s . The unused 
b us terminal and mark.et in Juru is a good example of wasted 
resources, arising because the facility was located awa~ frorn the 
shop s where stor~k.eepers pay busdrivers to halt t he ir vehicles. 
The e rnpty houses at Mpisa provide another ; at $85 per month , they 
a r e consi d e red too e~pensive to rent. 

The exampl e c,f the intrc,d,:ict i or, .c,f radio telephc,ne techY,,:,l,:,gy 
into PTC's rural installations is a ' particularly interesting one . 
Before Inde pendence, rural telephone installations were by and 
large c o nf i ned to the lar~1e-scale cc,mmercial farr,iers wl1f?re cc,s t 
recovery wa s bot l, feasible and desirable. After Independence, 
PTC respor,cled to tt,e G,.:,verr,rnent ' s r•Jral ,::,rier,tat i on with donc,r 
funded projects which I retair-,ed r,c,t just t he cr.:,s t -recovery 
directive b•.1t the speciFtcs ,:,f c alcu1atir,y costs accm·dir-,g to 
established pract1c:e . Tt"l1s implied, fc,r exar,1ple, an installatic,n 
fee based on distance from the exchange, a rational approach when 
d istar1ce ir,1pl ied iweaten le,·,yths of cab l e , bc,r.:,ster 1.1r,its etc b1.,t 
hard l y defensible with ~ new technology l ike radio based ph ones 
where the distance fr,:,111 the exchar,ge is immatet· ial. 
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With consqquent connection charges of $250 to $2000 coupled . with 
monthly charges c,f $10 tc, $150 per month (higher figuires for 
single substations) , i~1 

1 i s fc,1.md that very few cc,nnectidlY1s have 
actually been made. I O,:,nc,r evaluati,:,n tea~11s visit pristine 
exchar1ges "''hi ch have very few subscribers, while a large , 
unsatisfied demand for telecoms in rural areas continues to 
exist. Even if PTC has put it~ charges onto a more rational 
basis, the problem remains that full recovery of the costs of 
providiY1g serv i. c r;":, tc, the Lrc,wth pc,i 1nts wc,uld Y,e1.1tralise the 
fundarner,tal t'r.1 :\Si_w, for prc,vidir1g the :services ir, the first place 

r,arnel y -~ ,., t1t t; r"t:'•r-t i Y1vesti.1er,t tc, create jobs c'\nd er,courage 
settlement and growth at the chosen centre. 

There is a chicl(en-ar,d·-egr1 prc,b lem here. As the bi_H;iness c,wner~. 
of Mureh"',a rnade clear, wi thi::,ut an adequate pal..'l<.c:1~1c ,:, f 
infrastruct•.lt'E~ i:n,d services ar,d po!ssibly alsc, ir,stit:utic,r,al 
char,ges l ilt.e indivic.Ji.1a l li..\r,d tenure, sustair,ed ~p-,:,wth wi 11 r,ot be 
achieved. Without such growth, however, the cost of providing 
the services car,r,,:,t be recovered, Jleadir,g tc, precisely the 
situation the Worl~ Bank document describes of localised 
subsidies 1·r, identifil:?d "~1rc,wth point~;" while the mass c,f the 
populatic•n in the rural a ',,eas proper will cor,tir,1.1e tc, s1.1ffer a 
lack of a ny kind of service. Unfortunate!} too witl, very low 
demand levels persi s ting for the foreseeable f~ture in the growth 
points, the long-run least-cost form of supply Cie, in the case 
of electr icity, connection tp the national grid> is o ften not ; 
economic, necessitating investment in stand alone technologies, 
Ceg, diesel generators), which bring their own maintenance and 
recurrent cost problerns . 

The diverse Government · agencies reponsible for creating the 
environment for growth in the rural areas must be made to 
recognise tl,e significance of their individual interventions and 
work together to produce a coherent package of infras tructure and 
services to attract new economic activities and encourage 
expansion of existing ones. Initiative .and entrepreneurship is 
to be fostered at all levels so as to build up a productive 
economic base a~ soon as possible. In respect of infrastructure, 
subsidies in the growth points may well , be required initially, 
particularly for installation costs, but by following the 
principle of investing in what ent~epreneurs want and ca~ 
reasonably be expect~d to pay for, significant cost recovery may 
be possible withoJt destroying the incentives for growth. 
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CHAPTER 12: BROADER ~SSUES 

12. 1 Decentyalisa~ion 

The role 0f the wate1· sector in giving support and Momentum to 
the Government's policy of decentralisation was welcomed and 
endc,rsed ir-1 Chapters ':3 ar,d 10. Previously, ir, Chapter 7 c,f 
Part I, i-1illin~Jn~ss · t,:, puy f,:,r improved P~·JS was tied . tc, 
rJcc·:erYc.ral:i· .. 1~.j,.:,n bei,·,~1 efff"ctively carried out, as it is ~, i thin 
such " c,.:,r ,tt"''<t Lhat cc,st r E-?cc,very f or rzerv i ce~, ~,; qc•t-1 as ~., ,,t er 
co•..lld 111<.:w•.,- rH.:-1<..,i:;.y be j•.1r::t i f i.,,i.J than h as been llle case 1.mder the 
previous cc-n·,tt·.::d isecJ ar,d f1Jndar,1er,tal ly ur1dem,.,crc1t ic s.tt•1.1ct1.1r es 
which were i r,her it ed frc,ro the past . 

What exactly is meant by decentralisation? Clearly , 
decentrali sation is n o t sirop ly a technocratic matter but a 
po litical one, and it is important to note that divergent 
political c,pini c,ns may have si111ilar pc,licy iroplicatior,s. This 
allows, for example, ideologically incompatible governments and 
donor agencies to cooperate on specific projects , apparentl y 
talking the same language, but actually operating within quite 
different paradigms. 

As there are so many different parties which are involved in 
formulating and ' executing rural development policies (central and 
local government , mu ltilateral and bi~ateral aid agencies, 
consultant s , NGOs and do-gooder•, to say nothing of the 
communities thems~lves>, it is useful to identify a range of 
political posi t ions on decentralisation. Creating labels fo~ 
convenience , the following can be identified: 

Left idealist view 

Thi s wc,uld put pec,ple ar,d cc,rnmur,ities at the centrr:;> c,f 
development , emphas izi ng the criti c al importance of 
ordinary people bein~ involved in making the deci s ions 
tha t intimately affettt their everyday lives, whether or 
r,ot this would be cx,ropatible

1 

ir, the short run with 
econo mic efficiency. In this view, autonomy and the 
direc t experience of democracy are t o be va lued in 
thei r own right, particularly perhaps in a country such 
as Zimbabwe where the experience of democracy is so 
scant. Institutionally, this view would endorse full 
devo luti o n of power t o local goyernment. 

Democratic centralist v iew 

Equi ty c.::,:msi ,derations ro .l l(e it infeasible to devc,lve 
power s to very unequal l oca l authorities. Intervention 
by central government is therefore critical, and l o cal 
gove t·r-,111er,t str1..1cture s are there merely tc, carry ,:,1.1t 
deci sions made at the centre where c ontrol is vested. 
This institutionat1_form corresponds to what Muti zwa has 
dubbed "dec,:,ncent r ai i ,:,n" CMut i zwa < 1987 > J. 

Bourgeoise Paternalistic 
t 

' In practice, the institutional structures deriving from 
thi s ideological posit i o n would be broadly s imilar to 
those deriving from democrat ic centralism. Dif~erences 
are r,io:;, r e lil;_r::-ly t,:, li e ir, the total res,.:,urc1)~ al l c,c,,tPd 
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by central government for local development and in the 
legitirnacy or otherwise of the regirne as far as the 
rural people themselves are concerned. 

Right 1 i bertari an , 
1. 

Corning full cirole, the complete devol1.1ti,:,n as ,:,pp,:,sed 
to deconcentration of power to local authorities is 
advocated not only by the idealistic left but by the 
li b~rtarian right . Libertarians are general ly anti
governrocnt, but part~cularly anti central governments 
whi ch h~ve a pl arH,i hg orient at ion. Autor,omy ar,d l c,cal 
in itiat.ive are seen as a n antidote, particularly where 
these allow the individual full expression. The 
"rational" c,r econc,mically motivated individual ~sat 
the centre of the 1 i bertarian · philosophy, in sharp 
cc,ntrast t,;, tt,e left idea li s t positic,r, where the 
ir1divich1al is placE?cJ irreducibly within a s...:,r:ia l 
sell;in!J, and the c,_,r,1111Lmity is given prominence ir, 
ana lys is and policy-making . 

Whether the approach of the Zimbabwe governr11er,t t,:, 
decer,trali sat ior, lS 111,:,tivated primarily by a "left idealist" view 
is oper, t c, debate . Tc, probe into the government ' s ir,ter,tions, it 
is r,ecessary to ask whethe

0

r decentralisation is cor,sidered a goc,d 
in itsel f ,::,r whether it is a policy whi ch is believed t,:.., uffer 
cost savings. The idealist view j ust ifies decentralisation on 
the basis that there is intrinsic value in spreading dev~lopment 
as widel y as possible, and this may well be important in Zimbabwe 
due to the histc,rical legacy already described. At the same 
time, however, with the major urban centres growing to 
proport ior,s where cor,gest ior, cc,sts a re beco rni r,~J a factc,r tc, be 
taken into cor,siderat ior, in planniY,g, it may be tho•Jght tc, be 
more econornica l to halt further concentration of population 
through a regiona l development po licy . 

This may sound surp~ising as it would conventionally be assumed 
that there are economies of scale in the provis ion of u.rban 
services, but when a point is reached where a billion dollari are 
to be invested in an urban cornmuter rail system, promotion of 
smaller centres comes to look increasingly attractive. This 
argument could be criticised on the basi~ that there are far 
cheaper and more appropriate so lutions to the Harare-Chitungwiza 
transport crisis than the proposed r ail link, but that point i~ 
clearly not accepted amongst a significant number of policy
makers. An additional rationale for supporting decentralisation 
on the basis o f reduced costs overall is that lower and therefore 
cheaper standards of service may be easier to get a way with 
politicall y ir, the s ma ll er cer,tres. It is likel y that there were 
elemen t s of both lntentions in the formulation of Government ' s 
growth point policy. 

I 
I 

Because c,f the country ' s histori1cal legacy, the pc,l icy c,f 
decentral isation is bound to prove difficult t ~ implement and 
major problems will be encountered. At that point, will there 
be the resolve to continue or will a return to central i sation 
take place? The interface between those involved 1n sectoral 
issues a nd central government will be;critic~l here. Even though 
the water sector has now committed itself to a decentalised 
strategy, d,:,nc,r ,.lnd o th<n· press•Jres ' for "results", . r,1ea~;,.n•ecJ in 
terms of water de l ivery , r,iay l ead t,:, impatier,ce with the 
democratic learning experiencra at the local level. 
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At the present time, the sil',qle most important nat io11al pc,l icy 
change for which the water sector needs to continue to push is 
for central Government to allow financial autonomy at the 
district level. Once this has been achieved, it should r,ot be 
naively assumed that the · districts will work . toyether for the 
achievement of tl,e oyerall objectives, as the politi c al struggles 
between different levels and groups in the districts themselves 
have also to be resol ved. Nonetheless, without the diGtricts 
having control of financ i a l resources, participa tion in decision 
maldY1B c an r,ever be achieved . As argued previously, the 
collection of user charges for the provision of services will 
become a logical and inteyral part of policy once the districts , 
having revenue raising and spending powers. 

12.2 Need for Long Term Planning 

What will Zimbabwe look like at the turn of the century? Where 
will the population of 12 million be living? If it ~ould be 
assumed that the next 12 years will be a period of sustained 
industrialisat ion, requiring rapid urbanisation in the existing 
primary and secondary urban centres, it would then be logical on 
equity and efficiency o f investment ground~ to allocate the bulk 
of infrastructure investment to the urban areas. Unprotected or 
minimally upgraded water facilities in the rural areas could be 
defended on grou~ds that further improvements would be needed 
~nly temporarily, not justifying the corresponding investment! 
costs. 

Unfortunately there has been little debate in Zimbabwe about our 
longer-term future . The furthest ahead we have dared to look is 
to 1990, when tl,e Five Year Plan quite unrealisti cally, even in 
its own t erms, envisages that urbanisation will have risen from 
26~ in 1985 to 40~ in 1990. Any sober appraisal of economic 
prospects and economic rea\ities ·brings home the fact that the 
bulk of the population wilj still have to be resident in the 
rural areas , dependent primarily on agriculture for a living. To 
emphasize agriculture and rural development in brder to inv6lve 
this majority of the population as directly as possible in 
development is not necessarily to foreclose the potential for 
industrialisation. 

Under such a strategy, industry would have to be reoriented to 
serve the consumption and production needs of the majority, 
implying concentrating oh producing simpler, less import 
intensive yoods. This would also · be consistent with a growth 
points emphasis o n decentralised production and c0nsumption to 
reduce transport costs and create local e~pl oyment opportuni ties. 
Preparation in terms of finding markets, exploring technological 
alternatives and training of a future generation of 
industrialist s could at ~he same time take place, making possible 
a more sophisticated ph~~e industrialisation at a later point 
Csee, for example, Robinson (1987)] . 

In the rural areas proper, key elements in ensuring the success 
of this strategy wc,uld ibe sigr, ificar,t land redistributior, and 
effecti v e community mobilisation for all facets of development, 
this probably being 111,:,re difficult ar:d challenging than anytlling 
else on the agenda . To raise standards of living, th~ focus must 
be on improvir,y pr eoductivity , generatir,g ir,cc,me and creating 
employment. The provi s ir.;,n of services s•.1ch i.-\S water and 
electricit y wllere possible s hould seek to increase incomes as 
well as c c,r,tributin~J directly tc, an improved star,d .. ,rd ,:::,f ·livir,g. 
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In such circumstances, 
part of the increased 
the services. 

~ 
I 
the virtuous circle can be ~losed through ' 

income goi.Y,g to pay the cost of· prc:,viding 

I Income distribution, economic growth prospects and demographi c 
factors in Zimbabwe are su~h that if the urban LOA segment 
succeeds in preserving its per capita position, average living 
standards for the rest of the populati?n in the HDAs and the 
rural areas are bouY,d to fall by the year 2000. S,:,r11ething will 
h.ave to give: if it is not to be a volte FL~ce eor." prestige 
projects, acceptance of more flexjble standards f~r housing and 
services in the urban areas which would free up resources for 
growth point investment, is bound to come . The sooner we as a 
nation face up to our lonyer term future and start planning 
realistically for it, the better able we will be to rise to the 
chal ler,ge o f heal th , , wa·ter, ho1.1sing and educat ii:,r1 for all by the 
year 2000. 
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EXECUTIVE SUl'1t1ARV 

With th& pr•ssurw of qrow.ing population and various envirunm\:i'nlai 
factors resulting in scarcity and poor quality of water from 
t;-.'.lCiticr.al 5~Mi--:S» , tiie .-c-~uf,t. ib.i~ily "'' "'' uvidit .. ,, ao:c OIi~ 

clean water to dispersed rural communities has been taken over by 
the governments. Many donor agencies have come forward to lend 
their support to this task. 

The low level of efficiency in the operation and maintenance of 
the improved systems which are capital , technology and management 
intensive has meant unsustainable subsidies and the condition of 
those most in need of this service, remaining relati vely 
unchanged. At a time when developing country governments and 
donor agencies are facing a severe resource constraint one 
argument which is gaining ground in the policy debate is the need 
for beneficiary contribution towards operation and maintenance of 
the system. 

While vast amounts of financial and human resources have been 
devoted to solvino technical problems, very little attentio~ h&s 
been paid to the behaviour of current and potential users of : the 
improved systems which in the end is what determines whether ' they 
will be used and maintained. The sole reliance on certain r ules 
of thumb without much attention to the social determinants of 
water use patterns and willingness to support the system through 
managerial, physical and financial contributions by the users has 
resulted in the systems being designed to provide an abysmally 
low level of service across all environmental and social 
situations. 

This study has assessed the impact of socio-economic 
characteristics of rural households, the environmental conditions 
which determine the role of traditional sources in supplying 
water and the quality of the piped water service itself, upon the 
sustainability of the improved system . 

Our evidence reveals that the improved service in its present 
form is performing only a supplementary role in meeting the rural 
water demand. Most households use atleast two sources of water 
and wells emerge as a parallel source to piped water. The 
improved system accounts for less than half the water consumed 
by the households with yard taps, and only between one-quarter to 
one- third of the demand for water among non-connectors is 
satisfied through the public laps. 

(vi 
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While the improved service in its present st•te might not h•ve 
provided an alternative to the traditional sources, it has 
certainly helped in minimising the hardships faced by rural 
households, much more so in the scarcity areas . However, given 
the supply constraint faced in the provision of the improved 
service, a vast majority of households in the communities served 
by the improved service still fall short of the consumption norm 
of 40 litres per capita per day, The hardships are more severe 
durino the summer season. Perverse iv. tne svs~em seems to be 
working less inefficiently during the n,onsoon when it i>1 1.,.a,;t i,, 
dem.tnd ., . .:: t'nOl>l 1nc1f.i~~ .... t;.., Ju, .&.,,c;; tht:t ~UHHll~r ... h~, 1 ... ~ 4:a 
acutely needed . 

Since most households cannot rely on a single source to meet any 
of their particular needs (drinking, cooking, cleaning and 
bathing, etc.), they tend to switch and shift from one source to 
the other according to the dictates of their environmental 
conditions . 

The evidence in favour of an overwhelming desire for a convenient 
service among our sample households indicates a vast scope for 
the improved service, particularly house connections, both in the 
existing and in the sanctioned sites. Public taps, too, provide 
much needed relief ·in the s carcity and poor quality areas. 

By emphasising solely ;,ublic taps ( standpostsl ar.d sh·,.:.nc;; aw.:.·; 
from making a provision for yard taps, the service has been 
starved of much-needed finance for augmenting supplies and 
improving its reliability through proper operation and 
maintenance. Our evidence reveals that while wells are 
considered to be highly competitive with yard taps , the latter 
are regarded as a normal good and people tend to switch to them 
as income and educational levels rise. Tariff is an important 
determinant of whether people would hook up to the improved 
system, but it becomes statistically insignificant in that part 
of our analysis where .connection costs are controlled. Thus it 
is the initial connection cost whi ch would seem to be the main 
impediment to taking house connections. Our analysis also 
reveals a relatively lower demand for public taps than for yard 
taps. 

While meeting connection costs through loans/subsidies or its 
incorporation into the tariff structure should enable a large 
number of households to take house connections, access to potable 
water for the very poor households will necessarily have to be 
through public taps and quality of service at these taps needs to 
be enhanced through augmentation of supplies and trouble- free 
operation and maintenance. An important source for meeting the 
cost of this upgradation would be through the cross-subsidy from 
charges for house connections. 
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Reliability of service has a substantial positive effect on 
decision to hook up to the improved system and it strongly 
offsets the negative effect of tariff, In its present state, 
however, the service remains highly unsat1sfactory as it supplies 
very limited quantities of water and that, too, ~ery erratically. 
In the absence of any improvement in the quality of service, 
w1Jl1ngnPc;~ tn n;itv rema1n'l'i t,..-,,.1y ,=.nt-..-PnrhPr1 .-,.-n11nrt thP r,,,..,..Pnt 

charges. 

It is the infleKible consumption and investment norms, lack of 
communication with and participation of the local people and 
ignoring of the resource mobilisation potential through the 
provision of house connections, which have laid a trap of 
inadequacy and inefficiency around the improved system. It is 
clear that people want house connections for which they have been 
paying and are wi 11 ing to pay . Their wi 11 ingness to ' pay is 
further enhanced with rise in incomes, educational levels and 
reliability of the service. There is also a clear indication 
that there is a reasonably high level of understanding and 
preparedness on the part of local communities to improve the 
operation and maintenance of the system, The removal of 
restrictions on domestic connections, the meeting of connection 
costs through credit facilities, subsidies or their incorporation 
into the tariff structure and putting people especially women in 
the driver·s seat, would thus seem to be lessons for 
augmentation, operation and maintenance of the improved ' Sy>!.lo=1o,. 

Since the source choice probabilities are affec~ed by 
environmental differences in water conditions, a disaggregated 
approach would be required in the determination of scale, 
technology and financial choices in place of any rules ot: thumb. 

I' 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 Gttneral Bac koround 

Nearly half the population living in developing countries 
continues to remain without access to safe drinking water and 
most of this population lives in the rural areas. It is 
•stimated that the amount spent on rural water supp l y in 
different parts of the developing world in the recent years has 
been of the order of U.S . S 1500 million per year , of which 80 
per cent is by the national governments themselves (1) . 
Universa l coverage for safe drinking water by the turn of the 
century would n ecessitate a three to five-fold i ncrea se ove r the 
current level of investment in this sector. 

The low l evel of efficiency in the operation of the schemes for 
improved water supply in the rural areas makes the task • ven more 
difficult. It is believed that at lea st a quarter of such 
schemes are in a state of disrepair and that, in some countries, 
the construction of new facilities is not even keeping pace with 
the rate of failure. The earlier diagnosis which ascr ibed this 
malaise to the technology, believed to be too difficult for the 
villagers to maintain, has now been replaced by what is seen as 
a top down approach in the construction and management of these 
schemes, and the dubiousness of the prevailing notion that water 
must be supplied to rura l households necess arily free of cost. 
Further, the mushrooming of repair and maintenance servi ces and 
the availability o f a large number of self - trained mechanics for 
pump-sets ( run on electricity or diesel ) for irrigation in many 
parts of rural India, is seen as an eloquent testimony to the 
quick and appropriate response by local groups, and belies a ny 
apprehension about back-up support by loc al populations in the 
introduction of modern techno l ogical devices. The same is true 
with respect to tec hnical back-up at the local level in the 
repair and maintenance o1 radio and television s•ts, motor 
cycles, and welding and casting of spare parts of various 
agri cu ltural implements. It i s, therefore, not the "comp le>< 
technology" but the top down approach in the planrung and 
implementation of drinking water supply schemes which mi ght b e 
responsible for rendering them dysfu nct ional. In Thailand, the 

(1) Briscoe and deFerrantt (1988) 
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government inst•lled community handpumps and standposts , • nd 
committed itself to maintaining them only to find that a 
sizable proportion of the population continued to use their 
traditional surface water sources. In Tanzania, water supply 
schemes were l aunched without adequate planning for the support 
o: operdtion and ma intenance costs, with the result that even 
though the people welcomed the new facility and wanted to use it, 
the schemes fell into disrepair. For the local population to 
evince an interest in the r epair •nd maintenance of schemes 
rather than turn •way f rom them when they fall into a state of 
disrepair , they must be accorded the role of prima ry decision 
makers in the planning and implementation of these schemes , and 
be made to contribute towards their costs. 

The provision of protected water free of charge has, in the m• 1n, 
led to unsustaina ble subsidies , ultimately resulting in the 
condition of those most in need of the service, remaining 
unchanged. The realisation that it is imperative to intensify, 
considerably , efforts to supply safe drinking w•ter i n rural 
•reas , has come a bout at the time when most developing countries 
are going through a serious resource constraint. The issue of 
cost recovery from users, therefore , becomes crucial. The fact 
is, however, that even if water tariffs are calcu l ated to reflect 
actual costs, let al.one future investment needs , in general 
they eKceed the means of those who must have water necessarily at 
low cost . The scope for cross subsidisation , too , may not be so 
vast as to recover the full costs of water supp l y schemes, both 
because of the growing low-income population and due to various 
compulsions to constantly subsidise the privileged residential 
and industrial areas in the cities. Sound financial management, 
therefore, would require that efforts at cost recovery are 
combined with cost containment, with technology playing • 
crucial role (1). 

1.2 Thi! Indian Context 

The supply of potable water in India is essentially the 
responsibility of the state governmen ts which are perennially 
short of funds for development activities. Until 1979 (the end 
of the Fifth Five Year Plan ), the share of water supply and 
sanita t i on in the plan outlay ranged between 1,2 to 2.7 per 
cent. With the declaration of the 1980 s as the Internationa l 
Drinking Water Supply and S a n itati o n Decade a n d the c o nsequ e n t 

(1) Br isc oe and deFerran t J (1 988 ) and W. H.O . (1987) 
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special focus upon the problems in this field, the share of this 
sector in the plan outlay increased to 4 per cent in the SiKth 
Five Vear Plan ( 1980- 85 ) and to another b per cent in the 
Seventh Five Vear Plan (1). The efforts of the state 
governments were now supplemented by the government at the Centre 
in the form of the Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme (2). 
Apart from the resources committed by the Central government, the 
capital cost of water supply projects are also met through loans 
from financial institution .. withi,) u·,1a, .:ountry, and th;-::;.;gh 
multinational and bilateral eKternal assistance from the World 
Sank, and the institutional developmental agencies of The 
Netherlands, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
European Economic Community. By now a little over two dozen 
water supply projects in the country have been financed through 
eKternal assistance, which has met between 41 and 9b per cent 
of the capital costs of these projects. 

Unlike some other developing countries which adopted the strategy 
of first covering the areas which can be reached easily and less 
eKpensively, the strategy in India has been to concentrate first 
on the problem areas. In all, 2.31 lakh villages were identified 
as problem villages to be covered by the end of this decade. 
These were defined as the villages which did not have assured 
sources of water within a distance of 1.b kms, or within a depth 
of 15 metres ( or hilly areas where water sources were available 
at an elevation difference of more than 120 metres from the 
habitation ), or where the available water suffered from either 
chemical ( fluoride, iron, brackishness and other toKic elements) 
or biological ( guineaworm, cholera, typhoid ) contamination. 
Recently, the norm with respect to distance has been revised to 
0 . 5 kms and a basic service defined as a handpump / standpost 
serving a population of 150, at a distance of 250 metres 
horizontally and 15 metres vertically from the habitation. A 
concurrent evaluation undertaken recently by the Department of 
Rural Development in different states revealed that in about 81 
per cent of cases, the nature of the source was ground water. 
Only 19 per cent of water sources were based on s urface water 
such as rivers, canals, reservoirs or springs. Handpumps on bore 
/ tubewells and standposts for piped water were among the two 
main sources of potable water in the villages, accounting for 92 
per cent of the available sources. About 88 per cent of water 
sources were based on the pumping system and only 12 per cent on 
the gravity principle (3). 

(1) G.0.1 . (1981 and 1985) 

(2) For details, see G.0.1. (1986) 

( 3) G. 0. I . ( 1989) 
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The wat•r schemes are aanaged either by gov• rn,..nt !epartments 
such as the Public Health and Engineering Department ( PHED) or 
local lev•l bodie s such as the Zilla Parishads ( dist ict l • ve l 
loc al bodies ) or Panchayats ( village level loc al bod es ) , In 
those rural areas where comprehensive regional supp y systems 
which soan l arg• area~ an~ wh• r.h are rel ~t.iv~ly mor~ t~rh~0l~g y 
and capital int•nsive exist, the management is in mos cas es by 
th• PHED , believed to oe Detter equippeo to nano le tne,e systems 
financially as well as technically . Even otherwise, t~e task of 
op•rating and maintaining the water supply schemes is left mainly 
to gov•rn,..nt agencies, as only 23 per cent of th•s• [sch• mes are 
operat•d by the panchayats. 

Th• wat•r supply schemes are designed to provid• 40 l1itres of 
wat•r per capita per day under normal physical and socir-economic 
conditions and 70 litres p•r capita per d a y in d•sert and hilly 
areas. It is report•d that the proportion o f the population with 
ace••• to such "protectedH water has , ov•r the last few yea r s , 
increased from 31 to 47 per cent. This is, perhaps, an over
• stimate . A survey o f handpumps in the states of Orissa , 
Rajastha n , Madhya Pradesh and Tamil Nadu rev••l•d that only about 
on• half o f th• vill a ges serviced through handpumps wer • a ctually 
able to avail of this ••rvice. lt is beli•ved that 30 per cent of 
the handpumps installed in the countrysid• ar• out of action at 
any given time (1), The situation with regard to standposts 
for piped wat•r is only slightly better. ln about 4b per cent 
of the cases, treatment o f water was required, but was not don• . 
Only bl per cent of the schemes were providing wat•r for all 
dom•stic neeos , 29 per c•nt on l y for drinking and cooking and 10 
per cent only for drinking. Nearly two-third o f the families 
meant to be serviced by the drinking water supply schemes had to 
resort to the alt•rnative (traditional) sources for meeting their 
dom•stic n•eds, bec ause of the inadequat• suppl y f ron, the 
"improved" servic•. ln Kerala the percentag• was as high a s 82. 
In many cases tubewells wer• installed without any proper 
scienti fic survey, which often resu l ted in s ituations where the 
source was either inadequate to meet the required d•mand or the 
water was of poor quality . ln many other cases, t he withdrawal 
of ground water was greater than the recharge a vai lable. The r e 
was no provision in the plans to take c are of preventive 
maintenance and the shortage of power and mechanic a l failures 
further compromised the eff•ctivenes s of the system. The water 
losses in distribution systems a r e reported to be of the order 

(1) The Orop fr om the earlier 75 per cent to 30 p•r cent c an be 
attributed to better qual ity handpumps and better maintenance. 
The UNJCEF- leO innovat1on - India Mark II handpumps - have been 
instrumental in bring ing about this cha nge. See, O.R.G. (1986). 
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order o f 20 to 30 per cent of the total fl o w. According to 
th• Government of India' s own admission, the lack o f attention to 
pre- as well as post- install a tion phases was co•pro•ising the 
usefulness of the water supply syste•s in th• rural a reas by 50 
to 70 per cent (1). 

The above-•entioned situat1on 1s a result of insufficient 
attention to technical, institutional and financial aspects in 
th• wake of cra sh progra•mes to i•prove water supp l y at break 
neck speed. In 1986 the Government of India set up a National 
Technology Miss1on on Drinking water, for looking into the 
technical and institutional aspects with a view to improve the 
per f ormance in this sector. It is expected to s uggest measures 
to i•prove the performance and cost effectiveness of ongoing 
programmes for the supply of drinking water in rural are as, 1n 
order to make available adequate quantities of water of 
acceptable quality on a sustained basis. The idea is to arrive 
at low cost solutions with the help of science and technology and 
to evolve replicable and sustainable models of drinking water 
supply programmes in the rural areas . In its institutional 
dimension, its brief is to evolve practices for sus tained 
management of water supply schemes with participation from 
voluntary organisations and various other groups from within the 
local population, particularly women , and to aet up 
computerised information management systems on water sources, 
availability of material s and skills and designs of the supply 
systems. The Mission began it• work by focusing first on the 
spillover "problem villages" identified during the Sixth Five 
Vear Plan and other such villages identified for water supply 
schemes in the Seventh Five Vear Plan. It was assigned 50 
pilot projec ts at the district level, covering at least one 
district in each state. The attempts made by the Mission towards 
these tasks over the last couple of years includes 

a) source finding through satellite imageries, g e o - hydrological 
investigations, geophysical investigations, and source 
development; 
bl improvement of tradi tional methods in buildi ng structures 
(wells, tanks, ponds, etc.), in water conservation and in enhanc ing 
potability1 
c) purification of water by e volving c ost effective solutions tor 
desalination, iron removal, defluoridation, by slow sand 
filteration, pot chlorination, etc., a nd by chemical treatment for 
eradic ation o f gui nea worm; 
di improvemen t of mater1als a nd des1gns for handpumps, electri c al 
pu mps and p i pes; 
e) development of maintenance norms, designing of ma1ntenance 
manuals and training of s taff and panchayat functionnaries to 
i mprove maintenance methods; 

( 1 ) See, ~ . g ., G. 0 .1. ( 1984 ) 



f) creating a computerised data bank for a manageme nt in f ormation 
system . It has en l isted co-operation from va rious voluntary 
organisations and research and development institutions in its 
work. 

Commissioning "improved" services without realistic measures for 
supporting the maintenance operations has inevitably led to the 
depletion of assets created with large investments in the water 
sector during the last decade . Since a sizable nuMber of systems 
are not operational and many others are providing uns ati s factory 
service, the useful life of the systems is being reduced by ~Oto 
7~ per cent and has necessitated premature replacement of ma ny 
of the system components. By the end of the Seventh F i ve Year 
Plan, Rs. 700 crores worth of assets would have been created in 
the rural water supply sector. According to the Working Group 
on Rural Water Supply in its approach paper on this sector for 
the Ei ghth Five Year Plan Rs. 350 crores would be needed Just 
for the operation and maintenance of these systems which , it 
suggests, must be met by contributions from the users. It 
states, 

the entire cost of O & M should be met by contributions 
from the users, taking care to have cross-subsidisation for 
scheduled castes/ scheduled tribes and weaker sections . The 
0 & M responsibility with the public funds should only be tor 
a limited period of three years and thereafter it s hould be 
the responsibility of the users,through the system of village 
panc hayats , NGOs or separate self - sustaining organisations . 
Even in the first three years , there should be close linkage 
of local PHEO officials with village pa nchayats and funds for 
maintenance should be spent by their close involvement. PHEO 
should report on O & M to panchayats" (1). 

The measures recommended toward this end are water tariffs, 
special levy and introduction of state lotteries for dr i nking 
water supply schemes. In situations where the improved water 
schemes are able to provide water upto 70 litres per capita per 
day , house connections are recomme nded which, in the opinion of 
an earlier Working Group, serve as an important avenue of 
cross-subsidy in this sector. To quote again, 

' 1, 
(2 1 

" ln case of piped water supply, house connec tions 
must be encouraged wherever adequate supply is 
available and a maK1mum of Rs. 10 par month 
s hould be levied. Additional c harges may be 
levied for eKtra taps installed in the same house. 
In case o f the hous eholds whi c h do not hav e house 
connections , Rs. 2 per mo nth may be charged " (2) . 

6.0. 1 . 
6 . 0 . I. 

I 1989 ) 
( 1989) 



The latter refers to the use of standposts which, in 
parlance, are called public taps. 

I 
Qener~I 

1.3. Th••• of Cost Recovery with Spacial Focu• on the 
WillinQn••• to Pay Principle 

The theme of cost recovery, at least O & M costs, seems thus to 
be Qaining strenQth in the Indian policy for th• water sector. 
Although measures such as state lotteries, indirect taKation by 
levy on other items ( production of milk and agricultural items 
and services ( transportation ) are mentioned, the emphasis on 
making the user pay for the service is unmistakable. Apart from 
it leading to the better maintenance of the systems by 
inculcating a sense of ownership and responsibility among the 
users, it is also eKpected to result in water conservation and 
economy in the use of water. It might also ensure user 
participation and public accountability of the systems, as those 
who pay would develop stakes in demanding a better service by 
seeking to participate in the system design, implementation and 
maintenance. The tariffs and taxes, therefore, have an important 
role to play in the water sector. 

There are, however, two major difficulties in following the 
system of tariffs and taKes in this sector, one rooted in 
tradition and political compulsion and the other in the nature 
of the commodity. Provision for drinking water has acquired an 
almost sacred character in the Indian tradition. It is 
considered a minor sin if nothing is done for those going hungry, 
but it is a great moral failing if nothing is done for those 
going thirsty. One's dharma (moral responsibility) enjoins one 
to set aside everything one i s doing and rush to the aid of the 
thirsty. To quote from the Indian poet-saint Rahim, 

• Rahiman pani rakhiye 
bin pani sab soon 
pani bina na ubhre 
moti manas choon.•• 

Translated freely it would read, 

• O Rahim , give of water freely to those that need it." 
(This could also be interpreted to mean "Conserve 
your water!"). 

• For without water, as without self respect, all is 
lost. Just as pearls develop not their lustre outside 
nf ~~~e~ : nor t~e 
so , too, for man 
esteem . ·· 

~~ea t ;row ;o!j:~ ~n!a;; t~~ ~Y it 
is thirst the usurper of his self 



Accordingly, the •ugumenting of water r e sour ces tor d r inking and 
meetino domestic needs throuoh the diooing of we l ls a nd the 
cleanino , deepening and rep•iring of ponds, h•s tradition•l l y 
been the most common form of ch• rity by individual s and 
institutions. Governments also undertook this activity in ••• sons 
of drouoht or•• f amine relie f measures in order to oen•r•te 
employment. In the Rajasth•n countryside, the oreatest assur•nce 
that heirs can oive to a departing soul that his/her reput• tion 
will orow in olory even after de•th, is to announce at the 
deathbed that w•ter will be provided to the needy for a 
certain numbe r of coming summer&. In• conteMt such as thi s , a nd 
given th• scramble for announcing populist measures ( including 
the writing-off of l oans oiven for aoricultura l production ) 
among various political groups, the levying of ch•roe s for wa ter 
is not likely to be a favoured item on the agenda of the 
political leaderships responsib l e for taking such decisions. 

This is not to deny the need to levy tariffs or taMes for 
improved water supply schemes and to surmount the weioht of 
tradition or political eMpediency. These schemes a re capital, 
technolooy a nd management intensive. Most lessons in what is 
sustainable and what is not would lie in the tas k of carryino out 
these capital , technolooy and management intensive schemes and in 
oenerating resources f or checking ~he depl e tion of the assets 
already oenerated and for future investments to provide universal 
coveraoe for access to potable water. 

water as a pub l ic commodity should be a vail a ble to a ll . In case s 
where full coveraoe is f a r from attained , the supply o f w•ter to 
any oiven consumer , taroeted or otherwise, implies that the 
service will not be eMtended to others who ha ve •n equal rioht to 
it. The concept of equity is essentially related to •ctua l 
qualitAtive improvements, easier access, and the eMtension of 
signi f icant advant•ges to as many people as possible. The income
augmentino ( via oeneration of ne w jobs and skills due to orowth 
in this s ector ) and time-saving characteristics of the improved 
supplies, and the realis•tion that better health ultimately l eads 
to better employment and incomes , also add to the argument for 
introducing the monetary element into the consumption of water 
from drinking w•t•r supply schemes. 

The crucial problem in lev ying water tariffs • rises from the 
o ther problem, i.e. , the multiplicity of sources in the supply of 
this commodi ty . Whether the proposed tariffs will gener• te 
required resources or not will depend on the a cceptability of the 
tariff to the users of this service. The principle of cost 
recovery and the considerattons of restricting consumption mioht 
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suggest tariff rates which could divert the consumers to other 
sources of water. In the rural a reas, people have recQUrse to 
other sources ( well s , ponds, streams, and rivers ) wh1ch will 
render any tariffs based on standardised water demand I theory, 
which treats water as a homogeneous good, inef f ective. If the 
primary objec tive behind the water s upply schemes in the rural 
areas is to Make people use protected water, th• principle of 
willingness to pay has a much greater relevance in o,nerating 
resources than the concept of affordability, cost recqvery or 
resou r c e conservation. It is this approa c h which has informed 
our study. 

1.4 ObJactiv•• 

The study is aimed at t 

a) asertaining the role of the improved s ystem under f' iffere nt 
environmental conditions in meeting domestic needs for ater by 
developing an empirical base on source choi ce, source 
charactenstics, consumption levels and source contributi9 n1 

bl understanding how rural households in different socior e conomic 
and environmental settings respond to different leyels of 
improved service at different prices1 

c) assessing the consequences of this information for ke! policy 
variables such as the level of service, option of yard aps a nd 
stand posts, resource mobilisation through be eficiary 
contributions and beneficiary perticipation in opera~ ion and 
maintenance of the system. 

1.:1 Structure 

The structure o f the study is set out by summari sing the chapter 
seriatim. l 
In chapter two we have specifie d the different e nvironmental 
settings obtaining in northern Kerala in terms I of the 
availability of water through the traditional sources. Tht s i s 
foll o wed by a description o f the f i eld p r oc edures foll o wed in 
this study such as site r e connaissance and site se l ection, 
A, fl Yt:' :, \.. .&\,0 "'""'' t,·e .... ,.&,1~ t 
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development. It also contains a profile of the a ites covered in 
our investigations . 

Chapter three provides an overview along with our qualitative 
observations, of the institutional framework for the improved 
water supply service, the performance of the improve d system in 
terms of meeting the rural water demand, problems in system 
design and implementation and gra{root problems o f tariff 
collection, and public accountability and public involvement in 
operation and maintainance of the system . 

In chapter four we have presented the empirical evidence on water 
sources and use patterns among the sample households under 
different environmental conditions. It analyses water source 
characteristics and combinations, water consumption and end-use 
patterns and people ' s response to the improved water system in 
terms of its reliability , affordability and willingness to pay. 

Chapter five is devoted to the analysis of willingness to pay 
through the help of contingent valuation method using logit and 
probit models developed by environmental and resource economists 
to deal with the provision of public goods. 

Chapter si• contains a summary of our main findings and 
conclusions of our study. 

The report also contains two appendices. While Appendi• 
profiles the sample households in terms of their socio- economic 
characteristics, Appendi• II contains the statistical procedures 
for welfare analysis. 
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CHAPTER II 

COVERAGE AND METHODOLOGY 

The evidence for our study pertains to thr ee socio - economic and 
environmental settings in northern Kera l a. Why Kera la, one 
might ask, when there are so many well-known problem - afflicted 
regions facing absolute scarcity , biological and chemical 
contamination and the fast depletion of static ground water 
reserves due to over-exploitation for irrigation resulting in 
receding of the underground water table. Kerala has 
traditionally been regarded as a water abundant region where 
peop l e's cultural practices in re l ation to construction of water 
systems and water use have evolved within a context of 
assured water resources. Curiously, Kerala repre sents what might 
be described as a changing ecological environment, from a 
traditionally water abundant region to a water problem zone. 
For example , the district of Palghat in northern Kerala, which 
was earlier known as the ·granary of Kerala', today ranks among 
the worst water scarce districts in the country. Good quality 
water from traditional sources, mainly dug wells, is fast turn ing 
into brackish water due to saline intrusion on a sizable scale . 
Among the positive features which attracted us to Kerala are its 
distinguished record of state intervention in the provision of 
public services ( notably in the sphere of education and health 
care), an ambitious setting out of pipelines for water supply in 
certain parts of rural northern Kera la , attempts at 
administrative innovations in the Kerala Water Authority, the 
involvement of multinational and bilateral . external assistance in 
the water sector, a history of protest movements aimed at 
widening the base of social and political discourse , and the 
consequent high potential for receptivity to modern services 
arising out of such a socio-political and cultural background . 

2. 1 Typology of Socio-Economic and Environ•ental S•ttings 

The study has covered three socio- economic and environmental 
settings in northern Kerala: 

Area 

Are a II 

w1th access to adequate and oood aualitv traditional 
sources of water. 

where water scarcity t1as ~eLome a constant feature over 
the years. 

I C 



Area ill - with abundant quantities of water through the 
traditional sources but which water is of poor 
quality due to saline intrusion. 

In each of these environments we lncluded two sites for our 
investigation, 

Slte A 

Site B 

one where the 1mproved water supply has been in 
eMistence for a few years (eMisting site) 

which 1s a socio-economic and environmental setting 
similar to site A, but for which an improved service 
has already been sanctioned and likely to be 
co.,..issioned within siM months or so (sanctioned site). 

This has entailed our investigation spreading over siM sites, 
i.e., two in each of the three socio-econo•ic and environmental 
settings. 

2.2 Site Reconnaiss&nce and Site Selection 

The process of site selection for this study in northern Kerala 
demolished some of our earlier notions of the Indian countryside 
and the hope of coming across neatly categorised socio-economic 
and environmental settings. Not only was there none of that 
sleepy and forlorn look of scattered hamlets , the size of the 
villages in Kerala was almost akin to that of emerging small 
towns with populations ranging from twenty to thirty thous.nd, 
and each v1llage having its own ·town · ( an eMaggerated version 
of a high street), sometimes even two. It was difficult to 
distinguish the end of one village fr om the beginning of another. 
Within the village itself the houses were densely located, the 
wards within the villages were not distinguisha ble by any 
physical features but were more in the nature of administrative 
divisions of the panchayat , and even the physical features , 
particularly with respect to quality of traditional sources of 
water varled within the same village. In quite a few case s 
where an improved water supply system was sanctioned, it was 
targeted to only certain wards or pockets within wards in the 
v lllage. While the rest of the vi llage remained uncovered, the 
supply system branched off to serve another ward or a pocket of a 
ward in an adjoin1ng village. The same village which fell withi n 
the category of villages with improved water supply schemes cou ld 
also figure in the other category of villages where improved 
w~ter supply had merely been sanct1oned. While this facilitated 
the task of matchlng an eM1sting site with a sanctioned site 
w1th1n the same socio-econom1c setting, the task of finding a 
"' I l~']P c. , tp whirh wA~ plJrP.1y '_?{"l"'ri ~11.-11 it-~, . •,..e ... i:~ ,:,,... ~e?i~e l:"'! 
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its water resources, became that much more difficult. The 
selection of sites for this study, therefore, entailed a 
prolonged process of visits and re-visits to a good number of 
viliages, and discussions and reviews with the field teams of the 
Kerala Water Authority (KWA) and the Socio-Economic Research 
Unit sponsored by the Danish International Development Agency 
(DAN!DA) at the KWA. This process began in November 1987 and the 
relevant field procedures and field investigations were completed 
by May 1980. 

In the first round of site visits, we concentrated on Calicut 
district for selecting existing and sanctioned sites for two of 
our socio-economic and environmental settings, i.e., the one 
where traditional sources were adequate and of good quality 
and the other where they had turned saline. Visits were made 
to Badagara division of the district where water quality in the 
concerned sites was physically verified, some details about the 
existing systems were gleaned from the divisional engineers and a 
few households with yard taps were contacted. It must be noted 
here that in the context of a willingness to pay study, the 
provision for yard taps ( house connections) assumes a crucial 
significance and the existence of a sizable number (between 50 to 
100) connectors was an important consideration in our selection 
of existing sites. Palghat district was visited for selecting an 
existing and sanctioned scheme for the third type of socio
economic and environmental setting, i.e., where the scarcity of 
water from traditional sources was becoming increasingly acute. 
The second round of preliminary visits for site selection was to 
Edappal and Malappuram divisions in the Malappuram district t o 
look for a larger number of candidates for site selection, 
particularly for the good and saline environmental settings. 
Subsequently, a series of discussions were held with the 
officials at the northern Kerala headquarters of the KWA at 
Calicut and the regional offices at Badagara, Edappal, Malappuram 
and Palghat to prepare a list of candidate villages to choose our 
sites from. This list extended to eighteen candidates (three for 
each site or six for each area ) with details about conditions 
prior to I after commissioning of the improved supply and the 
conditions currently prevailing for the sanctioned schemes, the 
coverage , access through yard taps, proportion being served or 
proposed to be served through standposts and yard taps, the time 
since the existing improved supply system had been in operation 
and the progress of work on the schemes falling in the category 
of sanctioned ones. We visited each of these eighteen sites to 
ascertain for ourselves the particulars about socio-economic and 
environmental conditions, the quality of traditional sources of 
water, the function ing of the existing schemes and the progress 
of work on the sanctioned schemes. With this began the process 
of elimination, either because the socio-economic environment was 
that of an urban periphery, or because the improved water system 
was too inadequate to permit ac~ess tn ~" ~ppr~ciebl~ number ~1 
households, as the provision for yard taps did not exceed two t o 
t~.ree ~vzer, hi.J\J~td1u i th;. The µrocess of s1te 5elect1on within 
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this list finaJly ended with our choice of Ezhuvathuruthy 
panchayat in Edappal division where we found the eKisting 
improved water supply system for both adequate- good and abundant
saline areas; Nannamukku village in the same division for a 
sanctioned scheme in an adeq uate- good area1 and, Vallikunnu 
village in Malappuram division for a sanctioned scheme under 
conditions of salinity. All of them form part of Malappuram 
district in northern Kerala. Elapully panchayat in Palghat 
district was chosen for the eKisting as well as sanctioned 
,mp~oved water supply systems under conditions of water scarc ity. 

To recapitulate, th• area-wise and site- wise distribution of the 
sites is given as follows: 

Area I 
tadequate
good qua Ii ty 
area) 

Area II 
( scarcity 
area) 

Area 111 
(saline a rea) 

(EKisting scheme) 

Ezhuvathuruthy adequate- good 
Ezhuvathuruthy panchayat 
Edappal division 
Malappuram district 

Elapully A 
Elapully panchayat 
Palghat division 
Palghat district 

Ezhuvathurthy abundant-saline 
Ezhuvathurthy panc hayat 
Edappal division 
Malappuram d i strict 

2.3 Area and Site Profile 

(sanctioned scheme) 

Nannamukku 
Nannamukku panchayat 
Edappal division 
Palghat district 

Elapul ly B 
Elapully panchayat 
Palghat division 
Palghat district 

Vallikkunnu 
Vallikkunnu panchayat 
Malappuram division 
Malappuram district 

2.3.1 Ezhuvathuruthy adequate/good and Ezhuvathuruthy saline 
(existing sch•••> 

• The only time the autho r i ties s how up is t o read the 
me ter, collec t the charges and give the rec eipt. It 
i s n o use complaining abo ut t h e erra tic water suppl y . 
Thi s s ervi c e i s useless ; it 1s not e v en worth 
disconnect ing . I ma nage alright bec a use I al s o hav e 
t wo wells. " 

I r ate middle class connecto r 

I •\ 
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• The rich tap water illegally by tampering wi~h the 
pipe lines and diverting the little available water 
into their homes and fields without even payi g for 
it. When we protest to the authorities , wear told , 

\why don't you do the same' ! But we are pool. We 
have neither the required equipment nor tools to do 
it nor do we have house connections or fields to 
divert the water to. We need water at the publ'c taps .· 

Poor labourer, whose only source is the st~'ndpost 

Ezhuvathuruthy, a single village panchayat in Ponnan taluka of 
Malappuram distr ict , is just a few kilometres to th north of 
Edappal town on the Trichur highway ( and a d1v1sional 
headquarters of the KWA , located roughly equidistant between 
Ezhuvathuruthy to the north and Nannamukku to ~he south. 
Nannamukku is our sanctioned site with adequate and g~ood quality 
water from the traditional sources). Although not a coastal 
village, the backwaters make deep intrusions into the land area. 
To a visitor, the first impression is one of water verywhere. 
Water logged paddy fields stretch into the distance. On either 
side of the road leading from the panchayat office t wards the 
Biyyam, where the backwaters flow into fresh w~ter canals 
affecting the area with the most acute problem of sa~linity, run 
long water troughs full with turbid looking water, some with a 
layer of floating matter on the surface . Childr~

1 
n from a 

neighbouring cluster of thatch huts belonging to labouring, 
lower castes frolic in one of the troughs. In anothe a woman 
carefully finishes washing her hair and fills two pots of water 
to carry home . In some other parts of the village mbist, neat 
lanes wind past spacious houses some of them 'Gulf' I mansions, 
private wells are aplenty and standposts are in evider.ce almost 
everywhere . The Bharathapuzha river, the longest of all the 
Kerala rivers , flows through the Ponnani taluka before reaching 
the sea, and makes for an abundance of lakes and troughs (~) 
in this region. 

I 

I 
Behind the universal presence of water is a compleK ecology. 
Ezhuvathuruthy is a blend of good quality and saline water 
sources and while in the majority of the wards one or the other 
feature predominates, pockets of good quality sources in a 
largely saline area and the reverse is a common feature of the 
village. Although the village wards are only administrative units 
(and the boundaries were, in fact , undergoing major redefinition 
on the eve of the panchayat elections which coincided with our 
survey ), it was possible to identify wards 1, 2, 5, b, Band 9 
as having predominantly adequate and good quality water and wards 
3, 4, 7 and 10 as areas where water from these sources had turned 
~aline. 

I', 
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The choice of Ezhuvathuruthy panchayat for good and saline 
environmental conditions in terms of the quality of tra ditional 
sources of water needs to be eMplained. We had originally 
considered this panchayat only for the reportedly saline 
character of its traditional sources. On repeated trips to the 
panchayat, however, the compleMity of the place and its value as 
a site typical of the situation in northern Kerala grew on us. 
Within the same panchayat and along the same distribution 
pipeline, we observed saline and non-saline areas eMisting cheek 
by Jowl. The demarcation of the sites into good or saline, in 
the conteMt of this panchayat , proceeded apace with physical 
verification of the quality of traditional water sources . 

The population of the village is 24,414 comprising 4,931 house
holds, with Hindus constituting roughly 65 per cent of the 
population. For the rest, Muslims account for 30 per cent and 
Christians 5 per cent. Apart from one locality with a large 
concentration of rich 'Gulf' families (in ward 9), all the wards 
of the village have pockets of scheduled castes and over 60 per 
cent of the population ekes out a living through wage labour. Of 
those owning land, a little over half have holdings of less than 
0.5 acres ( no crops are grown on these holdings but fruit trees 
such as coconut, cashewnut, Jackfruit and banana are an 
important component ) and another almost 43 per cent are small 
farmers with holdings of between 0.5 and 3 acres. Only 14 
families in the village have holdings of over 5 acres. Paddy and 
orchard cultivation (coconut/ arecanut) has been the traditional 
pattern of agriculture, although in recent years paddy has been 
rapidly yielding to coconut. A large number of people are coir 
workers under a putting out system. Other sources of employment 
are a few bakeries, rice flour mills, oil mills and automobile 
workshops in the village. Fishing in the backwaters is another 
minor activity. Wages for farm labour are Rs. 35 for men and 
between Rs. 12 to 20 for women, in construction labour it is Rs. 
40 and 20 , respectively, while for transport labour, employees in 
commercial establishments and artisans like ca~penters the wages 
are between Rs. 25 to Rs. 40. 

The sources of irrigation for the orchards ( and fields) 
are the troughs, wells and tanks that abound. In some cases lift 
irrigation using river water is also resorted to. There a re 
75 diesel pump sets and 200 electric pump sets of 1.5 HP, and 9 
diesel pumpsets and 35 electric pump sets of 3 HP. 

Wells, and to a lesser eMtent taps, are the most important source 
of water for drinking and cooking, while trough water may be 
resorted to tor other domestic needs by households who do not 
have their own wells. Neighbours willingly share their well water 
with others who n~Prl (t . The qu~!1ty cf pipe wat~, i~ ~ccep~ao1e 
but the servic e is too erratic to be relied upon, with water 
L l J1n .1. ,,9 somet:1mes only t wi c e a week or, 1f ever"'yday, just for an 
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hour o r two and even that sometimes only at night. I t is in 
summer that pipe water comes as something of a relief, as the 
water level in soma of the wells drops and wall o wners prefer not 
to have to use their motorised wells a nd draw up redd ish water. 
The majority of well owners have the trad itional arra ngement of 
pulley , rope and bucket, and where they are al so connectors the 
pipe comp lements their use of their wells in this sea son. 

It is those with saline wells who feel most lat down by thei r 
pipe connection. We ll s of neighbours with good quality water a re 
genera ll y regarded as a more dependable sour c e for meeting 
domestic requ irements, while for chores like washing utensils or 
cleaning the house, the saline well water i s r esorted to. Since 
the houses are fa i rly c l ustered, d istances to neighbouring wells 
or troughs are not a problem. 

For the poor, with no wall s of their own and living in s a line 
poc kets thick with thatched huts and bare of t r ees and garden 
plants, the improved.system has brought tor the first t ime the 
possibility of a better life. Earlier they were solely depe ndant 
on saline wells, often at least a kilometre away , tor most 
domestic needs . Now , too, wa ter f or drinking and cooking must on 
most days be fetched f rom distant pub l ic well s. The s e wells start 
drying up as early as January and for roughly four months of the 
year clear water has to be painstakingly lifted (it c a n take upto 
half an hour to fil l a tan litre pot) and left to stand a nd the 
mud to s ettle before it can be used for drinking and cooking. The 
fetching of water in this fashion takes easily upto an hour in 
the morning for the women who must cook f or the household before 
they leave t or agricultural labour by 8 a.m .• They return home 
by , p.m . and sat off again to fetch water f or the bulk of the 
housework, as c leaning and washing is dona at night and water 
heated tor man ' s baths. By the time the women sit down to their 
evening meal, it is often midnight, 

The public taps which are ubiquitous in this village, suffer 
from the s a me problem of unpredi ctab l e and weak supply des cribed 
earlier and , when the wa ter does flow, not more than two pots c a n 
be filled per household. Queues a re long - we s aw s naking lines 
o f pots stretching away from public taps - and clashes f ierce. I n 
the monsoon, water collects around the public taps obstructing 
the approach and while sometimes in this season supp ly might even 
be adequate, it is not unfamiliar for Ezhuvathuruthy reside nts to 
have the absurd eKperience of t urn1ng the handl e s o f stubbornly 
dry public taps in vain , even as earth and sky sea m t o have 
become a single sheet of water. Poor households generally set 
out available kitchen vessels to catch rain water which is th• n 
used for drinking a nd cooking. Another problem is that the 
public taos have been s ited without regard to the uneven terr~;n 
(and this , 1ndeed, is the plague of several domestic conn• ctions .. ,,. wt-i.li d1lU U,w li.uw J. 11 t.1h1 ~.aµltf<:» , wftt="t1 J.\. uu11~ coma, rusnes 
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towards the low level taps leav1ng those at a 
elevation dry . Connectors facing this problem 
the phenomenon of air moving their meters and 
bills without ever having got adequate water. 

slight}y higher 
are fam ' liar with 
of payi g monthly 

Grave , toe, is the problem cf pipe wate~ ~upp!I ~ern~1ng 
available only in late night hours, and denying effect ve access 
to women who are understandably indignant about havin to leave 
their homes and wait at public taps at dead of night. ich owners 
of orchards use the opportunity to attach t1ny pump (costing 
roughly Rs . 1000 in the local market) to the p1pes J st before 
they reach the public taps, and divert the water to the1r 
orchards on the homestead and to overhead tanks. 

The improved water supply system in Ezhuvathuruthy l panchayat 
consists of two schemes, one commissioned in 1979 and the other, 
only very recently. Both schemes are set up and maintafned by the 
KWA and the panchayat helps in collecting the water chfrges from 
those having metered yard taps for which it charges 7 per cent of 
the total value of such collections. The Bharathap~zha river 
serves as the source for improved water at this site. Although a 
treatment plant was envisaged, it had to be given up i~ favour of 
an infiltration gallery alone, due to cost consjderations. 
Disinfection is now done using bleaching powder. The 9ld scheme 
comprises 760 metres of pipelines and the new scheme 4095 metres 
of pipe length. There is a storage tank with a capacity of 2.4 
lakh litres. The system is operated on hydro-electric power and 
motors. The power is supplied by the Kerala Electicitt Board at 
the rate of Rs. O. 15 per Kwh. A sum of Rs. 9483 was paid towards 
the electricity bill for operating the old scheme between January 
and December 1987. The charges for the new scheme had not been 
worked out at the time of the survey. Also, there were no figures 
available on other expenses such as salaries, chemicals and 
sundry expenditures involved in operating the system. The system 
is designed keeping in mind the water supply norm of 40 litres 
per capita per day (lpcd). There were about 300 standposts at a 
distance of about every 30 metres as against the general norm o f 
one standpost for every 250 metres. The number of yard taps ran 
into a l i ttle over 150. 

On an average a connector i s p laced between 15 to 20 metres from 
the distribution line and his connect1on costs work out to around 
Rs.1000. Of this Rs. 220 is accounted for by the water meter 
and Rs. 45 by the brass tap . The res t is divided between the 
cost o f the G.I. pipe@ Rs. 13 per metre , l abour charges for 
trench1ng , cut ting and thread,nQ, etc ., @ Rs . 7 per metre and a 
charge o f 25 per cent of these costs to be paid to tne KWA for 
its supervision of the works in the lay ing of the pipeline for 
the domestic connect 1on . l he t ar· Jft f1>ced for" the yar<l tap•, wa s 
Rs . 1. 0 for the first 1000 litrPs of consumption and Rs. 0.~0 t or 
every a<ld1t1onal 1000 litre!> consumecJ . This wat,•r -;upp ly sys t em 
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also ser ves four other village s in the vicinity. The system 
works at only hal f its capacity , which was ascr ibed to f r equen t 
breakdowns in the power supply . In the summe r months it s eldom 
works beyond 4 or 5 hours in a day . In the wi nter thi s rises 
to about 5 to b hours and in the monsoon to a bout 8 hour s a 
day, The prob l em is furthe r compounded by mechanical fa ilures 
du• to voltage fluctuations. In 1987 alone the pumps f ailed 15 
t imes costino around Rs. 30,000 in repairs. The irregularity and 
shortage in the availability of potabl e water has s erious ly 
undermined the credibi l ity of the system with the l ocal pe ople. 

2.:s . 2 Nan nalM.lkku - a dequate and good quality Ma t e r area -
( sanctioned sch•••) 

"Seeing is be l ieving. We would wel come pipe water , 
but will pay only if it is fit to d r ink and the 
service is good ," 

Middl e c aste woman 

Nannamukku in the Ponnani taluka of Malappuram district , 
reflects its description in the survey a s an area of adequate and 
good qua lity wa ter s ources . Although just twelve mil • • away f rom 
Edappal town on the Tric hur highway , and on the bor der of the 
bustling town of Changaramkulam, as well as being the home o f 
the famed temple of the godess Mookathala , the village has 
retained a distinctly rural character and presents the famil i a r 
appearance of green fie l ds and dense coconut palm groves 
associated with tourist brochures o f Kerala. Bounde d by Eda ppal 
in the north , Perrumpadappa panchayat in the south , Va lliancode 
panchayat in the west and Alancode panchayat in the east a nd 
north-east , it is not a coastal villao•, but water is an 
important fea ture of the landscape . We l ls dominate, there are 
laroe tanks (~), canals and a rivulet, and the backwaters 
from a loop around the western boundary of the village separating 
it from Va l liancode panchayat. But water sources are by and 
large good , a nd even the Che lakkadavu area at the edge of the 
back waters, towards which the pipeline ex t ends, shows no 
salinity in the wells. 

Occupying an area of 19.36 sq kms. , Nannamukku is a single 
village panchayat. Mos t of the area is under cultivation 
(4572 acres out of 4790 ), and 72 per cent of the popul a tion 
report owning land , although the bulk a re owners of sma l l 
holdings of below one acre. Paddy and orchard cultiva tion, the 
latter mainly coconut, arec anut and banana , occupy a l most equal 
:,ropo rtion s ot the culti · .. ~t::-d l•n d ~ H•! ~ t:-,e cult ! . otsci drea is 
under irrigation. Eight large ponds I tanks 11!.!!..lil!!!S) , two 
canals and one rivulet (an1v1) - the Nara1nipuzha - s erve as 
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sources. Ther-e ar-e also 200 electr-ic pumpaeta and 212 diB!ISI 
pumpsets in oper-ation , used mainly to ir-r-igate the coconut and 
arecanut or-char-ds. Tr-ade and commer-ce and labour- (both 
agricultur-al and non - agr-icultur-al) ar-e other- sour-ces of 
livelihood, the latter an impor-tant one. Wages for- constr-uction 
labour- ar-e Rs. 40 and Rs. 20 for- men and women, r-espectively, 
and for far-m labour Rs. 35 and Rs. 20, r-espectively, and wages 
for men in tr-ansport labour and commer-cial establishments ar-e Rs. 
26 and Rs. 28, r-espectively. Car-penter-s command Rs. 40 a day. 

The population o f 24,330 (5047 households), is a fair- blend of 
Hindus and Muslims. The village has A str-ono Gulf 
presence, with lar-oe moder-n mansions complete with impor-ted 
gar-den fur-nitur-e highlighting the better-- off families and several 
poorer- households r-eporting male member-sin labour-ing jobs in 
the Gulf r-egion . 

For- dr-inking and other- domestic uses, well water- is the main 
source in this village. Although pr-ivate wells ar-e numer-oua and 
the water- tastes good, it is wor-thwhile to note that in r-ecent 
years some wells have been dr-ying up for- about two months in a 
year-, in the summer . Wells ar-e gener-ally at a depth of 36 to 40 
feet and costly to dig and construct and it is only those who can 
afford it that can repair- their- dr-y wells ever-y summer- by 
digging deeper- to release water-. Below a certain depth, 
mor-eover-, the water- quality has been found to be poorer-. 
Alternatively, households facing a shr-inking of their- own water
sour-ces in the summer-, r-esor-t to neighbour-s· wells that ar-e 
better- endowed. 

Ther-e ar-e dispar-ities in access to well water- in Nannamukku 
village. Pr-edictably, pr-ivate wells ar-e few and far- between in 
the ar-eas wher-e scheduled castes cluster- . (although these castes 
account for- a bar-e 2 per- cent of the population ) and vir-tually 
all of them dr-y up even in the month of Januar-y. For- these 
populations, therefore, ther-e is an acute shor-tage of dr-inking 
water- fo r- almost siK months of the year-. Our-ing this per-iod, 
they have to walk one to two kilometres to fetch water- and it is 
the women who bear- most of this bur-den. 

The two most important sour-ces for those without their own 
wells or- access to neighbour-s· wells, ar-e two bore- wells . The 
Mookathala High School bor-e-well which has a handpump is one. 
But the water quality is bad,with an unpleasant odour and co l our-. 
The other- sour-ce is a bore-well near the hospital in the 
Changarankulam · town centr-e· from where water- is piped to 50 odd 
standposts. Even this water leaves a lot to be de~irQd in ter~s 
ot oual1 ty, being high in iron, unpleasant and turning a nasty 
~,p l lnw nn thp c:;,~.,.,..f a,-:.z j~= !.= ::;;..;_.;!;:>o\...iv11 w i1~ 11 ieTt tO Stand . 
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The bore- well scheme was the first eKperiment by the KWA to 
provide potable water, particularly for households without their 
own sources, in this village. Twenty- two bore- wel l s wer e drilled 
but twenty had to be abandoned due to the ground water l being 
highly a c idic with traces of iron. The two functioning bore
wells , meant primarily to cater to the requi r ements of the 
school and hospital , respectively, meet the water requirements of 
an additional 3000 people , and in the drought of 1987 when a 
great many wells went dry , many more people were forced to resort 
to it. Declared as • unfit for human consumption• by a rich 
'Gulf ' returnee of the village, this water remains the main 
source for the less well endowed, even in normal years and tor 
a l most half the year. This system has no storage f acility . 

The people of Nannamukku ' s experience of pipe water is, 
therefore, a somewhat disma l one. The newly sanctioned scheme , 
called the Edappa l and Adjoining Panchayats Scheme hopes to 
redress these misgivings. 

The sanctioned wat•r supply system in this site is bui l t under 
the progr amme of bilateral assistance through DANIDA. This 
scheme has been designed for Edappa l and four a djoining 
panchayats of which Nannamukku is one. This system was likely 
to commence within eight months of the survey. At the time of 
survey , one and a half kilometres of main line with sub-lines, 
about eight kilometres in all (7,887 metres) had been laid , 
covering wards 1 , 2, 3, Band 10. The system has been designe d 
to provide 55 litres of potable water per capita per day. Stand 
posts are being provided at the vertical distance of 250 m• tres 
and each standpost is meant to serve around 300 persons within 
the vicinity of 30 metres. The location of standposts is being 
decided upon in consultation with the Socio-Economic Unit 
sponsored by DANIDA at the KWA. It is eKpected that about 40 per 
cent of the households placed within the distance of 30 metres of 
the distribution of the pipe line are likely to opt for yard 
taps. 

The Bharathapuzha river which runs across Edappal and 
adjoining panchayats serves as the water source for this scheme. 
A well has been bored in the r i ver bed and fitted with electric 
pumpsets and provision has been made for an infiltration 
gallery. A storage tank with a c apac ity of between fou r to five 
lakh litres has been c onstruc ted . 
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2.3.3 Val likkunnu a bunda nt a nd sal i n• 
( sanc t i o n• d s cha•• 

"We earn our livelihood from the sea, but are wit 
forever fated to quench our thirst with sil ty water?• 

Poor fisherman 

Vallikkunnu, our saline site with a sanctioned scheme, is a 
coastal vi l lage in Tirur taluka of Malappuram distric t . 
Nestling in the lush, green , undulating Malappuram countryside 
Vallikkunnu, now easily accessible from Feroke and Calicut 
through the Kottakkadavu bridge across the Kadalundy river, is 
famous for i t s nurseries of both f l ower s and fruit trees • The 
village has a long coastline along the east, in the west it is 
bounded by the Kada lundy r i ver, in the south are war ds 8 , 9 , 10 and 
11 of Ar iyaloor village in the same panchayat, while in the 
nor th the Kadalundy river curves to flow into ·the sea, causing 
what is probably th• most acute problem of salinity of drinking 
water sour ces in the three islands located at this confluence, 
but also making for g e ner al salinity along the river·s lower 
reaches . There is a l so a problem of flooding during the monsoon 
months as the Kada l undy river, which originates i n the forests o t 
the Silent Valley and flows 81 miles through the talukas of 
Perinthalamanna , Ernad and Tirur until it meets the sea at 
Vallikunnu , flows in its lower reaches through a comparatively 
shallow terrain , and during the monsoon breaks out in floods 
submerging parts of this area. 

Like much of northern Kerala, however, Vallikkunnu has a 
fairly compleK ecology. The Val l ikkunnu panchayat consists of two 
villages - Vallikkunnu and Ariya loor - ·and acute salinity is 
an overwhelming feature of only some parts o f Vallikkunnu, 
particularly the plains where the backwaters intrude. There are 
small pockets of salinity in other parts, surrounded by areas of 
good quality water sources. The hilly tracts , which comprise 
roughly half the village, are lacking in salinity (in Ariyaloor 
village at present , there is no problem of acute salinity. What 
little sa l inity eKists is on account of chlorides and, as ground 
water reserves get depleted, this problem could be eKpected to 
intensify). The orchards and nurseries of Vallikkunnu are 
concentrated in the non-saline areas - large gardens, with big 
prosperous houses set in their midst, growing coconut, arecanut, 
banana . and paddy , with the odd cashew tree. Those engaged in 
farming form a small proportion of the population and most of 
their holdings are between one to two acres. There are about 20 
·s~!~' f3milic~ i~ t~c v i!!&g~ ~nd the .~st mdJUr ity u; t ne 
population eke out a living as fi s hermen, cool1es and waoe 
labo urers . The t o tal po pul a t ion o f Valllkkunnu village Is 17,151 
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compris1n9 3 , 474 households spread over seven wards ( wa rds 1 to 
band 12, with wards 7 to 11 falling within the Ariya l oor v1 ll ag• 
boundary). With its a lmost equal proportion o f Hindus and 
Muslims, it is largely akin to Calicut district in its north , of 
whi ch it was historically a part un til 1t was merged into the 
newl y constituted Malappuram district in 19b9. 

In its relationship with the Kerala Wa ter Authority, 
Vallikkunnu falls within the jurisdiction of Parappanangadi sub
division of Malappuram div1sion. Two small schemes already eKist . 
One was set up in 1975 for a very small part of the vi l lage , 
main l y servicing the three islands, covering an eKtreme l y small 
number of households. The source her• is a smal l open dug well 
with a 15 HP engine and a storage tank with a capacity o f 33,000 
litres. It is a weak l y functioning scheme. In 1983 under the 
Drought Relief Scheme, a very small pipeline was laid across a 
small part of the vil l age running from the Kadalundy-Tirur ma1n 
road, across t he railway line into a little of ward 4. Th1s 
scheme, providing only public taps, never rea lly took off and has 
since been the cause of cons1dera ble cynicism about government 
water policies among the poor in this area who most n e ed the 
public taps and for whom the project was purported l y conce1ved. 
There are also nine filter point wells in the village , but almost 
50 per cent are in a state of disrepair. 

The new l y sanctioned scheme covers wards 1, 2, 8, 9, 10 and 11. 
The most saline wards are 1 and 2 and fall within Vallikkunnu 
village of Vall1kkunnu panchayat. Physical ver1 f ication was 
carried out within 30 metres of the p1peline to eKclude a few odd 
clusters of we l ls with good quality water . The two wards have 
about 10 kilometres of pipeline r unning through them and public 
taps have been sited. Some of these taps include the ones set up 
earlier under th• Drought Relief Scheme. 

The two wards consist of 473 and 430 households , 
respectively, and f ishing and farming are the main occupations. 
There is a striking concentration of Muslims here, as compared 
with the rest of the village , 90 per cent and 75 per cen t , 
respect1vely, in wards 1 and 2. Ezhava Hindus accoun t for roughly 
5 per cent and 15 per cent of the ward populat1ons, respect ively, 
and both wards have a 5 per cent scheduled caste population. In 
contrast to the rest of the village these two wards , which run 
down from the northern tip of the village in a narrow strip with 
the sea on one side and the railway line on the other, present a 
fairly congested appearance part1cularly a long the western s ide 
of the Tippu Su ltan Road where the fishermen li ve. The houses are 
fragile, thatch huts on the windswept beach , mostly single room 
hovels with mud/ s and floors and no electricity or bathroom/ 
toilet fac1 lities . On th~ nthPr ~·~~ nf ~he r~a~ ~re ~cr~~ner.t 
dwellinqs but even these lac k the spac ious homesteads thi c k with 
ltt'~":J ll , .. , l L d l1 Ltt i o uno 1n t ne 1nt.er1or. 
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The survey area covers the localities of the Tippu Sultan 
Road, Firoze Nagar, Kadalundy Nagaram and Anangadi. The public 
water sources available to the people of these two wards are five 
functioning handpumps and one public well and, of course, th• 
Kadalundy river. The public well is used by approMimately 200 
famil1es. It has a fairly neglec ted appearance and greenish 
looking water and has not seen cleaning for some timR. The water 
is saline and it is only 1n the monsoon that the rain water helps 
to dilute its salinity and make it somewhat usable. In the 
monsoon alone, too, is the river water resorted to and families 
Jiving close enough carry several pots home to meet all domestic 
needs. A mosque in ward 2, served by a well with good quality 
water and some private wells with good water, all on the eastern 
s i de of the road, are the other sources of drinking water and 
used by a large number of households. There is a tradition of 
neighbours keeping an ' open we11 · , so to say, to all who need 
them, and there is one oft-used well whose owners have decided 
against erecting a compound wall - an integral feature of Kerala 
homesteads - on account of the steady stream of takers for their 
well water. Generally, adult men walk the distances - upto a 
kilometre one way - to fetch water and where families have a 
number of c hildren, the latter bear the major burden of fetching 
water for the family, as culturally- determined inhibitions deter 
women from undertaking the walk down the main road twice a day. 
Those families which can afford it or are short of family help, 
hire hand carts to carry full water pots for Rs. 2 per trip, and 
upto two trips might have to be made twic e a day. 

The water from ne i ghbours · wells, the mosque well and the 
handpumps are used primarily for drinking and cooking by thos e 
who have their own but saline wells. And in this area, wher e 
water is available at very shallow depths, a high proportion of 
households have their own wells, according to panchayat records 
300 and 250 households in the two wards, respectively. The 
saline well water is used for washing utensils and cleaning the 
house, sometimes as a first wash for clothes with the final rinse 
done with good water from an outside source. Invariably, all 
water is c arri ed home and chores attended to around the house. 
It is only under conditions of eMtreme hardship that the sali ne 
well water is used for drinking and cooking. And this hardship 
must come often to the wretc hedly poor families along the beac h 
where the washing away of the odd huts by rough monsoon seas is 
an a nnua l featu re. 

The degree o f s alin ity i n the sal i ne wells in wards 1 and 2 
i a va r 1abl e a c r o ss the hours of the day and across season s. The 
most fa miliar pattern is that o f s alinity in the wells r is i ng 
wi th t he tid e and ren der ino the water unusa b le An d, '1 u r i n ~ ! ~~·: 
t ide, c l ear water seepi ng i n t o d ilu t e t he sa li n i t y at whic h 
ti me lt co;, be: ... ~l:'i.:i ,u, L ie-au..i.1 1y u u :'11 -=,1 ls dno, s o metimes, the 
house . S 1mil ar l y , sal1n i ty 1s uni f o r mly h igh i n the summer and 
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slightly less so in the winter, while during the monsoon the 
wells are least sa line. Similarly, neighbours· wells have to be 
resorted to in rotation, as very few wells here are perennially 
good , A good quality well may after two days or so of heavy 
use be rendered saline, necessitating moving on to another good 
well, The probl em is most acute for the poor pockets on the 
beach whose ring wel ls yield uniformly sa line water and can be 
moderately used only in the monsoons. Away from the seafront, 
even saline wells have water that is more usable. 

The new water supply system which was nearly complete at the 
time of the survey, is a large one covering three panchayats 
Tirurangadi, Parappanangadi and Vallikkunnu-o.Nt.is one of the 
most modern and prestigious of the KWA schemes in Northern Kerala 
sanctioned under the Accelerated Rural Water Supply Scheme 
(ARWSS) of the Central government in 1979, Its source is the 
Kadalundy river . A well has been sunk on the banks of the river, 
b metres in diameter and 15 metres in depth. There is a raw water 
pumping main and a complete treatment plant, and the clear water 
is pumped to the Paraifanangadi tank (capac ity 3.b lakh litres), 
for the Parappananga'di zone, which covers Parappanangadi 
panchayat and Vallikkunnu panchayat. The high level area (much of 
the land in Malappuram district is of an undulating nature) is 
fed from the Kodakkad reservoir by boosting from the 
Parappanangadi tank . The system has two 15 HP clear water pump
sets and one standby. For raw water, again, there are two 20 HP 
pumpsets and one standby. 

Although under the rules for ARWSS sponsored schemes, domestic 
connections are not to be encouraged until all problem areas 
are first provided with a basic service, viz, public taps, the 
KWA feels confident that since only 50 per cent of the area will 
be covered, it will be in a position to grant connections, and 
the Assistant Engineer opined that 200 applications may be 
forthcoming. The size of the population designed to be 
beneficiaries in Vallikunnu is 12,000, of which at least 40 per 
cent have a problem of salinity. 

2.3.4 Elapully scarce and good to indifferent quality 
water -
(existing scheme and sanctioned scheme) 

"Yes , there are ghosts in Elapully . We are the ghosts , 
the women who roam through the night in search of 
water and wait at the water pits for a few drops of 
•.•Ja ter to see;:: t~:'"':;~ gh the p a.· c:-.~u C"o, U,. 

o l d s c heduled c a s te wo man 
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' Far flung plains, brown fields covered with clodsl' their 
little sticks of dried stalk being chewed tenat iously by 
cattle, hot barren hills distant yet protective, seem~ng to gather 
the village to their bosom as they turn purple in thf gathering 
twilight, dispersed houses, a warm heavy stillness broken only 
by a sudden wind rustling loudly through the palmyrf leaves 
Elapully village in Palghat district, our area of wattr scarcity, 
is very much more rural and quite a different ! eKperience 
altogether from our other sites in Northern Kerala. 

It is a large villa,;ie, 49.07 sq. kms. in area. I The 
population is 31,98b comprising roughly 7,997 househflds. Paddy 
is the most important traditional crop, sugarcane, grrundnut and 
maize being the other significant ones. Orchard cultivation -
coconut and jackfruit, principally - is also practise~. For the 
last three years, however, this village has eKperienf ed failure 
of the monsoons and all except the best-endowed cultiyators (who 
have good tubewells) have been forced to leave treir fields 
untilled. Only 10 households have holdings of 10 acrl s and above 
and another 148 could be called medium farmers owning between 5 
and 10 acres of land. Over bO per cent of those owni g land are 
marginal farmers ( below 2 . 5 acres) and another 30 pir cent own 
between 2.5 and 5 acres. The majority of the populat on consists 
of agricultural labourers, many of whom have been for ,ed to turn 
to other forms of employment due to the continuing dr ught. Wage 
rates have generally been lower in this region than il our other 
sites, Rs. 15 for men and between Rs. 8 and Rs. 10 fo1 women in 
agricultural and construction activity. Factory wag

1 
rates are 

marginally higher at Rs. 25 for men and Rs. 20 for w men. The 
only source of factory employment within the village, however, is 
a sugar factory employing about 2000 casual workerl. Besides 
this, there is only the odd brick kiln, a few oil and flour 
mills, bakeries and teashops. Large numbers of men nd women -
all eKcept the very old - go long distances veryday to 
neighbouring villages and towns scouring for jobs, 01 eke out a 
living on a bare five to siK days employment in a mon~h on those 
paddy fields which are still green or, among the woml n, earn a 
'''''"'" ••••••••• io ''"'• aoioo o,,asiooa> '"•••• i '"• Oo••• 
of the better off. 

The proport i ons of Hindus, Muslims and Christians in i he village 
b r oadly reflect the general Palghat pattern . Hindus predominate 
at 85 per cent, with Muslims forming the neKt largest group. 
Numer ically larges t among the Hi ndus are the Ezhavas 4s in other 
parts o f No rthern Kerala, Nairs are present in sizab\e numbers, 
a nd s c heduled castes dominate among the agriculturaj and non
agricultural labourers. The larges t group among the scheduled 
c astes are Cherumans, others being Kanakkars, Parayans and 
Pul~y ~n s . !he r c~i ;n ~! 5c h~ s ~ :a r g e n u i ,btr o1 trad1~1 ona1 
a rt isan c a stes - car penters, stone masons, copper smiths . blac k 
smit h s, et c .. - s e ver a l o f whom hav e u ndE:>r g one 
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proletarianisation. The population is by and large 
different from the rest of Northern Kerala) 
Malayalam and Tamil, the district having been a 
erstwhile Madras Presidency. 

bilingual, (as 
speaking both 
part of the 

The connectors and sample non-connectors in Elapully are 
concentrated in those parts of wards 5, 9 and 10 covered by the 
existing improved water supply system. Besides the private and 
public taps, the main sources of water in this si te are private 
wells, a very small number of private and public troughs and a 
few public wells. 

A number of the private wells are dry but for those connectors 
with well-endowed wells the private taps are an important 
complement, particularly in the summer when the water levels 
drop. Motors are not used from as early as March. Some connectors 
even use their wells as tanks for storing pipe water, which is 
then pumped up to overhead tanks. For connectors without their 
own well, the tap is a source only for drinking and cooking 
(stored in containers of every size and shape), as the water flow 
is weak and short lived, about one hour a day going upto a 
maximum of two hours a day. In wards 5 and 9 problems of 
elevation further compound the unreliability of the piped water 
supply. For other domestic needs, women in these families walk 
some distance to the nearest trough for bathing a nd washing 
clothes,and a little water is brought home, too. One particular 
private trough in Kuppiode in ward 5 is used by roughly 2000 
people, indicating the tremendous pressure upon limited water 
sources. Some households permit access to their private wells, 
but place regulations upon the amount of water drawn ( upto two 
pots, roughly 25 litres per household) and the timing of access 
(after sunset when the lamps before the household deities are lit 
is considered an inauspicious time, among higher caste Hindus, 
for giving away valuable commodities). Despite these 
restrictions, upto 40 families may be found using a single 
private well. 

For non- connectors in wards 5 and 9, who belong to scheduled 
castes - as both these are mixed localities - and who have 
relatively limited access to neighbours· wells, the public taps 
and public wells are the main sources of drinking water. Several 
public taps are out of commission. Those that have water work 
tor barely one and a half to two hours a day. Queues of pots, 
kitchen vessels, even tiny talcum powder tins stand patiently, 
representing their owners. When the water ~egins to flow there 
1s a great rush and tensions run high. Again , social controls 
operate, as only one pot per household is permitted at a time and 
a woman must take ner place 1n the queue a second time for more. 
On an aver~gp! a woman r~" ~rrn•r]:~~ t~~ p~ts duri~; t~~ c~v,~~ 
of the tlnw, o ften she m1gnt be able to carry only one full pot 
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nome, but even under the best o f circumstances t he number rare l y 
eKceeds four, since the average pressure upon a public tap is 40 
families. One public well in Elapu ll y Petta in ward 9, its broa d 
black rock bottom starkly showing through, and a l ittle 
circumference of water the size of an average 10 litre plastic 
bucket in one corner , is typical of the kind of public wells that 
people have to resort to. The reckless part of its bottom is dug 
deeper every summer through voluntary collections and labour, but 
makes for little improvement. It takes roughly an hour and a half 
to fill four water pots , as water has to be drawn up using a tiny 
bucket rather like a large glass used for drinking (nothing 
l=~~er ~ill immerse in the shallow water), then strained through 
a cloth and left to settle . For all other domestic needs , the 
only public source in the locality is a trough nearby, a small 
shallow pan where men, women and older children have to vie with 
buffaloes for the use of the knee-deep tur bid greenish looking 
water. Small children suffer in these circumstances , getting 
bathed only once in two weeks or so. 

The economic and social disparities which are evident even within 
wards are even more apparent when one visits ward 10, E lapully 
Gramam, the exclusive Brahmin quarter which s t il l retains its 
gracious, old world charm. The settlement pattern is di f ferent 
nere , a spotless broad street with houses on either side, most 
of them traditionally crafted , large walled-in backyards with 
groves of coconut and jackfruit. In this small cluster of 25 
families, 20 have their own good wells , there are 6 house 
connections and 2 public taps. The taps run for a regular four 
hours a day. The public taps are also used by the servants of the 
quarter living in unserved neighbouring localities, but the wells 
are exclusive. There are two public wells on the street but like 
most public wells in the village these, too, are in a state of 
disuse . Like several of the non-connectors in the village for 
whom a pipe connection is affordable here, too, the non
connectors have made requests for connections but have been 
advised by the KWA to wait un ti I the sane t ·toned scheme goes in to 
operation . Even in this part of the village, water in the wells 
has began to shrink from about March. Elderly residents say that 
the water situation was not so grave 15 years ago. They attribute 
the steadily worsening water environment to the mushrooming of a 
large number of tubewells in the region. 

The sanctioned scheme is even more eagerly awaited by the poor 
in the as yet unserved wards 2 , 3, 4 and 7 for whom the 
problem of water is grimmest. There are none of the familiar 
swaying palms or garden plants around these houses - although 
they look neat and well kept - and they are devoid of any but the 
most rudimentary of cooking vessels, everything of any value 
having been sold away in the last three years of the drought. In 
the distant, exc!usi~~ly ~~~1eduled c~ste locality of 
Venthapalayam 1n ward 2 at the foot of the burnin~, no~~Jate 
hill s , upto 70 families have to use a single public well, almost 
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fully dry, where the shallow pool of water at one end is Quickly 
exhausted and fresh water takes inter•inably long to ••ep 
through. The drawing of water from this well goes on round the 
cloc k for this reason and the water, lifted using children · s 
tiffin boxes small enough to be teased into the pool, serves only 
for drinking. Even water for cooking has to be trudqPd for to 
distant puo11c taps or to a severely regulated tuoewe11 in a 
sugarcane field about a kilometre away , Baths are not pos~•ble 
outside the Monsoon Months, and the spectre of unemployment and 
thirst doMinate the people's consciousness. This and another poor 
l ocality , Chozhiambakkam in ward 4, are too distant even for the 
tankers which the panchayat has been arranging for in recent 
summers. The tankers confine theMselves to the main road and give 
water on production of the ration card, limited to five pots 
per household. In Chozhiambakkam, the only source of any kind of 
water are two troughs. Both look virtually dry , except that one 
has soMe greenish looking water at one end which is used by the 
85 faMilies or so here, for all domestic needs other than 
drinking and cooking. On drawing closer to the other trough 
which is used for coaxing out water for drinking and cooking, one 
can discern a strange pattern on the surface. There are a number 
of holes rather like giant snake pits all over the brown, dry 
surface of the ~rough. In the monsoon these pits fill up and the 
water is used for drinking and cooking. They start drying up 
steadily from the higher reaches until only the ones at the water 
level remain. The acute probleM starts in this locality, as in 
the rest of Elapully, as early a s October and by March or so, 
only about two pits remain. A canal leading from the Vayalar dam , 
which is one of the sources of irrigation in the village, flows 
through the bleak waste lands where these troughs stand and when 
the water flows in the canal some water seeps into them. Water is 
scooped into containe rs using ladles, and there is a steady 
stream of women round the clock to collect the few drops that 
seep through at a time. Social cri ticism is levell ed sharply 
against any one sullying this water, but despite this, the water 
has a viscous whitish hue. 

The exist ing scheme in Elapully which dates back to 1971 was 
designed mainly with the intention of relieving the people of 
hardships in finding water even for drinking. Based on a norm of 
15 litres of water per c apita per day for drinking and cooking , a 
dug well was improved upon and fitted with a 6 HP elec tric pump 
set. It supplied water through a small length of pipe line 
covering three to four wards in the village by providing stand 
posts and a few domestic connec ti ons. A storage tank o f 22500 
litres c apacity was constructed. Keeping in mind the national 
norm of 40 litres of wat er per c apita per day tor meeting 
domestic requirements and with a view to bring a larger number o f 
households under its coverage , this scheme was strengthened 1n 
1983 by adding a tube well. A pump house was constructed and an 
electric pump set of 10 HP was installed to draw water from the 
source. Both these sources taken together , supply potable water 
through a distribution pipe running into 5452 metres. It serves 
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mainly wards 5, 9 and 10 through 150 standposts and about 100 
yard taps. 

The sanctioned scheme with its main focus on the remaining parts 
of this panchayat is much larger in scale. Its source is the 
Chittoorpuzha river, where a large sized well has been sunk, ~,d 
fitted with a pump house, infiltration gallery and collection 
and inspection wells. The distribution pipes are 3b,775 metres 
in length and cover predominantly wards 2, 3, 4 and 7. 
Stanuposts have been provided as per the norms mentioned earlier. 
The system also allows for some domestic connections. There are, 
in fact, a great number of persons in this village whose 
applications have been kept pending with the KWA for the last 
few years, in anticipation of the new scheme . 

Both these schemes - existing and sanctioned - are by the KWA 
which is also responsible for their maintenance. The role of the 
panchayat is limited only to collecting the amounts billed for 
house connections, for which it keeps 7 per cent of this amount 
towards collection costs. 

2 . 4 Sample Selection 

The focus of our study being on demand for water from the 
"improved" service, only those households with access to the 
distribution pipeline formed the universe for the study. 
Keeping in view the prevailing norm for standposts meant to cover 
households within a distance of 30 metres and the existing pattern 
among those opting for yard taps (where the maximum affordable 
connection cost ranged between Rs. 1000 and Rs. 1200) only those 
households located within 30 metres of the distribution pipeline 
were deemed to meet the access criterion. ' The households with 
access to improved water supply under the existing schemes were 
divided into two groups: those with yaref taps, whom we termed 
· connectors· , and the others without yard taps, the non
connectors · . Those households within reasonable access, as 
defined above, to "improved" water supply under the sanctioned 
schemes, formed a single qroup of · probable connectors · . The 
distribution of these groups in the relevant sites in the 
different environmental areas are presented in the following 
table. 
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Group-wis• Distri bution o f Hous•holds under EMi•tin9 &ch•--• 

Area I Numb&'r of household• 
site 

de11cription I n th&' W1th yard taps Non-conn- Non- connector 
universe (conn•ctors) e c tors sample hous• -

holds 

!;zhuvathu- ' 
ruthy (ade- 885 bb 

,.,,~ 
OlT 100 

quate/9ood- (7 .S) 
quality) 

Elapul ly 

:rt1~~ ( scarce I 809 Bb 100 
good to ~r ( 10.b) 
indi f f&'rant 
quality I 

Ezhuva thur- J; , , 
uthy (abund Bbb 98 ':)(, 1' 71~ 100 
ant/ sali- ( 11.3) 
n• in qual-
1ty 

Figures 1n paran the11is indicat&' th• percentage of connacting 
households in universa. 

!..t.1la ~ 

Group- wis• Distribution o f Hous•holds lklder Sanctioned Scha .. s. 

Number of households 
Area/ site 
description In the Numb•r of 

univers• sampl• households 

Nannamukku 1497 200 
(adequate / 900d 
qual1ty) 

El a p,ol ly (scarce/ 
g ood to en, 200 
1nd1fferen t 
qua l ity 

Va!l1kkunnu 
(abundant I s al1ne 1313 200 
quality 

~ . 

:. 1 
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It would be observed that only between 7 to 11 per cent of the 
households have opted tor yard taps. Since the number (in 
absolute as well as relative terms) of connectors was extremely 
small, and s ince the main theme of our study is to ascertain 
willingness to pay, we decided to cover the entire number in our 
field investigation. Among the non- connectors, we included every 
seventh household based on randomness. The same procedure was 
fol lowed for the samplf households from a!'l.01121 the universe for 
the sanctioned schemes. •"tsompling was notj._,!ln~om, ii\. Table 2.3 w .. 
show, the weights used in estimation. 

illt1.!l. £.d 

Saaple Weights. 

Sample weights for 
Area / Site 
desc ription Conne c tors Non -connct Probable 

- ors connec tors 

Adequate/ good 
quali t y water 0 . 0028 1.65 1 

• r ea 

Scarce/ good to 
ind i fferent 0 . 2293 1.bb 1 

qual i t y water 
a ri, a 

Abundant / s aline 
quality water 0. 2283 1. 7b 1 

•r•• 

2.~ Questionna ire Developn,ent , Design and Investigator 
Training 

The fi el d 1nvestigat1on was carried out with the hel p of 
pre -des1gne d que s t1onna1 r e s wh 1ch were a dmi n istere d by a t eam of 
ft el d tnvestig ators. I n a ll , t hree t ypes o f quest i onnai r e s wer e 
pre pa red : one - Househo 10 $cneou1e H1 - ror tnos e witn a y a r d 
t~p l rnnnec t o r s), a ~econd - Hrn , seho l d Sc hedule A2 - f or thP 
sample non-connec t ors , dnd a third one - Household Schedule 6 
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for the households situAted within accesa of the dl6trl~M~1AO 
pipe line under the sanct ioned scheme whom in the interests of 
brevity And in the absence of A better description we have 
termed probAble connectors. The household questionnAires in all 
the three cAses are structured to collect detAiled information on 
(A) demographic, social and economic chAracteristics of the 
househo lds1 (b) "revealed beha viour" of the households, i.e., 
characteristics of the principal and the "ne,ct best" ,sources used 

the level of service, distance, reliability, cost, quality o f 
water, etc.; And, (c) ••contingent VAiuation", i.e., source 
choice decision in the presence of an Alternative, specified by 
the level of service, distance , quality of water, etc., .and 
source choice decision as a sub-set of price. 

"Bidding games" have been evolved to Address polic ~ issues of 
specific interest in the conte,ct of Kerala. They revolve around 
the three basic issues of connection costs, tariffs and quality 
of the service . 

For those who are currently connected (Household Schedule Al),two 
bidding games are played. In the first game the monthly charges 
are inc reased steeply from the current average leyel and the 
respondents are asked whether, at each specified level,they would 
continue to connect, or disconnect and use other sources. The 
second game administered to them is identical, e,cce~t that they 
are Asked for their responses if water were made available for a 
longer duration than is Available currently. 

For those who have access to the improved service but have chosen 
'not to connect, (Household Schedule A2) three biddin' games were 
developed. The first game assesses their response to a graduated 
set o f connection costs without changes in the e,cist t ng level of 
tariff. In the second game, the connection cost is reduced 
drastically, but the level of tariff is increased s f gnificantly. 
And in the third game, the connection cost is fi,ced low and the 
monthly tariff raised but the element o f quality of service 1s 
introduced. I 
For those households yet to have access to the imprpved service 
(Household Schedule B), the first bidding game rssesses the 
response to a range of connection costs and the second game 
assesses the response to a financing scheme which l reduces the 
initial costs and raises the monthly charges. 

In addition to the above, the contingent valuation t chnique was 
used to ask connectors, on the one hand for what li,rposes they 
would use lheit pipe wat~, w~,~ it lG bEC~h,~ av•il~~l~ l~ th~m 
at a h1oher level of service and, on the other, wha ~ traditional 

•~••m <he, -~,,a ••••" ,o ,, ••• ,.,. "°'" ""'°I '''"'"""· 



In the c a se of non- connectors, reasons f or 
connection despite access were ascertained and in 
probable connectors the basic level of awareness 
water system is, was determined. 

not taking a 
the case of the 
o f what a pipe 

Two other tools of investigation were used. One was a village 
schedule designed to capture the relevant socio- economic and 
water related details for the vil l age. The other were focused 
interviews conducted with informal women · s groups, men·s groups, 

miKed groups, and loca l opinion maker s in each of the severa l 
pockets of the sites where the survey was done . The principal 
objective of these group interviews was to capture those aspects 
of social/economic life and water sources and water use which 
would ordinari l y not get reflected in household interviews. The 
group discussions focused on people·s perceptions about 
traditional and improved sources of water supply; their views on 
the planning , execution , operation and maintenance of the 
improved service, their opinions on connection costs and tariffs; 
and, the links between water sources, water use, health, 
sanitation and environmental factors. 

Six investigators, two women and four men , all young graduates 
and natives of northern Kerala were selected. Themselves rooted 
in villages, they had a basic sensitivity to the issues being 
investigated. The training of the investigators proceeded apace 
with questionnaire development. By the time the questionnaire was 
finalised for pre-testing , the investigators were familiar with 
the whys and wherefores of every question included. The language 
of the questionnaire remained English throughout, but went 
through an informal process o f t r anslation into Malayalam and 
back into English as the training proceeded. Training took place 
over a period of three weeks and the methods included group 
discussions, mock interviews, field trips ~nd demonstrations. A 
field supervisor received training along with the rest of the 
team. 

Pre-testing was conducted for each type of questionnaire in 
different sites by each investigator, with principal 
investigators present at the time and place of househo l d 
interviews. Apart from serving as a final check on the 
absorption of training by the investigators, it compelled us 
to change the sequence of many of our questions (this is 
revealed by the sequencing pattern in our questionnaires) , 
introduce counter - checks and reformulate questionnaire 
administration protocols. Familiarity with physical verif1cation 
of water quality and condition of wells, assessinq well deoth 
tnrouqh measuring rope length , conversion ot water quantities 
from pnt rtt1a,,t1tt?c.. ,nto 1 ,trP~ t:h~i::o'J~~ ~~:r..!!i.:.:-ity .... ~\..i , rl c-.,i..lfr 

pot s 1zes and sh~pes 1n d1f1erent sites , measuring d1stanc~s to 
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water sources in 
recognising housing 
the elements that 
during the training 

paces and its conversion into metres, 
construction materials - these were some of 
went into investigator training in the field 
and pre-testing period . 

The household survey began in January. We started our work in 
Edappal sub- division for both existing and sanctioned schemes in 
the area with adequate and good quality water from traditional 
sources - Ezhuvathuruthy village and Nannamukku vi l lage - and for 
the existing scheme under conditions of abundant but saline water 

Ezhuvathuruthy village. From there we had planned to move to 
Malappuram sub-division to a sanctioned site under conditions of 
salinity - Vallikkunnu village - but abandoned this course in 
the wake of news about the outbreak of cholera in Palghat. We 
moved instead to Palghat sub- division to the existing and 
sanctioned scheme s ites under conditions of good to indifferent 
water quality but acute scarcity - Elapully village - in order 
to complete the investigation before the cholera could acquire 
epidemic proportions and affect our field work in any adverse 
way. 

A noteworthy feature of our field work was that our entire team 
of field investigators and supervisor, the two principal 
investigators joining them frequently for extended periods, 
stayed together in houses rented by us in the respective survey 
sites. This had many advantages . Those who were interviewing 
and those who were being interviewed had easy access to each 
other, informal interactions were much more frequent and intense, 
and it afforded a certain degree of participant observation. The 
investigators had greater interaction with each other and with 
the supervisor. A lot was learnt from each other in terms of 
modifying individual styles for administering the questionnaires, 
establishing rapport with the local communities and in evolving 
mechanisms to check and counter-check the questionnaires . The 
focused interviews were conducted by the principal investigators 
themse Ive s. · 
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CHAPTER III 

AN It1PR0VED WATER SUPPLY SYSTEl1 AND ITS BENEFICIARIES1 

SOME OU.....ITATIVE OBSE~V~TIONS 

The main concern in this chapter is to ga1n insights into the 
functioning of the improved water supply system in Northern 
Kerala, by undertaking a review of the institutional and 
administrative innovations at the Kerala Water Authority (KWA) 
and by ascertaining views at the grassroot level from the 
users of this service on its efficacy in meeting their 
requirements for potable water. While our analys1s of the former 
is based on various reports and discussions with the KWA a nd its 
functionaries at various levels at the Northern Kerala 
headquarters and at the divisional and sub- divisional levels and 
with the personnel of the Socio- Economic Unit of the DANIDA 
located at the KWA, our evidence on the latter aspect is derived 
from focused interviews with various groups in the population. 
Group discussions were held in the existing as well as 
sanctioned sites in most of the wards falling within the service 
area of the improved supply system upon conclusion o f the survey 
in each site. Anyone with a willingness to participate was 
invited and discussions were held with all - women groups, men 's 
groups, and mixed groups. The strength of these groups ranged 
from 15 to 25 persons. While the majority of those attending 
these meetings were in the age group of 40 to 50 years,those 
representing younger and older age groups were also present. In 
some cases we held separate discuss1ons for the well -to - do 
(salaried persons, orchard owners and businessmen) and the 
disadvantaged groups such as scheduled castes and wage labourers. 
The participation by women was much greater among the latter. 
The di scussions were focused around the conditions before and 
after the improved supply, the cont1nuing role of traditional 
sources, the assessment of and/or expectations from the improved 
supp ly with respect to quantity and quality, planning, and 
implementation of the improved service, the relative roles of 
standposts and domestic connections , the question of maintaining 
and operating the system, the ways in wh1 ch the required funds 
could be raised for this purpose , the role of the improved 
service in promoting people ' s health particularly those of women 
and children , and last but most important , their willingness to 
partic1pate in the planning, eKecution , operation and maintenance 
of the ' improved ' supply system. 

·.(. 
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3.1 In•titutional Fr•••work 

Provision for water services in Kerala is the near-eKclusive 
responsibility of the Kerala Water Authority which was created 
first through a Government Ordinance in 1964 and subsequently 
supported through a legislative act in 19Bb. I t functions as an 
autonomous authority and apart from improving and regulating 
water supply , it is also responsible for waste water collection 
and disposal. The scope of our discussion here is confined only 
to tne Termer. Cariier tnese Tunciions were per f ormed by the 
Public Health and Engineering Department (PHED). The change over 
to· the Authority/ Board/ Corporation form from the departmental 
form, it was argued, would streamline the planning , ekecution and 
management of the water supply and sanitation system. It was also 
hoped that the new organisational form would be better equipped 
to raise financial resources from instititional sources of 
finance - both internal and eKternal - and to adopt a better 
financial management system. The moves for this organisational 
change coincided with the various negotiati ons which the 
Government of Kerala was conducting with the Government of The 
Netherlands and with the World Bank. The UNICEF has also been 
financing drinking water schemes in the state . I t is quite 
likely , therefore, that the immediate motivation or stimulus for 
the change in the organisational for m might have come from the 
desire to facilitate these negotiations. Nevertheless, the 
attempts to streamline the planning, eKecution and management 
aspects, too, fo ll owed almost immediately . Management and 
financial consultancy services were hired to suggest improvements 
in the organisational plan including the delegation of powers and 
defining of Job responsibilities, staffing pattern, project 
planning , materials management and the financial accounting 
system. 

The - consultants reviewed different forms of organisational 
structure for the KWA and finally recommended• st r ucture based 
upon three operationa l regions, supported by a Planning and 
Services Division based at the headquarters at Trivandrum. This 
framework was provided to allow for the decentralisation of the 
functional aspects of the KWA , headed by Chief Engineers in the 
three regions and in the Planning and Services Division, who 
would report directly to the Managing Director. The opportunity 
to scrutinise this plan came when the World Bank set up its 
appraisal mission prior to making definite commitments for 
financing investments in the water sector in Kerala. The 
appraisal mission was of the opinion that the post of Financial 
Advisor and Chief Accounts Officer (F.A. and C.A.O), too, should 
be on par with that of Chief Engineer as he/she ought to be 
exoected to prnv i ~~ Jeade~~hi~ i~ the 11 .•• ,,Li•i management o f 
the KWA. The appraisal m1ss1on also felt the nPP~ · ~~ 
~n~rutiuLin g rurtner dec entralisa tion i n 1unctional dSpe c ts as a 
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cost reduction measure and for reducing the undue load on the 
Managing Director as he had far too many functions under his 
direct control. The Government of Kerala had ruled that all 
sanctioned posts needed this prior approval. The KWA , backed by 
the consultants· report, could now approach th• government with 
the demand that it be vested with the powers to s anction and fill 
any post which carried a pay scale below Rs . 2500 per month, 
i.e., a position equivalent to that of Deputy Chief Engineeer. 
The appraisal mission pointed out that instead of eKpressing this 
demand in monetary terms, the KWA could better eKpress clearly 
th~!~¥~! ~t ~hi~h th:~; pc~itic~: ~=r= m;•~t, anG th~r~Uy ovoiO 
any distortion due to price rises and salary revisions in the 
future. 

The need for maintaining close links with the various departments 
of the government, with the local bodies and with the members of 
the public, has been recognised in the organisational structure 
of the KWA. The Secretaries of the Departments of Health , 
Finance, Development and Local Administration are members of its 
Board of Governors. Two representatives from local bodies and a 
member belonging to a scheduled caste or scheduled tribe are also 
appointed by the Government of Kerala to the KWA Board of 
Governors. 

The KWA has its own fund c alled the 'Kerala Water Authority Fund" 
which is deemed to be a local fund and to which are credited all 
monies received otherwise than by way of loans or on behalf of 
thtlrAuthority. It also has another fund called the "Kerala Water 
Authority's Loan Fund" which is deemed to be a local fund and to 
which are credited all monies received by or on behalf of the 
Authority by way of loans . In addition, it has the powers to 
constitute such other funds as may be necessary for the effective 
performance of these functions . Again, the KWA is the sole 
agency authorised to borrow money for water supply and sewerage 
works. The Government of Kerala by and large guarantees the 
repayment of loans and payment of interest on all loans made by 
or transferred to the KWA. 'The government may from time to 
time, after due appopriations by the law of the State Legislature 
make grants, subventions, capital contributions and advance loans 
to the KWA.' 

The KWA is entitled to fiK - by notification in the Gazette - the 
cost of water to be supplied by it according to vol u me and also 
the minimum cost to be charged in respect of each connection. It 
may provide water meters to consumers and charge a rent on it. 
It can dema nd a sum of money as security from any consumer, 
provided it pays interest at the official rate. Jit is a lso 
!?r.titled t::: ;:~~:-;;; f;;;G~ tv~ .:onr.c~tic,,, tiisco11nect.1on ano 
reconnection of water supply or for testing or supervision of ~ny 
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other services rendered or work eKecute d or s upervised. Any sum 
due to the KWA - on account of any taK, fees , cost of water, 
meter rent, penalty, damage or surcharge -is recoverable as 
arrears of land revenue . 

3 . 2 Grassroots Issues 

3.2.1 Tariff collection " 
The improved water s ervice is mainly through standposts and only 
a small proportion of households have been provided with yard 
taps (house connections). Most of the s chemes are very small in 
s ize, using ground water or surface water as their source tor raw 
water . The tas ks of tapping the source, acquiring land for 
s torage tanks and pumping stations , laying the distribution lines 
and maintenance of the system, are solely with the KWA. The 
responsibility tor the recovery of operation and maintenance 
costs and tor the granting of house connections , generally rests 
with local level institutions - the panchayats -, at least in the 
old schemes. These cos ts include the salaries of operating 
staff, repairs of pipelines , repairs of pumpsets, electricity 
charges, chemicals for disinfection, and other sundries. Every 
quarte r, the EKecutive Engineer sends a bill for the same to the 
panchayat. The panchayats have the necessary authority to levy a 
water taK, which most of them do, on the basi s of a certain 
proportion of the rateable value of the indiv i dual dwellings. 
Alternati vely, the panc hayats can meet these costs from their 
grants or o t her revenues. 

When the panchayats fail to pay up the operation and maintenance 
c osts, an adjus tment grant from the government has to be i nvoked 
by the KWA to make good the lapse. Due to consi stent defaul t ing 
by the panchayats, t he KWA has taken to collecting water charges 
fr o m private consumers in village panchayats c oming under the new 
s c hemes under t aken by it, in add ition to i ts respons i bi li ty for 
the a c t ual main t enance of the s ys tems t hems elves. But t he KWA 
lac ks t he proper staff for such c ollection . Whe re f orme r l y t here 
were three or four sc he mes in a t a luka ove r seen by three 
a ssistant e ngineer s in a sub- div i sion , there a r e n ow SO t o 60 
such sc he mes a nd a s many ope rators . Attending to the t echni c al 
main t e na nce o f the sc hemes 1s , n i t se lf a major j o b , without wha t 
t he KWA see s a s t he o nerous t ask of rea d ing meter s a nd col lecting 
tar i f fs. No r have operators been found t o be suf ficien t ly 
resoons 1ve to como l ain t ~ frnm .. ~pr~ in tJPnPral .:lllt"inut;: tl°'e, ! e -.·~! ::f 
service.from private connectors jn particular a bout fau lt y 
,~~l~•~ . ~ . y. , ur from user~ o, puoJ1c t aps reqar~1 n g the 
condition of t he taps . 
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The expansion of the role o f the government throug h the newly 
constituted water authority, to meet the objective of making 
drinking water available throughout the s t ate through moder n 
supply systems, has raised two crucial issues - of making these 
systems financially viable and self-sustaining and of enhancing 
the acc eptability of the systems to the users by involv i ng the 
latter in the operation and maintenance of the systems. The 
question of financial viability assumes even more serious 
proportions when we consider that the more recent schemes are 
larger and more expensive and , in the case of Life Insura nce 
Cor poration (L IC) loan-based schemes , e . g. , it is the local 
bodies who are supposed to repay the loans . 

The two obvious mechanisms to achieve the above that have 
suggested themselves to policy makers is, one, to raise the 
tariff for water so that a greater absolute amount becomes 
available for repairs and maintenance; and the other, to make 
panchayats unequivocally responsible for collecting tariffs and 
for bearing the maintenance costs of the systems. At present, 
there is no uniform tariff structure in Northern Kerala. The 
tariff varies from 40 paise to Re. 1 tor domestic connections, 
and the fixing of the tariff has hitherto been left to the 
discretion of the concerned municipality or panchayat. A 
unification of the tariff for the entire state is under 
consideration. Authority officials opine that at Re. 1 per 1000 
litres in the case of private connections, the KWA might be able 
to cover at least the minimum repair and maintenance, something 
which is not happening at present . 

Tariffs can be recovered only from private connectors . At 
present, connectors form a miniscule proportion of village 
populations, generally 2 per cent, so the connector base will 
have to be widened if revenues are to be generated. An important 
factor i nfluencing people ' s decisions on. whether to connect or 
not can be expected to arise out of their experience of existing 
systems . 

3.2.2 Supply constraints 

Generally, in terms of the amount of water available to the 
households, the si tuat ion has undoubtedly improved with the 
commissioning o f the water supply schemes. With the exc epti on of 
one case , we have ·not come across an improved water supply 
faci lity in a state of disrepair or disuse. There are 
~~i~t~n~~ce prnbl pm~i ~ ~1t t nev are of the nature whi ch renders 
the ser vice only partially ineffective rather than in a total 
s tate rd' d 1suse. f-or e><amo1e, ""' i'~" d µui..ii.i.1.. i.dj) f,•~ t.. c c-.. jrok.&,·,~ 
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due to some defect in the tap, the response of the maintenance 
staff has been one of sealing the tap and thereby cutting off the 
water supply to that point until pressure froM the community 
mounts, rather than one of repairing or replacing the tap at the 
earliest. Pipes also get damaged and it takes upto a few months 
to repair or replace them. The situation whereby most of the 
distribution line is rendered inoperative within the first few 
years of installation seems to have been by and large avoided. 
Complaints about meters being of poor quality and requiring 
frequent repair or replacement are common but this at least has 
no impact on the systems· ability to provide water. Pumps have 
had to be repaired very often - as many as 1, to 20 times a 
year - and this has on occasion led to disruptions in the 
service . This also raises operation and maintenance costs, as 
every repair costs on an average Rs. 2000. Pump failure is 
mainly on account of volatile fluctuations in the power supply. 

The constraints on the amount of and reliability with which water 
can be made available to the community are mainly on the supply 
side and not because of the service being in a state of disuse or 
disrepair. Most often the schemes are very small, either because 
of the limitations of the source itself or because the amount 
sanctioned was too small to permit larger schemes. Again, the 
national norm of 40 litres of water per capita in the design of 
improved water schemes is considered low in the context of water 
use practices in Kerala, which implies that even the 
predetermined number of beneficiaries require more water than 
what the scheme provides for. Yet another factor making f or poor 
supply performance of the schemes arises out of the nature of the 
government guidelines for rural water supply schemes and the 
manner in which they are implemented. According to the 
guidelines of the Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme of the 
Central government and the Minimum Needs Programme (under which 
the states undertake water supply projects), schemes may only be 
designed which provide 40 litres per capita per day ~ th.!t 
standposts. House connections are not accounted for in the 
planning and provisioning for the schemes and, indeed, are 
expressly prohibited. Given the reality that certain sections of 
the population demand and are given house connections, the level 
of service may be expected to go down generally (both for 
connectors and more so for those who are solely dependent on 
pvblic taps). Again, given the settlement pattern where rich and 
poor are often to be found in proximity to each other, there 
cannot be any effective demarcation between one pocket (or 
locality) and another in most of the villages (only the scheduled 
cast e pockets would appear to be, by and large, homogeneous), and 
the pressure for house connections on a scheme based on a 
predetermined number of beneficiaries is likely to step up (th1s 
would be particularly true of schemes meant for economically 
Ne3ke~ se~t!~~= . !=~ ~~;~~!=:. The ~th~,· con~trdir,t - 1n many 
ways the most serious one - 1s the absence of durable suonlv nf 
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electric power. Even when there are no limitations imposed by 
the source and the system appears to be capable of supplying 
greater quantities of water, it fails to do so because electric 
power is available only for a limited number of hours in the day. 
There is no regularity, either, in the timings of the power 
supply, and the fluctuations in voltage apart from damaging the 
pumps reduce the pumping hours even further. 

Hardly any improved water supply scheme has been able to 
provide water for upto eight or ten hours in a day. A few 
provide water for upto siK hours a day. Many are able to keep up 
a supply of only four hours, while some can work up to a feeble 
one, two or three hours a day. The inevitable result of this has 
been long queues at the standposts. In many places there are as 
many as forty to fifty persons in a queue and it might take 
anywhere up~o an hour to get one · s turn. As a result, rationing 
mechanisms have evolved. In some places, a household is allowed 
to fill upto two pots, in others the maKimum permitted is four. 
The flow of water from the tap is usually so weak that one might 
not get a second chance in the queue. Those with yard taps 
(house connections) do not have such a severe problem of getting 
sufficient quantities of ' improved " water, but their number is 
limited1 they constitute 10 to 15 per cent of the households 
serviced by the water supply schemes. 

In a situation such as this, the improved water service remains 
by and large a supplementary rather than primary source for 
meeting water requirements. In the areas with adequate supplies 
of good quality water from traditional sources, a sizeable number 
of households have their own wells. There are also a good number 
ot public wells. Water levels in the wells, however, start 
dropping from November/December, and by April/May only a few 
wells are capable of supplying water. The pipe water is useful 
as a standby arrangement to the owners of dry wells who can turn 
to the yard tap or the standpost when their wells have dried up. 
For those who have been using the neighbour · s well, the yard tap 
or standpost allows them to shift away gradually and with 
dignity, as fewer and fewer wells are available for drawing water 
i n the dry season. At other times , t he water from the yard tap 
or public tap implies a smaller number of trips to the 
neighbour · s well or fewer buckets to be drawn from one·s own 
well. In areas with abundant but poo r quality water from the 
traditional sources, the q uantity of water available through the 
taps has resulted in s ome saving o f the t i me, distance and effort 
i nvolved in proc uring wa ter f r om the eKtremely lim i ted 
t r a d it i onal sources supplying good qu ality water. The relief is 
muc h greater during the dry seaso n when these sources shrink e ven 
fu r ther. In the areas where wa t er has t r aditionally bee n s c arc e, 
µ iµ~ wd i ~, mdy not pr o vide f ul l treeoom rrom want or trom the 
n eed to c o ver r ~l al 1ve lv l o no d1 stanrP~ tn f ptrh ~~tor ~ , ,t 't 
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does provide some water when and where it is needed most. This 
is, however, not to gainsay the need tor supply to become mor• 
reliable . In all, there can be no doubt that pipe water in 
northern Kerala has led to an improvement in people's lives 
insofar as it has augmented the supply of water tor drinking and 
other domestic needs . 

As regards the quality of pipe water, the situation differs from 
one scheme to another. Where the pipes are not cleaned and where 
the water at the source particularly in some borewells has turned 
acidic, pipe water is considered inferior in quality, and rightly 
50 • ln areas where well water is generally of eMcellent quality, 
cooking practices evolved over time (local diet, too, being rice 
based) predispose people to prefer well water, at least for 
cooking and drinking. Apart from this , people have no 
preconceived notions which would make them reluctant to use the 
improved service. There is in fact, in northern Kerala in 
general, a positive approach towards pipe water, highest in 
scarce and saline quality water zones, but also reasonably high 
even in areas of good quality water where rather than acute 
need it is the perception of pipe water as a symbol of modernity 
and relief from drudgery that operates. In the good quality 
water zones, however, the demonstration effect of a badly run 
servi ce is a deterrent to people opting for house connections, 
while in all three types of water zones poverty is the 
overriding factor which rules out the possibility of paying the 
initial cost of connection. 

3.2.3 Probl••• in syste• design and i•pleiaentation 

Apart from removing the supply constraints, there are several 
other features of the service which would need to be taken care 
of if it is to qualify for the nomenclature "improved" service. 
In this regard, the planning of distribution lines and standposts 
deserves utmost attention. In their initial phase the schemes 
have invariably tended to start the distribution pipe lines from 
those parts of the village which are most centrally located, 
which are also the pockets where the relatively better off live. 
When the distribution pipes are extended to other parts of the 
village, the system due to its initial weakness, viz., being 
underdesigned (a point touched upon in section 3.3.2) has al ready 
exhausted its operational capacity. This leads to weaker flows, 
shorter duration of supplies and longer queues at the standposts 
in the localities which are covered later (scheduled caste 
localities suffer more than others in this regard). Again, the 
pipes are laid only alonq one side o f thP rn~rl. w~ic k ~3~~~ !he 
system inaccessible to those living on the other side, as it 1s a 
:r.J; r. :"' p ;-otle;r. uo1C: o,, l:"-"..,1:"•l:>.i.vt- Ut1t' tu cut. tnrough the roac1 and 
take a connection across to the olher side (internal roads in 
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Ker•I• vill•oes •re much bro•der th•n wh•t one encounters in the 
rur•l •re•• of m•ny other st•tes). The r•t1on•le offered tor this 
pr•ctice is th•t by doino so, the KWA does not h•v• to Acquire 
•ny l•nd other than wh•t is required for reservoirs, pumpino 
st•tions and treatment works. The defects in the distribution 
pipelines and the other f•ctors which make the service 
ineffective for the m•Jority o f the population are a d1rect 
outcome of the top down Approach wh1ch does not •ppreci•t• the 
need tor consult•tions wit h the local people. Our discuss1ons 
with groups of people at the sites covered by us sugoest th•t the 
lo~~! pcpu!~tign~ h•ve been observing the p l•nnino and l~yino of 
the distribution pipelines with keen interest •nd h•ve shown • 
oreater •nticip•tion of the problems •ris1no out of differences 
in altitudes and in the s12e of pipes, th•n was prob•b l y ewpected 
of them. In their view, it is not• major problem to pass the 
distribution pipes throuoh private l•nds provided the people are 
t•ken into confidence •nd transmission lines are designed keeping 
in mind the mawimum benef1t for the entire community. 

The absence of •ny consultations with the local population is 
•lso responsible f or the faulty loc•tion of standposts. Since 
st•ndposts •re dec1ded upon on the b•sis of distance, e . g., every 
200 metres or so, they •re either too close to or too far from 
the intended beneficiaries. Sometimes there are standposts 
situated in the centre of a cluster of houses e•ch with its own 
private well . In some c•ses a st•ndpost mioht serve as m•ny •s 
70 to 80 households, while in others it mioht be relevant to only 
five or ten. It is the op1nion of the people who would most use 
the standpost that dens1ty of settlement r•ther th•n distance 
shou ld be the criterion tor loc•ting st•ndposts. In all our 
sites, particul•rly in those are•s where wells were few or non
ewistent which were al so the areas where the poor clustered, the 
need to 1ncrease the number of st•ndposts w•s pointed out to us. 
Interesting ly, the ewclusively scheduled c•ste-t•roeted schemes 
we had visited in Calicut district, for ewample, had sited 
standposts fairly densely. Yet, in the large comprehensive 
schemes , scheduled castes/ poorer sections sufferino the s•me 
disabilit1es •s the1r counterp•rts elsewhere, have been 
relatively under-provided for in the planning of these schemes. 
There are also e wamples of standposts be1no located at points 
which oet flooded during the monsoons, thereby makino them 
1naccessible for that period. 

The gap between the time a scheme is sanctioned and when it is 
actually commissioned is often too long, robbino the serv1c e of 
any cred1bility 1t might hAve otherwise enJoyed. A two ye•r gap 
1s very common , •nd in some cases the gap has been of the order 
of f'='11,.. t-n ~i.w ypa,r~. tn those "ites where the time gap b9twp .. n 
the laying of the distribut1on lines and the projected date of 
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comm1ssionino has been unduly lono, widespre•d ~cepticism 
prev•ils reo•rdino what the system's perfor•ance will a J tually be 
like - • not very happy prognosis tor •n 'improved' water supply 
system. People stoutly maintain that they will not bel 4eve that 
pipe water w1ll be supplied to the• unless they see i~ flow1no 
regularly tor at least a month. The decl1ne of credi l 1lity o f 
drinking water schemes has also been fuelled by politic•I 
factors. The laying of pipelines •s p•rt of elect1on promises 
even before the dependability •nd quality of the source has been 
•scert•1ned, le•vino the pipelines to rust aw•y in the 
interminable v•cuu• that follows elections, is one eK•mqle. The 
01 ..,,.ick of supplying water through teaporarily 5 onnectino 
distribution pipes to some other scheme in the neig~bourhood 
during the electioneering period or on the days th•t !elections 
are held, is another eKperience th•t h•s m•de people ~oubt the 
intention behind the schemes. People's frustrations ,~ave also 
flared up (part1cularly in the are•s of •cute scare ty) when 
unannounced testing of a yet-to-be commissioned s heme has 
resulted in w•ter flowing in the pipes round the clock or a day 
or two and equa lly abruptly shutting oft, virtually t9rever as 
far as the people are concerned. These are also the sites where 
people will 1n all likel1hood not receive aore than twol to three 
hours of running water at the most per day when the Sfhemes go 
into operation. A closer two-way communication betwee[ systems 
and their beneficiaries cannot be sufficiently stressed. 
(Interestingly, we observed a more neutral attitude mo ing upto 
an even positive one - albeit caut1ously positive - I in those 
si tes where the commissioning of schemes promises tb closely 
follow the laying of pipelines). j 

3.2.4 

l 
Public accountability and public involveattnt i~ op.ration 

and aaintenance 

The plank on which community involvement in operation and 
maintenance of w•ter supply schemes can be fostered, must 
necessarily be a gre•ter commun1c•tion between the people and the 
KWA, This presupposes • much larger canvas o f community 
involvement th•n is presupposed in the dictum that village 
panchayats must shou lder the responsibility of meet1no the O and 
M costs. 

The eKample cited a little earlier o f the cynicism generated by 
unannounced testing of pipes was only an eKtreme illustration o f 
the lack ot communication between the planners of w•ter supply 
schemes and the users. The only people in the village with any 
:=r.t~=t ~ith t~P water ~y~~-m~ At ~rP$Pnt •re orivate connectors, 
i. c. , u,ose who p;,y , whose n,eters are reo1d .1nd who are bi 11 ed for 
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their water use. Outside of this, there is no clear locus of 
responsibility for public supply , no mechanism for lodging 
complaints about the functioning of public taps - irregularity of 
flow, leakage, breakdown or misuse by the rich watering their 
orchards from public taps to save on electricity or diesel. 
There is not much, either, by way of a regular flow o f 
information about the progress of new schemes in the respective 
villages. Some of this last has been described · earlier under 
design and imp l ementation. 

This locus of responsibility cannot come about as a logica l 
result of panchayats being made responsible for recovering O and 
M costs. Apart from the sheer size of the villages they a re 
supposed to govern, there is much to be desired by way of a live 
tradition among panchayats, of acting in the interests of 
disadvantaged groups. It would appear, therefore, that for the 
effective functioning of water schemes, it is necessary to have a 
multi-tiered decentralised system in addition to widening the 
connector base as connectors can function as an effective 
pressure group to demand efficient working of schemes . 

An area of much potential is the formation of citizens' 
committees for water or · water committees· (~ panchayat$ as 
they are called in some parts of the country) at the level of 
pockets with a strong representation of women. Women cut across 
all caste and religious groups as the single most disadvantaged 
group in relation to water, with the women in poor and scheduled 
caste households having to' bear the double burden of going to 
distant sources at all hours of the day and night to carry home 
heavy pots of water in addition to doing all the housework and 
going out everyday in search of employment where , too, they are 
paid lower wages than men. Whether Hindu or Mus l im, women fetch 
water until the last day of pregnancy and resume when the 90 day 
limit is over, sometimes as early as 40 days where the pressure 
on them is greater . When they are sick women neighbours help by 
fetching water or, if well owners as in the good quality and 
saline water areas , p r ovide free access to their own wells, When 
men help, even among the scheduled castes where women enjoy a 
relative autonomy being themselves wage earners, it is only to 
fetch water for their own use. Where the household has a number 
of children, they shoulder some of the burden of fetching water. 
Among all but the most wretchedly poor Muslims of our Vallikkunnu 
site, men will not under any circumstances be seen in the 
cultura lly inferior role of water carriers or do any water 
related household chores, such as washing their own clothes. 

Women have no recourse but to enter into networks with other 
women, in the joint family or 1n the neighbourhood, to share the 
tjr11('tf:!P,..Y wt,e,,n tho~.1 ~ ... o si ,: L, n ... ~ !""~'..!~~ =~i~:~.i:"'~h. It i ;. ~·•;y 
.omnng tt,e better of f without wells <Jr house connections that 
wate~ carr iers are n1reo - a•Ja1n women - on payment. While women 
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in all communities and income groups feel neglacted, the feating 
of powerlessness is most acute on the part of the men and women 
of the scheduled castes in their relatively segregated pockets, 
who feel alienated from even the local body, the panchayat. 

All the sections we talked to, however, respondad positively to 
the suggestion that citizens · committees might be an effective 
mechanism to ensure accountability of systems and their 
operators. There is a strong desire for being involved in the 
siting of public taps, for being kept informed about changes in 
hours of supply or power breakdowns. for some means ot 
invigilation of water misuse. As one citizen put it, "good 
service must also insure against the drying up of supplies in a 
scarcity situation". Women were generally enthusiastic about the 
idea of women operators and co- ordinators. "Women understand 
best the problems of other women and a woman operator will ensure 
that timings of water supply are not prejudicial to women,• was 
an oft-repeated comment. It is interesting that in the sanctioned 
sites of Nannamukku, Elapully and Vallikkunnu, th• enthusiasm was 
higher than in the eMisting sites of Ezhuvathuruthy where 'bad ' 
development seems to have engendered anger against the 
functioning of the system but, correspondingly, a feeling ot 
passivity and hopelessness about the possibility ot people's 
intervention. When asked what they would do with the eMtra time 
they would have once the pipe supply was available, middle caste 
women in the assured water sources site of Nannamukku could 
visualise, variously, doing kitchen gardening, taking up sewing 
and doing more housework and the scheduled caste women felt they 
would be tree to do more wage labour and augment their incomes. 
In the scarcity area ot Palghat, poor women universally eMclaimed 
that when the pipe water came they would sleep through the nights 
and stay in bed until dawn. In the saline area of Vallikkunnu, 
for the wives of the poor fishermen, pipe water would mean an 
assured drink of clear water without having to travel long 
distances for it. 

,, , 
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CHAPTER IV 

WATER SOUACES AND USE PATTERNS 

An important factor influencing a rural household ·si choice in 
favour of the improved water system and, its will in ness to pay 
for this service, is the existence of alternative so rces. The 
quality and amount of water available through these s urces, the 
differences in access to them for various sections of l t he village 
population and the end-uses to which the water from these sources 
is put would all be determining factors. Further,th* appeal of 
the improved service when viewed in terms of its hea J th benef its 
is determined not by its bacteriological quali ty ~ut by the 
perceived quality of the water in terms of taste, odour, colour 
and tradition. The assessment of an improved or new l service in 
the r ural water sector in both the pre- as well as post-pl anning 
phase must therefore be in r elation to its role vi•-a-vis the 
traditional sources. This chapter is devoted to the jexamination 
of access to different water sources (inc l uding fiped water 
through yard or public taps), the effort invo l ved in fetching 
water from these sources, seasonal variations in supply of water , 
reliability of individual sources in meeting household needs, 
end-use pattern and the perception of water quality and service 
among the different groups (connectors, non-connectors and 
probable connectors) in the good quality, scarce and saline water 
zones. 

4.1 Water Source Characteristics and Coabinations 

The two salient aspects emerging from observations of the three 
environmental settings in northern Keral a are that rural 
households continue to exercise the choice f or multi pl e sources 
of potable water and that the desire to opt for a conve nient 
service is overwhelming. Own well / neighbour ' s well emerges a s 
a parallel source to the yard tap among the connector 
households, and to the public tap among the non-connector 
househo l ds in the sites with piped water supply (Table 4.1.1). 
In sites where the piped water supply is yet to commence, too, 
the assertion of desire for a convenient service is equally 
strong. Almost all the sample households in the proposed sites 
located in the adequate/ good quality water area are using 
either their own well or the neighbour ' s well. Only in the 
abundant but saline quality water area do one-fourth of the 
sample households turn to public wells in search of be tter 
quality water. In the water scarce zone, on the other hand , 
where the situation does not permit the widespread existence of 
1n,1lvu1ua1 ly nwnPrt wed 1-. : Ahn11t h:.1-f tttp r,iro~~t'le =c:-:n::::~:::""~ 
take recourse to puhlic wells; nearly one - fourth of these 
nou~t-lHHOS have to turn t o o tner 'tr ictt11t 1ona1 sourcpc:-.. a s wPJ J. the 

~h 1e t Jmong whi ch 1s the trough. 
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t1oa t l•porta nt Wa t e r Source 

Percentage Distribution of Sample Households in 

Adequate/good Scarce/good to Abundant/saline 
water quality water area indifferent qua l ity quality water area 

sour-c• water area 

Al A2 e Al A2 e Al A2 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Yard tap 100 . 0 -- -- 100.0 -- -- 100.0 --

Public 1.52" 7.0 -- -- 42.0 -- -- ol.O 
tap --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Total pi- 100.0 7.0 -- 100.0 42.0 -- 100.0 ol.O 
ped water --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
o .. n well 77.311 77.3 8o.5 44.2 

~ 
32.0 lo.O o5.3Jlf 20.0 

, 
10 . 1• 9.3• 23 . s• Neighbou- 15.2 13 . 5 13.0 28.5 17.0 

r's well 

, Public -- -- -- 5 . 8 ,f 13.0 47, 0 8 . 1" 1.0 
wel 1 

\. 

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Total 85 . 4. 82.5 100.0 59.3 58.0 91.5 90.9

111 
38.0 

.. ell 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Others -- -- -- -- -- 8.5 3 . 1 f. 1.0 

In case of connectors it refers to the most important 
additional source to their OHn yard taps. 

Note : Al refers to Connectors 
A2 refers to Non-connec tors 
9 refers to Probable connectors 

,) • ) 

e ---
--
--
---
--
---

37.5 

3o.5 

24.5 

---
98.5 

---
1. 5 



The reliance on multiple sources of water is most pronounced 
among the connector households in all the three environmental 
settings, among non-connectors in the saline area and among 
probable connectors in the scarcity area . The fact that the 
reliance on a 15\ogle <Cin•1rr.e {T*~l• 4.1.2l i'G le3st ~mc"lg tho~e 
with a yard tap reveals the supplementary character of the piped 
water schemes in tneir current form . It reveals the inadequacy 
of the service to meet relatively high needs of potable water. 
A r e l atively strong reliance on a single source among the 
connectors in the water scarce area is more a reflection of the 
overall supply constraint there rather than of the ability of the 
iMproved system to meet household requirements for water. While 
most househo l ds in all the categories rely on upto two sources 
for most part of the year , in the summer season most of them have 
to stretch themselves upto three sources due to the scarcity of 
water from their principal and/ or most important additional 
source. 

Among those who rely only on a single source for their water 
requirements, piped water is of significance only in the water 
scarce area. H•r~ 37 per cent of the connector households have 
reported yard tap as their only source . In the case of public 
taps (standposts) this was the case with 35 per cent of the non
connectors. In the other two environmental settings the reliance 
on a single source was greatest among those having their own 
wells. 

Among the households taking recourse to multiple water sources, 
the combinations of yard tap with own well followed by yard tap 
with neighbour's well are most common among the connector 
households in all the three environmental settings. For the 
connector households in saline sites the combination of yard tap 
with neighbour's well becomes even more important than yard tap 
with own well in the summer. This is because some of the 
privately owned wells with good quality water must either be 
drying up in this season or turning saline . Among the non
connectors, public tap with neighbour ' s well is the most widely 
followed combination in the adequate/ good quality water sites. 
It reveals the importance of the public tap for non-connectors in 
this environmental setting as it grants some freedom from 
dependence on others for water. Public tap with neighbour ' s well 
emerges as the most important combination among non- connectors 
in the area with saline water where it acquires the highest 
prominence in comparison with the other two environmental areas. 
As eHpected, non- connectors in the water scarce sites follow a 
wider range of combinations where public tap and/ or public 
well provide a much needed relief. In the sites where the piped 
water system is yet to commence, publi c well with own well and 
public well with neighbour ' s well are the two most widely 
followed combinations in all three environmental settings. 
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Ace••• t o Water Sourc ••• 

Percen t Sample House ho lds by Nu mber of Wa ter Source• in 

Adequate / oood Sca r c e / oood to Abunda nt/sa l ine 
- ber o f q u a l ity wate r a rea indif f erent qua lity qua l ity wa ter a r ea 

water water a rea 
•o,.1rce• 
us ed Al A2 B Al A2 B Al A2 e 

--- --- --- - -- --- - -- --- --- - --
l.!1. ill 

tiWl!l1 
&lnole 
• ou r c e 

,.o e, .o bo., 37.2 b9 . 0 40 . 0 3 . 1 1:S.O :S4 . 0 

Two 87.:S 14 . 0 39 . :S b2. 8 30 . 0 bO.O 9b.O 8 0 .0 4b . O 
• ources 

Three 7. :S 1.0 -- -- 1.0 -- 1.0 :s . o --
• ourc es 

liln1K 
Sino le ,.o 91.0 99. 0 3 7 . 2 74 . 0 b:S . O 4. 0 3b . O 7:S . O 
• ourc e 

Two 83 . 0 8 . 0 1.0 b 2 . 8 2, .0 34.0 Bb . O bl.O 2, . 0 
• ourc es 

Three 12 . 0 1.0 -- -- 1.0 1.0 10. 2 3 . 0 --
• ourc es 

~ 
Slnole , .o e:s .o bO. O 3 7 .2 b9 . 0 40 . 0 ,.o 1,.0 :S4 . 0 
s ourc e 

Two 83 . 0 14 . 0 39. B bl.8 30 .0 b O. O 71.b 8 0 .0 4b.O 
s ourc es 

Three 12 . 0 1.0 -- 1.0 1.0 -- 23 . 4 , .o --
sourc es 

t!s;inagg a 

Sinole , .o 93.0 100. 0 3 7 . 2 79 . 0 bO . O 3.1 41.0 73.0 
s our c e 

Two 8 7. :S b. O -- b0 . 8 28. 0 39. 0 9 b.O , e.o 2b.O 
sources 

Thre e 7. :S 1.0 -- 2.0 LO 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
s ources 

No te I Al refers to Connector s 
A2 refers t o Non- connectors 
8 refe r s t o Pro bable conne ctors 
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water 
5ourc• 

Yard tap 

Public 
tap 

Neighbou-
r's tap 

Total ~i-
ped wa •r 

Own well 

Neighbou-
r · • wel 1 

Public 
wel 1 

Total 
wel 1 

water 

~LJ...d 
Nono Source Reliance 

PRrcent Sample Households 

Adequate/good Scarce/good to 
quality water ar•a indifferent quality 

water ar•a 

Al A2 B Al A2 B 
--- --- --- --- --- ---
4.5 -- -- :57.2 -- --
-- o.O -- -- 35.0 --

-- -- -- -- b.O --
--- --- --- --- --- ---

' 4.5 b.O -- 37.2 41.0 --
--- --- --- --- --- ---

-- 57.0 4q.:, -- 21.0 2.0 

-- 21.0 10.5 -- 2.0 15.0 

-- 1.0 0.5 -- 5.0 23.0 

--- --- --- --- --- ---
-- 1q.o b0.5 -- 28.0 40.0 

Note I Al ref•rs to Connectors 
A2 refers to Non-connectors 
B refers to Probable connectors 

~'2 

in 

Abundant/saline 
quality wat•r ar•a 

Al A2 B 
--- --- ---

3.1 -- --
-- 12.0 --
-- 1.0 --

--- --- ---
3.1 13.0 -- i.-'. 

--- --- ---
-- 3.0 32.5 

-- q.o 18.5 

-- -- 3.0 

--- --- ---
-- 12.0 54.0 



Water 
source 

combina-
tions 

Yard ta µ 
+ 

Own wel I 

Yard tap 
+ I 

Ne ighbour, 
wel I 

Yard tap 
+ 

Pub. we! I 

Yard tap 
+ 

Pub / Nei. 
wel l+tr-o-
gh 

P9b . 
+ 

tap 

Oipn we) I 

Pub. tap 
+ • 

N!!Y~bour] 

Pub. we! I 
+ 

Own we) I 

N~i·" we 11 
+ 

Pub. we) I 

Pub we! I+ 
neiyh ' s 
we! + 1 trough 

u b tap+ , 
1Pu b/Ne i9S 

we! I + 
t r ough 

Table~ 

Source Coabinaticn• 

Per-cent Sample Households with 
to Mult1plP Snuri-f),s in 

Adequate/good 
quality water area 

Scarce/good to 
indifferent quality 

water- area 

Al A2 B Al A2 B 
- -- --- --- - - - - --- ---
69.7 -- -- 36.0 -- --

7.6 -- -- 22.1 -- --

10.2 -- -- 4.7 -- --

7. 5 -- -- -- -- --

-- 2. 0 -- -- 2.0 --

-- 7 .0 -- -- 6.0 --

-- -- -- -- 12.0 --

-- 5 . 0 32.0 -- B.O 24.6 

-- -- -- -- -- 2 1. 5 

-- 1. 0 -- -- 1. 0 --

No t e Al refers t o Connec t ors 
A2 r efers to Non - connectors 
B ref e rs t o Probab l e conne c t o r s 

~1:;:. 

Access I 
Abundant/saline 

quality water- area 

Al A2 B 
- -- - -- ---

52.0 -- --

26.0 -- - -

1B.O -- --

1. 0 -- --

-- 15 . 0 - -

-- 33. 0 --

-- 15 . 0 12.0 

- - 16 . 0 12.0 

-- -- 7.0 

- - 5 . 0 --

•,; 
f~ 
~ 1; 
Vt 
Jf 
fi .,,t 
~ 
11· 
A~ r. 
. l 
~ ·t·~ .. 

f,(.. , ,, 
~j 
Je· ~· ,,~. t, 
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On •n •v•r•o•. non-conn•ctor hou••hold h•• •cc••• to • public 
t•P within• di•t•nc• of 30 to 40 ••tr•• r•quirino four to fiv• 
trip•• d•y, with •n •v•r•o• qu•u•ino ti•• of •bout h•lf •n hour 
to •n hour p•r trip. For tho•• with• y•rd t•p, th• conn•ction 
cost h•• r•no•d b•tw•en Rs. 1300 to Rs. 1700. The hioh•st 
proportion of hou•eholds with reticul•tion •mono the connectors 
w•• obs•rv•d to b• in the •d•qu•t• I oood qu•lity w•t•r •r•• 
reinforcin; conv•ni•nce •• the •ost i•port•nt consid•r•tion for 
hOOkino up to th• piped w•t•r •Y•t•• in this •r••· A"'°"o the 
connector• in the w•t•r •c•rc• •r•• only 20 P•r cent have 
reticul•tion •nd it i• f•ctors such •• fr••d°"' fr°"' qu•u•ino •t 
th• public t•p or d•p•ndanc• on the n•iohbour·s w•II which would 
b• th• m•in •otiv•tion for hookino up to the i•proved •y•t••· As 
reo•rd• the motiv•tion for hookino up to th• improv•d system in 
th• ••lin• sit•• wh•r• •bout on•-third of the conn•ctors h•ve 
reticul•tion, convenience•• well•• fr•edo• fro• dep•ndenc• on 
neiohbours •nd from lono qu•u•• •t th• public t•p would •ppe•r to 
pl•Y •n equ•lly import•nt role. Knowl•do• •bout th• b•sic 
f••tur•• of th• i•proved sy•te• •nd the implic•tions of hookino 
up to it (1.•., th• r•quir•ment of p•yino • monthly ch•ro• •nd 
th• w•t•r beino •v•il•ble only for• limited number of hours in• 
d•Y> w•• wid•spr••d •mono th• hous•holds wh•re this ••rvice w•• 
yet to c0111m•nc•. 

In •II the thr•• •r•••, the non- conn•ctor hous•holds cov•r•d • 
short•r di•t•nce to th• tr•dition•l sourc• of w•t•r - wh•th•r 
n•iohbour · s well or public w•ll - th•n to the i•proved sourc•, 
the public t•P• Th• •v•r•o• queu•ino ti••, too, w•• consid•r•bly 
le•• •t the tr•dition•I sourc•• •nd •• • r•sult th• trip• to 
th••• sourc•• •l•o incre•••d in nu•ber. Th• r•l•tionship betw••n 
di•t•nce •nd th• numb•r of trips to th• w•t•r source is 
est•bli•h•d mor• cl••rly in the sit•• where th• improv•d w•t•r 
sy•t•m i• y•t to commenc•. Whil• th•r• i• h•rdly •ny •ionific•nt 
differenc• in qu•u•ino tim• •t th• n•iohbour · s w•ll or public 
w•ll •mono the prob•bl• conn•ctor• in th• thr•• sit••, the 
•v•r•oe di•t•nc• cov•red in th• w•t•r •c•rc• •r•• i• •round 1~0 
metr•• •nd only h•lf th• numb•r of trips •re m•d• by th•m •• 
comp•red with their count•rpart• in the other two sites where 
tr•dition•I sources •re •t •n •ver•o• dist•nce of between 20 •nd 
80 metres. 
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6 a liant Inforaa tion About Piped Na ter 6yst .. 

I t •m 

Aver•ge connect
ion cos t in Rs. 

Proportion of 
connector s h•v
ino reticu l • t ion 

Aver• o• dist• nce 
fro• public t•P• 
for • non-conne
ctor H.H(metresl 

Aver•o• number 
of trips per d•y 
to th• public 
t•p by • non
conn•ctor H.H 

Aver•ge queulfino 
time(minutes) p•r 
d•y •t the publ ic 
t•p by• non
connector H. H 

Propor t ion o f 
p r ob• b l e conn•c
ors ref lecting 
knoMledge •bout 
the m•in f e•tures 
of• piped w• t•r1 

system 

Ade qu• t • / 
g oo d qu• li ty 

MAt•r •r•• 

1, 727 

4 :1.:1 

31 

' 

33 

98.:1 

Sc•rc •lgood to 
ind i ff•r•n t 

qu•ll ty MAter 
•r•• 

1 , 322 

19 .8 

41 

' 

24 

81.0 

No te: H.H. r• fers to household. 

.. ,~ 

Abund•nt / 
••l in• qu•li ty 

.. • t •r • re• 

1 , 723 

30.b 

40 

4 

64 

97 . :1 
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Salient Inforaation About W.11 Water 

Adequate/ 
lte• I good quality 

watttr area 

For a non-conne
ctor using public 

/nttighbour · s 
wttl l I 

a) Average dist- I 5 
ance (mtttres) 

b) Average no.of I 10 
trips in• day 

c) Average que- I 10 
ueing time(min,) 

For a probable 
connector using 
public/neighbou-

r · s wel 1 1 

a) Average dist
ance (metres) 

b) Avttrage no.of 
trips in a d•y 

c) Avttrage que
ueing time(min:) 

I 

18 

11 

10 

~·6 

Scarce/good to 
indifferent 

quality water 
are• 

20 

9 

20 

148 

5 

5 

Abundant / 
saline quality 

water area 

28 

6 

26 

80 

10 

7 
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4.2 Nat •r Conauaption and End-U.e ,atteP'ft 

On an a verag• thos• with yard t a ps us• mor• water (p•r household 
as w•ll as p•r c•pita - T•ble 4 . 2.1) than others in • 11 the thre• 
ar•a•. Among the conn•c tors thems•lves, tho•• in the •dequat• / 
good qu•lity wat•r •r•a use substanti•lly more water th•n their 
counterp•rts in th• oth•r two are•s, th• di ff• renc• in per c a pit• 
consumption b•ing 20 to 2, l itres a day. Th• hou••holds who h•v• 
not taken y•rd taps but have access to the improved servic• 
through standposts, too, •r• better of f than th• households in 
th• sites without piped water supply. 

Our evidenc• reveals that e•c•pt in the •r•a with adequate/ good 
quality w•t•r from th• tr•ditional sources, rural households in 
northern Keral• f•c• severe shortages in meeting their domestic 
requirement o f water. Only in this •r•a is the average wat•r 
consumption s l ightly a bove the nationally fi••d water 
consumption nor • of 40 litre• per c apita per day for •ll 
c•t•gories of households. This is •lso the case with households 
having yard taps in the other environmental s ettings. Th• 
households with yard t•ps in the •dequate / good qu•lity water 
zone are in f•ct observed to b• consuming water •round th• 
l ibera l ized norm o f 70 litres per c•pita p•r day. There are, 
how•v•r, aarked dif f erences in the consumption pattern of 
individual households. E•c•pt in th• •d•qu•t• / good quality 
water are•, only between oO to 70 per cent of th• connector 
households are able to get aor• than 40 l itres of w•ter per 
capita per day. For th• non- connectors •nd the probabl• 
connectors this i• so only for 30 to 40 per c ent of households in 
th• •dequ•t• / good qu•lity •r•• and b•twe•n, to 10 per c•nt in 
the saline and w•t•r scare• are•s. 

It is the non-conn•ctors and prob•bl• conn•ctors in th• water 
scare• and s•lin• •r••s who f•c• acut• shortag• o f w•t•r for 
meeting their do•••tic requirements . Th• only differ•nc e is that 
the former h•v• • cc•ss to public taps and are, therefore, 
s lightly less worse-off , Their aver•ge consumption of water is 36 
litres per c apita per day in the scarci ty •rea and 38 litr•s in 
the saline •re•, •nd only between, to 10 per cent of them a re 
ab l e to have more than ,o litres per capita per day. 

The evidence does not reveal any significant vari•tions in the 
consumption of water between different se•sons within the same 
category o f hous eholds. Only among the households in the 
adequ•te / good quality area have we observed a difference of 
between 3 to, l itres per capita per d•y. In the other two areas 
(scarce and sal ine ) the inter-seasonal vari•tions are even 
s l1qhter. with almost no indi c ati on nf ~n~ v~rtAt,nn 4t ~,, •~n~~ 
the non - connectors and probable connec tors 1n the scarcity zone. 
This 1s not une•pected when the households fi nd it difficult to 
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•••t their water demand even at its lowest ebb. That is also the 
reason why we were not able to discern any causal relationship 
between water cons~mption and !act9rs such as income, family 
size, presence of higher education in the family, religion or 
cast• etc., for which we had attempted a linear regression. 
The correlation coefficients did, however, indicate some 
positive relationship between per capita water consumption and 
per capita income as well as the presence of a female with high 
school education in the family among the connector households. 
There was al so some evidence of negative correlation between 
household size and per capita water consumption sug9esting 
attempts at economy in water use with increase in family size. 

Table !...1...r...1. 
Averao• Par Housahold and Per Capita Daily Watar 

Consuaption of Saapl• Housaholds 

Daily Adequate/good Scarce/good to Abundant/saline 
water 

consumpt-
ion 

quality water a rea indifferent quality 
water area 

quality water area 

( l i tr.rs) Al A2 B Al A2 B Al A2 B --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---1 )Per H.H 

Winter 457 335 330 270 197 100 364 210 205 

Summer 490 320 314 268 196 186 351 208 201 

Monsoon 470 305 340 277 199 1B4 348 230 220 
Average 473 323 331 272 197 186 355 229 209 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---2) Per 

capita 

Winter 65 52 49 58 36 34 47 38 34 

Summer 70 51 46 50 36 34 45 36 32 

Mons oon 67 47 49 60 37 34 45 39 35 
Average 67 50 48 59 36 34 46 38 ~ --- --- --- ---3) Y. dis- --- --- --- --- ---
tribution 
of H.H bf 
per capi 
water con 
- sumption 

upto 30 
lpcd 

- - - - - - - - -

31-40" 22 59 67 34 95 89 41 90 92 
41 - 70" 26 32 29 14 4 10 42 8 7 

71- 100" 29 7 4 32 l l 14 2 l 

over 100" 23 2 - 20 - - 3 - -

Note H.H. refers to household 
!;>:::! :-c'f;.: .. = t.::; !it,· ;::, ~IC'I .... o..., .;. ~o t,JIC'f Uav 
Al refers to Cannertors 
A2 refers to Non - connectors 
B refers to Probable connectors 
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On eK••inin9 the r•l•tive contribution of different sources in 
•••tin9 w•t•r requirements for domestic needs we observed (T•bl• 
4.2.2) th•t the contribution of the improved sy•t•• is 9re•test 
in th• w•ter sc•rce sit••· In the sit•• where rur•l households 
have •ccess to •dequ•t• •nd 900d qu•lity w•t•r fro• tr•dition•l 
sources, the piped w•ter •ccounts for the •m•llest proportion of 
the tot•l requirements •nd it is cl•imed ••inly by those h•vin9 • 
y•rd t•P· As •o•inst bl per cent of w•t•r requirement of 
connectors in the w•ter sc•rce •r•• coain9 fro• the iaproved 
syst••, connectors in the •dequ•t• / 9ood qu•lity w•t•r •re• 
.. et only 44 per cent of their w•t•r requirements throu9h this 
ser¥ice. In the ••line •r•• th• improved service •ccounts for 48 
per , cent of th• w•t•r requirement o f the connector households. 
While only 2 per cent of the w•t•r requirement of the non
connector households in the •dequ•t• / •nd good qu•lity •r•• •re 
.. t throu9h the st•ndposts, in the w•ter sc•rce •nd ••line •re•s 
the contribution of the improved service is •s hi9h •• 3~ •nd 24 
per cent, respectively. Thus, even in the sites with •n improved 
w•t•r supply system, the m•Jor contribution in meetin9 the w•ter 
needs of rur•l households eKcept in the c•se of connectors in the 
w•ter sc•rce •re•, continues to be th•t of the tr•dition•l 
sources where wells pl•y • cruci•l role. The other tr•dition• l 
source w•• the trou9h which met less th•n 2 per cent of the 
tot•l w•t•r dea•nd of households in the sites with eKistino piped 
w•ter systems . In the proposed sites trou9hs h•d • role m•inly 
in the w•ter sc•rce •r•• where 1~ per cent o f the w•ter 
requirements of the prob•ble connectors •re met through this 
source. 

In the c••• of well w•ter, privately owned wells h•ve domin•ted 
the scene in the •dequ•t• / good qu•lity w•t•r •re• •mono •11 
categories of households. Wells belongin9 to neighbours •re of 
signific•nce only among the non-connectors in this •r•• 
•ccountin9 for n••rly one-fourth of the tot•l w•ter supplied to 
them. Public wells pl•y • very minor · role in this •re• 
accountin9 for only 3 to 4 per cent of the total w•ter supply. 
Public wells •r• of utmost signific•nce in the w•ter sc•rce •rea 
where they meet 20 per cent of the w•ter requirements of the non
connectors and n••rly half the water requirements of the probable 
connectors in this ecological setting • 
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&ource - Wise Percentage Share in Water Canauaptian 

- Adequate/good Scu ·ce/good to Abundant/sa l in• 

W•ter quality water ar•a indifferent quality quality water a rea 

•°"re• wat•r ar•a 

Al A2 e Al A2 e Al A2 e 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

urd tap 44.5 - - 60.9 - - 47.9 - -
Pulll ic t ap - 1.8 - - 34.6 - - 24 . 0 -

I- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Tot•l pipe 

••t•r 44.5 1.8 - 60 . 9 J4.6 - 47.9 24 . 0 -
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

°"" well 43. 3 74.2 89.0 24.l 26.3 3.2 20.7 29.5 19 .3 

H". well 6.1 23.9 8.1 12.9 17.7 32.8 4.8 43.7 58 . 5 
: 

Public 3.7 - 2 . 8 2.1 20.4 48 .9 1.0 1.1 21.9 
wel 1 

- -- --- --- --- --- --- ---C 
---

Total wel 
water 53 . l 98.l 99.9 39 . l 64.4 84.9 26 . 5 99.7 

--- --- --- - -- --- --- --- --- ---
Others 2.5 0 . 2 - - 0 . 9 15.l - I 1.6 0 . 3 

(trough) ' 

Note i Al refers to Conn•ctors 
A2 refers to Non-connectors 
8 refers to P robable connectors 
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Table~ 

End - U••• of Tap Wat•r 
(U••r P•rc.nt•v• Aaong th• Sa•pl• Hou••holds) 

Adequate/good Scarce/good to Abundant/ 
End - use by quality water indifferent saline 

Season quality water quality water 

Al A2 Al A2 Al A2 
---

prinking ~ cooking 
i!l. 

Winter 5b.1 0.0 bl.b 42.0 71.4 I bl.O 

Summer 5b.l 9.0 60.5 42.0 bl.O 61.0 

Monsoon 6b.7 8.0 b5.1 42.0 69.4 61.0 

C)e•ning utensil• i!l. 

Winter 7.5 2.0 34.9 31.0 12.2 20.0 

Summer 31.8 3.0 30.5 36.0 22.4 8.0 

Monsoon 9.1 2.0 31 . 4 28.0 15.3 23.0 

Bathing !!!l..!1. washing 
1;; l othes i!l. 

Winter 4.b 1.0 47 . 9 17.0 24.4 17.0 

Summer 9.1 2.0 4b.5. 34 . 0 38.4 18.0 

Monsoon 7.6 1.0 46.7 25.0 26.5 24.0 

~ \illl i!l. 

Winter 4.5 1.0 2b.O 28.0 10.2 17.0 

Summer 1.5 3.0 24.9 16.0 b.1 9.0 

Monsoon b.1 2.0 :Sl.4 13.0 14.3 8.0 

Note Al refers to Connectores 
A2 ~~4e~~ t ~ ~~r-c~n~cct~r~ 
B refers to Probable connec t ors 

t,I 
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Tab 1 e i...2:..!. 

End - U••• of W.11 Watar 
(Usar Parcantag• Alaong th• Sa•pl• Housaholds) 

Adequate/good Scarce/good to Abundant/saline 
End-us• qual ity water area indifferant quality quality wa ter araa 

by water area 
season 

Al A2 B Al A2 B Al A2 B 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- - -- ---

f2r"inking 
t 1::ooking 
Winte r 45.5 92.2 96.0 39.5 48.6 74.0 34.7 33.0 72.5 

Summer 43.9 96.0 88.5 41.9 47.0 70.5 43.9 36.0 72.0 

Monsoon 39 .4 92.0 96.5 41.9 54.0 79.0 40.8 32.0 92 .5 

qeaning 
u!;!fnsils 
Winter 93.9 99 . 0 97.0 65. 1 68.0 80.0 87.8 76.0 93.5 

Summer 69.2 97.0 85.5 69 . 9 62.0 eo.o 91.4 79 . 0 92.0 

Monsoon 90.9 98.0 96.0 69.8 71.0 79.0 87.8 70.0 92.5 

Bathi ng 
t washing 
clo!;h!tli 
Winter 86.4 97.0 97.0 60.5 59.0 52.0 85. 7 62.0 93.0 

Summer 81.8 95.0 85.0 61.6 68.0 60.0 81.6 72.0 90 . 0 

Monsoon 84.8 93.0 91.5 63.9 59.0 59 .0 84.7 5 4. 0 87.5 
l 
I 

Q.!.hu. 
uses 

q 

Winter 39 .4 37.0 44.5 17.0 13.9 26.0 40.8 14.0 9.5 
ii' 

Summer" 39.4 34.0 37.5 15.1 14.0 26.0 38.8 14.0 8 .0 

Monsoon 37.9 35.0 39.0 18.0 16.3 29.0 40.8 16.0 11.0 

Note Al refers to Connector"s 
A2 refers to Non-connectors 
8 ,-efers to Probable connector"s 

0 [ 

i' 
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With respect to the different purposes for which households use 
w•t•r it i• observed (T•bles 4.2.3 •nd 4.2.4) th•t even •mong 
tho•• with • y•rd t•p 35 to 40 per cent of the households 
continue to use well w•ter for drinking •nd cooking. The 
reli•nce on piped w•ter for this purpose is higher among the 
connectors in the s•line •nd w•ter sc•rce •re•s th•n among the 
connectors in adequ•te / good quality water •rea. Among the 
non-connector households the dependence on piped w•t•r for 
drinking •nd cooking is gre•test in the ••line •r•• •nd least in 
th• •dequ•t• / good qu•lity ar••· For cl••ning utensils, the 
piped w•t•r system i• most relevant in the w•t•r •c•rc• •r•• both 
•mong connectors •nd non-connectors. In f•ct, piped w•ter occupies 
•n import•nt pl•c• for both th••• categories of households in 
this are• as between 20 to 40 per cent of them depend on this 
source even for b•thing, washing clothes •nd other uses. The 
reliance on well w•ter •mong • large proportion of households in 
the sites with an eKisting piped w•ter system even for drinking 
•nd cooking should not be interpreted •• •n evidence of 
preference for well water over piped w•t•r •mong the rur•l 
households. It is m•inly a reflection of the supply constr•int. 
Since enough water i• not being supplied through the piped w•t•r 
system, the households with access to adequate •nd good quality 
w•ter make free use of tradition•l sources even for drinking •nd 
cooking and depend on them almost eKclusively for bathing, 
washing clothes and cleaning utensils. In the poor quality water 
sites a vast majority of the households while reserving piped 
water for drinking and cooking turn to the traditional sources 
for meeting other needs. In water scarce •r•as they have to 
distribute their limited supply of piped water over the entire 
range of household needs with a relatively gre•ter emphasis on 
drinking and cooking. 

4.3 RespCll'lse to the Iaproved Water Syst .. in Ter•• of 
Reliability, Affordability, and Willingne11s to Pay 

A rur•l household"s view on the quality of the new service would 
appear to be determined by its access to traditional sources of 
water, For example , in the area with adequate and good quality 
water where most of the connector households have their own 
wells, a very small proportion (15 per cent) have eKpressed 
satisfaction with respect to the quality and taste of water from 
the improved service. In the water scarce area as many as 81 per 
cent (Table 4.3.1) of the connector households found no fault 
with the quality and taste of piped water. In the saline area 
this percentage declined to 67. Similarly , a greater proportion 
of non-connector households eKpressed s•tisfaction with respect 
to the piped water (through standpostsl than did the ronnector 
households in all the three areas . 
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!.il.1..t. ~ 
Reliability of Pip.ct Nater Syat .. 

I tam 

1) 7. households 
eMpr•••inQ sati
fac tion with qua 
- lity and taste 

amon,;i 1 

• ) Connector• 

bl Non-connector 

21 7. conncectoi 
H.H which regard 
avai lab le quanti 
- ty of water to 
be inadequate in 

Winter 

su-•r 
Monsoon 

Adequate/ 
,;iood quality 

water area 

15 

80 

18 

35 

14 

31 7. non-connec t 
-or H.H which reoard 
available quanti 
-ty o f water to 
be inadequate in 

Winter 

Summer 

Monsoon 

41 'l. H,H con
sidarin,;i piped 
water supp ly ver 
i rra,;iular in 1 

Winter 

Summer 

Monsoon 

5) 'l. connector 
H.H reporting 
meter breakdowns 

b) :I. Non-conn
-ec tor H.H repor 
-ting tensions a_ 
sta ndposts I 

29 

57 

19 

b2 

71 

39 

3 

57 

1, 4 

Scarce/r;iood to 
indi fferen t 

quality water 
area 

81 

88 

35 

58 

23 

37 

bl 

31 

bl 

81 

bl 

8 

bO 

Abundant/ 
••line quality 

water a r ea 

b7 

91 

24 

b3 

lb 

35 

54 

23 

59 

94 

45 

20 

49 



That the quantity of water available from the improved system 
fall• short of the demand also comes out clearly from the 
responses of our samp le households (Table 4.3.1). As eKpected 
the severity of shortage is more acute among non-connector 
households than among connector households, and a greater 
proportion of connectors as well as non-connectors in the water 
scarce area are in need of more water from the improved system 
than are their counterparts in the other two areas. While in the 
monsoon and winter seasons only between one-fifth to one-fourth 
of the households face shortage of water, in the summer season 
~k•n th• availabilitv of water from traditional sources starts to 
shrink a vast majority of households crave for more water through 
the improved system . Even in the adequate and good quality water 
area as many as 57 per cent of the non-connector households are 
in want of more water through the piped system in the summer 
season. The irregular supply of piped water is yet another 
problem. The fact that it becomes most irregular in the summer , 
the period of peak demand for piped water, makes it even worse. 
Between 71 to 94 per cent of the sample households eKpressed the 
opinion that the supply of piped water was ~ost irregular during 
summer. Apart from the hardships that it causes in meeting 
household needs of water it also generates tensions at the 
standposts as reported by 50 to 60 per cent of our sample 
households . 

Among the various reasons that might stand in the way of a rural 
household hooking up to the improved system, (taking a yard tap), 
inability to pay the connection cost seems to be most important 
(Table 4.3.2). A majority of the non-connector sample 
households have said that they cannot afford the initial 
connection cost. The inclination to connect without having to 
pay the initial cost is higher in the scarce and saline areas as 
compared with the adequate/ good water area. Interestingly, 
none of the sample households regarded the current monthly 
charges to be too high to go in for a house connection. In the 
adequate / good quality water area the widespread eKistence of 
own wells has taken out the incentive for hooking up to the 
improved system among 42 per cent of the non-connector households. 

On an average a connector household pays betweens Rs. 7 to Rs. 
10 per month for the improved water. From a payment schedule 
followed by connectors in Elapully panchayat we observed that 
between 60 to 80 per cent pay within the first 20 days of being 
given a bill. Only between 1 to 2 per cent take more than two 
months to pay their dues, except in the summer when the 
proportion of defaulters rises to 5 per cent (Table 4.3.3). 
Hence the problem in the payment of water charges is clearly not 
attributable to lack of willingness to pay on the part of 
con~u~~rz. The ?roblem !ies at the l~vwi of local bodies who 
fail to transfer the amount col lected from the consumers to the 
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Ker•l• W•t•r Authority . T•bl• 4.3.4 oiv•• det•il• of • rre•r• 
r ecove r•ble f rom l oc•l bodies in the v•riou• divi•ioo• o f 
northern Ker•I•. Between Rs. 30 • nd Rs . 70 l•kh• •t•nd • s 
Arrears from the l ocal bodies, which h•ve been •ccumul•tino 
continuously by ,o to 100 per cent between 1984 to 1987 . 

lil.a ~ 

lapadiaents to Hooking up to Pipad Water &yst .. 

Item 

~ Non-connector 
tL.li cwoortina 

1) hiOh coonect
ion costs as re
son for not conn-

e ctino 

2) •w•iting KWA 
sanction 

Adequ•te / 
good quality 

water area 

,1 

1 

3)beino put off I 
by I 

a)unreliable suppply 
b)high monthly 

t•rif f 

1 

cl'red-t•pe 

4) h•ving their 
own wel 1 

,, public tap 
is close- by 

bl unspecified 
reasons 

7) m•wimum wi l l -
ingness to P•Y 

tariff and conn
ecti o n cost as 1 

emerged from tnel 
b1dd1ng game~ 

(Hs.) 

42 

1 

4 

,.9 

i,6 

Scarce/oood to 
indi fferen t 

qual ity w•ter 
•re• 

,1 

9 

3 

2 

14 

b 

9 

12.9 

Abund•nt / 
••line qu•lity 

w•ter •r• • 

81 

8 

2 

3 

b 

b.2 

1· 
I· 

I 
I 
I 
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!..t..lut. i.d.d 

Nonthly Charg•• and Payaant Schadul• AaonQ Connactors 
in Elapully Panchayat 

Perc1tnt households makino payment 
Seasons/ Amount on billino within --- __ ......... mu,,,.,,. ., .. " ........... 

(Rs.) 10 11-20 21-JO J0-60 beyond 2 
days days days days months 
---

Winter~ 59.5 16.6 11.1 10.b 2.2 

Oacember 7.4 

January 7.0 

F1tbruary 7.0 

March 7.4 

~ ttil2!l 81.5 5.J 0.6 7.9 4.7 

April 10.2 

May 8.8 

Jun• 7.7 

Monsoon~ 67.2 20.5 0.8 10.2 1.J 

July 7.0 

August 7.0 

September 7.9 

October 8.9 

November 7 . 1 
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~4.3.4 

Arr•ars of Wat•r Charo•• Du• Froe Panchayats ir· 
Various Divisions of North•rn Kerala 

Nam• of !Arrears due ,~rrears du• I Percent~g• 
Division as on 31-3-84 as on 31-3-87 1ncr•ase 

(Rs.) (As. l I 
Kasargod 17,18,524 32,26,702 T Cannanor• 23,95,807 58,88,016 . 

s. Batt•ry 13,20,211 23,78,860 80.l~ 

Badagara 15,62,000 35,15,297 125,0~ 

Calicut 36,54,366 50,89,333 39.27 

Malappuram .31,44,534 70,20,948 123.271 

Palghat 29,63,326 58,32,039 96.8J 

Shornur 26,95,104 41,04,271 52.2 , 

Edappal 9,35,875 27,72,360 196. 2~ 
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CHAPTER V 

WILLINGNESS TO PAY I CONTINGENT VALUATION 

,.1 Introduction 

With the notion of water for drinking as a tree commodity 
increasingly coming under eclipse, the principle of cost recovery 
for improved water service has been gaining ground both in policy 
debates and academic exercises. These discussions have, however, 
tended to be dominated either by an attempt to determine a 
maximum proportion of income that people can afford to pay for 
such a service and/ or an argument for some contribution to be 
made by them to the labour input at the time of construction of 
the system. Hardly any attention has been paid to the behaviour 
of users in relation to their socio-economic characteristics and 
water use patterns which must in the end govern their decision on 
how much to pay for the use and maintenance of the service. As a 
result the systems are designed to provide a minimum level of 
service at extremely low most often zero cash cost to the user. 
While the service is directed at providing health benefits, users 
are looking for mechanisms to overcome chronic or seasonal 
scarcity of water from traditional sources, for reduced time 
costs or for a reliable service and better-tasting water. 

,.2 Contingent Valuation Approach 

Our attempt here is to determine the influence of household 
characteristics and source attributes on willingness to pay for 
the improved service. The approach followed by us in this regard 
is somewhat akin to the "contingent valu'ation" method . Rather 
than use information on the actual choice(s) made by the 
household(s), the demand for service is ascertained by asking 
questions, for a given level of service and tariff, about water 
related behaviour. That is, for each specific option (service 
quality, price, etc.) the respondent is asked whether the 
improved service would be used. The purpose here is to construct 
a hypothetical market for which we proceed as follows, Beginning 
with an average monthly charge (i.e., as starting point bid or 
price) paid currently by a typical rural household with a yard 
tap under similar socio- economic conditions and tariff rates, the 
respondent answers "yes" or "no" to whether the posited price 
would be paid for taking a house connection (yard tap). An 
iterative bidding process is continued where, say, an x amount of 
rupees is successively added to the previous bid until a bid is 
redc hed wh.,re th" ,·.,spondent is not willing to pay more. ·, 

c .... , 
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Th• major- pr-oblem with such "contingent valuation" sur-veys is 
that biases may ar-ise for thr-ee r-elated reasons. Fir-st, there 
i• a so-called "hypothetical bias", which ar-ises because th• 
individual may not understand or- per-ceive cor-r-ectly the 
character-istics of the ser-vice being described by the 
interviewer- . Secondly ther-e is a "strategic bias", which ar-ises 
because the r-espondent may think that he can influence the 
pr-ovision of ser-vices in his favour- by not answer-ing the 
questions tr-uthfully. And thir-d is the pr-oblem of the 
"compliance bias" in which the r-espondent may give ans wer-s which 
ar-e prompted by his desir-e to influence the inter-viewer-. However-, 
t~= ~et!'?cd~!!:!~';' fQ~ C2!1gy,;t;!n~ ~yc; h 

0

1;gnt!n~~nt v~!~~t!.2~'" 
surveys has under-gone fur-ther- development over- the last decade by 
environmental and resour-ce economists concerned with the problem 
of valuing the provision of public goods. Despite initial 
misgivings about the usefulness of the method, it now appears 
that the major- potential sources of bias can be dealt with. In 
the conteKt of this study, knowledge about pipe water- was nearly 
univer-sal. This was fur-ther confirmed by the eKperience of the 
interviewer-s, that every time they began descr-ibing what a pipe 
water s upply service was they wer-e invariably met with a smile 
ar-ising out of pr-evious knowledge on the part of the r-espondents 
of what was being described, and their having to treat this 
introductory sentence therefor-e as only a necessary formality in 
the interviewing process. Thr-ough careful recruitment and 
training of interviewer-sand meticulous efforts at establishing 
r-apport with the local population, we have tried to minimize the 
other two biases. 

~-~ Bidding Ga .. • 

An assessment of willingness to pay for a pipe water- supply 
system within the rural conteKt must reflect three important 
concerns of the households, i.e., tar-iff, connection costs and 
the quality of ser-vice. The bidding games designed by us 
captured all these three concerns. 

For those who were already connected, connection costs were a 
matter of the past and, therefore, only two games were played. 
In the fir-st game the monthly char-ge was increased (from the 
aver-age current level of Rs. 5 per month upto a highest level of 
ijs.50 per- month) and the respondents wer-e asked whether-, at each 
specified tariff level, they would continue to connect, or 
disconnect and use other sources. The second game was almost 
identical , except that the respondents were asked for their
responses on the assumption that pipe water- was available for 
about 8 hours a day (rathe r than fo r one or two hour-s which is 
the case at present). 
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For thos• who w•r• within reasonable ace••• to th• distribution 
pipeline but had remained unconnected three bidding gam•s wer• 
d•veloped. In the first the monthly charg•s were kept at the 
current level and the respondent · s reaction to lowered connection 
costs was assessed. In the second game the connection cost was 
reduced to a nominal level (Rs.100) and the reaction to an 
increased monthly charge was assessed. The third game was 
similar to the second, i.e., a fixed low connection cost and 
higher monthly charge but the quality of service ( in terms of 
number of hours of availability, reliability and taste) was 
improved and the reaction to this constellation of factors was 
assessed. 

For the households in the sites where pipe water supply was yet 
to commence, two bidding games were played. The first game, 
while keeping the monthly charge at the curr•nt level prevailing 
in · other sites with pipe water service, assessed the reaction 
to ' a range of connection costs lincluding the costs which would 
actually be incurred under current policies ). The second game 
assessed r e action to a financing scheme which would reduce th• 
initial (connection) cost but raise the monthly charges. 

EXISTING SCHEMES 

Ali those who 
are connected 

A21 thos e who 
have access but 

haven ' t connected 

SANCT IONED 
SCHEMES 

B: those who 
Wl 11 have acc ess 

li2ll ~.! 

Bidding G•-• 

Connection Tari ff 
Cos t 

As is Range up 
As is Range up 

Range down As is 
Low Range up 
Low Range up 

Range down As is 
Low Range up 

Service 
Level 

(Reliabi Ii ty I 

As i s 
Improved 

As is 
As is 

Improved 

As i s 
As i s 

It might be a ppr opria te a t this po i n t t o r e por t on our fi el d 
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••perienc• in conducting th••• bidding games. Th• bidding gam•• 
constituted th• most significant aspect of investigator training, 
particularly in terms of time spent. One• th• investigators were 
,bl• to perceive that the apparently complex bidding games were 
r••llY quit• simple, and had had sufficient opportunity to 
practice th• technique in mock int•rviews with th• principal 
investigators and then with the ••ch oth•r, they handl•d the 

0, ... in the fi•ld with •a••· The trials of th• bidding o•m•• 
during the initial visits to the field in th• cour•• of site 
••l•ction , training of investigators in th• field and pre- testing, 
also g•v• the team a glimpse of how the sample households w•r• 
likely to respond. Th• bidding games were among ~n• iiveiiesi 
••pact• of the household interview• , as respondent• •asily and 
spontaneously fell into the spirit of th• games. 

Th• responses to different bidding game• are pre••nt•d below in 
r,bl•• 5.3.2. to 5.3.7 for the relevant c at•gories of households. 

Connectors 

!ilb. ~ 

R••pon•• of Connectors To Highar l'lonthly Charo•• at 
tha Prevailing L•v•l Of S.rvic•. 

Average Monthly Percent Connectors in ' I 
' 

Charo• (Rs . ) 
Area with Area with Area with All 
adequate/good scarce/good abundant/ areas 
quality water to indiffer- saline combined 

ent quality quality 
water wat•r 

> 50 -- 54.7 9.2 22.4 

30-40 -- 4.6 6.1 4.0 

20-30 -- 17 .4 13.2 11.2 

10-20 1.5 10.5 25.5 14 .0 

5-10 90.9 3.5 42.9 42.0 

Do not know 7.6 9.3 3.1 6.4 

Total 

! 
100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 
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Response of Connectors To HiQher 11onthly Charve• at 
Iaproved Level of Service 

Average Monthly Percent Connectors in 
Charr;ie (Rs.) 

Area with Area with Area with All 
adequate/good scarce/good abundant/ are as 
quality water to indi ffer- saline combined 

ent quality quality 
water water 

50 3.0 57 .0 14.3 26 .01 'f 

30 7.6 4.7 15.3 I 

I ., . 6 '\ 

20 27.3 17.4 31.7 
I 

25.6 {1 

10 30.3 8.1 22.4 l<f .6 1t. 

5 21.2 1.2 14.3 11.6 

Do not know 10.6 11.6 2.0 7.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Among connectors willingness to pay higher cha rges would appear 
td be mainly distress oriented. Only in the water scarce area 
did a majority of households respond positively to the wa t er 
charge being linked to a level of Rs.50 per month. A• against 
Just 3.5 per cent of households with yard taps which have 
resisted bidding beyond the current level in the water scarce 
•r•a, .,1 per cent of nou5 ~holds with yard taps l ocated in the 
•rea with adequate/good quality water have responded in a similar 
vein . Even in the a rea with abundant but saline water as many as 
43 per cent of households with yard taps have resisted bidding 
beyond the current level of water charges. They were, however, 
willing to ra ise their bids under the assumption o f an improved 
level of service , i.e ., if supply were raised from one / two 
hours a day to 8 hours a day and reliability improvedJ in the 
•rwo ~i t l, ~deq~~t~/ijuuJ ~u~: ~~ t ~at~r 3C par cent ~f t; •• 
households with yard taps were willing to double the existing 

(charges and another one- third were willing to pay four to five) 

times more than the current levels. In the area with abundant 
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bUt satin• wat•r from tradit ion•I sourc•• th• p•rc•ntag• of 
hOU••holds who r•sisted • ny bid b•yond th• curr•nt l•v•I of w•t•r 
ch•rg•• declin•d from 43 per c•n t to 14 p•r c•nt und•r th• 
•••umption of improved supp l y, A m•Jority of th•m w•r• now 
willing to •ccept • t wo to four - fold hik• in w•t•r c h•rges . In 
th• wat•r scarce •re• th• response to higher bids under th• 
assumption o f incr•ased supply 1mproved •v•n furth•r, Now , only 
one per c•nt of th• hous•holds with yard taps w•re unw1lling to 
go beyond the current l•vel of w•ter charg•s •nd n•arly two
thirds were will ing to P•Y between b to 10 tim•s mor• than the 
curr•nt rates. 

Non-connectors 

Baa•d on the assumption that th• conn•ction coat (wh1ch work•d 
out to •n av•r•g• of •round Rs.1000) w•• the m•Jor f•ctor 
inhibiting the •• househo lds from applying for yard taps, we 
•licited thei r r•sponses on th• question o f wi llingn•ss to pay 
und•r th• assumption of lower connection costs, Their responses 
to th• first g•m• wher• connection costs w.r• reduc•d w1thout 
altering the curr•nt level of w•ter ch•rg•s •nd s•rvic• rev••led 
th•t a majority of the non-connect i ng sampl e house holds i n the 
water scarce ar•• are w1lling to go in f or y• rd t aps •v•n at a 
m•re 30 p•r cent r•duction in connection costs. It would app••r 
that und•r such environmental conditions a large proportion of 
households are willing to ~tretch thems•lves to pay r•lativ• ly 
higher t•rif f s as well as the pr•vailing connection costs. Here 
the inability of the w•ter sys tem to provid• yar d t•ps to a 
larger number of households would appe•r to be the m•in factor in 
eKplaining why th• majority of househo l ds within the vicin ity o f 
the distribution pipelines rem•in unconnected. Only •bout a 
quarter of non-connect1ng households in the w•ter scarce are• 
were un•ble to d•cid• whether or not to go in for a y•rd tap at 
lower connection costs . The l owered connection costs hav• t he 
greatest •ppe•I •mong the non- connectors in the ar•• of poor 
qu•lity water . Nearly 90 per cent are willing to go in for y•rd 
t•P• at the eKisting monthly charge even with the prevailing 
highly uns•tisfactory quali ty of service if the connection costs 
are reduced substantiall y, Ev•n in th• adequate/ good quality 
w•ter zone a majority of non- connectors •re willing to pay the 
current ch•rges for the none too satisfactory qu•lity of services 
but only if the connection co~ts are reduced by ~O per cent or 
more. 
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R••pon•• of Non-connector• to Lowered Connection Coat• at 
Exiatino Level of &ervic• and Water Charo•• 

Conn•ction Percent Sample Non-conn•ctor Households in 
costs (Rs.) 

Area with Area with Are• with All 
adequat•lgood ~~ai~~~1~~~- abundant/ areas 
quality water saline combined 

ent quality quality 
w•ter water 

700 28.0 49.0 21.0 32.7 

500 15.0 7.0 17.0 13.0 
200 14.0 15.0 27.0 18.7 

100 3.0 3.0 24.0 10.0 
Do not know 40.0 2b.O 11.0 25.b 

Tot•l 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Iil.k ~ 
Re•pon•• of Non-connector• to Low Fixed Connection Co•t• 1R•. 100) 

at Higher Monthly Charo•• and Existing Level of Serv ce 

Averaye Percent Sample Non-connector Households in 
Month y 

with Area with Ar•a with Charges (Rs.) Are• All 
ad•quat•lgood :~ai~~~1~~~- abundant/ •reas 
quality water saline combined 

ent quality quality 
water water 

50 3.0 13.0 3.0 b.3 

30 4.0 7.0 3.0 4.7 
20 4.0 lb.O 3.0 7.7 

10 24.0 21.0 21.0 22.0 

Do not know b5.0 43.0 70.0 59,3 

Total 100.0 10 0. 0 100.0 100.0 
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Response of Non-connector• to Low Fixed Connection Costs 
(Rs.100) at I•proved Level of Service and Higher Water Charges 

Aver•ge Percent S•mple Non-connector Households in 
Monthly 

Charge (Rs.) Are• with Are• with Are• with All 
•dequ•te/good scarce/good abundant/ •reas 
quality water to indiffer- ••line combined 

ent quality quality 
water water 

50 5 . 0 19.0 2.0 8.7 

30 :s.o 9.0 2.0 4.6 

20 6.0 16.0 2 .0 8 . 0 

10 22.0 14.0 21.0 19.0 

Do not know 64.0 42.0 73.0 e 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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probable Connec:tors 

!il.a ~ 

R••pon•• of Probabl• Connttc:tor• to Lower.ct Connaction Co•t• 
At Pr•v•ilino L•v•l of S•rvic• and Wat•r Charo•• 

P•rc•nt Sampl• Probabl• Conn•ctors 

Connection Ar•• with Ar•a with Ar•• with All 
Costs (Rs.) adequat•lgood scarc•/good abundant/ .,.. ... 

quality water to indiffer- saline combined 
ent quality quality 

water water 

700 48.5 21.0 15.5 28.4 

500 4.0 5.5 2.0 3.8 

200 4.5 15.5 0.0 9.3 

100 11.0 15.0 ' 24 . 5 lb.8 

-
Would continue 

with the 28.5 32.5 45.5 35.5 
current source 

Would r•ly on 0.0 1.0 2.5 1.2 
the public tap 

Undecided 3.5 9 . 5 2.0 5.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Apart from the sample households in the adequat•lgood qua lity 
water zone, only a small proportion of all probabl• connectors is 
willing to connect at a cost of Rs . 700 or so . Surprisingly, 45 
per cent of sample households in the poor quality water area ar• 
inclined to stay with their current source. In the remaining 
areas this is the case with about one-third of the sample 
households . It seems, therefore, that in the proposed sites at 
lowered connection costs and at the current tariff th• connection 
rate would be in the range of 55 to 70 per cent. Further, it 
would appear that the prospect ot offsetting the •ffect of) 

~eouc eo co nnnct1on costs by ra1s1ng the monthly charg• 1s not • 
very prom1s1ng one as it could well lead to a subst•ntial decline 
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in connection r•tes. The evidence, however, does indic•te the 
scope for• maroinal increase in the current level of charoes, A 
nominal connection cost and an average monthly charge of around 
Rs,10 is likely to result i n about a fourth of the rural 
households hooking up to the improved service. 

:J.4 The t1odal 

For determining the influence of household char•cteristics •nd 
s ource •ttributes on the hous ehold ' s willingness to pay for the 
improved water scheme, two discrete choice models are developed 
•nd estimated I one for water source choice and the other for 
m.aximum willinoness to pay for an improved service, based on 
information from bidding games. The model of discrete choice of 
w•ter source which is based on utility maximization is estimated 
by multinomi•I logit and probit procedures. The other model 
pertaining to the maximum willingness to pay for the proposed 
w•ter system is estimated through the ordered probit procedures . 

:J . 4.1 Plultina.ial Logit Nodal of Unordared Choic••• 

As observed earlier, about one-third of our sample households use 
an improved water source (y•rd tap or public tap), 60 per cent 
use wells and the remaining b to 7 per cent use other sou rces 
such as a trough or river. 

In the sites where improved water supply schemes are already in 
oper•tion, the households with •ccess could be regarded as facing 
the full set of water source choices: yard t•p, public tap, well 
and trough, etc. Although water can and is obtained from these 
sources simultaneously, we treat the main source of water as •n 
exc )usive choice. There are two types of logit models, the so
called conditional logit (or McFadden·s model) in which the 
independent variables measure characteristics of the cho i ces, and 
the multinomial logit, in which the independent variables measure 
characteristics of the househo lds, Because the two approaches 
are mathematically equivalent, they can also be mi xed, i n which 
case some of the variables are charac teristics of the c hoices and 
some are household specific. McFadden has proved t hat the 
conditional logit is consistent with utility ma><imisation, so the 
empirical model can be derived directly from a typical random 
util i ty framework in whic h sourc e choice reveals the highes t 
constrained util i ty level the household c a n reach. 

We use the simple multinomial appro a c h becau se we do not have 
source- specific c haracter1st1cs. The water s o u r c e choice has the 
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three categories already mentioned: yard tap, well, 
(lake, stream, and so on). We take the cas3 of

1
thr~e 

the dependent variable with probabilities P, P, P . 
multinomial logit model can be written as follows : 

and other 
values for 

Then the 

( 1) 1 n ( rf' / pt\ l X t 8 1 

where j • O, 1, 21 tis the observation indeK, X is the t th 
observation on a l K k vector of eKplanatory variables, and B 
is a k K l vector of parameters. The three equations in 
(1), plus the requirement that the probabilities for every t 
sum to one, determine the probabilities uniquely. Assuming the 
errors have a Weibull distribution, 

(2 ) pot 

(3) ~ 

1 / ( 1 

e,cp I xt 

l. t 
+2_ eKp (X 8) } 

jao .t,, 

e• > 1 < 1 + ~ eKp Ix t e1 
> > 

jao 
where j • O, 1, 2, and 
equation (3) can be used 
of choosing each water 
independent variables. 

t • number of observations. The last 
to simulate changes in the probability 
source for different values of the 

5.4.2 The Binary Probit Nodel for Water Sourc• Choic• 

In addition to the logit model for the choices facing consumers 
in the sites where improved water schemes are in operation, we 
are interested in ascertaining the probability that a household 
would take a yard tap. This too is done on the basis of 
information obtained through the bidding games. In order to use 
the information from all the sites we simplified the choice 
framework to a decision between the current source and a yard 
tap, a binary choice. As in the last section, this choice is 
determined by attributes of the current source and the improved 
source as well as socio-economic characteristics of the 
household. Source characteristics include quality of water, 
taste of water and distance to water source. Household 
characteristics include income, assets , education, wealth,and 
occupation. 

If the error terms are assumed to be normally distributed, 
problem requires the probit model (1). We observe a O or 
for the dependent variable (such as whether or not to use a 

(1) Maddala 1983 
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tap), but the observed variable is a signal that so•e underlying 
continuous variable (such as desire for a modern water connection 
or desire for higher quality water) has pass~d a certain 
threshold and put the household into the yard tap category. This 
model estimates a continuous probabi Ii ty pl· . j 

The probit probability model is associated with t J ~ cumulative 
normal probability function. The standardized cumu(ative nor~~, 

(4) pl • F(Z1 • x• B) __ :1.;_J e --t=d. i • o, 
.mr 

• ,o 

function is written '"'- 1 

where s is a random variable which is normally di,tributed with 
mean zero and unit variance. The probability pl r'sulting from 
the probit model is an estimate of the conditiona~ probability 
that a household will hook up given household chara~ teristics and 
source attributes X1• Thi• is equivalent to the proijability that 
a standard normal variable will be less than or equ41 to X1 B. 
The probit model will be used to estimate the p~

1
obability of 

hooking up to an improved water source instead of ontinuing to 
use an alternativ• water sourc•, with the monthl I tariff and 
water sourctt choice derived from the bidding game. 

:,.4.3 The Orderlld Probability Model for Pl&xiaua W~llinon••• To 
Pay 

This is the direct approach to analyzing maMimum w~ llingness to 
pay. Although the value households place on the p oposed water 
system is a continuous variable, the data genera ed from the 
bidding game are a set of yes/no responses to qu~stions about 
specific, discrete tariffs. Thus, the observJ d dependent 
variable obtained from the bidding game procedure is not the 
maKimum amount the household would be willing to pa 

1
, but rather 

an interval within which the •true• willingness t ~ pay falls, 
Linear regression is not an appropriate procedure for dealing 
with such an ordinal dependent variable because th assumptions 
regarding the specification of the error term in th~ linear model 
will be violated. The probit model could be sed, but it 
discards the additional information we have about t e end points 
of each interval and thus will be less efficient th n the ordered 
probit model. 

It is assumed that the improved water 
household with additiona l utility such 
utility function might look as follows: 

scheme 
that th 

(5) U ( 51, income ) c U ( 5 2 , income - MWTPit 

8(• 

provides the 
household ' s 

l. 
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Wh•r• MWTf'ia repr•••nts m•Kimum willingn••• to P•Y •nd SI •nd 
52 r•pr•••nt two different w•t•r sourc••· If SI is •n improv•m•nt 
ov•r 52 •nd • m4rk•t •Kist• in which th• individu•I could obt•in 
52 inst••d of 51 for I••• th•n MWTP~ h• would purch••e 52 •nd 
utility would incre•••· If th• new w•t•r sourc• costs more th•n 
MWTP~ it would not be purch•sed. From th• utility function, • 
bid curv• could b• d•rived •s follows1 

( b ) Mwrpl· • f ( XI ) 

socio-•conomic 
This is th• 

wh•re X' is a vector of hous•holds' 
char•cteristics •nd •ttributes of w•ter sourc•• 
•qu•tion th•t i• to b• eatimated by ordered probit. 

Again let MWTPfbe the maKimum willingn•s• to P•Y of houaehold 
i for the proposed w•t•r system. B•sed on consumer d•m•nd 
theory, w• hypoth••i z• the MWTPI• i • • function of th• 
•ttributes of the new and •Kisting w•t•r aourc•s •nd the 
hous•hold's socioeconomic char•cteristics, as follows1 

(7) MWTPt• • X1 8 • •' 

Where x1 is• vector of the houaehold'• ch•r•ct•ristics •nd the 
•ttributes of the sources. 8 is• vector of p•ram•ters of th• 
model and e is a random term with• stand•rd normal distribution. 
MWTp/"is not observable from the bidding game, ao this equation 
cannot be estim•ted. However,from. the int•rview response& we 
know the ranges within which MWTPlwill fall. Let R1 Rm be 
the m t•riff level s which divide the range of MWTP space into 
m•I categories, then the observed dependent variable MWT~ is 
categorized in such a way that the fol lowin.g holds1 

(8) MWTPI - 1 if MWTPI• < Rl • 10 

2 if 10 • Rl <• MWTPI .. < R2 • 20 

3 if 20 • R2 <• MWTPI .. < R3 • 30 

4 if 30 ,. R3 <• MWTP/• < R4 = 50 

5 if MWTPt• >• 50 

The R1are known threshold values: the values s hown are the 
~rtu Ally ,,~ed i n the Kerala survev instrument (in ruoeesl. 
equation (bl, we have MWTP' a 4, if , for eKample: 

(9 ) R3 <= x1 B + el < R4 

H I 

ones 
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or < R3 - x1e'>1<r<• •'''° £ c R4 - xle > t<f 

whrtre <Tis the st•nd•rd devi•tion of e~ Assuming effollows • 
standard norm•! distribution, 

( 10) P ( MWTPI • 4 ) • P (R3 < MWTPI• < R4 ) 

• P (R3 - x1 e < e' <R4 - ~B 

• F (R3 - ~ B) - F (R4 - xf B 

where ~(.) is th• cumul•tivrt st•nd•rd norm•! drtnsitv function, The 
equation (10) is the ordered probit model, 

,., Esti•ation Results I Nater Source Choices 

,.,.1 l'lultinoaial Logit ttod•l I variabl•s and results 
(actual "ater source choice) 

In this section the choice of• v•rd t•p, public tap or well 
(tradition•! sourc•> is •stim•ted only for the housrtholds in t~e 
sites with existing schemes for pipe (improvrtd) w•ter supply. 
All of thrtse housrtholds ar• rrtgardrtd as h•ving these three 
options in their choice sets. Bec•usrt this estim•tion depends on 
actual b•h•viour (not on bidding game responses) only the 
households in these sites face this choice set,including the yard 
tap, and the households in the sites wherrt the pipe water supply 
is vet to commence were excluded from this rtstimation. 

The choice of w•ter source is regarded as a function attribute of 
sources and the characteristics of the individual households. 
Table 1 contains the variables used in each specific model and 
the expected signs. 
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The estimated multinomial legit model is the followings 

Log odds ratio of dependent 
var1able • (.attributes of 
(• log (probability of using yard~ 

probability of using well 
sources , socio

economic ch.ar.ac
teristics of 
households,site 
dummy) 

where dependent v.ariable 0 if well or other 
tr.aditional source 

1 if yard tap 

2 if public tap 

The relevant attributes of the water source are as follows, 

Tar-iff average monthly charge from the bidding game 

Connection cost: initial cost of connecting 

Distance in metres from the non-yard tap .alternative 
water source 

The relevant socio-economic characteristics of households are: 

Education 

Occupation 

Income 

Assets 

Dummmy 1 

Dummy 2 

Dummy 3 

Dummy 4 

a 1 for the presence of any adult in the family 
with secondary education 

0 if no adult in the family has .attained this 
level 

• 1 if engaged in cultivation 

0 otherwise 

tot.al household income per ye.ar 

house, specifically the number of rooms, is used 
as a proxy for the vari.able representing household 
wealth 

• tor water scarce are• 

= for poor quality water area 

a for proposed sites, i.e., piped w.ater forthcoming 

z for reliability of service in sites with existing 
pipeo water supply (1 1t ret1ab1t1ty is improved). 
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" Choice prob•bilities und•r this •stimation technique •re given 
relative to •n eKcluded category, which in this c•se is the O 
c•tegory (use of• well or other tr•dition•l source), Income, 
•ssets and educ•tion •r• hypothesized to increase the orob•btl,ty 
of using the y•rd t•P· Informal sector activity including 
agricultural activity should h•v• a n•v•tiv~ effect on choosing a 
pipe w•t•r system, this v•riable is used as a proKy for the value 
of time, under the assumption th•t f•rm households are less 
constrained for ti•• devoted to fetching water th•n form•l sector 
households, i ••, mainly those doing salaried jobs. Households 
farther away from their current water source (or in the case of 
connector households, their most important •ltern•tive to the 
piped water source) are hypothesized to be more likely to choose 
piped w•ter, so the sign on dist•nce is eKpected to be positive. 
Households in w•t•r-sc•rce or saline water are•s should be more 
likely to use an i•proved water source than will residents of 
relatively good water supply are•s, other things being const•nt. 
Th• households in th• proposed sites, who have never used a piped 
w•ter source, may be less likely to choose• piped water source 
simply because they are less familiar with th•t option th•n the 
households in s~tes with eKisting piped water service. The 
former also have a strong incentive for strategic bidding 
behaviour because they do not have a new water system as yet and 
may end up paying what they say they would pay when it finally 
commences. 

Table 5.5.10 shows the results of the multinom'ial logit 
estim•tion of water source choice without a t•rif1f variable, 
including coefficients, t-statistics, marginal proba~ilities, and 
elasticities. The m•rginal probabilities are affected by the 
scale of the ind•pendent variable, but they show the !total effect 
of each independent variable on the probability of ch,oosing each 
source, rather than the relative effects provided by the t 
statistics. The sample size for this estimati9 n is 530 
households (1). 

Cl) The coefficients in the top part of Table 5.5.t b show the 
effect of the independent variable on the log odds otj choosing a 
yard tap relative to a we! I (or traditional sop rce). The 
marginal probability and elasticity columns show the t otal effect 
of the independent variable on choosing a yard tap <tjtl. relative 
to a well), The bottom of the table is interprete~ similarly, 
but for a public tap. 
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ttultino.aial LOQit Estiaat•• for Sit•• with Existing Piped 
Wat•r Supply 6y•t•• (1) 

Dependent Variable Log (prob (yard tap)/prob (w•ll)) 

lnd•p•nd•nt Co•fficients T - Valu• Marginal 

Variabl•s Probability 

Constant -6.38163 -7 .908"' -1.44004 

Yearly lncom• 0.00002 2.663. 0.00001 
Number of Rooms 0.12743 2.154 .. 0.04421 
S•M of R•spond•nt -0.42414 -1.682 ,t -0.10572 

( f•mal• • 1) 
Education L•v•I 5.52842 7. 702 'If 1.35050 

Occupation -0.03222 -0.064 0.13011 
(farming• 1) 

Distanc• to Sourc• 0.00116 0.520 0.00035 
Dummy for Scare• Ar•a 0.81849 3.129 I 0.00907 
Dummy for Salin• Area 3.83499 6.593 'f. 0.74757 

Elasticity 

-3.063 

; 0.124 
0.268 

I -0.125 

1.987 
-0.018 

0.015 
0.132 
0.661 

! 
I 

Dependent Variable i Log [prob (public tap) / prob (w•l I)) 

Constant -1.62302 - 2.710• 
Yearly Income - 0.00003 -1.860 • 
Number of Rooms -0.14395 -1.886 ll> 

SeM of Respondent 0.00639 0.022 
(female • 1) 

Education Utvel 0.23036 0.528 
Occupation -1.57624 - 1.436 .... 

(farming• 1) 
Distance to Source -0.00075 - 0.316 
Dummy for Scarce Area 2.213 5.125• 
Dummy for Saline Area 2.320 4.263. 

Log-likelihood •••••••••••• -395.84 
Number of observations •••.. 550 

0.30654 -1.33 
-0.00001 -0.319 
-0.03356 - 0.518 
0.03815 0.003 

-0.44847 0.141 
-0.24241 -0.065 

-0.00022 - 0.017 
0.27261 0.612 
0.02502 0.681 

[well and others• 194, yard tap• 250, public tap• 106) 

Cl) Since only households in th• sites with eMisting piped wat•r 
system can have access to different water sources including yard 
t~?, :!t~: ~h~r• piped ~at~r ~yste~ i~ ~~=~=~e~ ~re exclud~C 
here. 
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The far• hou••hold variable is not •tatistically •ign1ficant, b~i 
the coefficient• of the other variables have th• expected sign• 
and are •ionificant. There i• one initially •urprisino 
exception. The distance variable is not s1gn1f1cantly different 
fro• O. The distance variable measures distance to the current 
source (except for those who are connected1 in that case, 
distance is to their alternative source), Thus we cannot 
differentiate distance by potential source (such as the ~1st~ncP 
of each house to the same river or central well), and the 
variable consequently reflects a household characteri•t1c ratner 
than• •ourc• characteristic. Even so, greater distance from the 
household to it• current source (whatever that might be) would 
presumably increase the probability of choos1no an improved water 
system, but it does not appear to matter sionif1cantly in thi s 
sample as the variations in distance to traditional water sour ces 
are very •mall. In Kerala most households have access to these 
•ourc•• within 400 to ~00 met~es fro,,, their house. Hioher income 
increases the probability of u•ino a yard tap but lowers the 
probability of usino either a well or a public tap . The number 
of room• in the house, our proMy for wealth or assets, has the 
•ame effect. The result• also suooest that residence in a water 
scarce area increases the probability of choosing improved water 
•ource• such a• private tap and public tap and decreases the 
probability of using other water sources. 

Fioure 1 illustrate• the way choice probabilities change as 
income increases over a range approMimately I standard deviation 
around the mean level of income for the sample (1). Around an 
annual income of Rs 31,000 the probability of connecting a yard 
tap •urpasses the likel ihood of choosing a well. Clearly the 
main effect of income is to increase the probability of using a 
yard tap at the eMpense oi choosino a well or other traditional 
source. 

5.5.2 Results of Probit l'loc:lel(Hookino upto yard tap in Biddino 
ea .. > 

EMpl1nation 21. Pcocedyrv1 ~ Overview Q.i t!:l.l. ~ 

In contrast to the previous section, the est1mat1ons discussed 
below refer to da ta from the biddino games. In one b1dd1ng game, 
connection costs were held constant and the tariff was varied; 

( 1 ) The 
monthly 
in the 
constant 

simulation of the effects of changes 1n 1ncome, 
tariff, and connection cost on connecting that ts shown 
figures 1s constructed by holding all other vari a bles 
at the overall sample mean. 
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then th• connection coat was varied aa th• tariff wa• held 
conatant. Table 5.2 . 10 contain• the probit result• for chooainQ 
or not choosinQ a yard tap in the b1ddin9 9ame for all sitea. 
Thia table result• from •atackinQ" the data. Each household 
appear• a• five obaervationa , one time for each monthly tari~f 
quoted in the bidd1n9 9ame. This procedure creates ~=~• 
un••a•ured spatial correlation amonQ the errors because they are 
not independent for each ••t of 5 observations from the s a me 
household. The coefficients in this table will conaequently be 
correct, but th• standard error• will be undereatimated and the 
t-statiatic• overeatimated. 

We have adopted the followinQ atrate9y to correct thi• problem 
(11. We took the lar9e •••Pl• juat deacribed (459b observational 
and rando•ly picked one observation frOM each 9roup of 
obaervationa for a aingle household, reducing the aample aize 
back to the original sample (1149 obaervationa). Thi• method 
preserve• variation in the monthly tariff and yard tap variables 
but eli•inatea the apatial corre lation in the lar9er aa•ple . It 
also discards some information. Table 5.5. 2 1 reports the probit 
for one auch random draw. Th• important thing to notice in this 
table is that the - large t-statistic• reported in Table 5.5.20 are 
reduced, but they are still quite large. Deapit• the fact that 
we took only a single draw from the larger sample, the 
coefficients in Table 5.5.21 are remarkably close to those 
reported in Table 5.5.20. As a consequence, in the discusaion of 
the results, we will uae the latter table because it uses th• 
full ••t of infor•ation in the sample, and we are confident that 
except in few ca•••, the apatial correlation problem doe• not 
change the outcome of aignificanc• testa. 

The variable• in Table 5.5.20 are the aame as thoae uaed for 
estimating the logit model in Table 5.5.10 except for th• 
addition of the monthly tarif f from the bidding 9ame. The model 
was eatimated by probit for household• in aites with an existinQ 
piped water aervi c e with a dummy f o r reliability of aervice 
included on the right hand side to asaess the effects of a more 
reliable service (in terms of number of hours per day that water 
is a vai lable ) on willingne•• to pay (results are reported in 
Tables 5.5.22 and 5.5.23. In addition, the model was estimated 

(11 Spatial correl a tion can be modelled and the atandard error• 
corrected analytically. However, that approach requires that the 
analyst impose a specific functional form on the process that 1• 
assumed to create the spatial correlation (as 1s done for 
~utocorrelated errora). 
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by ptobit for non-connectors in the sites where the piped WAter 
system exists And households in sites where it is proposed1 both 
connection cost And monthly tAriff Added As explAnAtory vAri

4
bles 

to see how the imp•ct of those two policy v•ri•bles •ffect the 
probAbility of hooking to •n improved w•t•r system (reported in 
T•bles S.S.24 •nd S.S.2S) (1). E•ch of these tAbles cont•ins 
marginal prob•bilities •nd el•sticities for the model. As 
before, the m•rginals •re the inst•ntaneous chAnges in the 
probAbility for An infinitely •m•ll chAnge in the independent 
vAriable. Both Are dependent on the scale of the independent 
vAri•ble. Elasticities Are unitless me•sures of the effect of An 
infinitely small ch•nge in the independent v•riAble on the 
probAbility of hooking up. Both •r• c•lculAted •t the means of 
the independent variAbles. 

(j) The questions ••sociated with connection cost And monthly 
tAriff in the bidding gAme were Asked only for non-connector •nd 
probable connector households, so the connector households were 
excluded from this estimation. 
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Probit Eati••t•• For All &it•• 

Independent Estimated T - value Mar11inal Elasticity V.ariables Coefficient Probability 

Constant -0.83945 -7.848. -0.1819 -1.3507 

Ye.arly Income 0 . 000014 11.347llf 0.000003 0.4179 

Number of Rooms 0.08578 6.348'° 0.018600 0.4922 

SeK of Respondent -0.27794 
(female• 1) 

-5.352~ -0.060264 -0.2406 

Education Leval 0.60763 9.1951' 0.131753 0.6919 

Occupation -0.12243 
( farming • 1) 

-1.275 -0.026547 -0.0202 

Monthly T.ariff -0.03915 - 19.2181( -0.008488 - 1.7324 

Distance to Source 0.00011 0.508 0.000024 0.0061 

Dummy for Scarce Area 0.58453 8.901fl 0.126742 0.3144 

Dummy for S.aline Area 0.18736 2.526~ 0.040625 0.1042 

Dummy for 8 Site -0.54815 -9.7281' -0.118855 -0.4599 

Lo11-Likelihood •• -1620.4 Restricted (Slopes• 0) Loo-L •• - 2471.9 

Chi-Squared ( 10) 

Number of Obs 

1703.9 

4596 

Signific.ance 

• indicates the 9 5 ~ level of statist1cal significance. 

ti·, 

0.322E-13 
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Probit Esti••t•• For All Sit•• 

Independent Estim•tttd T - value M•rgin•l Elasticity V•riables Coefficient Prob•bility 

Constant -0.72325 -3.5ee"' -0.17481 

Year I y Income 0 . 00001 5 . 249* 0.000003 0.3533 

Number of Rooms 0.07709 2.9ee• 0.018633 0.4196 

Se~ of Respondent -0.31185 -3.101- -0 . 075375 -0.2558 ( female • 1) 

Educ•tion Level 0.54293 4.322" 0.131230 0.5860 

Occup•tion -0.13601 -0.740 -0.032875 -0.0213 ( formal sector •1) 

Monthly Tariff -0.03429 -9.048'1( -0 .000200 -1. 41 72 

Distance to Source -0.00045 -0.933 -0.000100 -0.0238 

Dummy for Scarce Area 0 . 51509 4.06611 0.124500 0.2629 

Dummy for Saline Area 0.12830 0.907 0.031011 0.0675 

Dummy for B Site -0.49723 
,,. 

- 4.624 -0.120102 -0.3952 

Log-Likelihood •• -443.6 Restricted (Slopes• 0) Log-L -641. B 

Chi-Squared (10) 

Number of Obs 

396.5 

1148 

Significance 0.322E-13 

• indicates the 95 'l. level of statistical significance. 
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Probit Esti••t•• for Conn•ctors and Non-connactors 
in Sit•• with Existino Pip•d Wat•r Supply (1) 

M•rgin•l El••ticity 
vu·i•bl•• Coefficient T-V•lue Prob•bility 

Const•nt -0.8bb59 -5 . 59711 -0.29157 -1.0424 

Yearly Income 0 . 00001 5.002'*' 0.000004 0.2b45 

Number of Rooms 0.058b2 3.418,. 0 . 019724 0.3095 

Sex of Respondent -0 . 374b7 -4 . 927 .. -0.12b0b2 -0.2753 
(female• 11 

Educ•tion Level O.b2381 5.514 .. 0.209888 0.5b21 

Occup•tion - 0.lOOOb -0.551 -0.033bb7 -0.00bl 
( fu·ming • 1 I 

~T•riff .. -0.0403b - 14.222 .. -0.013579° --~~ - 3~-49) 
~ 
Distance to Source -0.00139 -1.129 -0.000466 - 0.0289 

~ - R~l.i•bility ( ~-~~6~8~;--13:;1~: .. 0.558807 0.4431 ( 
Dummy for Scarce Area 0 .84529 9 . 281 0.284407 0.3420 

Dummy for S•line Area 0.14936 1.117 . 0.050254 0.0644 

log-Likelihood 

Chi-Squared ( 10) 

Number of Obs 

-809.07 Restricted (Slopes• 0) Log-L -1415.4 

(l} 

1212.7 Significance 

550 

0.322E-13 

indicates the 95 % level of statistical significance. 

Ea~h household appears four times 1n this estimation. Th• 
1~p~n~~~~ v3ri~t!e ~nd th~ m~~thl~ t~r iff "~r~ J~,ivvd irom cne 
bidding game. 
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Probit Esti•ates for Connectors and Non-conn.ctors 
in Sit•• "1th EMisting Piped Water Supply (1) 

Independent 
Variables 

Estimated T - value 
Coefficient 

Marginal Elasticity 

Constant - 0.99b74 -3 .201• 

Yearly Income 

Number of Rooms 

Se• of Respondent 
(female• 1) 

Education Level 

Occupation 
(farming" 1) 

Monthly Tariff 

Distance to Sourc• 

0.00001 

0.05754 

-0.483b9 

O.bb799 

-0.05704 

-0.03330 

-0.00079 

Dummy for Scarce Ar•• 0.84677 

Dummy for Saline Ar•• 0.34445 

Dummy for B Site 1.4798b 

2.295 .. 

1. 751"' 

-3.229" 

2.011" 

-0.15b 

.. 
-b.2bl 

-0.413 

4.501• 

1.279 

b . 54411 

Probability 

- 0.337024 - 1.1920 

0.000003 

0.019457 

-0 . 163549 

0.2258bb 

-0 .019288 

-0.011259 

-0.0002bb 

0.28b31b 

0.11b4b7 

0.500378 

0.2302 

0.3022 

-0.353b 

0.5987 

-0 . 0035 

-1.1345 

-0.0163 

0.3408 

0.147b 

0.3928 

Log-Like I ihood 

Chi-Squared (10) 

Number of Obs 

-208 . 5 Restricted (Slopes• 0) Log-L ••• - 349.9 

282.81 Significance 

550 

0.322E-13 

• indicates the 95 'l. level of statistical signi fi cance . 

(1) Randomly selected dat.a. The "stacked" data used previous l y were 
uscO ~r. c~timatin~ this model. 
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Probit Estiaat•• for Non-conn•ctors in Existing S ~t•• and Pr obabl• 
Conn•ctor• in Propos~ Sit•• 

Independent 
v.,·i•bles 

Constant 

Ye•rly Income 

Number of Rooms 

Sex of Respondent 
(female • 1) 

Education Level 

Occup•tion 
(formal sector •!) 

Monthly Tariff _ ....... ... #-~--

Estimated 
Coefficient 

-0 .059905 

0.000019 

0.110388 

-0.210425 

0 . 300549 

-0.066498 

I 
T - V•lue Margin•! 

Probabi 1;1 ty 

-0.652 -0.023654 

14,126* 0.000007 

8.614~ 0 . 043574 

-4.838. -0.083062 

5.918~ 0.118638 

-0.862 -0,026249 

-0.005572 -0 . 908 -0.002199 

-0 . 001297 . ·--~·; ·.-:;;·1"' 
-0 . 000511 

Elasticity 

-0.0535 

0 . 2725 

0 . 3086 

-0.1030 

0.1695 

-0 . 0067 

-0.1368 

-0.4342 

Distance to Source 0.00v~~~ -·- . ·- -·- . ~-· =-~=-~~~_ .... .... ·0.01~-~. 
2.0381 

4 . 03~ 

0.000135 

Dummy for Scarce Area 0.226565 

Dummy for Saline Are• 0.046759 

Dummy for B Sit• - 0.402515 

0.797 

8.748,i 

0.089433 

0.018457 

..:.0.150000 

0 . 0673 

0,0139 

-0.2394 

Log- Likelihood -2599,9 Restricted (Slopes• 0) Log-L ,,, -2899.3 

Chi-Squared (10) 

C 
,, . ~7~:.~~ Significance 0. 322E- 13 

3596 (''? 
_:) ... . u_ ( ). C./( 

\, 

Number of Obs 

, indicates the 95 7. level of stat i stical significance. 
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Sit•• and Probit E•ti••t•• for Non-connactor• in EKi•tino 
Probabl• Connactor• in Propo•ad Sit•• 

Jndepend&n t Estimated T - Value Maroinal Elasticity 
variabl&s Coefficient Probability 

I !; 

-4.967°" Constant -1. 20065 _ -0.193290 -2.1728 

Yearly Income 0.00002 6 . 246* 0.000003 0.4812 

Number of Rooms 0.10114 3.29011 0.016283 0.5734 

SeM of Respond&nt -0.26983 -2 .478« -0 . 043439 -0 .2675 
(female • 1) 

Education Lavel 0.56127 3.930-« 0.090357 0 . 6413 

Occupation 0.12751 0.674 0.020528 0.0259 
(farming• 1) r 

i 
f 

Monthly Tari ff -0.00382 -0.210 -0.000615 -0. 1874 I 
r::~ct;o~ --~;s_< _~ -0.00231 -2.121 .. -0.000372 ~-~~~~~~~ I 

·- --~- ·--·. .. -·· . fr 
0.00032 0.741 0.000051 r 

Distance to Source 0.0223 I 

Dummy for Scarce Area 0.52447 
'f 

3.774 0.084434 0.3160 

Dummy for Saline Area 0.24944 l. 541 0.040157 0.1503 
~ 

Dummy for B Site -0 .39219 -3.304 -0.063138 -0.4726 

Log-Likelihood ••• -388 .07 Restricted (Slopes• 0) Log-L •• -421.84 

Chi-Squared (lQ) 67.58 Significance 0.98E-12 

Number of Obs ••• e) 
''""·"' ...... , ' ..... ~ .. ~·· ·'•""'"'" ... fov(~_ 

.,4 



The model being eatimated is shown below1 

Prob (yard tap is chosen) 

dependent variable 

F( • l 

F (source attributes,household 
characteristic•> 

1 if the response is that the 
household would connect at the 
stated tariff and connection 
cost in the bidding game. 

0 otherwise 

cumulative probability function 

Source attribute• and household characteristics are same a• 
defined earlier. 

Re•ult• 

Al I of the coeff·icients in Table 5.5.20 e,ccept distance and 
occupation have the e,cpected signs and are statistically 
sign_ificant. The probability of choo5ing an improved w•ter 
service in water scarce and saline areas is higher than in areas 
with a relatively good supply of water. The results suggest that 
yearly income, wealth (as measured by number of rooms) and 
education have positive effects on connection probabilities. 
Monthly tariff has a negative P.ffect. 

Figure 2 displays the results of a simulation for this model in 
which otl continuous variables are held at their mean values 
while the monthly tariff is varied across its range. The dummy 
variables are set for agricultural occupation, education • 1, and 
male respondent. Jf the dummies were set differently, they would 
affect the vertical placement of the lines in the group but not 
the slopes. The coefficients come from Table 5.5.20 but for 
each separate site (e,cisting versus proposed piped water supply) 
and area (scarce versus adequate water from traditional sources), 
the overall sample mean values are used (1) 

Figure 2 contains b lines. The top set of 3 lines are for the 
sites with e,cisting piped water supply and the bottom set of 3 is 
for the sites where the improved water supply is proposed. The 3 
lines in each group refer to water abundant, water scarce, and 
saline water communities. 

(1) Using the mean value spec ific to the site also give s1m1lar 
results. 
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The probability of hooking up in the existing sites 1s 
substantially higher at every monthly tariff and for every type 
of water condition. This 1s useful information because it 
su~gests tha t despite the unsatisfactory e•per,ence the 
households in the existing sites have had with improved water 
supplies , the y would still be extremely likely tc ccn~~=t . It 
also suggests that in the proposed sites more households will 
hook up at each monthly tariff after the water system is actually 
available. The existence of the water system itself appears to 
have a positive effect on the probability of using it1 that is 
assumed to be a knowledge effect. 

The rankings within each site for water availability are also as 
might be expected. Households in good quality water areas are 
the least likely to hook up at each monthly tariff, those i n 
saline areas are somewhat more wi l ling to use a yard tap at each 
tariff, and those in water scarce areas are significantly more 
interested in hooking up at any tariff level. The probability of 
hooking up in the proposed sites is below 50 percent at every 
monthly tar iff. 

Figure 5 is constructed in exactly the same way as Figure 2, but 
income is varied across the range reported in the samp l e. Even 
at the lowest incomes the probability of hooking up is 
substantially above 0 . 5 in the existing sites. It does not 
exceed 0.5 for the proposed sites until income levels well above 
those reported by most of the sample . The rankings across 
good, scarce, and saline areas are similar to what was shown in 
Figure 2 (1). 

(1) An important caveat should be attached to these figures. 
They show continuous probabilities, but the probabilities 
underlie a discrete choice decision. As the continuous 
probability increases, a household will eventually decide to hook 
up. Conventionally it is assumed that households fall into 
category O if the probability is below .50 ; they fall into 
category 1 if the probability is equal to or greater than .50. 
The threshold is arbitrary. Accordingly, in these figures, it is 
much safer to concentrate on the rankings and the slopes of the 
lines rather than the exact probabilities although very high or 
low probabilities may be good indicators of the discrete choices 
that would be made. 

96 
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Service Reliebility (For Connector Households only) 

Figure 3 is constructed from Table 5.5.22 in a manner similar to 
the procedure followed in arriving at Figure 2, but reliability 
of ser·vicv .is taklfn into account. It also contains s1x lina-... 
The top set of three lines reflects the probability of connectino 
under• more reliable water system, and the bottom set of 3 lines 
shows the probability of connecting without a change in 
reliability, The probability of connecting under the improved 
water system is substantially higher at every monthly tariff 
level and for every type of water condition. Interestingly the 
different curvature of the simulation indicates that the 
likelihood of connecting is more sensitive to changes in monthly 
tariff under the e,cisting service than to changes in monthly 
tariff structure under the improved system. The rankings within 
each s ite for water availability are al so as might be e,cpected. 
Households appear willing to pay even double the prevailing rates 
for an improved level of service. 

Connection Cost Y.ersus Teriff (for non-connectors and probable 
connectors only) 

The primary interest in Table 5.5.24 is the differential effect 
of varying the hookup charge relative to the tariff, The probit 
results suggest that the monthly tariff is not a statistically 
significant factor influencing the decision to connect to the 
system in the presence of the initial connection fee. In 
contrast, the connection cost is a statistically significant, 
negative influence on the likelihood of connecting to the 
improved system. This finding provides a useful policy 
implication in the sense that it shows that there may be 
considerable scope for amortizing the connection cost in the 
monthly tariff. In addition, the price elasticity for the 
monthly tariff is -0 ,14, while the price elasticity for the 
connection charge is -0 .44. A one per cent increase in the monthly 
tariff structure results in 0.14 per cent decrease in the 
probability of connecting, while a 1 per cent increase in 
connection level causes a 4.4 per cent decrease in the 
probability of connecting. The sample is more sensitive to 
changes in the hookup charge than to small changes at the mean in 
the monthly tariff. 

Figure 4 shows effects of connection cost on the probability of 
choosing a yard tap among the non- connectors and the probable 
connectors derived from Table 5.5.24. As the estimates 
indicate , connection cost has a strong negative effect among both 
groups. Households in the proposed site are likely to be more 
strongly sensitive to change in connection cost level than the 
non-connectors in the existing sites. The probability of hooking 
up in the proposed s1tes falls below 50 per cent in the 
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connection cost range of Rs. 250 - Rs. 400, connection 
probabilities in the eMisting sites does not fall below 50 per 
cent until the connection cost range of Rs. 550 - Rs. 700. 

:,. 5.3 Esti•ation and Results of Thlt Ordered Prnbabilfty 
'1odel for Naxiau• Willingness to Pay 

Makimum willingness to pay (MWTP) is also treated as a function 
of attributes of water source and socio-economic characteristics 
of households. The MWTP variable comes from the bidding game, 
with values ranging from Rs. 10 to Rs. 50, assuming the lowest 
connection cost in games where that is also a factor. An ordered 
probit model is used, as eMplained earlier. 

MWTP f (attributes of water source, socio-economic 
characteristics of households, dummy site 
variables) 

Table 5.5.30 contains the variables used and the eMpected signs. 

maMimum 
least 

the 

Table 5.5.31 shows the results of the estimates of the 
willingness to pay or bid curve estimation. Both ordinary 
squares (OLS) and ordered probit results are shownJ 
coefficients in the OLS models are strongly ~ toward 
Note first the frequency distribution of responses at the 

~ 
bottom 
Rs . 10 of the table . About 77 per cent of the sample are in the 

category, 10 per cent are in the Rs. 20 group, 4 per cent are 
the Rs. 30 group, and 9 per cent are in the Rs. 50 group . 

in 

Despite the small amount of variation in the dependent variable, 
the results are consistent with those from the probability models 
and are highly significant. The large, negative constant 
indicates the strong effect the independent variables (plus the 
probability of not being at one of the limits -- below O or above 
50) have in determining willingness to pay. Income and assets 
(as measured by number o1 rooms), education, and the site dummies 
have strong positive effects in raising willingness to pay for a 
private water connection. As shown earlier in Figure 2, saline 
water or water scarce conditions increase willingness to pay for 
improved water substantially relative to the eMcluded good 
quality water zone category . 

ln addition, as shown in Table 5.5.32, reliability of service 
a strongly positive influence on the willingness to 
confirming the probit result shown earlier. 
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Hypothtt•ized Effect• o f l nde 1>9ndent Yari ebl •• 

Variables Hook up to 
Yard Tap 

Maximum Willingness 
to Pay 

------------ ·--·-·---···- -··· ··-------
Monthly tariff 

Connection cost 

Distanc• to water source 

Yearly inco01e 

Numb•r of rooms 

Education 

AQricul tural occupation 

R•spondent ••,c (f•111•l•) 

Dummy 1 ( wat•r scare•> 

Dummy 2 (wat•r saline) 

Du,nmy 3 (8 sit•> 

Dummy 4 (reliability) 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

? ? 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 
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Naxiaua Nillingn••• to Pay Esti••t•• For Connectors 
and Non-connectors 

I nae pendent 
V•riabl•~ 

Can5iant 

Yearly income 

Number of rooms 

Sew of respondent 
(fem•le • 1) 

Education level 

Occupation 
( farmin,;i • 1) 

Distance to source 

-~-~9 
! t -/aluc) 

7 --- -
t0.8399 

(-r'b. 100) 

0 0001 
( .4313) ... 

0":'"5~61 
( 1.34 1) 

-2 724 
(- .3761) 

.8758 
( 5:0~51 ,• 

J 
1~348 

(?.5740) 

{0.0146 
(-~1510) 

l0u~ ... ~ -;~iAbility l .~189 
~ . (7 4702). 

D~:: ·-- f::-::arce area -~;~45 
(~:4070) ... 

Dummy for saline are• 

R•nge 

MWTP < 10 
10 <• MWTP < 20 
20 (s MWTP < 30 
30 <• MWTP < 50 

MWTP )c 50 

Number of obs 550 

0.:i20 
(4(:222)-

-::; 
Frequency 

227 
106 

88 
38 
91 

Ordered Probit 
( t - .... ~!:.;:-: 

- 22.9780 
(-4.7031). 

0.0001) 
(1.8747)91 

0.4448 
(0.9345) 

-4.4426 
(-1.8266)-,: 

20.1421 
(:I. 7354 )ll 

2.7157 
(0.5328) 

-0.0488 
(-1.9047) .. 

24.5680 I) 
(8.1163)11 j 

33.1001 
(10.1056) .. 

14.5479 
(4.2979>"' 

Percent 

41 
19 
16 

7 
17 

• indicates the 95 'l. level of statistical significance. 
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NaMllM.I• Willinon••• to Pay Estl••t•• For 
Existino and Propos•d Sit•• 

l nd•p•nd•nt 
Variabl•,. 

Constant 

Yearly incom• 

Nu111b•r o f rooms 

S•• of r••pond•nt 
(fe111al• • 1) 

Education lev• l 

Occupation 
(far1111no • 1) 

Oistanc• to sourc• 

Ou••y for scarce area 

Dummy for salin• area 

0 L ~ 
( t - value) 

5.8337 
3.:11901• 

0.0002 
7.70101" 

1.0440 
3.93501" 

-2.402b 
(-2.8707) 41 

3.9322 
(4.0b071-

-1.80b5 
(-1.257bl 

0.0007 
0.22b2) 

5.3890 
4. n1501• 

1.0387 
(0,9198) 

Ou••y for proposed site -4.5325 
(-4 . 8019). 

Range 

MWTP < 10 
10 <• MWTP < 20 
20 <• MWTP < 30 
30 <• MWTP < 50 

MWTP >• 50 

Number of obs 980 

Frequenc y 

585 
192 

57 
45 

101 

Oroer•o Prob at 
(t - v•lu•I 

-11.0850 • 
(-2.9355) 

0.0003 
(10. 4900) ... 

2 .3441 
(4.498bl. 

-4.8302 
(-3.58511 .. 

9.344 2 
(4.43b5) .. 

-3.5439 
( -2.8544)* 

0.0070 
1. 70b5)-

b. 7513 
C 3.094b)f 

- 2.023b 
( - 0.7953) 

-8.97b8 
( - 5.05301, 

P•rcent 

bO 
20 

b 
5 

10 

• 1nOi c ates the 95 i level of stat1st1cal s1qn1f1 c ~nc e. 
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~axi.ua Nillingn••• t o Pay Eati••t•• For All Sit•• 

Indep.,nd•nt 
Variabl•• 

Conatan\ 

Yearly income 

Numbe,- of ,-ooMa 

S•x of r•apond•nt 
(f•111•l• • 1) 

Education l•v!fl 

Oc cupation 
(for111al ••cto,- •1) 

Distanc • to aou,-c• 

DumMy f o,- sca ,-ce a,-ea 

Dummy for saline a,-•a 

Dummy fo,- propoaed sit• 

Range 

11WTP < 10 
10 <• 11WTP < 20 
20 <• MWTP < 30 
30 <• 11WTP < 50 

11WTP >• 50 

Numb•,- of oba 1150 

0 L ~ 

(t - v•l u~) 

• ..,""t ..... 
t.l • , £4.J 

3 , 3338)11 

0 . 0002 
7.3792) ... 

0.6645 
2.9889)~ 

-2. 2470 
(-2,5830) .. 

8 . 0284 
(7.6741)1' 

-1. 6322 
(-1.0819) 

-0.0029 
(-0.8054) 

10 . 7988 
( 9,2941)" 

4 . 5 441 
(3,9370),. 

-8.7625 
( -9. 2928 ,,. 

F,-equency 

635 
240 
121 

45 
45 

Q,-de,-ed P,-obi t 
(t - •,ale•) 

-ii.3e43 
( -3. 8755 ,if 

0.0003 
8,4836). 

1 , 2492 
(3 . 6553)"' 

-4.0621 
( -2 .9045 )" 

17,7464 
(8.1884). 

-2.3986 
(-0.8132) 

0 . 0005 
0.1019) 

14 . 7139 
( 6.7554)11 

4.6526 
( 2.1792). 

- 16 .2990 
1-10.22201• 

Pe,-co,nt 

58 
22 
11 

4 
4 

• indicato,s the 95 'l. lo,vel of statist1ca l sign1ficanc e 
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CHAPTER VI 

SU1111ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

lhe governments 1n develop1no cPuntri e$ are faced w1 t ~ ~n urn1 11 
t•s~ of providino s~fe ~nd c lean water to dispersed rur~l 
communities where the pressure of orowino popul•tion as well •s 
environment•} factors hAve rendered the tradition•! water sources 
inAdequ•te to meet household needs . The schemes for providing 
improved w•ter tend to be capital and/or technolooy intensive and 
require substanti•l resources for maintenance . The imperative of 
intensifyino efforts to improve access to safe drinkino water in 
the rur•I are•• h•s come about at• time when most developing 
country oovernments as well as donor agencies are goino throuoh a 
serious resource constr•int . The low level of efficiency in the 
oper•tion And m•intenance of the improved water supply schemes 
mAkes the task even more difficult. The provision of protected 
w•ter free of charge has led to unsust•in•ble subsidies 
ultim•tely resulting in the condition of those most in need of 
the service rem•ining unchanged. Although the responsibility of 
setting up and providing finances for the system might continue 
to be with the governments and other outside sources, the loc•l 
residents Are expected to be generally responsible for the 
m•intenance of the system And contribute towards the recovery of 
operation And maintenance costs. 

While huge quantities of financi•I and human resources have been 
devoted to solving the technical problems Associated with 
supplyino water for meeting household needs in the rural areas, 
much less •ttention has been paid to the behaviour of present and 
potential users of these systems which in the end is what 
determines whether they will be m•intained and used. Designers 
have paid little attention to the economic and social 
determinants of w•ter use patterns and resource mobilisation for 
the improved systems and have instead used rules of thumb (such 
as • fixed percent•ge of income people would be willino to set 
a side for the improved service and/or contributions to labour 
inputs when systems are built) in planning for such a service. 
The systems are designed to provide an abysmally low level of 
service across all environments and social situations. 

Th1s study has assessed the impact of socio- economic 
characteristics of rural households, the environmental situations 
in terms of supply of water through traditional sources and the 
quality of the service itself, in the sustainability of the 
improved system. Sites were c hosen to reflect the three 
environmental settings Clo ensure variation in source cho ice) in 
northern Kera ls; (a> wi th access to ade quate and good quality 
traditional sources of water, (b) where water scarcity has become 
a constant feature over the years, and (c) with traditional 
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quality due to saline intrusion, In each of these l ettings our 
investigation covered two sites. The first group o sites are 
those in which the improved service is available and where there 
is a substantial variation in whether households are hooked up to 
the service through yard taps . The second group o sites are 
similar to the first group of sites in terms ot s1c10- ec~nom1c 
•tructure and the availability of water through tne traoitionai 
sources but ~her@ t~e i~prove~ ~ervir~ will bp~nmP A AilAhlP only 
after a few months. 

Our evidence reveals that rural households continue to e><ercise 
the choice for multiple sources of water and that v riations in 
the use of the improved system are mainly on account of 
compulsions imposed by environmental factors and the supply 
constraint which afflicts the provision of the impro ed service. 
The fact that reliance on multiple sources of wa er is most 
pronounced among households with a yard tap in all three sites 
reveals that the improved system in its prese ·t form is 
performing only a supplementary role in meeting the rural water 
demand. Piped water as a single source is of conseq ence only in 
the scarcity area which, again , is a reflection ofj an overall 
supply constraint in such sites and does not provide any proof of 
the ability of the 1mproved service to meet he domestic 
requirement of water there. Most households use atleast two 
sources of water and own well and/or neighbour's well figure as a 
parallel source - to the yard tap among connector ho seholds and 
to public taps among non-connectors. Public wells are of some 
consequence in meeting the water demand only in water~scarce and 
saline areas. The supplementary character of t e improved 
service is further highlighted by the fact that e,ccJ pt in the 
water scarcity area it accounts for less than half of water 
consumed by connector households, and only between one quarter to 
one-third of the demand for water among non-cor.nectors is 
satisfied through such a source . In tact, in the adequate/good 
quality area only two per cent of water consum~d by non-
connectors is through this source. I 
While the improved service in its present state migh

1
t not have 

provided an alternative to the traditional sources 01 water, it 
has undoubtedly helped in minimising the hardships faced by 
rural households in meeting their domestic requirements for 
water. Those with yard taps have benefited most from the 
improved system as it has augmented their supply of water to the 
national norm of 40 litres per capita per day. Thb connector 
households in the adequate/good quality water area, in fact, 
consume water upto the liberalised norm of 70 litres per capita 
per day. The households which have not taken yard taps but which 
have access to the improved service through standposts, too, are 
better off than the households in the sites without piped water 
supply. However, a vast maJority of the non-connector households, 
e><cept in the adequate/good quality water area still fall short 
of the consumption norm of 40 litres per capita per day. 
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We did not observe inter-seasonal variations in water consumption 
LJut this is not surprising in a situation where the households 
find it difficult to meet their water demand even at its lowest 
ebb. This is also why no relationship is observed between water 
consumption and factors such as income , family size, presence of 
hi~hcr ctJucot"-o,,, reiiy.iun u, t.:d~te. Gnly unoer co11uitiun'=> vi d 
relatively greater quantity of water beinq available as, tor 
example, among the households with yard taps, did we observe a 
positive relationship between water consumption on the one hand 
and per capita income and presence of one female member with high 
school education on the other . The rest would seem to be in a 
continuous struggle to meet their barest minimum requirements of 
water making an all out effort to procure water from all possible 
sources. The situation becomes much worse during the summer 
season when even in the area with adequate/ good quality water as 
many as 57 per cent of non-connectors find piped water supply 
through the standpost severely inadequate. 

Since most of the households cannot rely on a single source to 
meet any of their particular requirements, they tend to switch 
and shift from one source to another according to the dictates of 
their environmental conditions . Households in the adequate/good 
quality water area make free use of traditional sources for 
drinking and cooking and depend on them heavily for cleaning of 
utensils, bathing and washing, etc. In the poor quality water 
sites a majority of the households, while reserving water from 
the improved service for drinking and cooking, turn to the 
traditional sources almost exclusively for meeting their other 
needs, viz. bathing and washing, etc. In the scarcity area, they 
have to distribute their limited supplies from the improved 
service over the entire range of end-uses with a relatively 
greater emphasis on drinking and cooking. 

The evidence towards an overwhelming desire for a convenient 
service among our sample households indicates a vast scope for 
the improved system, particularly yard taps, in meeting the water 
demand of rural households. The fact that the preference for yard 
taps is observed most among those having their own wells and that 
as many as 45 per cent of connector households in the 
adequate/good quality water area, 30 per cent in the poor quality 
water area and 20 per cent in the water scarce area have a system 
of reticulation, is proof in this direction. Freedom from having 
to queue up at the standpost and from dependence on others has 
emerged as another important factor in going in for a yard tap, 
as the second most important combination in this group of 
households is the yard tap with neighbour's well. 

Public taps (standposts) provide a much-needed relief in the 
scarce and poor quality water areas. While in the adequate/good 
quality water area only 2 per cent of the water consumed by the 
non- connector households comes through th1s source, around a 
third of the water consumed by the non- connector households 1n 
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the water scarce area 1s through the standposts, and for 3~ per 
cent of them standposts are the only source of water in this 
area. In the saline area one-fourth of the water consumed by non 
- connector households is accounted for by standposts. 

Tne susta1nab1litv of an 1111proved water system depwnd~ on the 
quality of its service which hinges not only on the technological 
"""' ad111inistrativl!' LdLk-up f, u,1o ,h.., Luv but .tso on tha ;:.::-tic
ipation of the local populat1on in 1ts planning, operation and 
through managerial , physical and financial con tribut ions. 

While a large proportion of the sample households in the 
adequate/good quality water area who can afford to be relat1vely 
choosy about the i111proved system expressed dissatisfaction with 
the general quality and taste of piped water, most of the sample 
households in the poor quality and scarcity areas did not have 
any complaints about the general quality and taste of piped 
water. It was the inadequate quantity of water and the 
irregularity in the supply of water through the improved service 
which irked the sample households almost everywhere the situation 

. being exasperating during the summer season. The constraints 
on the amount of and reliability with which water can be 111ade 
available to the community are mainly on the supply side and not 
because of th• service being in a state of disuse or disrepair. 
Most often the schemes are very small, either because of the 
limitations of the source itself or because the amount sanctioned 
was too small to permit larger schemes. 

This is, however, not to deny the existence of certain features 
in the design and laying of pipe lines which adversely affect 
the eff1cacy of the 1mproved system. For example, in their 
initial phase the systems have invar1ably tended to start the 
distribution pipe lines from those parts of the vi llage which are 
most centrally located, which are al so the pockets where the 
relatively better-off live . When the distribution pipe lines are 
extended to other parts of the vi llage the system , due to its 
initial weakness of being under-designed, has already exhausted 
its operational capacity. This leads to weaker flows, shorter 
duration of supplies and longer queues at the standposts all 
over, more so in the localities which are covered later. Again, 
the p1pes are laid only along one side of the road , which makes 
the system inaccessible to those living on the other side, as it 
is a maJor problem and an expensive one to cut through the road 
and take a connection across to the other side. The defects in 
the distribution p1pe line and the other factors which make the 
service ineffective for the maJority of the population are a 
direct outcome of the prevailing top-down approach which does not 
appreciate the need for consultations with the rural people at 
the design and 1mplementat1on stage. Our discussions at the 
village sites suggest that local people have been observing the 
planning and laying of the distribution pipe lines with keen 
interest and have shown a greater antic ipation of the problems in 
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this regard than was probably eKpected of them. The absence of 
any consultations with the local people is also responsible for 
inoptimal location of standposts. The plank on which community 
involvement in the implementation, operation and maintenance of 
the improved system can be fostered must necessarily rest on a 
greater communication with and participation by people through 
the formation of citizen~· committees at the level of po~kets 
within the village with a strong representation of women and 
their training into operaticn of ~umps ~~~ other mai~ten~nce 
works. 

It is clear that the improved system in its present form is able 
to meet only a very small proportion of the demand for water of 
rural households. By emphasising solely standposts to the near 
eKclusion of yard taps - a s reflected in the poor connection rate 
of between 7 to 10 per cent - the service has been starved of 
much-needed finance tor augmenting the supplies and improving its 
reliability through proper operation and maintenance. The yard 
taps would be an important means of cross-subsidising better 
quality service at the standposts for those who are not in a 
position to pay for the service. 

Our analysis of 
valuation method 
environmental and 
of public goods, 

income, tariff, 
determinants of 
service; 

willingness to pay based on the contingent 
using probit and legit models developed by 

resource economists to deal with the provision 
reveals as follows: 

education and connection costs are 
whether people would hook up to the 

important 
improved 

wells are considered by the households to be highly competitive 
with yard taps, but yard taps are r egarded as a normal good and 
people tend to switch to them as income and educational levels 
rise1 

in the bidding games in which the connection cost can be 
controlled, the monthly tariff becomes statistically 
insignificant. Thus, it is the initial connection cost which 
would seem to be an important impediment to taking house 
connections. 

Responses from connectors as well as non-connectors in all the 
three sites where piped water supply has been in eKistence for 
the last few years reveal a relatively lower demand for public 
taps than for yard taps. While meeting of connection costs 
through loans/subsidies or its incorporation into the tariff 
structure will enable a large number of households to hook up to 
the improved service through yard taps, access to potable water 
for the very poor households will have to continue to be through 
public taps. Ensuring a longer duration of supply through these 
taps, better quality heavy duty taps, the use of liberalised 
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consumption norms while planning for these systems and 
participation in the laying of distribution pipe lines 
operation and maintenance of the system, ought tq be 
agenda. 

PIPOple's 
and in 
on the 

Reliabil ity of service has a substantial positive 
d~ci~ion to connect to an improveo syscem, and lt 
offsets the negative effect of the tariff. 

eftect on 
strongly 

There are certain aspects of the hardware of piped ~ater systems, 
too, which deserve more attention than they have received 
hitherto. The quality of public taps is one. Taps for public use 
need to be brought in line with the flow, duration of supply and 
user pressur•. Given the generally weak flow, long queues at 
standposts and h•avy handling of these taps within compacted time 
spans, the taps presently in use tend to break or leak. The 
absence of back-up m•chanisms for pro~pt att•ntio~ to repairs 
such as the ones d•scribed above could well act to induce apathy 
and wastefulness on the part of the people. Jt woulp indeed be 
'bad development' if women whose eKperience of traditional 
sources over centuries makes them the greatest conservers of 
water, were to become apathetic in the u&e of this precious 
resource through the improved system. I 

1, 
Another aspect requiring attention are domestic ! meters . All 
private connections in rural northern Kerala are metered. While 
the problem of defective meters was not widespreab among the 
sample households, in the course of our site reconnaissance we 
came across situations of dissatisfaction with the q~ality of the 
meters. The authorities claimed helplessness in thi r matter as 
the market for domestic water meters is limited and there is no 
pressure for quality control of products. With the [Kpansion of 
the programme for rural drinking water systems and, inevitably, 
growth in the number of domestic connections, the market for 
meters may be eKpected to widen, redressing tis problem 
somewhat. But it is necessary to stress here the need for 
government to ensure quality control in domestic wat[1 r meters as 
in public taps. 

Chlorination of tap water is yet another problem. Wh le the need 
for pipe water is universally felt and only tfose in the 
adequate/good quality water area with access to alternative 
traditional sources can afford to be finicky about t e taste and 
smell of pipe water, in the course of our field vis ts we came 
across complaints about the quality of pipe water du , probably, 
to eKcessive chlorination . . There would seem to be nerd for a more 
fleKible policy with regard to chlorination so that taste 
acceptablity of pipe water can be enhanced part cularly for 
drinking and cooking. It 1s necessary to altai here any 
impression that chlorination 1s major problem; 1t j s not. The 
availability of more water through pipes makes for general 
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hyoiene iMprov•••nt •nd cle•nlin•ss of the aicro-environment, 
which is •s import•nt •s w•ter for drinkino Qt!'.~· Of course, 
the plentiful supply of w•ter in the •bsenc• of provision for 
dra inag• •round t•ps and for remov•l of sull•ge w•ter r•is•s the 
further problem of creatino new and exacerbating existing water 
borne or w•ter fostered diseases. But that is not our concern 
here •s drainage and environmental sanitation are beyond the 
purview of this study. 

ln conclu~ion, our study reinforces the Government of India's 
priority in providing improved water systems in scarcity •nd poor 
quality w•ter areas . As reflected in our •vidence on source 
choice, source-wise share in household water consumption and 
willingness to pay , the improved system h•s a crucial role in 
reducing the severity of short•ge in water consumption in these . 
areas. 

I 
It is the inflexible consumption and investment norms, lack of 
communication with and participation o f the local people and the 
keeping •way from tapping resources through provision of house 
connections, that have l•id • trap of inadequacy •nd inefficency 
•round th• improved service. It is cl•ar that people want house 
connections for which th•y h•v• been p•ying •nd •re willing to 
pay . Their willingness to pay is further enhanced with rise in 
incomes, education• l levels and reliability of the ser vice both 
in terms of quantity of water supplied and regularity with which 
supply is m•int•ined. Ap•rt from this potenti•l for mob1lising 
loc•l funds to augment and improve the operation and maintenance 
of the improved system, there is also a clear indication of a 
high level of aw•reness •nd preparedness on the part of the l oc•I 
populations to improve the operation and maintenance of the 
system . Thus, the lessons which come out very clearly are: 
removal of restrictions on domestic connections, meeting of 

'connection costs through credit facilities or subsidies or its 
incorporation into the tariff structure, and putting people 
especially women in the ' driver ' s seat ' for system augmentation, 
operation and maintenance. Since the source choice probabilities 
are system•tically affected by environmental differences in water 
condition, • dis•ggreg•ted approach wou ld be r•quired in the 
determination of scale, technology and financial choices. 

It ought to be noted h•re that in the DANIDA sponsored improved 
syst•ms c•re is being taken to ease the constraints imposed by 
investment and consumption norms, by designing the system so a s 
to provide water upto the liberaliied nor~ of 70 litres per 
capita per day. The Soc10-Economic Unit is working with the KWA 
engineers and loc•J groups to ensure the provision of standposts 
at si tes where they are needed most, and to benefit from the 
locally available stock of knowledge in the matter of layino 
distribution pipe lines . It al so seeks to link the prov1sion of 
piped water with environmental sanitation and better hygiene 
practices. We have included one such scheme (Nannamukku) among 
the sanctioned schemes in our study. How rewardino thi s 
experiment has been w1ll be par t of the subJect matter of our 
analys is 1n the second phase of this study. 
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APPENDIX I 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS 

While some of the household characteristics assumino sionificance 
ir, •MPl•in.iuv v•r i•tion• in water use p•tterns ano iniiuv11l...iny 
willinoness to pay bids have been dealt with in greater detail 
and depth in the precedino chapters, this appendiK is intended 
mainly to provide a p rofi le o f the population to which this study 
relates . It would help in providino a holistic understandino of 
the situation we are discussino by specifyino the quantitative 
dimensions of the socio-economic characteristics such as aver age 
household size , seK and age-wise composition, occupational 
patterns, religious affiliations, asset composition, income, 
employment and educationa l levels of the sample households. 

1.1 Respondents 

To begin with we profile the respondents, i . e., the person(s) who 
gave the required information on the sample household(s). By a 
combination of cha nce and design, at least hal f our total number 
of respondents were women, the proportion going upto 70 per cent 
for the non-connector households. Also, between one-third to one 
half of the respondents were heads of their households. The 
average age of female respondents is around 40 years which is 
only marginally lower than that of the male respondents. 

In keeping with the general pattern observed in the Kerala 
countryside, l iteracy was fairly widespread among our 
respondents. What is striking is that the numbers who have 
completed secondary school or gone beyond are not insignificant. 
Connectors come out best here (in all three areas) with the 
highest proportions of high school graduates as compared with 
non-connectors and probable connectors. I n the sites with 
improved water supply schemes, respondents in general (both 
connectors and non- connectors) have much higher proportions of 
those who have gone to secondary school or beyond , than 
respondents in the sites with sanctioned schemes. Within the 
group of high school graduates, men outnumber women. With the 
eKception of respondents (both connectors and non-connectors) in 
the adequate/good quality water area and probable connectors 1n 
the scarce area, where women score as high as men in levels o f 
educational attainment , male respondents outnumber female 
respondents at the higher levels. 
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Both fflAle And femAle respondents individuAlly reflected A high 
level of responsiveness in the interview situAtion. Under field 
conditions one might witness Attempts at participation in the 
interview by all interested adult members of the household. 
Joint participation (by husband and wife) in the interview among 
our sample households was confined to 18 per cent. It was 
interesting to note that although providing for the water needs 
of ta,e '*amily i~ cor.sider•d to be pri•~rily ~ wun .• ,,·,. 
responsibility, men were keenly aware of the quantities drAwn 
And consumed And other details of household use patterns, just 
AS WOfflen respondents Answered uninhibited ly when interviewed by 
mAle investigAtors. It is only in the section on bidding 
games thAt women's pArticipation was somewhAt lower than in 
the other two sections, i . e., household details and water use 
practices. 

1.2 Deaooraphic Profile 

There Ar e significant vari ations in household size among the 
different groups of households. The Average family size varies 
frOffl 5 to 8 persons among connectors And fro• 6 to 8 among non
connectors and probable connectors. For all these groups 
together, average household size is lowest in the wAter scarce 
a rea And highest in the area of adequate but saline water . By 
and large , men marginally outnumber women in the sampl e 
population, the proportion being 96 females per 100 males in 
the connector population and 95 per 100 in the non-connector 
and probable connector population. Jn all categories of 
households, between 24 to 28 per cent are headed by women. 

Children constitute about a third of the population ranging 
from 27 . 3 per cent among connectors to 37 . 2 per cent among non
connectors and 34.2 among probable connectors. The non
connectors have uniformly larger proportion of children than 
the connector households in all the three areas. Among the 
probable connectors the proportion of children is about the 
same in all the areas . 

1.3 Religious and Caste Composition 

On the whole Hindus predominate among connectors and non
connectors, Muslims among probable connectors. Palghat, our 
water scarce area described earlier, is predominantly Hindu in 
character while Malappuram in which c an be f ound both our good 
Quality and saline water zones has an almost equal blend o f 
Hindus and Muslims (although our site for probable connectors in 
the saline area represents a particulAr ly high concentration of 
Muslims) . 
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Within the Hindus, the hioher and more prosperous caste of Nairs 
are predominantly represented among connectors. Ezhavas are 
conspicuous on the whole. Numerically the largest group among 
Hindus in Northern Kerala, this erstwhile low caste has seen 
considerable social change in this century due to major movements 
for social reform which have upheld modern education as a key 
agent and is, today, an upwardly mobile 'backward cast~ · . In 
the area of water scarcity (Palghat) there is a sizable 
prcpcrtion of other intermedi~ta ::indu castes - mainl~ artis~~ -
and scheduled castes, the latter beino more conspicuous on the 
whole amono probable connectors and, generally, in the 
problematic water zones (scarce and saline). 

1.4 Literacy and Education 

Connectors as a whole have higher levels of education and the 
lowest level of illiteracy as compared with the other two 
cateoories of the sample population. Probable connectors come 
out worst with the highest levels of illiteracy (almost a third 
of the population) and smallest proportion at the higher levels 
of educational attainment (secondary school and beyond). As 
expected, the level of education is higher amono adult males than 
among adult females for all groups and in all the sites. The 
proportion of adult males with a higher level of educational 
attainment is highest among connectors and lowest among probable 
connectors. The relatively lower levels of education among the 
probable connectors could be explained mainly in terms of the 
concentration of backward castes in the proposed sites. 

1.5 Working Force 

Workers form a small proportion of the total population in all 
three cateoories of households ranging from 20 to 38 per cent. 
The sample households (all categories) in the water scarce area 
of Palghat have a relatively larger proportion of workers 
compared with households in the good quality and saline water 
zones; this is probably the effect of the fairly significant 
presence of female workers in the probable connector category 
dominated by scheduled castes. The relatively low proportion of 
workers in the total population is explained mainly by a very 
small work participation rate among females, namely 15 per cent 
for connectors, 13 per cent for non-connectors and 24 per cent 
for probable connectors. The number of working members per 
household is highest in Palghat the water scarce area, more so 
among the probable connectors (2.5) followed by non-connectors 
(2.0) and connectors (1.8). 
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1.6 Occupationa l Pattern 

The r•noe o f occupations pr•ctised by our s•mple households in 
the different sites include cultiv•tion , tr•de •nd commerce, 
salaried Jobs •nd wage labour in •gricultural An~ nnn
•gricultur•l tt•ctory 1aoour , constr uction wor.o,, ,.1,uµ 
•ssi~tants , etc.,) • ~tiv it ie~, An~ villAge prnfe~~lnnals - Ooth 
traditional and modern. 

Contrary to the rural scene 1n most other p•rts of the country 
but quite in keep1no with the specific situat ion of Kera!• where 
vill•oes •re l ike towns as reflected in their popul•tion size , 
l evel of public utilities , diversification of economic b•se and 
higher levels of educ•tion, service (sa laried Jobs) figures 
• mono the major occup•t i ons in •II the sites. Connectors as • 
whole have a dominant presence in the service group (Sb per 
cent) f ollowed by non-connectors (28 per cent) •nd probable 
connectors (lS per cent). In tr•de , too, the connectors 
domin•te. 

It is •s we move down the socio-economic scale th•t other 
c •tego r i e s of households begin to surface prominently. Fishing, 
• m•Jor occup•tion a mong probabl e conne ctors dominates the 
professional profile. Probable connectors also dominate in the 
group of •gricultur•l labour ers, while both non-connectors and 
prob•ble connectors c•n be found in siz•ble proportions doing 
non-•gricultural l•bour. 

Cultiv•tion •ccounts tor a very minor proportion of the workers 
identi f ied •bove, below 3 per cent among non-connectors and 
prob•ble conne ctors •nd b•re l y 6 per cent among connectors. 
P r ob•ble connectors on the other hand f igure •t the top of the 
list of agricultural l•bourers (14.6 per cent) followed by non
connectors (7.8 per cent)1 connectors are virtua lly absent f rom 
this category. 

Thus, connectors domin•te the better occupations in •II the three 
water zones. Non-connectors are most heavily represented in 
non-•gricultural labour, p•rticu l arly in the good and saline 
quality water areas, while in the water scarce area they are to 
be found in hiohest proportion in salaried jobs. Probable 
connectors are more evenly distributed by occupation across 
areas. While they •re to be found stronoty in non- agric ultural 
labouring Jobs in the saline area and doing both agricultura l and 
non- •gricultura l labour in the water scarce sites , they are 
primarily 1n service JObs followed by non-agricultura l labour and 
then trade in the good qua l ity water zone. The occupational 
distribution between male and female workers did not appear to be 
markedly different •nd it follows the same pat tern as observed 
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for the three different groups, i.e., connectors, non-connectors 
and probable connectors. 

1 . 7 Assets and lncon,e 

Whil• in th• areas with abundant traditional sources of water a 
fairly lar9• proportion (43 to 4~ p•r c•nt) of the sample 
hous•holds with yard taps own farm land, in the scarcity zone 
only between one-fifth and one-fourth of th• sample households 
are the owners of farm land. The average size of land holding is 
uniformly lower for the non-connectors. It is also observed that 
a relatively larger proportion of sample households own land as 
compared with the proportion of the overall population which owns 
land. The area on the homestead ranges between 0.2 and 0 . 5 
acr•s. On an average the households with yard taps have a 
larger area on the homestead than th• non-connectors and the 
probabl• conn•ctors in all the three areas. In K•rala most 
hou••holds hav• fruit bearing tr•es (coconut, arecanut, 
jackfruit, cashewnut, etc.) on the homestead. Between 60 and 94 
per cent of our ~ample households have such trees in their yards, 
and we did not observe any significant diff•rences between the 
three categories of our sample hous•holds in this respect. 
Kitchen gardening is confined to less than 3 per cent of our 
sampl• households. 

Almost ev•ry household in our sample owned the house in which it 
lives. Households with yard taps have the most spacious 
dwellings consisting of about~ rooms, followed by non-connectors 
- 4 rooms - and probable connectors. Between 60 to 94 per cent 
of these houses are firm brick structures . A greater proportion 
of th• hous•holds with yard taps have their own latrine and 
bathroom as compared with the non-connectors and the probable 
connectors. 

Nearly all the sample households with yard taps also have 
electricity. A majority of the sample households among the non
connectors, too, have electric connections. EMcept in the area 
with adequate/ good quality water from traditional sources, 
electric connections among probable connectors is limited to only 
about one-third of the sample households . The use of L.P.G. for 
cooking, too, is more prevalent among the sample households with 
yard taps. This is also the case with respect to items such as 
television sets, refrigerators and motor cycles. 

The households with yard taps by and large have a higher average 
1ncome as c ompared with the non- connectors. lhe probable 
connectors 1n the area wit h ddequate / gooo quality water from 
traditional sources enjoy the same level of average income as 
those with yard taps in that water zone. The non- connector 
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sample households have about the same average income in all the 
three sites. The average income levels are the lowest for the 
probable connectors in the water scarce area and the poor 
quality water zone. The distribution of sample households 
between high, medium and low income levc1s reveals that while 
only ~b per cent of the sample households with yard taps are in 
the low inrom~ r~no~, n~arly two-third~ ~f t~~ samp!~ hc~~eho!~s 
amono non-connectors and probable connectors are covered within 
this ranoe. The laroest proportion in the hioh income ranoe, 
too, is from amono the connector~. There are, further, some 
interestino variations in income distribution. Among connectors 
for eKample, nearly two-thirds of the sample households in the 
water scarce zone fall in the very low income range of less than 
Rs·. 10,000 per household per annum. The proportion of sample non
connectors in this range is by and laroe the same for all the 
three areas. While between 80 and BS per cent of probable 
connectors in the water scarce area and in the poor quality 
water zone have very low incomes, in the area with adequate/ 
good quality water from traditional sources only 43 per cent fall 
in this income cateoory. 

The factor of earninos from the overseas jobs mainly in the Gulf 
countries is predominant among the probable connectors in the 
area of adequate/ good quality water, which provides an 
eKplanation for the highest average income levels there. 
However, among the other categories of households, the rem
ittances from the Gulf do not eKplain variations in household 
incomes. 
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Particular• 

1... Proportion o.t. 
c•apondenta 

Conn•ctora 

Non-conn•ctora 

Probabl• conn•ctor• 

1.1.... ,~:0~~3.~ o.t. 

Connector• 

Non-connector• 

Probabl• conn•ctors 

1.1..l.,. Percent r•aeond-
anu. !!fill AJ:.t !:WiJ. 

Conn•ctor• 

Non-connector• 

Probabl• conn•ctor• 

l.!L... lli'E~c1&~·~@2g~a-
AO: education 

Conn•ctor• 

Non-conn•ctor• 

Probabl• connector• 

'l.. ~=;~~~§.gf-.-M-ving 
aacoodarv education 

Conn•ctors 

Non-connectors 

Probabl• connectors 

H1!l't1 c,t l'IClll~l"hO 111 

T~.rt Lr..l 

R••pondent Profil• 

Ar•• with Area with 
adequate/ acarce/good 

Ar"• with 
abundant/aal 

good quality to indi ff . in• quality 
water qual ity wate .. ,ter 

I 
I 

47.0 49.0 53.0 
t,3.0) C,1.0) ( 4!7 .0) 

16.0 49.0 24.0 
(84.0) C,1.0) (7~ . 0) 

47.0 40.0 4Lo 
(53.0) (60.0) (59.0) 

49 53 
I 

42 
(47) (47) (41) 

40 45 4 2 
(38) (39) (40 

44 48 40 
(42) ( 39) (38 

59.0 " · o 45.0 

22.0 38.0 32.P 

45.0 42. 0 44. > 

32.0 62.0 50.( 
(46 . 0) (36.0) (20 . C) 

I 
31.0 51.0 17 .01 

(31.0) (24.0) (16.0) 
I 

24.0 9.0 13.ol 
(10.0) (9.0) (0.0) 

I 
I 
I 

39.0 49.0 36 . 0 I 
I 

31.0 37.0 16.0 , 

17.0 9.0 5.0 I 

N.D. Figures in parenthesis pertain to female respondents 
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Total 

50.0 
(50.0) 

30.0 
(70.0) 

43.0 
C,7.0) 

47 
(45) 

43 
(39) 

44 
(40) 

52.0 

31.0 

44.0 

50 . 0 
(53.01 

38.0 
(24.0) 

16.0 
(6.01 

37.0 

28 .0 

11.0 
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Dttaooraphic Profile of Saapl• Hou••holds 

Ar•• with Ar•• with Ar•• w"ith Total 
Particulars ad•quat•I scarc•loood abundant/sat 

oood quality to indiff. ine qu•lity 
water quality w•t•r w•t•r 

1... Averaat ~ Rt!:. 
household 

Connectors 7.0 4.7 7.9 6.b 

• 
Non-connector• 6.5 6.4 7.9 6.9 

Probabl• conn•ctors 7. 3 6.4 8.2 7. 3 

~ Percwnt households 
~~ .... 
head 

Conn•ctors 28.8 27 . 9 27.6 28.0 

Non-connector• 29.0 24.0 22.0 25.0 

Probabl• conn•ctors 25.0 19.1 28.3 24.5 

llL. FemtlH ac. l.QQ. 
w.u. 

Connectors 87 92 104 96 .. 
Non-conn•c tors 98 84 103 95 

Probable conn•ctors 97 94 95 95 

Cl.. Proportion IU 
c hildren in. t.su.4.1. 
population 

Conne ctors 25.2 19.4 32.6 27.3 

Non-connectors 35.5 31.6 43. 3 37.2 

Probabl• conn•ctors 34.9 33.8 33.8 34.2 
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Percant Distribution of Households by ReliQion •nd C•ste 

Pa,.-ticula,..s 

L.. 6•\iaion 
1. Hindu 

Connectors 

Non-connectors 

P,.-obable connectors 

2. Musli111 

Connector-• 

Non-connector-• 

Pr-obabl• connector-• 

3. Chr-istian 

Connector-• 

Non-connector-• 

Pr-obable connector-• 

lL.. Cnil. 
4 . Nair-• (Hindu) 

Connector-• 

Non-connector-• 

Probable connector-• 

,. Ezhav•• (Hindu) 

Connector-• 

Non-connec tor-s 

Pr-obabl• connector-• 

6. Scheduled castes & 
tr-ibes• (Hindu) 

Ar-ea with 
adequate/ 

good quality 
water-

71.2 

68.0 

39 . 0 

24 . 2 

29 . 0 

,9., 

4.5 

3 . 0 

1.5 

,9.6 

16.2 

30.8 

29.8 

67 . 6 

39 . 7 

Ar-ea with I Ar-ea with 
scar-ce/good abundant/sal 
to indiff. inequality 
quality wate,.. water-

9,.3 

98.0 

7,., 

4.7 

2.0 

20.0 

0 

0 

4., 

40.2 

2,.5 

1.3 

22 . 0 

21.4 

49.7 

40.8 

42.0 

4.0 

59.2 

,0.0 

96.0 

0 

0 

0 

24.3 

2.4 

0 

59., 

61.9 

4.0 

Total 

67.6 

69.3 

39., 

31.2 

29.7 

,0., 

1 . 2 

1.0 

2.0 

41.4 

17.8 

11.0 

32.0 

44 . 7 

48.1 

Connector-s 2.1 

7.4 

0 13 . , 3 . , 

Non- connecto,..s 9.2 26.2 12.0 

P,.-obaole connecto,..s I 17.9 I 27.8 I O 23 .7 I 
'--- __ 1- I I I 
• Pe,..cent of total Hindu households in each cat1P90,..y 
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Percent Dlstribution of Adult Population By Level of Educat ion 

p.,•t ,cul•r• 

L. lll1ter1t• 
Connectors 

Non-connectors 

Prob•ble connectors 

lL. Lit,rtte 

' Connec tors 

Non-connectors 

Probable connectors 

UL..o~Y~5,!-j.~:J9 

Connectors 

. Non-connectors 

Prob•ble connectors 

~ Educ1t1d \ill.12. 
~lntl 

Connectors 

Non- connectors 

Prob•ble connectors 

~ ~@28~~:~y~ 
Connectors 

Non- connectors 

Prob•ble connectors 

'l1..... Educ1t1d ~ 
HC QI) d tr Y l.s.l!s._L 

Connectors 

Non-connectors 

Pro b•ble connectors 

Are• with 
•dequ•te/ 

QOOd qu•lity 
w•t•r 

, .2 
24.0 

1,.3 

3.2 

13.9 

9., 

12.4 

17.0 

24.7 

19.3 

9.0 

2b., 

31. 7 

2,.b 

19.9 

29.2 

10., 

b. l 

1~ 4 

Ar•• with I Are• with 
sc•rce/ Qood abundant/s•I 
to indlff. ine qu•lity 
quality water water · 

9.9 

19.2 

,2.2 

9.4 

1,.9 

14.9 

19 .b 

lb.1 

13.1 

9.3 

7.0 

b.O 

3,.9 

28.4 

11.4 

19.9 

13.4 

2., 

11.9 

19.9 

21. 7 

,.9 

22.4 

37.7 

24.7 

27.4 

24.9 

17.8 

b . 9 

9.o 

2,.3 

17.7 

,.9 

14.4 

,.9 
1.9 

_l 

Tot•I 

9.1 

20.8 

28.7 

,.9 
17. 

21. 

19., 

20. 3 

21.3 

1,.9 

7.7 

i:s., 

30.0 

23.8 

11.9 

19.b 

9.9 

3. 4 
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Percant Distribution of Adult Neles by Level of Educe tion 

Ar•• with Are• with Ar•• with Totel 
Perticulers e de quete/ :~·t~:a~~ ebundent/sel 

oood que Hty ine quelity -weter quel ity weter weter 

L. Lit•r•t• 

Connectors 2.7 7.3 7.2 :i.8 

Non-connectors 11.8 1,.1 21. 7 H,.2 

Probe ble connectors ,. 7 1:1.8 3:1.3 19.8 

1L. Educ• twd \LIU.ll. 
PciHCY ~ 

Connectors 10.b 11 . :i 22.3 1:1.b 

Non-connectors 18. b 13.8 20 .:i 19.8 

Probebl• connectors 24.7 1:1.3 2b.2 ' 22.4 

UL.~ 

Connectors 18.0 9.7 1:1.8 I 14.8 
I 

Hon-connectors 10.4 :1.7 9.:1 8:1 

Probebl• connectors 31.8 8.1 9.9 I lb.b 

CL.. Educ•t•d \l..ll1.Q. 
HcOQdfry ~ 

27 .1 I Connectors 3b. :I 41.2 34.8 

Non-connectors 28:0 33.7 18.3 I · 27 .4 

Probebl• connectors 23.2 13.9 8.7 I 1,.1 

't.L E~¥~MMc~ 
18.b I Connectors 29.1 24.2 23. :1 

Non-connectors 9.:1 17.1 b.9 

I 
11., 

Probeble connectors b . 9 3.0 2.:1 4.1 

I 
' 
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Percent Distribution of Adult F•••le• by Level of Educ•tion 

Ar•• with Ar-e• with Ar-•• with I Total 
P•r-ticul•r-• I •daqu•t•/ 

t~·i~~a~~d •bund•ntl••l 
good qu•lity in• qu•lity 
... t.,. qu•lity w•t•r- w•ter-

L.. L1ter-4ta 

Connector-a 3.8 10.7 4. 7 b.1 

Non-conn•ctors lb,2 lb.7 23.2 18.8 

Pr-ob• b l e connector-• 11.2 13.7 39.9 22.7 

lL.. Edyc4t•d wu.R 
Pei "'ICY lrltl 

Connector-• 14.b 2:,.9 26.9 23.3 

Non-connector-• 1:,.2 19.1 28.4 20.8 

Probable connector-• 24.8 10.9 23.b 20.4 

llL.. ~ 

Connectors 20.9 8.9 19.b 17 .1 

Non-connectors 7.5 8.8 4 . 2 b ; b 

Pr-ob•bl• connectors 21.5 3 . 8 b.2 10. 5 

lY.... Educ•ted \I.P1.Q. 
,re on d •,. y l.t.¥.tl 

Connectors 25.9 30.4 23.b 2b.O 

Non-connector-a 22.2 21.b 17.2 20.0 

Probable connectors 14.b 8.8 3 . 2 8.5 

\!_._ Ee~~a~a~ .. ~ 
Connecto,::• 27 , 2 13 . 3 10.?I 15.7 

Non-connectors 11.b 8.8 4 .b 8,2 

Pr-ob•bl• connector• ?1.4 1.9 1.2 2.8 
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!ARJ..a L.2 
Nuabe.- •nd P.-opo.-tton of Wo.-lce.-a 

I A.-e• ,.ith A.-•• Mith A.-e• ,.ith Tot•I 

I 
P•.-ticul•f"• Adequ•te/ :~-~~:a1~ •bund•ntl a•I 

QOOd qu•lity in• qu•lity 
... t ... qu•li ty ... ter ... t.r . 

L. ecm9Uifi Qi ~ tu:J. popu~ 

~onnectora 30 36 20 27 

I Non-connector• 28 30 22 26 

t 
Prob•ble connector• 24 38 2:1 28 

lL. ex... D.R.a. Qi t!llCC 
tu:J. nc. houHhgld 

Connector• 2 .1 1.7 1 . :I 1.7 

' I Non-connector• 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.8 

Prob•ble connectors 1.8 2.4 2.0 2.1 

w... eiIF.JiHW. Qi 

Connector• 8:>.0 79.0 90.0 e:i.o 
t 

Non-connectors 86.0 e0.o 86.0 97;0 

Prob•bl e connector• 7:1.0 62.0 92.0 76.0 

l 

I 
t ~ PrgggcUR!l Qi 

t.aY.a wgrk•c• 
Conne ctor• 1:1.0 21.0 10.0 1:1.0 

Non- connector• 14 ; 0 12.0 14.0 - 13. 0 

Probable connector• 2:1.0 38 . 0 0 .0 24.0 

~ e.csi11sict!f.! Yk ~ lli !Y.!!l,.. k Q 

Connector• 8.9 4.8 9 .2 e.o 

Non-connector• 6.2 4 .7 8.3 6.:1 

Probable connectors 7.7 4.6 2.0 4.6 
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Percent Distribution o f Norkers by Occupation 
<-1• .nd 1 ... 1., 

P•rticul • r• 

L. ftr•ina 
Connectors 

Non- conn• c tors 

Prob•bl• conn•ctors 

lL.. S•rvic• 
Conn•ctor• 

Non-conn• ctors 

Prob• bl• conn•ctor• 

llL. Iua l!l.ll 
coe•wrce 

Connectors 

Non-conn•ctors 

Prob•bl• conn•ctors 

l.ll.... P(pf•Hions 
Conn•ctors 

Non- conn• c tors 

Prob•bl• connectors 

~ Agdcylturtl ~ 
Conn•ctors 

Non-conn• c tor• 

Prob•bl • conn•ctors 

~ Non-1or 1 • 1.t..lmY.c. 

.conn• ctors 

,Non-conn•ctor• 

Prob•bl• conn•ctor• 

Ar•• with Ar•• with 1 Ar•• with 
•d•qu•t•/ sc•rc•/Qood • bund• nt l.•• l 

oood qu•lity to indi ff . in• qu• lity 
w•t•r qu•lity w•t•I ; w• t•r 

4.3 

2 . 2 

1.9 

62.6 

30.4 

31.:1 

2 4 .:1 

9.4 

21.9 

2.9 

2.2 

16.6 

0 

1.6 

2.3 

:1.8 

:14.2 

2:1.6 
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10.9 

2.0 

3 . 7 

:10.0 

40. 7 

· 9 . 0 

22.6 ' 

11.3 

3.:1 

8.2 

19.6 

7.2 

0 

:1.7 

36.7 

8.2 

1:1. 9 

39 . 8 

2 . 7 

3 . :I 

1.0 

:16.9 

12.1 

9.:1 

1:1.2 

:1.8 

:1.0 

2.7 

2.8 

32 .:1 

1.9 

16.8 

0.3 

20. , 

:18.9 

:11. :I 

Tot•l 

:1.9 

2.:1 

2.4 

:16.4 

28.3 

1:1.6 

20.6 

8.9 
I 

9;3 

4.6 

8.6 

18.0 

0.6 

7.8 

14.6 

11.7 

42.2 

39.:1 
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I..&.ILLI Lil ,, 
" ~ 
j Percent Distribution of ""I• Workers by Occu.,.tion 

1 I I Area with I Area w1th 1 Area with I Tota l 
Particulars adequate/ scarce/oood abundant/sat 

I 
oood qua lity to indif f. in• qual ity 

\ 
water qual ity wate water 

. 
,I. L. uain.11. } 

I 
f' 

Connectors :1.1 :1.2 2.9 4.3 

~ ~ ' Non- connectors 1.9 2.3 4 .1 2.7 

J .. 
··' 

~ \ Probable connectors 1. :I :1.3 1.0 2.:1 

ti lL. s,cvic• 
I 

~ 
{. Connectors 5o.8 50.4 54.4 :14.0 

\ 
l 

·' 
Non- connectors 20.3 42.1 13.4 27.9 

"!:/_' 32.:1 13.:1 9 .4 

I 
.. ,, Probable connectors 17.3 ,. 
i:r ilL. le.la AM .. conunsrce 
I•' 
,·•·r Connectors 28.0 27.0 17.0 23.6 ,, 
J•J ~· Non- connectors 10.9 12.9 . 6.7 10.3 

J 

Probable conne ctors 2:1.0 5.3 4.6 10.6 
I 

~ Pcotttatooa 

Connectors 3.4 o.9 2.2 4. 1 

,1 I Non- connectors 2.:1 22.8 3.4 10.7 
I, 

Probable connectors 17.1 7.:1 33.4 19.9 

~ Agr1,1,1B;1,1r1l ~ 

Connectors 0 0 1.:1 o . :i 

Non- connectors O.o 4.7 7.4 4 . 2 

t.: Probable connectors 0.7 2:1.7 0.2 8.o 

ti, ~ Ngn-1g(j, 1 ~ 

't o . 8 10.4 , .. Conne ctors 22.1 13.o , 
Non- conne ctors 57.7 13.:1 0:1.1 44.1 

Probable conne ctor• 23 . 1 42 .o :11. 2 40.4 ., 
I ' •J 

1 

,.~. 
IF~ 

~ "' 129 1;·-1 

j !1,) ' 
11• • ' :1 
I"'! .. 
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!Ha L.il 
Percent Distribution of Fea•le Worker• by Oc:cu~tion 

r Ar•• with I Ar•• with Ar•• with Tot•I 
l-'•rt1cul•r• •d•qu•t•/ sc .. rcot/~(?Od ,bund•n~/!'al 

I QODd qu•11tylt.O 1no1 T. in• ~U-1.&\.Y 
w~tPr qu•lity w•t•r w•t•r 

L. F1r!!!&!!Q 

Conn•ctora 0 32,2 0 14,9 

Non-conn•ctora 4.0 0 0 1.4 

Prob•bl• conn•ctora 3.4 1.1 0 1. 7 

u.... lz1:r:di;;1t 

Conn•ctor• 95.2 48,4 00.0 70.l 

Non-connectora 56,0 30,4 4,1 30.6 

Prob•bl• conn•ctora 28.7 1. 7 10.3 10.3 

llL. I!:.la Arut 
conuncrc• 

Conn•ctora 4,7 6.5 0 4.5 

Non-conn•ctor• 0 0 0 0 

Prob•bl• conn•ctora 12.6 0.5 10.3 4.9 

.L:t... Professions 

Conn•ctors 0 12,9 6,7 7.5 

Non-conn•ctor11 0 21. 7 0 6.9 

Prob•bl• conn• ctora 21.8 7 . 0 24.1 12.9 

~ Agc1,MltMr1l ~ 

Connector• 0 0 6.7 l. 5 

Non-conn•ctors 0.0 13.0 75.0 32.0 

Prob•bl• connectors 0 54.6 0 33.6 

~ t100-1gci. J..IRgiu:. 

Connectors 0 0 6.7 1.5 

Non-connectors 32.0 34,8 20.0 29.0 

Prob•bl• connectors 33.3 35.1 55 .2 36.5 
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Iil.lL L.Z.2 
o..narship of L.,.d .,.d Tr-• By Sa•pla Housaholds. 

Ar•• with Ar•• with Ar1ta with Total 
Part1cul•r• a daquata / s carca /Qood abundantts• I 

good quality 
wat1tr 

to indif f . in• quality 
qual ity wet• wet1tr 

l... Parcwnt hoyHholdt 
Q1UWlll tACa l.A.!111. 

Conna c tors 4:1 .0 u,.o 43 .0 34.0 

Non-connactor• 17.0 lo.O 23.0 19.0 

Probabla connactors 18 .0 24.0 6 .0 lb . O 

14-.2~;;,o• l.A.!111. Q!!!lli 

Connectors I. 7 4. 9 1.4 2.1 

Non-conn1tctor• 1.0 0.4 0.84 1.4 

~robebla conn1tctors 1.1 2.2 l.b I. 7 

''!;.ou%t~~ n ~I) 

Connac tors 0 . 9 0.3 0 .4 o., 

Non-connactors 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 

Probebl• connactor• o., 0.2 0.1 0 .3 

l.ll... Parc•ot hoyHholdt 
~ t.au. AC.QY.Qd. 
~ !. 

Connactors 94.0 o9.o 9 4. 0 8:1 . 0 

Non-conn1tc tors 92.0 79 . 0 91.0 87.0 

Prob•bl• connactors 94.0 60.0 80.0 80 . 0 

~ Parc0nt hoy:f"Rld1 
arowin ~ ~ 

Connactors 9.0 1.0 0 3.0 

Non-conn1tc tors 12.0 0 0 4.0 

Probabl• conn1tctors o. , 0 4.:1 1.0 

• Coconut, aracenut, benana, J ack fn.ii t, .. nQo, ate ., 

Ill 



!.t.lU.tt L.ll 

Ownership of House and Related Jntor .. tion About Sa,apl• Households. 

Area .. ith Area .. tth Area .. 1 t h Total 
P•rticul•r• • dequ•te/ sc•rce/9ood abundant / sal 

tt• QOOd qu•lity 
· water 

to indif f. in• quality 
qu•l i ty .. •t• water 

L.. P1rcent bOYUhQ)dt 
~ tlmlll. 

Connectors '17.0 '12.0 '12.0 '14. 0 

Non-conn•c tor• 'lb .O '17 .o '18.0 '17.0 

Prob•ble connector• '17.0 '18.0 'l'I. 0 '18.0 

lL. Aver4g1 ~ 
all!!!1 !Ht!:. 

Connectora ' ' ' ' 
Non-connectors 4 4 4 4 

Probable connectors 3 3 3 3 

11~ ·--h~'" 
wnn r ~ 

Connectors 78 .0 '14.0 70.0 82.0 

Non-connectors 82.0 '15.0 !)7.0 81.0 

Probable connectors 75.0 '10.0 b2.0 7!).0 

Ul.,. Percent househo)dt 
~ btthrooe i.!l. 

Connectors '17.0 87.0 '15 . 0 '13 . 0 

Non-connectors 79 .0 bO.O 53.0 b4.0 

Probable connectors 74;0 10 . 0 3b.O 40.0 

~ en! bQYlfho l dl 
n I tr4n1 l.!l 

h~Un•ctor• '17.0 81.0 'lb.O '11.0 

Non-connectors 8:1.0 !)!).0 ,2.0 b4.0 

Probabl e connectors 77 . 0 , .o 32.0 38.0 
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Ooon•r•hip of Durabl•• By Sa•pl• Hous•holds. 

P•rticul•rs 

L..~~ 

Conn•ctors 

Non-conn•ctors 

Prob•bl• connectors 

il_._ ~ 

Conn•ctors 

Non-connectors 

Prob•bl• conn•ctors 

IJJ..... Itlevision a.t.t 

Conn•ctors 

Non-conn•ctors 

Probabl• conn•ctors 

lY,_ E!:.ul..9.t. 

Conn•ctors 

Non-conn•ctors 

Prob•bl• conn•ctors 

~ liu. connwcuoo 
Connectors 

Non-connectors 

Prob•bl• conn•ctors 

VI,Eltctric connection 
Conn•ctors 

Non-connectors 

Prob•bl• conn• ctors 

Ar•• with I Are• with 1 Are• with 
adequate/ sc•rc•l;ood abundant/sal 

;ood quality to indiff. in• qu• l ity 
water quality wate wat•r 

14.0 

5.0 

9 . 0 

9.0 

0 

4.0 

17.0 

1.0 

14.0 

20.0 

2.0 

lb.O 

41,0 

5.0 

3.0 

95.0 

bl.O 

bb.O 
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e.o 
4.0 

0 .5 

b . O 

1.0 

0 

41.0 

19.0 

2.0 

23.0 

9.0 

1.0 

37.0 

14.0 

2.0 

97.0 

79.0 

30.0 

e.o 
1.0 

2 .5 

e.o 
0 

0 

12.0 

0 

3.0 

10.0 

0 

3.0 

11.0 

0 

0 

9o.O 

44.0 

32.0 

Tota l 

10.0 

5.0 

4.0 

e.o 
0.5 

1.2 

23.0 

10.0 

b.O 

11;0 

4.0 

b.O 

29.0 

b.O 

1. 7 

9b.O 

bl.O 

42.0 



.. 

Percent Distribution 
!Ha Lll I 

of s-rl• Household By lncoae Groups 
(.annua incoae) 

Part1culars 

L. R~.A8ff1.L Wl1a 

Connectors 

Non- connectors 

Probable connectors 

~ (10,000-30.0001 
Connectors 

Non-connectors 

Probable connectors 

UL. ~ 
<R•~ 3i,ooo-~o.0001 
Co'nnec ors 

Non-connectors 

Probable connectors 

CL,_ !:U.llh 1.1..lm.l!.K. ~ 

Connectors 

Non- connectors 

Probabl e connector• 

~ Avcct9C ~ QllC. 
hou,chold .u..n. B1....1. 

Connectors 

Non-connector• 

Probable connector• 

~,ttSi~8'c~~tt28~i: 
1LmL lhl..ll 

Connectors 

Non-connectors 

P~oba bl • ~cnn•~~~~• 

Ar•• with 
adequate/ 

good qua lity 
water 

lb.7 

b3.0 

43.0 

47.2 

28 .0 

20.0 

22.7 

8.0 

18.:1 

13.b 

1.0 

18. :1 

29 , 397 

12,392 

30,,47 

21.2 

20. 0 

1~ . 0 

ll4 

J. 

I 

Area with I Area with 
scarce / good abundant/sa l 
to 1ndiff . in• qua lity 
quality water waten 

bo., 

,0.0 

78., 

31.4 

3 4 .0 

18.0 

8.1 

:i.o 

2.0 

0 

3 . 0 

1., 

10,800 

12,30, 

9,794 

lb.3 

1.0 

27.b 

b3.7 

0,., 

48.0 

:u.3 
10,0 

10.2 

4.0 

2.:1 

14 . 2 

1.0 

2 . 0 

22 ,4 11 

11 , 701 

9,0b8 

29.b 

22.(1 

Total 

3b.O 

bl.b 

b9.0 

42. 0 

31 . 0 

lb.O 

12.8 

:1.7 

7 ~7 

9.2 

1 . 7 

7.3 

19,907 

12,133 

lb,470 

22.B 

14.3 

:? . O l .. ~ • .., 
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• Appeudu J 
Welfere Analy•l• 

" 
\-Jeaaeuaie that a houeehold'e choice follove - troa a c0111par11on ot the 

utilltiee realized in each option aa in (1), vith the po,itive value hlplying 

a hook-up. 

(1) u. ( .) + •• - ( u,. (,) + e,. ) > 0, vith 

U, (,) -- the obeervable non-atocha,tic component of the utility function 

for choice i ( h • hooking up a yard tap, nh • not hooking up), 

e, -- the atocha1tic component of utility for choice i 

U, (,) can be interpreted•• an indirect utility function, ao that vith a 

linear 1pecification ve vould re-vrite(l) for deci1ion on connecting as 

(2) •• + b. (7 - t ) + cl,, Z - a.., - b,. y - d.., Z + •• - e.., > 0. 

vbere 7 i, household incOClle, t monthly tariff of hooking up and Z other 1ocio

economic variable, related to hou,ehold and ,ource characteristic , . 

A probit model for connecting a yard tap follov1 from (2), assuming 

nonnality for•• - e..,. Equation (3) defines the probability of hooking up . 

(3) Prob(hook-up) • Prob( e. - e.., <a+ by - ct+ dZ ), where 

& • a,. - &,.._ • b • b.. - b""' , C • b,. , d • di. - d,. 
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Thie foODUlation can be ueed to recover a Hickeien welfare measure for 

hooking up a 7ard tap. That ie, aaxilllum willingneea to pa7 which vould Jmply 

indifference between hooking up and not hooking up in expected value tenna i s 
s 

given ae 

(4) CV• (a+ b7 + dZ - ct) / c 

Ueing (4) to eatiaate the Hickeian coapenaati.ng variation• for hooking up 

iapli•• plaauible eatl.aatea, on average, for tboaa bouaeholda in different 
~ 

eitea. 

Hean CGllpftlaating ndatioo of aa:d .. willinpen 

Sita 

A 
II 

to s,.7 in tupeH 

Mean of C.V. 

11.87 
5.39 

.1. · Haneaann(1984b) diacuaaea three alternative definitions welfare 
aeaaure• froa a randoa utilit7 framework. o....-approach i a based on the 
analyaia'a expectation of vhat ia needed to hold utility conatant( 
Cinterpretinf'the aource of the atochaatic errora in the model as analyst's 
knowledge o individual preferencea). 

ill. · \.o.kconaidered. varietr of apecifications for the random ut i l ity models 
including a very aialple spec ficatlon with only income and monthl y t ari ff as 
determinants of the choice. The benefit estimates for this s imple mode l 
applied to each aite are 

s!te 

;;; 
B 

Hean c.V 
Tr.'1! 

5.20 

l~b 
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